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19AE.17 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree
Analysis

19AE.17.1 Purpose

The four systems or functions discussed in this Section are grouped together because
they share a common basic purpose, to reduce and limit reactor core reactivity.

The Reactor Protection System (RPS), upon a scram signal, quickly inserts all the
control rods into the reactor core reducing the power to a low level.

The Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI) system is a backup to the RPS; it provides an
alternate means to assure that all the rods are inserted.

The Feedwater Runback (FWRB) functions to limit core reactivity following an
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS). The FWRB decreases the feedwater flow
thereby increasing the reactor water temperature, which, due to a characteristic
negative temperature coefficient of reactivity, reduces the core power. By helping to
avoid excessive water delivery to the RPV, the FWRB also prevents excessive dilution of
the boron content following a successful boron injection by the Standby Liquid Control
System (SLCS).

The Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) is used in conjunction with the Gravity
Driven Cooling System (GDCS) to depressurize and flood the reactor core. However, if
the primary pressure boundary is intact and the SLCS has successfully injected its boron
solution into the reactor vessel, the preferable course of action is to inhibit the ADS to
avoid diluting the boron concentration in the core and to allow the Isolation Condenser
System (ICS) to remove the heat. Thus, the ADS automatic and manual inhibit function
is provided to protect the integrity of the SLCS boron addition and permit the ICS to
function.

19AE.17.2 Design Assumptions

The system design documentation was sufficicntly defined that no design assumptions
vcivenr-esar, The following assumptions were made which were not reflected in the
individual system documents at the time of this analysis:

• The Rod Control and Instrumentation System (RC&IS) was not yet designed in
detail. A DTM/TLU card was assumed to have representative unavailability of
RC&IS. This assumption influenced the modeling of RPS and ARI automatic
actuation of FMCRD.

* TheassignmentofLMUstosensorswasnotyetdesigned in detail. LMUassignments
were assumed for RPS. ART. FWRB and ADS Inhibit,

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE.17-1
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19AE.17.3 System Description

19AE.17.3.1 Hardware Configuration

CRD
Each control rod is driven by its own Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD). The
control rods are arranged in four hydraulic scram groups in such a way that, if one
group doesn't insert, it does not prevent the reactor from reaching hot shutdown
conditions. (See Figure 19AE.1 7-1, FMCRD Logic Diagram.) Each FMCRD is resting on
a ball nut which is engaged on a spindle driven by a dedicated electrical motor. During
hydraulic scram, the hollow piston of the CRD separates from the ball nut and drives
the control rod to the fully inserted position. The control rod is held there bya latching
mechanism until the ball nut is driven up and engaged again by the drive. The hydraulic
scram is controlled by 89 Hydraulic Control Units (HCU) each one controlling two
FMCRDs. Each HCU is equipped with a nitrogen-water accumulator, maintained at a
specified pressure by the CRD system, an injection line with a related air-operated scram
valve, a dual solenoid pilot valve to control the pressure into the scram valve actuator,
and a FMCRD purge water supply line. The scram line and the purge line each feed two
FMCRDs. The air pressure for scram valve actuation comes from the scram air header.
This header can be vented through solenoid valves, assuring an alternate rod insertion
(ARI) scram. The set of valves within the HCU fail open on lack of support systems, and
scram follows. See Figure 19AE.17-2, Scram Components Arrangement.

Each FMCRD is also equipped with an electrical motor for controlled fine motion of the
control rods, and for emergency motor driven insertion of the control rods following a
reactor scram signal. The time required for control rod insertion using the electrical
motor (90 seconds after receipt of scram signal) is much longer than the hydraulic
scram insertion time, (4 seconds after receipt of a scram signal). The electrical motors
are non-safety-related components, with a non-IE 48OVac power supply. When the
motor is not actuated, spindle rotation is prevented by means of dedicated brakes which
are engaged when deenergized.

Further information on the Instrumentation. Logic and Control (IL&C) hardware
associated with scram actuated CRD and FMCRD ma be found in section 19AE.14.

ARI
The ARI system consists of a set of solenoid operated valves which allow for venting the
scram air header supplying the pilot valves. In this mode, scram is initiated within 15
seconds and completed within 25 seconds, providing all the venting lines are open and
the air supply is shut off by the dedicated ARI valves. Since the FMCRD may take up to
90 seconds to insert without causing core damage. ART will operate safelywithin that
time period with two-out-of-three ARI air vents inoperable. See Figure 19AE.17-3, ARI
Components Arrangement and Figure 19AE.17-4, ARI Logic Diagram. Information on
the IL&C hardware of ART maybe found in section 19AE.14.

19AE. 17-2 Reactivity Control Functlon: RPS, AR1, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis -February 28, 1993
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Feedwater Run-back
This function is part of the feedwater control system which generates a pump shut-off
signal that is sent to the pump's adjustable speed drivers. The pump's adjustable speed
drivers must function for system success and are considered in the analysis. See
Figure 19AE.17-5, FWRB Logic Diagram. Information on the IL&C hardware associated
with FWRD maybe found in section 19AE.14.

ADS Inhibit
This function generates a signal preventing DPVs and SRVs from opening, provided
ATWS conditions exist (see Figures l9AE.17-6 and 19AE.17-7). Information on the
IL&C hardware associated with ADS inhibit may be found in section 19AE.14.

19AE.17.3.2 System Operation

Some of the FMCRD electrical motors are used to control reactor power during normal
operation. During test, all of them are actuated for a short stroke to assure their
operability. In case of a scram, they drive the ball nut up until the CRD is engaged again.

Hydraulic Control Units (HCU) are not used during normal operation. During test,
one HCU at a time is operated by switching off the ac power to the solenoid valves. Upon
a scram signal, the scram valve opens allowing the required flow through the injection
line (Figure 19AE.17-2).

ARI valves are never operated except for scram purposes. In this case, they are energized
and open a venting line for each of the four HCU banks. In the meantime, the air supply
line is also isolated and vented (Figure 19AE.17-3).

The feedwater run-back logic combines signals from SRNM sensors and Nuclear Boiler
System (NBS) sensors to generate the required signal in case of an Anticipated
Transient Without Scram (ATWS) (Figure 19AE.17-5). The same is true for the ADS
inhibit logic (Figure 19AE.17-6.7).

19AE.17.3.3 Component Locations System Lopation

All the components are located within the safety envelope except for the FMCRD and
the related electrical motors, which are directly mounted on the vessel.

19AE.17.4 Automatic and Manual Control

Hydraulic (prompt) scram is actuated via the RPS microprocessor based logic on high
reactor pressure, low water level (level 3), and high neutron flux signals. Other signals,
such as MSIV closure, are not taken into account in the fault tree model. The RPS
instrumentation logic and control as well as "backup scram" and "scram follow" is
described in detail in section 19AE.14.

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARJ, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis -February 28, 1993 79AE. 17-3
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The same scram signal is sent to the FMCRD motors (Figure 19AE.17-1) and to the
scram air header solenoid dump valves (Figure 19AE.17-2 and Figure 19AE.17-3).
Manual scram actuation is initiated through a dedicated set of relays.

ARI valves are actuated (non-prompt scram) on high reactor pressure or low water level
(level 2) signal (Figure I9AE.17-4). The same signal is sent to the FMCRD electrical
motors. Manual actuation is initiated through a dedicated set of solid state relays., ARI
instrumentation. logic and control (both automatic and manual) is further discussed in
19AE.14.

A FWRB signal is generated if an APRM 'not downscale" signal (sensed by SRNM
detectors) occurs together with a 'high reactor pressure" signal (Figure 19AE.17-5).
IL&C for FWVRB is further discussed in 19AE.14.

An SRV Inhibit signal is generated if an APRM "not downscale" signal (sensed byAPRM
detectors) occurs together with a "high reactor pressure" or a 'low water level" signals
which would open the valves (Figure 19AE.17-6). IL&C for SRV Inhibit is further
discussed in 19AE.14.

A DPV Inhibit signal is generated if an SRNM "upscale" signal (sensed by SRNM
detectors) occurs together with a "high reactor pressure" or a "low water level" signal
which would open the valves (Figure 19AE.1 7-7). IL&C for DPV Inhibit is further
discussed in 19AE.14.

Control Room Instrumentation and Alarms are given in Table 19AE.17-1.

19AE.17.5 System Interfaces

The scram system interfaces with the coolant make up part of the CRD system. It also
depends on safety related power for the logic and non-safety related 125Vdc power for
ARI solenoid valve actuation leading to scram. Air operated valves depend on the
HPNSS system for nitrogen supply.

Control Room Inztrumcntatkon and AFarm are given in Tabic I9A4E.17 1.

Failure of the CRD system to supply water to the HCU injection lines does not effect
scram success because the lines are also individually supplied by a nitrogen-water
accumulator. If the 125Vdc power supplying two-out-of-four RPS logic channels fails,
the HCU scram solenoid valves are directly actuated. On I25Vdc power failure to three-
out-of-four ARI logic channels, ARI actuation of FMRCD electrical motors and ARI
valves is not possible. The FWRB function depends on the availability of two-out-of-four
channels with 125Vdc power for actuation.

The ADS Inhibit function does not depend en de pivsenr because the leOs ofpcwer can
be considered as an inhibition signal for ADS actuation. PRenver is necessary to actuate

19AE. 1 7-4 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993
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APS. depend on loss of two-out-of-four power divisions which would disable the inhibit
function and enable the ADS function.

FWRB and ADS Inhibit also depend on core neutron flux sensors.

See the System Dependency Matrix, Table 19AE.17-2.

19AE.17.6 System Testing

The hydraulic scram function of the CRDs and related HCUs are stagger tested; 10
percent of them are fully tested every four months (two control rods at a time) by
switching off the power to the solenoid valves.

The FMCRD electrical motors are actuated each week for a short stroke to test their
operability since only a few of them are currently used to control power during normal
operation. ARI valves are tested at each refueling. Component Test is summarized in
Table 19AE.17-3.

Testing of instrumentation, logic, and control is discussed in 19AE.14.

19AE.17.7 System Maintenance

HCUs arc maintained as noted in Table 19AE.17 1. In this case, the related e O control
rods arc fully inserted, so there is no consequence from a scram availability point of
icsw. No other har-dwarc component is allowted to be maintained.

Periodic system maintenance is not postulated as necessary for the normal operation of
RPS. ART. FWRB. or ADS Inhibit. Of course. repair (not maintenance) may be necessary
as the result of surveillance and other testing. Periodic replacement or maintenance of

the electronic cards for the reactivity control function has not been postulated. Periodic
replacement or care of the scram or ART valves has not been postulated. All necessary
repairs will be made as a result of periodic testing described elsewhere. HCUs are
maintained during refueling as noted in Table 19AE.17-4,

19AE.17.8 Fault Tree Analysis and Results

Fault trees were evaluated for the system to determine system unavailability for various
events. The following tables describe the fault trees and the unavailability results:

Table 19AE.17-5: Assumptions and simplifications used in constructing the
fault trees

Table 19AE.17-6: Misposition analysis summary

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE. 17-5
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Table 19AE.17-7: Definition and unavailability for each of the top events.
System unavailability includes the unavailability of
supporting systems and human interactions. The fault
trees were quantified using the transient house event file.
Fault trees RPS, ART, FW'B, and IHA have been developed
for the top events listed in this table.

The RPS fault tree models the failure of the overall scram
system. It is possible to derive from that model a
quantification for the fast scram function, which does not
take into account FMCRD electrical motors and ARI, or
the failure of the overall scram function. Air header dump
valves are not modeled because their failure is assumed
not to effect the hydraulic scram insertion time. Modeling
assumptions and simplifications are given in
Table 19AE.17-5. Table 19AE.17-6 refers to system
misposition analysis summary.

CCFs are modeled for the parts of the system with high
redundancy, such as HCUs and FMCRD electrical motors.

The ARI fault tree is modeled to show ARI valve behavior.
The FWRB fault trees include failure of the logic signals
and the adjustable speed drivers.

The ADS inhibit fault tree models failures of the logic and
the signals.

Table 19AE.17-8 through
Table 19AE.17-11:

Data summaries of each of the top events

19AE. 17-6 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis -February 28, 1993
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Table 19AE.17-1
Control Room Instrumentation and Alarms
1. Control Rod Position

2. Scram

3. Level 2

4. High Dome Pressure

5. Level 3

6. MSIV Closure

7. Turbine Control Valve Closure

8. Turbine Stop Valve Closure

9. High Neutron Flux

10. Neutron power >8 percent

11. Air Header Pressure

12. Solenoid Valves Position

13. AHD Valves Position

14. ARI Valves Position

15. FMCRD Electrical Motors Running

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB. and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE. 17-7
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Table 19AE.17-2 System Dependency Matrix

480 Vac 125 Vdc Non IE

Component MHA MHB MHC MHD DHA DHB DHC

FMCRD Motors X X X X

RCIS "A" 2

RCIS "BO2

Scram Follw

ARI

F039 X

F042 X

F043A X

F043B X

F044A X

F044B X

FWRB

Div. 1

Div. 2X

Div. 3

Note: Initiation logic for the above systems depends on divisional I E 125 VDC Power

1MAE 1 7-8 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis -February 28, 1993
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Table 19AE.17-3 Component Test
Components Aligned away from

Expected Test Emergency Position without Expected Outage
Component Interval Automatic Return Logic lime for Test

Motors 1 week None None

HCU 3 months None None
(staggered)

FMCRD 3 months None None
(staggered)

ARI valves 2 years None None

Table 19AE.17-4 Component Maintenance
Components Aligned Components not Expected

Expected Away from Emergency Verified by Outage
Maintenance Position without Surveillance Test Time for

Component Interval Automatic Return Logic after Maintenance Maintenance

HCU 1OyeaF None None None
refueling

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 7993 19AE. 17-9
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Table 19AE.17-5 Modeling Assumptions and Simplifications

1. Dependency on electrical power systems at 24 hours is conservatively taken into account.

2. The failure of 3-out-of-4 OLU cards is not taken into account because this unavailability is
assessed to be negligible with respect to the OLU cards CCF.

3. At least three load drivers per scram group or three TLUs must fail to lead to RPS logic
failure. This unavailability is very low compared to the other failures, so failures of a single
load driver or TLU are not taken into account for RPS. MSIV. DPV and SRV,

4. FMCRD motor unavailability is assumed to be 1/3 that of motor-driven pumps.

5. Single failures of FMCRD motor-load driver or voter cards are not taken into account
because at least 55 of them must fail in order to cause a scram failure. One load driver and
one voter for each motor is assumed to be used.

6. Other modeling simplifications in the area of actuation sensors and logic are given in the
system description of Instrumentation, Logic, and Control (19AE.14).

x. The RC&IS is assumed to have DTMITLU card unavailability until its design is fully known.
I Random failures of the 8 SRNM detectors and 84 APRM detect6rs affecting loss of three-out-

of-four divisions of detectors was considered to be of small unavailability and contribute
very little to APRM or SRNM overall unavailability. Therefore. these random failures were
not modeled,

X, Random failures of the 8 backup scram relays was not modeled due to small unavailability-
contribution. Power to these relays was not modeled as loss of two divisions of power
causes RPS scram,

10 Power was not modeled to the SRNM signals in the Feedwater Runback fault tree since loss
of power to the SRNMs is 'fail-safe' (fails SRNM upscale allowing Feedwater Runback to
occur during an ATWS).

I1 Power was conservatively modeled for the 4 ATWS. ARI cards. Loss of 3/4 divisions of IE
power would fail ARI logic and activation. However, loss of 2/4 divisions of 1E Dower would
cause RPS scram. thus rendering ARI unnecessary.

D. Divisional loss of power was not modeled to the 'ATWS. ARI DLU card for ourposes of
modeling SRV Inhibit failure. Though a scenario such as loss of division 1 power and
division 2 pressure transmitter would fail SRV Inhibit (but not fail SRV actuation). the
modeling was considered too complex to do at this time. Loss of two divisions of power
causes RPS scram which renders SRV Inhibit failure of no consequence. Loss of three
divisions of power disables SRV causing an SRV inhibit.

13 Division power loss was not modeled for the ATWS TLU card for nurooses of modeling DPV
Inhibit failure. Although a scenario such as loss of Division 4 power and loss of Division 2
ATWS TLU would disable DPV Inhibit (but not DPV). this Dower modeling was considered
too comrlex to perform at this time. Loss of 3 out of 4 divisions of power would fail DPV
actuation thus simulating DPV inhibit success. Loss of 2 out of 4 divisions of power causes
scram making DPV inhibit unnecessary

J1 Failure of a division of SRNM is assumed to be adequately modeled by 'DTM orTLU"
failure. The SRNM division is microprocessor based with a DTM and TLU function.

19AE.17-70 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis -February 28, 1993
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Table 19AE.17-6 System Misposition Analysis Summary

Misposition Identifier Description Unavailability

No misposition has been modeled with the fault trees

Table 19AE.17-7 List Of System Top Events and Results

Top Event Name Description Unavailability

GRPSAOO Failure of RPS scram actuation 2 4I Ei7

GARIAOO Failure of ARI scram and FMCRD scram actuation .3E 3E-6

GFWBAOO Feedwater run-back failure 34 25.71 E-3

GIHDAOO ADS inhibit failure 2 Or!-3 2,aaf

Table 19AE.17-8 Top Events Data Summary for RPS

Top Event Name GRPSAOO

Description Failure of RPS scram actuation.

Success Configuration At least 2 out of 4 FMCRD groups fully inserted. 33% of rods
fully inserted (random).

System Initial Status Stand-by

Mission Time N/A

Components Required to Change Scram pilot valves switch to exhaust. Scram valves open.
Status Air header dump valves open.

Initiating Signal High neutron flux. High reactor pressure. Low water level
(level 3).

Operator Actions None

Reactivity Control Function: FPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE. 17-11
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Table 19AE.17-9 Top Events Data Summary for ARI

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to Change
Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

GARIAOO

Failure of ARI scram actuation.

At least 3 FMCRD groups fully inserted. No more than 5
adjacent rods not inserted.

Stand-by

N/A

ARI valves on vent lines open. Scram valves open.
Electrical motors run in.

High reactor pressure. Low water level (level 2).

None

Table 19AE.17-10 Top Event Data Summary for FWRB

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to Change
Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

GFWBAOO

Failure of feedwater run-back.

All three feedwater pumps tripped

Stand-by

N/A

Adjustable speed drivers require pump trip.

High reactor pressure together with APRM not downscale.

None

19AE. 17-12 Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993
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Table 19AE.17-11 Top Event Data Summary for ADS Inhibit

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to Change
Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

GIHDAOO

Failure of ADS inhibit.

All SRVs and DPVs do not open.

Stand-by

N/A

Logic components trip.

High reactor pressure or low water level (level 2) together
with APRM not downscale.

Commission error (to depressurize).

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE. 17-13
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Figure 19AE.17-1 FMCRD Logic Diagram
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Figure 19AE.17-5 Feedwater Runback (FWRB) Logic
Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 199319AE. 17-18
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Figure 19AE.17-6 SRV Inhibit Actuation Logic

Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 1993 19AE 17-19
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Figure 19AE.17-7 DPV Inhibit Logic
Reactivity Control Function: RPS, ARI, FWRB, and ADS Inhibit Fault Tree Analysis - February 28, 199319AE. 17-20
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19AE.18 Condensate and Feedwater System and Main Condenser

19AE.18.1 Purpose

This subsection addresses the following systems: condensate and feedwater system
(C&FWS), makeup water system, condensate storage and transfer system (CS&TS),
main condenser and circulating water system, steam bypass system, and the turbine
component cooling water system (TCCWS).

The purpose of the C&FWS is to receive condensate from the condenser hotwell and
deliver feedwater to the reactor at the required flow rate, pressure, and temperature,
both during normal operation and after shutdown.

The condenser hotwell level is controlled by makeup from and rejection to the
condensate storage tank (CST). The makeup water system provides demineralized
water as makeup to the CST. The CS&TS supplies makeup water fe+ to the suppression
pool eeeoing or to the gravity-driven cooling system (GDCS) pool.

The main condenser is the steam cycle heat sink that receives and condenses the steam
coming from the turbine or the steam bypass valves. It is cooled by the circulating water
system and is a heat sink in the initial phase of reactor cooldown during a normal plant
shutdown.

The turbine bypass system provides the capability to discharge steam from the main
steam line directly to the condenser.

The TCCW system provides cooling water to major equipment in the turbine building,
including the condensate pumps, feedwater pumps, and circulating water pumps.

19AE.18.2 Design Assumptions

The following assumptions were made regarding the design of the systems addressed in
this section:

* After a shutdown or scram, the feedwater control system automatically adjusts the
feedwater flowrate to maintain reactor vessel water level within the required range.
The operator can manually align the system is automatically aligned in a high-
pressure, low-flow-control mode in which two of the three feedwater pumps are
deenergized and the feedwater control system adjusts feedwater flowrate on the
basis of measurements of reactor vessel water level. In this mode. feedwater heater
No. 6 is auteai*ally bypassed and the control system uses the "Startup Low Flow
Control Valve." At least one feedwater pump and one condensate pump operates in
this high-pressure mode.
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* When the reactor is shut down and at reduced pressure, the C&FWS can operate in
a low-pressure mode with at least one condensate pump operating. In this case,
condensate is pumped through the de-energized FW pumps. and The flowrate is
can be automatically adjusted using the startup low flow control valve if the operator
manually aligns the system in the low flow control mode.

* The FW minimum flow valves are actuated by instrument air on the basis of signals
from flow elements on the FW pump suction lines.

* When the reactor is shut down, only 1 of the 3 circulating water pumps is needed
for condenser cooling.

19AE.18.3 System Description

19AE.18.3.1 Hardware Configuration

The C&FWS includes the following main components:

* Three adjustable speed (33 to 50 percent) motor-driven feedwater pumps.

* Three feedwater recirculation lines, one for each pump.

* Feedwater heaters and bypass lines.

* Single string, six stage, low and high pressure feedwater heaters.

* Condensate filters and demineralizers.

* Three fixed speed (33 to 50 percent) motor-driven condensate pumps.

* One condensate recirculation line to the condenser.

* One condensate rejection line to the CST.

* One makeup line from the CST to the hotwell.

The makeup water system uses one of two pumps for makeup to the CST.

The CS&TS includes the CST, two 100 percent pumps, and related valves.

The circulating water system has three 50 percent pumps with two in operation and the
third in standby mode.

The main steam bypass system has a 33 percent capacity and opens on a signal of high
pressure in the steam line.
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The TCCGVS is composed of two 100 percent pumps, two 100 percent heat exchangers,
a surge tank, and the related valves.

Figure 19AE.18-1 shows a simplified diagram of the main systems in the turbine island.
Figures 19AE.18-2 through 19AE.18-6 show simplified diagrams of the condensate,
feedwater, makeup water and CS&T, circulating water, and TCCW systems, respectively,
with the main components indicated.

19AE.18.3.2 System Operation

During normal operation, all three feedwater pumps and all three condensate pumps
are normally running at 33 percent flow. Upon a signal of low flow on the feedwater
discharge line, the speed of each feedwater pump increases.

After a shutdown, two cases are possible:

* The system is still able to supply water at high pressure in the RPV with at least one
feedwater pump and one condensate pump. If the steam bypass or power
conversion system (PCS) is not available, the condenser makeup is also needed.

* The feedwater system is not able to supply water into the RPV. In this case, 4he-
opefater can align the condensate pumps can te provide the cooling water at low
pressure with makeup from the condenser hotwell after opening the recirculation
line.

The condensate pumps take suction from the condenser hotwell and discharge into one
common header that feeds the filters and demineralizers. A recirculation line allows the
condensate pump flow to return to the main condenser, thus avoiding a condensate
pump trip when the feedwater pumps stop.

The condenser hotwell level is maintained by adding condensate by gravity from the
CST to the hotwell through two parallel modulating air-operated valves and rejecting
condensate back to the CST using the condensate pumps.

19AE.18.3.3 Component Locations System Loeation

All the main components and most of the piping related to this system are located
within the non-safety-related turbine building.

19AE.18.4 Automatic and Manual Control

Automatic Actuation entfew
Under normal operating conditions, system operation is automatic. The feedwater flow
is regulated by the feedwater control system that uses measurements of steam flow,
feedwater flow and reactor water level to regulate the feedwater pump speed.
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On a scram or reactor shutdown, the system continues to operate automatically using
the feedwater control system. If the operator manually initiates the low flow mode, two
of the three feedwater pumps are automatically tripped, feedwater heater No. 6 is

a xiematEaly isolated and bypassed, and feedwater flow is automatically adjusted by the
"startup low flow control valve."

A trip of all the feed%.'ater pumps is initiated on the condition of high reactorwater level;
the signal is derived from the narrow range level sensors.

Feedwater recirculation line valves are normally closed; they open only during pump
startup to regulate the pump flow or after isolation of high pressure feedwater heaters.

The condensate recirculation line opens automatically on a high-pressure signal in the
condensate pumps' common discharge line.

Two level transmitters provide the set points for the hotwell level control: a high level
signal automatically opens the condensate rejection line, and a low level signal
automatically opens the makeup line from the CST.

A low CST level signal controls the supply of water from the makeup water system.

A low pressure at the discharge of the CS&TS pumps will automatically actuate the
standby pump. Also. a low flow signal at the discharge of a circulating water pump will
automatically close the associated discharge valve and actuate the standby pump.

Manual Actuation Cene
In the event of loss of condensate or feedwater flow, the operator can recover from
many of these situations by manually restarting a condensate and feedwater pump. If-
manual recvery ef automatic actuation failures is feasible, it is consider-ed, such as in
the ee.. v.en less ef vdwater- fiw.

The CS&TS must be manually aligned to supply water for suppression pool cooling, if
needed.

Instrumentation and Alarms
Table ]9AE.18-1 lists the control room signals and alarms that allow the operator to
perform these actions.

19AE.18.5 System Interfaces

Tables 19AE.18-2a through 19AE.18-2e show the dependency matrices for the
condensate, feedwater, CS&T, circulating water, and TCCW systems, respectively.
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The supporting systems are the 6.9kVac that supplies power to the pumps, the 48OVac
for MOV actuation, the 125Vdc non-lE for the logic, and the instrument air system
(IAS) for the air-operated valves.

The TCCWS is a supporting system for the C&FWS and needs the plant service water
system (PSWS) for cooling as well as the electrical power for the pumps (6.9kV), the
MOVs (48OVac), and the logic (125Vdc).

19AE.18.6 System Testing

All valves on the recirculation lines and makeup lines are assumed to be tested
quarterly. The components on the bypass lines and the main lines (motor-operated
isolation valves) are assumed to be not testable during operation.

Table 19AE.18-3 lists the components subject to test and their expected frequency of
testing. Testing of instrumentation, logic, and control is discussed in 19AE.14.

19AE.18.7 System Maintenance

Maintenance of one branch at a time is allowed during normal operation of the
condensate, feedwater, makeup water and CS&T, circulating water, and TCCW systems.
Table 19AE.18-4 identifies component maintenance intervals and expected outage
times.

19AE.18.8 Fault Tree Analysis and Results

Fault trees were evaluated for the system to determine system unavailability for various
events. The following tables describe the fault trees and the unavailability results:

Table 19AE.18-5:

Table 19AE.18-6:

Table 19AE.18-7:

Assumptions and simplifications used in constructing the
fault trees

Misposition analysis summary

Definition and unavailability for each of the top events.
System unavailability includes the unavailability of
supporting systems and human interactions. The fault trees
were quantified using the transient house event file. Fault
trees CTT, CTL, CTF, FWT, FWC, FWR, CST, CWT, and
TCT have been developed for the top events listed in this
table.
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Fault tree CIT represents the loss of condensate system
function and is addressed in the event trees after the failure
of the feedwater pumps. This fault tree includes the failure
of the condensate recirculation line; however, this failure is
not relevant in the large LOCA event. A different fault tree,
CTL, exists for this case. The fault tree CTF has been
developed specifically for the loss of feedwater event tree.

Fault tree FWT models the failure of the feedwater injection
function at high pressure for transients with PCS still
available, while fault tree FWC is applied for cases when the
PCS is not available and condenser hotwell makeup is
required, transferring water by gravity from the CST.

Fault tree CST models the failure of the CS&TS to supply
water to the F&APCS for suppression pool cooling.

Fault tree CWT models the failure of the circulating water
system for the case where the condenser is unavailable.

Fault tree TCT evaluates the unavailability of the TCCW
system; it is not common to any other front line system.

Table 19AE.18-8 & Data summaries of each of the top events
Table 19AE.18-9:
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Table 19AE.18-1 Control Room Instrumentation and Alarms

Variable Monitored Indication Alarm

Steam flow Yes Yes

Feedwater flow Yes Yes

Reactor water level Yes Yes

Hotwell level Yes Yes

CST level Yes Yes
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Table 19AE.18-2a Condensate System Dependency Matrix

125V dc
6.9kV ac Bus 480 Vac MCC Non-IE Bus

10B 1OB 10B
Component 1OA1O 1OA20 1OA30 1151 2151 3000 A B C TCCWS IAS

MOV F001A X X

MOV F001 B X X

Makeup Water X X
Transfer Pump A

Makeup Water X X
Transfer Pump B

MOV F003A X X

MOV F003B X X

AOV F004 X X

AOV F005A X X

AOV F005B X X

MOV F007A X X

MOV F007B X X

MOV F007C X X

Condensate Pump A X X X

Condensate Pump B X X X

Condensate Pump C X X X

MOV F009A X X

MOV F009B X X

MOV F009C X X

MOV F010 X X

MOV F012 X X
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Table 19AE.18-2b Feedwater System Dependency Matrix

125V dc
6.9kV ac Bus 48OVac MCC Non-IE Bus

10B 10B 10B
Component 1OA10 10A20 10A30 1151 2151 3000 A B C TCCWS IAS

MOV F020A X X

MOV F020B X X

MOV F020C X X

FWPumpA X X X

FW Pump B X X X

FW Pump C X X X

AOV F022A X X

AOV F022B X X

AOV F022C X X

MOV F023A X X

MOV F023B X X

MOV F023C X X

MOV F024 X X

MOV F025 X X

MOV F026 X X

MOV F027 X X

MOV F028 X X

MOV F029A X X

MOV F029B X X
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Table 19AE.18-2c CS&T System Dependency Matrix

48OVac MCC 125V dc Non-IE Bus

Component 1151 2151 3000 A B C

CS&TS Pump A X X

CS&TS Pump B X X

Pressure Transmitter on X X
Common Line MOV F031

Table 19AE.18-2d CIRC System Dependency Matrix

125V dc
6.9kV ac Bus 48OVac MCC Non-IE Bus

10B lOB 10B
Component 1OA10 10A20 10A30 1151 2151 3000 A B C TCCWS IAS

CIRC Pump A X X X

CIRC Pump B X X X

CIRC Pump C X X X

MOV F050A X X

MOV F050B X X

MOV F050C X X

M OV F051A

M OV F051 B X
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Table 19AE.18-2e TCCW System Dependency Matrix

125V dc
6.9kV ac Bus 48OVac MCC Non-IE Bus

10B 10B lOB
Component 1OA10 1OA20 1OA30 1151 2151 3000 A B C TCCWS IAS

MOV F040A X X

MOV F040B X X

TCCW Pump A X X

TCCW Pump B X X

MOV F042A X X

MOV F042B X X

MOV F043A XX

MOV F04aB X X

MOV F044A X X

MOV F044B X X

Pressure andL 2
Temperature
Transmitters on
Common Line _

Table 19AE.18-3 Component Tests

Components Aligned away from Expected
Expected Emergency Position without Outage Time

Component Test Interval Automatic Return Logic for Test

MOVs F024 through 027 2 years None None

MOV F034 2 years None None

AOV F022 2 years None None

Check valves 2 years None None

Transmitters 2 years None None

Other components 3 months None None
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Table 19AE.18-4 Component Maintenance

Components Aligned Components not Expected
Expected Away from Emergency Verified by Outage Time

Maintenance Position without Surveillance Test for
Component Interval Automatic Return Logic after Maintenance Maintenance

Cond. train 1 year None None 24 hrs

FW train 1 year None None 24 hrs

CS&TS train 1 year None None 24 hrs

CIRC pumps 14 years None None 24 hrs

TCCWtrain 1 year None None 24 hrs

Table 19AE.18-5 Modeling Assumptions and Simplifications

#1 Power for the logic is from a 125Vdc bus fed through two distribution panels and an
"always closed" breaker. Therefore, along with the event, 'loss of power to 125Vdc
distribution panel', the events of 'circuit breaker opens spuriously" (assessed to be
5E-7Ihr * 24 = 1.2E-5/d) and "distribution panel failure during operation" (assessed to
be 2E-7/hr * 24 = 4.8E-6/d) are applicable. Because the probability of failure of these
components is negligible with respect to the loss of 125V dc bus, these failures are not
modeled.

#2 Maintenance is considered for all trains, but included only on train B (for systems with
2 trains) or train C (for systems with 3 trains) by setting the unavailability equal to two
!hFeO times that for a single train (or three times for systems with 3 trains): this is to
avoid an improper cutset with two trains out for maintenance.

#3 It is assumed that for non-safety systems, the operator is able to recognize transmitter
failure because there are other parameters in the system that change (e.g., pressure,
flow, etc.). Therefore, the failure of a transmitter as well as the related C CF is assumed
to be recoverable by human action.

#4 The power supply for the non-safety logic is always the same one that powers the
transmitter, i.e., always 125Vdc non-lE.

#5 Loss of the scram signal is not modelled in the fault trees because the associated
probability is negligible.

#6 In the event of loss of feedwater. the C&FS may not be recoverable. The following
probabilities are assumed in the fault trees:

Eent Probability
FQREQ Feedwater and condensate systems recoverable 0AA

FNREQ Feedwater system not recoverable QD06

(condensate system recoverable)

FCNREC Condensate system not recoverable
(feedwater system also not recoverable)
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Table 19AE.18-6 System Misposition Analysis Summary

No misposition events are considered in the fault trees

Table 19AE.18-7 System Events and Results

Top Event
Name Description Unavailability

CTT Loss of condensate system (events other than large LOCA) &4 822E-2

CTL Loss of condensate system (large LOCA) 44 5 5E-2

CTF Loss of condensate system (loss of FW event) && 5iAQE-1

FWT Loss of FW when PCS is available H-A4 i.5E-2

FWC Loss of FW when PCS is not available (condenser hotwell makeup 9. 9iZfE-2
is required)

FWR Failure to recover feedwater system = 60E-1

CST Loss of CS&TS to supply makeup water feF to the suppression 4S 2.38E-1
pool eeeling or to the GDCS nool

CWT Circulating water system fails to operate 2- 2^aE-2

TCT TCCWS fails to operate 4- 2.E-2
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Table 19AE.18-8 Top Event Data Summary for CTT

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

CiT

Loss of condensate system (transients, small and medium
LOCAs).

1 out of 3 condensate pumps and condenser makeup.

3 condensate pumps running.

24 hours

- Condensate recirculation flow control valve F010 must open
to provide minimum flow for the condensate pump(s).

- Condonsato rejoot flekY eontrol valve F012 must open to
provide hetwell water level eontrol.

- 1 of 2 lines from CST to hotwell must open.

- 1 of 2 lines of the demineralized water makeup to CST must
open.

None

None

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

Table 19AE.18-9 Top Event Data Summary for CTL

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

CTL

Loss of condensate system (large LOCA).

1 out of 3 condensate pumps and condenser makeup.

3 condensate pumps running.

24 hours

- Condansat' r-ninnt fin'nnntr!l vam FP0132 mus-t nni l4fl 4:1l
- V TII V- - V VV - J V - IV TV VV -I II Va II V - - -I I -I I X I - I - III - V - r -I

provide hotwell !eye! eentrel

- 1 of 2 lines from CST to hotwell must open.

- 1 of 2 lines of the demineralized water makeup to CST must
open.

None

None

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions
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Table 19AE.18-10 Top Event Data Summary for CTF

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

CTF

Failure to recover condensate or loss of condensate after recovery
(loss of FW as initiating event).

1 out of 3 condensate pumps and condenser makeup.

Feedwater and condensate Heilale not running.

24 hours

As top event CTT after recovery.

None

None Recovery of the condensate system by starting at least one
condensate oump
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Table 19AE.18-11 Top Event Data Summary for FWT

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

FWT

Feedwater injection is unavailable, given PCS is available,

1 out of 3 feedwater pumps and 1 out of 3 condensate pumps.

s feedw ater pumps * and 3 condensate pumps
running.

24 hours

1 of 2 ioBation valvos for foodwvtor hoater No. 6 must eloso (F024
e.Nr-0o2)ne

Feodwator hoetor No. 6 bypass valvoe and Starup Lew: Flew
Control VYlvo must open (F026 and F027).

Minimum floW F8ireUlatOn val.e for operating foedwatfr pump. _

must open (FO022)VWC).
Scram signal

Roeor; of the failuro to festat tho tripped pumpo in ease of a
fai!ure ef the epfrating pump3.f1N=

, I - - - . . . . _ - . - -_ . ._ A ... - _ . ... . . ... _Hnnn'nr' flT T�fl T�IIIIrfl Tfl lIIflfl Tflfl '�'Tflm In mW Tifl�' flflflTrfll -5

F1n*vv-
I _, vx- . .
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Table 19AE.18-12 Top Event Data Summary for FWC

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

FWC

Feedwater injection is unavailable, given PCS is unavailable,
unaeailabilW*½

1 out of 3 feedwater pumps, 1 out of 3 condensate pumps, and
condenser makeup.

,1I feedwater pump2, (pump A) and 3 condensate pumps, and 1
makeup water transfer gumr running.

24 hours

- 1 of 2 isolition valvAs for fnodwntor hoator No. A must oloso
FO24 eF F0264-

Foodwatfr heater No. 6 bypass valve and Starup Low Flow
Control valvo must open (F026 and F027)
-rrIT 1T fl -J -v I {1 JI Gus ' J I A t J 1 , Ar S -11 - -

pump must open (F022NIBC).

- 1 of 2 lines from CST to hotwell must open.

- 1 of 2 lines of the demineralized water makeup to CST must
open.

Scram signal

Rzeeovry of the failurF to restart the tripped pumps in oaso of a
fai!Uro of the operating pufp-a.N t

Reoovory; of the failurF to align the system in low flow eontrol
mede.
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Table 19AE.18-13 Top Event Data Summary for FWR

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

FWR

Feedwater is not recovered after loss of feedwater as

initiating event.

1 out of 3 feedwater pumps and 1 out of 3 condensate pumps.

3 oondonsato pumpS running.Feedwater and condensate Dumps
not running,

24 hours

- 1 of 3 feedwater pumps has to restart.

- 1 of 2 isolation valves for foodwator heater No. 6 must elosO

(FO024 efF F26).

- Foodwator hoator No. 6 bypass valve and Startup Low Flow
Control Valvo must open (F026 and F027).

- Minimum flow recirculation valve for operating feedwater
pump must open (FO22A/B/C).

Scram signal

- Recovery of the feedwater system by restarting at least one
feedwater pump. failure to restart the tripped pumps in ease
ef a failure ef the, eoprting pumpf_.

- - - - _, _. .. _.. __ _. _.ioevore oT the Ta"urc to align the systHm In low ifow eonrfcI

ft�ede

Table 19AE.18-14 Top Event Data Summary for CST

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

CST

Loss of CS&TS to supply makeup water {eF to the suppression
pool or oeeing and GDCS p=L

1 of 2 pumps running

1 pump running, 1 pump in standby.

24 hours

MOVs, containment isolation valves, and check valves in lines to
suppression pool fd Di GDCS pool must open.

None

Manual alignment of CS&TS to supply water by opening MOVs,
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Table 19AE.18-15 Top Event Data Summary for CWT

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

CWT

Circulating water system fails to provide condenser cooling
during shutdown.

1 ef-a out of 3 circulating water pumps running, with the de-
energized pump(s) isolated.

2 pumps running (oumDs A and B). 1 pump in standby (1DumpC).

24 hours

None, unless both running pumps fail, in which case the third
pump must start and run.

None

None

Table 19AE.18-16 Top Event Data Summary for TCT

Top Event Name

Description

Success Configuration

System Initial Status

Mission Time

Components Required to
Change Status

Initiating Signal

Operator Actions

TCT

Loss of cooling from TCCW system.

1 out of 2 TCCW branches running with associated PSW loop
nnprntinn M494mflC r;,nntrn and 1 Aloutf _ TMA h-at oxohnnc %Xr-.
epefaetpng

1 pump running, 1 in standby. 1 heat exchanger operating, 1 in
standby.

24 hours

None, unless the operating pump or heat exchanger fails, in
which case the standby branch must start and run.

None

None, unless the operating branch pump and automatic actuation
of the standby branch pump fail, in which case the standby
brnchpump must be manually actuated. Also, the oporator must
manually aetuate the standby heat oxohangor if the oporeting
hoat oxohangor and automatic aotuation of the standby heat
emehangeF fail-
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19AE.19 High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System

19AE.19.1 Purpose

The function of the High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System (HPNSS) is to supply
nitrogen gas for instrumentation and control systems and for pneumatic valve operators
located within the primary containment.

19AE.19.2 Design Assumptions

The following assumptions with respect to the design were made at the time of this
analysis:

a The High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System (HPNSS) sketch shown in
Figure 19AE.19-1 is the basis for this analysis.

* The nitrogen operated valve F003 will close on low pressure in the HPNSS piping
system.

* The air operated valve F005 is of the "air to close" type which will open on loss of air-
pressure.

* Pressure transmitter PT006 is assumed to be utilized bvvalve F003.

19AE.19.3 System Description

19AE.19.3.1 Hardware Configuration

A simplified sketch of the HPNSS used in the analysis is shown in Figure 19AE.19-1. The
sketch includes the interface systems needed for HPNSS functions.

The HPNSS provides two functions:

* supplies nitrogen gas to safety-related systems inside the primary containment;

a supplies nitrogen gas to non-safety-related systems inside the primary containment.

For the first function, the nitrogen is normally obtained from a non-safety-related gas
supply subsystem comprised of a liquid nitrogen storage tank (A001) which is part of
the CACS providing nitrogen gas for containment inerting.

One set of safety-grade divisional storage bottles is provided as a redundant backup to
the non-safety-related gas supply subsystem. The divisional storage is comprised of ten
bottles. Normally, one outlet valve (F006 or F007) from five of the ten bottles is kept
open.

High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System - February 28, 1993 19AE.19-1
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A pressure control valve (PCV), F012 and an air-operated on-off valve F005 in series, are
provided in the line that connects the nitrogen bottles to the valve operators inside the
containment. A connection to the normal gas supply subsystem is provided downstream
of these valves.

For the second function, the nitrogen is usually obtained from tank A001 of the
Containment Atmospheric Control System (CACS). As a backup, bottled nitrogen is
supplied to the non-essential systems located inside the primary containment when the
nitrogen gas supply pressure drops below a preset point.

19AE.19.3.2 System Operation

During normal operating conditions, only the line from tank A001 of the CACS to the
essential safety systems and non-essential systems inside containment is open. The
normal valve status is as follows:

MYIG AOV F001 Open

AOV F003, FOlOA and B Open

AOV F005 Closed

F012 (LAS-system) Closed

When a low pressure is sensed in the normal nitrogen supply line, valve F001
automatically closes, valve F005 automatically opens, and nitrogen supply is provided to
all systems by the nitrogen storage bottle backup system. On a low-low pressure alarm,
the line supplying nitrogen to non-essential systems inside the containment is manually
isolated by the operator (FOI 6A and B) and, as a backup, the LAS supply line is opened
(FO1 2).

19AE.19.3.3 Component Locations System Looation

With the exception of tank AOOI located in the plant yard and the lines connected to
the nitrogen users located inside the primary containment, the system components
(valves, piping, etc.) are mainly located in the reactor building.

19AE.19.4 Automatic and Manual Control

Automatic Actuation
When a low nitrogen gas pressure is detected by pressure transmitter, PT001, in the
lines of the system, pressure switch, PS-001, closes AOV F001. The low nitrogen gas
pressure is simultaneously sensed by the pressure transmitter (PT-002) on the line to
the SRV system, causing the pressure switch, PS-002, to open AOV F005, thus 0
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connecting to the nitrogen gas bottle supply. This provides backup bottled nitrogen gas
supply to all "in" containment users.

Manual Actuation
Operation of valves and associated equipment used for the system functions are
performed by manual actuation of switches located in the control room.

kwuumentaten Instrumentation and Alarms
Table 19AE.19-1 shows the pressure transmitters and the related pressure switches
which provide control room instrumentation and alarms.

19AE.19.5 System Interfaces

The only supporting-system interface is with the electrical system. Table 19AE.19-2
reports the system dependency matrix for the analysis.

19AE.19.6 System Testing

The high pressure nitrogen isolation valves are tested by manual actuation of a switch
located in the control room and by observation of associated position indication lights.
Operation of valves and associated equipment used to switch from the normal to
backup nitrogen supply are also tested by manual actuation of a switch located in the
control room and by observation of the associated position indication lights. Periodic
tests of the check valves and accumulators are conducted to assure valve operability.
Table 19AE.19-3 reports the expected test frequency of the components considered in
the analysis. Testing of instrumentation logic and control is discussed in
Attachment 19AE.14.

19AE.19.7 System Maintenance

Maintenance on the HPNSS system is assumed to be performed during the refueling
period. Component maintenance was not modeled (Table 19AE.194).

19AE.19.8 Fault Tree Analysis and Results

Beeause of the ue differ anction: ef th Jo GNSS, theo felleiing to top eN'entL ar _
defined:

ILAs66 ofsthe HPNSS to essential syctems inzide primary containment (safety Felief valye&
ofNBS C!R421) and anrogenn meter eperatcd valves cf(B82)) CNIIA.O. The fault tre*

NIl i: developed to represent the less of both the normal and the bottled nitrogen for
:sets r-elated fianetion: inside containment.

Loss of 42IPNSS/air to the non essential systems inside primary eontainment, event
GNI'2 AOO. Thc fault tac 2I2 is de veloped to repre snt e hc los: of both the normal and
thebcttled ntrgen to teh neo zna related functions inide Eentaianm^nt.
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Fault trees were evaluated for the system to determine system unavailability for various
events. The following tables describe the fault trees and the unavailability results:

Table 19AE.19-5:

Table 19AE.19-6:

Table 19AIE.19-7:

Assumptions and simplifications used in constructing the
fault trees

Misposition analysis summary

Definition and unavailability for each of the top events.
System unavailability includes the unavailability of
supporting systems and human interactions. The fault trees
were quantified using the transient house event file. Fault
trees NI1 and N12 have been developed for the top events
listed in this table.

Loss of the HPNSS to essential systems inside primary
containment rsafetyreliefvalvesofNBS (B21) and nitrogen
motor-operated valves of IC(B32)1-GNIIAOO. The fault tree
NIl is developed to represent the loss of both the normal
and the bottled nitrogen for safety-related functions inside
containment.

Loss of HPNSS/air to the non-essential systems inside
primary containment, event GN41A44 GNI2AOl 00. The
fault tree N12 is developed to represent the loss of both the

normal and the bottled nitrogen to the non-safety-related
functions inside containment.

Table 19AE.19-8 &
Table 19AE.19-9:

Data summaries of each of the top events

19AE. 19-4 High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System - February 29, 1993
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Table 19AE.19-1 Control Room Instrumentation and Alarms
Variable Monitored Component Indication Alarm

Low N2 Pressure - PTOO1/PS001 Yes Yes

- PTOD4f/PSOO4 *ee 0ee

-PT003 Yes Yes

-PT004 Yes Yes

-PT005 Yes Yes.

AOV Position F003 Yes Yes

F010Aand B Yes Yes

Table 19AE.19-2 System Dependency Matrix

Support System

125V DC 1E
Component Div. 1 Div. 2 Div. 3 Div. 4

AOV-F005 X

Table 19AE.19-3 Component Test

Component Identification Type/Name Expected Frequency of Test

AOV-F005 3 months

CV-F002 24 months

CV-F004 3 months

Table 19AE.19-4 Component Maintenance

No component maintenance modeled in the analysis.

High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System - February 28, 1993 19AE.19-5
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Figure 19AE.19-1 High Pressure Nitrogen Supply System (HLNSS) Sketch
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19AF SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment

19AF.1 Introduction

Due to events at operating plants in the past several years, such as the loss of off-site
power atVogtle on March 20,1990 and the loss of decay heat removal (DHR) at Diablo
Canyon on April 10, 1987, the shutdown risk associated with nuclear power plants has
become more of a concern to the industry. On January 17,1992 the NRC issued Draft
NUREG-1449, "NRC Staff Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Operation". In
NUREG-1449 the NRC staff identified some safety issues that may result in new
regulatory requirements.

As part of the certification process for the simplified boiling water reactor (SBWR), an
evaluation of the shutdown risk associated with the SBWR was completed. This
Appendix discusses the design and procedural features of the SBWR that contribute to
the conclusion that the SBWR shutdown risks are negligible.

19AF.2 Evaluation Scope

The SBWR shutdown risk evaluation covers the important aspects of NUREG-1449 as
well as specific items requested by the NRC.

The evaluation encompasses plant operation in modes 3 (hot shutdown), 4 (cold
shutdown), and 5 (refueling). The SBWR full power PRA covers operation in Modes 1
(power operation) and 2 (startup/hot standby). This evaluation addresses conditions
for which there is fuel in the reactor pressure vessel (RPV). It includes all aspects of the
nuclear steam supply system (NSSS), the containment, and all systems that support
operation of the NSSS and containment. It does not address events involving fuel
handling outside the primary containment or fuel storage in the spent fuel pool.

The evaluation was broken down into several topics covering design, procedures, and
SBWR features that have the potential to prevent/mitigate past operating events that
are considered precursors to loss of decay heat removal capability and fuel damage. The
design issues included: decay heat removal, inventory control, containment integrity,
electrical power, reactivity control, and instrumentation. Guidelines for generation of
SBWR procedures are covered in a separate section, as well as the risk implications of
using freeze seals during SBWR maintenance.

In NUREG-1449 it was pointed out that due to the increased level of maintenance
activity while shutdown, the potential for fires and flooding in operating nuclear plants
is considered higher during shutdown. These topics are covered separately to highlight
the SBWR features designed to minimize the shutdown risks from fires and flooding.

SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment -February 28, 1993 19AF-1
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In order to evaluate the SBWR features that are capable of preventing or mitigating
safety significant events that have occurred at operating plants in the past, a study was
completed of specific past events that resulted either in a loss of offsite power or a
challenge to DHR. Loss of power events as described in NUREG-1410, "Loss of Vital AC
Power and the Residual Heat Removal System During Mid-Loop Operation at Vogde
Unit 1 on March 20, 1990" were evaluated and SBWR features which could have
prevented/mitigated the event were described. A total of 74 loss of power events were
evaluated. In a like manner, events described in NSAC-88, 'Residual Heat Removal
Experience Review and Safety Analysis-Boiling Water Reactors" were reviewed along
with certain loss of DHR events from INPO Significant Evaluation Reports (SERs) and
Significant Operating Experience Reports (SOERs) and NRC Information Notices.
Over 100 precursor events to loss of DHR were reviewed.

To ensure that new features (i.e., different than current operating BWRs) of the SBWR
do not introduce any additional vulnerabilities to operation of the plant, a failure
modes and effects analysis (FMEA) was completed on these new features. The FMEA
focused on the potential safety impact of identified failure modes and why these do not
contribute to increased risk of SBWR shutdown operation.

Lastly, a detailed reliability study of the SBWR DHR function was completed.
Probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) models including Fault and Event Trees were
completed for all DHR and makeup systems. Based on PRA results, minimum sets of
equipment were identified that, if available, would result in acceptable shutdown risk.

Based on this shutdown risk evaluation, input has been provided to other parts of the
SSAR. Systems and components important to safety were identified for inclusion in the
reliability assurance program. COL action items such as a need for shutdown
procedures and important operator actions were specified. Plant features important to
risk reduction were identified and will be evaluated for inclusions as part of the ITAACS.

19AF.3 Summary Of Results

The SBWR design has been evaluated for risks associated with shutdown conditions
(i.e., modes 3,4, and 5). The evaluation included the following shutdown risk categories
discussed in NUREG-1449:

* Decay heat removal

* Inventory control

* Containment integrity

* Loss of electrical power

* Reactivity control

19AF-2 SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment- February 28. 1993
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The evaluation also included shutdown risk reduction features of the SBWR design due
to instrumentation, flooding and fire protection, use of freeze seals, and procedure
guidelines. SBWR features that are not part of current domestic BWVR designs were
evaluated to determine if any new shutdown risk vulnerabilities would be introduced.
Finally, minimum sets of plant systems that if available would meet a goal of a
conditional core melt probability (i.e., given loss of one RHR system) of 1.0 E-5 were
identified.

The results of this shutdown risk evaluation demonstrate that the SBWR incorporates
design features which make the plant risk during shutdown negligible.

The SBWR is adequately protected from internal flooding by floor drains, sump pumps,
watertight doors, water level alarms, automatic isolation of flow sources, raised sills on
doors, equipment mounted on pedestals, and the ability to fully contain potential flood
sources (where appropriate).

Adequate protection from fire is provided by means of fire barriers and physical
separation of the four safety divisions. Use of fire detectors, alarms, sprinkler systems,
fire water system and a trained crew of fire fighters keep the risk related to fire at a
negligible level.

To assure the flood and fire related risks are kept low during shutdown, the shutdown
procedures that the COL applicant is required to develop have been identified.

Based on a FMEA of the new features incorporated into the SBWR that are different
from operating domestic BWR plants, it is concluded that none of the new features will
introduce additional shutdown vulnerabilities.

Instrumentation w as identified that is available during shutdown to adequately monitor
the status of the plant and operation of systems which will result in low levels of
shutdown risk.

Guidance was presented on how freeze seals could be used during maintenance on
unisoable valves to minimize the risk associated with loss of the freeze seal.

Recommendations on outage planning procedures were presented to ensure that
activities scheduled during outages take into account plant status and potentially high
risk periods or configurations during shutdown. It was pointed out that the single most
important element of reducing shutdown risk is proper outage scheduling of
maintenance on systems and support systems capable of removing decay heat or
supplying inventory makeup.

An analysis of 70 loss of power and over 100 loss of DHR precursor events at operating
BWRs confirmed that the SBWR design features would prevent or mitigate the most
safety significant of these events.

SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment- February 28, 1993 19AF-3
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The PRA model for analyzing the loss of DHR accident initiation identified about 8
systems that can be used to prevent core damage. The resultant core damage frequency
was negligible (<<1 .OE-7 per-year) but the focus of the study was to identify minimum
combinations of systems that if available would result in a conditional core melt
probability which is less than the goal of 1.OE-5 per-year given a loss of RHR event.

In all cases, the minimum type and number of systems required by technical
specifications plus systems normally operating during shutdown (e.g., CRD and fire
water) are sufficient to maintain adequate shutdown safety margins.

Many such combinations are possible, but certain specific combinations of minimum
sets of systems have been identified to provide guidance to the COL applicant.
Additional minimum sets of systems can be identified by the COL applicant, if needed,
by using the PRA model. These combinations of systems identified will allow COL
owners much flexibility in preparing outage plans to ensure that shutdown safety
margins are adequate at all times.

19AF.4 Features To Minimize Shutdown Risk

The list of SBWR shutdown risk features is presented in Table 19AF-1. The features are
grouped by risk categories as discussed in NUREG-1449, "NRC Staff Evaluation of 0
Shutdown and Low Power Operation". Fire protection was not discussed in
NUREG-1449 but was added to the list because of its importance during shutdown. The
risk categories are:

* Decay Heat Removal

* Reactor Inventory

* Containment Integrity

* Electrical Power

* Flooding Control

* Reactivity Control

* Fire Protection

NUREG-1449 also discussed reactor coolant system pressurization but this was not
included in the list because it is mainly a PWR issue. BWR shutdown pressure control
concerns are ultimately inventory (i.e., LOCA) concerns and are addressed under
Reactor Inventory.

The SBWR has been designed with the minimization of risk being a high priority. PRA
methods have been very influential in the design of the SBWR. The SBWR features
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described in Table 19AF-I along with appropriate Technical Specifications and utility
operating and maintenance procedures (which contain insights gained from risk based
evaluations) all result in the conclusion that during shutdown conditions the SBWR is
adequately protected against accidents and the estimated core damage frequency is
negligible.

The following sections describe the shutdown risk concern, past experience at
operating BWNRs for each risk concern, and the SBWNR features that contribute towards
minimizing shutdown risk for each concern.

19AF.4.1 Decay Heat Removal

Shutdown Risk
Loss of decay heat removal (DHR) while shutdown can lead to fuel uncovery and
damage. It can be initiated by loss of the operating RHR system or by loss of an
intermediate or ultimate heat sink. If loss of DHR occurs shortly after shutdown, bulk
boiling of reactor coolant and fuel uncovery can happen quickly (i.e., less than one half
hour for bulk boiling and approximately five hours to core uncovery if no protective
action is taken).

Past Experience
There has never been a loss of DHR in a BWR which resulted in actual core uncovery
but several precursors to such an event have occurred in the past. Section 19AF.1 1
discusses many of these precursor events and describes SBWR features that could have
prevented or mitigated each event.

For BWRs, the most common precursor events involved temporary loss of RHR due to
various reasons including inability to open Shutdown Cooling (SDC) valves inside
containment and isolation of SDC due to low water level in the RPV or loss of power to
the Reactor Protection System (RPS). In all of these cases, redundant loops of RHR or
alternate DHR methods were available.

SBWR Features
The SBWR contains many features to minimize the loss of DHR. The SBWR utilizes
passive DHR systems such as the Isolation Condensers (ICs) in Modes 3 and 4 which do
not rely on AC power. This is the first line of defense in maintaining DHR. In the
unlikely event of loss of the ICs, non-safety related reactor water cleanup (RWCU) in
the shutdown cooling mode could be used for DHR. In Mode 5, DHR is supplied by the
RWCU/SDC system or the fuel and auxiliary pool cooling (FAPC) system in the
suppression pool cooling mode (if the reactor cavity is flooded and the refueling gates
are removed).

In the unlikely event that all DHR systems were unavailable, several alternate methods
of DHR could be used. Steam from the RPV could be directed to the main condenser
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(if available) or the suppression pool via the SRVs. Make-up to the RPV could be
supplied by many sources as discussed in Section 19AF.4.2. As a final method, if the RPV
head was removed, bulk boiling of reactor coolant in the RPV with adequate make-up
would prevent fuel damage.

As mentioned above, SDC flow has been temporarily interrupted at operating plants in
the past due to a loss of RPS logic power. Loss of RPS power does not result in isolation
of the SDC system in the SBWR design. A loss of power to the multiplexed SBWR safety
system logic would result in SDC isolation valves failing "as-is". It takes an actual need
for completion of a safety function, not simply a loss of power, in order for the SBWR
safety system logic to cause actuation of safety systems (e.g., isolation of SDC).

From the above it can be seen that there are multiple methods to maintain DHR in the
SBWR such that the shutdown risk associated with loss of DHR is negligible.

19AF.4.2 Inventory Control

Shutdown Risk
Loss of inventory control can lead to uncovering the fuel and damage by overheating.
Reduction of reactor coolant inventory is more likely when the plant is shutdown
because additional paths for diversion of coolant (e.g., SDC system) are operable. In 0
addition, there are shutdown activities such as test and maintenance that require
seldom used valve lineups and plant configurations which increase the probability of
operator errors associated with inventory control.

Past Experience
As discussed in Section 19AF.Il, events at operating plants have resulted in reduction
of reactor coolant inventory. For BWRs this typically involved diversion of reactor
coolant from the RPV to the suppression pool due to improper valve line-ups (e.g.,
opening suppression pool suction valve before SDC suction was fully closed) or valve
leakage (e.g., RHR pump minirecirc valve). Other inventory losses were due to leaking
RHR heat exchanger tubes, placing a partially drained RHR loop on-line following
maintenance, and buckling of an RHR heat exchanger due to marine growth. In all
cases, the loss of inventory was either recovered due to operator action or automatically
stopped by isolation of SDC on low RPV level.

SBWR Features
The SBWR contains several design features to minimize the potential for inventory loss.
Indication of RPV level is displayed to the operator in the control room during all
shutdown configurations including refueling. To ensure adequate level is maintained
in the RPV, multiple sources of makeup exist including: Suppression pool, condensate
storage tank, main condenser hotwell, and fire water.

19AF-6 SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment- February 28, 1993
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To minimize the potential for pipe breaks, RWCU/SDC piping is capable of
withstanding full reactor pressure without rupture.

During shutdown there are many maintenance tasks and evolutions that could lead to
potential draining of the RPV. These include: CRD removal and replacement, and
failures or operator errors associated with operation of the reactor water clean-up
system. These potential drainage paths are discussed below:

CRD Replacement
CRD replacement for the SBWR will use the same procedure followed for current
operating BWRs. The CRD is withdrawn to the point where the CRD blade back seats
onto the CRD guide tube. This provides a metal to metal seal that prevents RPV
drainage when the CRD is removed. The many years of BWR experience with CRD
removal gives a high degree of assurance that the risk from this operation will be
negligible for the SBWR.

Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System
During operating Modes 4 & 5, the control rod drive hydraulic system (CRDHS)
continues operating with one pump running to provide purge water to the FMCRDs.
With one pump in operation, the head of the pumping water can easily overcome the
head of water in the RPV; hence, draining the RPV is unlikely. In the event that neither
pump is in operation, there are several potential paths for draining the RPV through
the CRDHS.

With neither CRD pump operating, the scram valves will open due to low Hydraulic
Control Unit (HCU) charging header pressure. The scram valves may remain open due
to operator error in not resetting the RPS logic or other system failures such as loss of
instrument air to the scram valve. This combined with multiple mechanical failures to
check valves and operator errors in CRD hydraulic system valve lineups could result in
RPV drainage through the CRD hydraulic system. Multiple failures are required for RPV
leakage to occur and even if a leak were to develop, only two CRDs would be affected
and the leak would be small since itwould occur in a 1-1/4 inch line. Therefore, the
probability of draining the RPV through the CRD hydraulic system is considered
negligible.

Reactor Water Clean-Up/Shutdown Cooling (RWCU/SDC)
During shutdown, the RWCU/SDC System provides continuous cooling and cleanup of
the reactor coolant. Water is removed from the upper portion of the reactor (above
Level 2) through the 8-inch suction lines and from the bottom of the reactor vessel
through a 2-inch line. The water is returned to the vessel through the feedwater lines.
The RWCU/SDC System does not provide any makeup function. The RWCU/SDC
System does not normally provide any pool cooling (i.e., suppression pool) or inventory
control. However, the system has the capability to cool the upper equipment pool if
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necessary and to overboard the reactor during startup. The system discharges water to
the main condenser or radwaste.

Maintenance flush and drain valves and discharge to radwaste and the main condenser
are potential discharge paths. The latter two paths are used only during reactor startup
to overboard excess reactor water due to heatup and thermal expansion.

For any of the discharge paths described above to result in RPV drainage, multiple
failures of equipment and operator errors must occur. The only path that could
potentially drain the RPV is the 2-inch bottom drain line. This path is isolated on low
reactor water level; Level 2. The flow paths to the main condenser and radwaste are
controlled by several valves in series that are manually controlled. If for some reason
these valves were open and reactor water level was dropping, the suction paths from the
RPV would isolate on Level 2.

Since the RWCU/SDC system is essentially a dedicated system for shutdown cooling and
reactor water cleanup, there is a very limited potential for RPV drainage. Even if a
potential pathway were open and RPV inventory was being lost through the
RWCU/SDC System, the system would isolate on reactor Level 2 and terminate the
potential loss. The isolation signal is a 4 division DC safety signal with little likelihood of
failure. In addition, since the RWCU/SDC system is designed to have essentially all 0
maintenance and surveillance performed during power operation and not during
shutdown, unusual valve lineups, electrical bypasses, and other modifications for these
activities during shutdown has been substantially eliminated. Therefore, it is considered
that the risk of losing RPV inventory during shutdown through the RWCU/SDC System
is negligible.

Another potential for loss of inventory control is through the use of freeze seals on
piping attached to the RPV. Section 19Q.8 discusses how freeze seals will be used on the
SBWR and why the risks associated with freeze seals will be small.

In summary, the SBWR contains many redundant and diverse features such that, along
with the use of experience proven administrative controls, loss of inventory control is
not a significant safety concern.
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19AF.4.3 Containment Integrity

Shutdown Risk
A breach of containment integrity is not by itself an issue of high safety significance but,
in conjunction with other initiating events, could increase the severity of the initiating
event. A breach of containment integrity followed by breach of another radiological
barrier or boiling of the reactor coolant could lead to a direct release to the
atmosphere. Attachment 19AF_ discusses potential offsite releases following boiling
in the RPVwith the head removed and shows that releases would be a small fraction of
normal operating limits. In addition, the PRA results in Section 19AF.7 indicate that the
risk of RPV boiling is low.

During refueling of the BWR, the primary containment is open and cannot be readily
closed since the drywell head is removed. None-the-less, loss of containment integrity
has not been an issue for BWVRs in the past.

19AF.4.4 Electrical Power

Shutdown Risk
A loss of all off-site power challenges the on-site sources to power safety related
equipment to maintain safe shutdown. Loss of individual buses (AC or DC) affects
divisional train capability and results in loss of redundancy to complete required safety
functions.

Past Experience
As discussed in Section 19AF.11, loss of power events have occurred at many nuclear
power plants. There have been several cases of a total loss of off-site power which, in
some instances, led to loss of shutdown cooling and increases in coolant temperatures
of as much as 1407F.

The majority of total loss of off-site power events were due either to severe weather or
operator errors. Several losses of on-site power events were due to objects falling on
transformers while performing maintenance activities in the switchyard. In other cases,
switching errors resulted in temporary loss of power to vital busses or off-site power.

SBWR Features
The SBWR electrical system has the following features to prevent or mitigate potential
loss of power events:

* Two physically and electrically independent standby diesel generators

* Two independent sources of off-site power

* Two unit auxiliary transformers and a reserve transformer powering four Class 1E
and two non-lE power buses
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The SBWR electrical power system contains redundancy and diversity of electric power
sources. This allows sources to be in maintenance during shutdown and still have
adequate power sources to meet potential equipment failures.

In the event that one phase of the main transformer were to fail, an installed spare is
available to return the preferred source of off-site power to service without the need to
procure and deliver a new transformer.

As discussed more fully in Section 19AF.1 1, the SBWR electrical power distribution
system has features that are capable of mitigating potential loss of power events that
have occurred at operating plants in the past. The design features described above in
conjunction with appropriate Technical Specifications and other administrative
controls result in an electrical distribution system that is able to maintain an adequate
level of redundancy and capacity even with equipment out for maintenance or testing.
This ensures that safety margins can be maintained at all times during shutdown and
normal plant operation.

19AF.4.5 Reactivity Control

Shutdown Risk
Reactivity control during shutdown may be a concern because local criticality can be
achieved through movement of control rods or errors in fuel handling that may not be
adequately detected by installed neutron detectors. Also at lower temperatures, the
inherent negative feedback available at normal operating temperature and pressure is
less able to mitigate potential power excursions.

While overall core shutdown margins are adequate to protect the fuel as long as
procedures are followed, inadvertent withdrawal of two adjacent CRDs or fuel handling
errors can lead to fuel damage.

Past Experience
A few isolated cases of BWR shutdown reactivity control concerns have been identified
in the past and were attributed to operator errors (e.g., withdrawing the wrong control
rod).

Reactivity excursion events could occur due to any one of the following:

* Control Rod Drop

* Control Rod Ejection

* Refueling Error

* Rod Withdrawal Error S
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* Fuel Loading Error

Control Rod Drop
While shutdown, the only time a control rod drop could occur is during control rod
testing. If one control rod is fully withdrawn, a rod block signal prevents withdrawal of
a second control rod. If the rod block signal were to fail and the operator were to
incorrectly select an adjacent control rod for withdrawal, a latch mechanism exists such
that if the rod were to become stuck and decouple from its drive it could only drop a
maximum of eight inches. In addition, a Class IE separation detection system would
sense a separated control rod drive and initiate a rod block signal.

Due to the combination of events required to cause a control rod drop including
operator error coincident with multiple mechanical failures, the SBWR rod drop
accident risk is considered negligible.

Control Rod Ejection
For a control rod ejection accident to occur while shutdown, RPV pressure would have
to be increased (e.g., during a hydrostatic test). The series of events thatwould have to
occur are:

(1) During RPV hydrostatic testing a control rod is withdrawn for testing and,

(2) A break in the CRD housing of an adjacent rod occurs which also results in
failure of the internal control rod anti-ejection supports ("shootout
restraints")

or

(3) A break in the CRD insert pipes coupled with failure of both its ball check
valve and electromechanical brake.

Due to the short amount of time that the RPV undergoes hydrostatic testing and the
multiple failures required for a control rod ejection to occur, the risk from this event is
considered negligible.

Refueling Error
During refueling, inserting a fuel bundle at the maximum fuel grapple speed into a
fueled region of the core which has a withdrawn control rod blade could result in a
reactivity accident.

The SBWR features that prevent or mitigate refueling errors are:

(1) An interlock with the mode switch in the REFUEL position which prevents
hoisting another fuel assembly over the vessel if a control blade has been
removed.
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(2) While in the REFUEL position, only one rod can be withdrawn at a time. Any
attempt to withdraw a second control rod would result in a rod block signal
being initiated by the refueling interlock.

(3) The operator would be alerted to a refueling error by the source range
neutron monitoring system.

Due to the combination of operator errors, interlock failures, and core configuration
required for this event to occur, refueling accident risks are considered negligible.

Rod Withdrawal Error
If two adjacent control rods are withdrawn at the same time, the reactor may become
critical. To prevent this the SBWR has a refueling interlock which prevents any more
than one control rod being withdrawn at a time. If the interlock fails and the rod is
withdrawn, the rods would scram on a high flux signal.

The coincident failures of the refueling interlock and reactor protection system in
conjunction with operator error, which are required to cause a rod withdrawal error are
considered improbable and the risk negligible.

Fuel Loading Error
This event is similar to a refueling error, in this case the refueling procedure is not
followed and a higher than design core reactivity configuration is formed. If not
identified by the core verification process, subsequent control rod testing may result in
inadvertent criticality and power excursion. A high flux scram would terminate the
excursion.

The risk from a fuel loading error is considered negligible because of the combination
of events required for the accident to occur.

Summary of Reactivity Control
The SBWR refueling interlocks, control rod design, reactor protection system
operability during shutdown, and strict administrative controls all combine to support
the conclusion that shutdown Reactivity Control is a negligible risk concern for the
SBWR design.

19AF.4.6 Summary of Shutdown Risk Category Analysis

The SBWR design was evaluated against shutdown risk categories from NUREG-1449.
The analysis took into account past experience at operating BWRs. The conclusion
from this analysis is that the SBWR design contains multiple features to minimize
potential risk during shutdown for the major shutdown risk categories. _
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19AF.5 Instrumentation

The SBWR instrumentation system contains many features that help reduce shutdown
risk. These features are contained in the basic design of the instrument systems and in
the type and number of parameters monitored.

During shutdown, the main concern from a risk perspective is removal of decay heat
from the fuel in the RPV. The large volume of water in the spent fuel pool and low
probability of draining makes the risk associated with fuel pool operation relatively low.
The smaller reactor pressure vessel (RPV) volume and relatively high decay heat load of
the fuel increases the cooling requirements and decreases the available time to recover
from loss of decay heat removal (DHR). Thus, to minimize shutdown risk, the
instrumentation system must monitor RPV level and water temperature, status of
makeup sources and heat sinks, and display these to the plant operators in a reliable and
easy to understand manner.

Design Features
The SBWR utilizes redundant channels of safety related instruments for initiating safety
actions and monitoring plant status. This is accomplished by a four division correlated
and separated protection logic complex called the safety system logic and control
(SSLC). The SSLC receives signals from the redundant channels of instrumentation,
displays information to the operator, and makes decisions on safety actions.

The safety system setpoints are determined by analysis and experience factoring in
instrument errors, drift, repeatability, safety margins, and the need to minimize
spurious actuations. The system provides continuous automatic on-line testing of the
logic and offline semi-automatic end-to-end (sensor input to trip actuator) testing. This
combination meets all current regulatory requirements.

Specific instrumentation features important to shutdown operations include:

* Automatic initiation of GDCS to ensure adequate RPV make-up.

* Four channels of instrumentation to allow for bypass during maintenance and
testing while still retaining redundancy. (The two-out-of-four logic reverts to
two-out-of-three during maintenance bypass).

* Continuous monitoring for detection of fires or flooding in safety related and other
areas.

* Operability of the reactor protection system (RPS) during shutdown to mitigate
potential reactivity excursions.

* Interlocked refueling bridge operation to prevent reactivity excursion.
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a Automatic isolation of shutdown cooling (SDC) on low level in the reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) to ensure against fuel uncovery.

a Ability to control shutdown plant status from the remote shutdown panel in the
event that the control room becomes uninhabitable.

a Ability to monitor radiation levels throughout the plant to detect breaches in
radiological barriers.

Parameters Monitored
The key shutdown parameters monitored by the SBWR instrumentation system include:

* RPV level, water temperature, and pressure

* Neutron flux

* Drywell and wetwell pressure and temperature

* Suppression pool temperature and level

* Reactor and turbine building flooding

* Fire detection in various buildings

* Electric power distribution system parameters (e.g., power, voltage, current,
frequency)

* Operation of fire water system

19AF.6 Flooding and Fire Protection

The SBWR has been designed to minimize the risks associated with fires and flooding
though the basic layout of the plant and the choice of systems to enhance the plants
tolerance to fires and flooding.

Plant Layout
The plant layout is such that points of possible common cause failure between safety
related and non-safety related systems have been minimized. As an example, all safety
related equipment is contained within the safety envelope of the reactor building. Thus
safety related equipment and controls that are used to shutdown and maintain long
term safe shutdown of the plant cannot be impacted by failures of non-safety related
systems. Likewise, non-safety related systems/equipment in the turbine building that
could be used to reach and maintain cold shutdown (e.g., condensate, main condenser)
are not affected by failures of safety related equipment, therefore, interactions between
reactor and turbine building systems are minimized.
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Normal and alternate preferred power is supplied through the turbine building to the
reactor building for safety related loads. These non-safety related power sources are
backed up by two diesel generators. The diesel generators are located in a dedicated
building and are thus not affected by events in the turbine building.

A major difference between the SBWR and current reactor designs is that due to the
multiplexing of plant systems, there is no need for a cable spreading room. This
removes a significant source of potential fires that could lead to core damage both'
during normal plant operation and shutdown conditions.

Systems
The SBWR has four independent safety related electrical divisions, any one of which is
capable of maintaining the reactor in a safe shutdown condition. With this
arrangement, a single division may be out for maintenance and a single random failure
could occur which disabled another division, but the other two divisions could be
available to ensure continued DHR. In addition, there are non-safety related systems
such as condensate that can be used to maintain safe shutdown.

In general, systems are grouped together by safety division so that; with the exceptions
of the primary containment, the control room, and the remote shutdown room (when
operating from the remote shutdown panels); there is only one division of safe
shutdown equipment in a fire area. Complete burnout of any fire area without recovery
will not prevent continued DHR, therefore, complete burnout of a fire area is
acceptable from a public risk perspective.

The separation exception in the primary containment is made because it is not practical
to divide the primary containment into three fire areas. The design is deemed
acceptable because:

(1) Sprinkler coverage is provided by the containment spray system.

(2) Only check valves and ADS/SRV valves (if the RPV head is on) are required to
operate within containment to provide DHR. A fire could not prevent the
operation of a check valve nor would it prevent a safety valve from being lifted
on its spring by pressure.

(3) In addition, maximum separation is maintained between the divisional
equipment within primary containment.

All divisions are present in the control room and this cannot be avoided. The remote
shutdown panel provides redundant control of the DHR functions from outside of the
control room. The controls on the remote shutdown panel are hard wired to the field
devices and power supplies. The signals between the remote shutdown panel and the
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control room are multiplexed over fiber optic cables so that there are no power supply
interactions between the control room and the remote shutdown panel.

Fire Containment
The fire containment system is a combination of structures and barriers that work
together to confine the direct effects of a fire to the fire area in which the fire originates.
The fire containment system is comprised of the following elements:

(1) Concrete fire barrier floors, ceilings and walls which must be at least six inches
thick if made from carbonate and silicious aggregates. Other aggregates and
thicknesses are acceptable if the type of construction has been tested and
bears a UL (or equal) label for a three hour rating.

(2) Fire doors, which are required to have a UL (or equal) label certifying that
they have been tested for a three hour rating perASTM El 19, including a hose
stream test.

(3) Electrical penetrations which are required to have been type tested to
ASTM E119, including a hose stream test.

(4) Piping penetrations which are required to have been type tested to
ASTM El 19, including a hose stream test.

(5) Fire dampers for any HVAC duct penetrating a fire barrier and which must
have a rating of three hours. The only fire dampers separating divisions are in
the HVAC duct for secondary containment (six total). The plant arrangement
minimizes fire dampers.

(6) Fire rated columns and support beams, which are required to be of reinforced
concrete construction or, if of steel construction, enclosed or coated to
provide a three hour rating.

(7) Backup of the fire barrier penetration seals by the HVAC systems operating in
the smoke removal mode. This backup feature is accomplished in the reactor
and control buildings by maintaining a positive static pressure for the
redundant divisional fire areas with respect to the fire area with the fire.
Leakage is into the fire impacted area under sufficient static pressure to
confine smoke and heat to the fire area experiencing the fire, even if there is
a major mechanical failure of the penetration seal.

Other aspects of the SBWR design that minimize the risk due to fires while shutdown
are:

a HVAC systems dedicated to the divisional areas which they serve.
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* A smoke control system to remove smoke and heat from the affected area, to control
the pressure in a room due to a fire, assure that any fire barrier leakage is into the
fire area experiencing the fire, and supply a clean air path for fire suppression
personnel. The HVAC system has been designed for the dual purposes of HVAC and
smoke control.

* Fire alarm systems.

* Fire suppression system to automatically initiate, where appropriate, and extinguish
fires.

* Manual fire suppression equipment such as hand held CO2 or chemical fire
extinguishers, and hoses.

a Administrative controls to ensure that at least one safety division is available with
intact barriers at all times.

Flooding
Many of the features that are designed to mitigate fires also serve to protect the plant
from damage due to flooding. Physical separation of safety divisions not only prevents
propagation of fires but also restricts or prevents flooding of safety related equipment.
The fire barriers will also prevent potential water from entering a divisional area due to
flooding from non-divisional sources or contain water in the fire area for divisional
water sources.

Other aspects of the SBWVR design that minimize the risk from flooding are the practice
of not routing unlimited sources of water (e.g., service water) through divisional areas
and ensuring that other large water sources (e.g., suppression pool) can be contained
without damaging equipment in more than one safety division if a flood were to occur.

An analysis has been completed of all SBWrR internal flood sources and the results show
that during shutdown conditions no more than one safety division would be affected by
water damage for any postulated flood. Features, beside separation, that contribute to
this low level of risk are: Adequately sized room floor drains, water level alarms and
automatic isolation of flood sources for potentially affected rooms, mounting motors
and other electrical equipment on pedestals above floor level, and water tight doors.
Additional details on the SBWR flood mitigation capability is contained in
Attachment 19CC.

Summary of Fire and Flood Features
The SBWR has been designed to minimize the risk due to fires or flooding during
shutdown conditions by plant configuration and system design. Divisional separation,
both physically and electrically, as well as fire/flooding mitigation systems exist to
reduce plant risks from these potential accidents. Along with these design features,
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0
administrative controls are implemented to ensure that at least one safety division is
operable and its physical barriers are intact if the barriers between two safety divisions
must be breached to complete necessary maintenance or plant modifications.

19AF.7 Decay Heat Removal Reliability Study

19AF.7.1 Introduction

As part of the SBWR shutdown risk evaluation, a reliability assessment of the decay heat
removal (DHR) capability was completed. Decay heat removal reliability has received
increasing attention due to events such as those at Vogtle and Diablo Canyon where
decay heat removal systems were made inoperable due to loss of electric power and
other causes.

Table 19AF-2 summarizes approximately two hundred events at operating plants which
were either loss of decay heat removal events or precursors to such events. The relatively
large number of events underscores the potential for loss of decay heat removal events
and the potential for associated core damage.

19AF.7.2 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine the minimum number of systems that might
be available during shutdown to ensure that the risks associated with loss of decay heat
removal events are acceptable. For the purposes of this study, acceptable risk is assumed
to be a conditional core damage probability of L.OE-5. That is, given a loss of the
operating RWCU/SDC System for any reason, the subsequent conditional probability
of core damage must be less than L.OE-5 using only those systems that are potentially
available (i.e., system not in maintenance butwhich could experience random failures).

The results of this study provide guidance regarding various combinations of systems,
that if kept available during a plant outage, will ensure that the risk associated with loss
of DHR systems will be acceptable. A utility may choose to keep more systems available,
but as long as a minimum set is made available, shutdown risk will be considered
acceptable. This minimum set of systems will give a utility flexibility in scheduling
maintenance activities for DHR systems. The minimum sets described in this study are
representative of acceptable combinations. There may be additional sets of equipment
that were not included in this study which would also result in acceptable risk levels.

The minimum sets of systems take into account plant conditions (i.e., modes) and the
fuel decay heat generation rate as a function of time. Both safety and non-safety (e.g.,
power conversion) systems are included in the minimum sets.
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19AF.7.3 Summary

Using probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) techniques, an acceptable level of shutdown
risk (conditional probability of .OE-5 for core damage given a loss of the operating
RWACU/SDC System) was demonstrated for various minimum sets of equipment and
systems that were assumed to be available (i.e., not in maintenance).

These minimum sets were determined for an initiating event involving loss of an
operating RWCU/SDC system. The four primary causes of a loss of the RWCU/SDC
System were identified to be the followings:

* Mechanical or electrical failures in the operating RWG'CU/SDC System.

* Loss of reactor component cooling water (RCCW) associated with the operating
RWCU/SDC System.

* Loss of service water associated with the operating RWCU/SDC System.

• Loss of offsite power.

Loss of RCCW, service water, and offsite power were evaluated separately as the cause
for loss of RWCU/SDC System because of their impact on other DHR and core flooding
systems. Each potential cause for loss of the RWCU/SDC System was considered an
initiating event

Recommended minimum sets of systems were identified based on the assumption that
the loss of RWCU/SDC was due to 1) above. Modifications to the sets were made for loss
of RCCWV and loss of service water as the initiating event. Separately, a recommended
minimum set of electrical power sources were identified to protect against loss of offsite
power.

Success criteria were determined for each initiating event, taking into account decay
heat load and plant operating mode. Minimum complements of systems that -will
prevent core damage given the initiating event and the time dependent core decay heat
generation rate were then identified.

Event trees were generated based on the assumed initiating event and applicable
success criteria. System failure probabilities were determined with the help of fault tree
analysis.

The results from the study are summarized in Tables 19AF-8, 19AF-9, and 19AF-10. The
tables show that significant flexibility exists for completion of system maintenance
during outages while still maintaining adequate safety margins. These minimum sets of
systems can be used by utilities for initial outage planning and for evaluating changes to
outage schedules to ensure adequate safety margins are maintained at all times during
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the outage. The risk goal can, in general, be met by just those systems that are normally
operating during shutdown or are required to be operable by the plants technical
specifications.

19AF.7.4 Methodology

The methodology used in this study was the same utilized in full power PRAs (i.e., event
trees and fault trees). The plant is assumed to be shutdown with decay heat being.
removed by the RWCU System in the shutdown cooling (SDG) mode. Loss of the
operating RWCU/SDC System is then assumed. The loss could occur due to mechanical
or electrical component failures of the RWCU/SDC System, loss of RCCW, loss of
service water, or loss of offsite electrical power. The four types of failures are assumed
to be initiating events.

For each initiating event, the success criteria were determined. The success criteria are
the minimum complement of systems that are capable of preventing core damage. As
the decay heat load is dependent on the time following shutdown, the minimum
systems required to remove the decay heat will also be time dependent. Therefore, the
success criteria have been determined as a function of time. Section 19AF.7.6 discusses
the success criteria in more detail.

With the help of the success criteria, event trees for each initiating eventwere developed
for each period. A total of 10 event trees were analyzed. Section 19AF.7.7 discusses the
event trees.

The branch points on the event trees model the probability of success and failure for
each system included in the success criteria. The failure probability for each system was
evaluated by a fault tree analysis. The fault trees model potential system failures due to
mechanical failure of components, loss of electric power to pumps or valves, or operator
errors associated with manual actions (e.g., valve line ups or remote control of pumps
and valves). Unavailability due to maintenance was modeled as follows. For a system
included in a minimum set, the maintenance unavailability was taken to be 0 (i.e., the
system is assumed to not be in maintenance). For a system not in a minimum set, the
maintenance unavailability was taken to be 1. In other words, the system was assumed to
be completely unavailable. This is a very conservative assumption because it is unlikely
that all systems allowed to be in maintenance would all be in maintenance at the same
time. In addition, some systems in maintenance might be returned to service in time.
The fault trees used in this study are contained in Attachment 19AFA. A mission time of
24 hours was used for this study. The loss of RWCU/SDC event is assumed to terminate
successfully if the mitigating systems start and run for a period of 24 hours. It is assumed
that provisions for long term maintenance of decay heat removal will be made within 24
hours. This assumptions is consistent with other full power PRAs. _
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A number of deterministic analysis were performed and documented in Attachment
19AFB. These include the estimation of time available for operator action and human
reliability analysis to estimate the probability of operator error under various
conditions.

The event trees were quantified with an initiating event frequency of 1.0. Thus the core
damage probability that is obtained by this evaluation yields the conditional probability
of core damage given a loss of decay heat removal event. The event treeswere quantified
assuming various complements of systems to be available.

Maintenance of the suppression pool was not modeled in this study. If the suppression
pool level must be lowered for any reason, several options exist such as: off loading all
the fuel in the RPV to the spent fuel pool or making systems available which do not rely
on the suppression pool as a source of water (e.g., condensate, fire water, GDCS if water
in the GDCS pools is enough for success and no make up from the suppression pool is
required). From a risk perspective, the suppression pool should only be drained during
periods when it is not relied upon for a source of water or heat sink in performance of
an ECCS function. If the above recommendations are followed, the suppression pool
unavailability will have a negligible impact on core damage frequency during shutdown.

19AF.7.5 Core Damage Probability Goal and RPV Boiling

The conditional core damage probability goal of 1 .OE-5 was selected for this study for
the following reasons. The initiating event frequency for loss of an RWCU/SDC System
is not included in this probability goal, but can be conservatively assumed to be 0.1 per
year. In the analysis, it is conservatively assumed that all systems not explicitly required
to be kept out of maintenance are totally unavailable (i.e., all in maintenance). Then,
the conditional core damage probability of L.OE-5 for the remaining systems would
result in a conservative core damage frequency of L.OE-6 per reactor-year.

This compares to the NRC goal of an overall core damage frequency of L.OE4 and a
large release goal of L.OE-6 per reactor-year. In reality, the loss of RWCU/SDC events
occur less than 0.1 times per year and more importantly, not all the systems allowed to
be in maintenance will all be in maintenance at the same time. Typically, the results
show that more than six to ten systems are allowed to be under maintenance and there
is a very low probability that all the systems will be simultaneously under maintenance.
An analysis using more realistic maintenance unavailability assumptions results in core
damage frequency estimates less than L.OE-7 per reactor-year. The simplifying
assumption of 0 or 1 for maintenance unavailability allows for the calculation of core
damage probabilities without having to model maintenance unavailability for each
system. This avoids discussion of overlapping maintenance periods for systems during
outages. These conservative assumptions allow for a straightforward determination of
minimum system availabilities that also meet the NRC risk goals.
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In Mode 5 with the RPV head removed, it is assumed that successful DHR can be
achieved by allowing water in the RPV to boil and making up lost water by various water
sources. Boiling under these conditions is an effective means of DHR but it is not
desirable because the resultant pressure buildup in the reactor building could cause
loss of containment integrity (i.e., steam release to the atmosphere). Calculations
presented in Attachment 19AFB show that the boiling release rates, assuming no core
damage, are well below allowable limits for normal plant operations.

Equipment in the reactor building would be exposed to the steam environment
including: CRD, RWCU, RCCW, and FAPCS. No other areas in the plant would be
exposed to the steam environment that operators would need to enter to assure
continued decay heat removal capability.

GDCS is qualified for a harsh environment and its operation would not be affected by
the steam. The impact of the steam on operation of RWVCU or FAPCS is a moot point
because either the systems had previously failed or the decay heat load exceeded their
capacity or boiling would not have occurred.

The CRD System is not qualified for a steam environment, but due to its hardy
construction, it would be expected to operate for some period of time. Depending on
the decay heat load, the time to boiling could vary between two to more than twenty
hours. After three days, the time to boiling is approximately 15 hrs and after 10 days is
25 hours. Therefore, for most of the outage, the CRD System could be relied upon for
makeup for a significant period of time following loss of normal decay heat removal
before being damaged by the steam environment.

There would also be non-safety related equipment in other buildings that would not
experience the steam environment which could be relied upon for makeup (e.g.,
condensate). The fire water system can also be used for makeup at low pressure.

The fire water system ties into the FAPCS System through a connection on the outside
of the reactor building. Three FAPCS valves inside the reactor building must be
manually opened to inject fire water into the RPV. Adequate time would be available to
open these valves following the loss of RWCU/SDC before boiling occurred so that the
operator would not be affected by the steam environment. All other operator actions to
mitigate the loss of RWCU/SDC can be performed outside the reactor building.

19AF.7.6 Success Criteria

In order to prevent core damage given an initiating event, sufficient systems must be
available to ensure that the core decay heat is removed and the fuel remains covered by
water. No fuel damage will occur as long as the fuel remains covered by water. There are
three ways to achieve success: a) remove decay heat directly from the coolant in the
RPV; b) remove decay heat indirectly by condensing the steam produced, and provide
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makeup water to the RPV; and c) allow the coolant to boil in the RPV and provide
makeup water to the RPV to keep the core covered.

These three ways to achieve success are discussed in detail below:

(1) Direct Decay Heat Removal from RPV - Recovery of the failed RWCU/SDC
train or use of the other RWVCU/SDC train is sufficient for success. After
reaching the cold shutdown, one RWCU/SDC train is capable of removing the
entire decay heat, but to keep the cold leg temperature of the RCCW at 95F,
two trains are engaged for the first 8 days. After 8 days, one train is sufficient
to keep the RCCW cold leg temperature around 95F. In Mode 5, the fuel and
auxiliary pool cooling system (FAPCS) in the pool cooling (PC) mode can be
used after the reactor cavity is flooded. FAPCS in the PC mode using both
pumps and heat exchangers and the supporting systems is sufficient to remove
all the decay heat.

(2) Decay Heat Removal and RPV Water Makeup -Under certain plant conditions
the main condenser, if available, can be used to remove decay heat by
condensing steam. The MSIVs must be opened and a condensate return path
to the RPV is required. If the condenser is unavailable, steam can be released
through the SRVs into the suppression pool or through the DPVs into the
drywell and RPV makeup can be supplied by several sources.

High pressure makeup can be accomplished by the CRD or feedwater and
condensate systems. Low pressure makeup is available from the condensate,
LPCI, GDCS, or Firewater system. Low pressure makeup may require
depressurization of the RPV by actuation ofADS or individual SRVs and DPVs.

(3) In Mode 5 with the RPV head removed, boiling of water in the RPV with
adequate makeup from low or high pressure sources is considered success for
the purposes of this study.

Mitigation of loss of offsite power requires recovery of the offsite power or use of the
standby diesel generators. The firewater system can be used for make up in the event of
a loss of all AC power.

The success criteria and event trees do not explicitly model maintenance of RPV water
level for availability of the reactor water cleanup system. RPV level is assumed to be
maintained by automatic actuation of CRD and GDCS in Modes 2-4 and Mode 5
(reactor cavity unflooded). In Mode 5 with the reactor cavity flooded, RPV level control
is assured since the water level will be 23 feet above the RPV flange.

Table 19AF-3 summarizes the loss of RWCU/SDC success criteria.
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19AF.7.7 Accident Progression and Event Trees

Loss of RWCU/SDC may initiate from a failure in the operating RWCU/SDC System,
loss of RCCW system, loss of Service Water System, or loss of offsite power. The accident
progression for each of the above initiators is discussed below.

19AF.7.7.1 Loss of RWCU/SDC Due to Failure in the Operating RWCU/SDC System

Following reactor shutdown, the plant is cooled down by rejecting steam to the main
condenser and making up water loss in the RPV by the feedwater system. The RWCU
System in the SDC mode can also be initiated immediately after shutdown. The
RWCU/SDC System is used to cool down to either Mode 4 (less than 200F) or Mode 5
(refueling). Loss of the operating RWCU/SDC train is assumed to occur sometime after
it has been initiated.

Loss of RWCUISDC in Mode 3 or 4
Figure 19AF-1 is the event tree for loss of RWCU/SDC in Mode 3 or 4. The following
discussion applies to both modes. Following loss of the operating RWCU/SDC train
(event tree node Q34), the operator has to recognize the event and start following the
correct procedure (OP). The sequence of events following the successful outcome at
this node is described first. The operator can identify the failed system and request the
maintenance crew to restore it to operation. An analysis showed that for the decay heat
load at this time, water in the RPV would begin to boil in 2.2 hours. Using a typical mean
time to repair for the RWCU/SDC System, and 2.2 hours as the time for recovery, the
system recovery probability was determined (W2).

If the failed RWCU/SDC train cannot be recovered, the second RWCU/SDC train,
which is operating up to 8 days, could remove the decay heat. After 8 days, manual
initiation of the second train is required. If the RWCU/SDC System fails, the RPV would
pressurize and the main condenser could be made available (F) by opening the MSIVs,
drawing a vacuum in the condenser, and operating the feedwater and condensate
pumps for makeup.

If all DHR means are unavailable, the only path to success is to keep the core covered
by either high pressure or low pressure sources. The high pressure sources are
feedwater and condensate (FI) or a CRD pump (R). The CRD initiates automatically
whereas the feedwater and condensate require operator action. If all these fail, the
reactor is depressurized by activation of DPVs (DI) or SRVs (D2) on low water level in
the RPV. Successful depressurization would make the LPCI (Xl), condensate (F2),
GDCS (G), or firewater (FW) systems available. Failure to depressurize the reactor or
failure of FW leads to core damage.

If at node OP, the operator fails to follow the correct procedure, the second
RWCU/SDC train, which is operating up to 8 days, could continue to remove the decay
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heat. If this fails, the reactor coolant temperature and pressure in the RPV will rise.
Eventually the CRD will initiate (R) on low RPV water level (level 2). If CRD fails, DPVs
or SRVs will actuate on low water level. Failure to depressurize will lead to core damage.
Following successful reactor depressurization, GDCS will inject on low water level (G).
Failure to inject with GDCS leads to core damage.

Loss of RWCU/SDC in Mode 5
Figure 19AF-2 shows the event tree for loss of RWCU/SDC in Mode 5 less than 3 days
after shutdown. This sequence is the same as the previous one except that since the RPV
head is detensioned, the main condenser and feedwater pumps are unavailable and
ADS is not required as the RPV cannot become pressurized.

Figure 19AF-3 shows the event tree for the loss of RWCU/SDC in Mode 5 for 3-8 days
after shutdown. If the reactor cavity has been flooded and the spent fuel pool gates are
opened, the fuel and auxiliary pool cooling (FAPCS) system (X2) in the PC mode has
adequate capacity to remove the decay heat 3 days following shutdown. Use of this
system requires operator action. The other success paths are the same as in the previous
event tree (Figure 19AF-2). Figure 19AF4 shows the event tree for the loss of
RWCU/SDC in Mode 5 after 8 days.

The difference between this event tree and the previous one is that one train of
RWCU/SDC is opelSNU after 8 days because one is sufficient to keep the RCCW cold
leg temperature at Manual initiation is required to put the standby RWCU/SDC
train in service.

19AF.7.7.2 Loss of RWCU/SDC Due to Loss of RCCW

Figures 19AF-5 and 19AF-6 show the event trees for the loss of RCCGV. The scenarios are
basically the same as for a loss of RWCU/SDC except that the loss of RCCW may impact
other DHR or makeup systems in addition to the operating RWCU/SDC. For example,
the loss of RCCW results in the loss of CRD and FAPCS. Main condenser can still be used
in modes 3 and 4.

19AF.7.7.3 Loss of RWCU/SDC Due to Loss of Service Water

Figures 19AF-7 and 19AF-8 show the event trees for the loss of service water. Here in
addition to those systems lost due to the loss of RCCW, the condensate and feedwater
systems and the main condenser cannot operate as well.

19AF.7.7.4 Loss of RWCU/SDC Due to Loss of Offsite Power

Figures 19AF-9 and 19AF-10 show the event trees for the loss of offsite power in Modes
3, 4, and 5. The success criteria for all the modes are the same except that longer time
is available for recovery in Mode 5. Following a loss of offsite power, it is possible to
recover the power in time to prevent core damage. If the power is not recovered, the
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available DGs will start automatically. Following loss of all AC power, the firewater
system can be used for make up if the RPV can be depressurized by opening SRVs or
DPVs.

19AF.7.8 System Fault Trees

The unavailability of a system to perform its safety function on demand given a loss of
RWCU/SDC was evaluated by fault tree analysis. Eleven fault trees were used in this
analysis.

The fault trees were either developed specifically for the shutdown PRA or were taken
from the full power PRA with modifications to reflect shutdown conditions.

The fault trees model system unavailability due to mechanical failures, loss of power,
and operator errors. As previously mentioned, maintenance unavailability is either
assumed to be 1 or 0 (i.e., system is in or out of maintenance).

The unavailability of the firewater system was estimated based on the assumed operator
error in manually initiating the system.

19AF.7.9 Deterministic Calculations and HRA

This section covers four different calculations that were completed for various aspects
of the SBWR Decay Heat Removal Reliability Study. The calculations are:

* Offsite doses following RPV boiling in Mode 5.

* Time to reach RPV boiling for specific plant conditions and decay heat loads.

* Time for RPV water level to reach top of active fuel (TAF).

* Human Reliability Analysis.

19AF.7.9.1 Offsite Doses

For the SBWR Decay Heat Removal Reliability Study, the success criteria for Mode 5
allows boiling of water in the RPV or spent fuel pool. The following calculation of offsite
doses assuming boiling in the RPV and spent fuel pool substantiates why boiling is a
viable success criteria in Mode 5.

The equation for calculating offsite doses is:

Dose = RR*DF*BR*DCF

Dose = Offsite dose for 24 hour period (REM)

RR = Release rate for 24 hours
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= Decay Heat Load (Btu/hr) * 0.0016 (Ici/gm 1-131) *

925 Btu/lb Water

0.015 (1-131 carryover) * 454 gm *

lb

DF = Dispersion factor = 1.2x10-3 sec/m3

BR = Breathing rate = 3.47x104 m 3 /sec

DCF = Thyroid dose concentration factor = 1.08x106 REM/ci

The values in the above equation such as 1-131 carryover, 1-131 concentration, and
dispersion factor are conservative estimates based on SBWR SSAR analysis and
regulatory guidance.

The decay heat loads at 3 and 10 days following shutdown are 2.86x10 7 Btu/hr and
1.72x1 07 Btu/hr, respectively. Using the above equation, the doses for 24 hours at 3 and
10 days are 3.62x10 4 and 2.18x104 REM, respectively. This is significantly below the
FEMA limit of 5 REM per 24 hours for normal plant operations. Thus boiling in Mode
5 will not exceed any offsite dose limits and is a viable success criteria.

19AF.7.9.2 Time to Reach Boiling

The time for an operator to recover a failed RWCU/SDC system in the SBWR Decay
Heat Reliability Study is conservatively based on the time to boiling in the RPV or the
spent fuel pool. The following discussion addresses the calculation of time to boiling for
the RPV and RPV plus spent fuel pool at various times after shutdown.

It is assumed that the initial temperature of the RPV or spent fuel pool is 140'F. This is
typical for normal Mode 4 or 5 operation.

The equation for time to boiling is:

t = [DT/heatuprate (0 F/hr)]

t = 212-140
(Decay Heat Rate/Mass of Water)

Table 19AF-4 shows the results for time to boiling for the RPV alone at I and 3 days
following shutdown and for the RPV plus spent fuel pool (i.e., reactor cavity flooded
and fuel pool gates opened) at 3 and 10 days. As can be seen, the time for operator
action varies from a little over two hours for the RPV alone to approximately one day for
the RPV plus spent fuel pool 10 days after shutdown.
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19AF.7.9.3 Time for RPV Water Level to Reach Top of Active Fuel

This sub-section summarizes the calculations for the time to reach top of active fuel in
modes 3, 4, and 5. The results show it will take 24 hours in mode 4, 1.4 days in the early
part of mode 5 before flooding of the cavity, and more than a week after cavity flooding
in mode 5. Assuming that it takes 925 Btu to vaporize 1 lb of water, the decay heat at a
specific time is divided by 925 to find the rate of vaporization. Division of water mass by
this vaporization rate results in the time for RPV water level to reach TAF. Table 19AF-5
shows the results.

19AF.7.9.4 Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)

19AF.7.9.4.1 Purpose

The purpose of this HRA is to calculate the human error probabilities (HEPs) for the
decay heat removal reliability study.

19AF.7.9.4.2 Summary

Table 19AF-6 shows the HEPs which were calculated for various time frames and plant
modes for two cases.

Case aOperator action required before water starts to boil.

Case bOperator action required to prevent core damage (CD).

However, it was decided that more conservative values should be used in the PRA. These
values are also shown in these tables.

19AF.7.9.4.3 Methodology

The HEP calculations were performed conservatively using the procedure for normal
human reliability analysis (HRA) in Table 8-1, Reference 19AF-I with the following
steps:

* The displays and alarms available to the operator were identified.

* The times to boiling and core damage were identified.

* The times for diagnosis and post-diagnosis actions were allocated.

* The HEPs for diagnosis and post-diagnosis actions were calculated using Figure 8-1,
and Tables 8-3 and 8-5 of Reference 19AF-1.

* Higher than calculated values were assigned conservatively for use in the PRA.
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* It is assumed that at least two operators are in the control room at all times during
shutdown.

Control Room and Alarms
Table 19AF-7 shows the relevant alarms which are available in the CR
(Reference 19AF-2). Operator is alerted to the failure of the operating RWCU/SDC by
means of one of the RWCU/SDC specific alarms. If none of these alarms work, he will
be alerted to the RPV parameters alarm 2 (though RPV pressure and water level may
not be available prior to boiling). 'With these multiple alarms, it is reasonable to assume
that all operators will be promptly alerted to the RWCU/SDC failure.

In mode 5 with the reactor cavity flooded, the operator would be made aware of the fuel
pool heat-up by many other indications. Personnel on the refueling floor will all sense
the increased temperature and will see steam formation. If no personnel notices the
fuel pool heat-up, the operator would receive an alarm of low fuel pool level and
initiation of fuel pool level make up.

19AF.7.9.4.4 Results and Conclusions

The results of this HRA study are documented in Table 19AF-6. It is concluded that the
operator has adequate instrumentation and alarms to diagnose the event. Adequate
procedures and operator training will assure proper response to the loss of RWCU/SDC
event.

19AF.7.10 Results and Conclusions

19AF.7.10.1 Introduction

The event trees described in the previous section were evaluated and the core damage
probability calculated with certain systems assumed unavailable due to maintenance.
Combinations of systems were made available until a set resulted in a conditional
probability of less than L.OE-5. Each of these sequences that met the 1.OE-5 criterion is
considered a minimum set for assuring acceptable shutdown risk.

Minimum sets were obtained for each of the four loss of RWCU/SDC initiators: Loss of
Operating RWCU/SDC System, Loss of Operating RCCW System, Loss of Operating SW
System, and Loss of Offsite Power.

Tables 19AF-8 through 19AF-10 list certain minimum sets of systems that meet the 1.OE-
5 criterion for loss of the operating RWCU/SDC System initiator for the three major
configurations during shutdown. The configurations are: Modes 3 or 4, Mode 5 prior to
flooding the reactor cavity, and Mode 5 after the reactor cavity has been flooded. The
effect of changes in decay heat, as a function of time, will be discussed for each of the
three plant conditions.
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With about 11 systems available, and about three needed to meet the goal, many
minimum sets can be identified. In order to simplify the selection of minimum set
systems, the following maintenance philosophy was assumed: Loop B of the RCCW,
PSW, and TCCW in maintenance; Pump C of the feedwater, condensate, and
circulating water systems in maintenance; one GDCS pool in maintenance. The
followings could be in standby: RWCU/SDC train 2 after 8 days; one CRD pump; one
FAPCS pump. Other maintenance philosophies can be adopted and the model used to
identify appropriate minimum systems. Additional details of the plant configuration are
as follows. The plant is being cooled through use of the RWCU/SDC trains (one train
is sufficient after 8 days) and its support systems (i.e., RCCW, PSW, and electric power).
ADS and the diesel generators are available. Other configurations could have been
selected but this one is typical and the resulting minimum sets identified will
demonstrate the low risks associated with loss of decay heat removal for the SBWR and
the flexibility for utilities for outage maintenance scheduling while still maintaining low
risk levels.

19AF.7.10.2 Loss of RWCU/SDC Initiator

The minimum set for loss of RWCU/SDC is discussed first. Table 19AF-8 lists three
minimum sets of systems that if available during Modes 3 or 4 will meet the core damage
criterion. As can be seen, if one train of the RWCU/SDC is lost, then only the second
train of the RWCU/SDC and one GDCS pool need be made available. This is not
restrictive since the second RWCU/SDC train and two of the GDCS pools are usually
available. Another minimum set consists of main condenser, FAPCS/LPCI, and GDCS.
This is indicative of the flexibility for performing SBWR shutdown maintenance while
still maintaining risk margins.

Table 19AF-9 lists two minimum sets of systems for Mode 5 during 2-3 days after
shutdown. In this configuration the RPV head bolts have been detensioned and the
head is off but the reactor cavity has not been flooded. For this Mode 5 configuration,
fewer systems are available than during Mode 3 or 4 or after flooding the reactor cavity
but enough systems are available to ensure adequate risk margins. Also, this is a
relatively short duration of the outage. The main condenser is not available since the
RPV cannot be pressurized. Fuel and auxiliary pool cooling system in the PC mode
cannot be used because the RPV and fuel pool have not been connected together. The
table shows two minimum set of systems which meet the risk criteria. As was noted for
Modes 3 and 4, the second train of RWCU/SDC and one GDCS pool which are normally
available meet the core damage criterion. Also, one GDCS pool and firewater meet the
criterion.

Table 19AF-10 lists three minimum sets for Mode 5 following 3 days after shutdown
when the reactor cavity is flooded. One GDCS pool plus either FAPCS/PC system or the
second RWCU/SDC train can satisfy the core damage criteria. As time following
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shutdown increases, more systems become able to remove the decay heat and greater
time is available for operator actions prior to boiling or core damage.

As Tables 19AF-8 through 19AF-10 illustrate, many combinations of systems can be
made available to ensure adequate shutdown risk while still allowing for maintenance
to be performed on systems. As previously mentioned, these minimum sets are only a
few of the possible combinations thatwill ensure adequate shutdown risk margins; other
minimum sets can be identified for different assumed plant conditions. An important
point that is illustrated by the minimum sets identified in this study is that under all
shutdown plant conditions, systems that are normally operating or available during
shutdown (e.g., RWCU/SDC, GDCS, FAPCS, CRD, and fire water) are enough to
ensure adequate shutdown risk margins.

19AF.7.10.3 Loss of RCCW Initiator

If the loss of the RCCW is assumed to be the initiating event, RWCU/SDC train 2,
FAPCS and CRD are lost. In modes 3 and 4, main condenser, one condensate pump,
and GDCS would be a minimum set. In mode 5, GDCS and firewater satisfy the core
damage criteria but boiling will occur because of the unavailability of any DHR system.

19AF.7.10.4 Loss of PSW Initiator

If the loss of the PSW is assumed to be the initiating event, RWCU/SDC train 2, FAPCS,
CRD, and feedwater and condensate systems are lost. Boiling will occur in any mode. A
minimum set for any of the modes could be one GDCS pool plus firewater.

19AF.7.10.5 Loss of Offsite Power Initiator

For a loss of offsite power initiator, calculations have shown that for core damage to
occur, loss of the firewater system or ADS must occur. This scenario is less than 1 .OE-5
and thus meets the criterion. The above minimum set assumes both of the DGs are
available.

19AF.7.10.6 Contribution of Human Errors to CDF

The SBWR design is relatively insensitive to human error contributions to CDF during
shutdown for the following reasons. Although several potential human errors have been
identified (e.g., failure to recognize the loss of operating RWCU/SDC train and failure
to manually actuate systems such as condensate, fire water, and fuel and auxiliary pool
cooling), multiple systems and paths for decay heat removal and makeup are available
during shutdown to mitigate these errors. Also, automatic actuation of makeup from
CRD and GDCS and multiple alarms to alert the operator to potential unsafe conditions
during shutdown (e.g., high RWCU/SDC temperature, sump pump alarms, fire
detection, low RPV level, high area radiation, and high neutron flux) all contribute to
the conclusion that the SBWR is tolerant of human errors.
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The methodology used in this study does not allow for a quantitative estimate of the
impact of human errors to CDF, but based on the above discussion it is considered to
be low.

19AF.7.10.7 Insights from the Study

Because no decay heat removal system is available in mode 5 in the case of loss of RCCW,
it is a good idea to perform maintenance on the second loop of RCCW at power to
increase the RCCW reliability during shutdown. If the initiating event is the loss of PSW,
no decay heat removal will be available in modes 3, 4, and 5. So, as in the case of RCCW,
maintenance on the second loop of PSW should be performed at power. Boiling will
take place in the RPV if the PSW system or the RCCW system is lost in mode 5, but
enough core flooding systems could be made available to prevent core damage.

In all the cases, shutdown risk margins are ensured if one GDCS, RWCU/SDC,
firewater, and two standby diesel generators are available.

19AF.8 Use of Freeze Seals In SBWR

Freeze seals are used for repairing and replacing such components as valves, pipe
fittings, pipe stops, and pipe connections when it is impossible to isolate the area of
repair any other way. Freeze seals have successfully been used in pipes as large as
28 inches in diameter.

The SBWR design has eliminated a significant amount of piping associated with the
reactor coolant system (e.g., no recirculation loops). This by itself will reduce the
necessity for freeze seals in SBWRs over other plant designs.

In addition to reduced RCS piping, the SBWR design has most piping connected to the
reactor pressure vessel (RPV) enter at a level significantly higher (five feet) than the top
of active fuel. Inadvertent draining from these lines will automatically stop without
exposing the fuel. The only piping connection below the top of active fuel (reactor
water cleanup system) is small in size (< 2 inches). If a freeze seal were required on this
line and it were to fail, several sources of makeup are available to refill the RPV to
prevent core uncovery.

Whenever freeze seals or other temporary boundaries are used in the SBWR,
administrative procedures will be necessary to ensure integrity of the temporary
boundary. Also, mitigative measures will be identified in advance and appropriate
backup systems made available to ensure no loss of coolant inventory occurs.

An option that a utility could choose is to off-load all the fuel in the RPV to the spent
fuel pool when repair or maintenance of an unisolable valve must be completed. 0
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The selected method for working on unisoable valves must take into account adequate
safety margins, personnel experience with freeze seals, availability of backup systems,
and the potential impact on other outage activities.

19AF.9 Shutdown Vulnerability Resulting from New Features

The SBWR has incorporated many new design features that do not exist in current
operating domestic BWRs. These features have been added based on past operating
experience, advances in technology since earlier designs were finalized, and the results
of detailed probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs).

In order to evaluate the potential shutdown risk associated with these new features, a
Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was completed for each new feature. The
feature is identified followed by potential failure mode (s). The possible method for
detecting each failure mode is then presented followed by the potential impact on safe
shutdown and any preventive or mitigating feature that may exist. Finally, the overall
shutdown vulnerability evaluation is described.

The FMEA is contained in Table 19AF-11. As the results presented in Table 19AF-7
show, there are no identified vulnerabilities resulting from implementation of new
design features in the SBWR that affect shutdown risk.

19AF.10 Procedures

The SBWR has been designed to minimize risk associated with plant operations both at
normal power and shutdown conditions. As previously mentioned, PRA techniques
have been employed to identify potential accident scenarios and, where appropriate,
design modifications have been included to reduce estimated risks. In addition to the
physical plant design and configuration, the SBWR will incorporate operating
procedures that are based on rigorous engineering evaluations including safety
analyses. These procedures will be prepared consistent with NUMARC Guidelines
presented in NUMARC 91-XX, "Guidelines to enhance safety during shutdown".

Each utility must generate plant specific operating procedures based on individual site
characteristics and training program requirements. A procedures guideline will be
completed for the SBWR to address shutdown conditions. The guideline will provide
insight into two general areas:

(1) Effective outage planning and control.

(2) Maintenance of key shutdown safety functions: Decay heat removal capability,
inventory control, electrical power availability, reactivity control, and
containment integrity (primary and secondary).
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Outage Planning and Control
Although design features help, shutdown risk can best be minimized through
appropriate outage planning and control procedures. Planning is important because of
the large number and diversity of tasks that must be completed during the outage.
Safety and support systems must be taken out of service for maintenance. This reduces
redundancy of safety systems. If alternate means are not utilized to back-up the lost
safety system, a reduction in safety margin may occur. The SBWVR contains multiple
normal and alternate systems to complete all required shutdown safety functions.
Availability of normal and alternate systems must be made known to all personnel
involved in planning and execution of the outage. This is an ever-changing situation
during outages and proper planning and tracking of activities is required to ensure
safety margins are maintained.

The plant specific procedures for outage planning and control should ensure that the
appropriate focus is maintained on the following activities:

(1) Documentation of outage philosophy including organizations responsible for
outage scheduling. This should address notjust the initial outage plan but all
safety significant changes to the schedule.

(2) Ensuring that all activities, particularly higher risk evolutions, receive
adequate resources. The plan should consider scope growth and
unanticipated changes.

(3) Ensuring that the "defense in depth" concept that is central to power
operation be maintained during shutdown to ensure that safety margins are
not reduced. Safety systems must be taken out of service for maintenance but
alternate or back-up systems can be made available if proper planning is
completed.

(4) Ensuring that all personnel involved in outage planning and execution
receive adequate training. This should include operator simulator training to
the extent practicable. Other plant personnel, including temporary
personnel, should receive training commensurate with the outage tasks they
will be performing.

(5) After completion of outage planning, but prior to final approval, a review of
the schedule should be completed by an independent safety review team. The
main objective of this review is to assure that the defense in depth principal
will not be violated at any time during the outage.

Shutdown Safety Issues
Procedures for outage planning and control address general aspects of risk reduction
during shutdown. Specific shutdown procedures are required to maintain key safety
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functions during shutdown. The following guidelines should be used for each key
shutdown safety function.

(1) DecayHeatRemoval Capability-The normal method of Decay HeatRemoval
(DHR) is through use of the reactor water cleanup system (RW'CU) in the
shutdown cooling mode. As discussed in Section 19AF.7 and 19AF.I1, there
have been many events at operating plants that have resulted in partial or total
loss of DHR. A recovery strategy should be established to address loss of
normal DHR. This should include identification of alternate DHR systems as
well as personnel responsible for execution of the recovery plan. In addition
to recovery plans, outage planning should emphasize availability of DHR by
postponing maintenance on DHR systems to later in the outage when decay
heat loads have been reduced or to when the core has been off-loaded to the
spent fuel pool. In the case of core off-load, procedures should be prepared
to ensure maintenance of spent fuel pool cooling.

(2) Inventory Control-If DHRwere to be lost, the time to reactor coolant boiling
and core uncovery will be determined by the initial coolant inventory and
make-up capability. Procedures should be prepared to ensure that adequate
coolant inventory is maintained at all times during shutdown. Also, plant
activities or configurations where a single failure can result in loss of inventory
should be identified and compensatory measures established. Specific
activities for the SBWR that should be reviewed for the potential of inventory
deduction are: Use of freeze seals (see Section 19AF.8 for a more complete
discussion), removal of control rods and control rod drives, and inadvertent
actuation of safety relief valves.

(3) Electrical PowerAvailability-As discussed in Sections 19AF.4.4 and 19AF.l 1,
loss of electrical power during shutdown has resulted in loss of DHR in the
past. The SBWR has two sources of off-site (preferred) and two sources of on-
site electrical power. Procedures should be utilized to ensure that defense in
depth for electrical power sources is maintained. Maintenance of power
sources should reflect the current plant conditions. Availability of normal and
alternate power sources should be ensured especially during periods of higher
risk evolutions (e.g., RPV cavity flooding prior to refueling). Many of the loss
of power events discussed in Section 19AF.l were caused by operator errors
(e.g., switching errors, inadequate maintenance/testing procedures) and
grounding of transformers in switchyards due to movement of equipment by
cranes and trucks. All maintenance and switchyard activities should be
reviewed to identify single failures or procedural errors that could result in
loss of power to vital buses during shutdown. Procedures should be developed
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for implementation of alternate sources of power including applicable
breakers and bus locations, required tools, and sequence of steps to be
performed.

(4) Reactivity Control-Shutdown reactivity control for the SBWR is maintained
by core design analysis and interlocks that restrict fuel and control rod drive
movements. Procedures are required to ensure that the core is loaded in
accordance with design requirements and that unauthorized fuel movement
does not occur simultaneous with CRD mechanism maintenance. If the
refueling sequence must be altered, new shutdown margin analyses should be
performed. All fuel movements should be verified by knowledgeable trained
personnel.

(5) Containment Integrity-The SBWR primary containmentwill not be available
during most of the refueling outage but procedures should be developed to
ensure its availability during Mode 3 and during Mode 4 (if appropriate).
During all modes, procedures should be available to ensure that the safety
envelope can be maintained functional as required, especially during higher
risk evolutions.

Procedure Reviews
An important part of procedures implementation is a review of the adequacy of all
operating procedures. All shutdown operating procedures should be reviewed
periodically to ensure that the defense in depth concept is being maintained given the
actual events occurring at each site. This review should include not only procedure
adequacy but dissemination of the outage philosophy to all personnel involved in
scheduling and executing the outage plan and training of personnel including
temporary personnel. This review should be documented and retained as a permanent
plant record.

19AF.1 1 Summary of Review of Significant Shutdown Events: Electrical Power and
Decay Heat Removal

A review of significant shutdown events in operating plants has been completed and
SBWR features which could prevent or mitigate such events have been identified.

To complete this evaluation, a review was made of operating events involving loss of
offsite power (LOOP) and loss of Decay Heat Removal (DHR). These two areas appear
to have the greatest potential for causing core damage during shutdown based on past
experience. The sources utilized for information on past shutdown events were:

* Residual Heat Removal Experience Review and Safety Analysis, NSAC-88,
March 1986 0
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* Loss of Vital AC Power and the Residual Heat Removal System during Mid-Loop
Operations at Vogtle Unit I on March 20,1990, NUREG-1410,June 1990

* NRC Staff Evaluation of Shutdown and Low Power Operation, NUREG-1449,
March 1992

* Selected INPO SEO Reports and NRC Information Notices.

The results of this evaluation are contained in Tables 19AF-2 for LOOP and loss of
DHR. The following is a discussion of the results for each event type.

LOOP
NUREG-1410 contains a discussion of 70 LOOP events at operating plants both PWR
and BWR. Although the response to LOOP events will differ for PWRs and BWRs, the
initiating events are similar in that off-site and on-site power configurations are similar
for both reactor types. The events evaluated in NUREG-1410 occurred between 1965
and 1989. Two additional recent LOOP events were added to this list and are included
in Table 19AF-1.

The LOOP events can be grouped into the following categories:

* Loss of all off-site power sources due to various reasons including weather, operator
errors or grid upset

* Loss of one or more off-site sources with at least one off-site source remaining

* Isolation of off-site power due to on-site electrical faults

* Degraded off-site or on-site power sources resulting from errors in maintenance
activities

As discussed in Table 19AF-1, the SBWR electrical distribution system has several
features which would prevent or mitigate every precursor event evaluated in this study.
Prevent or mitigate in this case means that at least one power supply would be available
to energize equipment to maintain plant cold shutdown.

A one line diagram of the SBWR electrical system is contained in Figure 19AE.15-1. The
main features of the electrical system are:

* Two independent sources of off-site power

* Two physically and electrically independent standby diesel generators

* Two unit auxiliary transformers powering three non-lE power buses
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The above features of the SBWR electrical distribution system, along with appropriate
Technical Specifications and other administrative controls, assures that adequate power
sources would be available to mitigate potential electrical events such as those described
in Table 19AF-1.

Loss of DHR
NSAC-88 contains a discussion of 90 loss or degradation of DHR events during the seven
year period 1977 through the end of 1983. The source for these events were Licensee
Event Reports (LERs). Other events described in INPO SEO reports and NRC
information notices were also reviewed and included in the study.

Summary of DHR Events
The results of this evaluation are contained in Table 19AF-2. Not all of the events
discussed in NSAC-88 are contained in Table 19AF-2. Those events that were due to
random failures of single components and did not result in loss of DHR or other
significant plant effects were not evaluated further. If the single failure resulted in loss
of coolant, over-pressurization, flooding, or loss of Shutdown Cooling (SDC) function,
the event was included and the applicable SBWR feature to prevent or mitigate the
event was discussed.

For the purposes of this study, prevention or mitigation means that, given the DHR
challenge event, the SBWR design would either not be susceptible to the postulated
failure or it has design features that could be relied upon to ensure that the fuel in the
RPV remained covered with water at all times.

Of the events described in Table 19AF-2, some were single failures of RHR system
components that resulted in either delayed achievement of shutdown cooling (SDC),
reduction in reactor pressure Vessel (RPV) water level, or a temporary loss of SDC. In
all of these events, the fuel remained covered with water and alternate means of DHR
remained available (e.g., reactor water cleanup system, main condenser, and ECCS). In
the cases of delayed or temporary loss of SDC, RPV water temperature increases ranged
from 100-140'F. In all cases, SDC was restored and alternate means of DHR were not
used although available. Operator errors associated with improper valve lineups or
incorrect maintenance were identified. In these cases, delays in implementing SDC or
temporary loss of SDC occurred while the error was corrected. In a few cases, marine
growth caused failure of one or more RHR heat exchangers which resulted in
temporary loss of SDC while other RHR loops or alternate cooling paths were
implemented. In one case, a freeze seal failure in the RHRSW caused 15,000 gallons of
water to damage ECCS power supplies resulting in temporary isolation of SDC.

None of the events described above and in Table 19AF-2 resulted in fuel being
uncovered. The flexibility of the RHR system and the several alternate means of DHR
that were available served to mitigate the component failures or operator errors.
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Summary
Significant shutdown events in operating plants have been reviewed to determine
SBWR features which could prevent or mitigate the events. Loss of offsite power and loss
or degradation events from published nuclear industry reports were the database for
this review. The results of this review demonstrate that the SBWR design includes many
features that prevent or mitigate unacceptable consequences of typical past events.

The main features of the SBWR that will prevent or mitigate shutdown events are:

a Four divisions of Class 1E DC electrical power

* Two independent off-site power sources

* Two standby diesel generators

a Plant configuration and structural integrity to minimize common mode failures due
to fire and floods

* Appropriate Technical Specifications and other administrative controls to ensure
availability of systems during periods of potentially high risk operations

* Several alternate means of DHR if normal systems were to fail or be out of service
for maintenance

* Instrumentation availability during shutdown to monitor plant safety status and
initiate safety systems when needed

19AF.12 Reactor Pressure Vessel Draining Events

There is a potential for draining the reactor vessel during operating modes 4 and 5,
either as a result of hardware failures or operator errors or a combination of both.
There is a potential for draining the vessel during maintenance activities such as the
CRD removal and replacement. There is also a potential for draining the vessel when
systems feeding to and bleeding from the RPV are in continuous operation such as
RWCU in the shutdown cooling mode. The control room operator routinely monitors
the water level and takes corrective actions such as isolating the appropriate valve when
the water level drops for unexplained reasons. Certain other corrective actions initiate
automatically. A discussion of these drain paths and the preventive and mitigative
features of the SBWR design are discussed below (Deterministic study). Assuming that
the automatic and manual isolations or the isolation valves fail, a reliability assessment
of the flooding capabilities of the SBWR was completed to determine the minimum
number of systems that might be available during shutdown to ensure acceptable risks
(Probabilistic study).
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Deterministic Study
19AF.12.1 FMCRD Replacement

FMCRD replacement can take place only during operating mode 5. The replacement is
done in two steps. First the CRD spool piece is removed at which time the spindle
adaptor seats on the splined spindle adaptor back seat to prevent any leakage of water
from the RPV. Next the control blade is withdrawn until the blade back-seats on the
guide tube to provide a metal to metal contact. This provides the seal for preventing the
reactor water from draining. The drive can then be removed and replaced. This
arrangement of preventing vessel draining through back-seating of the control blade is
the same as the one used in the operating BWR plants. There is still a potential for the
operator to remove the blade inadvertently. The probability of this error is minimized
through administrative controls. Occasionally a small amount of water leakage is
experienced due to imperfect sealing of the control blade. However, based on
hundreds of reactor-years of operating experience, it is judged that the probability of
draining the vessel during FMCRD replacement is negligible. In addition, two GDCS
pools and two equalizing lines are required to be available during this mode of
operation, which will mitigate the consequences of draining.

19AF.12.2 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System

During operating modes 4 and 5, the control rod drive hydraulic system (CRDHS)
continues operating with one pump running to provide purge water to the FMCRDs.
With one pump in operation, the head of the pumping water can easily overcome the
pressurized head of the RPV; hence, there is no possibility of draining the RPV. In the
event that neither pump is in operation, there is a potential for draining the RPV
through the CRDHS as discussed below, summarized in Table 19AF-12, and shown in
Figure 19AF-11. As will be shown by the following considerations and analysis, the
probability of draining the RPV through the CRD hydraulic system is negligible.

19AF.12.2.1 Path 1

When neither pump is in operation, the scram valves will open due to low hydraulic
control unit (HCU) charging header pressure, and will stay open if (1) the reactor
protection system (RPS) scram logic is not reset, or (2) there is no instrument air
available to the scram valve, or (3) the scram pilot solenoid valves are disconnected from
the RPS scram circuits. This, combined with the failures of the CRD ball check valve and
check valve (F1 15), and the mechanical failure of the HCU maintenance isolation valves
(Fl 01, F140) and HCU drain valve (Fl 13) to isolate when closed by the operator or the
operator error to leave them open, will lead to drainage of the RPV into the CRD
hydraulic system.

Multiple failures are necessary for path 1 to occur. Should they occur in one HCU, only
2 CRD's will be affected. In addition, the size of the piping connection between the RPV
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and CRDHS, being only 32mm diameter, allows for a discharge rate which will provide
enough time to remedy the situation. Therefore, the probability of draining the RPV
through this path is judged to be negligible.

19AF.12.2.2 Path 2

In the event-where neither pump is in operation and the scram valves fail to open, there
is still another potential path for draining the RPV through the CRDHS. Similar to the
failures that resulted in path l, (Subsection I9AF.6.3.1) the CRD ball check valve must
fail, and the HCU maintenance isolation valves (FIOl and F140) must be open by
operator error or mechanical failure. In addition, the scram valve must fail to open, the
test port valve (F141) must be open by operator error or by mechanical failure, and
testing equipment (or lack of) must fail. A drainage of the RPV through this path would
lead to contamination of the plant environment.

Again, multiple failures are necessary for path 2 to occur; and, should a failure occur,
only 2 CRD's will be affected and the slow discharge rate will provide time to correct the
situation. Therefore, the probability of draining the RPV through this path isjudged to
be negligible.

19AF.12.2.3 Path 3

Path 3 is similar to path 2 with the exception that the test port valve (F141) remains
closed, the check valve (F138) must fail and HCU isolation valve (F104) must fail open
or be left open by the operator. Such an event could cause drainage of the RPV water
into the CRDH System. As with all other paths in this system, multiple combinations are
needed for an event to occur and the drainage rate will be slow. Therefore, the
probability of draining the RPV through this path isjudged to be negligible.

19AF.12.2.4 Conclusions

In conclusions, because of the multiple failures required in each HCU, it isjudged that
the probability of draining the vessel through the CRDHS during shutdown is negligibly
low. Also, because of the small drain line size, adequate time is available to remedy the
situation should vessel drain start. It is therefore concluded that during operating
modes 4 and 5, draining of RPV through failures in CRDHS is not a safety concern for
the SBWR plant.

19AF.12.3 Reactor Water Cleanup System

During the operating modes 4 and 5, the reactor water cleanup and shutdown cooling
(RWCU/SDC) system is used to remove the decay heat. During these modes, one or
both trains operate depending on the time after shutdown. Reactor coolant in each
train is drawn from two points on the reactor vessel: from the nozzle located at the top
of the core chimney (main suction line) and from a small bottom head nozzle (drain
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line). There is a potential for draining the RPV through the RWCU System during
shutdown mode as discussed below, summarized in Table 19AF-13 and shown in
Figure 19AF-12. As will be shown by the following considerations and analysis, the
probability of draining the RPV through the RWCU system is negligible. The analysis is
only performed for train A because the two trains are identical.

19AF.12.3.1 Path 1

During modes 4 and 5, one potential path for RPV drainage occurs when valves F500A
and F5O1A are open (failed open or inadvertently opened by operator). Reactor water
will drain to the low conductivity waste (LCW) sump in the drywell through a 50mm
diameter pipe. This path is unlikely to occur because valves F500 and F501 are in series,
F500 is locked closed, and both valves are under administrative control. However,
should this drain path be established, when the LGW drywell floor sump water level
reaches high level, a persistent alarm is annunciated in the main control room to alert
the operator for proper action. Also, drainage will be slow because of the small (50mm
diameter) size of the drain line, thereby allowing adequate time to correct the situation.
Because of the above features, the probability of draining the RPV by this path isjudged
to be negligible.

19AF.12.3.2 Paths 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6

Each of the paths 2 through 6 depends on a pair of normally closed manually operated
valves which are in series and which are used for chemical flushing and
decontamination before maintenance. The paths and their corresponding valves are as
follows:

* Path 2: F508A, F509A

* Path 3: F592A, F528A

* Path 4: F542A, F543A

* Path 5: F544A, F545A

a Path 6: F548, F549A.

Should one of these pairs of valves be left open during operating modes 4 or 5 (either
by equipment failure or by operator error), reactor water will drain into the reactor
building. Floor drain sumps are provided in the reactor building to collect waste from
the equipment drains. If the water level in the drain sumps reaches a high level, an
alarm is annunciated in the main control room to alert the operator. Should any one of
paths 2 through 6 occur, the drain path (2 in. and 3 in. diameter pipes) will allow
sufficient time to correct the situation. Should no corrective action be taken manually,
on reaching reactorwater level 2, valves F006Aand F007Awill be isolated automatically,
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terminating the event. Also, the operator monitors the reactor water level in the control
room and takes mitigative actions. Because of all these preventive and mitigative
features, the probability of draining the RPV by these paths is judged to be negligible.

19AF.12.3.3 Conclusions

Because of the multiple failures or operator errors required for each of the above paths
to occur, and the leak detection instrumentation in the drywell and reactor building
that will alert the operator, it is judged that the probability of draining the RPV during
shutdown mode through the reactor water cleanup system is negligibly low.
Furthermore, as a mitigative measure, at reactor water level 2, RWCU system valves F006
and F007 isolate the reactor from the RWCU system. It is therefore concluded that
draining of the RPV through the RWCU system failures is not a safety concern for the
SBWR plant.

Probabilistic Study
19AF.12.4 Purpose

The purpose of this study is to determine the minimum number of systems that might
be available during shutdown to ensure that the risks associated with reactor pressure
vessel draining events are acceptable. For the purposes of this study, acceptable risk is
assumed to be a conditional core damage probability of 1.OE-5. That is, given a
draindown event for any reason, the subsequent conditional probability of core damage
must be less than L.OE-05 using only those systems that are potentially available.

19AF.12.5 Success Criteria

In order to prevent core damage given an initiating event, sufficient systems must be
available to ensure that the fuel remains covered by water using the available core
flooding systems. Table 19AF-14 summarizes the draindown event success criteria. It is
assumed that the decay heat removal systems are still capable of removing the decay
heat after the RPV has been flooded successfully.

19AF.12.6 Accident Progression and Event Trees

There is a potential for draining the RPV through the RWCU System during shutdown
mode. The accident progression for this event is discussed here. Figures 19AF-13 and
19AF-14 are the event trees for the RPV draining event in modes 3, 4, and 5. Following
the draindown event, the operator has to recognize the event and start following the
correct procedure (OP). The sequence of events following the successful outcome at
this node is described first. The core can be covered by either high pressure or low
pressure sources. The high pressure source is feedwater and condensate (Fl). If this
fails, the reactor is depressurized by activation of DPVs (D3) or SRVs (D2) on low water
level in the RPV. Successful depressurization would make the GRD(R), LPCI (XI),
condensate (F2), GDCS and Equalizing Line (Gl), or Firewater (FW) Systems available.
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0
If at node OP, the operator fails to follow the correct procedure, the reactor is
depressurized by actuation of DPVs (D3) or SRVs (D2) on a low water level and the CRD
or GDCS and equalizing line will initiate. Failure to inject leads to core damage.

19AF.12.7 Results and Conclusions

The event trees described in the previous section were evaluated and the core damage
probability calculated with certain systems assumed unavailable due to maintenance.
Combinations of systems were made available until a set resulted in a conditional
probability of less than 1.OE-05. Each of these sequences that met the 1.OE-05 criterion
is considered a minimum set for assuring acceptable shutdown risk. Table 19AF-15 lists
certain minimum sets of systems that meet 1 .OE-05 criterion for the RPV draining events
of modes 3, 4, and 5. Table 19AF-15 lists one minimum set of systems that if available
during modes 3, 4 or 5 will meet the core damage criterion. This minimum set consists
of one GDCS pool and firewater that are normally available during shutdown.

19AF.13 Results and Interface Requirements

19AF.13.1 Insights Gained from the Analysis

Completion of the SBWR shutdown risk analysis has resulted in the following insights:

(1) The most important element in control of shutdown risk is adequate planning
of maintenance on systems and support systems that can be used to remove
decay heat or supply inventory makeup to the RPV.

(2) The SBWVR design has incorporated a significant number of new design
features relative to operating BWVRs. Past events that have led to loss of decay
heat removal capability or loss of offsite power can, in general, be mitigated by
SBWR design features.

(3) The SBWR design has a very low risk associated with loss of decay heat
removal. Adequate shutdown safety margins exist if only systems required by
Technical Specifications and those that are already in operation (e.g., CRD,
FAPCS, fire water) are relied upon. Minimum combinations of systems have
been identified that, if available, will ensure adequate shutdown safety
margins. Combinations other than those identified in this study may exist
which also result in adequate shutdown risk margins. By taking advantage of
these available decay heat removal and makeup systems, utilities can exercise
much flexibility in outage maintenance scheduling while ensuring that
adequate safety margins are maintained at all times during shutdown
conditions. _
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(4) The above safety margins were calculated using very conservative estimates for
human error probabilities. For all events analyzed during shutdown, sufficient
time is available to prevent core damage that no extraordinary operator
actions are required. SBWR safety is designed into the plant.

19AF.13.2 Important Design Features (input to ITAAC)

The following SBWR features have been identified as important contributors to the low
level of risk associated with shutdown and will be evaluated for inclusion as part of
ITAAC:

a Lines attached to the RPV have isolation valves that close on a low RPV water level.

* Shutdown cooling piping connects to a nozzle in the RPV at an elevation that is
above the top of the active fuel.

* Watertight doors on the following rooms in the reactor building: RWCU/SDC,
FAPCS, RCCGG, Class IE electrical rooms

* Floor drains in all floors above the first floors in the reactor building.

* Fire water system.

* CRD pump can be used for makeup under all shutdown conditions.

19AF.13.3 Operator Actions (input to COL Action Items)

The following operator actions have been identified that are important to minimization
of shutdown risk and have been included as COL action items:

* Ability to recognize failure of an operating RWCU/SDC system.

* Use of alternate means of decay heat removal using non safety grade equipment
such as RWCU/SDC,FAPCS, or main condenser.

* Use of alternate means of inventory makeup using non safety grade equipment such
as fire water, CRD pump, feedwater, or condensate.

* How to utilize boiling for decay heat removal in Mode 5 with the RPV head removed
including available makeup sources.

* Implementation of fire/flood watches during periods of degraded safety division
physical integrity.

* Fire fighting during shutdown.

* Use of remote shutdown panel during shutdown.
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* Instrumentation must be made available during shutdown to support the following
functions:

- Isolation of RPV

- ADS

- ICS

- GDCS

- RPV water level, pressure, and temperature

- Refueling interlocks

- Flood detection and associated valve isolation and pump trips in the turbine
building

* Procedures should be prepared to address the following tasks during tasks during
shutdown:

- Fire fighting with part of the fire protection system in maintenance

- Outage planning to minimize risk using guidance from NUMARC 91-016

- Use of freeze seals

- Replacement of CRD blades

- Loss of offsite power

- Maintenance of suppression pool as it relates to maintaining safety margins for
decay heat removal

- Ensure that one safety division is always available with intact fire/flood barriers.

19AF.13.4 Reliability Goals (Input to RAP)

The following assumed system unavailabilities were determined to be important in
minimizing shutdown risk and are included in the SBWR Reliability Assurance
Program:

System Unavailability

RNVCU/SDC 0.1 per reactor year

FAPCS 1x10-3 per reactor year
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System Unavailability

CRD IxO-3 per reactor year

Offsite Power 4x10-3 per reactor year

ADS Ix1i0-4 per reactor year

19AF.13.5 Conclusions

The SBWR has been evaluated for risks associated with shutdown conditions and for all
postulated events the risk has been determined to be low. Multiple means of removing
decay heat and supplying inventory makeup have been identified that along with
appropriate Technical Specifications and outage procedures result in acceptably low
shutdown risk levels for the SBWR.
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Table 19AF-1 SBWR Features That Minimize Shutdown Risk

Decay Heat Reactor Water The RWCU/SDC System is a dedicated system that combines
Removal Cleanup/Shutdo the RWCU and SDC functions into two independent 50% trains.
(DHR) wn Cooling There are also two separate 50% train of the support systems.

(RWCU/SDC) The systems are designed to remove decay heat from full
reactor pressure to cold shutdown

Reactor Coolant During shutdown, reactor coolant temperature is determined
Temperature by measuring RWCU/SDC inlet water temperature.
Measurement

Reactor Water The RWCU/SDC System utilizes suction piping that connects
Cleanup/Shutdo directly to a nozzle on the RPV instead of to an external piping
wn Cooling system. This reduces the probability of losing SDC pump
Nozzle suction due to air entrapment or cavitation.

Safety Relief The SRVs can be used as an alternate means of decay heat
Valves removal by venting steam or water to the suppression pool.

They are also actuated to depressurize the RPV to allow use of
GDCS, condensate, firewater, or FAPCS.

Suppression Pool The Suppression Pool is a potential heat sink and low pressure
makeup source for decay heat removal. The pool temperature
is monitored in the control room to indicate trends in pool
temperature. This large heat sink allows sufficient time for
appropriate operator actions.

RPV Boiling When the RPV head is removed, boiling is an effective
(although not preferred) decay heat removal method as long as
RPV water level can be maintained by available makeup
sources.

Condenser The main condenser (if available) can be used for DHR.

Remote Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained from outside
Shutdown Panel the control room if the control room is uninhabitable due to fire,

toxic gas, or other reasons. The controls are hard wired and not
dependent on multiplexing systems. A minimum set of
monitored parameters and controls are included to ensure the
ability to achieve and maintain cold shutdown (e.g.,
RWCU/SDC, CRD makeup function, RCCW, PSW, Electrical
Power Distribution System, NBS, and Reactor Building HVAC).
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Table 19AF-1 SBWR Features That Minimize Shutdown Risk (Continued)

Instrumentation Adequate instrumentation is available to operators both inside
and outside of the control room for monitoring shutdown
conditions throughout the plant. Some of the safety significant
parameters monitored during shutdown include: RPV water
level, reactor coolant temperature, neutron flux, drywell
pressure, SDC flow, reactor pressure, and suppression pool
temperature and level. In addition to monitoring, signals are
also available to actuate ECCS functions on low RPV water
level, scram control rods on high flux, and close isolation valves
on appropriate signals. Four divisions of instrumentation allow
one division to be in maintenance without disabling the
function, thus assuring availability of instrumentation during
shutdown.

Spent Fuel Pool The Fuel and Auxiliary Pool Cooling System (FAPCS) can be
used for DHR during Mode 5 (refueling). The pool does not
contain drains and includes antisiphon devices to prevent
inadvertent drainage. The firewater system may be connected
to the FAPCS for an additional source of RPV makeup water if
necessary.

Reactor High Strength Low pressure piping connected to high pressure piping has
Inventory Low Pressure been designed to withstand full reactor pressure on rupture

Piping criteria basis. This prevents a loss of inventory due to
inadvertently exposing low pressure piping to high pressures.

RPV Isolation All large diameter (>2 inches) isolation valves in RWCU/SDC
Valves system lines that connect to the RPV automatically close on a

low RPV water level signal. This reduces the potential for the
core being uncovered due to an inadvertent RPV drain down
event.

Makeup Control If the RPV level decreases to low level trip points, the CRD, the
Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) and the Gravity
Driven Cooling System (GDCS) initiate automatically. If the
GDCS is in the test mode and a RPV low level signal is received,
the system automatically switches to the vessel injection mode.

Feedwater and There are three feedwater and three condensate electric driven
Condensate pumps that can be used during shutdown for makeup.
Pumps ___ _

Makeup Sources Multiple sources of RPV makeup are potentially available while
the plant is shutdown (e.g., main condenser hotwell,
condensate storage tank, suppression pool, control rod drive
system, and GDCS pool).

No Recirculation Elimination of recirculation piping external to the RPV
Piping eliminates the possibility of a LOCA due to a breach of a

recirculation line during shutdown as well as normal operation.
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Table 19AF-1 SBWR Features That Minimize Shutdown Risk (Continued)
Recirculation There are no recirculation pumps, either external or internal, in
Pumps the SBWR, thereby eliminating any possible failures or leakage

during maintenance associated with recirculation pumps.

RPV Level There is permanently installed RPV water level indication for all
Indication modes of shutdown. Sensors are arranged in a 2-out-of-4 logic

to ensure high reliability.

Containment Containment The Containment is a reinforced concrete structure that
Integrity surrounds the RPV to withstand LOCA loads and contain

radioactive products from potential accidents during hot
shutdown. The Safety Envelope and Reactor Building structures
permit isolation and monitoring of all potential radioactive
leakage from the primary containment.

Leak Detection The LD&lS closes the containment isolation valves on receipt of
and Isolation appropriate isolation signals, typically RPV low water level.
System (LD&IS)

Controlled Area The CONVAS supply and exhaust for areas within the safety
Ventilation envelope are automatically shut down and the containment
System isolation dampers closed if a containment isolation signal is
(CONVAS) received or high airborne radioactivity is detected in the

exhaust duct.
Electrical 2 Diesel There are two diesel generators that are physically and
Power Generators electrically independent. This provides redundant capability.

2 Sources of There are 2 sources of offsite power available. This reduces risk
offsite Power due to equipment failure or operator error.

4 Divisions of There are four divisions of safety related DC power. They are
Safety Related electrically and physically independent, including batteries and
DC Power chargers.

2 Divisions of There are two divisions of non-safety related AC and DC power.
Non-safety They are separated physically and electrically, including
Related AC and batteries and chargers.
DC Power

Flooding Flood Reactor, and Turbine Building flooding is monitored and
Control Monitoring and alarmed in the control room. This alerts the operator to

Control potential flooding during shutdown. Many flood sources (e.g.,
HVAC) are relatively small volume and are self limiting.
Operation of the fire water system is alarmed in the control
room to help the operator differentiate between a break in the
fire water system and the need to extinguish a fire. Larger flood
sources are mitigated by means of raised sills on room doors,
equipment mounted on pedestals, floor drains, watertight
doors, pump trips, valves closing, anti-siphon valves, or
operator actions.

0

0
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Table 19AF-1 SBWR Features That Minimize Shutdown Risk (Continued)

Room Separation The four divisions of safety related control and instrumentation
are physically separated and located within individual
compartments inside the Safety Envelope. The Isolation
Condenser System (ICS), GDCS, and PCCS are located in the
upper portions of the Containment and have no lines that
penetrate the reactor building. Redundant trains of the non-
safety related DHR system are physically separated and located
within flood resistant walls, floors, and doors.

Reactivity Refueling There is a system of interlocks that restricts movement of
Control Interlocks refueling equipment and control rods during refueling to

prevent inadvertent criticality. When the mode switch is in the
REFUEL position, only one control rod or rod pair can be
withdrawn at a time.

Fuel Handling Fuel handling and storage facilities are designed to prevent
inadvertent criticality.

CRD Supports The CRD supports limit the travel of a control rod in the event a
and Brake control rod drive housing is ruptured. The brake limits the

velocity at which a control rod can fall out of the core should a
hydraulic line break, the flange bolts fail, or a spool piece fail.
These limit reactivity excursion and thus protect the fuel barrier.

Instrumentation Reactor Protection System (RPS) high flux (set down) and
manual scram functions are operable during shutdown.

Fire Divisional The four divisions of safety related control and instrumentation
Protection Separation and the two divisions of non-safety related control and

instrumentation are physically separated and located within fire
resistant walls, floors, and doors. Redundant trains of the non-
safety related DHR system are physically separated and located
within fire resistant walls, floors, and doors. Procedures ensure
that during shutdown if fire barriers between electrical divisions
or mechanical trains must be breached due to maintenance, at
least one division or train will be available with barriers intact.
The Isolation Condenser System (ICS), GDCS, and PCCS are
located in the upper portions of the Containment which is
inerted during some of the shutdown period. The ICS and PCCS
heat exchangers are located in large pools of water.

Detection Fire detection sensors that alarm in the control room are
located through the plant and operate during shutdown.
Actuation of the firewater system is alarmed in the control
room. Also, during shutdown more personnel are located
throughout the plant to identify, extinguish, and report potential
fires.

Suppression Water and chemical fire suppression systems are located at
appropriate plant locations.

SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment -February 28, 1993 19AF-57
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0
Table 19AF-1 SBWR Features That Minimize Shutdown Risk (Continued)

Water Supplies Multiple water supplies and both electric and diesel powered
fire pumps can deliver water to any location in the plant during
shutdown.

Multiplexed The use of multiplexed systems eliminates the need for a cable
systems spreading room which is a major fire concern in most plants.

HVAC The HVAC has a dual purpose HVAC/SMOKE Control system to
control individual room pressure and assure clean air paths for
fire suppression personnel.

19AF-52 SBWR Shutdown RiskAssessment- February 28, 1993
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events
Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

(n
V3

Loss of Offsite Power Evei

Indian Point 2 and
Yankee Rowe (11/9/65)

Point Beach 1 (2/5/1)

Ginna (3/471)

Palisades (9/201)

San Onofre 1 (6/7/73)

Oconee 1 (1/474)

Fort Calhoun (3/13/75)

Turkey Point 4 (5/16/77)

its

'Great Northeast Blackout'

Loss of all transmission lines, failure of three
transformer differential relays, causing transformer
lockout.

Plant siding fell into 345kv line connecting sole
startup transformer.

Transmission line fault, isolation breaker failure.
Backup relay isolated 345kv bus.

138kv auxiliary transformer out for maintenance.
Ground fault operated differential relays,
deenergizing other auxiliary transformers.

230kv switchyard isolated, 100kv off-site source
remained energized to supply power to the plant.

Sole 161kv backup off-site transmission line out for
maintenance. 345kv output breaker tripped (faulty
protective relays), opening remaining connection to
off-site power. Off-site power could have been
supplied from 34.5kv switchyard by opening
generator disconnects.

Loss of Off-site Power (LOOP)

SBWR has two independent offsite power sources. These
are backed up by two physically and electrically separate
trains of AC power each containing a standby diesel
generator. Either diesel generator can provide decay heat
removal and makeup through the respective PIP bus.
Emergency makeup can also be provided by the GDCS
system which does not require AC power.

See discussion of Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

SBWR has two auxiliary transformers and an installed spare
capable of being connected and energized within 12 hours.
Alternate preferred power is available through the reserve
transformer. In the event of losing all offsite power, features
described under Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65)
can mitigate the event.

See discussion of Ginna (3/4171).

See discussion of Ginna (3/4/71).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (1119/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and Ginna
(3/401).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) M

> Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature
Connecticut Yankee Protective relays operated when lines were re- See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
(6/26fl6) energized after service, causing LOOP.
Indian Point 2 (7/13M77) LOOP due to lightening strikes. Emergency Diesel See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

Generators (EDGs) operated.
St. Lucie 1 (5/14/78) Substation switching error. SBWR has two independent offsite power sources so

probability of one switching error resulting in loss of all
offsite power is low. But if it were to occur, mitigation
features exist as discussed in Indian Point 2 and Yankee
Rowe (11/9/65).

Turkey Point 3 (4/4f79) Loss of all 7 transmission lines due to weather. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
Davis Besse (4/19/80) One EDG out for maintenance. One 13.8kv bus SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator

connected, other energized but not connected. maintenance to be performed during power operation and
Ground fault on 13.8kv bus caused loss of non- both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel
nuclear instruments. Air was pulled into DHR pump, generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor
and pump was stopped by operator. Pump vented coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. Also, a
and restarted after 2-1/2 hours. ground fault on one diesel generator would not result in

loss of power form the other.
i San Onofre 1 (4/22/80) Maintenance error caused LOOP. SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator

maintenance to be performed during power operation and
C both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel

generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor
coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. See St.
Lucie 1 (5/1418).

e Prairie Island 1 (7/15/80) Weather related LOOP See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
4 San Onofre 1 (11/22/80) Maintenance error caused LOOP. See St. Lucie 1 (5/14178). aCb

Diablo Canyon 1 LOOP caused by brush fire. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
D (10/16/82) 4

U Farley 2 (10/8/83) Switchyard breaker failure during refueling. See St. Lucie 1 (5/1478).a
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

Palisades (1/8/84)

Sequoyah 1 (3/26/84)

Yankee Rowe (5/3/84)

Salem 1 (6/5/84)

Connecticut Yankee
(8/24/84)

Point Beach 2 (10/22/84)

Deliberate deenergization of off-site power to
isolate faulty breaker. One EDG out for
maintenance, other available but its service water
pump was out for maintenance, and operators
failed to recognize this before authorizing work on
breaker. Available EDG-overheated and was
manually tripped.

Ground short on 500kv switchyard breaker
deenergized transformer. Startup transformer
supplied power.

One 115kv line out for maintenance, other
energized. Normal supply transformer energized.
Temporary fault detection relay caused breakers
from normal supply transformer to open.

One of three safety buses was out of service for
maintenance and one of the batteries in the two
remaining safety trains was out of service for
replacement. Automatic transfer relay which should
have energized this bus was removed and placed in
Unit 2 and not replaced in Unit 1, loss of power to
two buses resulted in two operable EDGs to start
but loss of DC control to one of the trains prevented
closing of the EDG output breaker. One EDG did
energize one bus but EDG cooling water pump was
powered by EDG which lost control power. EDGs
ran for two hours without cooling water.

One 115kv transmission line out for maintenance,
one auxiliary transformer out for maintenance.
Differential relay opened breakers to remaining
auxiliary transformer.

Breaker alignment errors during cross-tie between
units caused LOOR

SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance to be performed during power operation and
both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel
generator can provide decay heat removal and makeup
through the respective PIP bus. See Indian Point 2 and
Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and Ginna (3/4/71).

See discussion of Ginna (3/471).

See discussion of Ginna (3/471).

SBWR has four independent battery powered DC safety
busses and two divisions of non-safety DC power backed by
two offsite and two onsite AC power sources. Each of the
onsite AC standby diesel generators have separate power
supplies and support systems so each diesel can supply
power to its own cooling source.

See Discussion of Ginna (3/4/71).

SBWR design does not allow cross-ties between plants.
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) n

O Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature
Indian Point 3 (11/16/84) Object from roof fell onto startup transformer. See Discussion of Ginna (3/4171).
Turkey Point 3 (4/29/85) Startup and C transformer were both out of service. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

Offsite power supplied through main transformer.
Relay failure resulted in loss of main transformer
and LOOR One EDG started and loaded its safety
bus.

Turkey Point 3 (5/17/85) Brush fire disabled station. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
Waterford 3 (12/12/85) Lightning caused loss of preferred offsite power See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

source. Two EDGs started and loaded. Two sources
of offsite power were available.

Fort Calhoun (3/21/87) 1 EDG and alternate offsite power source were out SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
for maintenance, controls for other EDG bypassed maintenance to be performed during power operation and
to prevent auto-start. Maintenance error tripped off- both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel K3

site power; EDG had to be manually loaded. generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor
coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. See Indian
Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and Palisades (1/8/84).

Yankee Rowe (6/1/87) Maintenance error caused loss of 2 of 3 safety See Discussion of Ginna (3/4171).
buses.

c McGuire 1 (9/16/87) 1 offsite power source and 1 EDG out for SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance. Test error caused loss of other offsite maintenance to be performed during power operation and
power source. Remaining EDG started and loaded. both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel
Offsite power restored after 25 minutes. generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor

coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. See Indian 2
Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

a Crystal River (10/14/87) 1 EDG out for maintenance. Safety buses cross-tied. SBWR design does not allow power buses to be cross-tied. .

Maintenance error caused loss of 1 safety bus. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and San
I Cross-connect breaker then tripped and locked out. Onofre 1 (6/7/73).

Dead bus transfer was required to close one cross-
connect breaker. This required shutting the running
EDG and resetting the under voltage lockout.
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

Crystal River (10/15/87)

Wolf Creek (10/16/87)

Oconee 3 (9/11/88)

Surry 1 and 2 (4/6/89)

Diablo Canyon 1 (317/91)

Nine Mile Point
(11/17,73)

Pilgrim (4/15174)

Pilgrim (5/26/74)

1 safety bus and its EDG out for maintenance.
Maintenance error grounded offsite power supply.
Remaining EDG started and loaded.

1 safety bus and 1 EDG out for maintenance. Error
deenergized other bus. EDG output breaker opened
and would not close due to anti-pump circuit
preventing reclosure once it had been opened after
EDG started on undervoltage. DHR lost for 17
minutes.

All off-site power going through 1 breaker.
Maintenance error caused this breaker to open, and
it could not be reclosed. No instruments to
determine actual level and temperature of water in
reactor core region (incore thermocouples not yet
reconnected, and no power to RPV level
transmitters).

Electrical fault and transformer lockout. This de-
energized one safety bus in each unit. Unit 2 EDG
started and loaded. Unit 1 EDG control in manual.

Maintenance error caused power arc and LOOR
EDGs started and loaded.

1 transmission line out for maintenance.
Maintenance error caused loss of other line.

Lightning caused loss of all 345kv lines. 23kv line
remain energized.

All 345kv lines deenergized (cause unknown). 23kv
line remained energized.

SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance to be performed during power operation and
both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel
generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor
coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. See Indian
Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and San Onofre 1
(6,7,73).

SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance to be performed during power operation and
both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel
generator can provide decay heat removal and makeup
through the respective PIP bus.

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65). SBWR RPV
water level instruments are powered by safety related DC
and at least two divisions are required to be operable
during shutdown.

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and Point
Beach 2 (10/22/84).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) M

t Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature
Brunswick 2 (3/26fl5) 1 train of 230kv buses for each unit out for See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

maintenance. Relay error caused breakers on all five
lines supplying remaining buses to open.

Quad Cities 2 (2/13178) Reduced voltage on grid caused under-voltage The 6.9kV PIP busses are normally energized from the
relays to trip breakers on both safety buses. System normal preferred power supply. Should the bus voltage
dispatcher increased grid voltage. degrade to 90% or below of its rated value for a

predetermined time, the undervoltage will be annunciated
in the control room. Simultaneously a 5-minute timer is
started to allow the operator to take corrective action.
Should the bus voltage decay to below 70% of its nominal
rated value for a predetermined time, a standard dead bus
transfer is automatically initiated to the standby power
source. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

FitzPatrick (3/27179) Maintenance error caused LOOP. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

Browns Ferry 1 and 2 Ice storm caused loss of both off-site lines. Power See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
(3/1180) supplied by Unit 3.

en Monticello (4/27/81) 4.16kv breaker was racked out under load. Breaker See Discussion of Ginna (3/401).
then shorted, causing loss of both safety buses.

!P Quad Cities 1 (6/22/82) Not really an event: Unit 1 supplied Unit 2 when See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
Unit 2 scrammed.

z Pilgrim (10/12/82) Storms failed 345kv lines. 23kv remained energized. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
"-Brunswick 1 (4/26183) 1 offsite power source out for test. Maintenance See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

error caused loss of second source resulting in
LOOP.
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

& Fort St. Vrain (5/17/83) 1 EDG out for maintenance. 2nd EDG in parallel with SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
off-site power. Storm caused LOOP, and 2nd EDG maintenance to be performed during power operation and
tripped on overcurrent due to faulty load sequencer both should be available during shutdown. However, if the
and operating non-essential loads. normal preferred power supply is used for load testing the

standby diesel generator and lost during the standby diesel
generator paralleling test, the normal preferred power
supply breaker is automatically tripped and the standby
diesel generator continues to power the bus loads.

U Pilgrim (8/2/83) Lightning caused loss of all 345kv. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
0-

c Oyster Creek (11/14/83) Fire caused loss of power to 1 startup transformer. See Ginna (314/71) and Sequoyah 1 (3/26/84).
Switchyard deenergized to permit cleanup. Main
generator disconnect links were removed, which

to allowed for use of unit transformer if necessary
(wasn't used).

Monticello (6/4/84) 1 reserve transformer, 1 safety bus, 1 EDG out for See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
maintenance. Procedure error caused loss of
energized bus.

Quad Cities 2 (5/7/85) Unit 2 dedicated EDG out for maintenance. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
Maintenance error caused LOOP to Unit 2. Unit 1
plus swing EDG powered Unit 2.

Millstone 1 (11/21/85) Reserve station transformer out for maintenance. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
EDG out for maintenance. Maintenance error
caused loss of 345kv supply.

Peach Bottom 3 (4/13/86) Explosion and fire in transformer caused loss of 1 The SBWR has two unit auxiliary transformers and an
startup transformer. Alternate startup transformer installed spare. The unit auxiliary transformers provide
supplied power. normal preferred power to each of the plant's two power c4

load groups. Also, power can be manually transferred to the t
alternate preferred power source through the reserve
transformer which provides power to both of the plant's
two PIP power load groups.
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

0~

Hope Creek (5/2/86)

Pilgrim (11/19/86)
Pilgrim (12/23/86)

Shoreham (3/18/87)

Pilgrim (3/31/87)

Peach Bottom 2 & 3
(7/10/87)

Vermont Yankee (8/17/87)

2 of 4 EDGs out for maintenance. 1 of 3 off-site line
out for maintenance. Inadvertent relay actuation
caused LOOP to safety buses.

Storm failed all 345kv. 23kv remained energized.

1 345kv out for maintenance. Flashover caused loss
of other 345kv. 23kv still available.

1 of 3 EDGs out for maintenance, 1 safety bus out
for maintenance. Current transformers shorted as a
safety measure. This unbalanced relays serving
both service transformers, but without actuating
differential current relays. 3 weeks later, condensate
pump start caused differential relay trip, opening
breakers from service transformer. Automatic fast
transfer to reserve service transformer occurred, but
unbalance caused it to trip. 2 EDGs started and
loaded.

1 345kv ring bus breaker out for maintenance. 1
345kv line lost due to storm. Other line isolated due
to resultant breaker openings. 23kv line still
available.

Lightning caused loss of 1 of 2 off-site. This caused
loss of 1 startup transformer. Other transformer
remained in service.

Both startup transformers and 1 of 2 345kv main
generator output breakers out for maintenance.
Main generator disconnect links were removed.
Unit auxiliary transformer energized by main
transformer. Upset on grid caused other output
breaker to open, causing LOOR EDGs started, and
backup source was still available.

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance to be performed during power operation and
both should be available during shutdown. See Peach
Bottom 3 (4/13/86).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Peach Bottom 3 (4/13/86).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

Pilgrim (11/12/87)

FitzPatrick (10/31/88)

Nine Mile Point 2
(12/26/88)

Pilgrim (2/21/89)

Browns Ferry 2 (3/9/89)

Millstone 1 (4/29/89)

Browns Ferry 1 (5/5/89)

23kv line out of service. Snow failed both 345kv
lines. Startup transformer deenergized due to
arcing. EDGs started, and power was restored by
removing main generator disconnect links and
backfeeding to auxiliary transformer.

1 115kv line out for maintenance. High winds
interrupted other 115kv line. EDGs energized safety
buses; efforts were directed at other systems, so
shutdown cooling was unavailable for 95 minutes
(RCS temperature increased 100F).

1 115kv line out for maintenance. Current
transformer failure caused loss of other line. Out of
service line was returned to service and EDGs also
started and loaded.

345kv lost due to cable failure. 23kv line available,
SBO EDG available. Disconnect links removed for
backfeed.

Bus fault on secondary side of station transformer.
EDGs started.

Main generator disconnect links removed. Loads
had been transferred to station service
transformer. Design error in relay of load shed
system caused opening of 4.16kv breakers when
reserve station transformer was deenergized.
Normal station transformer remained energized.

Ground faults opened breakers from 500kv
switchyard. Off-site power restored to safety buses
from 161kv switchyard through startup transformer.

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65).

See Indian Point 2 and Yankee Rowe (11/9/65) and
Sequoyah 1 (3/26/84).

See Discussion of Ginna (3/471).

Should the bus voltage degrade to 90% or below of its rated
value for a predetermined time, whether powered from the
normal preferred power or the alternate preferred power,
the undervoltage will be annunciated in the control room.
Simultaneously a 5-minute timer is started to allow the
operator to take corrective action. Should the bus voltage
decay to below 70% of its nominal rated value for a
predetermined time, a standard dead bus transfer is
automatically initiated to the standby power source.

See Peach Bottom 3 (4/13/86).
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) CA
Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature

WNP-2 (5/14/89) 1 safety bus out for maintenance. 2 EDGs out for SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
maintenance. Operator error caused LOOP to other maintenance to be performed during power operation and
safety buses. EDG started and loaded 1 safety bus. both should be available during shutdown. Either diesel

generator can provide decay heat removal and reactor
coolant makeup through the respective PIP bus. Also, the
PIP busses can be powered from the alternate preferred
power source.

River Bend (6/13/89) 1 of 4 preferred transformers out. Maintenance error See WNP-2 (5/14/89).
tripped 1 preferred transformer, causing loss of
power to 1 safety bus. EDG started and loaded.
Maintenance error tripped main generator output
breakers, causing LOOP to non-safety buses.

Oyster Creek (3/9/91) One EDG and 1 bus out for maintenance. Routine See WNP-2 (5/14/89).
check revealed other EDG had faulty head gasket
which would have caused failure if required. This
left plant with only 1 source of power, the startup
transformer.

8 Vermont Yankee (4/23/91) LOOP due to improper maintenance in switchyard. SBWR design does not allow power buses to be cross-tied.
While installing a new battery on non-1E 125 VDC The SBWR has four safety related DC power busses, any
bus, two vital DC buses were cross connected one of which can be taken out of service for maintenance.
through a battery charger after defeating a The other three busses provide two-out-of-three
mechanical interlock. When the battery charger redundancy. At least two divisions are required to be
breaker was opened to install the new battery, a operable during shutdown. See Indian Point 2 and Yankee
voltage transient was sent through the entire DC Rowe (11/9/65) and San Onofre 1 (6/7/73).
control power system which caused both off-site

co power breakers to trip and lock open. 6
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Table 19AF-2a Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) (A

i Plant/Date Event Description Applicable SBWR Feature
c Diablo Canyon Unit-1 LOOP caused by boom of mobile crane shorting out SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator
a 3/7/91 500kv transformer. Standby startup transformerwas maintenance to be performed during power operation and

out of service for maintenance. The three EDGs both should be available during shutdown. The SBWR has
started and picked-up vital buses. Off-site power two unit auxiliary transformers and an installed spare. The

a was restored in five hours. unit auxiliary transformers provide normal preferred power
to each of the plant's two power load groups. Also, power
can be manually transferred to the alternate preferred
power source through the reserve transformer which

provides power to both of the plant's two PIP power loadgroups.
Nine Mile Point 3/23/92 LOOP while working on aux. boiler circuitry. Div. I SBWR is designed to allow all diesel generator

diesel was out for maintenance. Div. II diesel started maintenance to be performed during power operation and
and loaded. Div. III (HPCS) started but tripped on both should be available during shutdown. Each of the
over temperature due to lack of cooling water. All onsite AC standby diesel generators have separate power
control room annunciators lost due to loss of A and supplies and support systems so each diesel can supply
B UPS. power to its own cooling source. SBWR offsite power

supplies are physically and electrically separated so loss of
both is not expected to occur due to common cause failure.
SBWR safety related instrumentation is powered by safety
related DC and at least two divisions are required to be
operable during shutdown.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events m

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Losses or Degradation Of RHRS Due to Loss of Coolant from Reactor Vessel

Peach Bottom 3 Mode 4, Cold A slight reactor water level drop Failure of the minimum flow SBWR component design and
79-002 Shutdown. was detected and determined to recirculation valve associated with procurement will emphasize
January 8, 1979 RHRS in be caused by leakage through the the 'A' RHRS pump. fabrication quality and proper

operation on minimum flow recirculation valve maintenance to minimize
loop 'A'. for the 'A' RHR pump (MO-1 6A). individual component failures.

Vessel level was maintained by However, if a failure occurs in one
use of the stay full pressurizing of the RWCU/SDC trains, SDC
system. Attempts to eliminate the capability would be temporarily
leakage by further closing the diminished but the other
minimum flow valve resulted in RWCU/SDC train would be
its failure to the wide open available to continue SDC before
position. This failure caused a loss any reactor coolant boiling
of coolant to the suppression occurs. In addition, the Fuel and
pool. The loss of vessel water Auxiliary pool cooling and
level continued to the point of cleanup (FAPCS) are available for

co isolation of the shutdown cooling DHR depending on plant
system on low water level, at conditions. The CRD, and
which time the water level condensate systems are available
stabilized. The time required to for system makeup. In the event
raise the reactor water level, via no AC is available, the diesel
the stay full system, clear the driven firewater system or the
RHRS isolation and reestablish GDCS can provide makeup if the
shutdown cooling with the 'C' reactor coolant begins to boil.

(8 RHRS pump, allowed the coolant
to rise to about 200 0F, causing a
gaseous release via
disassembled RCIC steam
isolation valves.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) CI
Pln LInitial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Hatch 1 Mode 5, The 'B' loop RHRS was placed in None reported. SBWR component design and
August 13, 1979 Refueling. service in the shutdown cooling procurement will emphasize

RHRS in mode and vessel level was fabrication quality and proper
operation. observed to be dropping. Valve maintenance to minimize

Eli1- F004B was determined to be individual component failures. In
leaking to the suppression pool. A addition, the potential for
local leak rate test of the RHRS 'B' misalignment errors has been
pump torus suction isolation minimized by having a system
valve showed the valve to be whose only major function during :
leaking in excess of specified shutdown is SDC.
criteria. Following corrective

so action, the valve was satisfactorily
retested.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Oyster Creek
81-038
August 27, 1981
August 28, 1981

Mode 5,
Refueling.
RHRS
system in
operation on
loop 'C'.
Reactor had
been
shutdown for
13 days.

This event consists actually of two
separate events involving
shutdown cooling heat
exchanger tube leaks. On August
27, with reactor water
temperature at 1971F, the 'C'
shutdown cooling heat
exchanger developed a tube leak
resulting in reactor water leaking
into the RBCCW system as
indicated by the RBCCW process
radiation monitor. About 2
minutes later, reactor water level
began to decrease. The decrease
occurred over approximately 10
minutes, with an estimated leak
rate of 400 gpm. Reactor vessel
water level was recovered by
make up supplied by the
feedwater and condensate
system. The 'C' loop was secured
and temperature maintained
below 2120F by use of the 'A'
shutdown cooling loop.

Circumferential through wall
cracks in one tube of the 'A' heat
exchanger and one tube of the 'C'
heat exchanger, due to fatigue
failure caused by flow induced
vibration.

See Peach Bottom 3 (1/879).

:0
ID

Ns
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On August 28, another RBCCW
process monitor alarm was
received and the RBCCW surge
tank was reported to be
overflowing. The 'A' shutdown
cooling loop was isolated. The 'B'
heat exchanger was out of service
but was made serviceable in a few
hours. Temperature was

a



M Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)l'

RInitial Plant
Plant L D Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

maintained by increasing flow to
the RWCU nonregenerative heat
exchanger and increasing letdown
to the main condenser. Water was
pumped back to the reactor using
a condensate pump. In addition to
RWCU and main condenser
systems, the isolation condenser

tr and ECCS systems were all
available.

a LaSalle 1 Mode 3, Hot While placing RHR 'A' loop in Leaking flange on spool piece on SBWR has two independent 50%
82-039 Shutdown. service in the shutdown cooling 'A' RHR pump suction line, caused RWCU/SDC trains. The three

toto June 9, 1982 Plant mode, leakage was discovered at by thermal growth on heatup and isolation condensers (IC) and the
cooldown in the 'A' RHR pump suction line. cooldown. main condenser are capable of
progress RHR loop 'A' was taken out of removing decay heat in Mode 3.
RHR loop 'A' service for repairs. Alternate One of the three ICs is adequate
being placed methods of decay heat removal for DHR in Mode 3.
in service. were reactor recirc pumps and
(Prior to inboard main steam line drain
initial with RWCU.
criticality.)

C,

7 .1



lable 1AI-Zb Review ot Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

2 ~Initial Plant t
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

LaSalle 1 Mode 4, Cold The unit was in cold shutdown Personnel did not recognize the SBWR has two independent 50%
82-042 Shutdown following performance of reactor potential vessel drain path that RWCU/SDC trains. The SDC trains
June1, 1982 (Prior to internals vibration testing. 'B' RHR existed upon returning the system are isolated on low level (L2). The

initial system was operating in the to a normal lineup from standby RWCU/SDC system is designed to
criticality). shutdown cooling mode with all operation. The test procedure have maintenance performed

flow bypassing the 'B' RHR heat failed to recognize the current during normal power operation
exchanger to maintain reactor operating status of the RHR thereby minimizing the potential
temperature between 1401F and system in shutdown cooling. The for maintenance errors during
2000F. The 'A' RHR system was level instruments tap off the shutdown. The potential for
lined up for standby shutdown downcomer region where misalignment errors has been
cooling. The 'A' and 'B' RHR shutdown cooling receives its minimized by having a system
suppression pool suction valves suction. The Tech Specs were whose only major function during
were out of service electrically for interpreted such that both shutdown is SDC. SBWR
repair and the valves were shutdown cooling loops were procedures will clearly describe
manually closed. No backup required operable with one in proper operational steps and the
means of decay heat removal was operation, and that the idle pump technical specification will be Z3
available due to the reactor could be out of service for only 2 based on minimizing plant risks C

building closed cooling water hours. This was a conservative during normal full power
system being out of service. (No interpretation but it aggravated operation and shutdown
actual decay heat existed.) the event by imposing an arbitrary conditions.

time restraint on the test.
a Testing of the 'A' RHR drywell

spray outboard isolation valve
(8 was approved and performed in

accordance with procedure. After
the test was completed, the
system was returned to standby
operation. The restoration
procedure directed the opening of
the RHR 'A' heat exchanger 4
bypass valve. When this valve
was opened, water from the
reactor vessel filled the previously

00I drained RHR 'A' piping, draining
*(0

I



Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

a Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

about 3,000 gallons of water from
:0 the vessel. At 12.5 inches level, an
A; automatic isolation of the
ishutdown cooling system

occurred. The vessel level was
restored, and the 'B' RHR loop
was verified filled and vented, and
shutdown cooling system suction

Mf isolation valves reopened. Reactor
vessel level again decreased to
about 10 inches and a second
isolation occurred. It was
determined that this second
isolation resulted from the
starting transient and resulting
level drop in the downcomer
region. Vessel level was again
restored; and shutdown cooling
unisolated, vented, and restarted;
and the 'A' RHRs loop determined
operable.

X
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) C1
Initial Plant t

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold Loop 'A' of the RHRS was lined up Operator error; misinterpretation The potential for misalignment
N/A Shutdown, in the LPCI mode, and loop 'B' of valve position indication. F006 errors has been minimized by
April 3, 1983 after initial was lined up in the shutdown 'fully open' indicator light was having a system whose only

criticality. cooling mode for a surveillance not burning, but neither was the major function during shutdown
RHRS Loop test. After completion of the test, 'fully shut" indicator. Valve was is SDC. The RWCU/SDC system is
'B' in the operator returned 'B' loop to probably in a partially open designed to have maintenance
Shutdown the LPCI mode, which required position. Reason for F004 MOV performed during normal power
Cooling. shutting the loop 'B' SDC suction breaker trip not explained. operation thereby minimizing the

valve (F006) and opening the loop potential for maintenance or
'B' suppression pool suction valve surveillance errors during
(F004). Since a light bulb was shutdown.
burned out on the open indicator
for F006, the operator assumed
that F006 was already shut, and
opened F004. This opened a flow
path from the reactor vessel via
the 'B' RHR loop to the

4suppression pool. Approximately
10,000 gallons of water drained

en from the reactor vessel prior to
automatic isolation of the RHRS

0 on low water level. The operator
attempted to reshut F004 upon

LA receiving a low level alarm, but
the valve's MOV breaker tripped.

LA3

LAt
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2 Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) t)
Initial Plant

c Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

E Susquehanna 1 Mode 3, Hot During a startup test to determine Reactor Coolant System shrinkage See LaSalle 1 (6/11/82).
: 83-056 Shutdown. the capability of the shutdown caused by rapid temperature

. April 7, 1983 cooling mode of RHR, the 'A' RHR decrease. Valve lineup error
heat exchanger was valved in caused loss of inventory to

c causing a rapid temperature suppression pool.
decrease. As a result of RPV water
volume shrinkage, the RHR
automatically isolated on low
reactor water level. CRD flow was
used to restore level; and MSIV's
were opened to decrease the
vessel delta-T. RWCU was

%0 established to stop stratification.
RHR loop 'A' was restored, but a
valve lineup error caused the
pump miniflow valve to bypass
RHR flow to the suppression pool,
causing a second RHR isolation on
low level. Level was restored and
RHR reinitiated, but the inventory
addition via condensate transfer
caused another temperature
decrease of 1200 in 5 minutes, so
the RHR system was isolated a
third time to halt the cooldown.
The system was restored again,
and a fourth short isolation was a
received when starting the 'B' q
RHR pump.

-p3
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

LaSalle 2
N/A
August 15, 1983

LaSalle 1
83-108
September 1,
1983

Cold
shutdown.
Preoperation
al testing
prior to fuel
load.

Cold
shutdown.
RHRS
operable.

With the control rod drive system
in service and the reactor water
cleanup system out of service,
reactor water level was being
controlled by draining through the
RHRS 'B' loop to the suppression
pool. A new drain path was being
established via the 'A' RHR loop
(F004 and F006). As soon as this
new drain path was lined up, the
reactor vessel began draining
rapidly. The event did not
terminate automatically on low RV
water level isolation of RHRS,
because the low level isolation
signal had been bypassed by
transferring control for the RHR
shutdown cooling isolation
valves to the remote shutdown
panel. This was done intentionally
to prevent inadvertent isolations
of the temporary drain path. The
loss of coolant event was
terminated by operator action, 32"
above the top of the fuel region
(fuel had not yet been loaded).

RHRS operable, but shutdown
cooling status not stated. RHRS
pump 'A' minimum flow bypass
valve (F064A) stuck open
following a test. If shutdown
cooling was lined up to loop 'A'
then a drain path to the
suppression pool existed.

Using an unusual valve lineup and
bypassing automatic safety
features.

Trip fingers which hold the motor
operation in handwheel
operation were found broken.
Valve motor damaged.

See LaSalle 1 (6/11/82). Unusual
valve lineups and bypassing of
protective features in the SDC
system has been minimized in the
SBWR design by having a system
whose only major function during
shutdown is SDC.

See LaSalle 1 (6/11/82). Also, the
SDC system does not have a
minimum flow bypass.

e,
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M Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) M

Pln EInitial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

E LaSalle 1 Cold RHR logic testing was in progress The LPCI injection check valve The RWCU/SDC system is
: 83-105 shutdown. which required opening most was stuck open. Inspection of the designed to have maintenance

. September 14, loop B injection and spray valves: valve revealed improper performed during normal power
X 1983 drywell spray valves (F016B and maintenance on the valve operation thereby minimizing the

F017B), suppression pool spray operator. The valve had been potential for maintenance or
a valve and test return valves reassembled by lining up the surveillance errors during

(F027B and F0241), and B and C wrong mark on the spline shaft to shutdown. SDC valve
I loop injection valves (F042B and the air operator gears, which held misalignment errors have been

F042C). This lineup relied on the check valve 35° open. The minimized in the SBWR design by0*
te testable injection check valve packing gland was also too tight having a system whose only

F041 B to prevent reactor vessel to permit full closure. major function during shutdown
inventory loss via injection valve is SDC.
F042B to the open spray and test
return lines. When F042B was
opened, reactor vessel inventory
was rapidly lost to the drywell and
suppression pool because the
testable check valve was stuck
open. Most of the water lost from
the reactor vessel went to the
suppression pool. The operator
terminated the event after a 50 in.
level drop to about 160 in. above
the top of the active fuel. Total
inventory loss was between 5,000
and 10,000 gallons. It should be
noted that no automatic isolation
feature would have terminated
this flow path; however, the LPCI
injection line penetration is above
the top of the active fuel.

-a'



Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) (

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Quad Cities 1 Cold The RPV level decreased 14 inches Operator error in misaligning RHR See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
1/24/91 shutdown. in two related events. The valves.

shutdown cooling suction valve
was stroked as a maintenance
check but some vent and drain
valves in the loop were also open,
when the SDC suction valve was
open the RPV drained 5 inches.
The operator isolated SDC to stop
the flow but when the loop was
returned to service an additional 9
inches were drained from the RPV
into the partially empty RHR loop.

Quad cities 2 Cold After isolating RCW the RPV level Operator error in not following See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83). In 9
8/17/87 Shutdown. began to increase. Operators approved procedure for draining addition, SBWR procedures will

On attempted to reduce level by the RPV. clearly describe proper :
shutdown draining to the suppression pool operational steps and the
cooling in using the RHR system test return technical specification will be
one RHR valve (14 inch valve). This resulted based on minimizing plant risks
loop, reactor in rapid decrease in RPV to low during normal full power
water clean level setpoint and an automatic operation and shutdown
up (RCW) RPV isolation. conditions.
system out
for
maintenance.

CD
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) to

Plan LInitial Plant
rPlant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Fermi 2 Hot SDC loop was being put in service Operator error in placing SDC See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83). In
3/17/87 Shutdown but normal loop heat-up loop in service using unapproved addition, SBWR procedures will

following alignment could not be used procedure. clearly describe proper
loop test, because one valve would not operational steps and the
one RHR open (24 inch testable check technical specification will be
loop valves). A smaller (1 inch) valve based on minimizing plant risks
inoperable. was used to fill the loop but the during normal full power

normal 4 inch drain line caused operation and shutdown
M drainage faster than the 1 inch conditions.

line could fill the loop. This
drained the loop but operator
could not tell. When proper SDC

to loop temperature was reached
operator opened SDC suction
valve to the RPV and RPV level
decreased to the low level
setpoint and RPV isolation
occurred.

Fermi 2 Cold During the process of shifting SDC Operator error in not following See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83). In
8/2/87 Shutdown. from Division II to Division I, a proper procedure placing SDC in addition, SBWR procedures will

SDC on RPV low level signal occurred service. clearly describe proper
Division II. because valves were misaligned operational steps and the

resulting in an open flow path to technical specification will be
the suppression pool from the based on minimizing plant risks
RPV. during normal full power

operation and shutdown
conditions.

Iz
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) CA
U-.1 Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
WNP-2 Cold While returning from SDC to Operator error in not knowing that See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
5/7/85 Shutdown in standby low pressure injection stroke time for each valve is 90 -

SDC. mode of RHR, the operator 100 seconds.
opened the suppression pool
suction valve before the SDC
suction valve was fully closed.
This opened a drain path from the
RPV to the suppression pool
resulting in a low RPV and SDC
isolation.

Shoreham Cold While returning one RHR loop to See WNP-2 See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
7/26/85 Shutdown standby, operator opened 5/7/85.

both RHR suppression pool suction valve
loops in SDC while SDC suction valve was
mode. partially open (see WNP-2 5/7/85).

Peach Bottom 2 Cold Loop 'C' SDC suction valve Operator error in not knowing See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
9/24/85 Shutdown. remained open after previous status of RHR system valves.

SDC on 'A' SDC operation. Loop 'A' required
RHR loop. a full flow test due to pump

problem investigation. SDC 'A'
0 isolated and 'A' pump aligned to

suppression pool for test. This
Ch opened path from RPV to

suppression pool through 'C'
SDC suction valve.

i Riverbend Cold While restoring SDC loop to See WNP-2, 5/7/85. See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
a 9/23/85 Shutdown. standby, suppression pool suction

and SDC suction valves were.
open at the same time.

to



Mh Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

a Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

a Susquehanna 2 Cold While placing 'A' SDC on line a Operator error improper valve See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
: 4/27/85 Shutdown. path was open from the RPV to lineup.

the main condenser. RPV level
dropped 35 inches resulting in

X RPV low level signal and isolation
of SDC.

a Susquehanna 1 Cold SDC pump mini-flow valve failed Valve failure. SDC would isolate on low RPV
D 5/10/85 Shutdown. open allowing water to flow from level (12). In addition, the SDC
C 5/20/85 RPV to suppression pool. does not have a minimum flow

bypass.
^ WNP-2 Cold While warming up SDC loop, an Operator error. SDC loop isolation The keep fill alarm would alert the
8 8/23/84 Shutdown. isolation signal occurred on high not alarmed in control room. operator to a partially drained

SDC flow. Operator did not notice RHR loop.
and loop drained to the radwaste
system. When operator placed
loop in service water drained from
RPV into empty SDC loop.

LaSalle 1 Cold RHR loop in test mode with Maintenance error. The RWCU/SDC system is
9/14/83 Shutdown. several valves open. Loop check designed to have maintenance

valve depended upon to isolate performed during normal power
RPV. Check valve failed open due operation thereby minimizing the
to misassembly and improper potential for maintenance or
packing gland installation. surveillance errors during

shutdown.

Brunswick 2 Cold Operator attempted to lower Operator error. See LaSalle 1 (9/14/83).
9/24/84 Shutdown. suppression pool level to

radwaste but loop was in SDC
mode and resulted in water
diversion from RPV to radwaste.

.nI
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Loss Due to Inadvertent Closure of RHRS Suction Valves

Pilgrim
81-064
December 21,
1981

Susquehanna 1
83-030
February 16, 1983

Mode 5,
Refueling
RHRS in
operation.
Coolant
temperature
at 70 0F.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.
RHRS in
operation on
loop 'A'.

CA'co
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While performing maintenance on
a feeder transformer, a live
transfer of power was attempted.
Maloperation of a power breaker
deenergized a vital instrument
panel, causing two shutdown
cooling valves (MO-47 and MO-
48) to close on receipt of a reactor
high pressure isolation signal. The
'C' RHRS pump should have
tripped immediately when its
suction valves shut, but failed to
do so. After about 5 hours, when
the process computer was
returned to service, abnormal
heat exchanger temperatures
alerted operators to a problem. At
this time, the 'C' RHRS pump was
observed to be running with both
suction valves shut. The 'C' pump
was tripped, the valves opened,
and the 'A' pump started to
restore shutdown cooling.

The RHRS was operating in the
shutdown cooling mode. A
Division I isolation signal to the
inboard isolation valve to the
RHRS caused a loss of shutdown
cooling. The system was
reestablished by resetting the
signals. A second occurrence was
experienced within an hour.

Electrical contacts in the pump
trip logic were corroded to the
extent that they seized in the open
position. 'C' RHRS pump,
therefore did not trip when the
suction valves left their full open
position. Inadequacies in the
implementation of administrative
controls for shift turnover, valve
lineup checks, and board checks
aggravated the situation.
Extensive maintenance activities
distracted operators.

The Reactor Protection System
(RPS) was operating on alternate
power supplies while the RPS MG
set was undergoing maintenance.
Spurious trips of the RPS alternate
power supply breakers caused
isolation signals.

The SBWR design incorporates
the extensive use of solid state
logic thereby minimizing electrical
contact failures. However, if a
failure occurs in one of the
RWCU/SDC trains, SDC capability
would be temporarily diminished
but the other RWCU/SDC train
would be available to continue
SDC before any reactor coolant
boiling occurs. In addition, the
Fuel and Auxiliary pool cooling
and cleanup (FAPCS) are available
for DHR depending on plant
conditions. The CRD, and
condensate systems are available
for system makeup. In the event
no AC is available, the diesel
driven firewater system or the
GDCS can provide makeup if the
reactor coolant begins to boil.

The SBWR design for SDC
isolation is a four division DC
design backed by safety related
batteries. Loss of power to one
division of DC will not cause
isolation of SDC. The multiplexed
safety system logic will only cause
isolation if a valid 2-out-of-4
isolation signal exists.
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En Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) CI

Initial Plant
a Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
a Susquehanna 1 Mode 4, Cold An RPS actuation caused RHR RPS actuation caused by an See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).
: 83-060 Shutdown. loop 'B' operating in the inadvertent breaker trip (bumped

April 11, 1983 RHR in shutdown cooling mode to by a construction worker). The
operation on isolate. RHR pump 'D' tripped restart trips are believed to be due

'A loop 'B'. twice on attempts to restart. RHR to a faulty shutdown cooling flow
cooling was established again on switch.
loop 'B' using pump 'B'.

Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold Following electrical maintenance The power supply fuses to the SBWR solid state logic minimizes
@ 83-069 Shutdown. during which some shutdown isolation logic had not been use of fuses. Virtually all logic
q May 23,1983 (During cooling motor-operated valves replaced following completion of testing is performed through self

initial plant were blocked open, power was a design change. testing features during power
startup restored, and the valves were operation such that these types of

Zs phase). unblocked. The valves isolated as operator errors will be reduced.
a result of a previously existing
isolation signal from the valve
isolation logic, causing a loss of
both shutdown cooling loops.

Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold Both RHR shutdown cooling loops The solid state trip unit for the See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
83-119 Shutdown. isolated on two occasions during common 480V trip breaker had
August 18, 1983 RHRS loop attempts to start a control room failed.

'A' in air-conditioning compressor. The
operation. systems interaction was due to a
(During common power source to the
initial plant compressor and to leakage
startup detection logic circuitry, which
phase.) caused the isolation.

CCa
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) t
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold The RHRS isolated after shifting The distribution transformer on See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).
83-137 Shutdown. the RPS power supply to an the unregulated RPS alternate
September 1, RHRS loop alternate source. The alternate power source was subject to
1983 'A' in supply breaker tripped, causing transients.

operation. an isolation of shutdown cooling.
(During
initial plant
startup
phase.)

Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold During an instrument The cause of the isolation was a See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
83-193 Shutdown. surveillance on the isolation logic tip breaking off a minitest clip SBWR solid state logic eliminates
December 27, for shutdown cooling, the used for jumpering. the necessity for lifting leads or
1983 outboard suction valve (F008) for test jumpers. Surveillance is

closed, isolating both loops of the automated to reduce chance of
SDC system. The system was operator error. The RWCU/SDC
returned to service in 49 minutes. system is designed to have

maintenance performed during
to normal power operation thereby

minimizing the potential for
maintenance or surveillance

e errors during shutdown.
S Susquehanna 1 Mode 5, 0% During the Unit 1 - Unit 2 tie-in The cause of the trip was a failed See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).
:. 83-172 Power. outage, one of the RPS 'B' breaker.
< December 30, breakers tripped, closing SDC
X 1983 inboard and outboard isolation

valves. Reactor coolant
recirculation was established I
through the fuel pool cooling
system.

2 ZL
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Q)

Hatch 2
September19,
1986

Hatch 2
September 21,
1986

Perry 1
October 24, 1986

River Bend 1
October 28, 1986

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Received a low RPV water level
signal while valving out a RPV
level indicator. This resulted in a
scram signal and isolation of SDC.
SDC was restored in 10 minutes.

Lost SDC for 1.5 hours due to
inadvertent RHR suction valve
isolation during a surveillance
test.

While transferring RPS power to
an alternate bus to complete RPS
MG set maintenance, a voltage
transient occurred which resulted
in isolation of SDC.

SDC valve was inadvertently
closed when technician
accidently grounded a portion of
the valve control circuitry during a
surveillance test. The ground
caused a blown control circuit
fuse which resulted in a valve
closure signal.

SDC isolated due to loss of power
to RPS bus. RPS was being
powered by alternate power
single MG set was in
maintenance.

Personnel error in not placing
level transmitter in bypass before
valving out detector.

Surveillance procedure required
removal of instrument links
instead of jumpering them out.
When links were opened, a RHR
valve isolation signal was
initiated.

Inadequate procedure for
transferring power between
buses.

Personnel error.

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83). The
SDC system does not isolate on a
scram signal.

See Grand Gulf (12/27/83). The
RWCU/SDC system is designed to
have maintenance performed
during normal power operation
thereby minimizing the potential
for maintenance or surveillance
errors during shutdown.

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83). The
RWCU/SDC system is designed to
have maintenance performed
during normal power operation
thereby minimizing the potential
for maintenance or surveillance
errors during shutdown.
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Perry 1 Cold
Shutdown.

Voltage fluctuation due to starting
one of the plant's circulation
water pumps caused electrical
protection devices (EPAs) to trip
resulting in loss of power to the
RPS.

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Clinton 1 Mode 4, Cold While performing a reactor The breaker controller for the high The SBWR SDC system is a
January 22, 1987 Shutdown. coolant system hydrostatic leak pressure interlock RHR valve was dedicated system designed forfull

test. An isolation of SDC occurred racked out prior to the test to reactor pressure thereby
due to high system pressure. prevent valve closure. Following eliminating the need for high-

the test, the trip function was not pressure/low-pressure interlocks
reset prior to racking in the due to the system being designed
breaker. When the breaker was for multiple functions.
racked in the valve closed due to
the locked-in high pressure signal.

Peach Bottom 2 Mode 5, Isolation of SDC occurred during Maintenance procedure called for See Grand Gulf (5/23/83). The
March 28, 1987 Refueling. maintenance on emergency bus pulling fuses prior to replacement RWCU/SDC system is designed to

relays. of certain relay coils. When one of have maintenance performed
the required fuses was pulled, the during normal power operation
high pressure RHR interlock coil thereby minimizing the potential D
was deenergized. This resulted in for maintenance or surveillance
isolation of SDC. errors during shutdown. X

M WNP-2 Mode 5, SDC isolated when an isolation The neutral wire for several See Grand Gulf (12/27/83).
i April 21, 1987 Refueling. control relay for a non SDC relays, including the SDC relay,

function was deenergized for were all connected together.
maintenance. Lifting the neutral to one relay

K caused a loss of power to all
relays with a common neutral.

"-Hatch 1 Mode 3, Hot While placing a SDC loop in SDC loop was only partially full See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
. April 22, 1987 Shutdown. service, RPV level dropped from prior to placing in service.

62 to 3 inches. 2

0 Hatch 1 Mode 5, SDC isolated when power was RPS MG set output breaker See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
June 7, 1987 Refueling. lost to the RPS bus. inadvertently tripped. ;

D Perry 1 Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated when power was Procedure did not recognize the See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
c July 4, 1987 Shutdown. removed from the RPS bus for a impact on SDC of removing

surveillance test. power from the RPS bus.

t4 4
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

to

Peach Bottom 2,3
August 16, 1987

Peach Bottom 2
August 28, 1987

Susquehanna 1
September 13,
1987

Peach Bottom 2
September 16,
1987

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

SDC isolation occurred when the
normal offsite power supply was
lost and a transfer to an alternate
source temporarily deenergized
electrical buses.

The cause of the loss of offsite
power was not included in the
report.

Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated during maintenance SDC isolation coil inadvertently
Shutdown. on electric circuits. deenergized during maintenance.

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

See Grand Gulf (12/27/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

While transferring SDC from the
'A' to the 'C' RHR pump, SDC
isolated.

SDC isolated for 15 minutes.

A spurious high RHR flow signal
caused the SDC isolation.

Loss of power to a MCC.

Perry 1
September 29,
1987

Pilgrim
October 6, 1987

Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated during a pressure
Shutdown. transmitter response time test.

Mode 5, SDC isolated on loss of power to
Refueling. 480V bus which supplies power to

the isolation valve.

Personnel error in allowing
pressure signal from test
instrument to exceed SDC high
pressure isolation set point.

Cause for loss of power not
reported.

See Clinton 1 (1/27/87).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

(4

tn

:Y3
Cs

Pilgrim
October 15, 1987

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

SDC isolated during maintenance
on primary containment isolation
system.

SDC Isolated when RPS power
supply was transferred between
alternate sources.

Susquehanna
November 1,
1987

Grand Gulf
November 30,
1987

Mode 5,
Refueling.

An incorrect lead was lifted which
generated a false high reactor
pressure signal.

Momentary loss of RPS power.

A temporary loss of power
occurred when bus was
reenergized following
maintenance.

See Grand Gulf (12/27/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
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Mode 5, SDC isolated during maintenance
Refueling. on power buses.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Peach Bottom 2 Mode 4, Cold
December 6, 1987 Shutdown.

Nine Mile Point 2 Mode 4, Cold
February 1, 1988 Shutdown.

Pilgrim
February 2, 1988

WNP-2
May 30,1988

Peach Bottom 2
July 29, 1988

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

SDC isolated due to initiation of
reactor scram signal.

SDC isolated during maintenance
on RPV level sensor.

SDC isolation signal generated
during maintenance on
emergency parameter
information computer.

SDC isolated during refueling
outage.

SDC isolated during maintenance
on PCIS logic circuitry.

Technician caused a scram signal
to be generated during an ATWS
logic pressure switch calibration.

Technician caused a pressure
surge in the instrument line which
resulted in a high RHR system
pressure signal to be generated.

Personnel error during
maintenance.

Maintenance personnel pulled
wrong set of fuses.

Inadequate procedure. SDC
isolation logic should have been
blocked as part of maintenance
task.

Technician inadvertently
grounded the RPS 24 Vdc power
supply.

Loss of RPS power caused SDC
isolation.

Momentary loss of power to RPS
caused SDC valve to start closing.
Interlock of SDC isolation valve
and pump caused control breaker
to open.

See Susquehanna 1 (2116183). The
SBWR SDC system does not
isolate on a scram signal.

See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83). See
Clinton 1 (1/22/87).

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

See Grand Gulf (5/23/83)

See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).

See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).
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Nine Mile Point 2 Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated during modification
October 25,1988 Shutdown. work on a RPS cabinet.

FitzPatrick
October 31, 1988

FitzPatrick
November 9,
1988

Mode 5, SDC isolated following a loss of
Refueling. two offsite power lines and a 120

Vac UPS.

(4
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Mode 5,
Refueling.

SDC pump stopped when SDC
isolation valve left its open
position.

Fermi 2 Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated when Div. 1 ESF
January 10, 1989 Shutdown. power was lost.

Loss of power cause not reported. See Susquehanna 1 (2116/83).

0
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cM Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) i
Initial Plant

R Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Clinton Mode 5, SDC isolated during testing of While attempting to jumper out See Grand Gulf (5/23/83)

:, January 10, 1989 Refueling. RCIC logic. the SDC isolation signal, a
technician inadvertently grounded
the RPV low level circuit. This

A caused a fuse to blow and SDC to
3 isolate.

Nine Mile Point Mode 4, Cold SDC isolated during a surveillance Test procedure specified the See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
e January 22, 1989 Shutdown. test of the reactor building high wrong isolation signal be

temperature isolation signal. actuated.
': Hope Creek Mode 4, Cold During performance of a Procedural error. Leads were lifted See Grand Gulf (12/27/83).
t March 1, 1989 Shutdown. surveillance test, the SDC to allow completion of RHR logic

injection valve closed resulting in test without valve actuations. The
a loss of SDC. lead for the RHR injection valve

was inadvertently left off the list
of leads to be lifted.

River Bend Mode 5, SDC cooling isolated when Maintenance personnel See Susquehanna 1 (2/16/83).
March 25, 1989 Refueling. 120 Vac divisional logic was deenergized logic power to

deenergized. complete work on the reactor
plant sampling system.

River Bend Mode 5, SDC isolated due to loss of RPS A jumper fell off during See Grand Gulf (12/27/83).
March 29,1989 Refueling. power. installation causing a ground of

RPS power and a blown fuse in
the RPS power supply.

Grand Gulf Mode 4, Cold RHR pump tripped during Technician lifted DC power lead See Grand Gulf (12/27/83). a
April 26,1989 Shutdown. surveillance test of RCIC trip for RCIC throttle valve but did not x

throttle valve. realize that the RHR pump 'no
suction path' trip logic was also
on the circuit. When the lead was
lifted, the RHR pump tripped.

ZVB ,1
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

River Bend Mode 5, SDC isolated during a surveillance Lead became disconnected during See Grand Gulf (12/27/83) and
April 27, 1989 Refueling. test of manual scram function. test and grounded out the RHR Clinton 1 (1/27/87).

high pressure interlock circuit.
This caused the isolation valve to
close.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

DP Initial Plant
c Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

z Inability to Establish RHRS Flow Due to Inability to Open RHRS Suction Valves

i Brunswick 2 Mode 3, Hot After a reactor shutdown, while Electromechanical brake on valve See Peach Bottom 3 (118179). The
> 78-036 Shutdown. establishing shutdown cooling, operator failed, causing valve to current level of the SBWR design
X April 3, 1978 Plant the shutdown cooling outboard bind and the motor operator to does not generally address detail

cooldown in suction valve (F008) would not draw excessive current when component features. But it is
progress. open remotely. Valve was opened energized. expected that, as is the case for

manually and reactor placed in operating plants, MOVs will
cold shutdown. include handwheels to mitigate

events such as this.

q Brunswick 2 Mode 3, Hot During normal shutdown and Cause for valve failure not See Peach Bottom 3 (1/8/79).
_ 78-052 Shutdown. cooldown, RHRS shutdown reported. Personnel air lock inner

June 3, 1978 Plant cooling valve located inside the door would not open due to sticky
cooldown in containment (P009) would not gaskets, caused by large amount
progress. open from the control room. This of compressive force applied to

valve must be opened before the gaskets by strongback installed 2
reactor can be placed in cold days earlier for test. StrongbackS
shutdown. Entry into the drywell removed on day of event.
via the personnel air lock was
unsuccessful. Entry into the
drywell was made through the
CRD hatch and the RHRS valve
was manually opened.

Brunswick 2 Mode 3, Hot Reactor steam dome high Sticking microswitch caused The SBWR design incorporates Ca
78-074 Shutdown. pressure switch would not reset instrument failure. the extensive use of solid state
November 12, and would not allow RHRS valve logic thereby minimizing electrical a
1978 (F008) to open for shutdown contact failures. The multiplexed

cooling at a reactor pressure of safety system logic will only cause
102 psig. isolation if a valid 2-out-of-4

isolation signal exists.

14 44
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I able 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Brunswick 2 Mode 3, Hot Following a reactor shutdown, Thorough investigation revealed SBWR has two independent 50%
81-019 Shutdown. while attempting to place RHRS no cause for failed motor RWCU/SDC trains. The three
February 14, 1981 Plant shutdown cooling into service, the windings. isolation condensers (IC) and the

cooldown in RHR supply inboard isolation main condenser are capable of
progress. valve (F009) would not open removing decay heat in Mode 3.

electrically. Burned motor One of the three ICs is adequate
windings prevented the valve for DHR in Mode 3.
motor from opening the valve.
Valve was manually opened and
RHRS shutdown cooling placed in
service. Cold shutdown reached 8
hours after opening valve.

Brunswick 2 Mode 3, Hot While attempting to place RHRS Loose fastener on one of the See Brunswick 2 (2/14/81) K

81-070 Shutdown. shutdown cooling into service, overcurrent devices in the valve
July 18, 1981 Plant RHRS shutdown cooling supply motor breaker, resulting in an

cooldown in inboard isolation valve (F009) overcurrent condition on two of X
progress. would not open on a remote the motor phases, tripping the

signal. Valve was manually breaker.
opened, RHRS shutdown cooling
placed in service and cold shut-
down achieved in 8 hours.

S LaSalle 1 Mode 3, Hot When lining up for shutdown Flow switch had been isolated to See Brunswick 2 (2/14/81)
: 82-034 Shutdown at cooling operation, the RHR perform calibration check;
C June 5, 1982 2251F.(During shutdown cooling isolation valve maintenance tech failed to

initial plant (F009) would not open due to an unisolate instrument after test.
C startup isolated RHR pump suction flow
c phase.) switch. an

I Monticello Mode 3, Hot During startup of shutdown Relaxing torque switch problem, See Brunswick 2 (2/14/81) a

%' 82-009 Shutdown. cooling for a refueling outage, the which caused continuous close
@ September 2, Plant RHRS outboard shutdown signal to jam the valve gate into
q 1982 cooldown in cooling isolation valve (MO-2030) the seat.

progress. motor failed.
Co>
XCx
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) (A
:ti Initial Plant
c Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
S LaSalle 1 Mode 3, Hot The RHR shutdown cooling During the last operating period, See Brunswick 2 (2/14/81)

83-142 Shutdown. suction inboard isolation valve the valve was manually seated to
i. November 4, (FO09) could not be opened either stop leakage. With the plant at
> 1983 by the motor operator or lower temperature, the valve

manually. The unit was shutting would not open. Failure was
down for planned maintenance. attributed to high differential

temperatures resulting in thermal
contraction and pinching of the
disc wedge into the valve seat.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
C Initial Plant to

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Browns Ferry 1 Mode 3, hot While cooling down to cold 'B' phase winding of motor See Brunswick 2 (2/14/81)
84-012 shutdown. shutdown following a manual operator had failed. Apparently
February 14, 1984 Plant scram, the inboard RHR shutdown the gate had stuck in the valve

cooldown to cooling isolation valve (FCV-1-74- seat and the motor could not
cold 78) failed to open, making it generate enough torque to open
shutdown in impossible to achieve cold the valve. Further investigation
progress. shutdown using normal shutdown revealed that the 'close' torque

cooling. An ALERT was declared, switch setting was set higher than
and the plant brought to cold the manufacturer's
shutdown through continued recommended value (2.5 vice 2.0).
normal cooldown to the main This over-tightening probably
condenser, and the use of control contributed to the stuck valve.
rod drive pumps and RWCUS as
alternate inventory addition and I

heat removal systems. Since the
stuck shut suction valve was
inside containment, a
containment entry was necessary

i to open the valve manually. It took
approximately five hours to de-
inert the drywell to permit entry,

a and another fours hours to open
the stuck valve and establish
shutdown cooling, after which the
ALERT was cancelled. Additional
alternate means of heat removal

CA were available.
a V
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) 0
Initial Plant

5 Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
5 Loss or Degradation of RHRS Due to Bypass Flow, Reverse Flow, or Other Valve Problems
> Hatch 1 Mode 4, Cold With the reactor in the shutdown Faulty auxiliary contact block. The SBWR has three RHR loops,
8 80-057 Shutdown. mode during testing, the normally closed relay contact was failure of loop UB' with loop 'A
* May 25, 1980 RHRS in shutdown cooling suction valve found stuck in the open position. in maintenance could be'A

3 operation. for the 'B' RHRS pump (FO06B) mitigated by using loop ACT. Thefailed to open. The 'B' pump was RWCU system, FPC, and main
declared inoperable. Since the 'A' condenser can also be used for
division of RHRS was out for DHR under certain plant

2 maintenance, both pumps in the conditions.
4. 'B' division were required to be

operable.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) Cil

Pln D Initial Plant
nt LConditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Dresden 3 Mode 4, Cold Shortly after achieving cold Procedures were inadequate to SBWR has two independent 50%
80-047 Shutdown. shutdown, with recirc pumps off, address temperature stratification RWCU/SDC trains. The SDC trains
December 21, RHRS RWCU system isolated, and with in reactor vessel with recirc are isolated on low level (L2). The
1980 system in one loop of shutdown cooling pumps off and low shutdown RWCU/SDC system is designed to

operation. system in operation, it was noted cooling flow. Analysis in NSAC-27 have maintenance performed
that reactor vessel pressure was also indicated a lower than during normal power operation
150 psig while recirc loop normal reactor vessel water level thereby minimizing the potential
temperature was 1551F. Primary contributed to the vent by for maintenance errors during
containment integrity precluding core natural shutdown. The potential for
specifications had been violated circulation. misalignment errors has been
and both the HPCI and isolation minimized by having a system
condenser systems were out of whose only major function during
service. A second shutdown shutdown is SDC. SBWR
cooling loop was placed in procedures will clearly describe
operation to achieve greater proper operational steps and the
vessel flow, and to eliminate technical specification will be
temperature stratification. When based on minimizing plant risks Cb

the mixing occurred, recirc loop during normal full power
temperature temporarily operation and shutdown
exceeded 212 0F. Pressure and conditions.
temperatures were reduced when

0 the second loop was placed into
service. The reactor pressure was
above 90 psig for about 1-1/4
hours.
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to Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) C
E toPaLRDt Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Dresden 2 Mode 3, hot During preparation for placing The valve stem packing leakage SBWR component design and

4 83-052 shutdown. shutdown cooling in service, a from a nearby valve shorted out procurement will emphasize
, June 21, 1983 Plant shutdown cooling return valve the valve operator motor. fabrication quality and proper

cooldown in (MO-5A) failed to open. maintenance to minimize
progress. individual component failures.

However, if a failure occurs in one
of the RWCU/SDC trains, SDC
capability would be temporarily
diminished but the other
RWCU/SDC train would be
available to continue SDC before
any reactor coolant boiling
occurs. In addition, the Fuel and
Auxiliary pool cooling and
cleanup (FAPCS) are available for
DHR depending on plant
conditions. The CRD, and
condensate systems are available
for system makeup. In the event
no AC is available, the diesel
driven firewater system or the
GDCS can provide makeup if the
reactor coolant begins to boil.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) tl
40 Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

LaSalle 1 Mode 4, Cold During shutdown cooling The 'B' heat exchanger valve Placement of RHRS temperature
83-096 Shut- down. operation on RHRS loop 'B', the breaker was defective. The detectors accurately reflect RCS
August 24, 1983 RHRS loop 'B' 'B' heat exchanger discharge measured 'B' heat exchanger temperatures if proper flow rates

in shutdown valve (FO03B) failed to open. Most temperatures were concluded to exist. See Dresden 2 (6/21/83) for
cooling or all RHR flow was allowed to be inaccurate due to temperature discussion of component quality
operation. bypass the heat exchanger, and element location. and redundancy of DHR

the heat exchanger outlet capability.
temperature increased from 1391F
to 1861F over a three hour period.
The inlet temperatures similarly
increased. After three hours of
attempts to open the shut valve,
the 'B' RHR loop was secured and
the 'A' loop started. 'B' loop
temperature indication had not
been accurate because of low flow
conditions and temperature :
element placement, so actual
reactor coolant temperature was
higher. 'A' loop heat exchanger
inlet temperature reached 2071F
(violating cold shutdown limits).
The RPV head drain indicated a
maximum temperature of 2200F.

LaSalle 1 Mode 4, Cold The 'B' RHR heat exchanger outlet It is believed that the valve See Dresden 2 (6/21/83)
83-147 Shutdown. valve (FO03B) failed to open either became inoperable in the closed
November 12, by the motor operator or position due to water trapped in
1983 manually. The 'A' loop of RHRS the body/bonnet cavity above the

was operable to control decay disc/seat ring seals. The cavity
heat, but one of the two RHR SW does not have a mechanism to

c pumps cooling the 'A' loop was vent entrapped water.
inoperable.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant 5
a Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

S Losses of RHRS for Planned Maintenance
:; Hatch 1 Mode 4, Cold While performing design changes, Personnel error in making the SBWR has two independent 50%
> 79-051 Shutdown. control power cables to the RHRS modifications to the operable RWCU/SDC trains. The SDC trains
C July 26, 1979 RHRS in outboard isolation valve (F008) RHRS isolation valve instead of are isolated on low level (12). The

operation. were disconnected and cut with the inoperable valve. RWCU/SDC system is designed to
the valve in the open position. The have maintenance performed
inboard isolation valve (F009) had during normal power operation
been made inoperable to allow thereby minimizing the potential

t modifications to be made to it. for maintenance errors during
One of these valves is required for shutdown. The potential for
isolation of both divisions of the misalignment errors has been
RHRS. minimized by having a system

whose only major function during
shutdown is SDC. SBWR v,
procedures will clearly describe
proper operational steps and the
technical specification will be
based on minimizing plant risks
during normal full power
operation and shutdown
conditions.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

(A

Brunswick 2
80-107
December8,1980
80-112
December9,1980

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.
RCS
temperature
at 1650F.
RHRS in
operation on
'A' loop.

On December 7, RHRSW was
secured in the 'A' loop to repair a
leak on a 1' pipe to the RHRSW
radiation monitor. Shutdown
cooling was lined up to the 'A'
loop with an RHRS pump running
(to recirc the vessel water volume
without heat removal). Both
reactor recirc pumps were
secured. 45 minutes were
estimated to complete SW
repairs. However, repairs were
completed in 3 hours. RCS
temperature at this time
approached 2120F with a local
maximum of 217°F. The reactor
head vents were open with
atmospheric pressure in the
vessel. SW was restored and
shutdown cooling was initiated.
Primary coolant temperature
decreased to normal levels
approximately 30 minutes after
repairs were complete. Shutdown
cooling was not lined up in loop
'B' because it was expected that
loop 'A' would be back in service
prior to approaching 2121F, and
because there were possible leaks
on a room cooler and inoperative
'B' loop pump suction valve
motors.

In both events, maintenance was
not completed in expected time.
In the first event, loop B was
available but not used, due to
potential leaks on a room cooler
and the requirement for manual
valve operation due to inoperative
pumps suction valve motors. In
the second event, securing RHRS
pumps while maintenance was in
progress caused loss of
representative temperature
indications due to low flow and
lack of vessel recirculation.
Control room operators did not
recognize the heat up rate. Failure
to plan and promptly implement
contingency plans for the
possibility of unexpected delays
in maintenance also contributed
to the problem.

See Hatch 1 (7/26M79).
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M Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) Ct
Initial Plant

c Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

and nuclear SW systems were
secured to repair the 2A
conventional SW pump discharge

'4 check valve. RCS temperature was
X initially <1201F. Approximately 2
a hours later, RHRS pumps were

secured to reduce coolant heat
input from the pumps.
Approximately 4-1/2 hours later
when the system was restored,
the average RCS temperature was
over 2120F with a local maximum
of 256 0F. Again, vessel head vents
were open during the event.

Peach Bottom 2 Mode 4, Cold With the unit shutdown for Lack of timely coordination See Hatch 1 (7/26/79).
81-031 Shutdown. maintenance, shutdown cooling between operations and
May 18, 1981 RHRS in was secured to permit maintenance personnel.

operation. maintenance of a shutdown
cooling suction isolation valve.
RCS temperature exceeded 2120F
before cooling was reestablished.
Temperature exceeded 2120F for
about 2-1/2 hours. Primary
containment integrity
requirements were not met during
this period.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Co Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Hatch 2 Mode 5, The 'A' loop flow indicators for Sliding links were opened by See Hatch 1 (7/26/79).
82-030 Refueling. both RHRS and RHRSW systems maintenance personnel while
April 20,1982 RHRS in were noticed to be inoperable. performing a wiring change.

operation on Investigation revealed that the
loop 'A'. indicators and controller for the

RHRSW heat exchanger pressure
control valve were deenergized.
The 'A' loop RHRS and 'A'
RHRSWS were declared
inoperable and fuel movement
was suspended.

Hatch 2 Mode 4, Cold The RHR and RHRSW flow The spring clips on the fuse block See Hatch 1 (7/26/79).
82-042 Shutdown, indicator for the 'A' loop in energizing the 'A' loop RHR and
April 27, 1982 with 'A' loop shutdown cooling were RHRSW flow indicators were

of shutdown inoperable. The 'A' loop was loose.
cooling declared inoperable. The 'B' loop
service. was already inoperable for the

leak rate testing.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) 0

Initial Plant
x. Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
0

S Degraded RHR Cooling Due to Loss of Heat Sink
Browns Ferry 1 Mode 4, Cold The radiation monitor on the Leaking inner head gasket in heat SBWR component design and

> 77-003 Shutdown. RHRSW discharge line from 1A exchanger, due to loose stud procurement will emphasize
January 4, 1977 RHRS in RHRS heat exchanger showed an bolts. Delay in leak isolation due fabrication quality and proper

operation on increasing radiation level, to failure to acknowledge alarm, maintenance to minimize
loop 'A'. approximately 1 hour after being and communications individual component failures.

placed in service. Heat exchanger misunderstanding over the actual However, if a failure occurs in one
service water effluent was release rate occurring. of the RWCU/SDC trains, SDC
sampled and found to be in capability would be temporarily
excess of release limits. The 1 C diminished but the other
RHRS heat exchanger was then RWCU/SDC train would be
placed in service, approximately 5 available to continue SDC before
hours after the initial radiation any reactor coolant boiling
alarm. occurs. In addition, the Fuel and

Auxiliary pool cooling and
cleanup (FAPCS) are available for co
DHR depending on plant
conditions. The CRD, and
condensate systems are available
for system makeup. In the event
no AC is available, the diesel
driven firewater system or the
GDCS can provide makeup if the
reactor coolant begins to boil.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
O Paa Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
Brunswick 2 Mode 4, Cold During inspections, the 2B RHRS Excessive differential pressure SBWR procedures to minimize
80-030 Shutdown. heat exchanger baffle plate was across the baffle plate due to an marine growth have been
April 12, 1980 RHRS in found to be partially buckled near accumulation of marine growth modified to ensure this type of

operation. the bottom where it fitted into the shells in the heat exchanger. event does not occur.
groove of the channel cover. The Intermediate RCCW system loop
plate was 8.5 in. off-center, and provides clean water to the. SDC
welds up each side were pulled heat exchanger. However, if a
loose within the waterbox. failure occurs in one of the
Approximately 8-10 in. thick RWCU/SDC trains, SDC capability
accumulation of marine growth would be temporarily diminished
shells were found in the inlet side but the other RWCU/SDC train
of 2B heat exchanger waterbox, would be available to continue
and about the same in 2A heat SDC before any reactor coolant
exchanger inlet waterbox, boiling occurs. In addition, the D
although the 2A baffle plate was Fuel and Auxiliary pool cooling
not damaged. The buckling and cleanup (FAPCS) are available
created a service water bypass for DHR depending on plant c
flow path from the heat exchanger conditions. The CRD, and

i inlet to outlet bypassing the tubes. condensate systems are available
for system makeup. In the event
no AC is available, the diesel

0. driven firewater system or the
GDCS can provide makeup if the
reactor coolant begins to boil.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)

Initial Plant
Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Brunswick 1
81-032
April 19, 1981

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.
RHRS in
operation.

During inspection of the 1B RHRS
heat exchanger, it was found that
the heat exchanger baffle plate
was displaced about 9", creating a
direct SW flow path from inlet to
outlet, bypassing the tubes.
During repair of the 1B heat
exchanger, a loss of cooling was
experienced immediately
following the starting of a second
RHRSW pump on the 1A heat
exchanger. Alternate cooling was
established with the RHRS system
by flow from the vessel, through
the fuel pool coolers and the
CST. Vessel temperature
remained below 170RF. The 1A
heat exchanger was also found to
also have a displaced baffle plate.

As a result of problems with Unit
1 RHRS heat exchangers, a special
inspection of Unit 2 RHR HXs was
conducted at power. Heat
exchanger 2B was damaged and
plugged by marine shell buildup.
The divider plate was found
buckled about 3'. (It had been
replaced in 1980- see LER 80-030
above.) The heat exchanger had
blocked and obstructed tubes.
Heat exchanger 2A was
undamaged with no divider plate
buckling, but was substantially
blocked by shells.

Failure of plate welds, resulting
from excessive differential
pressure across the plate.
Excessive differential pressure
attributed to blockage of the tubes
by marine shells accumulating in
the heat exchanger. The SW
chlorination system had been out
of service for an extended period.

Same cause as for Unit 1 above.

See Brunswick 2 (4/12/80).

n

to

Brunswick 2
81-049
May 6, 1981

Mode 1, 76%
power.

SBWR has two independent 50%
RWCU/SDC trains only one of
which is necessary during power
operation in the RWCU mode. The
three isolation condensers (IC)
and the main condenser are
capable of removing decay heat in
Mode 1. See Brunswick 2
(4/12/80).
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) C(
7O Initial Plant
' Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Browns Ferry Units 1 & 3, The A2 RHR service water/EECW The 'A2' pump discharge air vent SBWR is a single unit design and
1/2/3 Mode 4, Cold pump discharge line air vent valve valve failed to seal because of a failures will not propagate to
81-047 Shutdown. failed, resulting in the flooding of broken float guide, causing the other plants. If more than one
August 22, 1981 Unit 2, 'A' RHRS service water/EECW float to misalign with the seat. SBWR is at a site, cross connected

Condition 1, pump room to a depth of systems between units will not be
91% Power. approximately 6 1/2 feet, allowed. In addition, PIP

rendering Al, A2, and A3 equipment rooms contain water
RHRSW/EECW pumps tight doors such that flooding
inoperable. Consequently, the 'A' would be contained within the
RHRS heat exchangers for the 3 room and only affect one train.
units became inoperable. (The Floods in other reactor building
RHRSW/EECW system is rooms are mitigated by raised
common to all three units.) sills, floor drains, and operator

action in response to flood
alarms.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant 01

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

E Browns Ferry 3 Mode 4, Cold RHR heat exchanger 3D leaked Twelve dented tubes were found See Brunswick 2 (4/12/80).
83-004 Shutdown reactor coolant into the RHRS in the 'D' heat exchanger. One of

. January 16, 1983 RHRS in service water in excess of the dented tubes was leaking. The
operation on Technical Specification limits. The 'B' heat exchanger did not actually
loop 'B'. '0' heat exchanger and pump leak, but had to be isolated until it

were removed from service and could be confirmed to not be
the 'B' heat exchanger and pump leaking. The 3B and 3D heat
placed in service. Approximately 8 exchangers share a common
hours later an alarm was received radiation monitor.
on the SW effluent monitor. The
'B' heat exchanger and pump
were removed from service. (The
'A' and 'C' heat exchanger and
pumps were inoperable due to a
bent stem on their common
injection valve.) Thus there was a
complete loss of RHR shutdown
cooling capability. The RCS
temperature increased from 1880F
to 21 10F in approximately 45
minutes. Reactor heat removal
was provided by steaming to the
main condenser, and by coolant
makeup from the CRD and RWCU
systems.

b
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
-. Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
RHRS Events Involving Overfilling or Overpressurizing the Reactor Vessel

Browns Ferry 2 Mode 5, During preparation for a Cause not reported in LER. The SDC system on SBWR is
83-005 Refueling. containment integrated leak rate initiated manually and does not
February 16, 1983 test (ILRT), a spurious low reactor have any automatic initiation

vessel water level signal was signals. SBWR has 2-out-of-4 logic
initiated, apparently due to for safety system initiation and 2-
improper operation of a high out-of-3 logic for PIP systems.
drywell pressure switch drain. The This logic design should prevent
combination of low water level spurious signals of the type that
and high drywell pressure signals caused this problem from causing
started four core spray pumps, the same kind of problem on
four RHR pumps, and eight diesel SBWR.
generators. The RHR system was
secured before injection into the D
vessel occurred. However, a total
of 44,000 gallons of water were :s
injected into the vessel from the
torus via the core spray system,
which caused spillage into the
drywell sumps via an open head
vent, and put some water into the
steam lines. The vessel head was
in place with the head fastening
nuts not installed.
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0 Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) CA
Initial Plant

z Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature
a Peach Bottom 3 Mode 5, During a refueling outage, an The spurious low water level See Browns Ferry 2 (2/16/83).

83-007 Refueling. inadvertent initiation of two RHR signal was caused by a pressure
March 3,1983 pumps in the LPCI mode caused surge in the reference leg of the

an injection of 65,000 gallons of 2B Yarway instrumentation loop
water from the torus into the during surveillance testing.
reactor vessel. Since the unit was
in refueling with the reactor cavity
flooded, most of the water
overflowed onto the fuel floor,
and down the main hatchway to
El. 135', where approximately 50
gallons flowed out the building
under the railroad door and into
the storm drain system. The
initiation was a false low water
level signal which was present for
less than 3.5 seconds. The signal
started all operable diesel
generators, tripped and isolated
recirc pumps, tripped HPSW
pumps, and started 2 RHR pumps.
Diesel generator starts and the
large number of spurious alarms
distracted operators from
verifying reactor water level until
about 4 minutes after actuation, at :x

which time the pumps were
tripped and injection valves
closed. Personnel exited the area, ;
and no personnel exposures z
resulted from the flooding. The
total dose associated with the i
subsequent cleanup effort was

.n less than 2 man-rem. Total release
was estimated at 316 microcuries.



Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) C
'P Initial Plant
0 Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

Vermont Yankee Mode 5, Cold With loop 'B1 of RHR in SDC Improper use of procedures. SBWR has two independent 50%
March 9, 1989 Shutdown. mode and loop 'A' out of service RWCU/SDC trains. The

RHRS in for maintenance, "AOM and NCO RWCU/SDC system is designed to
operation on RHR pump motor breakers were have maintenance performed
loop "B". racked out for maintenance. during normal power operation

System logic then causes the thereby minimizing the potential
mini-flow valves for these pumps for maintenance errors during
to open. Following maintenance, shutdown. The potential for this
the "A" and "C" SDC suction operator error has been
valves were manually stroked minimized in the SBWR design by
open per procedure. This opened having a dedicated system for
a drain path from the RPV to the SDC and is not connected to the
suppression pool. Reactor cavity suppression pool. SBWR
level dropped approximately 72 procedures will clearly describe
inches to 218 inches above top of proper operational steps and the
active fuel. technical specification will be

based on minimizing plant risks
U) during normal full power

operation and shutdown
conditions.
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Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued)
Initial Plant

Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

(I0

Susquehanna 1
February 3, 1990

Quad Cities 2
4/2/92

Mode 4, cold
Shutdown.
RHRS in SDC
mode using
loop 'A'.

Mode 4, Cold
Shutdown.

With reactor coolant temperature
approximately 1250F, the RHR
system was removed from service
to perform a test of the RPS
electrical protection assembly
(EPA) breakers. RHR must be
secured during this test because
opening the EPA breakers causes
isolation of SDC. Following
testing, difficulty was
experienced in closing some of
the EPA breakers to energize the
RPS. This delayed reestablishing
SDC. Reactor coolant
temperature increased to 2530 F
and pressure increased to 19 psig
before SDC was restored.

SDC was lost for two hours and
twenty minutes due to loss of
power to 1E buses.

Excessive time to complete
maintenance.

SBWR has 2-out-of-4 logic for
containment isolation and
removing one division from
service for test does not result in
an isolation signal. The logic is
converted from a 2-out-of-4 to a 2-
out-of-3 logic. This logic design
should prevent spurious signals
of the type that caused this
problem from causing the same
kind of problem on SBWR.

K3

:0~
(b

C.)a

Inadvertent actuation of fire
protection deluge system.

If a failure occurs in one of the
RWCU/SDC trains, SDC capability
would be temporarily diminished
but the other RWCU/SDC train
would be available to continue
SDC before any reactor coolant
boiling occurs. In addition, the
Fuel and Auxiliary pool cooling
and cleanup (FAPCS) are available
for DHR depending on plant
conditions. The CRD, and
condensate systems are available
for system makeup. In the event
no AC is available, the diesel
driven firewater system or the
GDCS can provide makeup if the
reactor coolant begins to boil.



Table 19AF-2b Review of Significant Shutdown Events (Continued) M

Initial Plant
< Plant LER Date Conditions Event Description Reported Cause Applicable SBWR Feature

WNP-2 Cold Operators were in the process of Improper operator action. See Vermont Yankee (3/9/89).
May 1, 1988 Shutdown changing the operating SDC loop

with RHR from NB" to "A". The procedure
'B" in SDC called for closing the loop 'B"
mode. SDC suction valve and then open

the loop 'B" suppression pool
suction valve. The operator did
not wait until the SDC suction
valve completely closed before
opening the suppression pool
suction valve. The stroke time on
each of these valves is 120
seconds. Both valves were
partially open for 40 seconds and
resulted in about 10,000 gallons of
water draining from the reactor
cavity to the suppression pool. s

Cn Draindown was automatically
terminated on low RPV level when

:x, SDC was isolated.

K River Bend Cold Work was being performed on the Improper freeze seal SBWR freeze seal procedures will
a April 19, 1989 Shutdown. standby service water (SSW) implementation. include adequate administrative

supply and return valves. As these controls to minimize freeze seal
R valves are unisoable, freeze seals failures. Analysis have been

were being used to isolate the completed to ensure that flooding C
X valves. One of the freeze seals in the SBWR will not result in loss a

failed and caused approximately of PIP or SSLC power supplies. a
15,000 gallons of water to flood
the Division II ECCS power supply
room. Electrical faults resulted in
loss of power to RPS bus "B".
This caused containment isolation
and loss of SDC.

(0L
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SBWR Standard SafetyAnalysis Report

Table 19AF-3 Success Criteria For Prevention Of Core Damage

System(s) Comment

1 RWCU/SDC train All times when available

or

Main Condenser If available, open MSIVs and establish condensate return path to RPV

or

FAPCS/PC Mode 5 only after flooding the cavity; both pumps and heat
exchangers required.

or

1 Feedwater + High pressure injection (automatic initiation)
1 Condensate

or

1 CRD High pressure injection (automatic initiation).

or

1 FAPCS/LPCI Low pressure injection (automatic initiation, may need ADS).

or

1 Condensate Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

or

1 GDCS Pool Low pressure injection (automatic initiation, may need ADS).

or

Firewater Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

Table 19AF-4 Results for Time to Boiling for the RPV

Mode Days after Shutdown Decay Heat Mass of Water Time to Reach
(Btu/hr) (Ibs) Boiling (hrs)

4 1 4.1x107 1.3x106 2.2

5 3 2.9x107 1.3x106 3.2

5 3 2.9x107 6x106 15

5 10 1.7x107 6x106 25

SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment-February 28, 1993 19AF-109
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SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report

Table 19AF-5 Time for RPV Water Level to Reach TAF

Mode After Shutdown Decay Heat Mass of Water Time to Reach
(Btu/hr) (Ibs) TAF

4 1 day 4.1x107  1.0x106  24 hours

5 3 days 2.9x107  1.0x106  1.4 days

5 3 days 2.9x107  5.8x106  7.8 days

5 10 days 1.7x107 5.8x106 13.1 days

Table 19AF-6 Probability of Failure to Diagnose

Case Mode Time After Prob. (Fail to Diagnose)
Shutdown Calculated Used In PRA

a 5 2 -3 days 1.OE-04 1.OE-04

a 5 >3 days <<1.0E-05 1.OE-05

3, 4, and 5 Any time <<1.0E-05 1.OE-04
(prior to flooding After Shutdown

reactor cavity)

b 5 (after flooding Any Time <<1.0E-05 Negligible
reactor cavity)

Table 19AF-7 Control Room Alarms Aiding Diagnosis of
"One RWCU/SDC Train Lost'

RWCUISDC Specific RPV Parameters

1. Pump discharge pressure high 1. Temperature

2. Pump motor over temperature 2. Pressure

3. RWCU/SDC train power failure 3. Water level

4. RWCU/SDC train logic failure

5. RWCU/SDC pump motor trip

6. RCCW outlet temperature high?

19AF- 170 SBWR Shutdown RiskAssessment-February28, 7993
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SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report

Table 19AF-8 Minimum Sets of Systems for Modes 3 and 4

RWCU/SDC Main FAPCS/
Train 2 Condenser CRD LPCI Condensate GDCS Fire Water

1 .

32 = _

Table 19AF-9 Minimum Sets of Systems for Mode 5

RWCU/SDC FAPCS/
Train 2 CRD LPCI Condensate GDCS Fire Water

1

2 *

Table 19AF-10 Minimum Sets of Systems for ModeS (Flooded, Up to 8 Days)

RWCU/SDC FAPCS/
Train 2 FAPCS/PC CRD LPCI Condensate GDCS Fire Water

1

2 alp II

3 * *

SBWR Shutdown Risk Assessment- February28, 7993 19AF-171



Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features
Shutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability

Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluation
No Recirculation No failure modes No detection No negative impact No prevention / None, elimination of
Pumps attributable to required. on safe shutdown. mitigation features recirculation pumps

deletion of required. eliminates potential
recirculation pumps. failure mode.

Non-Safety Grade Active heat removal Activeequipmentfails Loss of DHR and Safety related DHR None, core damage
Diesels systems fail to and local inventory makeup. (ICS) and inventory prevention is

operate on loss of temperatures makeup (GDCS) enhanced due to
preferred offsite increase. require only DC safety related DHR
power. power for operation. and GDCS not

dependent on AC
power.

Natural Circulation Hot spots in core due Reactor coolant Potential local fuel The core is designed None, core cooling
to inadequate SDC temperature failures due to high to cool uniformly capability enhanced
circulation. increases and alarms. local temperatures. under natural due to natural

circulation conditions. circulation design.
4 Divisions of Safety Failure of one division During test. Safety grade systems All The safety grade None, systems
Grade DC of DC. and monitoring systems will function function and

capability is with one division of monitoring
diminished. DC out of service and capabilities are

all divisions of DC are enhanced due to
backed by AC. increased

redundancy of DC and
being backed by AC. C
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4 Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features (Continued) (D
FetueShutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability
Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluation

2 Divisions of Non- Loss of all or part of Loss of all or part of All or partial failure One division non- None, the non-safety
> Safety Grade AC and non-safety grade AC non-safety grade AC may result in active safety grade AC and grade capability is
i: DC and DC. and DC may result in decay heat removal DC is able to enhanced due to the

increased reactor functions being lost maintain core redundancy of the
coolant temperature or reduced due to the temperature within non-safety grade AC
or failures may be failure of active DHR acceptable limits. and DC. Also, the
detected during test. equipment or active systems are

monitoring and backed up by safety
alarm functions related passive
being lost. systems.

q Three Trains of Inadvertent isolation Alarm or potential With no mitigation, One of the other two None, enhanced
Isolation Condensers of one train shortly increase in reactor short term small ICS trains may be protection because

| (ICS) after shutdown coolant temperature. increase in reactor operational or other only one of three
results in reduced pressure and DHR systems may be trains of ICS is
short term capacity to temperature could initiated, e.g., main required for safe
remove decay heat. result. condenser, shutdown, which is

RWCU/SDC, or also backed by active
FAPCS. systems.

Three Trains of Inadvertent actuation. During test. With RV head on, Administrative None, there is no
Isolation Condensers added DHR. With RV controls require the safety consequence of
(ICS) head off, there is no ICS to be isolated inadvertent actuation.

impact. during shutdown to
prevent inadvertent
actuation. No
mitigation is required
for inadvertent
actuation.
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Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features (Continued)
Shutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability

Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluation
Three Trains of
Isolation Condensers
(ICS)

Line break. Sump alarm. If the reactor cavity is
flooded during
shutdown, an ICS line
break in some areas
could drain the cavity.

Administrative
controls require ICS
isolation valves to be
closed during
shutdown.

CA
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Three Trains of
Passive Containment
Cooling (PCCS)

Three Trains of
Gravity Driven
Cooling System
(GDCS)

Failure of one train
shortly after
shutdown results in
reduced short term
capacity to cool the
containment in the
event it would be
required.

Containment pressure Containment breach.
increases.

The PCCS is not
required for
shutdown, however,
only one train is
required to maintain
containment below
failure pressure
should it be needed.
The PCCS is also
backed by active
containment cooling
systems.

The design of the
cavity will prevent
uncovering the fuel in
the spent fuel pool.
The drywell is
designed with sump
pumps.

Very small. The ICS is
designed for full
reactor pressure and
temperature,
therefore, a line
break while
unpressurized is very
unlikely. Also, the
vulnerability is no
greater than the
potential for other line
breaks.

None, enhanced
protection because
only one of three
trains of PCCS is
required to maintain
the containment
below failure
conditions and is
backed by active
systems. Also, the
probability the PCCS
would be needed
during shutdown is
very small.

None, the spent fuel is
protected by design.
Although flooding
the drywell is
undesirable, it is not a
safety concern.

?la
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Inadvertent actuation Inadvertent actuation
of GDCS with the RV would be detected by
head off. the containment

sump alarm or
operator observation.

Inadvertent actuation
of GDCS could drain
the cavity and flood
the drywell.
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Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features (Continued)

Shutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability
Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluation

Three Trains of
Gravity Driven
Cooling System
(GDCS)

Safety Envelope

Containment
Atmospheric
Monitoring System
(CAMS)

Enhanced
Suppression Pool
Temperature
Monitoring

Suppression Pool
Level Monitoring

Failure of injection at
least one train when
required.

The safety envelope
may be breached
during shutdown

Fails to detect high
radiation or
temperature in
containment.

Fails to detect correct
pool temperature.

Fails to detect correct
pool level.

Failure of injection
when required could
lead to core uncovery.

Breaching of the
safety envelope
would be detected by
alarms.

During test.

During operation or
text.

During operation or
test.

Failure of injection of
at least one train of
GDCS would result in
reduced redundancy
of core inventory
makeup.

Breaching of the
safety envelope may
reduce fire and flood
protection.

Loss of warning to
operator on breach of
radiological barrier

Loss of some
redundancy in pool
temperature
monitoring.

Loss of pool water
level monitoring
capability.

Only one train of
GDCS is required to
flood the reactor
vessel.

Administrative
controls for
conditions when the
safety envelope may
be opened.

Local alarms will
actuate.

16 T/Cs remain to
monitor temperature.

Local indication.

None, core inventory
control is enhanced
because only one
train of GDCS is
required to flood the
vessel. This
capability is backed
by active systems.

None, the safety
envelope is an
additional barrier
around the
containment should
it be required.

None, no safety
function just
monitoring.

None, enhancement
to suppression pool
monitoring function.

None, does not
perform a safety
function.

03

M

:0
sb
'IC

Microprocessor
Based Safety System
Logic

Fails to initiate safety
signal

Safety system
function not
completed on
demand or during
test.

Loss of safety system High reliability with
function. self test feature.

None, increased
reliability of safety
system logic.
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Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features (Continued) tI
Shutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability

Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluation
Fine Motion Control Fails to control CRD CRD does not move Reduced shutdown Only one CRD can be None, adequate
Rod Drives (CRD) motion on demand. when directed or margin. withdrawn at a time, preventative /

spurious movement. RPS active during mitigative features
shutdown (hi-flux or exist.
manual trip).

Two Independent Loss of offsite power. No voltage on bus. Loss of all active AC power not None, multiple
Preferred Offsite cooling sources and required for safety number of onsite and
Power Sources decay heat removal if system actuation. offsite power sources

D/Gs fail. Non-safety systems are available. The
can be powered from active cooling
one of two diesel systems are backed
generators. by safety related

passive systems.
Multiplex Control Loss of control power Safety system Loss of safety system Self testing None, increased O2
System Sensor to safety systems. function not function. capability, high safety system
Interfaces completed on reliability. reliability and s

U demand or test. elimination of cable
spreading room.

D High Pressure Gas leak. Loss of pressure in Loss of ADS/SRV RWCU/SDC is None, nitrogen supply
Q Nitrogen to ADS and accumulators. capability to reduce designed to function instead of air reduces
E SRVs pressure and allow from full reactor potential corrosion of

use of low pressure pressure to ambient. valves and loss of
decay heat removal DPVs provide a system pressure due
systems. diverse (squib) to compressor

method of failures. More
depressurization not reliable than air
dependent on high systems. an
pressure nitrogen.
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Table 19AF-11 Shutdown Vulnerability Evaluation of New SBWR Features (Continued)
i Shutdown Failure Potential Impact on Preventive / Vulnerability

:,Feature Mode How Detected ShutdowN Mitigative Feature Evaluationfi

High Pressure Bottle isolated due to Surveillance test. Loss of ADSISRV RWCU/SDC is None, nitrogen supply
Nitrogen to ADS and valve closure capability to reduce designed to function instead of air reduces
SRVs (operator error). pressure and allow from full reactor potential corrosion of

use of low pressure pressure to ambient. valves and loss of
for decay heat DPVs provide a system pressure due
removal systems. diverse (squib) to compressor

method of failures. More
depressurization not reliable than air
dependent on high systems.
pressure nitrogen.

g Diverse (Squib) Inadvertent actuation The RPV pressure IC capability will Active systems None, multiple
Depressurization of the squib valves. decrease if decrease as reactor (RWCU/SDC, sources of low
Valves (DPV) pressurized. pressure decreases condensate, and LPCI pressure cooling and

are available. Also, as makeup are U'

RPV pressure available, both active
decreases, GDCS will and passive.
be available.
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Table 19AF-12 Potential for Draining RPV Through Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System At Shutdown

Preventive/Mitigative
Path Equipment Failure Operator Error Results Measures

1A Both CRD pumps
+

CRD ball check valve
+

HCU maintenance isolation/
drain valves (F101,
F140, F113)

+
Check valve (P115)

Drain RPV water into
CRDHS

Pump required to run
continuously

Multiple failures
necessary

Potential draining pipes
are only 32mm each
allowing sufficient time
for mitigation

1B CRD ball check valve
+

Check valve (P115)

Both pumps off
+

HCU maintenance
isolation/drain
valves (F101,
F140, F113) left
open

See 1A See 1A
K2
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2A Both CRD Pumps RPV water leaks into
HCU environment

See 1A

CRD Ball Check Valve

HCU maintenance isolation
valves (F101, F140)

Scram valve closed

Test port valve open
(F141)

Test equipment
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tn
to Table 19AF-12 Potential for Draining RPV Through Control Rod Drive Hydraulic System At Shutdown (Continued)

Preventive/Mitigative
Path Equipment Failure Operator Error Results Measures

Cn
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CRD ball check valve
+

Scram valves closed

Both pumps off
+

HCU maintenance
isolation valves
(F101, F140) open

+

Test port valve
(F141) open

+

No test fixture
in test port

See 2A See 1A

3A Both CRD pumps
+

CRD ball check valve
+

HCU maintenance isolation/
drain valves (F101, F140,
F104)

+

Scram valve closed
+

Check valve (F138)

CRD ball check valve

Scram valve closed
+

Check valve P138

See 1A See 1A

See 1A

tn
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3B Both pumps off
+

HCU maintenance isolation
valves fF101, F140,
F104) left open

See 1A
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to Table 19AF-13 Potential for Draining RPV Through Reactor Water Cleanup System

Preventive Mitigative
Path Equipment Failure Operator Error Results Measures

1A Valve F500 fails open
+

Valve F501 fails open

Reactor water drains to
low conductivity waste
sump

Drain line is only 50mm
diameter
Leak detection alarm in
main control room
Valves are redundant
Operator monitors
reactor water level in
the control room and
takes corrective action

1B Valve F500 open
+

Valve F501 open

See 1A Valve F500 under key
lock + administrative
control + valves are
redundant
See 1A
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thru
6A

Valves F508A and F509A
fail open

or
Valves F592A and F528A
fail open

or
Valves F542A and F543A
fail open

or
Valves F544A and F545A
fail open

or
Valves F548A and F549A
fail open

RPV water drainage into
reactor building

Drain Lines are only
2 in. or 3 in. diameter
Leak detection alarm in
main control room
Path terminates on
reactor
Level 2 isolation signal
Operator monitors
reactor water level in
the control room and
takes corrective action
Valves are redundant
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co Table 19AF-13 Potential for Draining RPV Through Reactor Water Cleanup System (Continued)

i ~Preventive Mitigativein
Path Equipment Failure Operator Error Results Measures M t

o 2B Valves F508A and See 2A See 2A
a thru F509A open

. 6B or
Valves F592A and
F528A open
or

Valves F542A and
I F543A open
61Cr or
2 Valves F544A and

F545A open
or

(0 Valves F548A and
F549A open
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0
Table 19AF-14 Success Criteria for Prevention of Core Damage

(Draindown Events)

System(s) Comment

1 Feedwater + High pressure injection.
1 Condensate

or

1 CRD Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

or

1 FAPCS/LPCI Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

or

1 Condensate Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

or

1 GDCS Pool + Low pressure injection (may need ADS).
1 Equalizing Line

or

Firewater Low pressure injection (may need ADS).

Table 19AF-15 Minimum Set of Systems for Modes 3, 4, and 5

GDCS Firewater
* *

19AF-122 SBWR Shutdown RiskAssessment-February28, 1993
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Figure 19AF-12
Potential Path for Draining RPV Through Reactor Water Cleanup System
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19B Containment Performance

19B.1 Summary

Appendix 19B describes the methods used to evaluate the containment performance of
the SBWR during severe accident conditions. The evaluation demonstrates that the
SBWR containment is quite robust in its response to potential severe accidents. In fact,
the SBWR containment maintains its integrity for over 95% of all core damage events.
This is due to systems that not only mitigate severe accidents, but help to minimize the
impact of uncertainties in severe accident phenomena.

The first step in the containment performance analysis was an evaluation of the
containment structural capability to determine the conditions under which the ultimate
strength would be exceeded. This evaluation is described in Subsection 19B.3.

The Level I severe accident analysis focuses on the events leading to core damage. The
Level 2 analysis extends beyond the time of core damage to either the attainment of a
safe, stable configuration or, possibly, the release of radionuclides to the environment.
To accurately transfer Level I results to the containment evaluation, a set of
containment system event trees (CSETs) were created. The CSET models extract the
appropriate system information from the Level 1 results and assist in the creation of
representative plant damage states. The damage states summarize the results of the
Level 1 analysis, determine the systems available for severe accident mitigation, and
provide for the starting point for the Level 2 evaluation. The CSETs are described in
Subsection 19B.5.

The most significant severe accident phenomenological uncertainties were identified
using a screening methodology. Individual uncertainties were investigated as to their
importance to the SBWR severe accident response. As a result of the in-depth evaluation
of uncertainties, a set of significant issues were identified that could pose the greatest
potential impact to containment performance during severe accidents. The overall
screening process is described in Subsection 19B.8.

To address the impact that specific uncertainties in severe accident behavior have on
the SBWR containment performance, a set of containment phenomena event trees
(CPETs) was developed. Typical CPET top events include questions related to
containment isolation failure, early containment failure due to energetic events at the
time of vessel failure, and the potential for ex-vessel debris coolability. To describe each
of the CPET top events, a set of decomposition event trees (DETs) were developed to
investigate the details of each important phenomenological issue. This method allows
the key severe accident uncertainties to be identified and quantified in a mechanistic
manner. The CPETs and DETs are described in Subsections 19B.9 and 19B.10,
respectively.

Summary - February28, 1993 19B. 1-1
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The result of the CPET evaluation is a set of severe accident end states and their
associated frequencies. The end states are then binned based on commonality in both
the timing and magnitude of radionuclide release as described in Subsection 19B.11.
Each end state with a frequency greater than 10.12 per reactor year is represented by a
scenario analyzed with MAAP-SBWR. Each scenario analyzed is discussed in
Subsection 19B.6. MAAP-SBWR is described in Subsection 19B.4. The sensitivity of
MAAP-SBWR to modeling assumptions is given in Subsection 19B.8.3. Alternate
methods for analyzing severe accidents are used and discussed in Subsection 19B.7.

The end result of the Level 2 evaluation is a set of source term categories and their
associated frequencies. This information is then used in the Level 3 analysis to calculate
the potential consequences and risks from severe accidents.

The SBWR containment performance analysis has been instrumental in evaluating the
role of the specific systems in mitigating the consequences of severe accidents. Insights
gained during this analysis were used to improve system design and operation with
respect to mitigating the consequences of severe accidents.

Subsection 19B.2.1 discusses each of the SBWR systems that play a significant role in
severe accident mitigation. Key operator actions which can mitigate the challenges of a
severe accident are identified in Subsection 19B.2.2.

The containment performance analysis demonstrated that the SBWR meets the
requirements set forth in SECY-90-016 (Reference 19B.1-1), its progeny, and the EPRI
Utility Requirements Document (Reference 19B.1-2).

19B.1.1 References

19B.1-1 SECY-90-016, "Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification
Issues and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements,"
James M. Taylor (NRC) to the Commissioners,January 12,1990.

19B.1-2 "Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Utility Requirements
Document," Volume III, Electric Power Research Institute.
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19B.2 Insights from Containment Performance Analysis

The SBWR containment performance analysis has been instrumental in evaluating the
role of the specific systems in mitigating the consequences of severe accidents. The
methods used in developing the analysis identified and addressed all relevant severe
accidents issues, and analyzed their impact on containment performance. The analysis
also considered the uncertainties associated with severe accident phenomena. The
uncertainties are a result of limited experimental and analytical data. However, by
performing a detailed evaluation of severe accident phenomena, the performance of
specific systems in mitigating severe accidents can be determined. Insights gained
during this analysis were used to improve system design and operation with respect to
mitigating the consequences of severe accidents.

Subsection 19B.2.1 discusses each of the SBWR systems that play a significant role in
severe accident mitigation. Relevant insights gained from the containment
performance analysis are also discussed. Subsection 19B.2.2 identifies key operator
actions which can mitigate the challenges of a severe accident.

19B.2.1 Key Design Features

19B.2.1.1 Isolation Condensers (IC)

The SBWR is equipped with three ICs which conserve RPV inventory in the event of RPV
isolation. The IC heat exchangers extract steam from the DPV stub tubes and return
condensate to the RPV. The ICs begin operation when the condensate lines open
automatically on the signals described in Subsection 5.4.6.2.3 which include RPV level
dropping to Level 2. After the operation begins, the ICs are capable of keeping the RPV
level above Level 1, the setpoint for Automatic Depressurization System (ADS)
actuation. Noncondensible buildup in the ICs that can impair long-term heat removal
capacity of the ICs is limited by temporarily opening a small vent line connecting the
ICs and the suppression pool. The vent line valves are opened automatically when high
RPV pressure (greater than normal operating pressure) is maintained for more than a
set time. The vent lines valves re-close automatically after RPV pressure is decreased
below the setpoint pressure. The operator may also open the vent lines when the IC is
in operation.

If a break occurs in the primary system or ADS initiates, the RPVwill depressurize. The
ICs are not required to prevent containment pressurization. This function is provided
by the Pressure Suppression System and the Passive Containment Cooling System
(PCCS), see Subsection 19B.2.1.2, and/or the suppression pool cooling system. Since
the ICs are not required after RPV depressurization, the IC vent lines are not opened
automatically and the IC heat exchangers are allowed to fill with noncondensibles. This
causes the ICs heat removal capability to diminish until the ICs do not remove any heat.

Insights from Containment Performance Analysis -February 28, 1993 198.2-1
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Since the ICs do not condense a significant amount of steam after RPV
depressurization, they provide little mitigation to the consequences of severe accidents.
Furthermore, for core damage to occur when the RPV is isolated, the ICs must fail to
operate. Therefore, the containment performance analysis takes no credit for the ICs.

19B.2.1.2 Passive Containment Cooling System

The PCCS is designed to remove decay heat from the containment. The PCCS receives
a steam-gas mixture from the upper drywell atmosphere, condenses the steam, and
returns the condensate to the GDCS pool. The noncondensible gas is drawn to the
suppression pool through a submerged vent line by the pressure differential between
the drywell and wetwell. Unlike the IC, the vent lines of the PCCS do not contain valves.
The PCCS can remove 30 MWf of heat when the drywell contains pure steam at three
atmospheres and the pool on the outside of the heat exchanger tubes is saturated.

After the GDCS actuates in deluge mode, the PCCS condensate that returns to the
GDCS pool drains into the lower drywell. The GDCS deluge mode of operation is
discussed in Subsection 19B.2.1.3. The PCCS tends to self-regulate, effectively
condensing all of the steam generated in the drywell. Thus, the PCCS is able to provide
containment heat removal and prevent containment overpressurization in the event of
a core melt accident with vessel breach.

19B.2.1.3 Flooder System

The lower drywell flooder system has been included in the SBWR to provide automatic
cavity flooding in the event of core debris discharge from the reactor vessel. This system
is actuated on high lower drywell floor temperature. The system consists of three lines
that connect each of the GDCS water pools to the drywell connecting vents. The volume
of water in the GDCS pools is capable of flooding the RPV and lower drywell to the top
of active fuel. This prevents superheating of the drywell atmosphere by core material
which remains in the vessel.

The flooder lines from two of the GDCS pools provide a flow rate of 0.068 m3 /sec (1090
gpm) with the pools at low water level. This flow rate provides enough water to quench
all core debris within thirty minutes of flooder initiation. By flooding the lower drywell
after the introduction of core material, the potential for energetic fuel-coolant
interaction is minimized. Additionally, covering core debris with water provides for
debris cooling and scrubbing of fission products released from the debris due to core-
concrete interaction (CCI). From an overall containment performance point of view,
the flooder provides a significant benefit for accident mitigation.

19B.2.1.4 Suppression Chamber

The suppression chamber is a large chamber with communication to the drywell
through the horizontal connecting vents, the PCCS vents, and the vacuum breakers.
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Approximately one-half of the suppression chamber volume is filled with a large body
of water, the suppression pool. The gas space in the suppression chamber acts as a
receiver for noncondensible gases during a severe accident. The suppression pool plays
a large role in containment performance because it provides:

* a substantial containment heat sink,

* quenching of steam which flows through the horizontal vents during rapid increases
in drywell pressure, and

* effective scrubbing of fission products which flow through the horizontal vents and
the PCCS vents.

The suppression chamber has a volume of 7025 m3. The suppression pool has a mass of
3.2x 106 kg.

19B.2.1.5 Vessel Depressurization

The SBWR reactor vessel is designed with a highly reliable depressurization system. This
system plays a major role in preventing core damage. Furthermore, even in the event of
core damage, the depressurization system can minimize the potential for high pressure
melt ejection and lessen the resulting challenges to containment integrity. If the reactor
vessel fails at elevated pressure, fragmented core debris could be transported into the
upper drywell. The resulting heatup of the upper drywell could overpressurize the
containment or cause overtemperature failure of the drywell head seals. Parametric
analyses performed in Attachment 19BA indicate that the probability of early drywell
failure is quite low, even in the event of direct containment heating. Nonetheless, the
RPV depressurization system further decreases the uncertainties associated with this
failure mechanism by minimizing the occurrences of high pressure melt ejection.

19B.2.1.6 Basaltic Concrete

The lower drywell basemat of the SBWR has been constructed of concrete with low gas
generation potential. The selection of this type of concrete is yet another example of
how the SBWR design features not only provide mitigation of severe accident
phenomena, but also address potential uncertainties in these phenomena. Here, the
uncertainty is whether core debris can be cooled by flooding the lower drywell. For
scenarios in which uncertainties in the phenomena lead to the conclusion that the
debris is non-coolable, this concrete type will result in a very low gas generation rate and
slower containment pressurization. Increasing the time to loss of containment integrity
enhances aerosol removal, decreases the magnitude of the source term, and offers more
time for the operating crew to terminate accident progression.
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19B.2.1.7 Sacrificial Concrete

The floor and walls of the SBWR lower drywell include a one-meter thick sacrificial layer
of concrete to protect the containment liner against debris attack. This layer of concrete
eliminates early failure resulting from liner degradation.

19B.2.1.8 Lower Drywell Floor Area

The floor area of the lower drywell has been maximized to improve the potential for ex-
vessel debris cooling. The lower drywell floor area of 40 m2 meets the ALWR Utility
Requirements Document criterion of providing 0.02 m2 of floor area in the cavity
beneath the RPV for each megawatt of rated thermal power.

19B.2.1.9 Upper-to-Lower Drywell Connecting Vents e -

The flow area between the lower and upper drywell has been maximized to allow
adequate venting of steam and gases generated in the lower drywell. The area of the
connecting vents is 7.39 m2 . This is important when considering the steam generation
rates associated with fuel-coolant interactions in the lower drywell.

Also, the path from the lower to the upper drywell includes several 90 degree turns. This
tortuous path enables entrained core debris to be de-entrained from the gas stream
prior to transport into the upper drywell, thereby minimizing the consequences of high
pressure melt ejection.

19B.2.1.10 Inerted Containment

During a severe accident, gases are generated that could form a combustible mixture if
oxygen were present. Combustion of these gases would increase the containment
temperature and pressure, possibly resulting in structural damage.To avoid this
potential challenge to containment integrity, the SBWR containment is inerted during
operation.

19B.2.1.11 Drywell-Suppression Chamber Vacuum Breakers

The SBWR contains vacuum breakers between the drywell and suppression chamber
that have positive position indication in the control room. The vacuum breakers have
been located high in the suppression chamber to reduce potential loads occurring
during pool swell. The intake and exhaust of the vacuum breakers are shrouded with a
fine mesh screen to prevent debris accumulation on the valve seating surfaces. The
result of the improved vacuum breaker design in the SBWR is to reduce the potential
for suppression pool bypass.
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19B.2.1.12 Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS)

The drywell spray mode of FAPCS is capable of providing ex-vessel debris cooling and
scrubbing fission products released as a result of continued CC}. Operation of the
drywell sprays also prevents overtemperature failure of the drywell head seals in the
event of significant core debris relocation into the upper drywell resulting from vessel
failure at high pressure.

The drywell spray mode of FAPCS also reduces the consequences of suppression pool
bypass or containment isolation failure. This is due to fission product removal by the
spray droplets as they fall and reductions in containment pressure resulting from
condensation on the droplets.

19B.2.2 Key Operator Actions

Most of the critical functions required to mitigate a severe accident do not require
operator intervention. For instance, once the core damage has progressed to debris
relocation into the lower drywell, automatic actuation of the GDCS flooder system
occurs covering the debris with water. The steam generated due to debris cooling will
be condensed in the PCCS with the condensate returned to the GDCS. This provides
for a complete heat removal path that limits containment pressurization.

The systems discussed in Subsection 19B.2.1 require, at most, a change of state to
operate. However, if they do not initiate automatically, operator intervention may be
required to maintain containment integrity. Each key operator action that may be
beneficial in preventing or mitigating a severe accident is discussed in the following
subsections.

19B.2.2.1 RPV Depressurization

In most accidents, operation of the ADS helps insure adequate core cooling. In
addition, depressurization of the RPV provides mitigation in situations where the core
is not cooled and the accident progresses to core damage. High pressure ejection of
core material has the potential to rapidly heat up the drywell atmosphere and challenge
containment integrity. Manual backup of ADS is an essential action for severe accident
mitigation and is included in the SBWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines.

19B.2.2.2 Operation of Drywell Sprays

In the event of failure of the GDCS flooder or high pressure melt ejection of debris into
the upper drywell, operation of FAPCs in the drywell spray mode may be required to
maintain containment integrity. Manual initiation of the drywell sprays upon an
indication of increasing drywell temperatures is an appropriate and essential mitigation
strategy. This action is contained in the SBWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines.
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19B.2.2.3 Containment Venting

The SBWR design includes the potential to manually vent the containment from the
suppression chamber air space. This action is required for cases where containment
heat removal has failed or the core debris is covered with water but CCI continues.
Deterministic calculations described in Subsection 19B.6 indicate that when continued
CCI occurs, the operator will be required to vent the containment at approximately 30
to 40 hours into the event. This action provides a scrubbed release of radionuclides in
the suppression pool. The setpoint forffi-a. nting is 0.93 MPa (120 psig).

v?62 'ass

Containment venting does not represent containment failure based on the proposed
definition of containment failure by the Nuclear Regulatory staff. The proposed
definition is "containment failure occurs when its integrity as a pressure boundary can
no longer be controlled." This definition recognizes the containment function by
permitting normal leakage, as well as acknowledging credit for suppression pool
scrubbing in conjunction with a 'last resort' controlled release path. After containment
pressure has been reduced by venting, the operator re-closes the venting path, thereby,
terminating the fission product release.
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19B.3 Containment Structural Considerations

19B.3.1 Introduction and Summary

This subsection describes the analysis and evaluation used to estimate the containment
internal pressure capability and associated failure mode and location. The ultimate
pressure capability of the containment structure is limited by the top slab. The failure
mode is crushing of the concrete on the lower surface of the slab near the interface with
the drywell head. The pressure capability is 1.49 MPa (201 psig) at 260'C (5000 F)-a
typical temperature for most severe accident sequences. No significant leakage through
penetrations is anticipated before the capability pressure is reached. However, for the
purpose of source term calculations, leakage in terms of leak areas is conservatively
estimated for pressures below the capability pressure.

The primary function of the containment structure is to serve as the principal barrier to
control potential fission product releases. The design basis event for this function is a
postulated loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA). Based on this functional requirement, the
containment pressure vessel is designed to withstand the maximum pressure and
temperature conditions which would occur during a postulated LOCA. The SBWR
containment system employs pressure suppression which allows a design pressure of
0.48 MPa (55 psig) and a design temperature of 171'C (340'F) for the primary
i containmentboundary. In addition, the suppression pool retains fission productswhich
could be released in the event of an accident. In this subsection, an evaluation is made
about the capability of the SBWR containment structural system to resist potentially
higher internal pressures and temperatures associated with severe accidents.

The primary containment vessel, also referred to as the RCCV for reinforced concrete
containment vessel, is a right, cylindrical structure of the steel-lined reinforced concrete
design. The containment is integrated with the reactor building walls from the basemat
up to the elevation of the containment top slab. The top slab, together with pool girders
and building walls, form the spent fuel and equipment storage pools. The IC and PCC
units are also located on the top slab structure. The elevation view of the reactor
building/containment structural system along 0O- 1800 direction is shown in
Figure 19B.21. The containment is divided by the diaphragm floor, the reactor
pressure vessel (RPV) pedestal, and the vent wall into a drywell chamber and a
suppression chamber. The drywell chamber above the diaphragm floor is called the
upper drywell. The drywell chamber enclosed by the RPV support pedestal beneath the
RPV is called the lower drywell. The primary containment and internal structures are
shown in Figure 19B.3-2. The major penetrations in the containment wall include

* the upper drywell equipment and personnel hatches at azimuth 3300 and 300,

* the lower drywell equipment and personnel tunnels and hatches at azimuth 330°
and 450,
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* the suppression chamber air space access hatch, and

* the main steam and feedwater pipe penetrations.

Detailed descriptions of the containment design are included in Subsection 3.8.

The structural components of the SBWVR containment were evaluated for internal
pressure capability by use of several different analytical techniques. A nonlinear
axisymmetric analysis of the RCCV was performed using the FINEL program
(Reference 19B.3-1 and 19B.3-2). The drywell head was analyzed for plastic collapse and
buckling in separate evaluations. The buckling evaluation was performed through use
of the MONSAP and BOSOR5 programs (Reference 19B.3-5). The plastic collapse
analysis was accomplished with an axisymmetric nonlinear ANSYS model (Reference
19B.3-3 and 19B.3-4). The top slab and pool girders were evaluated with a linear
STARDYNE model (Reference 19B.3-1).

During various severe accident conditions, the SBWR containment could be exposed to
high temperatures with typical temperatures of 260'C (500TF) for most accident
sequences and a beyond reference severe accident (BRSA) temperature of 5380C
(10000 F). The pressure capabilities of each component were determined at ambient
temperature, 260'C (500'F) and 5380C (1000 0F). For the steel drywell head, allowable
pressures based on the Service Level C allowable stresses, shown in Table NE-3221-1 of
Section III of Division 1 of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, were calculated
at these temperatures. For the steel liner and reinforced concrete containment
components, the allowable internal pressures at these temperatures were calculated
based on allowable stresses for factored loads in Section CC-3420 of Division 2 of the
ASME Code. These allowable pressures for the reinforced concrete components will be
referred to as "Level C" allowables in subsequent subsections of this report.

Ultimate pressure values for the various structural components of the SDWR
containment were also calculated for ambient temperature, 260°C (500°F) and 538°C
(1000°F). For the steel drywell head, ultimate pressure was found to be governed by
plastic yielding over buckling. Ultimate pressure for the reinforced concrete
components was evaluated based on reinforcing steel at both faces reaching yield stress.

The Service Level C and ultimate pressure capabilities of the SBWR containment are
summarized in Table 19B.3-1. It can be seen from this table that the limiting
component of the SBWR containment for severe accident internal pressure and
temperature is the top slab. The Level C allowables for the top slab are 1.09 MPa (143
psig), at ambient temperature, with a reduction to 0.81 MPa (103.5 psig), at 260°C
(500°F), and 0.52 MPa (61 psig), at 538°C (1000°F). The ultimate pressure capabilities
of the top slab are 1.62 MPa (220 psig), at ambient temperature, with a reduction to 1.49
MPa (201 psig), at 260°C (500°F), and 0.58 MPa (70 psig), at 5380C (10000F).
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At pressures up to 1.6 MPa (220 psig), liner failure which may lead to leakage is not
expected to occur. Leakage through fixed (mechanical and electrical) penetrations is
negligible compared to leakage through large penetrations, such as the drywell head.
The leakage through the equipment and personnel hatches is negligible because the
hatches are designed to be pressure seating. The leakage potential through the drywell
head flange is evaluated. Assuming no sealing action from degraded seals at
temperatures above 2600C (5007F), the total leak areas before the capability pressure is
reached are conservatively estimated. These leakage areas are shown in Subsection
19B.3.3.2. At and below the design pressure of 0.48 MPa (55 psig), leakage is within the
design limit and the equivalent leak area is negligible. Leak area values at intermediate
pressures are calculated by linear interpolation.

In conclusion, the containment ultimate pressure capability is limited by the top slab.
The postulated failure mechanism is crushing of the concrete at the lower interface with
the drywell head. The ultimate pressure capability is 1.49 MPa (201 psig), at 2600C
(500'F), and it reduces to 0.58 MPa (70 psig) when the containment temperature
reaches 5380C (10000F). Prior to containment failure, there may be some leakage
through the drywell head flange and other penetrations' The estimated total leak areas
at pressures below the capability pressure are shown above.

The pressure capability evaluation is based on the deterministic approach. The
uncertainties associated with the failure pressure are assessed in Subsection 19B.3.4.

19B.3.2 Description of Structural Analysis

The first objective of the analysis was to show that the containment structure could
withstand a severe accident pressure of 0.89 MPa (115 psig) resulting from a 100%
metal-water reaction occurring inside the containment. The second objective of the
analysis was to calculate the ultimate pressure capability of the containment by
determining the limiting structural component.

Subsections 19B.3.2.1 through 19B.3.2.3 summarize the analysis performed by each
group. Each subsection will briefly describe the numerical calculations and the results.

19B.3.2.1 RCCV Structural Analysis

FINEL Code Description
Bechtel modeled the axisymmetrical components of the reinforced concrete
containment vessel (RCCV) using their proprietary finite element structural analysis
code FINEL. The program performs a static analysis of stresses and strains in plane and
axisymmetric structures. The non-linear static analysis utilizes a stepwise linear iteration
solution technique. Within each cycle, the status of all elements is determined and their
stiffnesses are adjusted prior to the next iteration cycle. A ductile material is assumed to
yield in all directions when the yield stress is exceeded. A brittle material is assumed to
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be cracked in the direction in which the maximum principal stress exceed the specified
tensile stress. The modulus of elasticity for each material is adjusted for the next
solution cycle to conform to the secant modulus corresponding to the calculated strain
in the element following the bilinear stress strain relationship input into FINEL. The
numerical algorithm assumes that the state of stress which exists when the converged
solution is achieved is independent of the stress history of the loading.

This program is used for the static load analysis of the reactor building and containment
to determine the stresses and strains in the various structural elements. The resultant
forces and moments at selected sections of the structure are also determined. The static
analysis is applicable because the loading rates are gradual. For all accident sequences
considered in this PRA, hydrogen detonation is of no concern because the containment
is inerted. Therefore, the rate of pressure increase is slow compared to the dynamic
characteristics of the containment structural system. The "breathing mode" frequency
of the upper drywell at ambient temperatures is 33 Hertz.

Finite Element Model of RCCV
The FEM model includes the lower drywell pedestal, upper drywell, wetwell,
suppression pool slab, and an idealized axisymmetric model of the top slab, IC pool
girders, and safety envelope. Solid elements are used'to represent the IC pool girders,
approximating the stiffness of the actual structure. For simplicity, the RPV, the reactor
building, and the superstructure above the operating floor are not modeled. The
restraining effects of the floors outside the safety envelope are modeled using
horizontal restraining elements with pseudo material properties. The model includes
concrete elements, the reinforcing steel, the steel liner plate of the drywell and the
wetwell, and the structural steel elements used for the ventwall and the diaphragm floor
structures.

The model consists of 1040 nodal points and 1697 elements. Seven hundred forty four
elements have unidirectional stiffness representing the rebar; whereas, 953 elements
are isotropic, representing the steel, concrete, and the soil. The soil below the
foundation is modeled to a depth of 38.0 meters and out to a radius of 76.0 meters. The
FEM model is shown in Figure 19B.3-3.

Temperature dependent material properties are used in the analysis. The yield stress for
the reinforcing steel and the compressive strength for the concrete are reduced at both
the 2600C (5001F) and 5380C (10000F) temperatures. The FINEL program permits the
specification of bilinear, brittle, or ductile material properties. The concrete and soil
elements are specified to have brittle properties such that they are strong in
compression and weak in tension. The steel plate elements and the rebar elements are
specified to have ductile properties with the same strength in tension and compression.
The FINEL program is able to accommodate both ductile and brittle materials, thus
permitting both concrete cracking and yielding of the steel and rebar. This allows the
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program to consider redistribution of forces throughout the structure due to the
nonlinear behavior. Since FINEL performs a nonlinear analysis, it is necessary to apply
all loads simultaneously.

Results
The finite element model was run for five different load conditions.

* Severe accident with 1.03 MPa (135 psig) pressure in the lower drywell and
wetwell (RCCV) without thermal loads.

* Reference Severe Accident (RSA) with 1.03 MPa (135 psig) pressure in the RCCV,
2600C (500'F) temperature in the drywell, and 1000C (2120F) temperature in the
wetwell.

* BeyondReferenceSevereAccidentwith 1.03MPa (135psig) pressurein theRCCV,
5380C (1000WF) temperature in the drywell, and 1000C (212WF) temperature in the
wetwell.

* Severe accident with 1.62 MPa (220 psig) pressure in the RCCV without thermal
loads.

* Severe accident with 1.62 MPa (220 psig) pressure in the RCCV, 2600C (5000 F)
temperature in the drywell, and 1000C (212WF) temperature in the wetwell.

Table 19B.3-1 lists the calculated pressure capabilities of the various components of the
RCCV based on extrapolation of the analytical results for Level C allowable stresses and
the ultimate capacity. However, it should be recognized that extrapolation of the results
gives only approximate values above the analyzed values.

Conclusions
Based on the FINEL analysis, it can be concluded that the RCCV (other.than the top ?
slab and the drywell head), as designed based on the ASME Code Sectiuon-I vision
requirements, can withstand a severe accident internal pressure S0.58 MPa (115 psig)
resulting from 100% clad metal-water reaction with sufficient mrn-pt-iesure
increases to 1.62 MPa (220 psig)-i.e., four times the design pressure-the stresses and
strains in the rebar, liner plate, and concrete are still within the allowable limits.
Pressure capability was extrapolated to be 2.45 MPa (340 psig) for Level C allowables
and 2.94 MPa (412 psig) for the ultimate strength. This was found to be governed by the
wetwell wall.

The RSA with 26 0 0C (5000F) temperature in the drywell and 1.03 MPa (135 psig) in the
RCCV produced no yield in the rebars and no liner strain higher than allowable.
Pressure capability was extrapolated to be 1.27 MPa (169 psig) for Level C allowables
and 1.98 MPa (272 psig) for the ultimate strength. This was also found the be governed
by the wetwell wall.
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The BRSAwith 5380C (10000 F) temperature in the drywell and 1.03 MPa (135 psig)
pressure in the RCCV produced stresses in the rebars in the top and bottom layers of
the suppression pool slab thatjust reached yield. Stresses in the vertical rebar at the
outer face of the drywell wall exceeded the yield stress; however, stresses on the inside
face were 35.4 ksi in compression, which indicates that this section has not reached
ultimate capacity. Thus, for the BRSA condition, the ultimate capacity is approximately
1.03 MPa (135 psig).

19B.3.2.2 Analysis of Drywall Head

The drywell head, which covers the 9.1 meter diameter opening in the upper drywell
top slab, is an ellipsoidal dome assembly. Figure 19B.3-4 shows the major dimensions of
the design. Under internal pressure loading, the most critical location in this type of
configuration is the knuckle region of the ellipsoidal dome which may fail by plastic
yield or buckling. This subsection summarizes the structural analysis and results of the
structural models of the drywell head.

Thermal Analysis
A thermal analysis was performed to determine the steady state temperature
distribution through the steel shell drywell head. The following temperature boundary
conditions were used in the analysis. Inside the drywell head, the bulk steam
temperatures are 260'C (500'F) for the RSA,371'C (700'F) and 5380C (10000F) for the
BRSA. The temperature on the outer surface of the drywvell head is 1000C (212'F). This
outer surface is covered by the fuel pool water which is at a pressure of one atmosphere.
Three cases for the drywell head pressure are considered: 0.48 MPa (55 psig), 1.03 MPa
(135 psig), and 1.48 MPa (200 psig).

The temperature distribution through the steel shell was determined using a two-
dimensional finite element program. The analysis uses an iterative technique to solve
for the heat transfer mechanism between the steam filled region in the drywell dome
and the pool ofwater above the drywell head. The following convection mechanisms are
considered:

* natural convection,

* film condensation of vapor, and

* nucleate boiling of liquid.

The results of this analysis show that the temperature distribution through the steel
shell is very dependent on the drywell head pressure. Film condensation on the inner
surface of the drywell head shell keeps the surface temperatures fixed slightly below the
saturation temperature at the drywell pressure. The effect of noncondensible gases on
the condensation heat transfer was not considered.
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Four different thermal cases were identified for the ultimate pressure evaluation. The
first case assumes a uniform ambient temperature of 250C (770F). The three other cases
correspond to the reference pressures of 0.48 MPa (55 psig), 1.03 MPa (135 psig), and
1.48 MPa (200 psig). These cases utilize the calculated temperature distributions. The
maximum inner surface temperatures corresponding to these reference pressures are
1400C (2840F), 1740C (3450 F), and 190'C (3740 F), respectively.

Mechanical Analysis
An axisymmetric, finite-element shell model of the drywell head assembly was
developed. Numerical calculations were performed using ANSYS, which is a nonlinear,
finite element structural analysis computer program. The effects of flange bolt pre-
tension and flange gap separation are included in this model. Bolt preload is applied
first, followed by thermal loads, and, finally, the pressure load is applied progressively.
Small increments of the pressure loading are used near the first material yielding to
preserve convergence of the Newton-Raphson iteration scheme.

Special interface gap elements have been used along the flange mating surfaces to
detect gap separation under applied pressure and thermal loads. For this purpose, two
sets of nodes have been introduced between the upper and lower flanges. When the
flanges are in contact, a spring force develops along the interface elements. This force
depends on the interface between the two edges and the stiffness of the element. When
the contact between two interface nodes breaks down, the contact force between the
nodes is no longer applied.

The nonlinear plastic analysis was performed in order to evaluate the ultimate pressure
capability of the drywell head at four temperatures. The loadings included the dead
weight, and the bolt preload. The results are shown in Table 19B.3-2. The Level C
allowable stress limits that were used for the drywell head and flange were obtained
from Table NE-3221-1 of the ASME Code. The allowable membrane and membrane
plus bending stresses for the shell and flange were Sy and 1.5SP respectively, where Sy is
the yield stress of the material. Based on subsection Ne-3230 of the ASME Code, the
Level C allowable stresses for the flange bolts were taken as 0.75Sy and louSy for the
membrane and membrane plus bending stresses, respectively. The ultimate pressure
was determined according to the plastic collapse definition given in Subsection NB-
3213.25 of the ASME Code. This is defined as the intersection of load-deflection curve
and the collapse limit line as shown in Figure 19B.3-5.

Conclusions
The Level C pressure capability at ambient temperature is 1.09 MPa (144 psig). The
capability at severe accident temperatures decreases to 1.03 MPa (135 psig). The Level
C pressure capability is determined by anchor bolt strength characteristics. This
capability level satisfies the 100% clad metal-water reaction pressure requirement of
0.89 MPa (115 psig). The ultimate pressure capacity of the drywell head is 1.98 MPa
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0
(273 psig), at ambient temperature, 1.61 MPa (219 psig), at 2600C (5000F), and 1.51
MPa (205 psig), at 5380C (10000F).

19B.3.2.3 Drywell Head Buckling Analysis

The stability of the drywell head was investigated for temperature and pressure loads.
For two internal pressure and temperature conditions, the state of stress in the vessel
head was calculated and an evaluation was made to determine if the vessel head is
subject to buckling under these conditions.

The analysis required the selection of specific computer solution procedures. A linear
finite element computer program, SAASDP, was selected. This program determined the
possible eigenvalue for each Fourier harmonic from a linear state of stress. A geometric
and material nonlinear finite difference computer program, BOSOR5, was also chosen.
This program determined the possible eigenvalue for each Fourier harmonic from a
nonlinear state of stress. A third computer program, MONSAP, was used to determine
the state of stress for coupled Fourier harmonic responses as a function of the
incremental load, assuming both geometric and material nonlinear behavior as a
function of increasing applied load. Each procedure was validated against "standard"
classical or known experimental results that were similar in geometry to the drywell
head. Once each procedure had been accepted, a model was generated for that analysis
procedure with all the appropriate mechanical properties at the designated
temperature conditions, and a solution was obtained. Classical linear bifurcation
analyses were also employed.

The analyses were performed using two extreme cases of thermal loading. Internal
temperatures of 2000C (3920F) and 5380 C (10007F) were used to represent RSA and
BRSA conditions. The predicted mode of failure is either a buckled mode, where the
minimum Fourier harmonic is identified, or an ultimate strain mode, where the
predicted strain within the shell exceeds the limits of the material at the mean wall
temperature. A minimum buckling pressure of 3.2 MPa (450 psig) was obtained.

Based on the temperature distributions through the vessel head, analytical calculations
show that no bifurcation of the structure is predicted. The vessel fails due to total strain
in the wall exceeding the ultimate strain of the material before the shell reaches a
bifurcation state.

In conclusion, the above results indicate that buckling of the drywell head is not a
problem. All predictions of critical buckling pressure are at least three times the 100%
metal-water reaction pressure of 0.89 MPa (115 psig). The pressure capability of the
drywell head structure for buckling loads is approximately 3.2 MPa (450 psig) at 5380C
(10000F). _
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196.3.2.4 Analysis of Top Slab

The results of the analysis of the top slab are given in Table 19B.3-1. The Level C
allowable for ambient temperature was obtained from 4ingaWiiinear model using the
STARDYNE program. The Level C allowables for 2600C (5001F) and 5380C (10000 F)
were derived from the results of the FINEL model of the RCCV that was described in
Subsection 19B.3.2.1. The Level C allowable of 1.09 Mpga (143 psig) is reduced to 0.81
MPa (103.5 psig), at 260'C (500'F), and 0.52 MPa (61 psig), at 538CC (10000F).

The results of the ultimate pressure evaluation of the top slab are also given in
Table 19B.3-1. These results were also taken from the FINEL model of the RCCV. The
ultimate pressure of 1.62 MPa (220 psig), at ambient temperature, is reduced to 1.49
MPa (201 psig), at260'C (500'F), and 0.58 MPa (69 psig), at538'C (10000 F).The
failure mode for the top slab is crushing of the concrete on the lower surface of the slab
near the interface with the drywell head.

196.3.2.5 Containment Ultimate Strength

The ultimate strength of the SBWR containment is limited by the top slab. The pressure
capability of the top slab is 1.49 MPa (201 psig), at 260°C (500°F), and decreases to 0.58
MPa (69 psig), at 538°C (1000°F). At RSA conditions, all containment structures are
capable of withstanding the 0.89 MPa (115 psig) pressure corresponding to a 100%
metal-water reaction. In fact, all containment structures except the top slab meet the
Level C allowable stress levels at this pressure.

The lower drywell and pedestal area is the highest strength part of the containment.
The ultimate capacity of this region is 7.68 MPa (1100 psig), at ambient temperature.
This region is capable of withstanding the large energy releases associated with short
duration severe accident phenomena.

19B.3.3 Leakage Potential

Subsection 19B.3.2 has addressed the structural capability of the containment
structures under severe accident conditions. However, the containmentfunction can be
compromised if excessive leakage occurs before the capability pressure is reached.
Leakage above the design allowable could result from failure of the liner plate and
penetrations at high pressures and temperatures. The leakage potential of the liner
plate and penetrations is evaluated in the Subsections 19B.3.3.1 through 19B.3.3.3

19B.3.3.1 Liner Plate

The RCCV is the primary load carrying structure since it is much stiffer than the thin
liner plate, and the liner will deform in conformance with the reinforced concrete shell
deformations. However, the liner may experience large deformation around
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discontinuites due to strain concentration which could eventually lead to cracking and
leakage before the capacity pressure of the concrete structure is reached.

The liner strains were calculated for the RSA and the BRSA (Reference 19B.3-1). For
the RSA case, the pressure is 1.03 MPa (135 psig) and the temperature is 2600C (500'F).
The maximum tensile liner strain is 0.07% in the wetwell wall which is within the ASME
allowable value of 0.3%. The maximum compressive liner strain is -0.35% in the
pedestal. Based on these results, it isjudged that the liner leak-tight function can be
maintained at 1.03 MPa (135 psig) internal pressure. As the pressure increased to 1.62
MPa (220 psig), at 2600C (500'F), the maximum tensile liner strain was 0.12% at the
wetwell wall, and the maximum compressive liner strain is -0.39% on the pedestal wall.
These strains are well below the fracture level of the liner material. Therefore, the
pressure necessary for liner tearing is expected to be higher than 1.61 MPa (220 psig),
at 2600C (5000F). The top slab liner was not included in this analysis.

The most significant effect of thermal loading on the liner performance is a potential
buckling failure which may occur if the internal pressure-induced tensile stress is not
large enough to overcome the thermal-induced compressive stress. The thermal
buckling tests conducted by Construction Technology Laboratories (CTL) for Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI), Reference 19B.3-6, showed no liner buckling for a
peak thermal transient exceeding 3160C (600'F) under a pressure of 0.45 MPa (65 psi). 0
The representative severe accident temperature for the SBWR containment is about
2600C (500'F). Since the increase in internal pressure could be much faster than the
heat conduction through the containment wall, it is expected that liner buckling is
unlikely to occur under combined pressure and thermal loading associated with severe
accidents. As for the thermal effect on liner tearing, an ANATECH study for EPRI
(Reference 719B.3-3) indicated that, for representative reinforced and prestressed
concrete containments under WASH-1400 severe accident loading, liner tensile
yielding occurred at a higher pressure and the results near failure were essentially the
same as compared to the pressure only case. On this basis, the liner rupture pressure is
expected to above 1.61 MPa (220 psig).

In summary, no liner failure which may lead to leakage will occur before the
containment capability pressure of 1.49 MPa (201 psig), at 2600C (500 0F), is reached.

19B.3.3.2 Penetrations

An ANL study (Reference 19B.3-8) assigned high priority to the study of large operable
penetrations such as the drywell head closure, equipment hatches, and personnel
airlocks since they are expected to have high potential for leakage under severe
accident conditions. Leakage from fixed penetrations (both electrical and mechanical)
appears to be less likely based on the results of experiments conducted to date by Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) and its contractors (Reference 19B.3-9). In fact, according 0
to the same reference, no leakage was detected from any of the three current electrical
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penetration assemblies (EPAs) during the severe accident testing (steam
environments). Depending on the EPA type, the highest temperature loading ranged
from 1830C (361'F) to 371'C (7007F) and the highest pressure loading ranged from
0.52 MPa (75 psia) to 1.07 MPa (155 psia). The leakage estimate in this study, therefore,
concentrates on large operable penetrations.

The leakage potential of operable penetrations depends on both the relative position
of the sealing surfaces and the performance of the seal material. The position of the
sealing surfaces depends on the initial conditions (metal-to-metal contact is maintained
under design conditions for most penetrations) and on the deformations induced by
accident pressure and temperature. The seal performance depends mainly on
temperature as well as the effect of thermal and radiation aging. The recent SNL tests
of seals for mechanical penetrations, Reference 19B.3-9, indicated that

* in a steam environment at a constant pressure of 1.07 MPa (155 psia), the mean
degradation temperature was 2710C (520'F) for silicon rubber, and 3320C (630'F)
for ethylene proplylene rubber (EPR);

* in a nitrogen environment at a constant pressure of 1.07 MPa (155 psia), the mean
degradation temperature was 2540C (490'F) for neoprene; and

* the degradation temperature was not significantly affected by thermal and radiation
aging.

Neoprene is not used in SBWR and the seal degradation temperature is assumed
conservatively to be 2600C (500'F). The SNL study also showed that even a degraded
seal can prevent leakage if the separation of the sealing surfaces is small (less than 0.005
in.).

Sandia (Reference 19B.S-9) has proposed Equations 19B.3-1 and 19B.3-2 for "available
gasket springback", Sp, for evaluating the leakage potential as a function of the
compression set retention and the degradation temperature:

Sp = ( 1 -CB) Sqhi forT < Td (19B.3-1)

Sp = 0.005 inch forT> Td (19B.3-2)

where:

CB= the compression set retention (a dimensionless measure of the
permanent set in the gasket caused by aging),
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Sq = the squeeze as illustrated in Figure 19B.3-6 (a dimensionless
measure of the gasket deformation under normal operation
conditions),

hi = the initial seal height, and

Td = the degradation temperature of the gasket material.

Equation 19B.3-1 is based on the assumption that significant leakage can be prevented
as long as positive compression of the gasket is maintained. Equation 19B.3-2 is
empirical based on test results that even a degraded gasket can effectively prevent
leakage if the separation of the sealing surfaces is equal to or less than 0.005 in.

The equipment and personnel hatches in the SBWR are pressure seating. As the
containment is pressurized, the seating force against the seals is increased; therefore,
leakage through these penetrations is assumed to be negligible. If the seals are
degraded due to temperatures above 260'C (500'F), the separation of the sealing
surfaces will be less than 0.005 inches, and no leakage will occur.

For equipment hatches, another potential leakage mechanism is ovalization of the
sleeve which causes the sleeve to slide relative to the tensioning ring (or the cover
flange). An initiation of leakage due to sleeve ovalization, however, requires significant
deformations of the containment shell around the equipment hatch. The average
circumferential membrane strain in the shell that is needed to result in the initiation of
leakage from ovalization for equipment hatches identified in the ANL survey
(Reference 19B.3-8) was found to range from 2.5% to 7.3% by SNL (Reference 19B.3-
9). For the equipment hatches under consideration, the ovalization leakage onset strain
which is the ratio of the sleeve wall thickness at the sealing surface to the sleeve radius
is about 5.4%. At the capability pressure of 1.49 MPa (201 psig), the rebar strains in the
regions around the hatches, as calculated by Bechtel (Reference 19B.3-1), are less than
5.4% and no leakage from sleeve ovalization of the equipment hatches will occur before
the capability pressure is reached.

The leakage rate, which should be small for the separation displacements of the drywell
head, is estimated based on analysis of drywell head flange separation as a function of
pressure (Reference 19B.3-3). To facilitate source term calculations, leak areas as a
function of pressure are conservatively taken to be the product of the separation
displacements and the seal length for the drywell head. It should be noted that this
approach results in a very conservative leak area estimate since

* the seal is assumed lost at 260 0C (5000F), and

* no credit is taken for the springback capability of 0.005 in. for degraded seals.
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During a severe accident, the drywell will be filled with steam. The drywell head is made
of steel and the outer surface is surrounded by water at a pressure of one atmosphere;
therefore, steam will condense on the inner surface of the head. The inner surface
temperature will be fixed at or near the saturation temperature of water at the
containment pressure. For the range of severe accident pressures, 0.48 MPa (55 psig) to
1.48 (200 psig), the saturation temperature is below 200'C (3927F). Thus, drywell head
seal failure may not occur during a severe accident.

The equipment hatches and personnel airlocks are the pressure-seating type. Although
separation between the sealing surfaces at the door corners may still be possible at high
pressures, the amount of separation is nevertheless expected to be less than that of the
pressure-unseating drywell head at same pressures. Therefore, no calculations are made
to predict separation displacements for the airlocks and hatches. The total estimate of
pressure-dependent leak areas attributed to the drywell head, equipment hatches and
personnel airlocks is shown below. At and below the separation pressure of 0.57 MPa
(68 psig), leakage is within the design limit and the equivalent leak area is negligible.

Pressure
MPa (psig) Leak Area (in2)

0.48 (55)

<0.57 (68)

0.65 (80)

0.79 (100)

1.04 (136)

1.14 (150)

1.27 (170)

1.41 (190)

1.48 (200)

0.00

0.00

6.41

17.1

32.6

40.3

49.6

62.0

69.7

19B.3.3.3 Summary

The pressure required to rupture the steel liner plate is higher than 1.62 MPa (220
psig). No liner leakage will occur before the capability pressure is reached. Leakage
through fixed (mechanical and electrical) penetrations is negligible compared to
leakage through large operable penetrations such as the drywell head. Leakage through
the equipment hatches and personnel airlocks is assumed negligible because they are
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pressure seating. The total pressure-dependent leak areas attributed to operable
penetrations are conservatively estimated in Subsection 19B.3.3.2, assuming no sealing
action from degraded seals at temperatures above 260'C (500'F).

19B.3.4 Uncertainty In The Failure Pressure

The uncertainties in the prediction of the failure pressure generally result from
uncertainties in the two general areas.

* Material Strength (yield strength, tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, etc.);

* Modeling (differences between the model and reality, use of simplified models or
empirical correlations, uncertainty in dead-loads, etc.).

In a number of the areas listed above very little data may be available to guide the
structural analyst in characterizing the uncertainty. Consequently, it is generally
necessary to rely on engineering judgment and past results to quantify these
uncertainties.

As noted, a significant contributor to the uncertainty in the prediction of ultimate
capacity derives from uncertainties in the material properties. For most structural
materials the log normal distribution has been shown to be a good model for the _
variability in material strength. Largely for this reason the log normal distribution is
generally selected to characterize the uncertainty in the prediction of the ultimate
pressure capacity for structural components.

The most common form of the log normal probability density function is:

pf(p) = exp -I (I In( P ) (19B.33)
p 42 n P cL 2 F~c (Pmed)j

where:

pf(p) = the log normal probability density function for failure pressure

Po

PBc = Logarithmic standard deviation on the pressure capacity p,

Pmed = the median pressure capacity.

Pc is a combination of the logarithmic standard deviation of material strength
uncertainty, Om, and the logarithmic standard deviation of modeling uncertainty Ps.

Pc is determined from the standard relationship for combining independent
uncertainties. S
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2= j +P2 (19B.3-4)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) is obtained by integrating the probability
density function;

Pf(p) = P(P<P) = JPPf(p)dp (19B.3-5)

where:

Pf(p) = the probability that the failure pressure is less than pressure p.

The failure pressure of 1.49 MPa (201 psig) at a temperature of 260'C (500'F) is
assumed to be the median value. This failure pressure is based on the top slab, which is
made of reinforced concrete. The actual concrete strength was assumed to be 15%
higher than the specified concrete strength. The uncertainties associated with this
analysis were estimated using engineeringjudgment and the results from prior analysis.
The uncertainty associated with material properties for reinforced concrete, P., is
approximately 0.13 and the uncertainty associated with the modeling of a complex
concrete structure, Pm' is approximately 0.20 (References 19B.3-5 and 19B.3-6). These
values result in an estimated value for the standard deviation (P,) of 0.24.

Using the above parameter values results in the containment capacity fragility curve in
Figure 19B.3-7 and Table 19B.3-2.

The pressure at two standard deviations below the mean is 0.96 MPa (125 psig). Hence,
0.96 MPa (125 psig) can be taken to represent the realistic lower bound on the failure
pressure. This pressure is 2.27 times the design pressure. The cumulative probability of
containment failure for pressures less than 0.89 MPa (115 psig) is 0.9%.
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Table 19B.3-1 Summary of Pressure Capabilities of Various
Components for the RCCV and Drywell Head

Pressure Capability (PSIG)

Structural i! Ambient
Component Category (Criteria) Temperature e. 500 F ho 1000 F

Lower Drywell Level C 878 188 --

(Pedestal Ultimate 1100 , >299 >135

Upper Level C 345 217 --

Drywell Ultimate >382 >309 >135

Wetwell Level C 340 169 -

Ultimate 412 272 >135

S/P Slab Level C 410 187

Ultimate >456 300 135

Top Slab Level C 143 103.5 61

Ultimate 220 201 70

Drywell Level C 144 135 135

Head Ultimate 273 219 205

* Ultimate capability has been calculated based on rebars at both faces of a cross section reaching
yield stress.

> (Greater than) sign means that rebar on only one face of the section reached yield, and the ultimate
capacity will be higher than the value indicated.
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Table 19B.3-2 Cumulative Containment Failure Probability vs. Pressure

Pressure IMPa (psi )lI Std. Deviation I Pf(p<P)

0.65 (80) -3.862 0.0001
0.69 (85) -3.608 0.0002

0.72 (90) -3.368 0.0004

0.76 (95) -3.142 0.0008

0.79 (100) -2.927 0.0017

0.825 (105) -2.722 0.0032

0.86 (110) -2.527 0.0058

0.89 (115) -2.341 0.0096

0.93 (120) -2.162 0.0153

0.96 (125) -1.991 0.0232

0.998 (130) -1.827 0.0339

1.03 (135) -1.669 0.0476

1.07 (140) -1.516 0.0647

1.10 (145) -1.369 0.0855

1.14 (150) -1.227 0.1099

1.17 (155) -1.089 0.1380

1.20 (160) -0.956 0.1694

1.24 (165) -0.827 0.2040

1.27 (170) -0.702 0.2413

1.31 (175) -0.581 0.2807

1.34 (180) -0.463 0.3218

1.38 (185) -0.348 0.3640

1.41 (190) -0.236 0.4067

1.45 (195) -0.127 0.4495

1.48 (200) -0.021 0.4917

1.51 (205) 0.083 0.5329

1.54 (210) 0.184 0.5728

1.58 (215) 0.282 0.6111

1.62 (220) 0.379 0.6475
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Figure 19B.3-1 Cross-Section of Reactor Building
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Figure 19B.3-2 Containment Boundary
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Figure 19B.3-3 FINEL Model of RCCV
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Figure 19B.3-5 Definition of Plastic Collapse
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1.111,01111l , .

* Sq - (hi - c) / hs

where

hi = initial seal height

c - compressed seal height in normal operations

40
Figure 19B.3-6 Definition of Squeeze for Seals
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Figure 19B.3-7 Containment Failure Probability vs. Pressure
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196.4 Deterministic Methods

191.4.1 A Review of Methods

This subsection summarizes the methods and assumptions that were used in evaluating
the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and containment responses and determining the
resulting source term. The Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) was the
primary tool used to determine the fission product source terms. Included in this
subsection is a brief description of the code, a description of the modifications to
MAAP 3.0B in order to analyze the SBWR, and the basic assumptions about the SBWR
configuration. Finally, a discussion of the code validation is presented.

196.4.2 MAAP-SBWR

19B.4.2.1 Code Development Process

MAAP was used to determine the RPV and containment responses and the source terms
for the SBWR under severe accident conditions. MAAP 3.0B (Reference l9B.-1) was
modified to model the configuration of the SBWR. An overview of MAAP 3.0B is
provided below, followed by a discussion of the changes made to the code to model the
SBWR. This new version of the code will be referred to as MAAP-SBWR.

19B.4.2.2 MAAP 3.06

MAAP is a computer code developed as part of the Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking
(IDCOR) program to investigate the physical phenomena that might occur in the event
of a severe light water reactor accident leading to core damage, possible RPV failure,
and possible failure of containment integrity and release of fission products to the
environment. MAAP development was sponsored by the Atomic Industrial Forum.
MAAP includes models for the important phenomena that might occur in a severe light
water reactor accident.

MAAP is an integrated code which tracks the progression of hypothetical accident
sequences from a set of initiating events to either a safe, stable and coolable state or
containment structural failure and fission product release to the environment. MAAP
models a wide spectrum of phenomena including water inventory loss, core heatup,
cladding oxidation and hydrogen evolution, fission product release from the degraded
fuel rods and their transport to the containment and beyond, molten core slump into
the lower plenum of the RPV, vessel failure, corium-concrete interactions and further
release and transport of fission products. MAAP models all of the engineered safety
systems such as emergency core cooling, automatic depressurization, safety relief valves,
and decay heat removal. MAAP also allows the user to model operator behavior and
deviations in system operation.
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MAAP has a modular structure in which separate subroutines are dedicated to
modeling specific regions and physical phenomena. The main program directs the
program execution through several high level subroutines. The program calls a
sequence of system and region subroutines at each time step. These subroutines, in
turn, call phenomenology subroutines as required. The simulation of an entire accident
sequence does not require any user intervention during the running of the program. A
set of built-in property-library subroutines provide physical properties.

* High Level Subroutines

The high level subroutines include the main program, the input and output
subroutines, the data storage and retrieval subroutines, and the numerical
integration subroutines. Also included in the high level subroutines is a controlling
routine, BWVROP, which allows user interventions that describe the actions
occurring during an accident sequence. The high level subroutines pass global
variables by common blocks (not argument lists) and do not contain physical
models for the reactor plant. The time integration subroutines, INTGRT and
DIFFUN control the time steps and call system and region subroutines at each time
step during an accident transient.

a Systems and Region Subroutines

The set of system subroutines includes the EVENTS subroutine which sets the event
flags (Boolean variables) giving the status of the system and the status of operator
interventions. The event flags control code execution. Region subroutines, one for
each physical region of the vessel and containment, define the differential
equations for the conservation of internal energy and mass. The systems and region
subroutines pass global variables by common blocks and operate on them by calling
the phenomenology subroutines.

* Phenomenology Subroutines

The phenomenology subroutines describe the rates of the physical processes
occurring in each region of the reactor plant model. The phenomenology
subroutines pass variables by argument lists, and generally do not use or alter global
variables. The phenomenology subroutines are generic in nature, and can be called
by any of the region subroutines or by other phenomenology subroutines.

* Property-Library Subroutines

The property-library subroutines give the physical properties (e.g., specific heat and
saturation pressure) of the important materials. These subroutines use argument
lists to pass variables and do not have side effects on global variables. Property
subroutines are called by the phenomenology subroutines.
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19B.4.2.3 SBWR Modifications

19B.4.2.3.1 MAAP-SBWR Code Requirements

Analyzing the response of the SBWR system is challenging for several reasons:

* Since the condensation rate in the Isolation Condensers (ICs) and Passive
Containment Cooling System (PCCS) is a strong function of the noncondensible
gas concentration, stability in the calculation of noncondensible gas transport is
required to model these systems.

* Containment volumes can become water-solid.

* SBWR design changes occurred frequently during development These required
flexibility in the code.

* Typical accident sequence times are measured in days. Since many calculations are
required, the code must be economical as well as flexible and stable.

To satisfy these requirements, a special version of MAAP has been prepared by the
Department of Energy's Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program, in cooperation
with General Electric and the other members of the SBWR design team. This code is
described in the following subsections.

19B.4.2.3.2 Overall Code Design

A Generalized Containment Model (GCM) has been developed and coupled to the
MAAP 3.0B code for analyzing accident progression in the SBWR. The structure of the
code, illustrated in Figure 19B.4-I, is similar to that employed in the conventional
versions of MAAP, except that the individual containment compartment modules have
been replaced with a generalized containment region subroutine called AUXREG.
AUXREG calculates the mass and energy rates-of-change in each compartment. The
mass and energy flows between the reactor pressure vessel and the containment are
computed in subroutine FLOW and passed to the appropriate containment region
through subroutine INTERF. A set of pointers are utilized to direct various energy and
mass flow rates from the RPV to the appropriate containment regions.

The internal containment mass and energy exchanges take place after the flows from
the vessel are added to the containment. The containment model assembles the
differential equations representing the changes in mass and energy by calling selected
phenomenological subroutines. Some of the key phenomena represented by the GCM
include core debris/water interactions, debris/concrete interactions, dispersal of
debris and water, burning of combustible gases, and mitigation systems such as sprays,
fan coolers, and the passive condenser systems. The GCM computes inter-node water
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and gas flows in subroutines AXWFLO and AUXFLO, respectively, after all of the rates-
of-change associated with internal processes are calculated.

Fission product release and transport is computed in a similar manner in subroutines
PSFP for the vessel and AUXFP for the containment.

Only a few minor modifications were made to the primary system model (BWRVSL) in
MAAP 3.OB. The existing flow paths from the RPV were modified to allow for an
arbitrary down-stream containment region specification. Amodel for the Gravity Driven
Cooling System (GDCS) was also added which allows the coupling of a containment
water pool to the vessel. Another important primary system modification was to
compute the flow of water back into a failed vessel after the cavity has been flooded.

The SBWR nodalization is shown in Figure 19B.4-2.

19B.4.2.3.3 Calculation of Water and Gas Flow Rates in Containment

The SBWR design places a premium on the accurate and stable calculation of inter-
node water and gas flow rates. To accomplish the somewhat contradictory goals of code
flexibility, which involves the treatment of small control volumes which can become
water-solid, fast run-time, and numerical stability, an implicit model for the calculation
of flow rates has been developed. This model is described below.

In order to avoid the need to solve one very large set of coupled algebraic equations, the
model compiles a series of implicit calculations at every timestep, which are themselves
coupled explicitly. The implicit calculation evaluates:

(1) Water flow rates between control volumes,

(2) Inter-node convective energy transport due to water flow, given the water flow
rates,

(3) Inter-node gas flow rates and the change in nodal gas temperature over the
timestep,

(4) Inter-node transport of gas species given the gas flow rates,

(5) Inter-node transport of fission product species given the gas flow rates.

Steps 2, 4, and 5 are performed to avoid the material Courant limit and are relatively
straight-forward due to the linearity of the underlying equations. Steps I and 3 require
elaboration.

The unidirectional gas and water flow rates on each junction are computed using the
following formulation:
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P 1 aP' 2+ Pfan + AP. = u junc15IWnjuncIWjunc (19B.-1)

where:

P1 and P'2 = upstream and downstream extrapolated pressures,

Pfan = the imposed head to a fan operating in the junction,

APjunc = the head of gas inside of the junction,

'-unc = the junction resistance,

Witnc = thejunction flow rate,

o = the gas specific volume.

The junction-face pressures Pi, which include the hydrostatic head of fluid above the
junction (to model natural circulation flows), are evaluated at the end of the timestep
(to make the formulation implicit), and consider the effect of explicitly coupled sources
such as flow rates from the vessel. By proper choice of a and n, unchoked and choked
flow, and turbulent and pseudo-laminar behavior can be represented explicitly; the
latter helps the stability of the solution if very low mass fluxes (e.g., less than 0.01
kg/m2 /s) are computed.

In the case of the gas flow rates, the nodal gas temperature change over the timestep
can have a significant effect on the pressures. The temperature change is caused by the
effects of the flows themselves, heat transfer to heat sinks, and other factors such as
fission product heating. For this reason, the change in gas temperature over the
timestep is solved simultaneously with the flow rates, and this change is included in the
end-of-timestep pressures. When not prevented by the magnitude of the unidirectional
fluid flow rates, counter-current flow of gas and water through each junction is also
computed.

19B.4.2.3.4 Calculation of Gas Flow Rates Between Containment and Vessel

There was a desire to modify the existing MAAP model for the vessel as little as possible.
This created two sets of problems. First, a means had to be found to stably model water
and gas flows between the vessel and the containment, given that their flow rates are
computed in different places and thus cannot be solved simultaneously. Further, a
method for modeling the IC units attached to the vessel was needed.

To understand how the vessel-containment models were coupled, first note that the set
of Equation 19B.4-1 are solved iteratively by formulating a matrix equation (Newton-
Raphson method):
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AW = AP error (19B.4-2)

where:

AW = the vector of the changes in flow rate computed in this iteration,

Perror = the vector formed by subtracting from the pressure across the
junction the pressure drop due to friction and acceleration
losses.

The matrix A, which is defined by solving Equation 19B.4-1, contains a complete set of
information about the topology.

The vessel model must calculate gas flow rates between the vessel and containment. To
do this in a stable fashion, we need to know the change in pressure in a recipient
containment node caused by a unit addition of mass or energy to the subject node. This
is accomplished by Equation 19B.-2, supplemented by equations which define the
change in nodal gas temperature over the timestep. On the right hand side of
Equation 19B.4-2, we sequentially substitute the virtual change in pressure of each node
which is caused by the instantaneous infusion of a unit mass (or a unit of enthalpy) into
the node. We then solve for the inter-node flow rates that result from this perturbation
and use these values to calculate the resulting end-of-timestep change in the pressure of
the node. In effect, one replaces the actual geometry of a control volume facing the
vessel with a larger node that responds in the same way the entire assembly of
containment control volumes responds.

The ICs and their associated steam lines are represented by nodes of the containment
model in order to promote model flexibility.

19B.4.2.3.5 Subroutines Modified for MAAP-SBWR

This subsection describes in detail the subroutines that were modified or included in
MAAP 3.0B to analyze SBWR phenomena. Included is the purpose of each subroutine,
followed by the calculational methods applied. The last part of this subsection describes
the numerical methods used to implicitly solve the differential equations in the GCM.

19B.4.2.3.6 AUXREG

AUXREG is a high level subroutine that calculates the pressure and temperature of
each of the GCM compartments. It creates the ordinary differential equations
associated with each compartment by summing the rates of change of the physical
processes. It has three modes of operation, initialization, calculation of dependent
variables, and calculation of independent variables. Each mode is described below.
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Initialization
This mode of AUXREG sets up the initial conditions for each of the nodes. The
parameters that are initialized include:

* Gas masses and energy,

* Isolation Condenser tube temperatures,

* Selecting which heat sink to use for fission product deposition (The concrete heat
sink with the largest area is used.),

* Heat sink temperatures,

* Rayleigh number for RPV or primary system heat loss.

The user can input initial conditions for specific nodes. The rest are initialized to
reactor building initial conditions, with the last node initialized to ambient conditions.

Calculation of Dependent Variables
AUXREG is called in this mode to update the gas pressure and temperature, the water
temperature, and various gas properties. Calculations of the surface temperature of the
largest heat sink (used for fission product revaporization), the IC average tube
temperature, and the rate of steam condensation within the IC are also included. In
order to handle nodes which are nearly solid with water, a small fraction (approximately
5%) of the total volume is always reserved for gas at the top of the node. If there is
actually less gas present in the node, a logical flag FULL is set to true. This is used to
direct the flow calculations performed in AUXFLO and AXWFLO.

Calculation of Independent Variables
The majority of the calculations performed in AUXREG are done in this mode. Rates
of changes are compiled from the various phenomenological models contained in
MAAP for each node at each timestep. The calculations are:

* Set Up

Each of the rate-of-change variables are set to zero. Unlike the case in some of the
other MAAP region subroutines, the rate-of-change variables are incremented as
each physical process is treated, rather than being summed at the end of the
subroutine.

* Isolation Condenser

Up to two GCM nodes can be used to represent isolation condensers. Condensation
rates for the portion of the tubes which are covered with water on the shell side are
computed by a call to subroutine HXFRSG. For the portion of the tube which is not
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covered, convective heat transfer is modeled for both sides using subroutine
HTSHCR to compute the heat transfer coefficients.

* Deposited Fission Product Heating

Heat emitted by deposited fission products is calculated by subroutine FPHEAT.
The heat is assumed to go into a water pool if one exists. If no pool exists, it is
directed to the selected heat sink. If neither is in the node, the heat is deposited into
the gas.

* Concrete Heat Sinks

Concrete heat sinks are treated by subroutine HTWALL which is called from
subroutine HTWLRB. Subroutine HTWLRB is used to perform bookkeeping
chores. Because the HTWALL model is one dimensional and does not calculate
temperature gradients in the z direction, the wall is considered fully uncovered if
the water level is below mid-height, and fully covered when it is above.

For nodes in which core debris exists, a radiative heat flux may be calculated in
subroutine DEBRIS. This heat is directed to the selected heat sink as described
above.

* Metal (Lumped Parameter) Heat Sinks

Metal equipment within a node is represented by subroutine HTEQPT.

* Water/Gas Heat Transfer

Flashing rates are computed by subroutine RATES while non-boiling heat and mass
transfer is computed by the subroutine HTGPL.

* Gas Combustion

Volumetric burning rates of hydrogen and carbon monoxide in a node are
computed by subroutine BURN. The existence of a burn in a given node is
controlled by a flag set in subroutine EVENTS.

Burning can also occur at the junction between an inerted and non-inerted node.
This is computed in subroutine CBURN.

* Containment Sprays

Heat and mass transfer to spray droplets are computed using subroutine SPRAY.
The spray flow rate is modeled in subroutine ECCS.

* Fire Suppression
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For compatibility with the MAP 3.OB auxiliary building model, the user is allowed
to input a constant flow rate of CO2. CO2 flow is initiated when the gas temperature
exceeds a setpoint, and is maintained as long as there is gas present in the fire
suppression system tank.

* Flowrates from the Primary System

Gas and water flows between the GCM and the primary system are supplied by the
interface subroutine INTERF.

* Water Flowrates between GCM Nodes

Water can be entrained if high gas flowrates exist between nodes. Subroutine
ENTRAN computes the total entrainment rate out of the node, which is
apportioned to the individualjunctions using the flow area ratios. Onjunctions
where there is no entrainment, water flow rates are computed implicitly in
subroutine AXWFLO.

The rates-of-change of water mass is computed explicitly by summing over the
flowrates. In order for the water temperature to behave in a stable manner under all
flow situations, rate-of-change of enthalpy is computed implicitly by the same
procedure used to implicitly compute the gas and fission product mass. This
calculational method is described at the end of this subsection.

Water can also be forced to drain instantly from any GCM node (s). This is specified
as user input.

* Debris Interactions

Debris in a GCM node is assumed to reside in a "debris node"just beneath the
compartment boundary. All processes occurring in the debris node are computed
by subroutine DEBRIS, and the flowrates of gas and energy are added to the
appropriate AUXREG rate-of-change variables.

* Gas Flowrates

All gas flowrates between GCM nodes are calculated simultaneously in subroutine
AUXFLO.

* Fan Coolers

In nodes that contain fan coolers, flow rates are computed using the same model as
any otherjunction by subroutine AUXFLO. Subroutine FANCLR is then called with
this rate to calculate energy removal and steam condensation rates.
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* Ice Condenser/Gas Interactions

These are not applicable to the SBWR and are not modeled.

* Condensation of Steam in Water Pools

Condensation of steam that enters a pool and the cooling of noncondensible gases
through a pool are computed in subroutine AUXFLO by calling subroutine
WSTPOL.

* Implicit Treatment of Convective Transport by the Gas

The rates-of-change of the masses of individual gas species and
absorbed/suspended water convected between nodes are implicitly computed by
using the technique described at the end of this subsection. Note that the matrix
used in this calculation is the same one used in subroutine AUXFP for evaluating
the transport of fission products.

19B.4.2.3.7 AUXFLO

AUXFLO is a region subroutine that computes the flowrate of gas between GCM nodes.
It uses the implicit technique for the unidirectional flowrates, and an explicit technique
for the counter-current flowrates. This routine has been modified from the MAAP 3.OB
version to better model or include for the first time:

* Junctions representing fans or fan coolers,

* Junctions which exhaust into a water pool,

* Improved treatment of parallel flowpaths,

* Better containment to the primary system coupling.

Initialization
This mode of subroutine AUXFLO sets up the parameters needed for the calculations
performed in this subroutine. AUXFLO computes the following values:

a Elevations of each side of ajunction relative to the floor of the node.

* Driving head generated by any fans modeled in the node. These are assumed
constant.

* The extrapolated, or end-of-timestep, nodal pressure if there are no inter-nodal
flows.

* The junction resistances.
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a Determines if ajunction is active during the timestep. Ajunction is active if it does
not contain a closed damper or intact rupture panel, and either water does not
completely cover both sides of thejunction, or water covers only one side of the
junction and the gas pressure on the uncovered side exceeds the pressure at the
covered face.

If the pressure differential during the calculation of the flows becomes insufficient to
drive gas into a pool, the flowrate will be set to zero. Active junctions which involve gas
flow into a pool are flagged by setting IBUBL(J) to the node number containing the
water pool.J denotes thejunction number. Condensation and scrubbing are
subsequently calculated for those nodes.

Calculation of Flows
This mode of subroutine AUXFLO uses an iterative method to solve for the change in
flowrates between nodes. It solves the matrix equation

Ak AW. = B. (I9B.-3)

where:

AW and B = vectors of the individual flowrate corrections and flow equations,
respectively.

Equation 19B.4-3 is solved in the usual way by calling MAAP subroutine SOLVR1 to
triangularize A, and then calling SOLVR2 to back-substitute for AW. The iteration
process continues until the convergence criteria has been met on each junction, or the
maximum number of iterations has occurred.

AUXFLO uses one of three forms to generate the flow equations used for the iteration,
depending upon the status of each junction. The three forms are described as follows:

* Junctions with No Flow

This form is used forjunctions that were assigned to be active, but pressure is
insufficient to drive gas into a water pool. By definition, the change in flowrate for
these junctions must be

0 = B._AW.+W.
J J J (19B.4A4)

This requires the matrix Equation 19B.4-3 to become

B. =-W. (19B.4-5)
J J

and
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A - J =S.
'jk= - iUaWk j

(19B.-6)

where:

= the identity matrix.

* Normal junctions

The flow equation used is for normal junctions.

0 = Bj = K9nW1 ( W.-(PI +APfa-P 2 ) -AP.
J 2)- APJ

(19B.4-7)

where:

IN

P1

P2

= coefficient defining the dependence of the pressure drop on the
flow,

= pressure at the upstream face of the junction at the end of the

timestep,

= pressure at the downstream face of the junction at the end of the

timestep,

AP-J
(pI + P2 )

= Jo 2 (19B.4-8)

where:

= length of the junction for vertical junctions or zero for

horizontal junctions,

P1

P2

= density of the fluid at the upstream face of the junction,

= density of the fluid at the downstream face of the junction.

Note that the static head of the gas in thejunction, APj, uses the average of the nodal
densities on either side of thejunction. This was done to suppress an artificial
oscillatory effect which was found to occur when parallel, vertical junctions exist.

The pressure on the side receiving flow is set to 0 when the junction is choked.
Otherwise, the junction face pressures are used.
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* Parallel Flowpaths

If there are multiple active junctions that connect the same two volumes, the
iteration matrix, A, will be singular and cannot be used to calculate the flow updates.
To solve this problem, the code designates one of the flowpaths as the reference,
and casts the equations for the others so they are solved in terms of the reference
flowpath equation.

Calculation of Primary System/Containment Coupling Terms
Subroutine FLOW, called by subroutine BWRVSL, computes the system flowrates by
assuming that there is negligible change in containment pressure over a timestep. This
assumption is normally valid. There is a chance, however, that the flow will be entering
a nearly water-filled node that has no active junctions coupling the node to the rest of
the containment A call to subroutine DPTDP handles this situation by computing the
change in the pressure in the node due to an in-coming flow of gas divided by the
change in pressure which would occur if the node was isolated.

Calculation of Counter-Current Flows
Finally, counter-current flows are calculated for each activejunction on which neither
side is covered by water. The counter-current flows in the absence of unidirectional
flows are calculated using function WCCUR The reduction in the counter-current flow
due to an imposed unidirectional flow is given by

wc = W c0 i9 IWJI (19B.-9)

where:

WCC = actual, average counter-current mass flow,

WccO = average counter-current mass flow if there is no unidirectional

flow,

WU = unidirectional flow,

WP = purging flow,

M = exponent defined in WCCUR

19B.4.2.3.8 AUXFP

AUXFP is a region subroutine that serves as the "region' routine for fission products in
the containment nodes. Most of the subroutine is devoted to bookkeeping and is similar
to MAAP 3.OB subroutine PSFP. Only the differences will be discussed here.
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Updating Dependent Variables
Calling subroutine AUXFP in this mode updates a number of quantities. These include
fission product power that is heating the gas and surfaces, containment node groups-
related quantities, and the fractional release of each fission product group to the
environment.

Updating the Rates-of-Change of Independent Variables
A call to subroutine AUXFP in this mode computes the rates-of-change of the allowed
states:

* suspended aerosol,

* suspended vapor,

a deposited fission product mass.

These rates of change can be caused by both convective transport between nodes and
internal transformations between states.

The convective transport of fission products by gases is computed using the implicit
technique described at the end of this subsection. The matrix used in this calculation is
the same one computed in subroutine AUXREG for computing the gas species rates-of-
change. This allows the matrix to be triangularized only once.

If flow from ajunction discharges into a water pool, it is decontaminated using
subroutine POOLDF. Flow through fan coolerjunctions are decontaminated only by
steam condensation.

Fission product mass can also be added to or removed from the allowed states by
transitions that occur in the volume of the node. Sources from concrete attack are
simply added to the atmosphere; decontamination in overlying water pools is
conservatively ignored. Sources from the primary system are provided by subroutine
INTERF. Removal by impaction is computed using an average nodal gas velocity for the
internal circulation. Other internal transitions are computed by calling subroutine
FPTRAN.

19B.4.2.3.9 AXWFLO

This is a region subroutine that computes the flowrate of water between GCM nodes. It
performs calculations similar to subroutine AUXFLO, which does the samejob for the
gas flows. The water flowrate calculation is more complicated, however, sincejunctions
can be uncovered as the flowrates are converging. In addition, special consideration is
given to water-solid regions.
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Initialization
This mode of subroutine AXWFLO sets up the parameters needed for the calculations
performed in this subroutine. It first checks water levels in the node to determine
whether the node is solid. A water pressure, Pexo, is computed for use in the flow
calculations. Finally, the active junctions are identified.

A node is considered solid if the beginning of timestep water volume is at least 95% of
the total volume. This flag is turned off if there is water being entrained out of the node,
the surrounding nodes do not all have water levels above the top of the given node, or
the gas pressure in the given node exceeds Pexo plus a tolerance times the static head of
water in the node.

A node is considered active if both junction faces are at least partially covered at the
beginning of the timestep, or if one face is partially covered and the expected direction
of flow is toward the uncovered face.

Calculation of Flows
This calculation uses the same form of iterative solution as the subroutine AUXFLO.

For normal junctions, the flow equations are defined by

0 = B.-KI.AP-W.IW.I (19B.-10)
J J JIWJI

where:

KI = inverse flow resistance,

AP 9gpI(ZWlZ 1) P2 (ZW2 -Z2 )} +AP.+ (P1 -P2 ) (19BA-11)

P1  = density of water in upstream node,

P2 = density of water in downstream node,

g = gravitational acceleration,

Z1 = elevation of the junction relative to the node floor,

ZW1  = water level in each node,

APj = average hydrostatic pressure in the junction.

(Subscripts I and 2 refer to upstream and downstream nodes.)
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There are several special cases and exceptions to be considered for these junctions.
They are:

* The inverse flow resistance KI uses the product of the beginning and end-of-
timestep flow areas. This gives, in effect, an average resistance, and speeds
convergence.

* For verticaljunctions, the flow areas are computed in the same way as if thejunction
was horizontal using

Z Zw<O

A Ap- O<Zw<Zp (19B.4-12)
Zp

Ap Zp < Zw

This keeps thejunction from turning on completely the instant that any amount of
water exists in a vertical pipe.

* If water does not completely cover at least one side of thejunction, the gas pressures
PI and P2 on either side of thejunction are not included, i.e., gas flows through the
uncovered part of the junction are assumed sufficient to equalize the pressures.

* The hydrostatic pressure APj in a vertical pipe is based on the average density of the
water in the connected nodes. This prevents oscillatory behavior.

* The hydrostatic terms on either side of the junction are only applied when water
level in the node is above the bottom of the junction.

* If one of the nodes is considered solid, the gas pressure is replaced by a "solid"
pressure.

For shutdown junctions, the flow matrix is developed using the same method as
subroutine AUXFLO for non-activejunctions. Also, parallel flowpaths are cast in terms
of a reference junction, as in AUXFLO. This prevents the iteration matrix from
becoming singular during the solution process.

After the unidirectional flows converge, the counter-current flows are calculated using
function WCCUR, as in AUXFLO.

19B.4.2.3.10 INTERF

Subroutine INTERF is called to compute the mass and energy rates-of-change for all
flows between the primary system and containment. Flow pointers are defined to couple
any of the GCM nodes to any of the primary system flows below:
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* LOCA break,

* 1st Isolation Condenser Flow Path,

* 2 nd Isolation Condenser Flow Path,

* Safety Valve,

* Lower Plenum Vessel Failure,

* Relief Valves.

Other calculations are performed in subroutine INTERF that subtract off ECCS suction
from the suppression pool, compute the loss of water from the gravity drain pool, and
return fission products back to the vessel via the isolation condenser return line.

19B.4.2.3.11 DEBRIS

This is a high level subroutine that calls all the phenomenological models associated
with core debris behavior. It is called from subroutine AUXREG for each GCM node
allowed to contain debris.

DEBRIS has three modes of operation. They are initialization, calculation of dependent
variables, and calculation of rates-of-change. Each of these modes is described below.

Initialization
This mode sets up the variables for the calculations in the other modes. Noteworthy
features are:

* If a negative corium pool area is defined for a node, it is treated as a "debris pipe".
No concrete attack is allowed in this type of node.

* All flow paths which are allowed to carry debris are checked to ensure that the nodes
on either side of the flow path may contain debris.

* Thermal radiation from debris is directed to the single concrete heat sink selected
in subroutine AUXREG.

Calculation of Dependent Variables
In this mode, DEBRIS calculates dependent variables, such as average debris
temperature. A call to subroutine SOLPRP is used to compute debris properties and
flags are set to mark whether debris is present and its state. The collapsed height of the
debris above the original node floor elevation is also computed.
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Calculation of Rates-of-Change
This mode calculates the rates-of-change of the debris related quantities by calling the
appropriate phenomenology subroutines. The rates that can be calculated are:

* Interface to the RPV

The flowrate of debris from the vessel to the node under the vessel is retrieved from
subroutine INTERF.

* Decay Heat

The decay heat of the debris is computed by subroutine CMHEAT.

* Debris Steaming

The interactions between debris and water are computed by subroutine PLSTM.

* Debris/Concrete and Debris/Gas Interactions

If corium exists and attack is allowed in the node, subroutine DECMPI is called to
calculate the rate of attack.

If debris exists, but there is no water, and if concrete attack is not allowed in the
node, heat transfer from the debris to the gas is computed using

Q = min Cdd )X (Tcm-Tg) (19B.4-13)

where:

MdCd

At

h

A

Tcm

Tg

= heat capacity of the debris,

= timestep,

= total heat transfer coefficient computed by subroutine HTSHCR,

= debris surface area,

= average debris temperature,

= gas temperature.

This model is intended for use only with small quantities of debris.

* Debris Transport
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If the gas velocity through the node exceeds the entrainment velocity, the
entrainment flow rate on each junction allowed to carry debris is computed by
apportioning the total entrainment rate (computed in subroutine ENTRAN) over
the junctions using the ratio of the individual flow areas.

If entrainment does not occur, normal debris flows are computed explicitly using
OVRFLO. Since the treatment is explicit, the splitting of the total debris flow
between various competing paths may not always be correct. the debris levels and
enthalpies are, however, updated after each flow calculation so overshoot does not
occur. This simplified treatment is justified because complex debris flow situations
are not expected to occur very often.

19B.4.2.3.12 DECMPI

This subroutine is an interface routine for subroutine DECOMP. DECOMP expects
several of the input variables to be single-dimensioned arrays, however the GCM adds a
second dimension to many of the variables. DECMPI casts the two-dimension arrays into
single-dimension versions for solution in DECOMP, and saves the solutions to the two-
dimensional form.

19B.4.2.3.13 DPTDP

This subroutine computes the effect of perturbations in region thermodynamics on the
quasi-steady-state pressure in a node. Since the primary system and containment flow
calculations are performed sequentially, the coupling within those regions is tighter
than the coupling between them. The best way to solve this problem is to solve the
containment and RPV nodes simultaneously, but this is not practical. Instead, DPTDP
is used to "inform" the primary system flow calculations about their impact on the
containment nodes.

19B.4.2.3.14 EFECT

Subroutine INTERF calls subroutine EFECT for each junction which supplies mass and
energy to the GCM from outside volumes. This utility calculates the following:

* flashing of liquid water, if the junction is not submerged,

* burning of high temperature jets entering a non-inerted region, if the junction is
not submerged,

* heat transfer between the gas and water, and possibly, the condensation of
incoming steam, if the junction is submerged.
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19B.4.2.3.15 FPEFEC

This subroutine provides the same type of calculations as subroutine EFECT, but for the
fission products supplied from outside nodes. FPEFEC calculates scrubbing in water
pools, if any, and updates the airborne and suspended mass rates-of-change. It also
computes the rate-of-change of the total mass scrubbed in all pools and in the
suppression pool.

19B.4.2.3.16 HTWLRB

This subroutine provides the implicit models in the GCM with the heat transfer between
compartment gas and wall surfaces. It works similar to subroutine HTWALL in MAAP
3.0B, except it computes the end-of-timestep rates-of-change of wall temperatures.

19B.4.2.3.17 WSTPOL

In many cases, a flow of steam plus noncondensible gas enters a water pool. To compute
the thermodynamic conditions in the pool and in the gas volume above the pool, the
flowrate of steam leaving the pool must be known. This subroutine calculates the flow
rate of steam leaving the pool, the height of water that the steam must pass through, and
the pool conditions. This calculation is used as long as the height of the water in the
node is above a specified amount, and until the pool is close enough to saturation that
condensation is assumed to cease.

The energy transfer to the pool is calculated by subtracting the steam exit enthalpy from
the inlet enthalpy. These are evaluated at the pool temperature and pressure.

19B.4.2.3.18 ZRBLVL

This subroutine computes water level and surface area given a volume of water in a
node. It uses the data in the parameter file describing the compartment volume as a
function of height above the floor.

19B.4.2.3.19 Implicit Technique for Modeling Convective Transport

It is useful to model rates-of-change of convected quantities in an implicit, rather than
an explicit, manner. In other words, to compute the end-of-timestep change in these
variables for the integration process. This greatly enhances the stability of these
calculations.

Consider a quantity X convected by a flowrate WJ through junctionj. The explicit rate
of change of X in volume i is given by

W.
Xi= XD.+S. (19B.4-14)

M.1J
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where:

Wi = flowrate of gas or water throughjunctionj. It is positive for flows
into node i and negative flows out of node i,

MDj = mass of gas or water in the donor side ofjunctionj,

XDj = value of X in the volume on the donor side ofjunctionj,

Si = other sources or sinks of X in node i.

In terms of the beginning of timestep (not primed) and end of timestep (primed)
values, Equation 19B.4-14 can be represented by the implicit finite difference equation

X'.-X. W.
-= XD'. +S. (19B.4-15)

At MD. J

where:

At = the timestep. Substituting

XD'. = XD.+ XD.At (19B.4-16)

and defining the following pointer matrices so we can sum over alljunctions connecting
to node i

1 W. flows into i

N = -1 Wj flowsoutofi (19B.4-17)

0 W. not connected to i

P. = 1 if node k is donor side ofjunctionj (19B.4-18)
Jk 0 otherwise

8 I if i J (19B.4-19)

and noting by definition:

X; = 8 ikxk (19B.4-20)

and
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~ = kXk (19B.-21)

so

ikXk-Ni ji PikXkAtJ = 'iJMD. +Si (19B.-22)

or1
or

XkAik = MD. j+ S (19B.-23)
M J

where the matrix Aik is given as

-At W. flows into i and k is the doner side
MD. J

Aik = 8 ik- Nj (19B.4-24)

- At W. flows out of i and k is the doner side
MD. J

J
0 otherwise

Note that the right hand side of the implicit rate Equation 19B.-24 is the explicit rate
of change of quantity X given by Equation 19B-.414. This allows the trivial summation
of the explicit rates-of-change to be converted directly to the implicit rates of change
using subroutines SOLVR1 and SOLVR2 on the matrix equation

A. iXkpl = geXPl (19B.4-25)

for each node k modeled in the GCM.

19B.4.3 Code Validation

19B.4.3.1 MAAP 3.OB Benchmarks

As described in Subsection 19B.4.2, the MAAP-SBWR code has evolved from the MAAP
3.0B code. In fact, the primary system models along with all of the key
phenomenological models are unchanged in the MAAP-SBWR code. Therefore, the
vast amount of benchmarking performed for MAAP 3.0B is also applicable to the
MAAP-SBWR code.
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MAAP 3.0B benchmarking has included comparisons to specific industry tests, out-of-
reactor and in-reactor experiments, along with other code calculations. Table 19B.4-1
provides a matrix showing individual severe accident phenomena, applicable
experiments, and the source that documents the MAAP 3.0B benchmark.

MAAP 3.0B is a mature severe accident analysis code, used extensively by the nuclear
industry for probabilistic risk assessments and individual plant examinations, and has
undergone an extensive design review process which has been supported by a vast
number of benchmarks.

19B.4.3.2 MAAP-GCM Benchmarks

Several comparisons of GCM results to data from experiments and the results of other
codes are being carried out. These include the Berkeley IC Test (Reference 19B.4-2), a
series of experiments in a SBWR integral test facility, and comparisons to the GE TRAC
code (Reference 19B.4-3). Other benchmarks are planned as part of the SBWR
international design effort.

The GCM has recently been transferred to EPRI for incorporation into MAAP4 (EPRI).
MAAP4 is the next generation of the MAAP code and is designed to address severe
accident management issues and to treat advanced reactor designs.

19B.4.3.2.1 Comparison of the TRACG and MAAP-SBWR Codes

Methods for analyzing the transient behavior of containment systems during Design
Basis Accident (DBA) and Severe Accident (SA) events are required for current and
next generation nuclear power plants. As part of the certification process for the SBWR,
containment response to such conditions is being predicted by the TRACG and MAAP-
SBWR codes respectively. The qualification process of MAAP-SBWR and TRACG
includes simulating a reference DBA LOCA event and comparing the predicted SBWR
responses (Reference 19B.4-3).

Results from the two independent calculations show that the codes predict similar plant
responses in terms of pressures, temperatures, flow rates and other parameters. This
result, combined with benchmarking against tests now in progress, confirms that the
codes may be used to predict SBWR containment behavior with a high degree of
confidence.

THE SBWR SYSTEM
Figure 19B.4-3 shows the components of the SBWR relevant to this comparison. The
SBWR system can be best described by following the containment response to a main
steam line break LOCA event. The break size, as determined by the flow limiter in the
main steam line, is 0.0983m2. Initially the RPV is pressurized and the drywell is inerted
with nitrogen gas at approximately atmospheric pressure. Upon release of steam from
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the reactor vessel, the drywell pressurizes and a steam-nitrogen mixture flows from the
drywell to the suppression chamber (S/C) via the LOCA vents and the PCC units.
Following the opening of valves on the IC condensate lines returning to the reactor
vessel, nearly pure steam flows directly from the RPV to the IC units. Valves open on the
IC vent lines, after a time delay, to vent noncondensible gases to the S/C. However, in
DBA LOCA analyses performed as SBWR design calculations, a conservative assumption
must be imposed that no IC units are operable. Therefore none of these valves are
opened in the analyses. The PCC heat exchangers condense steam and energy is carried
away from tube exteriors by the natural circulation of water in the Isolation Condenser
pools (IC pools). When the drywell pressure exceeds the S/C pressure by more than the
pressure drop through the PCC unit, the noncondensible gases are vented to the S/C.
Eventually, the IC pools become saturated and water evaporates. A steam vent to the
atmosphere maintains atmospheric pressure on the secondary side.

Each PCC consists of an upper steam plenum, condenser tubes, and a condensate-
collecting lower plenum. On the primary side, condensate and noncondensible gases
enter the collecting plenum. Condensate drains to the GDCS pools, which are full of
water at the start of the transient. After the vessel has depressurized sufficiently that the
water head from the elevated GDCS pools overcomes the reactor vessel-to-drywell
pressure difference, check valves on the GDCS drain lines open and the pools drain
subcooled water to the reactor. In the longer term, the waterwhich is draining from the
GDCS pools has come from the PCC lower plenums, and is at the temperature of the IC
pools (saturation temperature atjust above one atmosphere). Noncondensible gases
and a small amount of steam, corresponding to the vapor partial pressure at IC pool
saturation temperature, are vented into the suppression pool (S/P).

The upstream end of the PCCS vent is located above the water level in the condensate
plenum so that water is not drained to the S/P. The vent exit is below the S/C water
level to condense steam in the gas mixture and to prevent backflow of noncondensible
gases if the drywell pressure falls below the S/C pressure. This submergence head
reduces the drywell-to-S/C pressure difference available to drive circulation through
the PCCS condenser.

Similar to a PCC unit, the IC unit has an upper and lower plenum and condenser tubes.
However, the vent is much smaller than that on the PCC unit, since large vents would
result in an unacceptable loss of RPV inventory during isolation transients.
Consequently, the IC venting is not as efficient as that in the PCC. The condensate line
from the IC lower plenum returns directly back to the reactor vessel.

The SBWR also utilizes eight drywell-to-S/P LOCA vents and three S/C-to-drywell
vacuum breakers. The vacuum breakers are set to open when S/C pressure exceeds
drywell pressure by 0.0035 MPa (0.5 psig), thereby preventing damage to the stainless
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steel drywell liner. The LOCA vents are cleared in the initial blowdown phase of the
transient and are not expected to clear during long-term containment cooling.

Input Model Description
The MAAP-SBWR model consists of a vessel with seven subcompartments and a multi-
node model of the containment, isolation condenser pools and the environment These
regions are connected by a plethora ofjunctions as described in Subsection 19B.4.2.3.
Junctions have information about the length and effective area of the "pipe" in order to
calculate the proper flow, however, they do not have any volume.

The TRACG Code Description
TRACG, a GE version of the computer code TRAC (Transient Reactor Analysis Code)
suitable for BWR analysis (References 19B.4-4 and 19B.-5) is used to evaluate the
system behavior for long-term decay heat removal following a LOCA. It is a 'best
estimate" code, applicable for the calculation of thermal hydraulic parameters and
reactor power during BWR transients. Previously, TRAC has been qualified against
separate-effects tests and integral effects tests from experimental facilities
representative of the BWR and SBWR (Reference 19B.4-6). Blowdowns from high
pressure show accurate predictions of pressure, blowdown flow, and early containment
response following LOCAs in the SBWR. The abilities of TRACG were extended to
include new heat transfer models for condensation in the presence of noncondensible
gases, increased accuracy in predicting the SBWR natural circulation flows driven by
small pressure differences between containment volumes, and other features required
to simulate long-term containment cooling behavior.

The most significant TRACG development from the standpoint of SBWR long-term
containment cooling analysis has been the inclusion of models for condensation heat
transfer in the presence of noncondensible gases. The SBWR drywell is initially inerted
with nitrogen gas at slightly above atmospheric pressure. Following a LOCA, the gases
are transferred to the S/C through heat exchanger tubes and the LOCA vents. Thus,
the need existed for methods to accurately predict condensation rates when
noncondensible gases are present, in both forced flow situations inside tubes, and on
the containment walls under natural circulation conditions. The development started
with a pure steam condensation heat transfer correlation based on the Nusselt
formulation. The newly implemented correlation, which was obtained from
experimental data (Reference 19B.4-7), provides a modification factor for the Nusselt
formulation. This factor accounts for the degradation effects of the noncondensible
gases.

The abilities of TRACG have also been extended so that the noncondensible gas can be
arbitrarily specified. The user can now define a gas mixture whose properties are
governed by the ideal gas law.
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TRACG has the capabilities for three-dimensional hydrodynamics calculations in the
regions simulating the reactor vessel and containment volumes (Figure 19B.4-4). With
the code's multidimensional capabilities, the reactor can be modeled by a central
cylinder containing the fuel and reactor internals, and an annulus which includes the
downcomer. The reactor pressure vessel can be surrounded by additional annuli that
simulate containment regions such as the drywell and S/C.

The current TRACG model is built around a tvo-dimensional grid in cylindrical
coordinates, with specified radial-cell and axial-Jevel dimensions. This grid constitutes
the VESSEL component, a name carried over from the fact that the code was originally
developed for detailed analysis of the RPV. Various input parameters give the TRACG
user flexibility when modeling regions with a geometry which does not conform exactly
to the cylindrical coordinate system. For example, the SBWR drywell is approximated as
an annular ring, with volume factors used, where necessary, to adjust for its variable
cross-sectional area. All walls (reactor pressure vessel, drywell, S/C, etc.) are included
by setting the radial flow area to zero at the boundary between cells simulating the
containment compartments.

Several types of one-dimensional components are available with which to model the
connecting piping, valves, etc. Input parameters include length, flow areas, volume,
hydraulic diameters, and elevation changes for each cell of the multi-cell components. 0
TRACG automatically computes wall friction losses based on input values of surface
roughness. Local losses associated with bends, valves, flow restrictions, etc. are supplied
by the user as loss factors associated with the cell boundaries.

Input Model Description
A TRACG model developed to simulate the SBWR is shown in Figure 19B.44. TRACG
requires that any region of the system for which multidimensional flow and/or water
level tracking is to be performed must be included within the boundaries of a single
VESSEL component. By using the previously described flow area and volume factors,
several physical regions have been combined into the two-dimensional VESSEL
component. In the current model, the VESSEL includes the RPV with a decay heat
source, the drywell, S/C and GDCS pools. The GDCS pools have been modeled as an
annular pool which has the same volume and pool surface area as the three individual
pools combined.

The other components are one-dimensional. In order to reduce computation time, like
components have been grouped into an equivalent component in which key
parameters such as flow resistance and heat transfer area have been preserved. Such
components include the PCC loops, depressurization valves, the LOCA vents, and
vacuum breakers. The IC pools are not explicitly modeled. Instead, a fixed heat transfer
coefficient of 4500 W/m2 K and a pool temperature of 378K have been imposed on the 0
outside of the PCC condenser tubes.
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19B.4.3.2.2 Key Distinctions Between the MAAP-SBWR and TRACG Analyses

PCC Units
The plant response is highly dependent on the PCC units, and their models in MAAP-
SBWR and TRACG are quite different. The TRACG PCC tubes consist of one equivalent
vertical pipe for each heat exchanger, with eight cells. The partial pressure of nitrogen
in each cell is tracked and, since the local heat transfer rate depends on noncondensible
concentration, the axial variation of the condensation rates is calculated. A
noncondensible interface level is determined by observing the location of a sharp
change in nitrogen partial pressure between two adjacent cells. Phenomena occurring
in the PCC vent pipes influence the condensation rates by raising and lowering the
noncondensible interface in the PCC tubes.

The MAAP-SBWR heat exchanger tubes are single nodes which are assumed to contain
a stratified mixture of steam and noncondensible gas. All noncondensibles are
considered to reside in the bottom of the condenser tubes. There is no condensation in
this portion of the tubes. The levels of noncondensible in the eight-cell and single-node
models have been compared by comparing the MAAP-SBWR and TRACG interface
levels. Although the condenser models differ, MAAP closely approximates the behavior
predicted by TRACG.

Suppression Chamber
The TRACG S/C model is modeled in two radial cells and three axial levels. The present
MAAP-SBWR model has a single-cell S/C, however the capability exists to refine the
nodalization as necessary. The LOCA and PCC vents are located at their true SBWR
elevations in both models. The liquid vapor interface is in the top level. Heat transfer
modes in TRACG include: single-phase liquid convection in the pool; condensation of
steam injected by the vents into the pool; vapor condensation on the two-phase
interface; vapor condensation on the outer S/C walls; de-superheating of the vapor
space; and adiabatic heating as blowdown gas is injected into the vapor space via the
LOCA vents. Similar heat transfer mechanisms are modeled in MAAP-SBWR with the
exception that only evaporation is modeled at the pool surface. Both codes also
calculate heat transfer to the concrete walls.

Drywell
In the MAAP-SBWR model the drywell is modeled by five regions. Vessel steaming and
natural convection mix the upper regions of the drywell for the duration of the
transient. Mixing with the lower drywell is not as complete because of buoyancy effects
on the various gas species. The TRACG model contains five drywell nodes that have a
total volume equal to that of the lower, central, annular and upper drywell, and which
are well-mixed throughout the transient.
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Gases and Fission Products
As described above, MAAP-SBWR is able to track multiple species of gases throughout
the containment. A limitation of TRACG is that more than one gas species can not be
accounted for, and the composition of the inert gas mixture can not be made to vary
from region to region. For the current comparison, nitrogen is the only
noncondensible included in the calculations.

19B.4.3.2.3 Result of the Code Comparisons

Results of the independent calculations for a 25,000 second (7 hour) transient time are
shown in Figures 19B.4-5 through 19B.4-7. A DBA LOCA is simulated, starting at
normal operating conditions, and proceeding through the vessel blowdown until the
long-term, quasi-steady state is achieved.

The drywell and S/C vapor space pressures are compared in Figure 19B.4-5, which
shows the transient progression. Soon after the break occurrence, both codes predict a
rise in drywell pressure from the initial 0.107 MPa (.82 psig) to about 0.28 MPa (26
psig). At 60 seconds after the break in MAAP-SBWR, 214 seconds in TRACG, the RPV
water level falls to a level which signals for the automatic depressurization system. Safety
relief valves open in two groups, followed by the sequential opening of the
depressurization valves at preset time delays after the depressurization signal. The
GDCS pools begin to drain and cool the RPV liquid inventory, at 211 seconds in MAAP-
SBWR and 351 seconds in TRACG.

With a reduced steam flow rate to containment, the drywell begins to depressurize. As
relatively cool RPV water rises and contacts hot structural components, stored energy is
released. Consequently the steam production rate increases and minor pressure rises in
the drywell are observed. However cooling by the GDCS water is sufficient such that the
drywell pressure falls below that of the S/C. In the TRACG analysis, a series of vacuum
breaker cycles between 500 and 2000 seconds returns noncondensible and steam to the
drywell, thereby raising the drywell pressure to that of the S/C.

The MAAP-SBWR results do not exhibit vacuum breaker openings, with the difference
being due to the extent of depressurization occurring in the drywell. The RPV structural
stored energy is released at different rates in the codes. Consequently the RPV steaming
rates and drywell noncondensible concentrations in the two analyses are slightly
different at given times in the transient. The MAAP-SBWR steaming rate is slightly
higher and the drywell pressure is not able to fall below that of the S/C. The TRACG
analysis shows a faster drywell depressurization, which returns noncondensible gas from
the S/C to the drywell. As the MAAP-SBWR drywell pressure does not fall below the S/C
pressure, the vacuum breakers can not open and the only cause of pressure decrease in
the S/C is de-superheating. Since the S/C pressure is the ultimate determinant of
containment pressure, the MAAP-SBWR results exhibit higher pressures than those of
TRACG.
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After a short period, the flow rate of GDCS water has substantially decreased and the
RPV begins again to release a large amount of steam to the drywell. A second pressure
rise in the containment occurs because the sum of the cooling rate by the GDCS water
and the condensation rate in the PCC units is now less than the energy addition rate to
the drywell by the RPV. The onset of drywell pressure rise occurs after about 2000
seconds with MAAP-SBWR and after 2500 seconds with TRACG.

MAAP-SBWR shows fluctuations in the drywell pressure between 4000 and 10,000
seconds, and a slow containment pressurization in the long term. The oscillations are
believed to be due to noncondensibles rising from the lower drywell to the upper
drywell and feeding into the PCC units. Condensation in the PCC units is, therefore,
degraded from its current level and a drywell pressure rise follows. As the pressure rises,
gases are vented to the S/C, the PCC heat removal rate increases, and the drywell
pressure decreases. Additional gases are pulled up from the lower drywell and the cycle
repeats itself. This process continues until the RPV steaming to the containment returns
to a rate which is large enough to force the PCC units to vent for a period of time and
to establish a stronger circulation pattern from the RPV to the containment. TRACG
does not calculate these fluctuations, but instead reveals a smoother pressure increase
during the approach to the quasi-steady state. Similar, gradually rising containment
pressures in the long-term are predicted byTRACG. Both results indicate containment
pressures of nearly 0.30 MPa (29 psig) after the blowdown and subsequent pressure rise,
and a drywell-to-S/C pressure difference of 0.012 to 0.014 MPa (1.7 to 2.0 psid) in the
long-term.

The codes calculate similar heat transfer rates to the S/C during and after blowdown.
Figure 19B.4-6 reveals the vapor and liquid temperatures in the S/C. The vapor
temperature rises to a maximum of 379K in TRACG and 367K in MAAP-SBWR during
blowdown, and then de-superheats to a temperature near that of the liquid. The liquid
pool thermal stratification is not simulated in these analyses so that the entire water
volume is at a uniform temperature. The liquid pool undergoes a temperature rise of
20K by both TRACG and MAAP-SBWR. These identical temperature rises verify that the
codes predict an equal amount of blowdown energy passing to the S/C via the LOCA
and PCC vents, and the drywell-to-S/C walls.

Another key comparison lies in the various heat sources and sinks, Figure 19B.4-7. The
TRACG and MAAP-SBWR decay heat rate curves follow the ANS 5.1 decay heat curve.
After 1000 seconds, the GDCS pools have drained enough subcooled water into the RPV
that the steaming rate decreases and heat removal by the PCCs almost completely stops.
In the TRACG analysis, the PCCs purge themselves of noncondensibles and resume
significant heat removal at 3000 seconds after the break. Since much of the
noncondensible gases in the drywell must be vented to the S/C through the PCC units,
the total condensation rate in these heat exchangers does not approach the RPV
steaming rate for about four hours. MAAP-SBWR predicts "spikes" in the heat removal
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rate between 2000 and 10,000 seconds, caused by the drywell pressure fluctuations
described above. The condensation rate then gradually approaches the RPV steaming
rate with the average heat removal rate matching the 14 to 16 MW rate shown by
TRACG calculations. A difference in the PCC behavior is that MAAP-SBWR PCC units
exhibit larger magnitude and higher frequency fluctuations in the condensation rate
than do the TRACG PCC units. The fluctuations in heat removal rate during the long-
term quasi-steady period are caused by an unsteady draining rate of the GDCS pools
into the RPV. Another cause is the unsteady pressure differential between the drywell
and S/C and the corresponding oscillations of the noncondensible level in the PCC
tubes. Once the PCC heat removal rate has nearly matched the decay heat rate, the
containment pressures exhibit a very slow rise from a quasi-steady 0.3 MPa (29 psig)
level.

The 25,000 second transients were simulated by TRACG and MAAP on the same
computing facilities. The ratio of TRACG to MAAP-SBWR CPU times was approximately
4.5:1.

19B.4.3.2.4 Conclusions

Methods for predicting the transient behavior of the SBWR containment have been
developed using the MAAP-SBWR and TRACG codes. Both codes have undergone
modifications to extend their capabilities to include prediction of SBWR behavior. The
reference event, a DBA LOCA, was analyzed and the two separate calculation methods
showed similar results as evidenced in a number of parameters. This comparison has led
to increased confidence and MAAP-SBWR is a suitable code for predicting SBWR
containment performance for severe accidents.
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Table 19B.4-1 Benchmarks Used in the MAAP Program

Type of Comparison Documentation
Separate Effects Integral

MAAP
Small Large Out-of- In- Experiences Detailed Open IDCOR User's

Physical Process Experiment/Code Scale Scale Reactor Reactor (TMI-2) Analysis Literature Reports Manual
Core Heatup PBF-SFD Tests X _

rMI-2 X X

BWR Heatup Code X X X X
PWR Heatup Code X X X X

Clad Oxidation Numerous Exps. X X X
MI-2 X X
WR Heatup Code X X X X
WR Heatup Code X X X X

Fission Product RNL Exps. X X X X
Release ASCHA Exps. X X X X

PBF-SFD Tests X
.MI-2 X X

Aerosol Transport ABCOVE Tests X A X X
and Deposition ORNL (NSPP) Tests X X

AI Tests X X X
MARVIKEN Tests X X
JAERI (Japan) Test X X X
CEA (France) Tests X _
CSE Tests X X X
EPRI Tests X *

DEMONA Tests X *

A - IDCOR/85 Program.
A - Submitted to Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
0 - MAAP Thermal-Hydraulic Qualification Studies EPRI TR-100741.
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Table 19B.4-1 Benchmarks Used in the MAAP Program *

Type of Comparison Documentation
Separate Effects Integral

MAAP
Small Large Out-of- In- Experiences Detailed Open IDCOR User's

Physical Process Experiment/Code Scale Scale Reactor Reactor (TMI-2) Analysis Literature Reports Manual
Aerosol Transport Gillespie & Langstroth X
and Deposition
(cont.) -ACE Tests X
Hydrogen
Combustion

Complete Westinghouse Data X X X X
Thermodynamic
Analysis X X X X
MI-2 X X

Incomplete hiteshell Tests X X X X
PRI Tests X X X
PRVFMC Model X X X

Debris SANDIA FITS Tests X X X
Fragmentation SPRA Tests X X X

Higgins Exps. X X X
ALCOA Tests X X X
Buxton, et al. X X X
LNG Exps. X X X

Debris Dispersal NL Exps. X X
ANDIA Exps. X

Debris Coolability K Exps. X X X X
Kfk Exps. X _ X X X

A - IDCOR/85 Program.
A - Submitted to Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
0 - MAAP Thermal-Hydraulic Qualification Studies EPRI TR-100741.
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Table 19B.4-1 Benchmarks Used in the MAAP Program
Type of Comparison Documentation

Separate Effects Integral
MAAP

Small Large Out-of- In- Experiences Detailed Open IDCOR User's
Physical Process Experiment/Code Scale Scale Reactor Reactor (TMI-2) Analysis Literature Reports Manual

Debris Coolability -PRI Exps. X X X X
cont.) ANL Exps. X X X X
ore-concrete ANDIA Exps. X X X X

kttack ECHSL X X X X
leflective Insulation PRI Exps. X
Vall Ablation losed Form Solution X

evaporation relim. ANL Results X

'rimary System T/H DBA Analysis 0
A - IDCOR/85 Program.
A - Submitted to Journal of Colloid and Interface Science.
0 - MAAP Thermal-Hydraulic Qualification Studies EPRI TR-100741. 01
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19B.5 Containment System Event Tree Model

19B.5.1 Introduction

The Containment System Event Trees (CSETs) provide the logic "bridge" between the
Level 1 PRA results and the containment performance analysis, which is the subject of
the Level 2 assessment. Specifically, the core damage end states, defined in the Level 1
PRA, describe sets of accident scenarios that pose unique challenges to the continued
operation of systems to mitigate the progression of the severe accident, and the
performance of containment to prevent an accidental release of radionuclides to the
environment The scenarios that comprise each end state are similar with respect to the
challenge imposed on the operating crew to mitigate their progression. Therefore, each
end state is treated as a unique scenario in the Level 2 PRA. The means to communicate
the condition of the plant, defined in these end states, is the CSETs. Essentially, each
CSET model determines the availability of important systems that are credited in the
Level 2 analysis to mitigate certain phenomena postulated to challenge containment
integrity.

Each CSET model is designed for the set of accident scenarios categorized in each core
damage end state. The definition of these end states is provided in Subsection 19AD.4.
The top events which comprise the CSET models are developed based on the success
criteria established for the operation of normally available and emergency standby
systems that can mitigate specific phenomena modeled in the CPETs. Consequently, all
hardware unavailabilities, phenomenologically-induced hardware failure modes, and
operator errors postulated to prevent the timely operation of these systems or render
their operation ineffective are evaluated in the fault trees. It should be noted that the
"fault tree linking" approach is used in determining the operability of these systems.
Therefore, all dependencies affecting the continued operation of these systems posed
by plant conditions postulated in the Level 1 analysis are explicitly treated in this model.
Additionally, the convention that the up-branch at a node conveys availability of the
system is adhered to in the development of the CSETs.

Figures 19B.5-1 through 19B.5-13 present the CSETs developed for each Level 1 core
damage end state, except containment bypass. Bypass was not modeled in the CSETs
because itwas conservatively assumed that consequences of this accident class could not
be mitigated. Subsection 19B.5.2 describes the development of the accompanying fault
tree models.

19B.5.2 Overview of Nodes

19B.5.2.1 Containment Isolation (CI)

This top event questions whether the integrity of the containment is maintained prior
to core damage and vessel breach. Specifically, event CI assesses the probability that

Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 19B.5-1
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leakage paths, due to containment isolation failure, exist for accident sequences in
which the containment is structurally intact before and during the onset of core damage
progression (as defined by the Level I plant damage state).

Isolation failures are defined in this analysis as a breach in the containment boundary
that allows leakage into the safety envelope or directly to the environment. The leakage
sources are divided into two principal categories:

* Isolation valve failures: These are related to the failure of the isolation valves in
containment penetration lines, or failure of the isolation signals or control power to
close these valves.

* Pre-existing failures: These are failures primarily related to hatches, Electrical
Penetration Assemblies (EPAs), and other penetrations.

The containment isolation function is judged to be satisfied if the containment
penetrations that communicate between the drywell or wetwell atmosphere and the
safety envelope or environment are "closed and isolated." The functional criterion
adopted to assess this requirement of "closed and isolated" is that no line, hatch, or
penetration that has an opening greater than one inch in diameter is open during core
melt progression.

Essentially, this restriction requires that all containment penetrations are adequately
sealed and no significant environmental release of radionuclides occurs during an
accident until conditions require suppression chamber venting or the ultimate
capability of containment is exceeded.

From this functional requirement, four system success criteria are developed to screen
out containment penetrations from the quantification of the containment isolation
model. These four criteria greatly reduce the set of penetrations to be considered in CI.

* Penetrations for RCS connections. These penetrations include feedwater and main
steam lines, CRD lines, IC steam lines, RWCU system lines, low pressure injection
lines (e.g., LPCI), and the SLC system. The Level I PRA addresses isolation failures
in these lines as initiating events.

• Penetrations for closed loop piping systems. These penetrations create a release
path only if:

- piping failures occur inside and outside containment, and

- containment isolation valves fail to close.

The probability for establishing such a release path is negligible.

1t9B.6 2 Containment System Event Tree Model- February 28, 1993
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* Penetrations for small (less than or equal to one-inch diameter) piping. These pipes,
such as instrument and sample lines, are not considered important for three
reasons:

- they are not large enough to reduce containment pressure at a sufficient rate to
prevent containment overpressurization;

- the release is not a significant contributor to risk; and

- aerosol plugging is likely to reduce the amount of leakage that would occur
through these pipes.

* Electrical penetrations and permanently sealed hatches. EPAs and hatches
considered to be permanently sealed are omitted from further analysis. These
penetrations are considered part of the continuous containment boundary and are
implicitly modeled as part of the containment capability assessment.

The containment isolation fault tree evaluates the possibility that the remaining
penetrations are open either because of a pre-existing system condition or the system
fails to isolate upon automatic actuation.

Table 19B.5-1 describes the non-instrument containment penetrations considered in
this analysis. Of these penetrations, only the CACS lines meet the criteria, cited above,
for further consideration.

CACS penetration #1 consists of two 20-inch diameter series isolation valves
(F01O/FO1 1) that are installed in parallel with two one-inch diameter series isolation
valves (F014/F015). Isolation valves F010/F01I are normally locked closed while valves
F014/F015 may be opened during normal power operation to purge the containment
atmosphere.

Therefore, to achieve success at this event node, valves F014 and F015 in the CACS must
be closed. Automatic isolation of these valves is provided upon the following isolation
signals:

* reactor water Level 2,

* reactor water Level 1 - discrete logic,

* high drywell pressure, or

* high radiation in the exhaust vent.

Both microprocessor based and discrete logic are used to isolate the valves so that
failure of both isolation signals and the failure of the operator to isolate these lines

Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993 198.6-3
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manually, or failure of both valves to close upon demand are required to defeat proper
operation of the system. Manual isolation of these valves is possible if automatic
initiation fails. It is assumed that the operator has less than 1 hour to take action if the
automatic initiation fails.

The containment isolation function is asked for all accident scenarios in both Class I
and Class II. One fault tree has been developed to model the failure of the
containment atmospheric control system to isolate during transient LOCA, and LOSP
initiated events and station blackout scenarios. This fault tree is presented as
Figures 19B.5-14a through 19B.5-14h. (Note that system dependencies on electrical
power to the valves is treated using house events in the fault tree.)

19B.5.2.2 Vapor Suppression Function (D)

The vapor suppression system consists of the suppression pool, downcomer vents that
connect the drywell to the suppression pool, three vacuum breakers that connect the
upper drywell and suppression chamber air spaces, and the structural boundary
between the drywell and the suppression chamber. The principal function of the system
is to control containment pressure by condensing steam that accumulates in the
drywell.

The SBWR containment pressure suppression system has wetwell-to-drywell vacuum
breakers to provide vacuum relief to the drywell after postulated loss of coolant
accidents (LOCAs) and other severe accidents. The condensing of steam in the drywell
after a LOCA could cause a partial vacuum condition to occur in the drywell. For such
conditions, the vacuum breakers open to vent noncondensible gases and steam from
the wetwell air space into the drywell. The SBWR has three 20-inch diameter vacuum
breaker valves that relieve a negative pressure differential between the suppression
chamber gas space and the drywell. These valves are mounted on stub tubes that
penetrate the upper drywell floor. The size and number of vacuum breakers was
determined to ensure that drywell vacuum conditions do not exceed the external
design vacuum pressure limit of the containment structure.

During severe accidents in which core damage has occurred, the pressure suppression
system also directs radioactive effluent to the suppression pool (as long as a differential
pressure is maintained between the suppression chamber and the drywell); thereby,
providing a significant removal mechanism of fission products. However, two potential
means in which the suppression pool can be bypassed and scrubbing effectiveness
diminished. The means are

* a breach is created in the drywell, or

* a suppression chamber to drywell vacuum breaker fails to properly seat, and

79B.5-4 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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* a breach is created between the drywell and the suppression chamber air space.

If loss of the vapor suppression function (i.e., suppression pool bypass) occurs after
molten core debris has penetrated the reactor vessel, the effectiveness of continued
fission product scrubbing of the effluent, which may be subsequently released to the
environment, could be compromised. This CSET event heading is used to estimate the
split fraction related to suppression pool bypass; and therefore, to characterize the
magnitude of radionuclides that may escape the containment if wetwell venting occurs.

Success in preventing suppression pool bypass implies that:

* no suppression chamber to drywell vacuum breakers are stuck open;

* suppression pool water level remains above the bottom of the PCCS vent; and

* the structural integrity of the suppression chamber is maintained.

The vapor suppression system is not directly dependent upon any support system.
Instead, successfully preventing suppression pool bypass is primarily dependent upon
maintaining integrity of containment structural components and reliable operation of
the vacuum breakers.

The vapor suppression function is evaluated for the following accident subclasses: lA,
1BH, 1 C, 1E, 1DL, 3A, and 3C. The failure probability of the vapor suppression function
is quantified for each accident subclass by evaluating predominantly two failure modes:

* the failure of any of the vacuum breakers to reseat after the blowdown to the
containment drywell upon vessel breach; or

* the conditional probability that one of the vacuum breakers is inadvertently left
open post testing, and the operating crew fails to recognize this pre-existing
condition during normal operation.

19B.5.2.3 Cavity Flooder (PFS)

The Gravity Driven Cooling System (GDCS) provides the capability to flood the lower
drywell and cover core debris with an overlying pool of water upon debris relocation
into the lower drywell.

A simplified diagram of the GDCS is shown in Figure 19AE.7-1. The GDCS consists of
three independent system trains that can deliver water to the lower drywell via 4-inch
deluge lines. Suction is taken from the three GDCS pools upon automatic actuation of
the system.

The capability to flood the lower drywell is the primary means to cool core debris
deposited in the cavity after vessel breach. The overlying pool of water is also credited

Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993 19B.5-5
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for providing a scrubbing removal mechanism and reducing the amount of radioactive
material delivered to the upper drywell, even if core-concrete interaction occurs.

The success criterion established for this event is conservatively assumed to require the
automatic actuation of all three GDCS trains for flooding the lower drywell cavity.

The quantification of this node assumes that the automatic actuation of the deluge lines
is independent of GDCS vessel injection mode of operation. The only hardware
dependency that can prevent the automatic initiation of the system is loss of 125 vdc
power supply to the GDCS instrumentation and control circuitry, or the control power
to the deluge valves.

The target unavailability for this system is L.OE-3 per demand for all scenarios, except
those initiated by, or involving the subsequent loss of, 3 of 4 divisions of emergency DC
power.

19B.5.2.4 Containment Heat Removal (W)

This event models the availability of two systems, the PCCS and the FAPCS in
suppression pool cooling (SPC) mode, to remove heat from the containment and limit
containment pressure. Specifically, models are developed to assess the failure of both _
systems to mitigate containment overpressurization caused by decay heat generation. _

The PCCS consists of three low-pressure totally-independent loops. The PCCS heat
exchangers are located in the same pool as the isolation condenser. The PCCS operates
by natural circulation provided by the difference in pressure between the drywell and
the suppression chamber. Noncondensible gases and steam enter the PCCS where the
steam is condensed. The condensate is collected in the lower header and discharged to
the GDCS pool. Figure 19AEA-2 presents a simplified diagram of the PCCS.

The FAPCS in the suppression pool cooling mode draws water from the suppression
pool, pumps it through the heat exchanger and water treatment unit, and returns it to
the suppression pool. Figure l9AE.9-1 presents a simplified diagram of the FAPCS.

Containment heat removal can be successfully accomplished by either the operation of
the PCCS* or actuation of one train of the FAPCS in the SPC mode. The PCCS is always

* The PCCS is designed to remove 30 megawatts of heat from the containment when the drywell is
purged of noncondensible gases and at a pressure of approximately three atmospheres. This
design heat removal rate assumes that the IC pool is saturated. However, during normal
operation, the IC pool temperature will be limited to approximately 30°C. Since the Level 2
analysis is performed using best-estimate techniques, the initial condition of the IC pool input
into MAAP-SBWR was 30'C. A MAAP-SBWR sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the
effect of assuming an initially saturated IC pool on containment response. The results
demonstrated that the initial temperature of the IC pool has a negligible impact on containment 4
response to a severe accident.

19B.5- Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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open to the drywell (no valves are in the system) so the system is always in "ready
standby." FAPCS will automatically actuate in SPC mode on a suppression pool high
temperature signal if a LOCA signal is not present. Otherwise, operator action is
required for the success of this system. Three hours is conservatively estimated to be the
time frame available for the operator to initiate SPC.

The quantification of the unavailability of the FAPCS in SPC mode considers equipment
dependencies on AC and RCCWS support systems. Failure of either system would
render the capability to cool the suppression pool inoperable. Operation of the PCCS
is not dependent on the availability of auxiliary systems.

Two fault tree models are developed to assess the unavailability of both containment
heat removal systems during all scenarios postulated in the Level 1 PRA. The three
constituent fault tree models are provided in Figures 19B.5-15 through 19B.5-17e.
Functional fault tree model "W" is developed to assess the unavailability of the PCCS
(model top event "CCT") and both trains of the FAPCS in SPC mode (model top event
WFPM"). Similarly, the functional fault tree model "WP" is used to assess the probability

of failure of systems in the event of a loss of off-site power initiated event during which
the diesel generators power the emergency AC power buses. (Refer to model top event
'FPN" for the FAPCS system.)

19B.5.2.5 FAPCS in Drywell Spray Mode (SDW)

The drywell spray mode of the FAPCS is considered to be effective in reducing the
airborne concentrations of radioactive aerosols and vapor. Additionally, operation of
the system is credited for preventing overtemperature failure of the drywell head seals
in the situation where core debris is entrained into the upper drywell as a result of vessel
failure at high pressure. The operator must initiate this system manually within a short
period of time after vessel breach to prevent overtemperature failure of the drywell
head seals. Additionally, it isjudged that the initiation of one train of the FAPCS in the
drywell spray mode is sufficient to cool the upper drywell atmosphere. The drywell
sprays also provide coolant water to the debris bed in the lower drywell. Therefore,
containment challenges from excessive overtemperature conditions and core-concrete
interaction are mitigated.

The same dependencies that exist for the FAPCS in the SPC mode also apply to
alignment of the system in the drywell spray mode. However, the FAPCS line for the
drywell sprays isolates on low RPV water level. The operator has to override the isolation
signal, open the FAPCS isolation valves, and restart the system to initiate drywell sprays.

The probability of failure of the FAPCS in the drywell spray mode is given by the fault
tree FPS for transient or LOCA initiated events, and FPSP for LOSP initiated events.
The fault tree model is provided as Figures 19B.5-18a through 19B.5-18e.

Containment System Event Tree Model- February 28,1 993 198.5-7
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19B.5.2.6 Vent Operation (VT)

Event heading (VT) defines the ability of the operating crew to prevent an overpressure
failure of containment through the use of the suppression chamber vent during
postulated severe accidents with loss of containment heat removal or continued CCI.

The containment vent connects the suppression chamber to the environment. The
system is designed so that the operator can manually open the isolation valves as
containment pressure approaches the lower limit of containment structural capacity.

Severe accidents include accidents that progress to the point where substantial core
degradation has occurred and radionuclides have been released into the containment.
Because of the uncertainty associated with noncondensible gas generation rates during
severe accidents (both in-vessel and ex-vessel due to cladding oxidation and CCI), and
the possibility that containment heat removal systems have failed to mitigate
containment pressurization, the ability to vent the suppression chamber appears to be
a prudent course of action for maintaining the structural integrity of containment.

Successful actuation of the vent terminates the pressure rise in the containment before
the lower limit of ultimate strength is reached, and subsequently permits a controlled
release of gas from the containment. The alternative is a release associated with the
sudden, potentially uncontrolled failure of containment. The environmental release
can also be terminated by reclosing the venting valves.

In addition to preventing containment failure, suppression chamber venting
constitutes a viable mitigative action to minimize the release of radionuclides. A release
via the vent is be significantly less severe than that which occurs due to a containment
overpressure failure. In terms of consequences to the public, suppression chamber
venting subsequent to failure of the containment heat removal systems or as a result of
long-term noncondensible gas generation has the following benefits:

* the release via the vent passes through the suppression pool, thereby, providing
fission product scrubbing and reducing the magnitude of the effluent source term
released from the containment;

• since the timing and duration of the release can be controlled, the actions necessary
for ensuring the protection of the public can more easily be implemented; and

* any release would be at the elevation of the exhaust stack, so dispersion of the
release would minimize individual dose.

Containment venting is considered to be successfully implemented before the
containment fails structurally.

19B.5-8 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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The upward path at this event tree node denotes successful venting. Inability to open
the vent line due to either human error or hardware failure is depicted by the downward
path.

The quantification of this event assumes that manual initiation of the vent is required
by the operator within three hours after vessel breach. For scenarios in which DC power
is available, the unavailability of the vent system is conservatively assessed to be 10.1 per
demand.

Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993 19B.5-9
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Table 19B.5-1 SBWR Containment Penetrations

Penetration Size
System Identification (inches)

Nuclear Boiler System MSL #1

MSL #2

MSL #3

MFWL #1

MFWL#2

28

28

3

14

14

Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling

System

Reactor Water Cleanup/Shut

Down Cooling System

FAPC #1

FAPC #2

FAPC #3

FAPC #4

FAPC #5

FAPC #6

RWCU #1

RWCU #2

12

8

12

8

8

8

8

8

Isolation Condenser System

Containment Atmospheric

Control System

Stand-by Liquid Control System

Reactor Comp. Cooling Water

System

Control Rod Drive System

IC #1A(B,C)

IC #2A(B,C)

IC #3A(B,C)

IC #4A(B,C)

CAC #1

CAC #2

CAC #3

SLC #1

RCCW #1

RCCW #2

CRD #1
(Typ. of 89)

CRD #2
(Typ. of 89)

10

6

3/4

3/4

20/1

20/1

20/1

2

6

6

1-1/4-2

1-1/4-2
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Table 19B.5-1 SBWR Containment Penetrations

Penetration Size
System Identification (inches)

Containment Atmospheric CAMS #1A 3/4

Monitoring System CAMS #2A 3/4

CAMS #3A 3/4

CAMS #4A 3/4

CAMS #1 B 3/4

CAMS #2B 3/4

CAMS #3B 3/4

CAMS #4B 3/4

High Pressure Nitrogen Supply HPNSS #1 1

System HPNSS #2 1

HPNSS#3 1

Liquid Radwaste Management LRMS #1 2

System LRMS #2 2

Process Radiation Monitoring PRMS #1 3/4

System PRMS #2 3/4

Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 19B.5-1 1
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Figure 19B.5-14a Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA

198.5-28 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-14b Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993 19B.5-29
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Figure 19B.5-14c Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
l9B.5-30 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-14d Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 19,9.5-31
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Figure 19B.5-14e Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
79B.5-32 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 7993
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Figure 19B.5-14f Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model-February 28, 1993 198.5-33
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Figure 19B.5-14h Cont. Atmospheric Control Sys Isolation Failure - LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model- February 28, 1993 79B.5.35
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Figure 19B.5-15 Loss of 3 Out of 3 PCCS When Supp. Pool Makeup Not Req'd
19B.5-36 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-16a Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - TR/LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 198.5-37
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Figure 19B.5-16b Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - TR/LOCA
19B.5-38 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-16c Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - TR/LOCA

Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993 19B.5-39
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Figure 19B.5-16d Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - TR/LOCA

79B.5-40 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-16e Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - TR/LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 19B.5-41
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Figure 19B.5-17b Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - LOSP
Containment System Event Tree Model -February28, 1993 19B.5-43
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Figure 19B.5-17c Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - LOSP

19B.5-44 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-17d Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - LOSP
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 7993 1E9B.5-45
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Figure 19B.5-17e Both FAPCS Trains Fail SPC Mode Manual Act. - LOSP
19B.5-46 Containment System Event Tree Model- February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-18a Both FAPCS Trains Fail Drywell Spray Man. Act. - TR/LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model- February 28, 1993 19B.5-47
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Figure 19B.5-18b Both FAPCS Trains Fail Drywell Spray Man. Act. - TR/LOCA
798.5-48 Containment System Event Tree Model - February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-18c Both FAPCS Trains Fail Drywell Spray Man. Act. - TR/LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 198.5-49
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19B.5-50 Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993
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Figure 19B.5-18e Both FAPCS Trains Fail Drywell Spray Man. Act. - TR/LOCA
Containment System Event Tree Model -February 28, 1993 19B.5-51
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19B.6 Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR

19B.6.1 Overview

MAAP-SBWRwas used to determine the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) and containment
response of the SBWR to severe accidents. The code and model are described in
Subsection 19B.4. This subsection will describe the sequences analyzed with MAAP-
SBWR. The sequences were chosen such that both the core damage accident classes and
the Containment System Event Trees (CSETs) were well represented.

Progression paths and phenomena were considered credible and analyzed if the
postulated scenario had a frequency of occurrence greater than 10-9 per reactor year.
Additionally, scenarios with frequencies of occurrence greater than 10-12 per reactor
year were also included in the analysis to account for phenomenological uncertainties.

19B.6.1.1 Core Damage Accident Classes

The Level 1 analysis, described in Appendix 19A, determined the core damage
frequency and accident classes for the SBWR. Each accident class contains subclasses to
differentiate the events leading up to core damage. Severe accident scenarios are
dependent on the initiating event and the resulting state of the reactor pressure vessel
and containment at the time of core damage and vessel failure. The following discussion
describes how each accident class and subclass, where necessary, were represented in
the MAAP-SBWR accident sequences.

Accident Class I
Accident Class I contains sequences with core damage following transients in which
either the reactor is not depressurized or it is depressurized only by the Safety Relief
Valves (SRVs). Since debris entrainment can only occur when the reactor is at high
pressure [greater than approximately 0.7 MPa (100 psia)], this accident class must be
broken down according to depressurization status.

For sequences without reactor depressurization, core damage occurs with the vessel at
high pressure. The GDCS cannot deliver any water into the vessel because of the
elevated vessel pressure. Before vessel failure, steam flows from the vessel into the
suppression pool though the SRVs operating in pressure relief mode. The PCCS is
ineffective before vessel failure because the drywell does not contain a significant
amount of steam and is not purged of noncondensibles. Debris entrainment can occur
at vessel failure because of the large pressure differential between the vessel and the
drywell.

For sequences with reactor depressurization only through the SRVs, debris entrainment
does not occur. The GDCS can deliver water into the vessel to delay core damage.
Subclasses involving loss of short-term coolant inventory makeup were modeled by
MAAP-SBWR sequences without any GDCS injection into the vessel. Subclasses with loss

Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR-February28, 7993 79B.6-J
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of long-term coolant inventory makeup were represented by MAAP-SBWR sequences
with only one pool of the GDCS injecting into the vessel. As with the sequences without
depressurization, the PCCS is ineffective in removing heat from the containment before
vessel failure.

Accident Class 11
Accident Class II contains sequences leading to containment failure with successful core
cooling. Since core damage does not occur, this accident class was not represented in
the MAAP-SBWR analysis. Containment failure was shown not to effect ECCS
availability, see Appendix 19A. This is primarily due to ECCS equipment being located
either inside the primary containment or low in the reactor building, which is
compartmentalized, and containment failure occurring high in the reactor building.

Accident Class Il
Accident Class III contains sequences with core damage following LOCAs or transients
with reactor depressurization by Depressurization Valve (DPV) actuation. For this
accident class, the containment is pressurized and the PCCS is capable of removing heat
before vessel failure occurs.

Subclass III-A represents LOCAs where the DPVs fail to operate and the break area is
small enough that the reactor does not depressurize fully. Since the reactor pressure at
time of vessel failure is undetermined, this subclass was conservatively grouped with the
high pressure melt sequences of Accident Class I. This grouping ignores the heat
removal of the PCCS which occurs for this subclass before vessel failure.

For all other subclasses, the reactor is depressurized before core damage and the GDCS
can inject water into the vessel to delay core damage. As with the sequences in Accident
Class I with reactor depressurization, the MAAP-SBWR analysis differentiated between
loss of short-term and long-term coolant inventory makeup.

Subclasses with depressurization and loss of short-term coolant inventory makeup were
represented with MAAP-SBWR sequences without any GDCS injection into the vessel.
MAAP-SBWR sequences with one pool of GDCS vessel injection were used to represent
subclasses with loss of long-term coolant inventory makeup. To ensure core damage,
PCCS condensate flow was not returned to the vessel through the active GDCS injection
line.

Subclass III-C represents core damage accidents initiated by vessel rupture. This
subclass was considered separately in the MAAP-SBWR analysis because of the rapid loss
of coolant inventory. Vessel breach was modeled with a large break in the lower head of
the vessel at time zero. The GDCS was assumed not to deliver any water in its vessel
injection mode.

19B.6-2 Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR - February 28, 1993
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Accident Class IV
Accident Class IV sequences involve failure to insert negative reactivity which leads to
containment over-pressurization before core damage. The frequency of occurrence of
this accident class is less than 10-12 per reactor year. Therefore, it is not considered in
the MAAP-SBWR analysis.

Accident Class V
Accident Class V represents containment bypass. The subclasses in this class
differentiate between loss of short-term and long-term coolant inventory makeup.
However, since the frequencies of occurrence of both subclass are small, only one
sequence was analyzed with MAAP-SBWR. Loss of long-term coolant inventory makeup
was chosen because it is twice as likely to occur. The main steam isolation valves (MSIVs)
in one main steam line were assumed to fail to isolate in the MAAP-SBWR sequence
representing this accident class.

19B.6.1.2 Systems Considered in MAAP-SBWR Analysis

The CSETs contained in Subsection 19B.5 determined the availability of the systems
which can mitigate the consequences of severe accident once core damage has
occurred. This subsection discusses how these systems were modeled in the MAAP-
SBWR analysis.

GDCS In-Vessel Injection
GDCS in-vessel injection can only occur after the RPV has been depressurized.
Depressurization can occur by either the SRVs or DPVs opening or by a break in a line
connected to the vessel. Loss of short-term core cooling was assumed to exclude GDCS
injection into the RPV. Loss of long-term core cooling was modeled as one GDCS pool
available for injection into the RPV. To ensure core damage, PCCS condensate was
assumed not to return to the RPV through the active GDCS injection line.

Flooder
The deluge mode of operation of the GDCS (flooder mode) was modeled to initiate
when debris arrived in the lower drywell. The flooder was available for all sequences
except cases with loss of DC power (Accident Subclass I-C).

Containment Heat Removal (PCCS and Suppression Pool Cooling)
Containment heat removal can be provided by either the PCCS or the suppression pool
cooling mode of the FAPCS. For sequences with successful containment heat removal,
the MAAP-SBWR analysis assumed that the PCCS was available and suppression pool
cooling was not. This assumption bounds containment pressure response because the
PCCS can only limit pressurization, while suppression pool cooling can limit and reduce
containment pressure.

Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR -February 28, 1993 19B.6-3
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Drywell Sprays
The drywell spray mode of the FAPCS was not explicitly considered in the MAAP-SBWR
analysis except for high pressure sequences with AC power available. The sprays were
initiated at vessel failure for this scenario. In actuality, the sprays would be initiated on
high drywell temperature, but the difference in timing is minor. The advantage of using
the sprays for high pressure melt sequences is that overtemperature failure of the
drywell head seals is prevented. The MAAP-SBWR analysis showed a spike in drywell gas
temperature at vessel failure above the operating temperature range of the seals.
However, the seals are not expected to fail because the temperature response of the
seals lags and is significantly lower than that of the drywell gas. The temperature lag and
reduction are a result of the seals being imbedded in the drywell head which is made of
steel and is surrounded with water.

For all other sequences with available drywvell sprays, the flooder was used to represent
the water sprayed into the drywell. This treatment conservatively ignores the fission
product scrubbing that the drywell sprays can provide.

Suppression Chamber Vent
To prevent over-pressurization failure of the containment as a result of long-term core-
concrete interaction (CCI)or failure of containment heat removal, the SBWR contains
a manually initiated vent in the suppression chamber (S/C) gas space. The vent was
included in the MAAP-SBWR model as a 0.2-meter (8-inch) pipe connecting the S/C
and the environment.

System Recovery
Recovery of failed systems was conservatively considered not to occur during the first
eighty hours after accident initiation in the MAAP-SBWR analysis.

19B.6.1.3 Operator Actions in MAAP-SBWR Analysis

Little credit was taken for operator action during a severe accident. Consideration was
given in the CSETs for the operator backing up the automatic actuation of the flooder.
Two additional, non-automatic operator actions were considered in the MAAP-SBWR
analysis. They were initiation of the drywell sprays and venting the S/C air space. As
discussed in Subsection 19B.6.1.2, drywell sprays were only considered for high pressure
melt sequences with AC power available. Suppression chamber venting was assumed to
occur at the vent pressure setpoint, 0.930 MPa (120 psig).

19B.6.1.4 Phenomena Considered in MAAP-SBWR Analysis

The sensitivity of the SBWR containment performance during a severe accident to a
wide range of phenomena was considered in Subsection 19B.8. The phenomena
incorporated in the MAAP-SBWR analysis to determine source terms are discussed in
this subsection.

19B.6-4 Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR-February28, 1993
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Debris Entrainment
For sequences with high RPV pressure at vessel failure, core debris is likely to be
expelled from the vessel at high velocity. Furthermore, the velocity of the residual gases
blowing down from the reactor vessel are likely to be sufficiently high to result in
significant entrainment of the debris from the lower drywell into the upper drywell.
Entrainment was assured to occur in the MAAP-SBWR analysis by setting the
Kutateladze-based entrainment criteria multiplication factor to a low value
(Reference 19B.6-1). Debris entrainment and the potential for direct containment
heating (DCH) is addressed in detail in Subsection 19B.10.3. Since MAAP-SBWR does
not include a DCH model, a stand-alone code was developed and exerecised, based on
the parameters identified in Subsection 19B.10.3. The MAAP-SBWR calculations for
high pressure vessel failure scenarios conservatively assumed that almost 100% of the
debris expelled at vessel failure was transported to the upper drywell where it
contributed significantly to the heatup of that compartment.

Limited Debris Coolability
Long-term CCI was forced to occur for several MAAP-SBWR sequences by limiting the
heat flux off the surface of the debris bed. The heat flux was set to the conduction limit
which corresponds to approximately 100 kW/m2 . The probability of conduction limited
heat flux is addressed in Subsection 19B.10.3.7.

19B.6.1.5 Containment Integrity

Containment structural considerations are discussed in Subsection 19B.3. This
subsection discusses the application of containment integrity as applied in the MAAP-
SBWR analysis.

Normal Containment Leakage
Technical specifications limit allowable containment leakage to 0.5% of containment
air volume per day at rated pressure. The initial test will be performed with air before
initial containment inerting. Subsequent integrated leak rate tests will be preformed at
lower pressure using nitrogen or air.

At rated pressure, the flow will be choked. The effective flow area required to allow 0.5%
of containment air volume to leak per day at rated pressure is 2.72 x 1e M2 . Leakage
was modeled in all MAAP-SBWR sequences by coupling the upper drywell and the
environment with ajunction with this area. Associating all normal leakage with the
drywell is conservative because gas above the suppression pool has undergone
scrubbing.

Response to High Pressure
Pressures exceeding the vent setpoint are only reached in the SBWR by forcing long-
term CCI or when all containment heat removal is lost. For sequences with venting, the
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S/C air space was connected to the environment via an eight-inch pipe when its
pressure reached 0.93 MPa (120 psig).

The MAAP-SBWR analysis assumed drywell failure occurred when drywell pressure
reached 0.977 MPa (127 psig). Failure area was modeled as one meter hole in the
drywell head connected directly to the environment. The lower limit of containment
failure pressure is 0.963 MPa (125 psig), see Subsection 19B.3. The median failure
pressure at 533 K (500TF) is 1.49 MPa (201 psig). The difference in failing the drywell
at this slightly higher pressure than the lower limit has negligible impact on risk.

Response to High Temperature
High temperature failure of seals was only considered for the drywell head seal for
sequences with vessel failure at high pressure. Resiliency of other seals to high drywell
temperatures is discussed in Subsection 19B.3.3. Drywell gas temperatures for
sequences with the reactor depressurized at the time of vessel failure are not high
enough to cause the drywell head seals to reach their degradation temperature.

For high pressure melt sequences without drywell sprays, the drywell head seals were
assumed to fail when the drywell gas temperature exceed 533 K (500'F). The leakage
area in the drywell head after seal degradation is given in Subsection 19B.3.3.
Sequences with drywell sprays are do not experience over-temperature failure of the
drywell sealsbecause the sprays limit the time during which the drywell gas temperature
exceeds 533 K (500°F).

The water surrounding the drywell head was ignored in the MAAP-SBWR analysis. This
water would promote steam condensation on the inner surface of the head and fix the
surface temperature at or near the saturation temperature corresponding to the drywell
pressure. This water would provide significant scrubbing of any fission products
released through failed drywell head seals. Therefore, the source terms were
conservatively overestimated for the high pressure melt sequences without drywell
sprays.

19B.6.1.6 Safety Envelope

The safety envelope was not included in the MAAP-SBWR model. Fission product
releases through the leakage paths representing normal containment leakage could be
significantly reduced in magnitude before reaching the environment if credit had been
taken for the safety envelope. Therefore, the source terms of sequences with only
normal containment leakage are conservatively overestimated. The source terms of
sequences with failed drywell seals are also overestimated because normal leakage
represents a significant fraction of the fission product release. Sequences with S/C
venting or drywell failure are not significantly impacted because the major release paths
bypass the safety envelope.
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19B.6.1.7 Accident Termination Time

The MAAP-SBWR scenarios were terminated at 80 hours. Minimal operator action after
72 hours is considered to be highly likely. Operator actions such as initiating drywell
sprays terminate fission product release.

19B.6.1.8 MAAP-SBWR Sequence Naming Convention

A series of letters was used to designate each MAAP-SBWR sequence. The series can
contain as few as three letters and as manyas six. The first two or three letters determine
the base MAAP-SBWR sequence. These characters are described in the following list.

LPE Low Pressure Core Melt with Loss of Short-Term Coolant Makeup

LPL Low Pressure Core Melt with Loss of Long-Term Coolant Makeup

MPE Medium Pressure Core Melt (depressurization through SRVs only) with Loss
of Short-Term Coolant Makeup

MPL Medium Pressure Core Melt (depressurization through SRVs only) with Loss
of Long-Term Coolant Makeup

VR Vessel Rupture

HP High Pressure Core Melt

The last letter in the descriptor describes the dominant release path. The paths
considered are noted in the following list.

N Normal Containment Leakage

V Suppression Chamber Vent

G Leakage Through Drywell Head Seal

D Drywell Head Failure

X Early Containment Failure

B Containment Bypass
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The letters in between represent failure of particular systems or limited debris
coolability. The possibilities are listed immediately below.

C Limited Debris Coolability

F Failure of the Flooder

S Failure of the Drywell Sprays to Operate

W Failure of Containment Heat Removal (Both PCCS and Suppression Pool
Cooling)

Table 19B.6-1 contains a summary of this naming convention. Table 19B.6-2 contains a
cross-reference of these base sequence descriptors and the Level 1 accident classes.
Several of the sequence descriptors in this table contain additional letters. This was
done when the accident subclass could be represented by additional descriptor
characters.

19B.6.2 Sequences with Vessel Failure at Low Pressure

19B.6.2.1 Sequence LPE-SN

The initiating event for this sequence is an inadvertently open relief valve (IORV),
which depressurizes the reactor (Figure 19B.6-la). The reactor scrams and the Main
Steam Isolation Valves (MSIVs) are closed. The feedwater pumps trip with a coastdown
of 5 seconds. The automatic depressurization system (ADS) opens the remaining SRVs
and the DPVs. All high and low pressure injection systems are assumed to fail. No credit
is taken for operation of the Isolation Condenser (IC) units. For this sequence, normal
containment leakage is the only mode of fission product release.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-3.
Figures 19B.6-la through 19B.6-Ilj show the system behavior throughout the accident
sequence.

In this event, the primary system rapidly depressurizes due to the IORV. The open SRV
deposits steam into the suppression pool. ADS opens the DPVs redirecting steam to flow
into the drywell. The pressure in the containment increases as the drywell is filled with
steam and heats up (Figures 19B.6-lb and 19B.6-ld). Fifty-two minutes into the event,
core uncovery occurs which results in fuel rod heatup and melting.

Fission products and noncondensible gases are swept into the containment through the
DPVs as the core melts. This leads to heating and pressurization of the drywell air space.
The reactor vessel lower head penetrations fail about 4.5 hours into the event. Corium
is deposited on the lower drywell floor, which results in local temperatures that are high 0
enough to cause the flooder to open (Figure 19B.6-ld). As a result, the GDCS pool
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water drains into the lower drywell (Figure 19B.6-lf) causing a pressure spike due to
rapid quenching, then a decrease in the containment pressure due to steam
condensation (Figure 19B.6-lb). Since the debris is quenched, CCI does not occur.
Therefore, no significant fission product aerosols or noncondensible gases are
generated in the ex-vessel phase of the accident sequence.

Continued heating by debris of the water in the lower drywell leads to the water
temperatures reaching saturation (Figure 19B.6-le). Steam generation in the lower
drywell then leads to further increases in the containment pressure (Figure 19B.6-lb)
until the PCCS heat removal capacity equals the decay heat generated by the core debris
(Figure 19B.6-lh). The long-term containment pressure is about 0.56 MPa (66 psig)
which is below the S/C vent pressure setpoint.

Figures 19B.6-li andl9B.6-lj show the time evolution of the fission product release from
the containment expressed as a fraction of the initial inventory. The noble gas release
is complete after approximately 12 hours. The final release fraction for the noble gases
is 1.4E-3, while the final release fraction for CsI is 8.7E-5.

19B.6.2.2 Sequence LPL-SN

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as LPE-SN, except one GDCS pool
injects water into the vessel. For this sequence, normal containment leakage is the only
mode of fission product release.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-4. The system
behavior for this sequence is similar to sequence LPE-SN, but the main events are
shifted in time because GDCS injection delays reactor vessel failure by about 8 hours.

The long-term containment pressure is about 0.60 MPa (72 psig), which is below the
S/C vent pressure setpoint. The fission product release from containment is complete
after approximately 21 hours. The final release fraction for the noble gases is 1.8E-3,
while the final release fraction for CsI is 1.3E-4.

19B.6.2.3 Sequence LPE-SCV

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as LPE-SN.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-5.
Figures 19B.6-2a through 19B.6-2k show the system behavior throughout the accident
sequence. This sequence behaves the same as LPE-SN before vessel failure;. Long term
the response is different because CCI is forced to occur. The differences in this
sequence and LPE-SN are discussed in the remainder of this subsection.

After debris relocation, the upward debris heat flux is limited to 100 kW/m2 which
forces CCI to occur. This leads to significant gas generation and pressurization of the
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containment (Figure 19B.6-2b). The water temperature in the lower drywell also
increases due to heat transfer from the debris, chemical reactions and CCI gas
generation (Figure 19B.6-2e). Concrete ablation after eighty hours is 1.68 meters and
occurs in the lower drywell basemat (Figure 19B.6-2k).

Steam generation in the lower drywell coupled with noncondensible gas generation
leads to containment pressurization until the wetwell pressure reaches the venting
setpoint. At this point, the wetwell is vented to the atmosphere (Figure 19B.6-2b) The
horizontal vents and PCCS vent lines allow pressure communication with the drywell
(Figure 19B.6-2g). Flashing occurs because of the rapid pressure reduction. The PCCS
condenses steam for a short period and then its performance declines
(Figure 19B.6-2h) because of the noncondensible gases accumulation. The water level
in the central drywell to slowly decreases (Figure 19B.6-2f) as steam is transferred from
the drywell to wetwell through the PCCS vent line.

Figures 19B.6-2i andl9B.6-2j show the fission product release from the containment as
a fraction of the initial inventory. The fission product release is complete when the
wetwell is vented after 28.7 hours. The final release fraction for the noble gases is 1.0,
while the final release fraction for CsI is 6.OE4.

19B.6.2.4 Sequence LPE-SCD

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as LPE-SN. For this sequence, the
drywell head is assumed to fail when the pressure reaches the lower limit of
containment pressure capability.

The description of the sequence is the same as LPE-SCV found in Subsection 19B.6.2.3,
except the S/C vent is not opened in this sequence. The main events of this sequence
are summarized in Table 19B.6-6. The drywell head fails after about 31 hours. The
containment pressure then drops to atmospheric, and the vacuum breakers open to
equalize the pressure between the wetwell and drywell. In this case, continued steam
generation due decay heat removal results a slow decrease in the lower drywell water
level. This occurs because the steam formed by the debris decay heat escapes through
the hole in the drywell head and is not condensed in the PCCS.

The time evolution of the fission product release from the containment is different than
for LPE-SCV. The noble gas release is complete when the drywell head fails. The final
release fraction for the noble gases is 0.89, while the final release fraction for CsI is
7.9E-2. The noble gas release is smaller than the case with wetwell venting because there
is some holdup of the gases in the wetwell air space. The CsI release fractions are larger
in this case because there is less suppression pool scrubbing when drywell failure occurs.
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19B.6.2.5 Sequence LPL-SCV

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as LPE-SN, except one GDCS pool
injects water into the vessel. For this sequence, the wetwell is vented to the atmosphere
when the pressure reaches the venting setpoint.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-7. The event
description is similar to sequence LPE-SCV, except reactor vessel failure is delayed due
to GDCS injection. The differences in this sequence are discussed in the remainder of
this section.

The vessel fails about 12.4 hours into the event. Corium is deposited on the lower
drywell floor which results in local temperatures that are high enough to cause the
flooder to open. As a result, the remaining GDCS pool water drains into the lower
drywell. Upward debris heat flux is limited to 100 kW/m2 which forces CCI to occur.
This leads to significant gas generation and heating of the lower drywell. The water
temperature in the lower drywell increases due to heat transfer from the debris,
chemical reactions and CCI gas generation. Concrete ablation after eighty hours is 1.46
meters and occurs in the lower drywell basemat.

Continued heating of the water in the lower drywell leads to steam generation. Steam
generation in the lower drywell coupled with noncondensible gas generation then leads
to further increases in the containment pressure until the S/C is vented. After venting,
the horizontal vents and PCCS vent lines allow pressure communication with the
drywell. The PCCS condenses steam for a short time, and then, its performance declines
because of CCI generated noncondensible gases. Decay heat continues to form steam,
which is then swept into the suppression pool through the PCCS vent line where it is
condensed. This causes the water level in the lower drywell to slowly decrease.

The noble gas release is complete when the wetwell is vented. The final release fraction
for the noble gases is 1.0, while the final release fraction for CsI is 1.6E-3.

19B.6.2.6 Sequence LPE-SWV

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as LPE-SN. The PCCS and
suppression pool cooling are assumed to fail which means that the containment cooling
function is lost. For this sequence, the wetwell is vented to the atmosphere when the
pressure reaches the venting setpoint.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-8. The system
behavior in this sequence is similar to sequence LPE-SN except the containment
cooling systems do not function. This leads to higher pressures and containment
venting. The wetwell is vented at approximately 40 hours into the event.
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The noble gas release is complete shortly after wetwell venting. The final release
fraction for the noble gases is 1.0, while the final release fraction for CsI is 1.IE4.

The initiating events for this accident sequence are the same as that of LPL-SN, except
this sequence has isolation failure of the MSLVs in one main steam line. The main events
contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-10.

As a result of containment bypass, steam generated in the RPV escapes from the
containment through the open main steam line. The RPV pressure rapidly drops to
atmospheric. The PCCS does not remove any heat because the drywell does not receive
any significant amount of steam. One GDCS pool injects water into the vessel after low
water level is reached. This prevents core damage for a short time. Onset of core
damage occurs at approximately 8.4 hours into the event.

Fission product releases are high because the RPV is open to the environment. All noble
gases are released. The final release fraction of CsI is 0.8.

19B.6.3 Sequences with Vessel Failure at Intermediate Pressure

19B.6.3.1 Sequence MPL-SN

The initiating event for this sequence is an IORV, which depressurizes the reactor. The
reactor scrams and the MSIVs are closed. The feedwater pumps trip with a coastdown
of 5 seconds. The DPVs are assumed to fail to open. One GDCS pool injects water into
the vessel in order to provide core cooling. All other high and low pressure injection
systems are assumed to fail. No credit is taken for operation of the IC units. For this
sequence, normal containment leakage is the only mode of fission product release.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-10.
Figures 19B.6-3a through 19B.6-3j show the system behavior throughout the accident
sequence.

In this event, the primary system rapidly depressurizes due to the IORV. The SRVs
deposit steam into the suppression pool, and the vacuum breakers operate to equalize
the pressure between the wetwell and the drywell. One GDCS pool injects into the vessel
to provide makeup water and core cooling. The pressure in the primary system
increases as the suppression pool heats up (Figures 19B.6-S3b and 19B.6-3d). At
approximately 7.8 hours into the event, sufficient steam mass has been swept into the
suppression pool to lower the water level to the top of the core. Beyond this time, core
uncovery occurs which results in fuel rod heatup and melting.

Fission products and noncondensible gases are swept into the suppression pool through
the SRV lines as the core melts. This leads to considerable heating and pressurization of
the wetwell air space. The reactor vessel lower head penetrations fail about 13.3 hours
into the event. The blowdown of the reactor vessel results in a sudden increase in the
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containment pressure (Figure 19B.6-3b). Corium is deposited on the lower drywell
floor which results in local temperatures that are high enough to cause the flooder to
open (Figure 19B.6-S3d). As a result, the remaining GDCS pool water drains into the
lower drywell causing a pressure spike due to rapid quenching, and then, a decrease in
the containment pressure due to steam condensation (Figure 19B.6-3b). This water also
quenches the core debris preventing CCI (Figure 19B.6-3d). Therefore, no fission
product aerosols or noncondensible gases are generated in the ex-vessel phase of the
accident sequence.

Continued heating of the water in the lower drywell leads to the water temperatures
reaching saturation (Figure 19B.6-3e). Steam generation in the lower drywell then leads
to further increases in the containment pressure (Figure 19B.6-3b) until the PCCS heat
removal capability equals the decay heat generated by the core debris
(Figure 19B.6-3h). The long-term containment pressure is about 0.89 MPa (114 psig)
which is below the containment vent pressure setpoint.

Figures 19B.6-3i and 19B.6-3j show the time evolution of the fission product release
from the containment expressed as a fraction of the initial inventory. The noble gas
release is complete after approximately 28 hours. The final release fraction for the
noble gases is 1.7E-3, while the final release fraction for CsI is 1.5E-6.

19B.6.3.2 Sequence MPE-SN

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as MPL-SN, except GDCS injection
into the vessel fails. No credit is taken for operation of the IC units. For this sequence,
normal containment leakage is the only mode of fission product release.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-11. The system
behavior is similar to the sequence MPL-SN, described in Subsection 19B.6.3.1, but the
main events occur earlier in time because there is no GDCS injection. The differences
in this sequence will be discussed in the remainder of this subsection.

At approximately 49 minutes into the event, sufficient steam mass has been swept into
the suppression pool to lower the water level to the top of the core. Beyond this time,
core uncovery occurs which results in fuel rod heatup and melting.

The reactor vessel head penetrations fail about 4.4 hours into the event. The long-term
containment pressure is about 0.73 MPa (91 psig) which is well below the containment
vent pressure setpoint. The noble gas release is complete after approximately 14 hours.
The final release fraction for the noble gases is 1.23E-3, while the final release fraction
for CsI is 2.6E-6.
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19B.6.3.3 Sequence MPE-SCV

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as MPL-SN, except GDCS injection
into the vessel fails. For this sequence, the suppression pool is vented to the atmosphere
when the pressure reaches the venting setpoint.

The main events contained in this sequence are summarized in Table 19B.6-12. This
case has higher containment pressures than sequence MPE-SN due to noncondensible
gas generation during CCI. The sequence is the same as MPE-SN up to vessel failure.
The differences in this sequence are discussed in the remainder of this subsection.

After vessel failure, corium is deposited on the lower drywell floor, which results in high
local temperatures and causes the lower drywell flooders to open. This water cools the
core debris, but the upward heat flux is limited to 100 kW/m2 so the debris temperature
remains high and forcing CCI to occur. Chemical reactions and the decomposition of
concrete lead to aerosol and noncondensible gas releases to the containment. Concrete
ablation in the lower drywell is 1.65 meters after eighty hours.

The gases released from chemical reactions and concrete decomposition heat the
upper and lower drywell. The water in the lower drywell is also heated by a combination
of upward heat transfer from the debris and CCI gas releases. Steam generation in the
lower drywell, and noncondensible generation then lead to further increases in the
containment pressure until the pressure reaches the venting setpoint. At this point, the
suppression pool vent opens and the containment rapidly depressurizes. The PCCS
then begins to remove the limited heat that is transferred from the debris bed in the
lower drywell.

The final release fraction for the noble gases is 1.0, while the final release fraction for
CsI is 3.1E4. The suppression pool holds up a large fraction of the fission products that
are soluble in water.

19B.6.3.4 Sequence MPL-SCV

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as MPL-SN. For this sequence, the
suppression chamber is vented to the atmosphere when the pressure reaches the
venting setpoint.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-13. This sequence
is nearly identical to MPE-SCV, but events are shifted latter in time because the reactor
vessel head penetration failure is delayed by GDCS injection.
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19B.6.3.5 Sequence MPL-SCD

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as MPL-SN. For this sequence, the
drywell head fails when the pressure reaches the lower limit of containment pressure
capability.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.614. This sequence
is similar to MPL-SCV, but the fission product releases are larger because the
containment failure location is in the drywell instead of the suppression chamber. The
fission product release are all high because the containment fails. The final release
fraction for the noble gases is 1.00, while the final release fraction for CsI is 1.98E-3.

19B.6.4 Sequences with Vessel Failure at High Pressure

19B.6.4.1 Sequence HP-N

The initiating event for this sequence is a loss of site power (LOSP). The MSlVs are
closed and the reactor scrams. The feedwater pumps trip with a coastdown of 5 seconds.
All high pressure injection systems are assumed to fail. Both the SRVs and the DPVs are
assumed to fail to open in the depressurization mode. However, the SRVs cycle when
their relief pressure setpoints are reached, releasing steam to the suppression pool. The
IC units are assumed to be inoperable. For this sequence, normal containment leakage
is the only mode of fission product release.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-15.
Figures 19B.64a through 19B.6-4d show the system behavior throughout the accident
sequence.

In this event, the reactor vessel is sealed and the primary system pressure increases due
to continued steam generation by decay heat. Cycling of the SRVs deposits steam into
the suppression pool and limits vessel pressure. With no water makeup systems
available, the water level in the vessel drops. At 140 minutes into the event, sufficient
steam mass has been removed to lower the water level to the top of the core. Beyond
this time, core uncovery occurs which results in fuel rod heatup and melting.

The reactor vessel head fails about six hours into the event. The blowdown of the
reactor vessel results in a sudden increase in the containment pressure
(Figure 19B.6-4a). Since the vessel fails at high pressure, debris is dispersed into the
lower, central and upper regions of the drywell. Debris in the lower drywell causes the
flooder to open (Figure 19B.6-4b). As a result, the GDCS pool water drains into the
lower drywell (Figure ]9B.6-4d) causing a decrease in the containment pressure due to
steam condensation (Figure 19B.6-4a). This water also quenches the core debris
preventing CCI (Figure 19B.64b). Therefore, no fission product aerosols or
noncondensible gases are generated in the ex-vessel phase of the accident sequence.
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During the vessel blowdown, steam and fission products are swept into the suppression
pool. The accumulation of fission products in the wetwell results in wetwell heating and
an increase in the wetwell gas temperature. Condensation of steam in suppression pool
also increases the water temperature (Figure 19B.6-4c). The vessel blowdown entrains
approximately 80% of core debris into the upper drywell. The drywell sprays initiate at
vessel failure and provide 400 gpm to the upper drywell. The sprays condense steam in
the upper drywell and provide debris cooling. The drywell sprays reduce the upper
drywell pressure and temperature below that of the lower drywell (Figures 19B.6-4a
and 19B.6-4b).

Suction for the drywell sprays is initially taken from the suppression pool, but is switched
to the lower drywell when the low suppression pool water level signal is received. The
water levels in the lower and central drywells stay constant (Figure 19B.64d) because
the PCC units return the condensate through the GDCS flooders, providing a closed
water supply loop for the spray system. In actual operation, low suppression pool water
would not be reached because of pool makeup. However, suppression pool makeup
currently cannot be modeled in MAAP-SBWR. Switching suction to the lower drywell
upon low water level provides nearly identical system response.

After 8.6 hours, the core material which was retained in the reactor vessel at the time of
vessel failure slumps into the lower drywell. The quenching of this debris results in a
small pressure increase in the containment (Figure 19B.6-4a). The temperature in the
reactor vessel also increases until the GDCS flooders have filled the central drywell
region of containment. The continued generation of steam in the lower drywell leads
to an increase in the containment pressure (Figure 19B.6A4a) until the PCCS heat
removal capacity equals the decay heat generated by the core debris. The long-term
containment pressure is about 0.63 MPa (77 psig) which is well below the lower limit of
containment ultimate capacity. The drywell temperatures are below 5330 K so that
drywell head seal leakage does not occur.

The noble gas release is complete after approximately 14 hours. The final release
fraction for the noble gases is 4.9E-4, while the final release fraction for CsI is 9.6E-6.

19B.6.4.2 Sequence HP-SG

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as HP-N. For this sequence, normal
containment leakage is supplemented with leakage through the drywell head due to
seal degradation at temperatures above 533 K (500'F).

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-16.
Figures 19B.6-5a through 19B.6-5j show the system behavior throughout the accident
sequence. _
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In this event, the reactor vessel is sealed and the primary system pressure increases due
to continued steam generation by decay heat. Cycling of the SRVs deposits steam into
the wetwell and limits vessel pressure. With no water makeup systems available, the
water level in the vessel drops. At about 140 minutes into the event, sufficient steam
mass has been removed to lower the water level to the top of the core. Beyond this time,
core uncovery occurs which results in fuel rod heatup and melting.

The reactor vessel fails about six hours into the event. The blowdown of the reactor
vessel results in a sudden increase in the containment pressure (Figure 19B.6-5b). Since
the vessel fails at high pressure, debris is dispersed into the lower, central and upper
regions of the drywell. Debris presence in the lower drywell causes flooder to open
(Figure 19B.6-5d). As a result, the GDCS pool water drains into the lower drywell
(Figure 19B.6-5f) causing a decrease in the containment pressure due to steam
condensation (Figure 19B.6-5b). This water also quenches the core debris preventing
CCI. Therefore, no fission product aerosols or noncondensible gases are generated in
the ex-vessel phase of the accident sequence.

After 8.6 hours, the core material which was retained in the reactor vessel at the time of
vessel failure slumps into the lower drywell. The quenching of this debris results in a
pressure increase in the lower drywell region. The continued generation of steam in the
lower drywell leads to further increases in the containment pressure (Figure 19B.6-5b)
until the PCCS heat removal capacity equals the decay heat generated by the core debris
(Figure 19B.6-5h). The containment pressure reaches 0.68 MPa (84 psig) which is well
below the lower limit of containment ultimate capacity.

During the vessel blowdown, steam and fission products are swept into the suppression
pool. The accumulation of fission products in the wetwell results in wetwell heating and
an increase in the wetwell temperature. The vessel blowdown also entrains
approximately 80% of core debris into the central and upper drywell regions leading to
temperatures above 533 K (5007F). This causes seal degradation and leakage through
the drywell head.

Figures 19B.6-5i and 19B.6-5j show the fission product release from the containment
expressed as a fraction of the initial inventory. The noble gas release is complete after
approximately 18 hours. The final release fraction for the noble gases is 2.3E-3, while
the final release fraction for CsI is 1.6E-4.

19B.6.4.3 Sequence HP-SFG

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as HP-N. For this sequence, normal
containment leakage is supplemented with leakage through the drywell head due to
seal degradation at temperatures above 533 K (5000F).
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The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-17. The system
behavior is similar to sequence HP-SG described in Subsection 19B.6.4.2. The main
difference in this sequence is the failure of the flooder which leads to CCI.

The reactor vessel head fails about six hours into the event. The blowdown of the
reactor vessel results in a sudden increase in the containment pressure. The flooder is
assumed to fail in this case; therefore, the containment temperatures will continue to
increase after the initial blowdown transient The vessel blowdown entrains
approximately 80% of core debris into the central and upper drywell regions. Also
during the vessel blowdown, a small amount of water accumulates in the lower drywell.
This water quickly vaporizes, and the dry debris radiates its energy to the gases and
steam in the containment.

After 8.6 hours, the core material which was retained in the reactor vessel at the time of
vessel failure slumps into the lower drywell. The uncovered debris slowly heats up the
containment, with a corresponding increase in the containment pressure. After
approximately 42 hours, the pressure reaches 0.57 MPa (68 psig) which is sufficient to
allow leakage from the drywell head due to seal temperature degradation. The pressure
in the containment decreases at this point. The condensation by the PCCS is prompted
by the overflow of the GDCS tanks which causes steaming in the upper drywell. The
GDCS tanks are slowly filled throughout the event by sporadic condensation of the
steam formed during vessel blowdown. Thus, an effective condensation loop is formed
by the PCCS and the GDCS overflow. Continued operation in this mode stabilizes the
containment pressure as decay heat is removed by the PCC units.

Since the drywell spray and flooder systems both fail in this accident sequence, the
dispersed corium debris is uncovered for nearly 22 hours. This leads to CCI in the lower
drywell. The total ablation depth is 0.05 meters.

The fission product release is complete after approximately 42 hours. The final release
fraction for the noble gases is 5.1E-3, while the final release fraction for CsI is 2.4E-3.

19B.6.4.4 Sequence HP-SCG

The initiating events for this sequence are the same as HP-N. For this sequence, normal
containment leakage is supplemented with leakage through the drywell head due to
seal degradation at temperatures above 533 K (500TF).

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-18. The behavior
of this sequence is similar to sequence HP-SG but the containment pressure is higher
due to CCI.

This sequence assumes that the upward heat flux off the debris bed in the lower drywell
is 100 kW/m2 . Therefore, the debris is not coolable and fission product aerosols and
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noncondensible gases are generated in the ex-vessel phase of the accident sequence.
The maximum containment pressure is about 0.72 MPa (90 psig) which is well below
the lower limit of containment ultimate capacity.

CCI causes increased noncondensible gas generation which leads to a pressure increase
for this sequence of about 0.05 MPa (7 psid) when compared to the high pressure base
case, HP-SG. Concrete ablation is 0.13 meters in the lower drywell after eighty hours.

The fission product release to the environment is expressed as a fraction of the initial
inventory. The noble gas release is complete after approximately 15 hours. The final
release fraction for the noble gases is L.OE-3, while the final release fraction for CsI is
2.4E-5.

19B.6.5 Vessel Rupture Sequences

19B.6.5.1 Sequence VR-SN

The initiating event selected for this sequence is a large break LOCA (0.71 meters (28
inches)] located in the RPV lower head. The reactor successfully scrams following a
high drywell pressure scram signal and a low water level scram signal. All modes of in-
vessel injection fail. Normal containment leakage was modeled.

The main events for this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-19. Figures 19B.6-6a
through 19B.6-6k show the system behavior through out the sequence.

The drywell pressure and temperature rapidly increase (Figures 19B.6-6b
and 19B.6-6d), and the reactor water inventory rapidly decreases (Figure 19B.6-2k) as a
result of vessel rupture. Water is expelled from the RPV to the lower drywell, resulting
in about 3.5 meters of water accumulation in the lower drywell (Figure 19B.6-6f). At 2.8
seconds into the accident sequence, the reactor scrams.

The core is uncovered 11.0 seconds into the accident. The core begins to melt
approximately 28 minutes into the sequence and core plate failure occurs at about 1.2
hours. Corium is then expelled to the lower plenum and lower drywell. The flooder
opens at the time of debris relocation. Water from the GDCS pool drains to the lower
drywell and condenses steam. This results in a decrease in containment pressure and
temperature (Figures 19B.6-6b, 19B.6-6d and 19B.6-6f). However, failure of ADS causes
the RPV pressure to remain greater than the drywell pressure (Figure 19B.6-6a). As a
result, water cannot enter the RPV and the core remains uncovered. This causes the
core melt to continue (Figure 19B.6-6k).

Since the debris in the lower drywell is quenched by the GDCS pool water, no CCI
occurs and no fission product aerosols or noncondensible gases are generated in the ex-
vessel phase of the sequence. Eventually, the temperature of the water in the lower
drywell increases to saturation and steam is produced (Figure 19B.6-6e). The PCCS
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begins to condense steam about 2 hours after sequence initiation. The long-term
containment pressure is about 0.36 MPa (38 psig) which is below the S/C venting
setpoint.

Figures 19B.6-6i and 19B.6-6j show the time evolution of the fission product release
from the containment expressed as a fraction of the initial inventory. The noble gas
release is complete after approximately 8.5 hours. The final release fraction for noble
gases is 1.3E-3, and the final release fraction for CsI is 3.4E-5.

19B.6.5.2 Sequence VR-SX

The initiating events selected for this sequence are the same as VR-SN. The difference
between this case and VR-SN is the containment is assumed to fail when core debris is
expelled from the RPV. Containment failure is modeled as structural damage to the
drywell head.

The main events for this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-20. Figures 19B.6-7a
through 19B.6-7d show the system behavior throughout the accident sequence. System
behavior is similar to accident sequence VR-SN, except as described in this subsection.

Because the drywell head fails, drywell pressure rapidly decreases. This results in steam
generation due to flashing. Continued steam generation due to decay heat removal
causes the water inventory in the lower drywell to decrease because steam escapes
through the drywell head. The PCCS is not able to condense steam because no pressure
differential exists between the drywell and wetwell.

Water cannot enter the RPV because its pressure is greater than that of the containment
due to ADS failure. This results in continued core melting.

The noble gas release is complete after approximately 8.5 hours. The final release
fraction for noble gases is 1.0, and the final release fraction for CsI is 1.3E-1.

19B.6.5.3 Sequence VR-SCV

The initiating events selected for this sequence are the same as that of VR-SN. The
difference between this case and VR-SN is the heat flux from the surface of ex-vessel
debris is limited.

The main events contained in this sequence are given in Table 19B.6-21. System
behavior is similar to accident sequence VR-SN except as described in this subsection.

Because of the limited debris heat flux, long-term CCI occurs. This results in continued
containment pressurization due to noncondensible buildup. Venting of the S/C occurs
approximately 35 hours into the sequence. 0
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Water cannot enter the RPV because its pressure is greater than that of the containment
due to ADS failure. This results in continued core melting.

The water temperature in the lower drywell increases due to decay heat transfer from
the debris, chemical reactions and CCI gas generation. The water in the lower drywell
increases to saturation and steam is produced. The PCCS begins condensing steam
about 20 hours after the sequence begins. Continued steam generation along with
noncondensible gas generation causes increases in the containment pressure until the
wetwell pressure reaches the venting setpoint. The wetwell is then vented to the
atmosphere, and the horizontal vents and PCCS vent lines allow pressure
communication with the drywell. Concrete ablation after eighty hours is 1.8 meters in
the lower drywell.

The noble gas release is complete after approximately 8.5 hours. The final release
fraction for noble gases is 1.0, and the final release fraction for CsI is 7.44E-5.fo

19B.6.6 Summary and Comparison of MAAP-SBWR Sequences

This subsection compares the different accident sequences described in
Subsections 19B.6.2 through 19B.6.5 and summarizes the information in
Table 19B.6-22.

19B.6.6.1 RPV Depressurization

This subsection discusses RPV depressurization and the different modes that take place
in the MAAP-SBWR sequences. RPV depressurization can occur as a result of

e initiating events (i.e., break in a pipe connected to the RPV, IORV, or vessel
rupture);

* actuation of ADS.

In the LPE and LPL sequences, the RPV depressurizes after approximately 90 seconds
due to operation of the ADS which allows steam to flow into the drywell through the
DPVs. In the MPE and MPL sequences, the RPV depressurizes immediately upon
accident initiation due to an IORV which deposits steam into the suppression pool. The
HP sequences have ADS failure and rely on the SRVs in safety relief mode to relieve RPV
pressure. Depressurization does not occur until the vessel head penetrations fail about
6 hours into the accident. The VR sequences have RPV failure as the initiating event.

19B.6.6.2 Core Uncovery

The core becomes uncovered when the water level in the core region drops below the
top of the active fuel. The core uncovers after 11 seconds in the VR sequences, and after
about 50 minutes in all LP and MP sequences, which do not have in-vessel GDCS
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injection. In the HP sequences, core uncovery occurs after 2.3 hours. It takes longer to
uncover the core in the HP sequences, because the HP cases do not lose the significant
amount of coolant inventory that the LPE and MPE sequences lose, as a result of RPV
depressurization. Injection of one GDCS pool into the RPV delays core uncovery by
about 6 hours for the LPL cases and about 7 hours in the MPL cases.

19B.6.6.3 RPV Failure

After the RPV water level drops enough to uncover approximately two-thirds of the
active fuel, the fuel heats up and begins to melt. The melted fuel relocates to the bottom
of the RPV where it melts through the vessel head penetrations. RPV failure occurs
approximately 4.5 hours into the event for the LPE and MPE sequences which have no
in-vessel GDCS injection. With injection of one GDCS pool, RPV failure occurs after
about 12.5 hours, for the LPL sequences, and after about 13.5 hours, for the MPL cases.
Thus, injection delays RPV failure by about 8 hours. The HP sequences have RPV failure
about 6 hours into the event. The delay in the RPV failure for the HP sequences
compared to the LPE and MPE sequences is a result of core uncovery being delayed
(Subsection 19B.6.6.2).

19B.6.6.4 Debris Deposition

After RPV failure, core debris relocates into the drywell. For the LPE, LPL, MPE, and
MPL sequences, the molten debris is deposited in the lower drywell. While in the HP
sequences, the debris is also entrained into the central and upper drywell.
Approximately 75% of the core debris is deposited in the upper drywell for the HP
sequences. In all cases, except HP-SFG, the flooder opens immediately after RPV failure
due to the high drywell temperature.

19B.6.6.5 Core-Concrete Interactions (CCI)

Some sequences were run with limited upward heat flux off the core debris, which leads
to CCI and concrete ablation. The gas generation from the CCI also results in an
increase in containment pressure over the sequences without limited heat flux. The
concrete ablation of the lower drywell basemat in the LP-ESCV and LP-ESCD sequences,
which have no in-vessel GDCS injection, is 1.7 meters after 80 hours. The ablation for
the similar sequences with injection of one GDCS pool is 1.5 meters. The difference is
due to the decay heat level when the debris relocates into the lower drywell. The
concrete ablation depths for the MPE and MPL sequences with limited heat flux off the
debris are very similar to the corresponding LPE and LPL sequences. The concrete
ablation depth for the HP sequence with forced CCI is about 0.1 meters after 80 hours.
This decreased ablation in the lower drywell is due to less debris being deposited, an
effect of debris entrainment into the upper drywell. The largest concrete ablation for
all sequences with forced CCI occurs in the VR sequence, which has the highest decay
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heat level at the time of debris relocation. The ablation for this sequence is 1.8 meters
after 80 hours.

19B.6.6.6 Containment Pressurization

As the accident sequences progress, and the containment is slowly pressurized due
steam generation or noncondensible gas generation, or both. For sequences with
coolable ex-vessel debris, the PCCS condensation rate eventually matches the decay
heat generation rate; and, the containment reaches a quasi-steady pressure. The long-
term containment pressures for the sequences are substantially different. The LPE and
LPL sequences, with coolable ex-vessel debris, reach pressures of about 0.60 MPa (72
psig), while the sequences with forced CCI reach the suppression chamber vent
pressure setpoint, or lower limit of the containment failure pressure.

The MPE and MPL sequences with coolable ex-vessel debris and no in-vessel GDCS
injection reach a pressure of about 0.73 MPa (91 psig). This pressure is higher than the
equivalent LPE and LPL sequences because the early path for steam and fission
products leaving the RPV is through the open SRVs and into the suppression pool which
leads to increased suppression pool heating. Higher suppression pool temperatures
result in increased containment pressure. The MPL sequence with in-vessel GDCS
injection and coolable ex-vessel debris has a quasi-steady containment pressure of 0.89
MPa (114 psig). This increase over the MPE sequence with no in-vessel GDCS injection
is due to the increased heating of the suppression pool because a larger mass of steam
is swept into the wetwell before RPV failure. The MPE and MPL sequences, with forced
CCI, have long-term containment pressurization, due to noncondensible gas
generation, which leads to suppression chamber venting or containment failure.

The HP sequence without flooder operation leads to CCI and containment heatup. The
temperatures are high enough to fail the drywell head seals. The long-term
containment pressure is 0.68 MPa (84 psig). The other HP sequences, except HP-N,
lead to drywell head seal failure. Seal failure in HP-N is prevented by operation of the
drywell sprays which condense steam and cool the debris in the upper drywell.

The base case VR-SN sequence leads to a long-term containment pressure of 0.36 MPa
(38 psig) and there is no containment failure. The VR-SCV sequence, with limited
upward heat flux off the debris, results in the containment pressure reaching the
suppression chamber vent setpoint. The VR-SX sequence models early containment
failure, so the containment pressure is approximately atmospheric.

19B.6.6.7 Venting and Containment Failure

It should be noted that all sequences with limited upward debris heat flux, denoted as
cases with forced CCI, lead to suppression chamber venting or containment failure. The
HP cases, except HP-SN, lead to drywell head seal leakage, hence containment failure.
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The timing of the suppression chamber venting or containment failure depends on the
location of the postulated failure mode and the type of event. The following release
modes are considered in the MAAP-SBWR analyses:

* suppression chamber venting,

* drywell head failure,

* drywell head seal failure,

* containment bypass.

The suppression chamber is vented to the atmosphere when the vent pressure setpoint
is reached. The vent provides a controlled release, whereas drywell head failure, seal
failure, and containment bypass do not. Operators will be able to close the suppression
chamber vent at some later time in the accident sequence. This operator action is not
considered in this analysis.

The LP sequences with forced CCI reach the vent setpoint or fail containment after
about 30 hours if there is no in-vessel GDCS injection. The sequence with injection of
one GDCS pool delays suppression chamber venting by about 8 hours. The sequence
with no containment cooling and no CCI leads to suppression chamber venting after 40
hours. The VR sequence with forced CCI leads to suppression chamber venting after 34
hours.

The MP sequences with forced CCI lead to suppression chamber venting or
containment failure after approximately 39 hours. In this case, the in-vessel GDCS
injection buys little extra time before venting or containment failure. This occurs
because all decay energy up until RPV failure is deposited in the suppression pool.
Therefore, the heat is not removed from the containment by the PCCS units as in the
LPL sequences.

The timing of containment failure for the HP events is somewhat counter-intuitive. The
sequence with flooder operation fails the drywell head seals after 6 hours, while the
sequence with no flooder operation fails the seals after 28 hours. This occurs because
the dry corium in the lower drywell can only radiate its decay energy. This leads to
slower containment pressurization than when the debris is covered with water and
steam is generated. These results are due to operation of the PCCS instead of
suppression pool cooling. Suppression pool cooling would reduce the containment
pressures for the previous case. The HP sequence, with forced CCI, fails the seals after
14 hours. The limited upward heat flux off the debris decreases the rate of steam
formation leading to the intermediate failure time.

Containment failure for VR-SX was assumed to occur when the core debris was
dicharged from the RPV at 1.2 hours. The failure mode is a postulated 1.0 m2 hole in
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the containment. In the sequence LP-LSB, an MSIV fails to close completely leading to
containment bypass at the beginning of the event.

19B.6.6.8 Radioactive Release from Containment

The fission product release modes considered in this analysis are normal containment
leakage (NCL), suppression chamber venting, drywell head failure, and drywell head
seal failure. The mode dictates the amount of radioactive release from the containment.
The release fractions for the noble gases are almost equivalent for the LPE, LPL, MPE,
MPL and VR sequences with NCL. The MPE and MPL sequences with NCL have CsI
release fractions that are roughly 30-100 times smaller than those of the LPE and LPL
sequences. This is due to fission product scrubbing in the suppression pool. The VR-SN
sequence with NCL has CsI release fractions that are somewhat smaller than the LPE
and LPL sequences. In the VR sequence, some of the fission products released from the
fuel in the RPV must pass through the water pool in the lower drywell. This leads to
scrubbing and a decrease in the release fraction compared to the LPE and LPL
sequences, which release the fission products directly into the containment through the
DPVs. The HP-N sequence with NCL has the smallest release fractions because the
drywell sprays tend to scrub fission product aerosols out of the containment air space.

The sequences with suppression chamber venting allow nearly all the noble gases to
escape from the containment, but the behavior for the fission product aerosols such as
CsI is different. The cases with suppression chamber venting provide scrubbing of the
aerosols because all releases must first pass through the suppression pool. Even though
this scrubbing is efficient, the CsI releases are increased over the NCL cases by a factor
of ten for the corresponding LPE and LPL sequences and a factor of one-hundred for
the corresponding MPE and MPL sequences.

The sequences with drywell head failure also allow nearly all the noble gases to escape
from containment. The noble release fraction for the sequence LP-ESCD is smaller than
that for sequence MP-LSCD because the suppression chamber partially holds up the
gases. For the MP-LSCD sequence, most of the noble gases are vented from the wetwell
to the drywell though the vacuum breakers as the suppression pool heats up and is
pressurized. Thus, when the drywell head fails, all of the noble gases are released. In the
LP-ESCD sequence, some of the noble gases are swept into the wetwell after RPV failure.
A fraction of these gases are trapped in the wetwell air space when the drywell head fails,
leading to decreased noble gas release fractions. The fission product aerosols, such as
CsI, are released from the containment with little scrubbing, so the release fractions are
large. The LP-ESCD sequence has the largest radioactive release for any non-bypass
sequence.

HP sequences without drywell sprays reach drywell temperatures that cause the drywell
head seals to fail. Since the total leakage area is small compared to the cases with venting
and drywell head failure, the release fractions are much smaller. The largest release
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fractions for the HP sequences occur when the flooder and the drywell sprays fail to
operate.

The release fractions for the early containment failure and containment bypass
sequences, VR-SX and LP-LSB, are the largest calculated in this analysis. All of the noble
gases and large fractions of the Csl are released from the containment for these
sequences.

19B.6.7 References

19B.6-1 "MAAP 3.OB Computer Code Manual," EPRI NP-7071-CCML, Volume 2,
November 1990.
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Table 19B.6-1 MAAP-SBWR Sequence Naming Convention

Firsit Two or Three Characters (Base Sequence)

LPE Low Pressure Core Melt with Loss of Short-Term Coolant Makeup

LPL Low Pressure Core Melt with Loss of Long-Term Coolant Makeup

MPE Medium Pressure Core Melt (depressurization through SRVs only)
with Loss of Short-Term Coolant Makeup

MPL Medium Pressure Core Melt (depressurization through SRVs only)
with Loss of Long-Term Coolant Makeup

VR Vessel Rupture

HP High Pressure Core Melt

Characters In

C

F

S

W

Between First Two and Last Characters (Failures)

Limited Debris Coolability

Failure of the Flooder

Failure of the Drywell Sprays to Operate

Failure of Containment Heat Removal (Both PCCS and Suppression
Pool Cooling)

Last Character (Dominant Release Path)

N Normal Containment Leakage

V Suppression Chamber Vent

G Leakage Through Dreywll Head Seal

D Drywell Head Failure

X Early Containment Failure

B Containment Bypass
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Table 19B.6-2 Grouping of Accident Classes
into Base Sequences

Accident MAAP-SBWR Base Frequency SSAR
Subclass Sequence Descriptor (% CDF) Reference

I-A HP 2.8 19B.6.4

I-BD MPE 0.02 19B.6.3

I-BH HP 0.01 19B.6.4

I-BL MPL 2.0 19B.6.3

I-C HP-SFG 2.3 199B.6.4

I-DE MPE 2.8 19B.6.3

I-DL MPL 31.1 19B.6.3

III-A HP 0.1 19B.6.4

III-BD LPL 0.00 19B.6.2

III-BE LPE 43.3 19B.6.2

III-BL LPL 11.0 19B.6.2

III-BP LPE 1.9 19B.6.2

III-C VR 2.7 19B.6.5

V-E LPL-SB .01 19B.6.5

V-L LPL-SB .02 19B.6.5

Table 19B.6-3 Sequence LPE-SN - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.3 MSIVs closed

92.7 ADS Actuated

3100 Core Uncovered

16110 Core Plate Failed

16120 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated
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Table 19B.6-4 Sequence LPL-SN - Main Events
lime (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.3 MSIVs closed

92.7 ADS Actuated

243 GDCS Injection, One Pool

25,220 Core Uncovered

45,080 Core Plate Failed

45,090 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

Table 19B1.6-5 Sequence LPE-SCV - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.0 MSIVs closed

93.8 ADS Actuated

3,060 Core Uncovered

16,050 Core Plate Failed

16,070 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

103,500 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened

Table 19B.6-6 Sequence LPE-SCD - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.0 MSIVs closed

93.8 ADS Actuated

3,060 Core Uncovered

16,050 Core Plate Failed

16,070 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

112,400 Drywell Head Fails
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Table 19B.6-7 Sequence LPL-SCV - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.0 MSIVs closed

93.8 ADS Actuated

25,300 Core Uncovered

44,780 Core Plate Failed

44,800 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

131,700 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened

Table 19B.6-8 Sequence LPE-SWV - Main Events

Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.3 MSIVs closed

93.7 ADS Actuated

3,100 Core Uncovered

15,750 Core Plate Failed

15,760 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

144,800 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened
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Table 19B.6-9 Sequence LP-LSB - Main Events
lime (seconds) Event

0.0 Feedwater System Loss

0.0 Control Rod System Loss

0.2 Low Level for Scram

.3.0 Reactor Scram

7.6 MSIVs Shut

42.8 ADS On

193 Start GDCS In-vessel Mode

25,620 Core Uncovered

30,150 Core Melt Started

44,300 Core Plate Failure

44,310 Vessel Failed, and Flooder Actuated

Table 19B.6-10 Sequence MPL-SN - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.2 MSIVs closed

243.5 GDCS Injection, One Pool

28,260 Core Uncovered

48,120 Core Plate Failed .

48,130 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated
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Table 19B.6-11 Sequence MPE-SN - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.2 MSIVs closed

2,920 Core Uncovered

15,680 Core Plate Failed

15,700 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

Table 19B.6-12 Sequence MPE-SCV - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.2 MSIVs closed

2,920 Core Uncovered

15,810 Core Plate Failed

15,820 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

140,000 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened

0

Table 19B.6-13 Sequence MPL-SCV - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.2 MSIVs closed

160.2 GDCS Injection, One Pool Only

28,810 Core Uncovered

49,080 Core Plate Failed

49,090 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

143,000 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened
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Table 19B.6-14 Sequence MPL-SCD - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 IORV

3.0 Reactor Scrammed

14.2 MSIVs closed

242.3 GDCS Injection, One Pool Only

28,630 Core Uncovered

48,520 Core Plate Failed

48,540 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

136,800 Drywell Head Fails

Table 19B.6-15 Sequence HP-N - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 LOSP, MSIV Closure

2.8 Reactor Scrammed

8,320 Core Uncovered

21,820 Core Plate Failed

21,840 Vessel Failed

21,840 Flooder Actuated, Drywell Sprays On

Table 19B.6-16 Sequence HP-SG - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 LOSP, MSIV Closure

2.8 Reactor Scrammed

8,324 Core Uncovered

21,850 Core Plate Failed

21,860 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

21,870 Corium Entrainment into Upper Drywell

21,900 Drywell Head Seals Fail
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Table 19B.6-17 Sequence HP-SFG - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 LOSP, MSIV Closure

2.8 Reactor Scrammed

8,320 Core Uncovered

21,850 Core Plate Failed

21,860 Vessel Failed

99,750 Drywell Head Seals Fail

Table 19B.6-18 Sequence HP-SCG - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 LOSP, MSIV Closure

2.8 Reactor Scrammed

8,320 Core Uncovered

21,840 Core Plate Failed

21,850 Vessel Failed, Flooder Actuated

50,000 Drywell Had Seals Fail

Table 19B.6-19 Sequence VR-SN - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 Vessel Failed

0.0 Feedwater System Loss

0.0 MSIVs Shut

0.0 Control Rod System Loss

0.3 Low Level for Scram

2.8 Reactor Scram

5.3 Low Water Trip for ADS

11.0 Core Uncovered

1,670 Core Melt Started

4,420 Core Plate Failure, and Flooder Actuated

198.6&S4 Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR-February 28, 1993
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Table 19B.6-20 Sequence VR-SX - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 Vessel Failed

0.0 MSIVs Shut

0.0 Feedwater System Loss

0.0 Control Rod System Loss

0.3 Low Level for Scram

2.8 Reactor Scram

5.3 Low Water Trip for ADS

11.0 Core Uncovered

1,670 Core Melt Started

44,240 Flooder Actuated, and Containment Failed

Table 19B.6-21 Sequence VR-SCV - Main Events
Time (seconds) Event

0.0 Vessel Failed

0.0 Feedwater System Loss

0.0 MSIVs Shut

0.0 Control Rod System Loss

0.3 Low Level for Scram

2.8 Reactor Scram

5.3 Low Water Trip for ADS

11.0 Core Uncovered

1,670 Core Melt Started

4,420 Core Plate Failure, and Flooder Actuated

122,900 Suppression Chamber Vent Opened

Sequence Analyses Using MAAP-SBWR-February 28, 7993 79B.6-35



Table 19B.6-22 MAAP-SBWR Sequence Summary

Mass
Fraction Mass

Cont. Noble Fraction
Onset of Pressure Concrete Gases Csl

Sequence RPV Core Core Vessel Cont. at RPV Flooder Debris Released Released
Design- Depress. Uncovere Damage Failure Fail/Vent Failure Release Actuated Heat Flux Ablation from from

ator (hours) d (hours) (hours) (hours) (hours) (MPa) Mode (hours) (kW/m 2) (meters) Cont. Cont.
LPE-SN 93 (sec) 0.9 1.6 4.5 N/A 0.42 NCL 4.5 MAAP* NONE 1.4E-3 8.7E-5
LPL-SN 93 (sec) 7.0 8.3 12.5 N/A 0.44 NCL 12.5 MAAP NONE 1.8E-3 1.3E-4
LPE-SCV 94 (sec) 0.9 1.6 4.5 28.7 0.39 S/C Vent 4.5 100 1.67 1.0 6.OE-4
LPE-SCD 94 (sec) 0.9 1.6 4.5 31.2 0.39 Drywell 4.5 100 1.67 8.9E-1 7.9E-2

Head
Seal

LPL-SCV 94(sec) 7.0 8.3 12.4 36.6 0.45 S/C Vent 12.4 100 1.46 1.0 1.6E-3
LPE-SWV 94 (sec) 0.9 1.6 4.4 40.2 0.40 S/C Vent 4.4 MAAP NONE 1.0 1.1E-4
LPL-SB 43 (sec) 7.1 8.4 12.3 0.0 0.10 Open 12.3 MAAP 1.05 9.8E-1 8.5E-1

MSIV
MPL-SN 0.0 7.9 9.2 13.4 N/A 0.22 NCL 13.4 MAAP NONE 1.7E-3 1.5E-6
MPE-SN 0.0 0.8 1.6 4.4 N/A 0.23 NCL 4.4 MAAP NONE 1.2E-3 2.6E-6
MPE-SCV 0.0 0.8 1.6 4.4 38.9 0.23 S/C Vent 4.4 100 1.65 1.0 3.1E-4
MPL-SCV 0.0 8.0 9.3 13.7 39.7 0.35 S/C Vent 13.5 100 1.43 1.0 8.5E-4
MPL-SCD 0.0 8.0 9.3 13.5 38.0 0.32 Drywell 13.5 100 1.43 1.0 2.OE-3

Head
Seal

HP-N 6.0 2.3 3.2 6.1 N/A 0.20 NCL 6.1 MAAP NONE 4.9E-4 9.6E-6
HP-SFG 6.0 2.3 3.2 6.1 27.7 0.20 Drywell 6.1 MAAP* 4.69E-3 5.1E-3 2.4E-3

Head
Seal
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Table 19B.6&22 MAAP-SBWR Sequence Summary

Mass
Fraction Mass

Cont. Noble Fraction
Onset of Pressure Concrete Gases CsISequence RPV Core Core Vessel Cont. at RPV Flooder Debris Released Released

Design- Depress. Uncovere Damage Failure Fail/Vent Failure Release Actuated Heat Flux Ablation from from
ator (hours) d (hours) (hours) (hours) (hours) (MPa) Mode (hours) (kW/m 2) (meters) Cont. Cont.

HP-SG 6.0 2.3 3.2 6.1 6.1 0.53 Drywell 6.1 MAAP* NONE 2.4E-3 1.3E-4
Head
Seal

HP-SCG 6.0 2.3 3.2 6.1 13.9 0.21 Drywell 6.1 100 1.29E-1 1.1E-3 2.4E-5
Head
Seal

VR-SN 0.0 11 (sec) 0.5 0.0 N/A 0.11 NCL 1.2 MAAP NONE 1.3E-3 3.4E-5
VR-SCV 0.0 11 (sec) 0.5 0.0 34.1 0.11 S/C Vent 1.2 100 1.85 1.0 7.4E-5
VR-SX 0.0 11 (sec) 0.5 0.0 1.2 0.11 Drywell 1.2 MAAP NONE 1.0 1.3E-1

Head
Seal

Nj

tj3

t

Cl

lb

* Debris heat flux calculated by MAAP-SBWR.
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19B.7 SBWR Severe Accident Benchmark Analyses

19B.7.1 Introduction

The following three severe accident scenarios were selected to benchmark the MAAP-
SBWR code (see Subsection 19B.4) against two other severe accident simulation codes,
namely, MELCOR (Reference 19B.7-1) and SCDAP/RELAP5 (Reference 19B.7-2):

* Main Steam Line Break (MSLB),

* Low-Pressure Core Melt (LPCM),

* Bottom Drain Line Break (BDLB).

The MSLB scenario evaluated is not a severe accident but was added to the benchmark
exercise in order to compare the thermal-hydraulic performance of the codes. This
scenario was not simulated using the SCDAP/RELAP5 code since the containment heat
removal systems play an important role during the accident; and, these systems cannot
be modelled because the code is confined to modeling in-vessel phenomena.

The simulations have been performed for the frozen SBWR design of September 1991.
The minor hardware differences with the current SBWR design are described in
Subsection 19B.7.2.

19B.7.2 SBWR Plant Description

The plant design has evolved during the time the comparisons were being performed.
The next subsection details the differences between the current plant design and the
design employed in the benchmark comparison effort.

19B.7.2.1 Plant Configuration Differences Between Benchmark Analyses and Current
Design

The benchmark analyses employed a plant design that was frozen in September 1991
and this design will be referred to as the 'previous" design. The plant design has evolved
from that time with changes in the following areas:

* Wetwell Pool to Lower Drywell Passive Flooder,

* Gravity Driven Cooling System (GDCS) Pool to Lower Drywell Passive Flooder,

e Revised Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) configuration,

* Revised containment configuration,

* Numerous minor revisions.
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The previous plant configuration included a wetwell pool flooder. The GDCS pool
flooder has sufficient capacity to flood the lower drywell without the need for the
wetwell pool inventory. Additionally, the present activation process for the GDCS pool
flooder differs from the previous design. The GDCS pool flooder employs temperature
sensors imbedded in the lower drywell floor to activate squib valves. The previous design
employed a thermally activated deluge system to allow the wetwell and GDCS pools to
drain. The RPV configuration underwent small changes in the elevations, flow areas,
and dimensions of a number of components. The containment design has increased the
containment volume by approximately 800 m3 compared with the previous design. The
increased volume was apportioned more or less evenly between the drywell and wetwell
regions. Furthermore, the present design allows free communication between all
drywell regions while the previous plant design incorporated a set of poppet valves
between the lower and central drywell regions. The poppet valves prevented flow from
the central to lower drywell. However, both designs incorporate a small path which will
allow some flow from the central to lower drywell. The MAAP-SBWR base deck also
incorporated numerous changes to such parameters as nominal operating initial
conditions, SCRAM and ESF actuation setpoints, fuel rod enrichment, and ESF design
features for the PCCS and IC heat exchangers.

19B.7.3 Description of Alternate Computer Codes

In the Subsections 19B.7.3.1 and 19B.7.3.2, the alternate codes that have been used for
analyzing severe accidents in the SBW'R (MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5) will be briefly
discussed.

19B.7.3.1 MELCOR

MELCOR is a fully-integrated engineering-level computer code that models the
progression of severe accidents in Light Water Reactor (LWR) nuclear power plants.
MELCOR is being developed at Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (USNRC). The targeted applications envisioned by the NRC
for MELCOR are BWR and PWR Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) studies, audit
reviews of the Individual Plant Examination (IPE) submittals, studies to develop insights
into phenomena and hardware performance, and accident management studies.

Subsections 19B.7.3.1.1 through 19B.7.3.1.3 discuss the modeling in the MELCOR
code.

19B.7.3.1.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Modeling

Thermal-hydraulic behavior is modeled in MELCOR in terms of control volumes and
flow paths. No formal distinction is made between the RCS and the containment. The
same models and solution algorithms are used for both, and the resulting equations are
solved simultaneously.

19B.7-2 SBWR Severe Accident Benchmark Analyses - February 28, 7993
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All hydrodynamic material (and its energy) resides in control volumes. Each control
volume is characterized by one single pressure and two temperatures, one temperature
for the pool and one for the atmosphere. The control volumes are connected by flow
paths through which the hydrodynamic materials may move without residence time,
driven by a momentum equation. Appropriate hydrostatic head terms are included in
the momentum equation for the flow paths, allowing calculation of natural circulation.

19B.7.3.1.2 Core Degradation Process Modeling

The MELCOR nodalization of the core consists of 5 radial, concentric rings, and 13
axial levels. This results in a total of 65 core cells. The first two levels represent the lower
plenum. The third level contains the core support plate. Levels 4 through 12 consist of
the active core. Level 13 has been added to include non-heated fuel and to match with
the control volume boundaries. Each of the core cells may contain 6 different
components: intact fuel, cladding, canister, other structure, particulate debris, and
fluid. The "other structure" component contains for example the control rods or the
core support plate. Particulate debris is solid material which is no longer supported by
structures surrounding it or beneath it. When, for example, the cladding melts and
relocates, the fuel which stays behind is converted into particulate debris.

The melting temperature of the Zircaloy cladding equals 2098 K The cladding fails
when the cladding temperature reaches this value, and simultaneously the oxide layer
which is formed during the oxidation process is thinner than 8 x 10-5 m. When the oxide
layer is thicker than this value, the failure temperature of the cladding is increased to
2500 K The Zircaloy canister walls behave in the same way as described for the cladding.

The melting temperature of the "other structure" component equals 1700 Kwhich is
the melting temperature of stainless steel. When reaching this temperature the control
blades will relocate downwards and refreeze in colder regions of the core. The CSP,
which provides support for the particulate debris, has a failure temperature of 1273 K
When the CSP reaches this temperature, the CSP will not melt, but will no longer
provide support for the particulate debris. As a result, this debris is relocated to the
lower plenum. This failure occurs separately for each radial ring of the nodalization.

The failure temperature of both the lower head and the lower head penetrations equals
1273 K. When the lower head penetration reaches this temperature, a small hole is
created in the lower head, thereby permitting liquid materials to flow out of the RPV.
Solid materials will remain within the RPV until the melting point is reached, or until
global failure of the lower head occurs. The lower head fails when the outside
temperature of the RPV lower head reaches failure temperature. When this global
failure of a particular radial ring in the lower head occurs, all materials within this radial
ring are ejected to the cavity beneath the RPV.

The melting temperatures of all core material are presented in Table 19B.7-1.
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19B.7.3.1.3 Core-Concrete Interaction Process Modeling

The MELCOR core-concrete interaction modeling is based on the CORCON code. The
melt is divided into three separate layers, depending on the materials which are present
in the melt. A heavy oxide layer which consists mainly of U0 2 is lying on the concrete.
The metal layer with all metallic materials which are ejected from the RPV forms the
middle layer. The top layer is formed by the light oxide layer which initially consists
mainly of ZrO2 and stainless steel oxides.

Core debris coolability is mainly dependent on the thickness of the melt. The heat,
generated in the melt both by decay heat and chemical heat, can be removed from the
melt through the top surface and to the concrete. A heat transfer coefficient of 1000
W/m 2 K is applied at the top surface if the melt is covered with water. This value is
reduced to 10 W/m2 K if no overlying water pool is present. However, even with a water
pool present, the melt is not coolable if the thickness of the melt exceeds about 15 cm.
According to CORCON assumptions, the heat flux from the surface for melt thicknesses
above this value is limited by internal conduction within the melt. The heat transfer to
the concrete depends on the type of layer which is in contactwith the concrete and the
crust thickness.

196.7.3.2 SCDAP/RELAP5

The SCDAP/RELAP5 computer code is being developed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) for the USNRC. The SCDAP/RELAP5 computer code
is designed to provide an advanced best-estimate predictive capability for the overall
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) thermal-hydraulic response, core damage progression,
and fission product release and transport during severe accidents. The code is the result
of the merging of the RELAP5, SCDAP, and TRAP-MELT codes. The models in the
code are fully coupled at each time step.

In Subsections 19B.7.3.2.1 and 19B.7.3.2.2, the modeling in the SCDAP/RELAP5 code
will be discussed briefly.

19B.7.3.2.1 Thermal-Hydraulic Modeling

The RELAP5 hydrodynamic model is a one-dimensional, transient, two-fluid model for
flow of a two-phase steam-water mixture that can contain noncondensible components
in the steam phase and/or a non-volatile component in the water phase. In the RELAP5
hydrodynamic model, a flow path is represented by control volumes that are connected
in series byjunctions. The fluid scalar properties, such as pressure, energy, density, and
void fraction, are represented by the average fluid conditions and are viewed as being
located at the control volume centers. The fluid vector properties, i.e., velocities are
located at the junctions and are associated with mass and energy flow between the
control volumes.
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The RELAP5 heat flow paths are also modeled in a one-dimensional manner. Heat
fluxes from "heat structures" to the fluid and vice versa are calculated using a heat
transfer package containing correlations for convective, nucleate boiling, transition
boiling, and film boiling heat transfer. Electrical or nuclear heating of the heat
structure can also be modeled either as a heat flux or a volumetric heat source. The heat
structures are used to simulate pipe walls, heater elements, nuclear fuel pins and heat
exchanger surfaces.

19B.7.3.2.2 Core Degradation Process Modeling

The behavior of fuel rods, control rods, blades, and other structures in a reactor coolant
system during a severe accident is included in the SCDAP part of the SCDAP/RELAP5
code. Only the most important ones will be mentioned briefly in this subsection. The
melting temperatures of the SCDAP component are presented in Table 19B.7-2.

Steam Oxidation
The steam oxidation of Zircaloy and stainless steel starts at 1000 K The oxidation
process is restricted to two constraints:

* The oxidation rate is limited by the availability of steam.

* The oxidation is terminated when the material is fully oxidized. It is assumed in the
code that failed cladding is fully oxidized so that relocated Zircaloy cannot generate
any more hydrogen.

For structures with multiple material layers, including layers of frozen material, it is
assumed that outer layers oxidize completely prior to any oxidation of inner layers. For
ballooned and ruptured fuel rod cladding, the oxidation rates are doubled in the failed
regions assuming the inside and outside of the cladding oxidize at the same rates.

Cladding Ballooning and Rupture
Ballooning of the fuel cladding is important in relation to the reduction of flow area in
the fuel cooling channels. The cladding deformation models in SCDAP are
mechanistically based and depend on the gap pressure, coolant pressure, temperature
and stresses inside the cladding. If the stress reaches a user-defined value, the cladding
will fail and any fission products residing in the gap will be released.

Cladding Failure
The Zircaloy liquid temperature depends on the oxygen uptake into the Zircaloy and
has its lowest value at about 2125 K. At that temperature an oxide shell already has been
formed as a result of the steam oxidation of Zircaloy. The oxide shell is capable of
keeping the molten Zircaloy in its place until the oxide layer fails. In the present
versions of the code it is assumed that the shell of cladding oxide fails if:
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* cladding temperature exceeds 2500 K in combination with an oxidation fraction
less than 0.6 (input parameters);

* cladding temperature exceeds 2950 K, which is the melting temperature of Zircaloy
oxide.

Core Degradation
If a ZrO2 layer fails, following one of the above-mentioned criteria, a liquified Zr-U-O
mixture that has been formed by the dissolution of U0 2 in molten Zircaloy pours out
and flows down on the outside of a fuel rod until it solidifies at colderregions. Relocated
material may solidify at lower locations outside the fuel rod, forming a crust on the
cladding. At these locations of 'cohesive debris" no steam oxidation is allowed to occur.

Failure of Canisters and Control Rods
The Zircaloy canister walls are modeled as SCDAP shroud components and behave in
the same way as described for the Zircaloy fuel rod cladding, except for the interaction
with U02-

A cruciform-shaped BWR control rod assembly is modeled as a cylindrical stainless steel
pipe filled with a B4C cylinder. The oxidation of stainless steel starts at 1000 K whereas
its melting temperature is 1700 K. The melting temperature of boron carbide (B4C) is
2743 K.

Core Region Debris Modeling
The SCDAP/RELAP5 code contains models that calculate the changes in the
configuration of the reactor core as damage progresses. In the SCDAP/RELAP5 code
three different basic configurations of a damaged core are considered:

* nonporous debris, supported by intact fuel rods and resulting from the meltdown
of the metallic part of the reactor core;

* porous debris, that may be formed after reflooding of a reactor core embrittled by
oxidation;

* molten pool, supported and contained by the nonporous debris.

Core Slumping Models
In the SCDAP/RELAP5 code, two mechanisms are considered that cause the slumping
of material from a molten pool in the core region down to the lower head of the reactor
vessel.

Thefirstmechanism is the meltthrough and failure of the layer of nonporous debris that
supports the molten pool, which occurs if its thickness is less than 25 mm. All the liquid
that is above the point of failure is then assumed to relocate into the lower plenum. The
second mechanism is the meltthrough and failure of the upper crust on top of the pool
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and the resulting displacement of liquid from the molten pool by the solid material that
falls into the molten pool.

Lower Plenum Debris Heatup Model
The heatup of the debris that slumps into the lower plenum is calculated by a two-
dimensional model based on the COUPLE code (Reference 19B.7-3). This model takes
into account the decay heat and internal energy of newly fallen debris and then
calculates the transport by conduction of this heat in radial and axial directions to the
vessel wall or any modeled vessel penetrations and water above the debris. The most
important output of this model is the heatup of the vessel and its penetrations.

19B.7.4 SBWR Input Models

19B.7.4.1 MELCOR

Reference 19B.7-4 describes in more detail the data that have been used to prepare the
standard MELCOR SBWR input deck. The steady-state conditions as calculated by this
standard input deck form the starting point for all three MELCOR benchmark
calculations as reported in Reference 1913.7-5. Not all elements, modeled in the
standard input model, participate in each scenario. Therefore, some minor changes to
the standard input model have to be made for each specific scenario.

SBWR Nodalization Scheme
A MELCOR nodalization scheme is obtained by a subdivision of the plant into several
control volumes and flow paths. The resulting nodalization scheme is depicted in
Figure 19B.7-1 and is mainly based on the MAAP-SBWR nodalization scheme. The
standard MELCOR SBWR input deck consists of 24 control volumes and 43 flow paths.
Heat transfer between control volumes and to internal structures is taken into account
by a total number of 38 heat structures. The core and lower plenum region are
represented by 5 radial rings and 13 axial levels for purposes of tracking the core
degradation process. A cavity is modeled in the lower drywell beneath the RPV to allow
for core-concrete interaction after the RPV has failed. In addition, fission product
behavior, which includes release from the fuel, transport through the RCS and the
containment, and deposition on the various structures and pools, is taken into account.

19B.7.4.2 SCDAP/RELAP5

The Netherlands Energy Research Foundation has developed a SCDAP/RELAP5
model for the SBWR that is based on different sources. The SCDAP/RELAP5 analyses
of the two benchmark problems are calculated using the standard input model
(Reference 1913.7-6). In the next subsections only a short description of the
SCDAP/RELAP5 input model is provided.
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SBWR Nodalization Scheme
The nodalization scheme of the SCDAP/RELAP5 model for the SBWR that has been
used for the present analyses is shown in Figure 19B.7-2. The SCDAP/RELAP5 model
includes 91 volumes, 97 junctions and 35 heat structures. The reactor pressure vessel
contains a number of solid structures that can act as heat source or heat sink. All the
internal structures within the RPV that are not part of the core are modeled as RELAP5
"Heat Structures." The heat structures that represent the core, i.e., the fuel rods, the
canister walls and the control rods, are modeled by the SCDAP part of the code and will
be discussed somewhat in more detail. In the SCDAP nodalization of the core the fuel
is subdivided into 9 axial nodes of equal length and 3 different radial power-dependent
components. Each of the three SCDAP fuel components is connected to a different
RELAP5 hydraulic cooling channel.

The Zircaloy canisters surrounding the fuel rod bundles are modeled as shroud
components. There are three distinguished groups of SCDAP shroud components. The
shroud components are divided into 9 axial nodes of equal length. In SCDAP, the BWR
control rods are modeled as stainless steel pipes, each containing a cylinder of B4C.
There are three distinguished groups of BWR control rod components, which are
divided into 9 axial nodes of equal length.

In order to allow radiation heat exchange between the different components in the
core, three distinguished radiation enclosures have been defined:

* enclosure A, consisting offuel component 1, shroud component 7 and BWR control
rod component 4;

* enclosure B, consisting of fuel component 2, shroud component 8 and BWR control
rod component 5;

* enclosure C, consisting of fuel component 3, shroud component 9 and BWR control
rod component 6.

Radiation heat exchange only takes place within an enclosure. It is neither possible to
model radiation heat exchange between the different SCDAP enclosures, nor between
SCDAP components and RELAP5 heat structures outside the core.

In the SCDAP model of the SBWR core no grid spacers have been modeled in analogy
with the MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR calculations. In addition, no fission product
behavior is included in the input model. The reason for this is that allowing fission
products to release from the fuel rods enormously increases the CPU usage of the code.

19B.7.5 Initial and Boundary Conditions

In this subsection the initial and boundary conditions have been summarized that are
important for the present analyses.
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19B.7.5.1 Initial Conditions

The initial conditions are obtained from a steady-state calculation. This steady-state
calculation is performed with the standard input model which is extended with a
pressure and a feedwater control system. Table 19B.7-2 presents the most important
steady-state process parameters. The initial fuel temperatures are presented in
Tables 19B.7-3 and 19B.74. SCDAP component 1 comprises rings 1, 2 and 4 of the
MELCOR and MAAP-SBWR core nodalization. Component 2 is equal to ring 3 of the
MELCOR and MAAP-SBWVR nodalization, while component 3 represents ring 5. These
values cannot be compared directly due to a different number of radial rings and the
difference between mean and centerline temperatures. Nevertheless, the temperature
values are in the same range and are only important to determine the initial stored
energy of the core.

The initial conditions of the containment, reactor building, and the environment are
presented in Table 19B.7-5. These are the same values that are used in the MAAP-SBWR
calculations. For the SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis, the "containment" pressure, i.e., the
pressure in volumes 718, 728, 820 and 821 (Figure 19B.7-2) was maintained as a
constant value. The pressure in volumes 718 and 725 was kept at 0.28 MPa (26 psig),
and in volumes 815 and 825 at 0.33 MPa (33 psig). This represents the containment
pressure as calculated by MELCOR at the moment the RPV is depressurized. The
volumes 815 and 825 are kept at a large pressure to simulate the submergence of the
SRV quenchers in the wetwell suppression pool.

The steady-state conditions as calculated by SCDAP/RELAP5 and MELCOR compare
very well. Although minor differences appear in mass flow rate, these do not affect the
progression of the severe accidents reported in this document, since full scram is
achieved after 2.8 s.

More important is the total mass inventory of the RPV since this affects the timing of
core uncovery, etc. The difference in RPV mass inventory between SCDAP/RELAP5
and MELCOR amounts to 10800 kg which can be explained by the mass inventory of
the CRD guide tubes in the lower plenum. This CRD inventory is accounted for in the
SCDAP/RELAP5 input model and not in the MELCOR one. Since the CRD guide tube
volume is also not accounted for in the MELCOR model, this difference in mass
inventory does not affect the RPV water levels.

19B.7.6 Benchmark Analysis Comparisons

19B.7.6.1 Main Steam Line Break (MSLB)

The MSLB scenario was initiated with the simultaneous occurrence of a break in one of
the main steam lines, loss of all pumped [Feedwater (FW) and Control Rod Drive
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(CRD)] flow into the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV), and Main Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIV) closure.

All off-site and on-site AC power generation is not available. Gravity Driven Cooling
System (GDCS) injection into the RPV is operable. All of the Safety/Relief Valves
(SRVs), which discharge steam to the wetwell suppression pool, and Depressurization
Valves (DPVs), which discharges steam to the drywell, are assumed to function properly
as part of the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS). Two out of the three Isolation
Condensers (IC) and the two Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) units are
assumed to be available for decay heat removal.

This scenario is not a severe accident, and by definition, it is meant to simulate the
thermal hydraulic response of the containment. Since the SCDAP/RELAP5 model does
not represent the containment, it was not used to model this event. Therefore, the code
comparison in this subsection will be limited to MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR.

The key events are calculated to occur at slightly different times for the two codes. The
immediate blowdown through the break results in rapid drop in the RPV level,
initiation of the Level 1 signal (ADS activation) and, within minutes, GDCS injection
into the depressurized RPV. The GDCS injection replaces the inventory lost through
the break, SRVs, and DPVs and prevents core uncovery from taking place. The same
GDCS level drop, from initial level down to a level of 1 m, was calculated by both MAAP-
SBWR and MELCOR. However, the rate of level decrease in MAAP-SBWR was faster
than MELCOR.

Shortly after RPVblowdown, a peak pressure is reached in the drywell of about 0.28 MPa
(26 psig) for both MELCOR and MAAP-SBWR. Also, the rise in wetwell pressure was
calculated to reach a peak value of 0.25 MPa (22 psig) for both codes.

A long-term quasi-steady state condition is reached where core decay heat is transferred
to the IC pool via the PCCS and ICs. The ICs condensate is returned to the RPV through
the IC drain lines directly to the RPV downcomer; and, through the PCCS drain lines
to the GDCS pool which, in turn, drains to the RPV downcomer. As a result, the
pressures in the drywell and wetwell are maintained at a more or less constant value:
about 0.27 MPa (24 psig) and 0.26 MPa (23 psig), respectively, for MAAP-SBWR
compared to about 0.22 MPa (17 psig) and 0.20 MPa (14 psig), respectively, for
MELCOR.

The simulation results are compared in Figures 19B.7-3a and 19B.7-3b.

19B.7.6.2 Low-Pressure Core Melt (LPCM)

The LPCM scenario is initiated by loss of all pumped (FW and CRD) flow to the RPV
and MSIV closure. Reactor scram follows at 2.8 seconds.
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The GDCS drain valve into the vessel and the Isolation Condensers are assumed
inoperable. All of the SRVs and DPVs are assumed to function properly as part of the
ADS system; and the SRVs are assumed to function in the safety mode to prevent
overpressurization of the RPV prior to the ADS actuation signal.

This scenario is characterized by loss of RPV inventory through the safety/relief valves
with failure to makeup the inventory loss leading to core uncovery, fuel degradation,
and vessel failure. The PCCS is available to remove decay heat from the drywell
atmosphere.

The core debris (corium) is released into the lower drywell as a result of vessel failure.
The gas atmosphere is heated up by the corium, and the GDCS and wetwell flooders to
the lower drywell are opened when the gas temperature exceeds 533 K. Corium cooling
is provided by steam generation in the overlying water pool, steam condensation in the
PCCS tubes, drainage of condensate into the GDCS and return flow to the lower
drywell.

The long-term containment pressure behavior is mainly dependent on the amount of
noncondensibles produced in-vessel due to core degradation as well as ex-vessel due to
the extent of core debris coolability.

The results of the MAAP-SBWR, MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 simulations of this
scenario will be discussed below. The comparison of the ex-vessel calculations is limited
to the MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR codes since ex-vessel phenomena are not modelled
in SCDAP/RELAP5. The simulation results are compared in Figures 19B.7-4a
through 19B.74h.

The key events, in-vessel, are calculated to occur at slightly different times for the three
codes as shown in Table 19B.7-6.

The more gradual melt progression and relocation in MELCOR seem to lead to greater
in-vessel hydrogen generation than MAAP-SBWR. It is quite interesting, however, that
prior to relocation of core debris into the lower plenum, MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR
are in excellent agreement with the hydrogen generation. Both codes calculate
approximately 440 KS of hydrogen at 3 hours into the event. The continued hydrogen
generation in MELCOR occurs due to core material dropping into the lower plenum
and quenching. MAAP-SBWR, on the other hand, does not 'drip" the core debris into
the lower plenum. MIAAP-SBWR holds up the core on the core plate until a relatively
large fraction of the core is molten. The calculated total in-vessel hydrogen in MAAP-
SBWR is about 40 percent less than MELCOR. The higher in-vessel hydrogen
production in MELCOR pressurizes the containment at a faster rate compared to
MAAP-SBWR before vessel failure.
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The hydrogen generation resulting from core degradation was calculated the earliest in
SCDAP/RELAP5. The calculation was not extended beyond the initial relocation of the
fuel material. The amount of hydrogen at the calculation endtime for SCDAP/RELAP5
is about the same as the MELCOR amount at the time of Core Support Plate failure.

After activation of the ADS system, the initial blowdown of steam/water through the
SRVs and DPVs result in comparable containment pressure spike for both MELCOR
and MAAP-SBWR.

Most to all of the corium is calculated by both codes to be released from the failed RPV
lower head into the lower drywell before opening of the flooders. MAAP-SBWR
calculates a slightly earlier opening compared to MELCOR. This is because more of the
decay heat is transferred to the collected water in the MAAP-SBWR calculation leading
to earlier corium dryout and, therefore, earlier heatup of the lower drywell gas
atmosphere than in MELCOR. The GDCS is calculated to drain completely in about the
same time by both MELCOR and MAAP-SBWR after opening of the flooder.

Negligible amount of concrete attack is calculated by MAAP-SBWR because the
calculated debris/water heat transfer results in a coolable configuration and, therefore,
no additional hydrogen generation is calculated. On the other hand, the MELCOR
calculation results in an uncoolable configuration and, therefore, significant concrete
attack and sustained hydrogen production.

MELCOR calculates an increasing pressure in containment due to the buildup of
noncondensibles, reaching 0.74 MPa (93 psig) in the drywell after 24 hours. MAAP-
SBWR calculates a steady state condition where corium decay heat is removed by
steaming in the overlying water pool and condensation in the PCCS tubes, resulting in
a constant pressure of 0.58 MPa (69 psig) in the drywell.

MAAP-SB WR Sensitivity Analysis Comparison with MELCOR
The MELCOR ex-vessel heat transfer modeling resulted in long-term pressure increase
in containment. A MAAP-SBWR sensitivity calculation with similar modeling approach
is compared to MELCOR in order to assess the MAAP-SBWR core concrete interaction
models.

As is the case with MELCOR, the sensitivity MAAP-SBWR calculation resulted in
significant concrete attack and sustained hydrogen production, resulting in long term
pressure increase in containment. The pressure in the lower drywell is calculated to
reach 0.87 MPa (111 psig) in MAAP-SBWR, after 24 hours, compared to 0.74 MPa (93
psig) in MELCOR.
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19B.7.6.3 Bottom Drain Line Break

The MAAP-SBWR analysis was initiated with the simultaneous initiation of the Bottom
Drain Line LOCA, loss of FW and CRD flow into the vessel. This is immediately followed
by reactor scram, and initiation of decay heat removal via the ICs. The GDCS in-vessel
injection is not available in this sequence. The PCCS is available and the SRVs are
available in their pressure protection mode.

The sequence is characterized as one where the core melts at low pressure without
much water present in the vessel. Table 19B.7-7 lists the timing of the key events for this
sequence.

Figure 19B.7-5a shows the RPV water levels as a function of time for the three codes
involved in this comparison: MAAP-SBWR, MELCOR, and SCDAP/RELAP5. After
initiation of the break, RPV inventory depletion continued to the Level 1 setpoint.
Attaining the Level 1 setpoint initiates RPV depressurization via the DPVs and SRVs
functioning in ADS mode. The vessel pressure decreased rapidly until the RPV was
depressurized. "AAP-SBWR predicted an increase in RPV level which is not seen in
either the MELCOR or SCDAP/RELAP5 results. This level difference leads to a
difference in the predicted time of core uncovery. Additionally, differences in the initial
vessel inventories may impact the timing.

The break continues to drain inventory from the vessel and the RPV level continues its
decrease. Complete core uncovery is predicted to occur at 1650, 2665, and 1100 seconds
for MAAP-SBWR, MELCOR, and SCDAP/RELAP5, respectively. Accounting for the
difference in the start of core uncovery, the time required to completely uncover the
core is similar for MAAP-SBWR and SCDAP/RELAP5, while MELCOR predicts a time
difference that is almost four times longer. Uncovery of the core leads to core heatup,
cladding oxidation, cladding rupture, and hydrogen generation. The rapid draining of
inventory from the RPV predicted by MAAP-SBWR prevents much hydrogen generation
since little steam is available. MAAP-SBWR predicted approximately 100 kg of hydrogen
will be generated prior to vessel failure. MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 predicted
approximately four times as much hydrogen generation at the same time.
Figure 19B.7-5b shows the predicted hydrogen generation for the three codes. The
difference between the code predictions may be attributable to the melt progression
and flow blockage models. The MAAP-SBWR options flags are set to allow local node
cut-off but not channel blockage. A discussion of hydrogen generation in-vessels follows
for the LP scenario.

The heat produced from the decay of the radioactive fission products and the
zirconium-steam reaction raised the fuel temperature to the U0 2 melting point. The
fuel rod geometry is lost as the fuel slumps onto the core support plate. Figure 19B.7-5c
shows the core maximum fuel temperature for the codes. The core support plate and
vessel failure follows very shortly in MAAP-SBWR. The MELCOR code predicts that the
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first region's support plate will fail at 4787 seconds with a penetration failing almost
immediately thereafter. MELCOR predicts that the first region to experience vessel
lower head failure does so at 9675 seconds. The SCDAP/RELAP5 calculations were
terminated at core support failure. The MAAP-SBWR predictions show that the
outermost core radial region remains below the U0 2 melting temperature until
approximately 31000 seconds. The material in region 5 completely relocated from the
RPV to the lower drywell by 39000 seconds. MELCOR predicted that the outermost
region did not relocate from the vessel.

The additional material relocation by MAAP-SBWVR was sufficient to dryout the water
that had accumulated in the lower drywell region at approximately 38000 seconds and
activate the flooder from the GDCS and wetwell pools. MELCOR with its smaller lower
drywell debris mass predicted flooder activation at approximately 56000 seconds.
Activation of the flooder rapidly reduced the air space temperature and pressure as
shown in Figures 19B.7-5d and 19B.7-5e for MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR. The
difference in flooder activation times introduces a shift in the containment response.
Both codes show a rapid decrease in lower drywell temperature to approximately 400 K
after flooder initiation and a slow increase afterward. The upper drywell temperature
also showed a decrease from pre-flooder values to approximately 475 K, respectively.

The behavior of the containment in the SBWR is of prime interest and the operation of
the PCCS is the key determinant. The PCCS is able to function only if steam is available
from the drywell for condensation in PCCS tubes. Figure 19B.7-5f shows the steam
concentrations for the upper drywell and the PCCS itself for MAAP-SBWR and
MELCOR. The MAAP-SBWR predicted PCCS steam fraction during operation is
approximately 0.8. The MAAP-SBWR predictions show two significant drops. The first
drop in steam fraction occurs immediately prior to vessel failure and is the result of little
steam generation and generation of noncondensible gases. The second dip follows
activation of the flooders and is a result of the cessation of steam generation while the
water in the lower drywell is heated back to saturation. MELCOR shows similar trends
until the flooders are activated at which time the steam fraction drops to approximately
0.2. The lower steam fraction in the PCCS reduces it's effectiveness and as a result the
containment pressure is higher.

The activation of the flooders effectively couples the water pools in the lower drywell
and wetwell. The MAAP-SBWR predicted wetwell level response shows a temporary
increase in level as water backflows from the drywell to wetwell. The inventory is being
supplied by the GDCS pools which are at a higher elevation. As the drywell inventory is
heated to saturation, steam production resumes, and drywell pressure increases which
allows the PCCS to resume functioning. The process ends when the water pools in the
drywell and wetwell are in static equilibrium. MELCOR showed a slightly higher central
drywell water level and did not show an increase in wetwell level. The differences may _
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be the result of slight differences in physical containment elevations. Figure 19B.7-5g
shows the water levels in the drywell and wetwell for MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR.

The MAAP-SBWR calculations predicted a debris bed that did not attack concrete after
being quenched. The debris bed was quenched almost immediately upon discharge.
The MELCOR calculation predicted substantial concrete attack and hydrogen
generation ex-vessel. The differences may be the result of model assumptions
concerning heat removal from the top of the debris bed.

19B.7.7 Conclusions

The codes all showed similar trends for the phenomena of interest. The major
differences between the MAAP-SBWR and alternate codes involved the areas of:

* In-Vessel Hydrogen Generation,

* Ex-Vessel Debris Coolability.

Both MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 predicted greater hydrogen generation in-vessel
compared to the MAAP-SBWR code. This difference can be attributed to underlying
differences in the modeling of the melt progression phenomena. The MAAP-SBWR
hydrogen generation value is approximately 45% less than the MELCOR and
SCDAP/RELAP5 results. Sensitivity studies on the MAAP-SBWR analysis of the
dominant PRA sequences will evaluate hydrogen generation impacts on the overall
prediction of the accident sequence. The SCDAP/RELAP5 analysis only covered the
time to fuel relocation. Therefore, only MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR comparisons were
performed for ex-vessel phenomena.

Long term, the difference in debris coolability impacts the results. The MELCOR
analysis assumed the development of an uncoolable debris bed in both core melt
scenarios while MAAP-SBWR predicted coolability in both. The difference leads to
MELCOR predicting concrete attack and substantial long-term hydrogen generation.
The additional hydrogen leads to higher containment pressures above the base case
MAAP-SBWR analysis. The MAAP-SBWR evaluation of the LPCM case with a heat
conduction limited upward heat transfer exhibited results similar to MELCOR The
MAAP-SBWR accident sequences evaluations include the impact of the debris
coolability on environmental fission product releases and as a sensitivity of dominant
sequences.

Comparison of the three codes predictions show that MAAP-SBWR compares
reasonably well with the alternate codes with the exception of the in-vessel
noncondensible gas generation and ex-vessel debris coolability. These effects will be
evaluated as part of the MAAP-SBWR analyses.
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Table 19B.7-1 Melting Temperature of Core Material

Material MAAP-SBWR MELCOR SCDAP/RELAP5

Inconel - 1533-1609

Stainless Steel 1800 1700 1671-1727

Stainless Steel Oxide 1838 1870 --

Zircaloy 2098 2098 2125-2250, dep. on
oxygen content

Boron Carbide 2623 2620 2743

Zircaloy Oxide 3000 2990 2973

Uranium Oxide 3113 3113 3113

Table 19B.7-2 MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 SBWR Steady-state Process
Parameters (P=2000 MWth)

Process Parameter MELCOR SCDAP/RELAP5

System pressure [MPa (psig)I 7.17 (1025) 7.16 (1024)

Lower plenum temperature (K) 550.7 550.4

Core mass flow (kg/s) 5602 5565

Bypass mass flow (kg/s) 1048 1297

Recirculation mass flow (kg/s) 5568 5757

Feedwater mass flow (kg/s) 1078 1101

Turbine steam mass flow (kg/s) 1082 1105

Downcomer water level (m) 18.4 18.3
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Table 19B.7-3 MELCOR SBWR Mean Steady-state Fuel
Temperatures

Level TRING I (K) TRING 2 (K) TRING 3 (K) TRING 4 (K) TRING 5 (K)

1 736.9 769.5 786.3 758.2 676.4

2 974.8 987.7 1026.2 961.6 789.1

3 1060.7 1076.8 1126.6 1044.4 831.5

4 1174.3 1194.5 1253.8 1152.1 883.5

5 1163.6 1286.8 1359.6 1240.0 926.2

6 1307.2 1332.8 1413.6 1284.5 946.7

7 1294.6 1319.4 1397.8 1269.5 940.8

8 1180.8 1200.5 1260.5 1158.2 886.2

9 855.3 863.8 889.4 846.6 726.8

Table 19B.7-4 SBWR SCDAP/RELAP5 Steady-state
Fuel Centerline Temperatures

Axial Level TCOm,. I (K) Tcom. 2 (K) Tcom,. 3 (K)
1 778.5 804.0 678.5

2 1037 1097 806.9

3 1150 1228 860.4

4 1290 1389 924.3

5 1410 1527 977.3

6 1473 1602 1005

7 1452 1584 995.2

8 1311 1412 930.3

9 897.5 987.3 738.5 0
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Table 19B.7-5 MAAP-SBWR and MELCOR Initial Conditions

Parameter MAAP-SBWR/MELCOR

Temperature (K) 300

Pressure IMPa (psi?)J 0.1013

Relative humidity (%) 100

02 fraction (%)
- containment 5
- reactor building 20
- environment 20

Wetwell water mass (kg) 3100 x 103

GDCS water mass (kg) 765 x 103

IC pool water mass (kg) 1162 x 103

Reactor building pool mass (kg) 442 x 103
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Table 19B.7-6 Timing of Events for the LPCM Scenario

Event MAAP-SBWR MELCOR SCDAP/RELAP5

Reactor scram 3 sec 3 sec 3 sec

Level 1 signal 36.1 min 45.1 min 25.6 min
(2166 sec) (2706 sec) (1536 sec)

Core uncovered 69.1 min 47.5 min 27.8 min
(4146 sec) (2850 sec) (1668 sec)

First relocation of
fuel rods

innermost rings 1.96-2.00 hrs 1.54-1.65 hrs 1.81-1.86 hrs
(7056-7200 sec) (5544-5940 sec) (6516-6696 sec)

outer 2.26 hrs 2.99 hrs 2.63 hrs

most (8136 sec) (10764 sec) (9468 sec)

rings

Core support 4.97 hrs 3.00-4.78-
failure (17892 sec) (10800-17208 sec)

Vessel failure 4.98 hrst  4.78-7.28 hrs-
(17928 sec) (17208-26208 sec)

Lower drywell 7.33 hrs 7.7 hrs
flooder opening (26388 sec) (27720 sec)

* Core support plate modelled in MELCOR as five radial rings or components.
t Timing of lower head penetration failure.
* Timing of global failure of lower head which is modelled as five distinct radial rings or

components.
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Table 19B.7-7 Timing of Events for the BDL Scenario

Event MAAP-SBWR MELCOR SCDAP/RELAP5

Reactor scram 3 sec 3 sec 3 sec

Level 1 signal 8.8 min 9.0 min 7.6 min
(525 sec) (538 sec) (453 sec)

Core uncovered 19.9 min 11.3 min 10.8 min
(1193 sec) (675 sec) (650 sec)

First relocation of
fuel rods

innermost rings 1.3-1.5 hrs 1.0-1.1 hrs 1.2 hrs
(4572-5358 sec) (3545-4055 sec) (4186-4315 sec)

outer 8.9 hrs 1.3 hrs
most (31949 sec) (4550 sec)
rings

Core support 2.3 hrs 1.2-2.2 hrs-
plate failure (8220 sec) (4401-7918 sec)

Vessel failure
(Lower Head 2.3 hrs 2.7-3.1 hrst
Penetration (8340 sec) (9675-11260 sec)

Failure)

Lower drywell 10.6 hrs 15.5 hrs
flooder opening (37989 sec) (55860 sec)

* Core support plate modeled in MELCOR as five radial rings or components.
t Lower head penetrations modeled in MELCOR to be located at five distinct lower head radial

rings or components.
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Figure 19B.7-2 SBWR SCDAP/RELAP5 Nodalization
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Figure 19B.7-4e Sequence LP: In-vessel Hydrogen Production
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19B.8 Identification and Screening of Phenomenological Uncertainties

19B.8.1 Introduction

The following describes the method used for selecting parameters to be investigated in
the SBWR uncertainty analysis. Even though the SBWR design attempts to limit the
sensitivity to various uncertainties, severe accident phenomenological uncertainties are
addressed in an engineering sense. This means that only those parameters that have a
major impact on the timing and magnitude of fission product release will be
investigated in detail. Each parameter will be addressed individually. The propagation
of uncertainty distributions, as done in NUREG-1 150 (Reference 19B.8-1), is not
provided.

19B.8.2 Identification of Candidate Issues

The uncertainty analysis is a four step process. The first step is a literature survey that
identifies all severe accident issues. The second step involves screening these issues for
their applicability to the SBWR. Next, deterministic sensitivity studies are performed
over a credible range of parameter values to determine the potential for each
phenomena to impact the assessment of containment integrity and fission product
release and timing. Finally, if during this analysis, it is judged that certain phenomena
can significantly affect the capability of systems to mitigate their effects with respect to
maintaining adequate containment performance, then these issues are further analyzed
in the Decomposition Event Trees (DETs).

The process for selecting candidate phenomenological issues for explicit analysis in the
Level 2 PRA is described in this subsection. Conversely, a discussion of the reasons for
excluding certain phenomena from further consideration is provided in Subsection
19B.8.3.

19B.8.2.1 Literature Survey and Issue Screening

This subsection provides a summary of a literature review of numerous industry sources
concerning severe accidents to identify the key phenomena and their associated
uncertainties pertinent to the SBWR (References 19B.8-1 through 19B.8-9).

19B.8.2.1.1 Review of NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom Analyses
(References 19B.8-2 and 19B.8-3)

The SBWR containment shares some similarities in design to the Mark III BWR
containment. The NUREG-1150 study of Grand Gulf was used to identify phenomena
and issues that may need to be addressed in the SBWR uncertainty analysis. In addition,
the Peach Bottom (Mark I) analysis was also reviewed for insights. The results of the
NUREG-1 150 Grand Gulf and Peach Bottom containment analysis are presented below.
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Grand Gulf

The Grand Gulf (GG) accident progression event tree (APET) consists of 125 event
headings. The events treated in the GG APET can be grouped into ten categories based
on similar accident progression phenomena or characteristics. This grouping is
summarized on Table 19B.8-1 along with the GG APET events which fall into each
group. A summary of the phenomena and issues addressed by each event group are
discussed below.

* Plant Damage State Grouping Events

The first fifteen events in the GG APET and event 20 were sorting type events which
summarized the plant damage state for a sequence based on the availability of
various core injection and containment systems, the timing of core damage, the
availability of AC and DC power and the vessel pressure.

* Structural Capacity/Initial Containment Status

Four events (events 16 - 19) summarized the early status of containment integrity
and pool bypass and defined the structural capacities of the containment and
drywell to quasi-static and impulse loading.

* Systems Behavior/Operator Actions

Twelve events defined operator actions and systems availability during the course of
the accident progression including whether hydrogen ignitors were available, the
status of containment sprays and whether the containment was vented. These event
questions were generally asked prior to core damage, during core damage, at vessel
failure and late after vessel failure. Other events considered were RV pressure
during core damage, upper pool dump, SRVs sticking open, and restoration of in-
vessel injection during core damage.

* AC/DC Power Availability

Six events were related to AC and DC power availability/recovery during core
damage, following vessel failure and late in the accident progression.

* Criticality

One event assessed whether the debris would be in a critical configuration after core
injection recovery.

* Hydrogen Related Phenomena/Issues

Forty-eight events in the GG APET were related to assessing the impact of hydrogen
production and combustion on containment and drywell integrity. These hydrogen
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event questions were asked at numerous time periods throughout the accident
progression: during core damage, at vessel failure, following vessel failure and late
in the accident sequence.

The hydrogen production event questions considered hydrogen production in-
vessel during core damage, released at vessel failure and during core concrete
interactions (CCI). Several events were included to assess the transient
concentrations of hydrogen, oxygen and steam in the drywell and containment
throughout the accident progression and to determine if regions were inert (or
non-inert) to deflagrations or detonations during various time periods.

For distinct time periods throughout the accident progression, the probability of
ignition of hydrogen diffusion flames, uncontrolled deflagrations, and detonations
were considered along with the efficiencies of the burns and the peak burn
pressures (and detonation impulse loads). Additional events compared these loads
with the containment and drywell structural capacities and determined if failure or
leakage would result.

* Containment/Drywell Pressurization and Failure

Twenty-two events assessed containment and drywell pressure and level of leakage
resulting from a combination of loads (gradual overpressurization from steam and
noncondensible gases) not directly associated with hydrogen combustion. This set
of events also assessed the response of the reactor pedestal and drywell to the
pressure loads resulting from energetic events which may occur at vessel failure
including steam explosions and rapid steam generation in the reactor cavity,
blowdown of the reactor vessel from high pressure and high pressure melt ejection.

* Core Concrete Interactions/Pedestal Failure

Seven events were directed at assessing the behavior of debris in the reactor cavity
following vessel failure. These events determined whether there was a water supply
to the debris, whether the debris was coolable, (and if not) the nature of the
resulting CCI and whether the CCI would result in pedestal failure.

* Steam Explosion Related

Five events assessed the likelihood and consequences of steam explosions occurring
in-vessel, or ex-vessel in the reactor cavity. In-vessel steam explosions which failed
the upper reactor vessel head, drywell and containment (alpha mode failure) or
which failed the lower head of the vessel were considered. The probability of large
ex-vessel steam explosions occurring and failing the pedestal (by impulse loading)
were also evaluated.
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* Core Damage Progression and Vessel Breach

Four events were related to assessing the general in-vessel accident progression and
vessel failure characteristics. These events evaluated the amount of core debris in
the initial core slump, the amount of debris mobile in the lower head at vessel
failure, the mode of vessel failure and whether an HPME occurred.

Peach Bottom
The major phenomena considered in the Peach Bottom APET, which were not
addressed in the GGAPET, were linermelt-through and over temperature failure of the
containment (drywell) penetrations.

Application of NUREGICR-4551 Results to SBWR
Since the SBWR containment is inerted the GG APET events associated with details of
hydrogen production and combustion are not relevant.

The remaining GG APET areas are generally considered applicable to the SBWR and
insights from the GG APET have been factored into to the SBWR containment event
tree analysis considering differences between the two designs.

The design of the SBWR lower drywell is very different than the Peach Bottom pedestal
cavity. The manway used to gain access to the lower drywell is about 5 meters above the
floor. The liner, which represents the containment boundary, in the lower drywell is
protected by one meter of sacrificial concrete. Therefore, the debris will not come in
contact with the liner in a manner which could lead to liner melt-through. As a
consequence, liner melt-through is not addressed in the SBWR analysis.

In the unlikely event of vessel breach with the vessel at high pressure, it is considered
possible that debris transported into the upper drywell may threaten containment
integrity as a result of a general heatup of the upper drywell atmosphere if the drywell
sprays are not available. As discussed in Subsection X.3.1, the debris will not be
transported as a contiguous mass. Therefore, the formation of a debris pool in the
upper drywell is not a credible event. However, there may be some debris in the upper
drywell which could lead to long-term high temperature failure of the containment.
The effects of high upper drywell temperature are considered in the CET in assessing
the probability of drywell failure.

19B.8.2.1.2 Review of NUREG-1335

Table A.5 from NUREG-1335 (Reference 19B.8-4) is included here as Table 19B.8-2.
This table includes a list of the parameters identified by the NRC to be addressed in an
IPE. All of these will be addressed in the final list of sensitivity analyses to be carried out
for the SBWR except for those discussed below.
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* Combustion in containment. As noted above, the SBWR containment is inerted and
therefore combustion will not result in a challenge to containment.

* Induced failure of the reactor coolant system. This is mainly an issue for PWRs. The
thin walls of the reactor coolant system outside of the vessel may fail to due extended
exposure to elevated temperature and pressure. For typical conditions in a BWR
during an accident, induced failures are judged to not occur.

* Direct contact of debris on containment. Due to the configuration of the SBWR
cavity, under a low pressure vessel failure scenario, core debris will be retained in
the cavity and will not come in direct contact with the containment boundary. For a
high pressure melt scenario, debris that is entrained into the upper drywell will be
dispersed and will not result in the coherent flow of debris to the containment shell
needed to cause containment failure.

19B.8.2.1.3 Review of 'Recommended Sensitivity Analyses for an Individual Plant
Examination using MAAP 3.01' (EPRI) (Reference 19B.8-7)

This document was reviewed to ensure that there were no new issues that had not
previously been identified in the above documents. In this document, the following key
issues are highlighted for BWR sensitivity analyses:

* Hydrogen Generation In-vessel,

* Mass of Molten Core Released at Vessel Failure,

* CsI Re-vaporization,

* Debris Coolability,

* Containment Failure Mode.

All of these issues are being addressed in the SBWR sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.
Some issues are being considered indirectly in the framework of the phenomenological
issues they affect. For example, the mass of molten core released at vessel failure is
considered in terms of the impact on high pressure melt ejection, direct containment
heating and core debris coolability.

19B.8.2.1.4 Review of ALWR Requirements Document

The EPRI ALWR Requirements Document (Reference 19B.8-9) includes a top-level
section referred to as the Key Assumptions and Guidelines (KAG) which defines the
manner in which a probabilistic risk assessment is to be performed for advanced plants.
Paragraphs 6.2 and 6.3 address those parameters which could be important for the
containment response:
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a Parameters Related to Hydrogen Combustion,

* Core Debris Coolability,

* Pressure Capacity and Failure Location of the Containment,

* High Pressure Melt Ejection,

* Ex-vessel Combustible Gas Generation,

* Operator Actions,

* Suppression Pool Scrubbing,

* Iodine Composition and Revaporization.

As stated previously, hydrogen burning is precluded in the SBWR design by use of an
inerted containment. Operator actions are being considered in a separate study. The
remainder of these issues are included in the SBWVR sensitivity and uncertainty analyses.

19B.8.2.2 Summary of Issues Applicable to SBWR

Table 19B.8-3 presents the list of phenomenological issues that are investigated in a
quantitative sensitivity analysis to assess their potential impact on the operator's
capability to maintain containment integrity until termination of the accident.

19B.8.3 Deterministic Sensitivity Analyses and Scoping Studies

19B.8.3.1 In-Vessel Hydrogen Generation

This subsection examines the effect of the MAAP-SBWR modeling of the hydrogen
generation from the metal-water reaction and its impact on the accident sequences.

Metal-water reaction in the SBWR is dominated by the oxidation of zirconium. This
reaction has two important consequences in a severe accident. First, the reaction is
exothermic, that is it adds energy to the system. Second, as oxygen from the steam is
consumed in the oxidation reaction, hydrogen gas is generated which adds to the
partial pressure of the noncondensible gases in containment.

Subsection 19B.7 compares the results from MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 to MAAP-
SBWVR for several severe accident sequences. One of the differences observed is the
amount of in-vessel hydrogen generation. MELCOR and SCDAP/RELAP5 generally
predicted 50% more in-vessel hydrogen generation than MAAP-SBWR. However, as the
results of the code comparison demonstrated, this increase in hydrogen generation
translated into a small increase in containment pressure. Therefore, the SBWR is not
considered sensitive to in-vessel hydrogen generation.
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19B.8.3.2 Fission Product Release from Core

The timing of fission product release from the fuel will effect the fission product
distribution within the containment. This could have an impact on the amount of
airborne fission products available for release from the containment. The effect of the
release rate can be modeled in the MAAP-SBWR code by use of the variable SCALFP. In
order to investigate the sensitivity of the releases from the containment to the release
rate from the fuel, the LPLSN sequence was run with the SCALFP parameter changed
from its nominal value of 1.0 to 10.0. This reduces the rate of release by an order of
magnitude.

The most risk significant of the fission products, CsI is used to measure the behavior of
the fission products. In the base case sequence about 50% of the volatile fission
products remain in the vessel at the time of vessel failure. Roughly 2% of the CsI is
carried into the suppression pool and the remaining 48% resides in the drywell and the
PCCS. Following vessel failure, the CsI that was in the vessel is slowly revaporized. At the
end of the calculation, 31% of the volatile fission products remain in the vessel, 67%
reside in the drywell and PCCS, and 2% remains deposited in the suppression pool. The
final release fraction of CsI to the environment is 1.33E-3.

The same basic behavior occurs in the sensitivity sequence with the SCALFP parameter
set equal to 10.0. There is, however, some variation in the fission product distribution.
At the time of vessel failure, 38% of the CsI remains in the vessel with approximately 4%
within the debris. About 7% of the volatile fission products are carried to the
suppression pool and the remaining 55% are in the drywell and PCCS. At the end of the
calculation, 31% of the CsI is within the vessel. The 4% that was in debris remains in
debris but is transferred to the lower drywell. Another 3% of the in-vessel CsI is
revaporized and transported to the drywell. Thus the final distribution of CsI in the
drywell is 58% and the suppression pool remains at 7%. The final environmental release
fraction of CsI is 9.6E-5. With a reduction in the release rate by an order of magnitude,
the release from containment was reduced by about 28%. Therefore, the fission
product release rate from the fuel will not significantly impact the SBWR off-site results.

19B.8.3.3 Csl Revaporization

An important aspect of fission product behavior is the propensity of the aerosols to
adhere to the relativelycoolersurfaces of the reactorvessel and the containment. While
the deposition process is fairly well understood, there is considerable uncertainty in the
revaporization of the fission products. MAAP-SBWR assumes that the fission products
are revaporized such that the local vapor pressure is consistent with the temperature of
the surface. However, it has been proposed that chemical reactions may occur on the
deposition surface which binds the fission products. This could result in delayed
revaporization as the heat sink temperature slowly rises due to the decay heat of the
fission products.
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In the vessel of the SBWR, most of the fission product deposition occurs on the steam
dryers. After the fission products are deposited, they slowly begin to heat the dryers due
to the decay heat they carry. As the temperature of the dryers increases, the fission
products are revaporized. Thus, the impact of chemical binding of fission products to
the dryers may be simulated by assuming a larger dryer mass. This causes the dryer
temperature to rise more slowly, which in turn slows the re-evolution process. For this
study, the dryer mass was tripled and the base case sequence LPLSFN was recalculated.

As was used in Subsection 19B.8.3.2, CsI will be used as the representative fission
product compound. Comparison of this calculation and the base case sequence show
no significant difference in the timing of key events. The mass of CsI in the vessel at the
time of vessel failure and at the end of the calculation is roughly the same. However, the
rate of revaporization after vessel failure is more gradual in the sensitivity case
compared to the base case. This leads to a very small increase in the environmental CsI
releases (1.29E-4 vs. 1.28E4). Based on this small difference in release fraction, no
further consideration of CsI revaporization is necessary.

19B.8.3.4 Time of Vessel Failure

The detailed progression of a core melt during a severe accident is subject to
considerable uncertainty. The core melt progression assumed in MAAP-SBWR retains
the corium above the core plate until local core plate failure occurs, resulting in a large
pour of core debris into the lower plenum of the vessel. Before this time, water in the
lower plenum has very little impact on the accident progression because heat transfer
to the lower plenum water pool is very small. Consequently, the lower plenum is nearly
full of water at the time of core plate failure.

Due to the large amount of core debris poured into the vessel head at the time of core
plate failure, local failure of the instrument tubes is predicted very soon after debris
enters the lower plenum. Therefore, there is insufficient heat transfer to the corium to
quench it in the vessel; and, molten corium and water are relocated to the lower drywell.

In other melt progression models, the molten fuel drips down in a process called
candling. Under this assumption, it is possible for molten corium to be relocated in the
lower plenum slowly, where it is quenched. Vessel failure could then be delayed until all
water in the lower plenum is boiled off and the corium is reheated. During the time
when the water in the lower plenum is boiling, steam would continue to flow past the
fuel rods which could result in increased hydrogen production. The impact of
hydrogen production on the containment response is discussed in Subsection 19B.8.3.1
as well as in the alternate code comparisons, Subsection 19B.7.6.

The behavior of the fission products are important assuming this type of core melt
progression. As modeled in the MAAP-SBWR code, a significant fraction of the volatile
fission products are retained on the relatively cool surfaces in the vessel as they are
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released from the overheating fuel. Later, as these structures heat up, the fission
products are revaporized.

For severe accident sequence LPLSN, MAAP-SBWR calculates approximately 50% of
the volatile fission products are deposited on vessel surfaces just prior to vessel failure.
These fission products would be released to the drywell atmosphere very slowlywith the
majority of them being deposited on the cooler surfaces. With nominal leakage from
the drywell, the final release fraction of CsI from the containment is about 1.33E4.

The LPLSN sequence was rerun with a modified version of MAAP-SBWR in which vessel
failure was delayed until the water in the lower plenum had been boiled dry. In this
sequence, only about 30% of the fission products remained in the vessel at the time of
vessel failure. Therefore, less of the fission products are retained in the vessel. With very
little of the volatile fission products being carried to the suppression pool, the drywell
fission product concentrations are higher. The net effect is a slightly higher fission
product release from the containment. The final release fraction of CsI from the
containment is 1.3 x 104 which is identical to the abase case. Thus, the impact of a
delayed time of vessel failure will not significantly effect the off-site accident results.

19B.8.3.5 Debris Entrainment

In core melt accidents where the reactor vessel pressure is high at the time of vessel
failure, core debris can be entrained out of the lower drywell. If the possibility of a DCH
event from fine fragmentation of the debris is not considered, then the overall impact
of debris entrainment is with respect to the energy distribution within the containment.
To evaluate this impact, a sensitivity calculation was performed using the MAAP-SBWR
code. The base case for this calculation was the high pressure sequence HPSG. In the
sensitivity case, the critical velocity required to entrain debris was set to a high value to
prevent entrainment.

In the base case sequence, 75% of the corium is entrained to the drywell region, 4% to
the central drywell region, and the remaining 20% is retained in the lower drywell. The
debris in the upper drywell region heats up the upper drywell atmosphere and
structures which leads to elevated temperatures (sufficient to cause drywell head
leakage due to seal degradation, temps > 533 K). In the sensitivity calculation, no debris
entrainment occurs. The upper drywell gas temperature stays below 490 K and the
maximum containment pressure is 0.62 MPa (75 psig) compared to 0.68 MPa (84 psig)
in the base case. The resulting fission product releases are also reduced. The release
fraction of noble gases is 7.4E-4 and for CsI is 1.8E-5, compared to the base case values
of 2.3E-3 and 1.6E-4, respectively. Therefore, the impact of debris entrainment,
calculated in the high pressure base case sequences, is to increase the upper drywell
temperature leading to slightly higher containment pressure and higher fission product
release from the containment. The impact due to DCH is addressed in
Attachment 19BA.
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19B.8.3.6 Mass of Debris Discharged at Vessel Failure

Another aspect of the melt progression is related to the amount of core debris that is
discharged to the containment at the time of vessel failure. The amount of material
discharged can impact the containment pressure and temperature response and
ultimately impact the fission product release fractions.

To investigate the impact of the amount of debris discharged at vessel failure, a
sensitivity calculation was performed. The base case for this study was a vessel rupture
case (VRSN). In this calculation, the MAAP-SBWR parameter, FMAXCP was changed
from its nominal value of 0.1 to 0.5. What this does, is to discharge the remaining core
material to the containment when 50% of it has been released. In effect, for the
sensitivity calculation the entire core will be discharged to the containment at the time
of vessel failure.

In the base case sequence, the majority of the core debris is discharged to the
containment shortly after vessel failure (1.2 hours). At about 4 hours, enough
additional material had melted and relocated to the containment to allow the
remaining 10% to be released. In this case, the amount of zirconium that reacts in-vessel
is about 2%. The maximum containment pressure is about 0.375 MPa (39.7 psig) and
the containment release fractions of noble gases and CsI are 1.25E-3 and 3.39E-5,
respectively.

In the sensitivity calculation with FMAXCP equal to 0.5, all of the core debris is
discharged to the containment at vessel failure, 1.2 hours. With all the debris in the
containment, there is no in-vessel hydrogen produced. Instead, the steam generation
rate in the lower drywell is increased, and, as a result, more energy is transferred to the
PCCS. This is shown by a decrease in the time to reach the saturation temperature in
the IC pool by about 1.5 hours. The net effect is lower containment pressures and
temperatures. The final release of noble gases and CsI from the containment are 8.41E-
4 and 2.86E-5.

The results of this sensitivity study indicate that the containment performance and
environmental fission product releases are not sensitive to the amount of debris
material discharged at the time of vessel failure. This parameter is investigated further
in Subsection 19B.10.

19B.8.3.7 Suppression Pool Decontamination Factor

From the standpoint of severe accidents, one of the important features of a pressure
suppression containment is the suppression pool. The suppression pool not only
quenches any steam which enters it, reducing the rate of containment pressurization, it
also traps the fission products carried with the gas flow. This process, known as
scrubbing, reduces the amount of fission product aerosols available for release from the
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containment. The efficiency of the scrubbing process is typically characterized in terms
of a decontamination factor (DF). It is defined as the mass of fission products which
enter the pool divided by the mass of fission products which leave the pool.

In order to investigate the sensitivity of the fission product releases in a severe accident
to the suppression pool decontamination factor, a sensitivity calculation was performed.
The MAAP-SBWR code was modified to reduce the calculated pool DF for all species
except the noble gases by a factor of 10.

The case selected for the sensitivity was a low-pressure core melt sequence with limited
debris coolability (LPSCV). In this case, the wetwell is vented to the atmosphere when
the pressure reaches 0.93 MPa (120 psig). In the base case sequence, the wetwell vent is
opened at 37 hours. The fractional release of CsI from the containment in this case is
1.56E-3. In the sensitivity case, the CsI release is increased to 1.70E-3. In both cases the
pool DFs are relatively small (less than 100) due to the small submergence of the PCCS
purge line. Therefore, the impact of a reduced pool DF is not that significant for the
SBWR design.

19B.8.3.8 Suppression Pool Bypass

Leakage between the drywell and the wetwell allows steam to directly enter the wetwell
without passing through the suppression pool. Thus, the steam condensation and
fission product scrubbing effects of the suppression pool are inhibited. More
importantly, some of the steam flow that would normally pass through the PCCS for
containment energy removal is also bypassed. This results in additional heating of the
wetwell and, as a result, higher containment pressures.

A sensitivity study on drywell to wetwell leakage for severe accident events was
performed to determine the impact on containment performance. In addition, the
threshold leakage area that could lead to containment failure was evaluated. The base
case for this study was case LPLSN. The leakage path was chosen to simulate vacuum
breaker leakage. The results of the sensitivity study indicate that a leakage area on the
order of 1I cm2 is required to lead to pressures sufficient to fail the containment. Based
on the current vacuum breaker design, a leakage area of this magnitude is considered
to be highly unlikely. Smaller vacuum breaker leakage will result in elevated
containment pressure and slightly higher releases from the containment. For example,
a case was analyzed with a leakage area of 10 cm2 which resulted in a maximum
containment pressure of 0.91 MPa (117 psig) compared to the base case value of 0.6
MPa (72 psig). The fractional releases of noble gases is 2.33E-3 and for CsI is 1.41E-4
compared to the base case values of 1.75E-3 and 1.33E-4, respectively. Therefore, for the
range of vacuum breaker leakage area that is considered creditable, there is no
significant impact on the SBWR containment performance.
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19B.8.3.9 Fission Product Release Location

One of the unique features of the SBWR containment design is the Passive
Containment Cooling System (PCCS). The purpose of the PCCS is to remove energy
from the containment for design basis as well as severe accident sequences. This design
feature can also result in a unique containment failure location. If a PCCS tube were to
fail during a severe accident event, then fission products could be released to the
environment since the IC pool is vented to the atmosphere.

To investigate the effects of a containment failure as a result of a PCCS tube leak, a
sensitivity calculation was performed. The base case sequence for this study was the
LPLSN sequence. A failure of one PCCS tube was assumed at the time of GDCS flooder
actuation. As a result of this leak the containment pressure remained below 0.5 MPa (58
psig) throughout the event. This was due to the additional energy that was being
removed from the leak. With more energy removal, the containment temperatures were
also lower.

The fission product release behavior can be compared to the base case sequence with
nominal leakage from the drywell to assess the severity of this failure location. It should
be noted that the nominal leakage path is still represented in the sensitivity case. The
fractional release of noble gases from the containment is 0.212 which is significantly
higher than the base case value of 1.75E-3. This is expected since the sensitivity case
represents a failed containment condition. The fractional release of CsI is 1 .30E-4 which
is slightly lower than the base case release of 1.33E-4. The lower releases are related to
the lower containment pressure and temperature, and the effect of aerosol scrubbing
by the IC pool. Based on these results it is concluded that the containment failure in the
PCCS tubes will not contribute significantly to off-site risk.

19B.8.4 Key Issues for Inclusion in the CPET Model

Table 19B.84 presents the phenomena that are explicitly quantified in the SBWR Level
2 PRA

It is judged that the effects of these phenomena can significantly challenge the
capability of systems to mitigate severe accident progression and maintain adequate
containment performance.

Conversely, the remaining phenomena are excluded from explicit consideration in this
analysis because sufficient margin exists in the SBWR design to preclude or greatly
minimize their impact on containment integrity. The basis for this determination is
provided in Subsection 19B.8.3
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Table 19B.8-1 NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf APET Events by Category

Event Number Description

Plant Damage State Grouping Events

1 Initiating Event Type

2 Station Blackout

3 DC Power Availability

4 S/RV Fails to Reclose

5 HPCS Failure

6 RCIC Failure Initially

7 CRD Injection Failure

8 Condensate System Failure

9 LPCS/LPCI Systems Failure

10 RHR Failure

11 Service Water/LPCI Crosstie Failure

12 Fire Protection Crosstie Failure

13 Containment Spray Failure

14 Vessel Depressurization

15 Time Core Damage

20 Plant Damage State Summary

Structural Capacity/Initial Containment Status

16 Containment Isolation (Pre-existing Leakage)

17 Extent of Pool Bypass Initially

18 Containment Capacity (Quasi-static/Dynamic Loading)

19 Drywell Capacity (Quasi-static/Dynamic Loading)

Systems Behavior/Operator Actions

21 Ignitors Turned On Before Core Damage

22 Containment Vented Before Core Damage

23 SRV Vacuum Breakers Stick Open

26 RV Pressure During Core Damage

27 Status of Hydrogen Ignitors Before Vessel Breach

28 RV Injection Restored During Core Damage

30 Containment Spray Status

Systems Behavior/Operator Actions (Continued)

53 Upper Pool Dump
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Table 19B.8-1 NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf APET Events by Category

Event Number Description

81 Containment Spray Status Following Vessel Breach

103 Containment Vented Following Vessel Breach

106 Containment Spray Status Line

119 Containment Vented Late

AC/DC Power Availability

24 AC Power Recovered During Core Damage

25 DC Power Available During Core Damage

79 AC Power Recovered Following Vessel Breach

80 DC Power Available Following Vessel Breach

104 AC Power Recovered Late

105 DC Power Available Late

Criticality

29 Core in Critical Configuration Following Injection Recovery

Hydrogen Related Phenomena/Issues

31 Amount Oxygen in Wetwell During Core Damage

32 Amount Oxygen in Drywell During Core Damage

33 Amount Steam In Containment During Core Damage

34 Amount Steam in Drywell During Core Damage

35 Amount Hydrogen Released In-vessel During Core Damage

36 Level In-vessel Zirconium Oxidation

39 Max. Hydrogen Concentration in Wetwell Before Vessel Failure

40 Extent Wetwell Inert During Core Damage

41 Diffusion Flames Consume Hydrogen Before Vessel Breach

42 Max. Hydrogen Concentration in Drywell Before Vessel Failure

43 Deflagrations in Wetwell Before Vessel Breach

44 Detonation in Wetwell Before Vessel Breach

45 Containment Impulse Load Before Vessel Breach

46 Hydrogen Burn Efficiency Before Vessel Breach

Hydrogen Related Phenomena/issues (Continued)

47 Peak Hydrogen Burn Containment Pressure

48 Extent of Drywell Leakage Due to Early Detonation in Containment
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Table 19B.8-1 NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf APET Events by Category

Event Number Description

49 Extent of Containment Leakage Due to Early Detonation in
Containment

56 Extent Drywell Inert at Vessel Breach

57 Sufficient Hydrogen in Drywell for Combustion/Detonation Before
Vessel Breach

65 Detonation in Drywell at Vessel Breach

66 Deflagration in Drywell at Vessel Breach

68 Amount Hydrogen Released at Vessel Breach

69 How Much Hydrogen Released at Vessel Breach

78 Hydrogen Concentration in Containment Immediately After Vessel
Breach

82 Extent Wetwell Inert After Vessel Breach

83 Sufficient Oxygen in Containment for Combustion

84 Hydrogen Ignition in Containment at Vessel Breach

85 Hydrogen Ignition in Containment Following Vessel Breach

86 Hydrogen Detonation in Wetwell Following Vessel Breach

87 Impulse Loading to Containment Following Vessel Breach

88 Hydrogen Burn Efficiency Following Vessel Breach

89 Peak Containment Pressure From Hydrogen Burn at Vessel Breach

91 Extent of Drywell Leakage Due to Detonation in Containment at
Vessel Breach

92 Extent of Containment Leakage Due to Detonation at Vessel Breach

101 Hydrogen (and CO) Produced During CCI

102 Level Zirconium Oxidation in Pedestal Before CCI

107 Late Concentration Combustible Gases in Containment

108 Level Wetwell Inert After Vessel Breach

109 Sufficient Oxygen in Containment for Late Combustion

110 Hydrogen Ignition in Containment Late

111 Detonation in Wetwell Following Vessel Breach

112 Containment Impulse Load Late

Hydrogen Related Phenomena/Issues (Continued)

113 Hydrogen Burn Efficiency Late

114 Peak Containment Pressure From Late Hydrogen Burn 0
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Table 19B.8-1 NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf APET Events by Category

Event Number Description

115 Extent of Drywell Leakage Due to Detonation in Containment Late

116 Extent of Containment Leakage Due to Late Detonation

117 Level of Containment Leakage Due to Late Combustion

118 Level of Drywell Leakage Due to Late Combustion

Containment/Drywell Pressurization/Failure

37 Containment Pressure During Core Damage

38 Extent of Containment Leakage Due to Slow Pressurization Before
Vessel Breach

50 Level Containment Leakage Before Vessel Breach

51 Level of Drywell Leakage Due to Containment Pressurization

52 Level Pool Bypass Following Early Combustion Events

55 Containment Pressure Before Vessel Breach

70 Drywell/Wetwell Pressure Differential Resulting from Vessel Breach

71 Peak Pedestal Pressure at Vessel Breach

72 Drywell Impulse Load at Vessel Breach Sufficient to Cause Failure

73 Drywell Pressurization at Vessel Breach Sufficient to Cause Failure

74 Pedestal Failure Due to Pressurization at Vessel Breach

76 Pedestal Failure Causes Drywell Failure

77 Containment Pressure at Vessel Breach Prior to Hydrogen Burn

90 Level Containment Pressurization at Vessel Breach

93 Level Containment Leakage Following Vessel Breach

94 Level of Drywell Leakage Due to Containment Pressurization

95 Level Pool Bypass Following Vessel Breach

96 Containment Pressure After Vessel Breach

122 Level Late Pool Bypass

123 Late Containment Pressure Due to Non-condensibles or Steam

124 Late Containment Failure Due to Non-condensibles or Steam

125 Long-term Level Containment Leakage

Core Concrete Interactions/Pedestal Failure

54 Water in Reactor Cavity

97 Water Supplied to Debris Late

98 Water in Cavity After Vessel Breach
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Table 19B.8-1 NUREG/CR-4551 Grand Gulf APET Events by Category

Event Number Description

99 Nature of Core Concrete Interactions (CCI)

100 Fraction of Core Not Participating in HPME Participates in CCI

120 Amount Concrete Erosion to Fail Pedestal

121 Time of Pedestal Failure

Steam Explosion Related

58 Alpha Mode Event Fails Vessel and Containment

60 Large In-vessel Steam Explosion

62 In-vessel Steam Explosion Fails Vessel

67 Large Ex-vessel Steam Explosion

75 Pedestal Failure From Ex-vessel Steam Explosion

Core Damage Progression and Vessel Breach

59 Fraction of Core Participating in Core Slump

61 Fraction Core Debris Mobile at Vessel Breach

63 Mode of Vessel breach

64 High Pressure Melt Ejection
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Table 19B.8-2 NRC Identified Parameters for Sensitivity Study
from NUREG-1335

Performance of containment heat removal systems during core meltdown
accidents

In-vessel phenomena (primary system at high pressure)

H2 production and combustion in containment

Induced failure of the reactor coolant system pressure boundary

Core relocation characteristics

Mode of reactor vessel melt-through

In-vessel phenomena (primary system at low pressure)

H2 production and combustion in containment

Core relocation characteristics

Fuel / coolant interactions

Mode of reactor vessel melt-through

Ex-vessel phenomena (primary system at high pressure)

Direct containment heating concerns

Potential for early containment failure due to pressure load

Long-term disposition of core debris (coolable or not coolable)

Ex-vessel phenomena (primary system at low pressure)

Potential for early containment failure due to direct contact by core debris

Long-term core-concrete interactions:

Water availability

Coolable or not coolable
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Table 19B.8-3 Phenomenological Issues Investigated
in the SBWR Sensitivity Analysis

In-vessel Phenomena

Hydrogen generation

Core Blockage and Melt Progression

Fission Product release from core

Csl re-evaporation

Time of vessel failure

Recriticalityfollowing in-vessel recovery

Ex-vessel Phenomena

Debris entrainment and direct containment heating

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Mode of vessel breach

Mass of debris transported to upper drywell

Debris fragmentation

Potential for pedestal failure

Steam explosions

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Presence of water in lower drywell at vessel failure

Potential for pedestal failure

Core concrete interaction and debris coolability

Debris configuration

Debris bed heat transfer characteristics

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Presence of water in lower drywell at vessel failure

Potential for pedestal failure

Non-condensible gas generation

Containment failure location

Vent

Upper drywell structural breach

IC/PCC tube failure

Containment failure area

Breach or leakage

Suppression pool bypass

High temperature failure of drywell

Suppression pool DF
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Table 19B.8-4 Phenomenological Issues Included in
SBWR CPET Model

Ex-vessel Phenomena

Debris entrainment and direct containment heating

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Mode of vessel breach

Mass of debris transported to upper drywell

Debris fragmentation

Steam explosions

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Presence of water in lower drywell at vessel failure

Core concrete interaction and debris coolability

Debris configuration

Debris bed heat transfer characteristics

Mass of molten material at time of vessel failure

Presence of water in lower drywell at vessel failure

Non-condensible gas generation

Containment failure location

Vent

Upper drywell structural breach

Containment failure area

Breach or leakage

Suppression pool bypass

High temperature failure of drywell
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19B.9 Description of the SBWR Level 2 PRA Model

19B.9.1 Interface Between Level 1 and 2 PRA Models

19B.9.1.1 Plant Damage State Bins

The interface between the Level 1 and the Level 2 PRA models is accomplished using a
set of plant damage state (PDS) bins. The bins explicitly define particular accident
conditions and the availability of containment systems that affect containment
performance. Each PDS represents a unique set of Level 1 accident scenarios, which are
similar in terms of severe accident progression and functional requirements for their
mitigation. Each bin is treated individually as one representative scenario in the
subsequent containment performance analysis. Specifically, each PDS defines the
conditions leading to core damage, the integrity of the containment, and the status of
containment systems that are deemed important for the mitigation of severe accidents.

19B.9.1.1.1 Identification of Important PDS Functional Characteristics

The important functional characteristics for mitigating the severe accident, represented
by each plant damage state, are determined by defining the phenomenological effects
that influence containment performance and source term generation. Once these
parameters of the analysis are defined, the plant design documents and operating
instructions are reviewed to determine the potential capability each containment
system provides in mitigating these effects within the context of each scenario
postulated in the Level I analysis (i.e., core damage end state). The most important
functional characteristics are listed below:

* Containment Integrity at Core Damage

- Containment Intact

- Containment Bypassed

- Containment Structurally Breached

- Containment Unisolated

* Containment Pressure and Temperature Control

- RPV Pressure at Vessel Failure

- Availability of Containment Heat Removal Systems (i.e., the PCCS and FAPCS)

- Adequate Vapor Suppression

- Timely Flooding of the Lower Drywell
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* Source Term Mitigation

- Isolation of the Safety Envelop

19B.9.1.2 Plant Damage State Definition

The plant damage state logic diagram is shown as Figure 199B.9-1. This figure defines the
plant damage states with distinct combinations of plant conditions and system states
postulated to affect severe accident progression (i.e., as defined in the CPETs). The
information developed in the CSETs regarding the characteristics of the accident
scenario (up until the point of core damage), and the availability of systems determined
to potentially mitigate subsequent containment failure and radionuclide release is used
to calculate the contribution to each PDS from each Level 1 end state. The output of
the PDS logic model is subsequently communicated to the Containment Phenomena
Even Trees (CPETs) and associated Decomposition Event Trees (DETs) so that the
conditional probability of specific phenomenological events, which are judged to
dominate containment performance for these scenarios, can be calculated.

19B.9.1.2.1 PDS Group Logic Tree Heading Definitions

The following discussion defines each heading contained in the PDS grouping logic
diagram.

Containment Bypass (CONBYPASS)
A core damage sequence with containment bypass results in a direct radiological release
pathway from the RPV to the environment Hence, the natural radionuclide removal
mechanisms offered by the containment structure, or the actuation of engineered safety
systems designed to reduce fission products from the release effluent are ineffective in
mitigating the source term. Additionally, the initial flow rate from a LOCA outside
containment is generally so large that even if the break is within the safety envelope.
subsequent isolation of the pathway (after the onset of core damage) is not considered
possible.

The major contributors to containment bypass scenarios are LOCA initiated events that
occur outside containment in the Main Steam, Feedwater, or Reactor Water Cleanup or
Isolation Condenser systems that result in core damage. Since the radionuclide release
pathway for these sequences renders the containment systems ineffective in reducing
the concentration of radionuclides in the release effluent, these scenarios are assigned
to a single PDS that is conservatively treated in a separate CPET.

Containment Status at RPV Failure (CN1L STA T
Sequences involving containment failure or loss of containment isolation at the time of
core damage are distinguished under this heading. The failure of containment or loss
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of isolation prior to, or at the time of, vessel failure is assumed to result in a radiological
release to the environment beginning at, or before, the time of RPV breach.

Containment failure can occur before core damage during scenarios in which adequate
containment heat removal (CHR) and venting are not accomplished (i.e., Class II
sequences), or during ATWS sequences where the power production rate exceeds the
capabilities of CHR and venting (i.e., Class IV sequences). However, because the
location of containment failure is determined to occur in the top slab of the upper
drywell, it is judged that the potential impact of scenarios resulting in containment
breach adversely affecting the continued capability to provide adequate core cooling is
remote. Consequently, Class 1I sequences do not significantly contribute to the core
damage frequency; and therefore, are not considered in the containment performance
evaluation. On the other hand, Class IVATWS sequences are assigned to the "ATWS /
CF" branch, since the impact on containment integrity is considered to be severe.

Containment failure may also occur before core damage for scenarios initiated by, or
resulting in, reactor vessel rupture (i.e., Class 3C sequences). These sequences are
assigned to branch "VF / CF."

Containment failure may also occur during sequences involving the failure of the vapor
suppression function. Currently, it is conservatively assumed that loss of the vapor
suppression function, as defined in the Level I analysis, leads to containment failure at
or before vessel failure for certain LOCA initiated events. Additionally, significant
challenge to the containment structural integrity may occur upon RPV breach if the
vapor suppression system is not functional during non-LOCA initiated events.
Therefore, all sequences with failure of vapor suppression (as modeled in CSET Event
D) are assigned to branch "VAP SUP / CF."

Finally, Level I accident sequences with the containment unisolated (as modeled in the
CSET Event CI) are assigned to branch "DW NOT ISOLATED." These scenarios
include failure to isolate lines that penetrate the drywell and provide a release pathway
outside the safety envelop directly to the environment.

RPV Pressure at Vessel Failure (RPV PRESS)
RPV pressure at the time of vessel failure affects the probability of in-vessel steam
explosion; debris flow rates from the vessel and the potential for entrainment of debris
into the upper drywell following vessel failure; and pressurization of the lower and
upper drywell from vessel blowdown, steam generation from debris quenching, and
direct containment heating (DCH) phenomena.

Class IA, IBH, IC, and 3A scenarios involve core damage as a result of the operator
failing to depressurize the RPV. These sequences are assigned to the "HIGH" branch.
All other sequences are assumed to include core damage with the RPV depressurized
and are assigned to the "LOW" branch.
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Cavity Flooded Before Vessel Failure [CA _WATE)
For certain sequences, it is anticipated that water may accumulate in the lower drywell
while the lower head of the RPV is still intact. These scenarios are defined as LOCA
initiated events caused by a breach in a feedwater line, GDCS line, RPV bottom drain
line, or either main steam line; or scenarios initiated, or resulting in, RPV rupture
before core damage.

A large quantity of water in the lower drywell at vessel failure can have a significant
impact on accident progression. For this situation, the possibility for the occurrence of
steam explosion must be considered, and its impact on containment integrity and
debris coolability assessed. In the absence of an energetic FCI event, the water pool may
fragment and quench the debris as it enters the lower drywell; thereby, increasing the
probability of cooling the debris in the lower drywell and reducing the effect of core
concrete interaction on containment performance.

Therefore, all Class 3 accident sequences (defined in the Level 1 analysis as LOCA
initiated events), in which it is determined that water is accumulated in the lower
drywell in the CSET, are assigned to the "EAR CAV FLD" branch. All other sequences
are assigned to the "NO EAR FLD" branch.

Containment Heat Removal (CHR)
Successful containment heat removal ensures that drywell pressure is maintained below
design capacity of the structure in the long term (i.e., in the absence of large quantities
of noncondensible gas generation by CCI). Following RPV failure, containment heat
removal can be accomplished by either the PCCS or by the FAPCS operating in the
suppression pool cooling mode. Containment heat removal is queried for all sequences
in which containment failure has not already been determined to have occurred (i.e.,
scenarios that are binned into the "ISOLATED" category under heading "Containment
Status at RPV Failure"). Sequences determined to include functional containment heat
removal in the CSET (i.e., Event W) are binned into the "CHR OK" category.

Drywell Sprays (DW .SPRA Y)
The actuation of the drywell spray system (i.e., another operating mode of the FAPCS)
is credited in the Level 2 analysis as providing a source of cooling water to the upper
drywell region; thereby, preventing overtemperature failure of containment structural
components following RPV breach. Additionally, actuation of the FAPCS in the drywell
spray mode is credited for providing sufficient makeup to the cavity to potentially
mitigate debris/concrete interaction.

The drywell sprays are also credited for reducing the source term associated with
scenarios involving a breach in containment (i.e., structural failure of the drywell).

If the containment is not bypassed, the "SPRAYS OK" branch is assigned all scenarios in
which drywell sprays are determined to be operational (i.e., success at node "SDW" in
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the CSET). Note that this model assumes that there is complete dependence between
the suppression pool cooling mode and the drywell spray mode of the FAPCS.
Therefore, no credit is given for the actuation of drywell sprays during sequences in
which it is determined that the function of containment heat removal is unavailable.

Cavity Flooding (CA VLFOOD)
Upon RPV failure, the GDCS actuates automatically to flood the lower drywell and RPV
up to the elevation of TAF. It is expected that the overlying water pool on top of the
debris cools the debris sufficiently to prevent or mitigate the effects of core/concrete
interaction, and potentially preclude containment failure. Specifically, these effects
include:

* structural breach in the lower drywell caused by the thermal attack of the steel liner
and concrete while these materials are in contact with molten debris;

* overtemperature failure of the drywell from the hot gases produced during
debris/concrete attack; and

* overpressurization of containment due to noncondensible gas generation from
debris/concrete attack.

The availability of the system to flood the lower drywell is assessed in CSET Event PFS;
these sequences are assigned to branch "CAV FLOOD" in the plant damage state
grouping diagram.

Vent Operation (VENT)
The containment vent provides a means to reduce containment pressure. Manual
operation of the containmentvent is required when all other containment heat removal
systems have failed or are ineffective in maintaining containment pressure within
acceptable limits. Most importantly, operation of the wetwell vent is required to mitigate
containment overpressure failure due to the production of noncondensible gases
during CCI (i.e., in the case where the debris bed in the cavity is not coolable).

However, operation of the containment vent cannot prevent overtemperature failure of
the containment. Therefore, for sequences involving the failure of the GDCS and
drywell spray system, the containment vent system is not considered adequate to prevent
high drywell temperature from degrading containment penetration seals on major
penetrations (e.g., drywell head), or minimize the source term associated with the
resultant leakage path(s) from the upper drywell.

The availability of the containment vent system is assessed in the CSET under eventVIT.
Sequences determined to include the successful actuation of the system are assigned to
the 'VENT" branch of the PDS grouping logic diagram.
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Safety Envelope HVAC Isolation ISEI)
The safety envelope is capable of mitigating any environmental release associated with
design leakage from containment. With the containment structural integrity
maintained, the containment leak rate is designed to be less than 0.5% per day with the
containment at design pressure. Consequently, if the safety envelope is isolated, any
release from containment under design conditions is expected to be less than the EPA
PAG doses.

The safety envelope surrounds a portion of the containment boundary. However, the
safety envelope is not designed to mitigate any fission product release through the
basemat or the drywell top slab, or past the drywell head.

Failure to isolate the Containment Atmosphere Control System or secure all
passageways from the safety envelope constitutes failure of this function provided by the
safety envelope.

The safety envelope is assumed to be ineffective in mitigating radionuclide releases
resulting from containment structural failure (since the dominant overpressure failure
modes are in the upper dryvell), or for sequences where containment venting is
required to maintain long term containment structural integrity. Additionally, for
sequences with elevated drywpell temperatures, degradation of the seals on major 0
penetrations (e.g., drywell head) are assumed to result in excessive leakage from the
upper drywell that bypasses the safety envelope. In this analysis, no credit is taken for
the isolation of the safety envelope affecting the source term of any radionuclide release
postulated in the Level 2 assessment.

19B.9.2 Containment Phenomena Event Trees

The SBWVR Containment Phenomena EventTree (CPET) is the logic model that depicts
the severe accident sequences postulated in the Level 2 PRA. These event trees
represent the continuation of accident sequences evaluated in the Level 1 analysis to
determine the impact that containment systems have on mitigating phenomena, which
can challenge containment integrity, and preventing a radionuclide release to the
environment. The definition of the Level I scenarios are communicated to the CPETs
by binning the core damage scenarios into multiple categories using the PDS grouping
logic diagram. Each PDS represents a set of scenarios with similar potential for
radionuclide release to the environment The headings in the CPETs are used to assess
the probability of phenomenological "events" that can lead to significantly different
outcomes with respect to the timing of containment breach, and the source term
associated with the inadvertent release of radionuclides.
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19B.9.2.1 Containment Phenomena Event Tree Heading Definition

The SBWR CPETs are provided as Figure 19B.9-2, 19B.9-3, and 19B.9-4. Figure 19B.9-2
illustrates the CPET that is used to evaluate the conditional probability of containment
breach and radionuclide release for all Level 1 core damage sequences with the
containment intact and isolated at vessel failure. Figure 19B.9-3 illustrates the CPET
used to evaluate the conditional probability of radionuclide release for all Level 1
sequences defined by containment breach at the time of core damage and RPV failure,
Finally, Figure 19B.94 illustrates the CPET used to evaluate the conditional probability
of radionuclide release to the environment for all Level 1 sequences with the
containment bypassed at the time of vessel failure.

The definition of the headings contained in these event trees are described below.

Debris Mass Expelled From RPV at RPV Failure (DES_M_)V)
The mass of molten debris expelled from the reactor vessel at the time of RPV failure is
an important parameter in assessing the potential challenge to containment integrity
both immediately after vessel failure and in the long term. The dominant effects related
to the amount of debris expelled from the RPV include:

* elevated upper drywell temperature caused by debris transported into the upper
drywell by HPME;

* containment pressurization caused by DCH (for high pressure sequences), steam
generation from an overlying pool covering debris accumulated in the lower
drywell, and noncondensible gas generation from core-concrete interaction;

* thermal attack of containment structural materials in contact with molten debris in
the lower drywell; and

* dynamic loading of the containment structures caused by fuel-coolant interaction
(FCI).

Based on results from NUREG/CR-4551, two categories representing the amount of
molten debris accumulated in the lower RPV head at the time of vessel failure are
defined: HIGH, 20% - 60% of total core mass; and LOW, 0% - 20% of total core mass.

Mass Debris Transported to Upper Drywell (DEBJUDW)
For high pressure sequences, the debris that is discharged from the lower head of the
vessel may be entrained in the gas flow from the cavity through the connecting vents and
be deposited in the upper drywell. If the entrained debris is fragmented into small
particles, there exists the potential for rapid heat transfer to the drywell atmosphere,
DCH.
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Event DEBUDW is used to assess the potential for significant containment heating of
the upper drywell atmosphere by defining the amount of fragmented debris entrained
in the gas flow and transported to the upper drywell.

Four categories, representing the amount of finely fragmented debris transported to
the upper drywell as a result of vessel failure, are defined as:

* HIGH, 15% - 20% Total Core Debris Mass;

* INTERMEDIATE, 10% -15% Total Core Debris Mass;

* LOW, 0% -10% Total Core Debris Mass; and

* NONE, No Debris Mass.

It isjudged that the definition of these four categories is sufficient to represent the
spectrum of effects of the DCH phenomenon on containment performance, as it is
influenced by the amount of fragmented debris transported to the upper drywell.

Early Drywell Failure (ED WF)
Event EDWF is included in the model to determine whether drywell failure occurs as a
result of containment pressure loading post vessel failure. Structural breach of the
drywell as a result of this failure mechanism constitutes containment failure with bypass
of the suppression pool; thereby, creating a direct release pathway to the environment.

Upper drywell failure may result from overpressurization due to a combination of
effects including high pressure blowdown of the reactor vessel, direct containment
heating of the upper drywell atmosphere, and rapid steam generation from an overlying
pool of water on top of debris accumulated in the cavity. Additionally, lower drywell
failure may also result from an extreme pressure transient caused by an energetic
reaction if debris is expelled into a water pool existing in the cavity before vessel failure
(i.e., steam explosion).

The ultimate containment strength and the likely failure modes affecting the integrity
of the SBWR containment are discussed in Subsection 19B.3.2. The results of this
analysis show the median failure pressure for the SBWR drywell is approximately 1.49
MPa (216 psia). The most critical overpressure failure mode identified in the SBWR
containment structural analysis is a breach in the upper drywell region (i.e., the top
slab).

Success at this event implies that the containment withstands these effects.

Type of CCI in Lower Drywell (TypeL.CCIJ)
This event is used to consider long-term containment challenge caused by
predominantly two phenomena associated with CCI:
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* chemical reaction between the corium and containment structural materials; and

a thermally-induced attack of the lower drywell pressure boundary.

Specifically, these phenomena cause ablation of structural materials, production of
noncondensible and combustible gases, generation of heat from exothermic chemical
reactions, change in the corium mass chemical composition, and evolution of
radionuclides and aerosols into the containment atmosphere. However, these
phenomena arejudged not to cause degradation of structural support for the reactor
vessel as a result of radial ablation of the lower drywell.

The most severe of these effects can be mitigated if the debris accumulated in the lower
drywell floor is cooled by supplying sufficient makeup to the cavity from either the
flooder system or the FAPCS (i.e., in the drywell spray mode of operation). However,
continued steam generation from the cooling of the debris bed ex-vessel can still
challenge containment integrity if long term heat removal is not provided by either the
PCCS or FAPCS.

To evaluate the conditional probability of this event, the following factors must be
considered:

* the configuration of the debris accumulated in the cavity (i.e., amount of debris
ejected from the vessel, chemical composition of the corium, the timing of the
discharge of material from the RPV, and the area over which the debris spreads);

* whether a pool of water exists in the pedestal cavity at the time of vessel rupture;

* whether the lower drywell is flooded after vessel failure;

* the upward heat flux from the debris bed to the water pool; and

* the rate of CCI.

The affect on containment integrity is evaluated in subsequent event headings based on
the determination as to the extent of CCI. The spectrum of containment challenges
from CCI are considered to be adequately bounded by the discrete representation of
the severity of these phenomena as evaluated in the DET.

Drywell Overtemperature Failure (DW1.OT)
This event is used to assess whether failure of the major drywell penetration seals occur
as a result of their prolonged exposure to severe temperature and pressure conditions.
(Note that the major concern is primarily the performance of these seals when exposed
to severe temperature; however, moderate containment pressure may extrude seal
material and render the seal non-functional under lessor conditions.) Extreme drywell
atmosphere temperatures are likely under two conditions:
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• the lower cavity is not flooded and dry CCI occurs in the lower drywell; or

* debris is entrained from the lower drywell into the upper drywell as a result of
HPME and the upper drywell sprays are failed.

Leakage from fixed penetrations, both mechanical and electrical, isjudged to be small.
This assessment is based on tests performed on three types of electrical penetration
assemblies (EPAs) by SNL. The tests simulated severe accident conditions with a steam
environment. The test temperatures ranged from 361'F to 700'F and pressures ranging
from 0.52 MPa (75 psia) to 1.07 MPa (155 psia). No leakage was observed during the
tests.

Additionally, leakage from large operable penetrations, such as the equipment hatches
and personnel airlocks, is not considered because they are pressure seating. Even with
seal temperature degradation, positive compression on the gasket material is
maintained and minimal leakage should occur. Ovalization of the equipment hatch
sleeves was investigated based on work done at ANL. Structural analysis performed by
Bechtel on the SBWR shows that strains in the regions around the hatch penetrations
are not high enough to cause deformations necessary for sleeve ovalization.

The drywell head is an ellipsoidal dome that seals the upper portion of the
containment. Leakage through the pressure-unseating head flange can occur during a
severe accident under high temperature and pressure conditions. The double O-ring
seals in the flange are conservatively assumed to fail at temperatures greater than 500'F.
This temperature is based on testing done by SNL on silicon rubber and ethylene
propylene rubber (EPR) seals in a steam environment at a constant pressure of 1.07
MPa (155 psia). This study also showed that degraded seals can prevent leakage if the
separation of the seating surfaces is less than 0.005 inches.

To facilitate source term calculations, overall containment leakage (i.e., above normal
containment leakage, NCL) is estimated by conservatively quantifying the leakage
through the drywell head flange. The leak areas are based on an analysis of the drywell
head flange separation as a function of pressure. The leak area is modeled as the
product of the separation displacement and the seal circumference. The onset of
leakage through the drywell head flange is assumed to occur when the upper drywell
temperature is greater than 533 K (500'F) for a sustained period of time and the
pressure reaches 0.47 MPa (68 psig).

Success of this event is defined as maintaining the integrity of these penetration seals
when exposed to severe accident conditions.

Late Containment Status (LCS)
Event LCS is used to assess whether the containment is challenged due to
overpressurization caused by steam production if containment heat removal (CHR) has
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failed or by noncondensible gas generation. If containment challenge occurs, the status
of the suppression chamber vent is determined.

Success is defined at this event as the containment remains intact, either because CHR
is available and an insufficient quantity of noncondensible gases are generated from
debris/concrete attack in the lower cavity to pressurize containment, or operation of
the containment wetwell vent mitigates the pressure transient. Failure at this event
implies that the drywell fails upon overpressure, and is modeled as breach in the upper
drywell region of 1.0 m2 .

No Excessive Containment Leakage (EJLEAK)
For core damage sequences in which the containment remains intact and isolated, any
release from containment associated with normal design leakage of the structure is
judged to result in a minimal source term. For these sequences, the resultant source
term could be held-up in the safety envelope.

This event is used to assess whether the safety envelope has been isolated. However,
currently this analysis does not credit the safety envelop for reducing the source term
leaking from the drywell.

Description of the SBWR Level 2 PRA Model -February 28, 1993 19B.9-1 1
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Figure 19B.9-1 Plant Damage State Grouping Logic
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19B.10 Decomposition Event Trees (DETs)

This subsection describes the event trees which are used to decompose and quantify the
event headings on the Containment Phenomena Event Trees (CPET).

The first three events in the CPET address the amount of molten debris released at
vessel failure, the potential for debris entrainment into the upper drywell, and early
drywell failure at, or soon after, the time of reactor pressure vessel (RPV) failure. The
early drywell failure DET considers containment loading from direct containment
heating (DCH) and related phenomena.

The fourth CPET event evaluates the potential for cooling the debris ex-vessel, and if
the debris is not cooled, the type of core-concrete interactions (CCIs) that occur.

The fifth event on the CPET considers drywell overtemperature failure and the sixth
event considers containment integrity late (that is whether the containment has failed
due to overpressure or has been vented, or whether containment integrity has been
maintained without the need for venting).

The final event on the tree considers whether the safety envelope is functioning to limit
leakage from containment. This event is only significant for sequences without
containment failure or venting.

The DETs, important parameters and assumptions which are considered in the DETs,
and the reason for their use are discussed in the following subsections.

19B.10.1 DET for Debris Mass Expelled From RPV at RPV Failure (DEBM_.V)

This event is important for assessing the potential containment loads at vessel failure.
For high pressure sequences, the amount of molten debris in the lower RPVjust prior
to vessel failure is important for assessing the potential for large scale DCH events. Only
molten debris in the lower head can disperse, fragment and contribute to DCH. The
mass of molten debris that is ejected also impacts the potential magnitude of FCI events
and the coolability of the debris in the lower drywell.

Two regimes are considered:

* Small 0 - 20% Core Debris Inventory (Nominal 10%),

* Large 20 - 60% Core Debris Inventory (Nominal 40%).

These mass regimes are similar to those chosen in NUREG/CR4551 to represent the
Grand Gulf plant (Reference 19B.10-1).

NUREG/CR-4551 provides probabilities for three cases which appear to be also
applicable to the SBWR. The NUREG/CR-4551 probabilities are presented below:
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* Case 1 - For sequences with water injection into the reactor vessel prior to vessel
breach by the CRD, low pressure injection or high pressure injection systems:
P(Small) = 0.975 and P(Large) = 0.025.

* Case 2/3 -For high and low pressure sequences without in-vessel injection: P (Small)
= 0.9 and P(Large) = 0.1.

Case 2/3 results were conservatively applied to all SBWR core damage sequences. The
DET for this event is contained in Figure 19B.10-1.

19B.10.2 DET for Mass of Debris Transported to Upper Drywell (DEB..UDW)

The mass of debris transported to the upper drywell influences the magnitude of DCH,
the coolability of the debris in the lower drywell soon after vessel failure, and the
potential for upper drywell overtemperature failure. The DET for this event is
contained in Figure 19B.10-2.

19B.10.2.1 RPV Pressure at RPV Failure (RPV_PRESS)

Elevated RPV pressures promote entrainment of the debris from the lower drywell and
debris fragmentation. Two pressure regimes are considered: High (> 1.4 MPa, 200 psia)
and Low (< 1.4 MPa, 200 psia).

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
upon the attributes of the PDS.

19B.10.2.2 Debris Mass Expelled From RPV at RPV Failure (DEB_M_V)

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
upon the branch taken under the CPET heading of the same name. additional details
relating to this event are contained in Subsection 19B.10.1.

19B.10.2.3 High Pressure Melt Ejection {HPME)

For sequences with high RPV pressure at vessel failure, core debris is likely to be
expelled from the vessel at high velocity. Furthermore, the velocity of the residual gases
blowing down from the reactor vessel are likely to be sufficiently high to result in
significant entrainment of the debris from the lower drywell and to result in dispersal
and fragmentation of the debris. This question evaluates whether a substantial fraction
of the core debris is dispersed from the lower drywell floor. A subsequent event heading
(FRAG) will assess the extent of debris fragmentation and dispersal into the upper
drywell. For all cases where reactor vessel failure occurred under high pressure
conditions, the probability of an HPME was assessed to be 0.8 for the Grand Gulf plant
in the NUREG/CR-4551 study. In NUREG/CR-4551, the in-vessel expertsjudged that
there was a small probability that the vessel would fail near, or above the top of the
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debris pool in the lower head allowing the RPV to blow down prior to the debris being
ejected from the vessel. Based on similarities in the design of the lower RPV head for
the SBWR and current operating BWRs it assumed that the NUREG/CR4551 results
can be applied to the SBWR. The split fractions are P(HPME) = 0.8 and P(NO HPME)
= 0.2.

This node is quantified based on NUREG/CR4551 insights. This event type is
represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.2.4 Fraction Debris Fragmented and Transported to the Upper Drywell (FRAG)

For high pressure sequences where HPME has occurred, this event assesses the extent
of dispersal and fragmentation of the entrained debris. In order for a serious
overpressure challenge of the containment by DCH to occur, a significant fraction of
the debris that was molten in the lower RPV head at vessel failure must be transported
from the lower drywell into the upper drywell and fragmented. The mechanisms which
may limit the transport of the molten debris from the lower cavity to the upper cavity
are:

* Trapping of the debris in the lower drywell inside the corium shield wall and shield
plate

* Impaction, settling and removal of the debris particles in the gas transport pathway
connecting the lower and upper drywell compartments

The above mechanisms can impact the extent of debris fragmentation which is a critical
parameter for determining the potential threat from DCH.

The configuration of the lower drywell is shown in Figure 19B.10-8. To limit corium
contactwith the penetrations in the lower drywell a massive corium shield wall has been
incorporated into the lower drywell design. The corium shield wall has a thickness of
16 cm (16 inches) and extends from the lower drywell floor upwards to a height of
approximately 12.4 m (40.7 feet). The corium shield wall is capped by the 10-cm (4-
inch) thick shield plate which has openings for the CRDs and hydraulic lines and has
additional venting area, on its outer edge near the corium shield wall, to allow pressure
communication between the lower and upper drywell regions. The total vent area of the
upper shield plate is approximately 7.4 m2 (80 ft2). There are no vent areas through the
corium shield wall below the shield plate.

The lower drywell and central drywell are connected by 14 vertical connecting vents
which are located outside and above the corium shield wall and shield plate. These
vertical vents have a diameter of 0.82 m (2.7 feet) and a length of 3.5 m (11.5 feet). The
total flow area through the connecting vents is 7.4 m2 (80 ft2).
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Some fraction of the molten debris which is released at vessel failure will be trapped in
the lower drywell because of its configuration. The only release pathway from inside the
corium shield wall is through the vertical penetrations in the upper shield plate. The
control rod drive mechanisms which are located in this region act to impede the
transport of debris from within the corium shield wall. For the debris to enter the
vertical penetrations, it must be entrained off the lower drywell floor, flow vertically
upwards, parallel to the shield wall and enter the vertical openings in the shield plate.
Once through the shield plate, the debris enters a small plenum region above each
penetration which has horizontal penetrations through the corium shield wall into the
lower drywell region outside the corium shield wall and above the shield plate. After
transport through the corium shield wall penetrations, the debris must turn vertically
upwards to enter the vertical connecting vents and flow into the central drywell region.

After passage through the connecting vents, the gas flow will enter the annular lower
portion of the drywell outside of the biological shield wall. This area is termed the
central drywell.

The vents from the lower drywell do not directly connect with the upper drywell-to-
wetwell downcomers. As a result, little of any of the debris dispersed out of the lower
drywell will be transported into the suppression chamber, Therefore, debris transport
into the suppression pool is neglected in the SBWR analysis.

The fraction of the molten debris that is dispersed into the upper drywell and
fragmented can be represented by the following relationship.

ffrag = fin-sbield X fout-sbield X fcentral-dw

where:

ffig = the fraction of debris fragmented and entrained into the upper
drywell,

finshield = the fraction of debris which gets fragmented in the lower drywell
and entrained above of the shield plate (estimated uncertainty
range: 0.25 - 0.75),

fout-shield = the fraction of the debris which has been entrained above the
shield plate that enters the connecting vents between the lower
drywell and the central drywell (estimated uncertainty range: 0.1
- 0.5),

fcentral-dw = the fraction of the debris which has been entrained into the
central drywell that gets entrained upward into the main volume
of the upper drywell (estimated uncertainty range: 0.5 -1).

198. 10-4 Decomposition Event Trees (DETs) - February 28, 1993
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Assuming a uniform distribution for each of these parameters between the assessed
upper and lower bounds and assuming that the uncertainties in the entrainment and
particle removal mechanisms in each region are independent, results in the distribution
for ffrmg shown in Figures 19B.10-9 and 19B.10-10. This distribution for ffrag has the
following characteristics:

* median value = 0.10,

* 90th percentile = 0.20, and

* 99th percentile = 0.29.

Based on the above results, three discrete regimes were selected to represent this
parameter in the event tree:

* Nominal (ffrag 5 0.-1O),

* Intermediate (.10 < ffrag 5.2 0),

* High (.20 < ffrag • 0.30).

The estimated probabilities for each of these discrete regimes for this parameter are
P(Nominal) = 0.5, P(Inter) = 0.4, and P(High) = 0.1.

For comparison, the 1/10th scale integral effects DCH tests performed at Sandia
(Reference 19B.10-2) and the 1/40th scale tests performed at Argonne National
Laboratory (Reference 19B.10-3) of the Zion containment geometry resulted in debris
entrainment outside the lower containment compartment of between 4% and 18% of
the released debris simulant. Since the Zion containment geometry is significantly less
restrictive than the lower drywell of the SBWR, these test results provide an upper
bound for the amount of debris entrainment in the upper drywell of the SBWR

The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.2.5 Mass of Debris Transported to Upper Drywell

This event assess the fraction of the total core debris mass inventory which is entrained
from the lower drywell, fragmented and transported into the main region of the upper
drywell. The branches for this event are:

* HIGH (15-20%),

* INTER (10-15%),

* LOW (0-10%), and
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* NONE.

The probabilities for each branch shown on the DET in Figure 19B.10-2 were estimated
by combining the distributions for events Debris Mass Expelled from the RPV at RPV
Failure (DEB-M V) and for Fraction Debris Fragmented and Transported to the Upper
Drywell (FRAG).

The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.3 DET for Early Drywell Failure (EDWF)

The DET addressing early drywell failure is contained in Figure 19B.10-3.

19B.10.3.1 RPV Pressure at RPV Failure (RPVPRESS)

The RPV pressure at the time of vessel failure is a major parameter impacting a number
of processes which contribute to containment pressurization at RPV failure. Blowdown
of the reactor vessel contributes directly to containment pressurization. High RPV
pressures promote entrainment of the debris from the lower drywell and debris
fragmentation.

Two pressure regimes are considered:

* High (> 1.4 MPa, 200 psia), and

* Low (< 1.4 MPa, 200 psia).

For sequences with low RPV pressure at the time of vessel failure, the mechanisms which
may lead to rapid containment pressurization are generally not operative. I f there is
water in the cavity at the time of RPV failure, an energetic FCI could occur. But the
massive corium shield would absorb the energy and the lower drywell integrity would
not be threatened. In addition, calculations have demonstrated that the lower drywell
has sufficient vent area to relieve the quasi-static pressurization due to steam generation
from rapid debris quenching. Consequently, in the event tree for early containment
failure, the probability of early containment failure for low pressure sequences is set to
zero.

For high pressure sequences, mechanisms such as DCH and RPV blowdown may
challenge the integrity of containment. The remaining events on the event tree assess
mechanisms which impact containment loading for high pressure sequences.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
upon the attributes of the plant damage state.
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19B.10.3.2 Containment Pressure Prior to RPV Failure (CNTPRESS)

The pre-existing pressure of the containment is important in the assessment of
containment pressurization following vessel failure. Two pressure regimes have been
selected to represent the range of possible pre-RPV failure containment pressures.
MAAP-SBWR calculations (described in Subsection 19B.6 and summarized on
Table 19B.10-1) indicate that SBWR accident sequences can be grouped into two
containment pressure classes.

Class Pressure Examples

Nominal 2.5 atm. IORV without opening of DPVs

High 4.0 atm. LOCA with failure of core cooling

19B.10.3.3 Mass Debris Transported to Upper Drywell (DEB..UDW)

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
upon the branch taken under the CPET heading of the same name. Additional details
relating to this event can be found in Subsection 19B.10.1.

19B.10.3.4 Mode of RPV Failure (MODRVFAIL)

Following slumping of the molten core debris into the lower RPV head, thermal attack
on the lower head and lower head penetrations will eventually result in bottom head
failure, unless the debris is cooled in-vessel. Several modes of vessel failure have been
considered to be possible ranging from a small area failure (e.g., one or more
instrument tubes, drain line or control rod drives) or creep-rupture failure of the lower
head resulting in gross failure.

Two size classes were defined for this study:

* Penetration - Initial area equal to an area of one control rod drive, drain line or
instrument line penetration (< 0.1 m2 );

* Creep-Rup - Nominal failure area of 2.0 m2 or larger.

NUREG/CR-4551 was used as guidance in quantifying this event. In this analysis, as in
NUREG/CR4551, it was assumed that all breach sizes greater than 2.0 m2 could be
treated identically.

For all core damage sequence where core damage progression is not terminated in-
vessel, NUREG/CR4551 yields the following probabilities:

Decomposition Event Trees (DETs) - February 28, 1993 19B. 10-7
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* P(Small) = 0.75

• P(Large) = 0.25.

An analysis performed subsequent to NUREG/CR-4551 indicates that the probability of
large creep-rupture lower head failure modes for BWRs may have been overestimated
in NUREG/CR-4551 (Reference 19B.104). Based on these results, the probability of
large lower head failure modes has been decreased to 0.1 and the probability of small
penetration failures increased to 0.9 in this analysis.

This node is quantified using insights from NUREG/CR-4551 and Reference 19B.104.
The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.3.5 Unoxidized Zirconium Fraction in Debris (ZR.FRAC)

The metallic constituents of the debris (Zr, Fe, Cr) can be extensively oxidized during
the blowdown and fragmentation process associated with high pressure melt ejection.
The metal-steam reactions add additional energy to containment and generate
additional hydrogen. The branches for this event consider a nominal value for the
metallic zirconium mass fraction of 0.25 (range 0.10 - 0.35) and a high value of 0.50
(range 0.35 - 0.50). The nominal value is approximately the mass fraction of zirconium
in the core, considering both cladding and assembly cans. The high value represents the
situation where the molten debris in the lower RPV head at RPV failure has been
extensively enriched in metallic zirconium.

In Reference 19B.10-5, Theofanous estimates the probability forvarious Zr mass
fractions in the debris at vessel failure for two melt progression scenarios. Scenario I
considers a sudden and massive core slump leading to rapid local failure of a lower RPV
penetration. Scenario II represents the accident progression with the debris initially
quenched in the lower RPV head and local RPV failure only after water boiloff and
remelting of the debris in the lower RPV head.

The Zr debris mass fraction probabilities for these two scenarios are shown below:

Zr Mass Fraction Range

0-10% 10-20% 20-30% 30A40% 40-50%

Scenario I .1 .79 .1 .01 .0

Scenario II .0 .01 .65 .33 .01
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For SBWR, scenario II is assumed to be most representative and the probabilities for the
Nominal and High ranges are weighted heavily toward Scenario 11: P(Nominal) = 0.90
and P(High) = 0.10.

The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.3.6 Peak Containment Pressure Following RPV Failure (PEAKPRESS)

This event assesses the peak drywell pressure following RPV failure. There is only one
branch for this event. This event summarizes the deterministically calculated drywell
pressure for the set of conditions and assumptions specified in the event sequence
pathway leading to this event. A description of the calculational methodology and
results are presented in Attachment 19BA.

The calculated pressures for the cases with a two-second entrainment time and a steam
fraction of 0.5 were selected to represent the peak DCH pressures for use in this DET.

The impact of various entrainment times and drywell steam fractions have been
reported in Attachment 19BA.

This event is a summary-type event.

19B.10.3.6.1 Early Drywell Failure (EDWF)

This event assess the probability of drywell failure given the pressure determined in
event PEAKPRESS. Each pathway through the DET has associated with it a peak
containment pressure. These pressures have been estimated from deterministic DCH
model calculations with input conditions which reproduce the parameter values and
assumptions along each sequence pathway on the tree (see Attachment 19BA). These
pressures were then compared with the drywell fragility curve (Subsection 19B.3) to
determine the probability of drywell failure.

The spectrum of pressures and associated probabilities represented by the quantified
DET represents a discrete probability distribution on containment pressurization
following vessel failure. This distribution is a representation of the uncertainties
associated with the estimation of containment pressurization due to the phenomena
occurring at vessel failure.

The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.3.7 DET for Type of CCI in Lower Drywell (TYPE-CCI)

The DET for the type of CCI in the lower drywell is contained in Figure 19B.10-4.
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19B.10.3.7.1 Volumetric Heat Generation Rate

The rated thermal power of the SBWR is 2000 MWth. The decay heat level
approximately three hours after shutdown is 1% (20 MW). This power will be used in
this analysis.

Assuming that 15% of decay heat is produced by noble gases and volatile fission
products which have been released from the debris prior to RPV failure results in a
maximum decay heat content in the core debris of 17 MW (assuming 100% of core
mass).

The masses of major structural materials in the core are:

Mass (kg) Density (kg/m 3 ) Volume (mi3 )

U02  109,300 10,100 10.8

Zr-Cladding 23,400 6,500 3.6

Zr-Cans 17,800 6,500 2.7

Steel (core plate) 15,200 8,000 1.9

Total 165,700 19.0

Volumetric Heating Rate in debris = 17 MW/19 m3 = 0.89 MW/m3

Using the total volume of structural material, the volumetric heating rate of the core
debris is 0.89 MW/m 3.

19B.10.3.7.2 Debris Spread Areas

Lower Drywell Floor Area
The lower drywell has a floor area of 40 m2. The floor areas outside the lower drywell
include 58 m2 in the central drywell and 453 m2 in the upper drywell. Molten debris
entrained into the central drywell would be expected to drain back into the lower
drywell through the connecting vents. Debris entrained into the upper drywell would
be expected to solidify as a thin layer because of the large floor area of the upper
drywell. Hence, CCI outside of the lower drywell is not expected.

Debris Depth
Assuming 100% of the core debris is spread uniformly over the floor of the lower drywell
the depth of the debris, assuming 0% porosity, is 0.48 m.
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19B.10.3.7.3 Debris Heat Flux

The upward heat flux required to remove decay power, assuming 100% of the core
debris is spread uniformly over the floor of the lower drywell, is 0.425 MW/mi.

Upward heat flux = 17 MW / 40 m2 = 0.425 MW /m2

19B.10.3.8 Discussion of Events in Decomposition Tree

19B.10.3.8.1 Event - Pressure in RPV (RPVPRESS)

The pressure in the RPV at the time of vessel failure determines whether a high pressure
melt ejection can occur. For pressures in excess of about 1.4 MPa (200 psia), the velocity
of gases in the lower drywell are sufficiently large to result in dispersal of the core debris
from the lower drywell floor either as a coherent wave or as fragmented particles.

This event is a sorting type event which is determined by whether the pressure in the
RPV is in excess of 1.4 MPa (200 psia). RPV pressure is known from the Plant Damage
State (PDS) attributes.

19B.10.3.8.2 Event - Water in Cavity at Vessel Failure (CAV._WATJI)

This event separates sequences with little, or no, water in the lower drywell at vessel
failure from those with the lower drywell flooded at vessel failure. A large depth of water
in the lower drywell at vessel failure has the potential to fragment and quench the debris
when it falls into the lower drywell either by hydrodynamic breakup of the debris stream
or by the occurrence of steam explosions. A water pool in the lower drywell is also
necessary to assure that long term cooling of the debris can be maintained. Sequences
with the possibility of introducing water into the cavity prior to RPV failure include, a
LOCA in the reactor vessel drain line, a GDCS line LOCA, a feedwater line break, and
sequences with operation of the DPVs.

This event is a sorting type event and is determined by PDS attributes.

19B.10.3.8.3 Event - Debris Mass Expelled From RPV at RPV Failure (DEBMV)

This event assesses the mass of molten debris which is released from the RPV soon after
RPV failure. For elevated pressures in the vessel at vessel failure, some fraction of debris
would be expected to be dispersed out of the lower drywell (initially into the central
drywell region). For low pressure sequences it is expected that the debris would remain
within the lower drywell.
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The debris mass ranges which are considered under this heading and their assessed
probabilities are:

Mass Range Probability

High - (20 - 60% of core mass) 0.1

Low- (0-20%) 0.9

The probabilities and the ranges for molten debris mass released from the RPV at the
time of RPV failure were based on NUREG/CR4551 estimates for BWRs.

The maximum amount of molten debris that is ejected from the vessel at vessel failure
is about 60% of the total core mass and the maximum fraction of this debris that gets
dispersed into the upper drywell is about 30%. Hence, a maximum of about 18% of the
total core debris mass may be dispersed into the upper drywell. If this amount of debris
enters the upper drywell (which has a floor area of 453 mi2 ) the debris depth will be 0.8
cm. The heat flux required to remove decay heat from the debris upper surface is 7
kW/m 2 .

This debris depth and heat flux are sufficiently low that it can be concluded that debris
entrained from the lower drywell into the upper drywell can be cooled by convection
and radiation to the upper drywell atmosphere and structures. Consequently,
coolability of debris entrained from the lower drywell will be assumed in the analysis and
CCI outside the lower drywell is not considered.

19B.10.3.8.4 Event - Steam Explosion Disperses Debris (SE)

For situations where the core debris falls into water in the lower drywell, there is the
potential for steam explosions to occur and for the debris to be fragmented and
dispersed. The incorporation of the massive steel corium shield in the lower drywell
prevents the impulse from a steam explosion in the lower drywell from being
transmitted to the lower drywell wall. In addition, the quasi-static pressure rise from an
ex-vessel steam explosion is not large enough to fail the lower drywell or upper drywell.

Given that a "significant" steam explosion occurs, it is expected that the debris would be
fragmented and dispersed throughout the lower drywell. For situations where steam
explosions do not occur, the possibility of debris fragmentation is considered to be less
likely. Steam explosions are not expected to disperse the debris outside the lower
drywell.

In NUREG/CR4551, Sandia estimated the likelihood that steam explosions would
occur under low pressure conditions to be 0.86 based on results of numerous
experiments which have been conducted. However, not all of these steam explosions
are expected to be "significant". A 'significant" steam explosion was defined in
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NUREG/CR-4551 (as regards ex-vessel debris coolability) as one which would fragment
the debris and lead to a coolable debris bed, or which would determine the amount of
debris involved in CCI. NUREG/CR-4551 estimated, based on the current state of
knowledge, that a probability of 0.5 was appropriate for the occurrence of a significant
steam explosion given the occurrence of any steam explosion. Hence, the probability of
a significant steam explosion is taken to be 0.5 x 0.86 = 0.43.

The debris particle size is a critical parameter in assessing the coolability of debris beds.
For debris sizes in excess of 1 mm, the debris beds are most probably coolable over a
wide range of debris depths. Debris particle sizes have been measured in numerous
steam explosion experiments. Generally, for highly energetic steam explosions, the
mean particle size is 1 mm or less (Reference 19B. 10-6). For energetic steam explosions,
the characteristic particle size appears to be a function of the coolant to debris mass
ratio.

For mild steam explosions (low measurable work output) the mean debris size is greater
than 1 mm. Figure 19B.10-1 1 summarizes the results of a number of Sandia FITS steam
explosion experiments. This figure shows the average debris particle size and explosion
conversion ratio as a function of coolant-mass to fuel-mass ratio. Table 19B.10-2
indicates the coolant-mass to fuel-mass ratio in the lower drywell for the lower drywell
flooded to various depths and various debris masses released atvessel failure. The depth
from the lower drywell floor to the bottom of the reactor vessel is approximately 10 m.

Figure 19B.10-1 1 and Table 19B.10-2 indicate that steam explosions that occur in the
SBWR lower drywell are likely to result in debris particle formation with average
diameters near to, or less than 1 mm. In reality, however the debris mass and the water
mass involved in a steam explosion would be expected to be less than the bounding type
values used to estimate the ratios and particles sizes in Table 19B.10-2. The debris mass
directly involved in the steam explosion might be expected to be limited to the mass of
the debris stream which is in free fall as either molten droplets or a coherent stream and
the water mass directly involved might be expected to be the water volume in, or near,
the debris/water interaction zone centered on the debris stream.

For gravity draining of 130,000 kg of debris (initial vessel breach diameter = 5 cm) into
1, 6 and 9 meter deep water pools Chu (Reference 19B.10-7) estimates (using the
THIRMAL code) that a maximum of 1,5 and 12% of the debris might be in free fall and
available to participate in a steam explosion for these three pool depths respectively. For
a 3 meter water depth Chu indicates that the maximum interaction zone diameter
calculated using the THIRMAL code was about 1 m in diameter.

From Figure 19B.10-4 it is seen that the debris particle size falls below 1 mm when the
coolant to debris mass ratio is greater than about 5. Assuming the percentages given by
Chu for the fraction of the total debris pour that can participate in a steam explosion,
the water mass participating in the steam explosion which results in an average particle
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size in excess of 1 mm can be assessed. These water masses and the effective interaction
zone diameter (assuming a 50% void fraction in the interaction zone) are shown on
Table 19B.10-3.

These results suggest that energetic steam explosions which occur during the initial
vessel pour may fragment a small fraction of the debris into sizes which falls below the
size range for optimum coolability. The energetics of the steam explosion could also be
expected to disrupt, disperse, fragment and quench or partially quench the liquid
debris which has fallen to the lower drywell floor prior to the steam explosion. However,
this debris would not be expected to experience fine fragmentation. Consequently, it
can be assumed that the average debris particles formed by a steam explosion in the
SBWR lower drywell would be in size range such that a coolable debris bed would result.

19B.10.3.8.5 Event - Initial Spread Area of Lower Drywell Debris (D.SPREAD)

This event assess the effective spread area for debris that is not entrained out of the
lower drywell at vessel failure. This event also implicitly defines the effective debris
depth since given the mass of debris in the lower drywell and the debris spread area the
debris pool depth is known. The lower drywell floor has a surface area of 40 n2 .

For sequences with the lower drywell dry at vessel failure the debris would be expected
to spread out and cover the entire floor area of the lower drywell.

For sequences with the lower drywell flooded at RPV failure the following behavior
could be expected. If significant steam explosions occur during the initial debris pour
(at vessel failure) and during later periods when residual debris flows from the reactor
vessel into the lower drywell, then it can be expected that the debris participating in the
steam explosion will be dispersed throughout the lower drywell. For sequences where
steam explosions do not occur in the lower drywell, the fraction of the initial debris
stream which does not fragment and quench would likely form a coherent liquid layer
under the water pool which would flow outward toward the lower drywell wall from the
lower drywell centerline. Freezing and crust formation on the upper debris pool surface
and at the leading edge would act to inhibit free flow of the debris. It isjudged to be
almost certain that the debris will spread to cover the entire area of the lower drywell.

MELTSPREAD-1 calculations performed for SBWR for an initial release of 130,000 kg
of debris pouring into 3 m of water indicate that the debris would spread to cover the
entire lower drywell floor area within 20 seconds of pour initiation (Reference 19B.1O-
8). Analysis by Moody (Reference 19B.] 0-9) for the same conditions using a model he
independently developed support the MELTSPREAD predictions of complete
spreading of the debris initially released from the vessel for the SBWR design.
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Based on the above considerations, it can be concluded that the debris spreads to cover
the entire lower drywell floor area either as a result of a steam explosion or due to flow
of the molten debris under the water layer.

19B.10.3.8.6 Event - Initial Debris Configuration in Lower Drywell (DEBCOBLI)

This event defines the initial debris configuration and hence the possible upward heat
transfer rates which can occur immediately following the initial debris pour from the
vessel following vessel failure. Three regimes are considered:

* Debris Bed Configuration,

* Partial Pool Configuration,

* Continuous Layer (Pool).

A debris bed configuration can be formed by fragmentation of the debris by
hydrodynamic forces as it flows from the reactor vessel into the water pool in the lower
drywell or by the occurrence of a steam explosion. Recent work by Chu et. al. at
Argonne National Laboratory (Reference 19B.10-7) indicates that the ratio of the water
pool depth to the debris stream diameter, L/D, is a critical parameter in assessing
fragmentation and quenching of the debris stream. For L/D ratios in excess of about
50, substantial fragmentation of the debris steam can be expected. For L/D ratios in
excess of about 75 essentially complete fragmentation could be expected. The
implications for ex-vessel debris coolability in the SBWR lower drywell are discussed
next.

The expected failure of the SBWR lower vessel head is an instrument line penetration
which has a diameter of 5 cm. As the debris flows out of the vessel breach, the flowing
debris will cause ablation of the surrounding steel causing the initial breach size to
increase. Typically, a one centimeter per second increase in the breach diameter will
occur during a gravity pour.

Calculations performed by Chu using the THIRMAL code for gravity pours of 130,000
kg of debris for the SBWR design indicate that 10%, 25% and 70% of the debris was
fragmented and quenched during the pour for water depths of 3, 6, and 9 meters,
respectively. For the smaller initial debris pours discussed in Subsection 19B.10.3.8.3,
the extent of fragmentation would be larger (due to a smaller terminal debris stream
diameter resulting from less extensive hole ablation at the end of the pour). For these
size pours, Table 19B.10-4 summarizes the expected extent of fragmentation and
quenching.

These results indicate that, in the absence of a steam explosion, most of the initial debris
pour would contact the lower drywell floor as a liquid stream for a 3 m deep pool.
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Approximately half of the debris is fragmented and quenched for a six meter deep pool.
Essentially all the debris is fragmented and quenched for a 9 meter deep pool.

The debris that contacts the lower drywvell floor as a liquid stream would spread out
across the lower drywell floor to form a pool type configuration. Fragmented and
quenched debris would settle on the lower drywell floor (or on top of the upper surface
crust atop of the continuous layer) in a debris bed configuration.

The 3 m pool case above is an example of the formation of a continuous layer
configuration (pool). The 9 m case is an example of the formation of a well structured
debris bed. The 6 m case represents an intermediate debris configuration of
particulated debris resting atop a continuous initially molten debris layer (partial pool
configuration).

As can seen from the analysis above the initial debris configuration (in the absence of a
steam explosion) will largely be determined by the depth of the water in the lower
drywell. Hence, the probabilities of the three debris configurations were determined by
the amount of water which was transported into the lower drywell prior to RPV failure.

The preceding discussion is for low pressure sequences. For high pressure sequences at
RPV failure, somewhat different behavior would be expected. If the cavity is flooded
with water the high pressure melt ejection would be expected to disrupt and intermix
the debris and water pool leading to debris fragmentation and quenching. Under these
conditions a debris bed configuration would result. However, for high pressure
sequences with the lower drywell dry, debris which is not dispersed from the lower
drywell would be expected to eventually form a continuous liquid layer on the lower
drywell floor.

19B.10.3.8.7 Event - Initial Upward Heat Flux to Cool Debris (HTJFLUXJI)

This event assesses the upward heat flux required to remove all the decay heat from the
debris that is introduced into lower drywell at the time of vessel failure. There are no
branches under this event. The range of upward heat fluxes is determined by the mass
of debris released at vessel failure, the spread area of the debris and the volumetric heat
generation rate in the debris. The calculation of this parameter is illustrated below. The
top 'branch" under this heading has an assessed range of values from 85-255 kWA/m 2 .
This was determined as follows:

* The mass of debris released at RPV failure was in the HIGH range which is between
20% and 60% of the total debris mass. Twenty percent of the core debris mass
contains a total decay power of 3.4 MW and 60% of the core mass contains 10.2 MW.
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* The spread area of the debris is 40 m2 (the total lower drywell floor area). Hence,
the required upward heat transfer rates to remove all decay heat from the debris are
85 kW/m2 and 255 kW/m2, respectively.

19B.10.3.8.8 Event - Water Injection to Lower Drywell After Vessel Failure (CAV_WATIF)

This event assesses whether the lower drywell is flooded with water soon after vessel
failure given that the lower drywell was dry at RPV failure (or if flooded prior to RPV
failure that it remains flooded in the long term). If the lower drywell is not flooded, then
long term debris concrete attack in a dry lower drywell will occur. This is a sorting type
event determined by the PDS characteristics for the status of systems which can eject
water into the lower drywell after RPV failure. Systems which can inject water into the
lower drywell after vessel failure include the in-vessel injection systems, the passive
flooder system and the drywell sprays (spray water will flow from the upper drywell
through the connecting vents into the lower drywell).

19B.10.3.8.9 Event - Final Debris Configuration in Lower Drywell (DEB_CON_F)

After the initial debris pour following vessel failure, the remaining debris will heat up
and gradually flow out of the reactor vessel. An upper bound estimate of the flow rate
can be made assuming:

* All residual debris in the vessel is at it solidus temperature,

* All decay heat goes into melting of the residual debris,

* Debris flows out of the vessel as it melts.

With these assumptions the debris flow rates can be estimated and the debris stream
characteristics upon entry into the lower drywell water pool can be determined. The
water pool depth to debris steam diameter (L/D) ratios are such that complete
fragmentation of the late debris pours can be expected.

If complete fragmentation of the late pour occurs, a debris bed configuration for the
residual debris will result. If the initial debris pour resulted in a continuous debris layer
(i.e., a pool) or a partial pool, then two situations can exist. If the initial debris was
cooled then the residual debris will fragment and come to rest upon the top of the
cooled debris layer. Hence, there will exist an initially cooled debris layer with a well
structured debris bed resting atop of this layer. This configuration is termed a layered
debris bed. Alternatively, if the initial debris pour was not coolable then it is assumed
that it remains non-coolable in the long term. Thus, the probability of the "LAYERED
DEBRIS BED' is determined by whether the initial pool configuration was coolable.
The "POOL' branch is assigned the probability of the initial debris pool not being
coolable. This applies to the case where the lower drywell was flooded prior to RPV
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failure. For the case of a dry lower drywell at vessel failure, debris coolability is only
considered in the long term.

If the initial debris configuration was a debris bed then the final configuration will be a
debris bed. The discussion in Subsection 19B.10.3.8.10 for the final event in this DET
provides a further description of the characteristics of the debris regimes considered in
this analysis and discusses the process used to assign the probabilities that the debris was
cooled initially and in the long term.

19B.10.3.8.10 Event - Final Upward Heat Flux for Cooling Debris (HLTFLUXYF)

This event assesses the upward heat flux required to remove the decay heat from the
debris after all the residual debris in the vessel has melted and poured from the vessel.
There are no branches under this event. The range of upward heat fluxes is determined
by the total mass of debris released from the vessel, the spread area of the debris, and
the volumetric heat generation rate in the debris. This analysis assumes that all of the
residual debris in the vessel eventually enters the lower drywell. The calculation of this
parameter is illustrated next.

Assuming 100% of the core debris spread uniformly throughout the lower drywell, the
required upward heat flux to remove the decay heat is 425 kW/m2 . For high pressure
sequences with some debris dispersion outside the lower drywell, the heat flux would be
lower. However, this analysis conservatively assumes that all debris remains in the lower
drywell.

19B.10.3.8.11 Event - Type of CCI in Lower Drywell (TYPE-CCI)

This event assess whether the debris is coolable in the lower drywell or, if not coolable,
the type of core concrete interaction (CCI) that occurs. The branches for this event are
NO CCI, WET CCI, and DRY CCI.

The "NO CCI" branch indicates that the debris was cooled fairly rapidly and no long
term debris concrete attack occurred. The 'WET CCI" branch indicates significant CCI
occurs in the presence of an overlying water pool. The dry CCI branch represents CCI
in a dry cavity.

The coolability of the debris in the lower drywell is determined by the configuration of
the debris and the internal heat generation rate of the debris. The configurations of the
debris have been previously defined in this tree. The configuration types and their
possible upward heat removal capabilities are discussed below.

19B.10.3.9 Debris Bed

A debris bed is the debris configuration with the maximum potential for cooling. A
debris bed configuration allows water entry into the debris and greatly enhances the
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debris/water interfacial heat transfer area. The limitations on the coolability of debris
beds are generally hydrodynamic in nature and are controlled by the ability of the liquid
to penetrate into the bed against the upwards flow of steam generated within the bed.
The coolability of a debris bed is a strong function of the characteristic size of the debris
particles. The coolability of debris beds is generally characterized by the dryout heat
flux which is the maximum upward heat flux the bed can maintain without dryout
inside the bed. Figure 19B.10-5 shows the results of debris bed experiments and model
predictions for the dryout heat flux as a function of the debris diameter.

Generally, for debris particles sizes in excess of 1 mm the dryout heat flux is greater than
600 kW/m2 . As discussed previously, the debris size for the debris beds formed either
by a steam explosion or by hydrodynamic fragmentation of the debris stream as it enters
the water pool in the SBWR lower drywell are such that the characteristic debris size
would be expected to be greater than 1 mm the and minimum upward heat flux
capability for a debris bed configuration is expected to be in excess of 900 kW/m 2 . Note
that the heat fluxes that must be removed to cool the debris are all well below 900
kW/m2 . Hence, for all cases where a debris bed is formed, the debris will be coolable
with a wide margin.

19B.10.3.10 Continuous Debris Layer (Pool)

If the debris stream from the reactor vessel spreads out in a continuous pool under the
water layer and the debris is not fragmented and water does not ingress into the debris
pool then the limiting condition for solidification of the debris pool is by conduction
through an overlying solid debris crust. For complete coolability, the debris pool would
need to freeze completely through and have an interfacial temperature with the
underlying concrete less than the concrete melting temperature.

Calculations which were performed for the SBWR project indicate a limiting upward
heat flux due to conduction of about 100 kW/m 2 for a solid crust with internal heat
generation and with the boundary condition that the concrete surface temperature
remain below the concrete melting temperature. Thus, if the debris pool has a heat
generation rate less than 100 kW/m2 then it can be considered to always be coolable
with an overlying water layer.

Pool configurations with heat generation rates in excess of 100 kW/m2 may also be
coolable if the interfacial heat transfer area between the debris and the pool is
enhanced by formation of irregularities in the-upper crust surface or by cracking of the
upper debris crust. Consequently, the limiting heat flux capability for a pool type
configuration is assumed to lie between 100 and 300 kW/m2 .
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19B.10.3.11 Partial Pool Configuration

A partial pool configuration is assumed to form during the initial pour when a
substantial fraction of the debris stream fragments and quenches during the pour and
comes to rest atop the crust overlying the layer of debris which has not fragmented and
which has formed a continuous liquid pool on the lower drywvell floor.

The partial pool configuration may also form if upper crust cracking and debris
eruptions are sufficiently extensive to significantly disrupt the debris pool and allow
significant water ingression into the debris pool. The heat flux capabilities of this
configuration is defined to be above that of a pool (300 kW/m 2 ) and below 600 kW/m2 .

Experiments such as the MACE series conducted at Argonne National Laboratory
suggest that the upward heat transfer may be significantly enhanced above conduction
through a solid debris crust. The overall results from the MACE tests appear to generally
fall into the heat flux ranges defined above for a pool or a partial pool.

19B.10.3.12 Layered Debris Bed

The layered debris bed configuration is assumed to allow for some water ingression into
the bed but is not as conducive to coolability as a well defined debris bed discussed
above. A layered debris bed could form in a number of ways. One example of the
formation of a layered debris bed is for the initial debris pour at vessel failure to form a
continuous layer which is coolable (i.e. freezes into a solid crust). Later debris pours
which occur at a much slower rate and hence with a much smaller debris stream
diameter would fragment in the overlying water pool in the lower drywell and come to
rest upon the top of the frozen crust. Another possible mechanisms for forming a
layered debris bed configuration is for a steam explosion to result in debris particle sizes
below about 1 mm (allowing debris particle size stratification in the debris bed). The
expected heat fluxes for this layered bed configuration would be expected to be
degraded below that of a well structured debris bed but to be above that of a continuous
pool configuration. Hence, the upwards heat flux capability of a layered debris bed is
taken to be between 300 and 900 kW/m2 .

19B.10.3.13 Application

In summary, the upward heat flux capabilities of each of the debris configurations
considered are:

* Debris Bed > 900 kW/m 2

* Layered Debris Bed = 300 - 900 kW/m2

* Partial Pool = 300 - 600 kW/m2
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* Continuous Layer (Pool) = 100 - 300 kW/m 2

In order to determine the debris coolability for each branch in the tree, the following
procedure was adopted. The heat fluxes required to cool the debris in both the initial
and final debris states as shown on the tree (Events HT_FLUX_I and HTFLUXF)
were compared with the range of possible heat fluxes for the debris configurations
shown on the tree for the initial and final debris states (Events DEB CONI and
DEBCONF). Since both the required heat flux to cool the debris and the possible
upward heat fluxes for each configuration span a range of values, uniform probability
distributions within the indicated ranges were assumed. The two probability
distributions were combined to assess the overall coolability of the debris in its initial
and final state. The following discussion provides an examples of this process.

For the sequence pathway leading to end state 8 on the DET, the initial debris
configuration was a continuous debris layer (pool) underlying awater pool in a flooded
cavity. The initial debris heat flux that must be removed is between 85 and 255 kW/m2 .
The range of heat fluxes that can be removed for a pool configuration is between 100
and 300 kW/m2 . Combining the probability distributions for the range of heat fluxes
that must be removed with the range of heat fluxes capable of being removed in a pool
configuration results in a probability of cooling the debris initially released of 0.647.
This probability is assigned to the "LAYERED BED" branch under event heading
"DEBCONF". Because of the depth of water in the lower drywell, all or nearly all, of
the residual debris which enters the lower drywell after vessel failure will be fragmented
by hydrodynamic forces and will form a debris bed atop the cooled continuous layer.
The required heat flux to cool the debris in its final configuration is 425 kW/m2 . For a
layered bed, the estimated upward heat flux capability is between 300 and 900 kW/m2 .
The resulting probability of cooling the layered debris bed in the long term is 0.790
which is the probability assigned to the "NO CCI" branch under the last event heading
in the tree.

19B.10.3.14 DET for Drywell Overtemperature Failure (DW-OT)

This DET assesses the probability that high temperatures in the upper or lower drywells
will result in seal degradation and excessive leakage through the large movable
penetrations in the drywell (i.e., drywell head, equipment hatch and personnel
airlocks). Figure 19B.10-5 illustrates this DET. The potential for seal degradation exists
if the temperature exceeds about 533 K (500'F). Two situations could exist which may
lead to upper drywell temperatures this high. For high RPV pressure sequences, high
pressure melt ejection (HPME) may result in significant quantities of core debris being
entrained from the lower drywell through the connecting events into the upper drywell.
In this situation, operation of the upper drywell sprays is required to assure that the
upper drywell temperature remains below 533 K (500'F). For sequences where HPME
does not occur, high temperatures in the upper drywell may occur if the lower drywell
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is not flooded either before or after RPV failure. Hence, upper drywell overtemperature
failures will be prevented in all cases by operation of the upper drywell sprays.

19B.10.3.14.1 Lower Drywell Flooded (LDWFLOOD)

This event assess whether the lower drywvell is flooded after RPV failure by the GDCS
flooder system, by active in-vessel injection or by operation of the drywell sprays.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
on the attributes of the PDS.

19B.10.3.14.2 Mass Debris Transported to Upper Drywell (DEBUDW)

This event assess whether debris is transported from the lower drywell into the upper
drywell by HPME. If a significant mass of debris is transported into the upper drywell
then overtemperature failure of the upper drywell penetration seals is assumed to occur
unless the drywvell sprays are operating.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or I depending
on the branch taken under CPET event DEBUDW. If the CPET event was "NONE"
then the "NONE" branch is taken in this DET. If any other branch was taken under this
CPET heading then the "DEBRIS UDW" branch is taken in this DET.

19B.10.3.14.3 Drywell Sprays (DWSPRAY)

This event assesses whether the drywell sprays are operating. Without drywell spray
operation, overtemperature failure of the seals in the major penetrations in the upper
drywell is assumed to occur if debris was entrained from the lower drywell into the
upper drywell or the lower drywell was not flooded after RPV failure. Note that with the
drywell sprays operating, water will drain from the upper drywell through the
connecting vents into the lower drywell and lower drywell flooding will occur.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
on the attributes of the PDS.

119B.10.3.14.4 Drywell Overtemperature Failure (DW._.OT

This event summarizes whether drywell high temperature penetration seal failure will
occur. There are no branches under this event heading. The determination of whether
drywvell overtemperature failure will, or will not, occur has been defined by the previous
events in the tree.

19B.10.3.15 DET for Late Containment Status (LCS)

This DET assesses the containment status late in the accident sequence progression. 0
The tree is contained in Figure 19B.10-6.
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19B.10.3.15.1 Type of CCI in Lower Drywell (TYPEMCCI)

This event determines whether core concrete interactions (CCI) are occurring in the
lower drywell. Even with effective containment heat removal available the occurrence of
CCI may result in production of sufficient noncondensible gases to overpressurize the
containment and either cause the vent to open or to result in containment overpressure
failure.

This event is a sorting type event which has an assigned probability of 0 or 1 based on
the branch followed in CPET event TYPECCI.

19B.10.3.15.2 Containment Heat Removal (CHR)

This event assesses whether containment heat removal is available. This is a sorting type
event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending upon the attributes of
the PDS.

19B.10.3.15.3 Containment Pressure Exceeds Vent Setpoint (CQPRESS)

This event evaluates the probability that the suppression chamber pressure will exceed
the vent opening setpoint of 0.93 MPa (120 psig). Three cases were considered in the
quantification of this event.

a Case 1 - No CCI in Lower Drywell and CHR Functional.

For this set of sequences, effective containment heat removal will occur and no
noncondensible gases from CCI are generated. Hence, containment pressure will
remain below the vent setpoint.

Branch Probability

< VENT PRESS 1.0

> VENT PRESS 0.0

* Case 2 - CHR Never Available or Severely Degraded.

For this set of sequences, the absence of effective containment heat removal will
result in containment pressure eventually exceeding the vent setpoint.

Branch Probability

< VENT PRESS 0.0

> VENT PRESS 1.0
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* Case 3 -Wet or Dry CCI in Lower Drywell and CHR Functional

For this set of sequences, effective containment heat removal will occur. However,
the generation of noncondensible gases from CCI in the lower drywell may result in
the containment pressure exceeding the vent setpoint. Based on a review of MAAP-
SBWR calculations, it is considered likely that the containment pressure will exceed
the vent setpoint under these conditions and a probability of 1.0 is assigned to the
probability of the containment pressure exceeding the vent opening setpoint.

Branch Probability

< VENT PRESS 0.0

> VENT PRESS 1.0

The event type is represented by a split fraction.

19B.10.3.15.4 Vent Available (VENT_AVAL)

This event assesses whether the vent is mechanically failed or whether the operator fails
to open the vent when the containment pressure exceeds the vent opening setpoint.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or I depending
upon the attributes of the PDS.

19B.10.3.15.5 Vent Opens Prior DW Failure (VENTOPEN)

Given that the vent is not mechanically failed, this event estimates the probability that
the vent will be opened given that the containment pressure exceeds the vent opening
setpoint. The probability that the vent is opened considers the possibility that the
containment will fail structurally prior to the vent opening (considering the
uncertainties in the drywell head and top slab ultimate capacities).

Based on the current setting for the vent opening pressure [0.93 MPa (120 psig)] and
the containment fragility curve with a median failure pressure of 1.49 MPa (201 psig)
(Subsection 19B.3.5), it is virtually certain that the vent setpoint pressure is below the
containment failure pressure.

Branch Probability

VENT OPENS 1.0

Containment FAILS 0.0

The event type is represented by a split fraction.
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19B.10.3.15.6 Late Containment Status (LCS)

This event defines the ultimate status of containment. For each sequence, the status of
containment can be determined uniquely from prior event decisions in the tree and no
branching is necessary. The summary of the cases for this event are:

* Case 1- Containment Pressure Does Not Exceed Vent Setpoint.

Vent does not open nor does drywell failure occur.

* Case 2 - Containment Pressure Exceeds Vent Setpoint and Vent Opens

Vent opening occurs which prevents drywell head failure.

* Case 3 - Containment Pressure Exceeds Vent Setpoint, But Vent is Failed

For this set of sequences eventual drywell head failure will occur.

* Case 4 - Containment Pressure Approaches or Exceeds Vent Setpoint, DW Fails at,
or Prior to, Vent Setpoint Pressure

For this set of sequences drywell failure occurs.

The event is a summary-type event.

19B.10.3.16 DET for No Excessive Containment Leakage (E.LEAK)

For core damage sequences where the containment has isolated, has not structurally
failed and where the vent has not opened, radionuclide releases from containment will
be very low. For these sequences the small leakage that occurs will be held up in the
safety envelope and further attenuation will occur if the safety envelope is isolated. This
event assesses whether the safety envelope has been isolated.

This is a sorting type event. The probability of each branch is either 0 or 1 depending
upon the attributes of the PDS. The DET is contained in Figure 19B.10-7.
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Table 19B.10-1 Containment Pressure
at RPV Failure

MAAP-SBWR
Sequence Pressure (MPa)

LPE-SN 0.42

LPL-SN 0.44

LPE-SCV 0.39

LPE-SCD 0.39

LPL-SCV 0.45

LPE-SWV 0.40

LPL-SB 0.10

MPL-SN 0.22

MPE-SN 0.23

MPE-SCV 0.23

MPL-SCV 0.35

MPL-SCD 0.32

HP-N 0.20

HP-SFG 0.20

HP-SG 0.53

HP-SCG 0.21

VR-SN 0.11

VR-SCV 0.11

VR-SX 0.11

Table 19B.10-2 SBWR Coolant-Mass/Fuel-Mass Ratio and
Expected Average Debris Particle Diameter

Fraction of Total Core Debris Released at Vessel Failure
(Expected Average Debris Particle Diameter)

Water Depth (m) 10% 40%

3 12 (0.3 mm) 3 (2.0 mm)

6 29 (0.2 mm) 7 (0.7 mm)

9 40 (0.2 mm) 10 (0.4 mm)
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Table 19B.10-3 Interaction Zone Coolant Mass and Diameter
Resulting in 1 mm Average Debris Particle Sizes

for an Energetic Steam Explosion
Fraction of Total Core Debris Released at Vessel

Failure

Water Depth (m) 10% 40%

3 830 kg (0.8 m) 3315 kg (1.7 m)

6 4150 kg (1.3 m) 16575 kg (2.6 m)
9 9960 kg (1.7 m) 39780 kg (3.4 m)

Table 19B.10-4 Extent of Fragmentation and Quenching of
Initial Debris Pour

Fraction of Total Core Debris Released at Vessel

Failure Water
Depth (m) 10% 40%

3 24% 15%

6 55% 33%

9 100% 87% 0
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19B.1 1 Source Term Characterization

The end points of the Containment Phenomena Event Trees (CPETs) represent the
outcomes of possible containment accident progression sequences. These endpoints
represent complete severe accident sequences from initiating event to release of
radionuclides to the environment. The Level 1 core damage and containment system
information is passed through to the containment evaluation in discrete plant damage
states. Because of the large number of CPET sequences and because of similarities in
the sequence characteristics, it is neither necessary nor practical to develop a source
term estimate for each containment sequence. Sequences with similar characteristics
are therefore grouped into release categories to reduce the required source term
assessment effort.

19B.11.1 Release Category Grouping Parameters

The first step in the source term assessment effort is to identify the sequence
characteristics which are most important to definition of the source term categories.
These characteristics are identifiable from the Plant Damage State (PDS) attributes and
from the Containment Phenomena Event Tree (CPET) sequence characteristics since
one of the primary objectives in the PDS grouping and CPET evaluation has been to
define those events and conditions most important to source term assessment. This
selected set of sequence characteristics important to source term assessment are used as
grouping criteria to define the release categories and the associated source term
magnitude, composition and timing.

The containment sequence characteristics selected for use in definition of the SBWR
source term release categories are:

* Containment Integrity Prior to RPV Failure

- Containment Bypass

- DW Isolation Failure

- DW Failure Prior To Core Damage

- DW Failure Prior To/At RPV Failure

* Containment Integrity After RPV Failure

- No Containment Failure/No Excessive Leakage

- No Containment Failure/Excessive Leakage from Safety Envelope

- No Containment Failure/Leakage Past MSIVs

Source Term Characterization - February 28, 19931 193. 1 -1
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- Containment Vented

- Late DW Overpressure Failure

- DW Overtemperature Failure

- Early DW Overpressure Failure

* Type of Core Concrete Attack in Lower Drywell

- No CCI

- Wet CCI

- Dry CCI

* Status of Drywell Sprays

- Sprays OK

- Sprays Failed

The reasons for selection of these parameters for use in defining the different release
categories are discussed below.

19B.11.2 Release Category Grouping Logic

The approach to the definition of release categories is similar to that discussed in
Subsection 19B.5 for definition of plant damage states. It consisted of construction of a
logic diagram with the grouping criteria defined above, as headings. The end points on
the logic diagram represent unique release (source term) categories with their
individual characteristics defined by the pathway through the logic diagram.

The goal of the grouping process is to develop the minimum number of release
categories necessary to distinguish the important combinations of sequence
characteristics that can result in distinctly different atmospheric source terms. The
Release Category Grouping logic diagram developed for the SBWR is shown in
Figure 19B.11-1. It defines 32 release categories.

19B.11.3 Discussion of Release Category Grouping Parameters

19B.11.3.1 Containment Integrity Prior to RPV Failure (E-CNTJI)

Containment Bypass
Containment building natural and engineered mitigation features are ineffective in
reducing fission product releases if the accident initiator causes opening of a path
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directly from the reactor coolant system to a point outside of the containment boundary
which bypasses the main containment volumes.

The two ways that this can occur are if an interfacing system LOCA (ISLOCA) occurs or
if a high pressure line break outside containment occurs and the leakage pathway from
the RPV cannot be isolated. These are both defined by the plant damage state attribute
"Bypass".

For interfacing system LOCAs, the failure location is likely to be into the Safety
Envelope region of the reactor building. High energy line breaks such as main steam or
feedwater line breaks are most likely to occur into the steam tunnel or turbine building.
Because of the size of the bypass, subsequent phenomenological events in containment
are of secondary importance in defining the release of radionuclides to the
environment and the principle factor of interest to source term assessment is whether
or not the releases are mitigated in regions outside of the containment

The IC/PCC tubes are a primary containment boundary. If tube failure occurs, a path
between the containment and environment is established. Fission product plugging of
the IC/PCC tubes has been identified as a possible mechanism for tube failure. The
consequences of fission product plugging of IC/PCC tubes are analyzed in
Attachment 19BC. The analysis concludes that tube failure is not expected to occur due
to this mechanism; therefore, the IC/PCC tubes are not considered a likely location for
containment bypass.

Drywell Isolation Failure
This attribute is considered important because any fission products in the drywell
atmosphere are released to the environment early (i.e. near the time of core melt) and
continuously, if the containment is not isolated. In this case, the effective time available
for fission product deposition and possible spray washout in containment is reduced.

Drywell Failure Prior To Core Damage (Vessel Failure Initiator)
This category represents vessel failure initiated sequences where drywell failure occurs
prior to core damage initiation. For these sequences containment is failed and pool
bypass exists from the start of the accident. Consequently, the off-site releases are
expected to be relatively high.

Drywell Failure Prior To Core Damage (A TWS)
This category represents high power ATWS sequences where drywell failure occurs
prior to core damage initiation. For these sequences containment is failed from the start
of the accident, however pool bypass does not occur until RPV failure occurs.
Consequently, the off-site releases are expected to be somewhat lower than for the vessel
failure category described above.

Source Term Characterization -February 28, 1993 19B.1 1-3
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199B.1 1.3.2 Containment Integrity After RPV Failure (L,_CNT_I)

This release category heading defines if containment fails or is vented (after vessel
failure) and the timing of containment failure. For sequences with no containment
failure or wetwell venting, categories are also defined for the extent of radionuclide
leakage from the intact containment to the environment. The time of containment
failure is important because it affects the extent of fission product release mitigation by
natural removal processes, pool scrubbing and spray washout. It applies to all CPET
sequences that do not involve containment bypass, loss of isolation or containment
failure prior to reactor vessel failure.

The times selected as significant are Early (Near RPV Failure) or Late (many tens of
hours or days after RPV Failure).

No Containment Failure/No Excessive Leakage
This attribute represents sequences where containment integrity is maintained
throughout the accident and the Safety Envelope is isolated. Only small quantities of
radionuclides would be released from containment. For these type sequences the off-
site releases are expected to be very low as a result of additional holdup and attenuation
of the radionuclides released from the containment into the Safety Envelope enclosure.
The off-site releases would not be expected to result in doses that exceed the EPA
Protective Action Guide Levels.

No Containment Failure/Excessive Leakage
This attribute represents sequences where containment integrity is maintained
throughout the accident, however the Safety Envelope is not successfully isolated. As for
the category above only small quantities of radionuclides would be released from
containment. With failure to isolate the Safety Envelope the extent of radionuclide
attenuation outside containment would be limited and the off-site releases, although
still very low, might result in doses that exceed the EPA PAGs.

Containment Venting
This category represents sequences where the wetwell vent was successfully opened to
protect the containment from overpressure failure. Containment structural integrity is
maintained for sequences that are grouped into this category. The radionuclide
releases associated with sequences in this category would be expected to be moderately
low as a result of scrubbing of the radionuclides in the suppression pool and due to the
relative late time in which the vent would need to be opened to prevent containment
overpressure failure from steam or noncondensible gas generation (36 hours after
vessel failure for sequences with loss of containment heat removal and 24 to 34 hours
for sequences with successful containment heat removal but with continued CCI).

19B.1t1-4 Source Term Characterization - February 28, 1993
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Late Drywell Overpressure Failure
The category represents sequences where the containment was pressurized in the long
term by steam generation and/or noncondensible gas generation from debris concrete
attack and the wetwell vent was not successfully utilized to prevent containment
structural failure. The principle containment overpressure failure modes have been
determined to be the drywell head and drywell top slab. Containment structural failure
in the drywell would result in pool bypass after containment failure. The radionuclide
releases for this category would be expected to be moderate because of the late time of
the failure and because suppression pool scrubbing would attenuate the radionuclides
inside containment up until drywell structural failure occurs.

Drywell Overtemperature Failure
This category represents sequences where the closure seals on major drywell
penetrations are significantly degraded by high drywell temperatures resulting in
excessive leakage from the drywell. For sequences with high drywell temperatures, seal
failure would be expected to occur at a somewhat earlier time than late overpressure
failure. Consequently, the off-site releases would be expected to be somewhat greater
than for late overpressure failure due to reduced radionuclide holdup times in
containment and as a result of earlier pool bypass.

Early Drywell Overpressure Failure
This category represents sequences where containment failure occurs soon after vessel
failure as a result of energetic processes which occur at vessel failure including
blowdown of the reactor vessel, direct containment heating, FCI and rapid steam
generation. This category also contains sequences with failure of the vapor suppression
function where containment failure is assumed to occur at the time of RPV failure.
Since, the dominant containment structural failure modes are in the drywell region,
pool bypass occurs at the time of containment failure. Because of the early time of
containment failure and because the pool is bypassed off-site releases are expected to
be relatively high for sequences in this category.

19B.11.3.3 Type of CCI in Lower Drywell (TypeqCCI)

This attribute determines the extent of radionuclide release from the debris subsequent
to vessel failure. For sequences with the debris cooled in the lower drywell, long term
radionuclide release from the debris is effectively terminated. For sequences with CCI
in a flooded lower drywell the radionuclide releases would be extensively attenuated by
scrubbing in the overlying water pool (in addition the rate and extent of CCI would be
expected to be reduced in comparison to the case of CCI in a dry cavity). For the case
of CCI in a dry lower drywell fairly extensive long term fission product and aerosol
releases could be expected from the debris.

The type of CCI is not considered as grouping parameters for sequences where the
containment is bypassed. For these sequences the principle release pathway is directly
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from the primary system to outside the containment boundary. Hence, the principle
radionuclide releases are those occurring inside the RPV. The type of CCI is also not
considered for sequences with the containment structural integrity maintained
(without venting) since the radionuclide releases for these sequences are expected to
be very low.

For sequences with successful vent operation or with late drywell overpressure structural
failure (and not drywell overtemperature failure) there is no branch for dry CCI since
dry CCI would lead to drywell overtemperature failure.

19B.11.3.4 Drywell Sprays

This attribute is considered significant because it determines whether or not fission
product attenuation occurs in the gas space in the upper drywell. This is particularly
important for sequences with drywell failure or loss of isolation where pool bypass
occurs at the time of the loss of containment integrity. For sequences with the drywell
sprays operating during the period of radionuclide releases the off-site doses are
expected to be significantly reduced compared to sequences with failure of the sprays.

Note that the drywell sprays are not considered as grouping parameters for sequences
where the containment is bypassed. For these sequences the principle release pathway
is directly from the primary system to outside the containment boundary bypassing the
main containment volumes. Drywell sprays are also not considered as a grouping
parameter for sequences with successful wetwell venting since for these sequences
suppression pool scrubbing is always available to attenuate radionuclide release. Finally,
drywell sprays are not considered for sequences with the containment structural
integrity maintained (without venting) since the radionuclide releases for these
sequences are expected to be very low with, or without, spray operation.

For sequences with drywell overtemperature failure, the overtemperature failure
resulted from debris entrainment into the upper drywell (or dry CCI in the lower
drywell) and failure of the sprays. Consequently, there are no sequences with drywell
overtemperature failure and drywell spray operation.

For sequences with late drywell overpressure failure and no CCI containment heat
removal must have failed and hence the drywell sprays are also assumed failed. Hence,
there is only the sprays failed branch.

For all cases with dry CCI, the drywell sprays have failed because if the sprays were
operating the lower drywell would be flooded.
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19B.12 Results and Conclusions of SBWR Level 2 PRA

The Level 2 PRA has established both a qualitative and quantitative framework within
which the containment performance characteristics of the SBWR undersevere accident
conditions can be examined. Containment System Event Trees (CSETs) were used to
assess the unavailability of SBWR systems. The framework for evaluating severe accident
issues is provided in the form of Containment Phenomenological Event Trees (CPETs).
The CPETs are augmented by Decomposition Event Trees (DETs) that investigate the
details of relevant severe accident phenomena determined to affect containment
performance. The results of this analysis include the calculated frequency of
radionuclide release to the environment presented in terms of timing of the fission
product release from the primary containment and magnitude of the source term.

The modeling approach used in the Level 2 analysis of the SBWR has the following
characteristics:

* The CSETs identify and highlight containment systems and structures that are
important in the assessment of severe accidents.

* Human response actions are integrated with the analysis of containment systems
presented in the CSETs.

* The effects of severe accident phenomena and harsh environmental conditions on
equipment are accounted for as failure modes in the CPET models.

a The effects of different accident conditions on containment capability are assessed
for each Level 1 plant damage state.

* The assessment of release magnitudes and timings is based on MAAP-SBWR
analyses.

* Accident sequences with similar release characteristics are binned into appropriate
radionuclide release categories.

The results of this evaluation are summarized both quantitatively and qualitatively in the
following subsections.

19B.12.1 Results of Plant Damage State Grouping

Given the Plant Damage State (PDS) Grouping logic described in Subsection 19B.9.1.1
and the unavailability quantification of containment systems in the CSET evaluation in
Subsection 19B.5, all Level 1 sequences are binned into appropriate plant damage
states. Figure 19B.12-1 contains the frequency of each of these end states.

Results and Conclusions of SBWR Level 2 PR4 -February 28, 1993 19B. 12-1
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19B.12.2 Source Term Results

The end result of the Level 2 PRA is the quantification of the frequencies of severe
accidents that culminate in the release of radionuclides to the environment, and the
determination of the constituent source term magnitudes. Subsection 19B.11.3
describes the method used to group the end states of the CPETs into source term
categories (STCs). Figure 19B.12-2 illustrates the grouping logic and presents the
frequency of each STC. Frequencies were truncated at 1 x 10.12. The following
discussion briefly describes each of the significant STCs and their frequency as a percent
of core damage frequency (CDF).

* STC # 2 - EXCESS LEAK- 82% of CDF

The label of this STC, "EXCESS LEAK", refers to leakage from the safety envelope,
not the primary containment. For this STC, the containment has not structurally
failed nor been vented. Since no credit is currently taken in the Level 2 analysis for
the safety envelope, all fission product leakage from the containment is assumed to
pass directly to the environment. This is equivalent to the safety envelope "leaking
excessively". Neglecting the safety envelope conservatively overestimates fission
product release to the environment.

This STC represents the majority of all of the core damage events. Radionuclide
releases for sequences in this category are a result of normal containment leakage.
This category includes sequences with successful ex-vessel debris cooling and
containment heat removal.

* STC # 4 -VENT with WET CCI - 13% of CDF

Sequences that comprise this category are characterized by continued core-concrete
interaction (CCI) in spite of water covering the ex-vessel debris. Manual venting of
the suppression chamber gas space is utilized to relieve containment pressurization
due to long-term noncondensible gas generation.

* STC # 10 - DW OT FAIL with DRYCCI - 2% of CDF

This STC represents scenarios involving high pressure melt ejection and failure to
flood the lower drywell. Significant accumulation of debris in the upper drywell
results in overtemperature failure of the drywell head seals.

These three source term categories represent over 97% of CDF. The other STC
frequencies are shown on Figure 19B.12-2.
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19B.12.2.1 Input to Consequence Analysis

To accurately represent the off-site consequences associated with the dominate severe
accidents, the scenarios binned the STCs #2 and #4 are further discretized according to
the Level I core damage states. Four subcategories are established to distinguish
between the constituent scenarios. The frequency of each subcategory is calculated by
multiplying the appropriate STC frequency by the fraction of CDF represented by the
scenarios in the subcategory. The following discussion provides a description of the four
subcategories:

* Subcategory HP

This subcategory includes all core damage events with the reactor vessel at high
pressure at the time of vessel failure.

* Subcategory LPE

Sequences in this subcategory are characterized by early vessel failure (i.e., less than
6 hours into the accident) with the RPV at low pressure. RPV depressurization can
be by either the SRVs or DPVs.

* Subcategory LPL

Sequences in this subcategory are characterized by late vessel failure (i.e., greater
than 6 hours into the accident) with the RPV at low pressure. RPV depressurization
can be by either the SRVs or DPVs.

* Subcategory VR

This subcategory contains scenarios initiated by vessel rupture.

199B.12.2.2 Representative Sequences for Consequence Analysis

Using the subcategory definitions in Subsection 19B.12.2.1, Table 19B.12-1 shows the
frequency breakdown of STCs #2 and #4.

Table 19B.12-2 presents the results of the source term grouping evaluation. Reference
to the MAAP-SBWR sequence, which provides the basis for these results, is also
provided.

119B.12.3 Measurement Against Goals

The SBWR Level 2 PRA was performed in accordance with the requirements contained
in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document (URD). Specifically, the SBWR analysis
was performed as defined in Chapter 1, Appendix A of the URD entitled `ALWR PRA
Key Assumptions and Groundrules." For instance, the Level 2 model includes the
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assessment of important phenomena described in the guidance document (e.g., in-
vessel and ex-vessel hydrogen generation), and an uncertainty analysis of key
phenomenological issues that appear to be risk significant.

The Level 2 PRA was performed as part of the SBWR design process and used as a tool
to identify and resolve potential risk significant vulnerabilities. It also provided an input
to the development of the SBWVR Technical Specifications, Emergency Operating
Procedures, and maintenance practices and priorities.

This subsection summarizes the goals concerning the prevention and mitigation of
severe accidents as established in the SECY-90-016 (Reference 19B.12-1), IOCFR50.34
(F), and the URD (Reference 19B.12-2). The means by which each goal is satisfied is
also summarized. These goals are summarized in Table 19B.12-3. Note that these
explicit objectives are applicable to the results of the Level 2 PRA. All other "goals"
described in References 19B.12-1 and 19B.12-2 either pertain to the risk profile of the
SBWR, which is addressed in the Level 3 analysis, or are qualitative in nature and
present general guidance for the performance of the PRA.

19B.12.3.1 Prevention of Early Containment Failure For Dominant Accident Sequences

Early containment failure is defined in the SBWR Level 2 PRA as a breach in the
containment caused by rapid overpressurization of the structure due to energetic severe
accident phenomena [i.e., ex-vessel steam explosion and direct containment heating
(DCH) ]. An ex-vessel steam explosion can occur if the thermal energy of core debris
released from the vessel transfers heat to water in the lower drywell at explosive rates.
Attachment 19BB demonstrates that the occurrence of a steam explosion that
challenges the containment structure is extremely remote and the probability of such
an event is negligible.

Direct containment heating is associated with blowdown of the RPVfrom high pressure
upon vessel rupture. Generally, this effect on containment integrity is associated with a
transient initiated eventwith the subsequent inability of the operating crew to establish
coolant makeup to the RPV and depressurize the vessel before core melt progression
causes a breach in the bottom head of the vessel.

The frequency of these scenarios is greatly reduced by the availability of numerous
systems to maintain adequate coolant inventory in the RPV, and diverse means to
depressurize the RPV upon loss of makeup to the vessel. For instance, the feedwater
system, CRD, and IC systems provide sufficiently redundant capability to provide high
pressure coolant makeup to the vessel. In the very unlikely situation that these three
systems fail, the operation of the reliable ADS, and automatic injection of the GDCS or
manual actuation of the FAPCS in the LPCI mode provide adequate core cooling to
mitigate accident progression. The conditional probability of the containment failing
due to a DCH event is 3.3 x 10 4, given core damage.
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The probability of sequences involving early containment failure is considered remote;
and, therefore, the design of the SBWVR isjudged to provide sufficient margin to prevent
and mitigate these accident scenarios.

19B.12.3.2 Hydrogen From 100% of Active Zirconium

A separate effects calculation (Subsection 19G.2.45) indicates that the containment can
withstand the peak static pressure resulting from 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction.

19B.12.3.3 Reliable Heat Removal to Reduce Probability of Containment Failure

Containment heat removal capacity is addressed in detail in Subsection 19B.5.1.4, in
which success criteria are developed to show the systems necessary to prevent
overpressurizing the containment. There are predominantly two means of removing
heat from the containment credited in the Level 2 analysis:

* the PCCS, and

* the FAPCS in the suppression pool cooling mode.

The PCCS consists of three independent trains each containing condensers located in
the same pool as the isolation condensers. The PCCS operates by natural recirculation
provided by the difference in pressure between the drywell and the wetwell. The PCCS
loop does not have valves, so the system is always in "ready standby." The condenser is
open to the primary containment and receives a steam-gas mixture directly from the
drywell. The condensate is drained to the Gravity-Driven Cooling System (GDCS) pool
and the gas is vented through a discharge line which is submerged in the pressure
suppression pool.

The Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS) is designed to perform pool
water cooling, cleanup, and distribution to water pools in the containment and reactor
building.

When the FAPCS operates in the suppression pool cooling mode, water is drawn from
the suppression pool and pumped through a heat exchanger before being returned to
the suppression pool.

During emergency conditions, the standby train can either be manually actuated to
work in the LPCI mode or automatically actuated on suppression pool water high-
temperature signal to work in the SPC mode.

Finally, there is a substantial amount of time available during which the FAPCS might
be repaired if it had initially failed. This time effectively increases the reliability of these
systems; however, their recovery is not considered in the Level 2 PRA.
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The calculated conditional probability of severe accident scenarios involving late
containment failures or venting resulting from the loss of these heat removal systems
post RPV breach is 1.7 x 10-3, given core damage. Therefore, the probability of
sequences involving late containment failure is considered remote; and, it isjudged that
the design of the SBWR provides sufficient margin to prevent and mitigate these
accident scenarios.

19B.12.3.4 Prevention of Hydrogen Deflagration and Detonation

The containment inerting system is described in Subsection 9.4.8. The primary
containment is inerted with nitrogen gas to maintain the containment atmosphere
below 3.5% oxygen by volume. This provides margin against instrumentation errors or
an increase in oxygen concentration. Any increase in actual oxygen concentration is
highly improbable since strict administrative measures are in-place to minimize the
chance of accumulating oxygen inside containment. This includes substituting nitrogen
for air in all pneumatic systems and seals, and maintaining the containment at a slightly
positive pressure during reactor power operation to prevent the in-leakage of air. As
observed in operating plants, the containment oxygen concentration is expected to
slowly decrease during prolonged power operation as nitrogen makeup is periodically
added to compensate for the slight leakage from the containment at positive pressure.

Therefore, there is sufficient margin against entering a potentially flammable regime.

Additionally, the SBWR follows standard industry inerting design, establishing a
nitrogen storage and delivery system sufficient to inert the containment in less than four
hours. In addition, deinerting to at least 18% oxygen is possible within four hours.

In the SBWR, the drywell circulation flow rate is very high such that the residence time
(drywell volume divided by the inerting or deinerting flow rate) is on the order of a few
minutes. Therefore, good mixing is assured. In addition to conserving nitrogen, good
mixing assures that "pockets" of uninerted atmosphere are swept away, thereby,
maintaining an inert containment. The possibility of developing air pockets in the
wetwell is much less of a concern since it is a relatively open space.

In conclusion, the inerted containment atmosphere provides passive protection against
hydrogen deflagration and detonation. This protection is not vulnerable to loss of
power and is available during all accident sequences. Therefore, the goal is satisfied.

19B.12.3.5 Safety Goal Policy Statement

The overall results of the containment evaluation meet the objective, established by the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission in the Safety Goal Policy Statement, of maintaining the
frequency of scenarios resulting in a large release of radioactive materials to the

environment at less than 10O6 per reactor year.B
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19B.12.3.6 Conclusion

The development of the Level 2 PRA model and its quantification provides a number
of insights regarding the confirmation of the adequacy of the SBWAR design:

* The containment system meets the design requirements of the NRC
(Reference 19B.12-1) and EPRI (Reference 19B.12-2).

* The containment and certain emergency and normally-operating systems
demonstrate substantial capability to contain and mitigate severe accidents (i.e., no
unusually poor containment performance during core melt progression has been
identified).

* The emergency procedures (based upon the BWROG EPGs) provide guidance for
continued accident mitigation regardless of core melt progression status.

Therefore, as noted in the discussions in Subsections 19B.12.2.1 through 19B.12.3.5,
the Licensing Review Bases goals (established for the ABWR reactor plant design) and
the objectives described in EPRI's URD are satisfied for the SBWR design.

19B.12.4 REFERENCES

19B.12-1 SECY-90-016, '"Evolutionary Light Water Reactor (LWR) Certification
Issues and Their Relationship to Current Regulatory Requirements,"
James M. Taylor (NRC) to the Commissioners, January 12, 1990.

19B.12-2 "Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Utility Requirements
Document," Volume III, Electric Power Research Institute.
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Table 19B.12-1 STCs #2 and #4 Subcategories

Group Name Frequency % CDF

HP - 9.30E-09 5.3

LPE 8.46E-09 48.1

LPL 7.77E-08 44.1

VR 4.80E-09 2.7
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Table 19B.12-2 Source Term Results
Representative Frequency Noble Gas

MAAP-SBWR (per reactor Frequency Time to Release Csl Release
STC # Sequence year) (% CDF) Release (hr) Fraction Fraction

2-HP HPN 7.69E-9 4.4 3.2 4.9E-4 9.6E-6

2-LPE LPESN 6.97E-8 39.6 1.6 1.4E-3 8.7E-5

2-LPL LPLSN 6.39E-8 36.3 8.3 1.8E-3 1.3E-4

2-VR VRSN 3.92E-9 2.2 0.3 1.2E-3 3.4E-5

3 LPESWV 2.31E-10 .1 1.6 1.0E+0 1.1E-4

4*-LPE LPESCV 1.14E-8 6.5 1.5 1.OE+0 6.OE-4

4-LPL LPLSCV 1.04E-8 5.9 8.3 1.0E+0 1.6E-3

4-VR VRSCV 6.27E-10 .4 0.2 1.OE+0 7.4E-5

7t-LPE LPESCD 1.69E-9 .9 1.5 8.9E-1 7.9E-2

7t-MPL MPLSCD 8.05E-10 .5 9.2 1.0E+0 2.0E-3

8 HPSG 5.51E-10 .3 3.3 2.4E-3 1.4E-4

10 HPSCG 4.27E-9 2.4 3.2 1.OE-3 2.42-5

21f VRSX 1.03E-10 .06 0.3 1.0E+0 1.3E-1

31 LPLSB 4.83E-11 .03 8.3 1.OE+0 8.4E-1

(A~
4

s0

* Case HP does not exist for STC #4.
t Represents STC #5, 6,7.
t Represents STC #9, 10.
f Represents STC #11, 12,13,14,15,17,19.
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Table 19B.12-3 Summary of Goals

Subsection
in Which
Goal is

Addressed Summary Statement of Goal

Mitigation of Core Damage

19B.12.3.1 Measures to reduce the probability of early containment failure for
dominant accident sequences.

19B.12.3.2 Measures to accommodate hydrogen generated from the reaction
of 100% of the zirconium in the active fuel clad.

19B.12.3.3 Highly reliable heat removal systems to reduce the probability of
containment failure by loss of heat removal.

19B.12.3.4 Reliable means to prevent hydrogen deflagration and detonation.

19B.12.3.5 Safety Goal Policy Statement - (Federal Register, page 28047)
overall mean frequency of large release less than 10-6 per reactor
year.
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19BA Deterministic Model for Direct Containment Heating (DCH)

A computer program has been developed to provide scoping calculations for DCH
events in the SBWR. Several simplifications and assumptions exist in this model. This
model, and its application to the SBW.R design are described below.

19BA.1 Debris Dispersal in the SBWR

The purpose of this subsection is to briefly summarize the available information on
debris dispersal from a configuration like that of the SBWR lower drywell.

19BA.1.1 Velocity Required to Transport Debris Particles

The velocity required to transport debris particles out of a compartment by entrainment
can be easily estimated (Reference 19BA-l). To lift a particle of radius r against the
force of gravity requires a velocity given by

2

(pf-P ).rrg= cr2 gu g (19BA-1)

where:

Pf = fluid density,

Pg = gas density,

r = particle radius,

g = acceleration of gravity,

cd = drag coefficient,

ug = gas velocity.

If we assume complete hydrodynamic breakup, the maximum particle radius is given by
equating the force imparted by the gas stream to the surface tension force holding the
droplet together. This is usually cast in terms of a Weber number:

We 2cdPg9g (19BA-2)

where:

a = surface tension.
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0
There is some ambiguity on the form of this equation and the choice of the Weber
number, We. Most authors fold the drag coefficient into We. For reasons that will soon
become clear, we follow Henry (Reference 19BA-2) and leave the coefficient explicitly
in the expression. Typical values of Weber number are 6 to 12 when the drag coefficient
is left ouL Strictly speaking, these would specify the maximum particle size. The mass
median diameter, for example, would be about half this value (Reference 19BA-3).

If we substitute Equation 19BA-2 into 19BA-1 and neglect the gas density compared to
the liquid density we obtain

ug = 4 ) Pf (19BA-3)

Define the Kutateladze number by

u
Ku g (19BA-4)

Pfag'

so that

114

Ku =4We (19BA-5)

A free particle in the high Reynolds number limit has a drag coefficient of about 0.44.
Ifwe assume aWeber number of 8 (the results obviously dependweakly on this choice),
we obtain:

Ku = 2.7 (19BA-6)

When substituted into Equation 19BA-4, this gives a velocity close to the experimentally
measured value required to entrain particles off a free surface (Reference 19BA-4).

Consider a different situation in which gas is sparging a pool from below. If we consult
Figure 19BA-1 (Reference 19BA-1), we note that the drag coefficient for a particle bed
is in the range 20-40. If we use 30 and leave the We number at 8, we obtain

Ku = 0.2 (19BA-7)

This does yield just the experimentally measured velocity required to fluidize a pool
(Reference 19BA-5).
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Thus, we see that the velocity required to lift liquid droplets is a strong function of the
configuration. A gas stream passing horizontally over a liquid pool requires on the order
of 10 times the velocity required to fluidize a bed, i.e. a situation in which the gas stream
proceeds vertically from below. This effect results from the different drag coefficients
which apply to the two situations. Thus, one would expect the required velocity for
entrainment in the 8BWR to be 10% of the value for the Zion cavity.

19B.1.1.2 Argonne Experiments on Debris Dispersal

Spencer, et. al., at Argonne National Laboratory have conducted a number of debris
dispersal experiments in several geometries. Extensive information on these is available
(References 19BA-5 through 19BA-8). Here we shall briefly summarize the results of
two sets of quasi-steady experiments designed to determine the threshold velocities
required to transport debris from simulated reactor cavity/pedestal regions.

Experiment on Zion Configuration
Figure 19BA-2 shows a schematic view of the Zion reactor cavity. Experiments
conducted with this geometry (Reference i9BA-6) indicate that the threshold velocity
required to disperse liquid droplets into the gas stream and move them from the cavity
is approximately given by a Kutateladze number of 2.5. This is not unexpected, since the
geometry of the cavity is such as to cause the gasjet leaving the reactor to stagnate at the
floor of the cavity, to turn and proceed horizontally down the cavity keyway over the
liquid pool. Thus, the considerations which lead to Equation 19BA-6 would seem to
apply.

It should be noted that sweepout, in which a continuous liquid film was observed to be
flooded from the reactor cavity, occurred at about the same velocity as entrainment of
droplets. Thus, as noted in Reference 19BA-9, the amount of material transported from
a Zion-like cavity as droplets relative to the amount transported as a film is determined
by the relative rates of the two processes.

An additional experiment was run in which steel shot of diameter 780 x 10r m was used
instead of a liquid pool. By substituting into Equation 19BA-1, the drag coefficient
necessary to explain the observed velocity threshold for debris dispersal of -16 m/sec
(Reference 19BA-8) is found to be about 0.3. It is not known why this is less than the
expected value of 0.44, but the discrepancy is not considered large.

Experiments on Grand Gulf Configuration
Figure 19BA-3 shows a schematic view of the Grand Gulf pedestal region. Experiments
were also conducted at Argonne on a scale model of this configuration. Quite different
behavior was observed in these tests. Due to the more or less symmetric orientation of
the scale model CRD ports around the circumference of the pedestal, the gasjet leaving
the simulated reactor vessel was observed to stagnate, proceed horizontally so as to
undercut the entire liquid pool, turn and proceed vertically using virtually the entire
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cross-sectional area of the pedestal. (Only a small fraction of the area was used by thejet
moving downward from the simulated vessel.)

As noted in Reference 19BA-5, this configuration is reminiscent of a pool sparged from
below. Using this reasoning, Equation 19BA-7 would be expected to apply. Indeed, a
Kutateladze number of 0.2 was found to accurately predict the velocity required to
initiate removal of debris. Visual observations of the experiment support this
conclusion, as it was seen that the entire pool became fluidized, the liquid rose up to
the level of the ports, and was then swept out by the gas stream.

An experiment was also conducted in this geometry with steel shot. A drag coefficient
of about 7 is required to explain the measured velocity threshold for sweepout of -3.5
m/sec. By consulting Figure 19BA-1, we see that such a drag coefficient is appropriate
for a bed of porosity about 0.8. This is, in fact, the porosity that would be obtained if the
entire bed of shot was uniformly fluidized up to the elevation of the CRD ports. This
suggests that the threshold velocity for sweepout in the Grand Gulf configuration might
be a function of the ratio of the initial pool volume to the total volume which exists in
the pedestal under the elevation of the gas flow paths. In other words, fluidization could
begin at a low velocity (when the porosity is low and the drag coefficient is high), but as
the pool tries to grow toward the exit flowpaths, the velocity required to continue to
levitate droplets would increase. This conjecture cannot be confirmed by the few tests 0
run with liquid pools, however.

19B.1.1.3 Application to GE SBWR Configuration

The SBWR configuration is similar to that for Grand Gulf. Thus, we expect that a
Kutateladze number on the order of 0.2 should be applied to calculate the dispersal
threshold. With the exception of the ANL Grand Gulf work, the documented
experiments performed to date have focused on PWR type cavities such as Zion. As
discussed above, these are not directly applicable to the SBWR configuration.

19BA.2 Pressurization Due to DCH

The pressurization of the drywell is affected by the blowdown of gases from the vessel
and by the heat transfer from fragmented corium into the drywell. An explicit method
is used to calculate the response of the system. The gas is assumed to be an ideal gas with
the rate of change of pressure, P, calculated from

MRSiMRT
P g = g + Mgg (19BA-8)
MWV MWV

where:_
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Mg = Total mass of gas in containment (steam and noncondensible
gas),

R = Gas constant (8314 N-M/kg-mole-K),

Tg = Gas temperature,

MWg = Average molecularweight of the gas mixture,

V = Drywell volume,

and a dot over a variable indicates it rate of change with time.

The temperature change of the gas, TV is calculated by assuming that the gas and the
fragmented debris are in equilibrium at each time step. Since the DCH event is very
rapid, no credit is taken for heat transfer to containment heat sinks. The specific heat
capacity for steam is evaluated using a curve fit to saturated steam properties
(Reference 19BA-1 0). Constant specific heat is used for the noncondensible gas.

The rate of change of mass in the containment, Mg, considers the gas blowdown from
the vessel, any flow to the suppression pool through the connecting vents, and hydrogen
generation which occurs as a result of the reaction between the steam and the
zirconium. The mass flow rates through the downcomers and from the vessel are
evaluated using a compressible flow model (Reference 19BA-10). The pressurization of
the wetwell due to any addition of noncondensible gases is considered. Steam which
passes through the connecting vents is assumed to be quenched.

The debris conditions are calculated by conservation of energy in the system. The mass
of debris participating in the DCH event increased linearly over the time constant for
the event. The fraction of the debris allowed to oxidize is a user input. The energy of
reaction is taken to be that for the zirconium steam reaction. Oxidation of the
zirconium participating in the DCH event is assumed to be instantaneous.

The temperature of the debris is calculated based on the amount of energy remaining
with the phase change energy accounted for and assumed to take place at a uniform
temperature of 2500KI Constant specific heat and latent heat of fusion are assumed.

19BA.2.1 Calculation of Vent Clearing Time

The DCH program previously described includes a model to predict the time required
to clear the horizontal vents and begin gas flow to the wetwell. The model, based on
analysis by Moody (Reference 1 9BA-1 1), requires as input the pressurization rate for the
upper drywell. The DCH model computes the pressurization rate for each time step.
Given this, Moody has derived a simple formula for the water velocity resulting from this
ramp pressure. The DCH model then computes the water movement as a function of
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time; and, based on a table look up of vent area vs. water level, calculates the appropriate
drywell vent area at any point in time.

19BA.2.2 Calculation of Dispersal Time Constant

For the parametric modeling of DCH in this analysis, a timescale for dispersal must be
input. This influences the rate of containment pressurization by defining the
entrainment rate of the debris.

There is a dearth of good models for DCH. The only models which were identified are:

* The CONTAIN Model

This is a lumped parameter model in which the rate of entrainment is input by the
user. It provides no insights for this study;

* Henry has developed a model for ARSAP (Reference 19BA-12) that explicitly
compares the time-scale for dispersal due to the acceleration of the liquid film as a
whole to the time required to entrain the debris as droplets.

This model is very attractive from the standpoint that it produces closed-form
answers and illustrates that the competition between the two modes of debris
removal from the cavity may be an important consideration for designing and
interpreting experiments. However, there appear to be several problems with this
model. First, it assumes a very schematic debris configuration, i.e. an initially static
debris pool lying on the floor of the cavity. It seems more reasonable to assume that
there is debris splashing throughout the cavity, as point out in Levy's WRSIM papers
(Reference 19BA-13) and in Spencer's work atANL. Next, it is questionable that the
entrainment rate formula that is used, the one developed by Ricou and Spalding for
gas-gas entrainment, applies to this situation. There is evidence (cited by Levy) that
non-uniform gas velocities in cavities may play an important role in enhancing
entrainment rate. Finally, only very limited comparisons to data have been offered.

* Taken at face value, Henry's model tends to predictvery rapid removal of the debris
from the cavity, mainly as a liquid film. Oddly enough, the time-scale for removal of
the film depends only in a very weak way on the hole size in the vessel (i.e. through
the gas density in the cavity and even this matters only as the 0.25 power); BNL has
written a one-dimensional model called DCHVIM. In a summary paper presented
at the Pittsburgh Heat Transfer conference in 1987, the model is applied to the SNL
DCH-1 experiment. For this calculation, however, the entrainment rate was taken
directly from experimental data. In addition, the model was not applied to a full,
reactor-scale scenario, only to DCH-1;

* Sienicki and Spencer at ANL have written a relatively sophisticated one-dimensional
hydrodynamics model called HARDCORE (Sienicki and Spencer, undated).
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Separate mass, momentum and energy equations are written for the liquid film, the
droplets and the gas. The entrainment correlation is based on liquid jet breakup
formulas developed by Dejarlais, Ishii, and Linehan. Being one-dimensional, the
model does not, of course, taken into account non-uniformities in velocity, though
there is consideration given to entrainment from annular films on the cavity walls.

The model was applied to the ANL CWTI-13 experiment and to DCH-1. In both
cases, it is stated that the debris entrainment time was predicted fairly accurately by
the code (time-scales on the order of 0.1 seconds). When the code was then applied
to a full-scale Zion TMLB accident, the predicted time-scale for sweep-out of the
debris from the cavity was of order 2.5 seconds, i.e. the numerical results are fit
rather well by

me = mO(l-e e *) (19BA-9)

where:

t = time in seconds since the blowdown begins;

• The recent papers by Levy, mentioned above, contain an explicit closed-form
expression for the time-dependent entrainment of debris from the reactor cavity.
This formula has been compared to a wide variety of small-scale test data with
remarkably good results. The formula was applied to calculate the entrainment rate
for a full-scale Zion-like cavity in a TMLB-type sequence; if one assumes that steam
exists in the cavity (the results are apparently quite sensitive to the gas density there
due to the strong dependence on Euler number), one obtains the seemingly
nonsensical result of 100 seconds. However, it does not appear at thisjuncture that
a constant in his expression can be derived from small-scale experiments and
applied to full-scale cavities as was done in the calculation just mentioned;

* A code called CORDE is under development in the UK We have very little
information on its models, state of development, or predictions.

Thus, based solely on the ANL paper, the assumption used in this analysis is a debris
removal e-folding time of 0.5 seconds, or the linear debris removal assumed over a 2-
second period. This value appears to be conservative, but not remarkably so.

19BA.2.3 Combustion Phenomena

Since the proposed Technical Specifications for the SBWR would allow operation with
up to 4% oxygen in containment, itwas conservatively assumed that sufficient hydrogen
would be produced as a result of the DCH event to react with all of the oxygen.
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Given an upper and lower drywell volume of 5529 m3 , 4% oxygen would equal
approximately 8 moles of 02. Reacting all of this with the available H2 would result in
an energy addition of 4.05 x 109joules. In the deterministic evaluations, this amount of
energy will be instantaneously added to the gas volume once the gas temperature has
exceeded a user supplied ignition point of 1000 K

19BA.3 Application of DCH Model to SBWR

The model requires a variety of inputs which describe the geometry of the vessel and
containment, the initial and boundary conditions for the event and a few model
parameters.

The geometric information required by the model is:

* The RPV drywell and suppression chamber gas free volumes which are used to
calculate pressure.

The drywell volume used for this analysis is the total for the SBWR upper and lower
drywells. This effectively assumes that there is a large flow area between upper and
lower drywell regions.

* A table of horizontal vent area as a function of distance from the initial water level
and the total vent clearing depth when all vents are available.

These are used to calculate the vent clearing time. For this analysis, it is assumed that
there is no initial pressure difference between the wetwell and the drywell. Thus,
water level in the connecting vents is high, which conservatively delays the time until
the vents begin to uncover and gas can flow to the wetwell.

* The vessel failure area which is used to calculate the blowdown from the vessel.

This value is specified for each branch point on the DETs.

Initial and boundary conditions are:

* Debris Mass Involved in DCH Event

The value of this variable is specified for each case on the DETs.

* Initial Debris Temperature

If this temperature is specified above 2500 K, then the latent heat of fusion is used
in calculating the initial debris energy. If the temperature is at 2500 K or below, then
the latent heat of fusion is not included in the initial debris energy. This value was
nominally set at 2501 K.
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* The initial containment temperature and pressure are assumed equal in the wetwell
and drywell.

The steam mass fraction in the drywell is assumed to be 1.0. The sensitivity to this
assumption is investigated in Subsection 19BA.4.3.

* The initial vessel pressure is used to calculate the source of steam from the vessel to
the containment volume.

The pressure is assumed to be the nominal vessel pressure for normal operating
conditions. Slight variations in this value (such as might result from a consideration
of the SRV setpoints) do not have a significant impact on the results. No attempt is
taken in this analysis to take credit for partially depressurized vessel conditions.

* Vessel gas temperature and vessel steam enthalpy.

Both values are conservatively taken to be constant. The values used are typical for
MAAP-SBWYR analyses of high-pressure core melt scenarios.

Model parameters are:

v Fraction of Zr to be Oxidized in The DCH Event.

For the DCH calculations, 50% of the entrained Zr is assumed to oxidize.

* The time for debris entrainment determines the interval during which the specified
mass of debris will be entrained.

Refer to Section 19BA.2.2 for a discussion of this parameter. The sensitivity to this
parameter is investigated in Subsection 19BA.4.2.

* Time Constant for DCH.

If set to zero, the debris will be entrained linearly. If set to non-zero value, then the
debris will entrain at a rate with an e-fold value equal to the time constant. This
analysis assumes the debris is entrained linearly. Any sensitivity to this parameter is
bounded by the time for debris entrainment sensitivity discussed in
Subsection 19BA.4.2.

* The time step for the computer code calculations was selected to be one
millisecond.

Since the time constant for the DCH event is on the order of a few seconds, there
should be no sensitivity to reasonable variations in this parameter.
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The code calculates the containment response to DCH events. The most important
output of the calculation is the peak containment pressure. The results of the model
analysis for each branch of the DETs are summarized in Figure 19B.10-3.

19BA.4 Sensitivity to Various DCH Parameters

As indicated in Subsection 19B.10, the DET methodology addresses the variation of
several key DCH parameters. This subsection looks at the importance of the dispersal
time constant and initial steam fraction to the overall pressurization. These parameters
were assumed to be constant in the DET and were judged not to have a significant
impact on the results. The results of the sensitivity studies confirm that these parameters
have a second order effect on the peak containment pressure.

19BA.4.1 Base Case

For the purpose of comparison, the following case was analyzed using the DCH model:

* Penetration failure,

* Fraction of material dispersed into the upper drywell - 0.175%,

* Dispersal time constant- 2 seconds,

* Initial containment pressure - 2.5 atm,

* Fraction of Zr in Debris-25%,

* Initial containment steam fraction-50%.

The result of the analysis indicates a peak drywell pressure of 1.10 MPa (160 psia).
Referring to the containment failure curve, this has a failure probability of about 0.03.

19BA.4.2 Dispersal Time Constant

The above case was re-run assuming that the dispersal time constant was 1 and 4
seconds, respectively. The results are:
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Peak Drywell Pressure
MPa (psia)

Base Case = 2 sec 1.10 (160)

Time Const = 1 sec 1.44 (209)

Time Const = 4 sec .89 (129)

Subsection 19BA.2.2 provides the justification for the 2-sec dispersal time and indicates
that it may be somewhat conservative. However, a 50% change in the dispersal time
resulted in only a 30% change in the peak containment pressure. This does not
represent a very significant change.

19BA.4.3 Initial Drywell Steam Fraction

Since steam passing through the connecting vents will condense, the amount of wetwell
pressurization during the DCH event is limited. The base analysis assumed a 50% steam
environment in the drywell at the start of the event. To investigate the impact of this
parameter on the peak pressure, a case was run assuming the drywell environment is
initially 100% nitrogen. The wetwell pressure will be expected to increase faster for this
case resulting in a higher drywell pressure. The results of the study indicate that this is
true, although the rise in the peak pressure is small. The peak pressure for this scenario
is 1.27 MPa (184 psia), as compared to a peak of 1.10 MPa (160 psia) for the base case.
This variation due to initial drywell gas composition does not have a significant impact
on the results of this study.
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Figure 19BA-1 Effective DRAG Coefficient for Dense Dispersions
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Figure 19BA-2 Zion Reactor Building
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19BB Fuel Coolant Interactions

Challenges of the containment during a severe accident may result from fuel coolant
interactions (FCIs). Energetic FCIs occur when core debris transfers energy to a
surrounding body of water at explosive rates. Energetic FCIs are often referred to as
steam explosions. Ex-vessel FCI may occur either at the time of vessel failure when
corium and water fall from the lower plenum of the vessel, or when the lower drywell
flooder opens after vessel failure has occurred. In-vessel steam explosions are
considered highly improbable for BWRs, and are not considered for the SBWR.

Several experiments which have provided insights into steam explosions are examined,
and features of the SBWR are compared to previous plants to indicate the relative
resistance of the SBWR to steam explosions. A scoping calculation is also performed to
estimate the size of steam explosion the SBWR could withstand.

Three potential failure modes are considered. The transmission of a shock wave
through water to the structure may damage the pedestal. Similarly, a shock wave
through the air space can cause an impulse load. However, since the gas is compressible,
the shock wave transmitted through the gas will be much smaller than that which can
be transmitted through the water. Therefore, this mechanism is not considered here.
Third, loading is caused by slugs of water propelled into containment structures as a
result of explosive steam generation.

19BB.1 Applicability of Experiments

A large number of experiments have been performed to better understand FCI. Most
of these experiments have been performed at bench scale with simulant materials.
Freon-Water and Liquid Nitrogen/Water systems are often used. While these
experiments are necessary to understand the underlying physics of FCI, they are not
directly applicable to reactor scale and conditions. However, there are also several
experiments performed with metal and oxides which provide insight to the potential for
energetic FCI in a severe accident.

Other experiments, performed for different reasons, also yield some insights to FCI.
Some experiments, performed for debris coolability and core-concrete interaction
studies, added water to the debris. With one notable exception, these experiments did
not result in an energetic FCI. Finally, one experiment was performed to examine the
impact of a water solid reactor cavity on direct containment heating. In the remainder
of this subsection each of these experiments is examined for the insights into FCI and
applicability to the SBWR.
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19BB.1.1 Fuel Coolant Interaction Tests

A wide variety of experiments have been performed to investigate steam explosions. A
comprehensive review of experiments investigating FCI was performed by Corradini
(Reference 19BB-1). This subsection discusses results from selected experiments. Most
of the experiments are prototypic of the reactor condition wherein debris falls into a
pre-existing pool of water. The implications of these experiments on the potential for
large, energetic FCI in the SBWR are also discussed.

Investigations into energetic fuel coolant interactions and steam explosions date back
to 1950. Early experiments, including those by Long (References l9BB-2 and l9BB-3)
and Higgins (Reference 19BB-4), identified the requirements for considerable mixing
of the molten debris and water. Higgins and Lemmon (Reference 19BB-5) noted that
the debris must be superheated and that the violence of the explosion increased with
the melt temperature. Unfortunately, the triggers used in many of these experiments
were very large. Thus, information about the propagation and energetics of these
experiments is not applicable to reactor conditions.

One of the important parameters in determining the potential challenge to the
containment from a steam explosion is the duration of the pressure pulse. Buxton and
Benedick (Reference l9BB-6) performed a large series of experiments using iron-
alumina thermite. The pressure traces for these experiments indicate an explosive
pressure pulse of about 5 milliseconds.

The final, intermediate scale test performed at Sandia (Reference l9BB-7) used a
corium thermite mass to simulate the materials which might be typical of a severe
accident. As in the Buxton and Benedick experiment, the duration of the pressure pulse
in these experiments was about 5 milliseconds. Three shakedown tests were performed
using iron-alumina thermite with water in a crucible. In all of the tests spontaneous, self-
triggered explosions occurred. In contrast, all four of the corium tests were externally
triggered which resulted in one run with a "weak explosion" and one with a "mild
explosion". Two hypotheses were proposed to explain these results.

* The noncondensible gasses generated by oxidation stabilized the film boiling
blanket, making it less susceptible to triggering.

* The U0 2 and ZrO2 superheat was only about 300 K. It is possible that the debris
froze before the trigger was initiated. This would prevent fine fragmentation of the
debris.

Both these hypotheses have important implications for application to the severe
accidents. Presuming a BWRSAR-type melt progression, the early pour of debris from
the vessel would be metallic. In this case stabilization of the gas film around the debris
could prevent a large mass of molten material from participating in a steam explosion.
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On the other hand, the superheat associated with a large oxidic melt is typically less than
a few hundred degrees. Therefore, it is likely that the surface of the debris droplets
would freeze. This would slow the heat transfer to the coolant and a steam explosion
would not occur.

19BB.1.2 Experiments With a Stratified System

In some of the recent experiments performed to examine core concrete interaction,
water has been added to the debris. After core debris is introduced to the lower drywell,
it is flooded either by active systems or the lower drywell flooding system. Therefore, this
is the most probable configuration for a large FCI event in the SBWR.

Far fewer experiments have been performed in this stratified geometry than in the
configuration of debris poured into water. Work by Bang and Corradini
(Reference 19BB-8) used triggered Freon/Water and Liquid Nitrogen/Water systems.
In these studies the interaction zone for the vapor explosion is less than 1-cm thick.
Assuming this depth is representative of reactor material, this would lead to the
conclusion that less 3% of the SBWR core inventory could participate in an FCI event.

Prototypic materials have been used in a few core-concrete interaction experiments in
which water is added to molten debris. The MACE and WETCOR tests added water to
a pre-existing pool of debris. These tests involved fairly large masses of molten simulant
to which water was added. Thus, the initial condition is a stratified pool in which water
lies over the core debris. The materials and masses of the experiments are summarized
in Table 19BB-1. No energetic fuel coolant interactions were observed to occur in the
stratified configuration. The experiments typically indicated an early heat transfer
phase in which the heat fluxes were on the order of 1.5 to 2 MW/m2 . Later, presumably
after the formation of a crust above the molten debris pool, the heat fluxes decreased.
These heat fluxes are considered in Subsection 19BB.5.2 in bounding the non-explosive
steam generation rates.

19BB.1.3 BETA V6.1

Recently, an energetic FCI occurred in the BETA facility. ExperimentV6.1 was intended
to represent the Bibilus reactors. These reactors have an annular pool of water around
the pedestal cavity. BETA V6.1 was designed to determine the impact of these water
pools on corium concrete interaction. The configuration of V6.1 is shown in
Figure 19BB-1. The system consisted of a concrete crucible with an annular water pool
which was vented back to the inner crucible via a small path. Molten iron alumina
thermite was introduced into the cavity which was then allowed to ablate.

The debris eroded the concrete in the approximate shape shown in Figure 19BB-1. The
superheat of the melt was very high since there was no water on the debris. Eventually,
the sideward erosion caused the debris to reach the annular water pool at one local
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point. Instants later an explosion occurred. The bottom of the crucible was sheared off.
There was severe damage to the facility. All of the instrumentation was destroyed and
the melt injector was thrown several meters up, damaging the ceiling.

The energy required to do the damage has not yet been determined. However, the
structure surrounding the test facility was fairly weak, unprotected sheet metal.
Although the doors were blown open they were not damaged. Therefore, it is believed
that the pressure spike may not have been very large.

The symmetry of the damage to the facility indicates that the explosion was very
symmetric. There was very little irregularity in the shearing of the bottom of the
crucible. Thus, it is difficult to believe that the explosion began on one side of the
crucible and propagated sideward. An alternate hypothesis has been proposed
(Reference 19BB-9). When the debris penetrated to the annular pool, the steam
generation rate increased. Since the annular compartment vents back to the center of
the crucible via a small line, the pressure increased and water was forced back into the
debris. The debris was still highly superheated at this time. The confinement of the
system allowed for intermixing of the debris and water and prevented the pressure from
being relieved. Thus, the damage caused to the system was not a result of a shock wave,
but rather due to simple pressurization of a confined region.

The steam explosion observed in the BETA facility is not applicable to the SBWR system.
Although suppression pool and vent system of the SBWR is located in an annulus
around the lower drywell, there is adequate vent area to relieve the pressure in the lower
drywell. In fact, the BETA configuration is also much more restrictive than the Bibilus
reactor itwas intended to represent. This restrictive condition resulted in ingression of
water into the melt. Since the SBWR configuration has much more vent area, water
ingression will not occur.

Additionally, there was no water on top of the debris before penetration into the
annulus. Thus, the molten debris in V6.1 was highly superheated. This is contrasted to
the situation in the SBWR. The ability to use active systems, such as the firewater
addition system, and the presence of the passive lower drywell flooder virtually ensure
that there will be water above the debris in the SBWR. The area of the SBWR lower
drywell is also very large which enhances coolability. Therefore, the initial contact mode
observed in V6.1 is unlikely.

The conditions which led to the explosion at the BETA facility are not prototypic of the
SBWR. The SBWR does not have a large pool ofwater adjoining the lower drywell. Thus,
water would not be forced into the melt as occurred at BETA. Finally, the superheat of
the melt at the BETA facility was very high, whereas the superheat of any debris which
comes into contact with water in the SBWR would be low. Thus, debris would be easily
solidified, reducing the heat transfer to the water and preventing rapid steam
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generation. Thus, the explosion in V6.1 does not indicate that containment damage will
occur in the SBWR as a result of FCI.

19BB.1.4 High-Pressure Melt Ejection Experiments

Sandia performed a series of experiments to examine the influence of water pools on
the behavior of high-pressure melts in a Zion-like cavity (Reference 19BB-10). Two
configurations were examined. In the SPIT-15 test, debris was injected into a closed
acrylic box. This allowed for visualization of the phenomena. In the SPIT-17 and HIPS
experiments a Zion-like cavity was constructed. The basic configuration of the SPIT-17
and HIPS experiments is shown in Figure 19BB-2. The SPIT-17 cavity was made of
aluminum while the HIPS experiments used reinforced concrete cavities.

In all of the experiments water was present in the cavity at the time of melt ejection. The
inertia of the water prevented venting of the cavity. Thus, the steam generation in the
cavity forced the region to pressurize and the structures were destroyed before gas flow
from the end of the structure could relieve the pressure in the cavity.

It is interesting to compare these experiments to BETA V6.1. In both instances it
appears that large pressure spikes were created when the debris and water were tightly
confined. This early confinement keeps the water and debris in close contact, and seems
to lead to the fragmentation of the hot molten material which is a necessary
precondition for steam explosions.

The results of this experiment are not applicable to the SBWR configuration. The lower
drywell is not initially full of water and there is ample venting of the region. The extreme
damage observed in these experiments appears to be consistentwith that in BETAV6.1,
both in the mode and magnitude of the damage to the facilities.

19BB.2 Explosive Steam Generation

No consensus currently exists on how to model energetic FCIs. Corradini, et al,
(Reference 19BB-1 1) reviewed the current theory and modeling. This subsection
presents a bounding analysis of the maximum steam generation rate which can occur
for a given mass of corium interacting with water given a debris particle size. The steam
generation rate will determine impulse loading, water missile rise height and long-term
pressurization.

19BB.2.1 Phenomenology

Corium interactions with water can result in rapid steam generation. The rate of steam
generation can be limited by the amount of corium or water present. Maximum
generation for a given amount of corium occurs when enough water is present to
completely quench the debris. Corium mass, surface area, temperature and heat
transfer coefficient dictate the maximum rate when ample water is available.
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Two configurations are possible for quenching in the SBWR. First, corium can exit the
vessel when the lower drywell contains significant amounts of water. Exit can be either
by a slow pour (small vessel breach) or by a sudden drop (catastrophic failure of lower
vessel head). Second, corium can enter the lower drywell and be covered by water. This
situation, commonly referred to as a stratified geometry, is the expected configuration
for any FCI in the SBWR.

Molten core debris is expected to be discharged from the vessel close to its liquidus
temperature, 2600 K Therefore, the maximum temperature in either the pour or
stratified geometries will be 2600 K The actual temperature will be lower due to heat
loss by the debris prior to interaction with water. In the pour case, corium will transfer
heat to the air surrounding the vessel as it falls. Any residual water in the lower drywell,
as well as concrete beneath and air above the debris pool will absorb heat in the
stratified geometry.

For rapid steam generation to occur in either geometry, the ejected debris must break
up into small particles. The particle size governs the steam generation rate with smaller
particles leading to increased rates. If the debris does not interact with water during the
mixing process, Taylor instabilities will drive breakup. The resulting particles will have
diameter on the order of a few millimeters. This particle size is considered to be too
large (Reference 19BB-1 1) to result in a steam explosion.

Weight-averaged particle sizes on the order of hundreds of microns with a mean of 220
microns are have been observed in FCI experiments involving in explosive interactions
(References 19BB-1 and 19BB-11). The reduction in diameter between this and that
driven by Taylor instabilities is a result of pre-mixing of the debris mass. Pre-mixing
involves relatively mild interactions between the debris and water before an energetic
interaction. This can result from reflection of small pressure pulses generated in initial
interactions. The reflected pulses then breakup the debris into smaller fragments. Many
experiments have ensured pre-mixing by using external triggers-explosive devices set-
off in the mixing chamber or impulse-induced shock waves travelling through the water.

External triggers will not be present in the SBWR. Further, the SBWR container for
FCIs-the lower drywell-is significantly larger than those used in experiments to date.
The increased size will tend to damp the reflection of initial pressure pulses and hinder
pre-mixing.

Additionally, actual core debris may not experience breakup because it enters the lower
drywell very near its liquidus temperature and will rapidly form a crust upon
encountering water. This crust will hinder, if not completely prohibit, debris
fragmentation during pre-mixing. Pre-mixing is also hindered by the temperature of
the debris being significantly higher than the critical temperature of water. Thus, water
may not be able to come into physical contact with the debris. This will greatly reduce
heat transfer and, perhaps, eliminate pressure waves emanating from the FCI site.
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These hindrances to debris breakup explain why self-triggering has been observed with
some highly superheated metal, but is rarely seen with corium simulants.

Unfortunately, FCIs involving large quantities of actual core debris in large, vented
containers have not been studied extensively experimentally. To account for the
unknown, this analysis will pessimistically assume that debris shatters into 220 micron
particles when it undergoes a FCI.

19BB.2.2 Bounding Analysis

Moody, et al., (Reference 19BB-12) determined the maximum steam generation rate
during FCI based on a simplified but bounding thermal-hydraulic methodology.

This methodology will be implemented in this analysis. The steam formation rate from
a single corium droplet assuming heat transfer to saturated water is

HAd (TCi-ToT) -t/rh
mg, h (19131-1)mg,d = hf e

fig

where:

mg, d = steam formation rate,

H = heat transfer coefficient,

Ad = surface area of a corium droplet,

Td = droplet surface temperature,

Too = saturation temperature of water at the ambient pressure,

hfg = latent heat of vaporization for water,

t = time from beginning of interaction,

'rh = thermal response time.

Heat transfer from the droplet to the surroundings is dominated by convection and
radiation. The heat transfer coefficient is
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H =Hc + Hr

a (T4 .- T)4 (19BB-2)
-H+ £:

C (T 1-T 0

where:

Hc = convective heat transfer coefficient,

Hr = radiative heat transfer coefficient,

a = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

£ = emissivity of the droplet.

Due to the high temperature of corium, convective heat transfer from the surface of the
particle will be in the film boiling regime. Therefore, the maximum convective heat
transfer coefficient that can be expected is that of enhanced film boiling, which is 390
W/m 2 K The emissivity suggested for use in MAAP (Reference 19BB-13) for corium is
0.85. This value will be used for this analysis.

If a mass of corium, MC, interacts with water and breaks up into droplets of average
radius, r, the number of droplets, N, will be given by

N(37rr) =- (19BB-3)
3 PC

where:

PC= density of corium.

The total steam generation rate of N corium droplets is

ii = Nmg d = m axe (19BB-4)

where the maximum is

3MCH (TCi - Too)
mg, max - Pchfgr9BB-5)

This is the maximum steam generation rate that can occur for a given amount of corium
broken up into small droplets in a large body of saturated water. Since this analysis
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assumes that all the thermal energy contained in the debris is completely transferred to
saturated water, the conversion ratio is

hug (19BB-6)

where:

P- = far-field pressure,

i f = change in specific volume going from liquid to vapor.

Evaluating the conversion ratio at a pressure which is typical at the time of vessel breach
(two atmospheres) yields a conversion ratio of 8%.

19BB.3 Impulse Loads

Rapid steam generation can produce a shock wave which imparts impulse loads to
containment structures. Water in the lower drywell, which must be present for rapid
steam generation, can transmit shock waves from the site of FCI to the corium shield. A
sketch of the lower drywell configuration is contained in Figure 19B.10-8. Since the
corium shield stands in front of the structural walls of the lower drywell, it will receive
the brunt of the loads from a FCI. This analysis will conservatively ignores the concrete
walls and concentrate on the corium shield.

Shock waves which pass into the gas space above the water will be rapidly damped due
to gas compressibility and do not represent a threat to containment integrity. If the
impulse load is large enough, the corium shield will fail, potentially challenging the
structural wall. The scoping analysis presented in this subsection estimates the amount
of corium which can participate in a FCI without exceeding the impulse load capability
of the corium shield.

19BB.3.1 Maximum Impulse Pressure

The maximum pressure increase at the site of an FCI can be determined by applying
the Rayleigh bubble equation to the maximum steam generation rate given in
Equation I9BB-5. The analysis is simplified by considering only a single steam bubble of
radius, R, with an equivalent volume of the many bubbles formed during a FCI.

The maximum pressure increase of a single submerged steam bubble above the
ambient pressure during its formation at the generation rate given in Equation l9BB-5
is
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AP = 0.178 p (p g gmax) (19BB-7)LaxR~ J
where:

Pi = density of saturated water at the ambient pressure,

Rg = Universal gas constant for steam,

RO = starting radius of water and debris involved in FCI.

The starting radius can be estimated by a spherical volume equal to the corium volume
plus the total volume of water it vaporizes which in equation form is

4 R3 Mc Mc cC(T Ci T.)
-inR =- + (19BB-8)
3 0 PC hfgP1

where:

Pc = density of corium,

cc = specific heat of corium.

The maximum pressure predicted by Equation 19BB-7 is shown in Figure 19BB-3 for
participating corium masses from 0 to 100 Mg. The required corium properties were
taken from Table 19BB-2. The steam and water properties are saturated conditions at
two atmospheres. Two atmospheres is a likely containment pressure at vessel failure for
the SBWR.

The peak pressure during impulse loading of the SBWR pedestal resulting from fuel
coolant interactions is bounded by the pressure shown in Figure 19BB-3. Furthermore,
this is the pressure at the site of FCI. The pressure experienced by the corium shield and
lower dryvell wall will be reduced because the shock wave has to pass through some
amount of water before it impinges on the wall. The pressure will decay as it moves away
from the source (Reference 19BB-12).

19BB.3.2 Impulse Duration

The main difference between energetic fuel coolant interactions (steam explosions)
and non-energetic interactions is the time in which the energy stored in the corium is
transferred to the coolant. Short transfer times, on the order of milliseconds, indicate
explosive reactions. Longer times are indicative of non-energetic interactions. Several
fuel coolant interaction experiments involving corium simulates were reviewed in
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Subsection 19BB.1.2. Pulse widths were observed to be of the order 5 milliseconds or
less for FCI.

19BB.3.3 Structural Capacity

A simple elastic-plastic calculation will be used to conservatively estimate the capability
of the SBWR to withstand impulse loading. This estimate will then be compared to the
maximum pressure expected during a FCI for a given amount of participating corium.

Only the capacity of the corium shield will be considered in this analysis. The capability
of the lower drywell wall to withstand impulse loading will be conservatively ignored.
The combined structure-corium shield within the lower drywell wall-has significantly
greater capability than either of the barriers considered alone. This is because the
corium shield is a sacrificial membrane between the site on a FCI and the wall. The
shield will absorb significant amounts of impulse energy before it fails and then the wall
begins to experience loading. The corium shield will experience the pressure increase
due to a FCI event not the absolute pressure because both sides of the corium shield are
initially at containment pressure.

19BB.3.3.1 Elastic-Plastic Calculation

A failure limit estimate based on a simple elastic-plastic calculation has been performed
by Corradini (Reference 19BB-14). The assumptions made in this analysis are

* The wall of the corium shield is thin compared to its diameter,

* The pressure loading is uniform both spatially and temporally,

* Failure is based on a strain criteria of p. (failure strain/yield strain) equal to 10,

* The corium shield wall is considered to be free standing.

The resistance to deformation, Rm, of the corium shield is

Rm = Y w (19BB-9)

where:

ay = yield stress of the corium shield,

AW = thickness of the corium shield,

R, = radius of curvature of the corium shield.
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The natural period of the corium shield, T, can be calculated from

2

T 2 -PWR (19BB-10)
Ew

where:

PW = wall density,

Ew = Young's Modulus of the corium shield.

An estimate of the resistance to deformation and the natural period can be obtained by
using the following parameters:

cGy = 175 MPa (1740 ksi) - typical value for structural steel,

AW = 16 cm,

Rw = 4.6m,

PW = 8,000 kg/m 3 - typical density of structural steel,

Ew = 200 GPa - typical value of steel.

Using these parameters yields: Rm = 6.1 MPa (900 psig) and T = 5.7 milliseconds.

The maximum response of elastic-plastic one-degree systems (undamped) due to
rectangular and triangular load pulses is shown in Figure 19BB-4 and 19BB-5,
respectively. The ratio of pulse duration, td, to natural period is the horizontal axis. The
strain criteria, Ai, forms the vertical axis. The relationship between these two axis
parameters is given by a series of curves defined by the ratio of resistance to
deformation, Rm, to the average pressure of an impulse, F1. The shape of an impulse
generated by an actual FCI will be between that of square and triangular pulses. The
amplitude of the pulse can be conservatively estimated by the maximum pressure rise
expected during a FCI, APmax, which is calculated in Subsection 19BB.3.1.

As discussed in Subsection 19BB.2.1, the impulse duration of a FCI is expected to be
approximately 5 milliseconds. The ratio of td/T for this duration is 0.9. Using this ratio
and a strain criteria of 10 yields a Rm/Fi of approximately 0.8 and 0.5 for rectangular
and triangular pulses, respectively. This implies that the corium shield can withstand a
APmax between 7.6 MPa (1120 psig) and 12.2 MPa (1700 psig).
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19BB.3.4 Capability of the SBWR to Withstand Impulse Loading

The corium shield was shown in Subsection 19B.3.3 to be capable of withstanding a
pressure impulse of between 7.6 MPa (1120 psig) and 12.2 MPa (1780 psig). Both of
these bounds are above the maximum pressure generated during a FCI involving
corium masses up to 100,000 kg (see Figure 19BB-3). The probability of this much
debris being able to interact at one time is negligible. Further, a greater corium mass
would be required to damage the lower drywell structural wall since this analysis only
considers the corium shield. Therefore, the SBWR is not susceptible structural damage
due to impulse loads generated during energetic fuel-coolant interactions.

19BB.4 Water Missiles

Submerged steam formation resulting from a FCI can be rapid enough to propel an
overlying liquid mass. The ejected mass is referred to as a water missile. Damage can
occur if the missile can impact and impart significant energy to structures above the site
of FCI. In the SBWR, steam explosions can only occur in the lower drywell. The only
structure of importance directly in the path of a missile generated in the lower drywell
is the RPV. However, the RPV must already be damaged for a steam explosion to occur
and it does not represent a member of the primary containment structure. Thus, even
if a water missile impacts the RPV with a great deal of energy, the containment will not
be damaged. Dislodging of the RPV from its skirt due to water missile impact is not
plausible because the RPV is extremely massive and rigidly supported. Therefore, water
missiles due not represent a threat to the SBWR.

19BB.5 Containment Overpressurization

The final element of this study focuses on the pressurization of the containment which
may occur during periods of rapid steam generation that occur when debris is being
quenched. In the highly unlikely event of a SBWR core meltwhich leads to vessel failure,
the corium will fall into the lower drywell. There are fourteen connecting vents which
join the lower and upper drywell. The pressure suppression containment and the PCCS
prevent large increases in containment pressure by condensing steam. However, at high
steam generation rates, the area from the lower drywell to the upper drywell could be
too small and a pressure difference between the drywell regions could occur. If the
pressure differential is large, containment integrity could be challenged. This analysis
compares the maximum steam generation rate during a FCI to the containment
pressure capability to assess the potential for containment damage.

19BB.5.1 Methodology

This calculation compares the pressurization due to rapid quenching of corium to the
pressure capability of the containment. Two steam generation limits are considered. If
there is a sufficiently large water mass in the lower drywell prior to quenching, then the
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steam generation rate will be limited by the mass of corium. Alternatively, if debris
relocation from the vessel occurs when there is little or no water in the lower drywell,
the rate at which water is added to the lower drywell will limit the steam generation rate.
Water can be added by any low or high pressure vessel injection system or by the GDCS
in deluge mode.

19BB.5.2 Steam Generation Rates

The first step in determining the peak pressures that may result from fuel coolant
interactions is to determine the maximum steam generation rates. The steam
generation can be limited either by the available water or the available corium. Both of
these possibilities will be considered separately.

19BB.5.2.1 Steam Generation Rate for Pre-Flooded Lower Drywell

Only a small fraction of the core inventory of debris is expected to be able to participate
in a FCI at a given time. The upper end of the credible range ends at ten percent. Using
the methodology developed in Subsection 19BB.3 and a highly underestimated particle
size (220 microns), this amount of corium has a maximum steam generation rate of
35,000 kg/sec. The generation rate rapidly falls off as predicted by Equation 19BB-5.
Thus, the pressure loading can be considered impulsive in nature.

19BB.5.2.2 Steam Generation Rate for Water Added to Debris

There are four potential sources of water addition to the lower drywell. First in a MAAP-
type core melt progression, there may be water in the lower plenum at the time of vessel
breach. After the debris falls into the lower drywell, this water will flow through the
ablated hole in the lower head. Second, the flooder (GDCS deluge mode of operation)
opens when debris comes in contact with the lower drywell floor. Water from the GDCS
pools is then driven bygravityinto the lower drywell. Third, thedrywellspraysystem may
be used to add water to the drywell. This water will drain into the lower drywell through
the upper drywell to lower drywell connecting vents. Finally, if the ECCS is recovered,
these systems could be used to injectwater into the vessel which would in-turn flow into
the lower drywell.

As debris flows from the vessel, it spreads over most, if not the entire, floor of the lower
drywell. The floor area of the lower drywell is 40 m2. Thus, a debris bed in the lower
drywell will have a surface area of approximately 40 mi2 . To account for surface
irregularities and mounding, this calculation will assume a debris surface area of 80 m2 .

Experimental heat fluxes observed when molten core debris simulants have been
poured into water are on the order of 1.5 to 2.0 MW/m2 based on floor area. Using the
upper bound of the experimental observations, the maximum heat transfer rate from
debris in the lower drywell of the SBWR to water which is added after debris relocation
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is 160 MW. Assuming saturated conditions, this heat transfer rate corresponds to a
steam generation rate of approximately 80 kg/sec.

19BB.5.2.3 Maximum Steam Generation Rate

The maximum steam generation rate is 35,000 kg/sec. This rate corresponds to the case
of ten percent of the core debris shattered into 220 micron sized particles in a pre-
flooded lower drywell. Even though the probability of having this much debris
undergoing an energetic FCI event at one time is extremely small, this steam generation
rate will be used to evaluate lower drywell pressurization.

19BB.5.3 Lower Drywell Pressurization

The maximum steam generation rate given in Subsection 19BB.5.2.3 will be used to
determine the containment response to steam generation in the lower drywell. The
quasi-steady condition will not be considered because the PCCS can remove all the
steam generated after the initial spike.

Consideration of the flow through the lower drywell to upper drywell connecting vents
is important to ensure that there is adequate vent area to allow the upper and lower
drywells to communicate freely. If the flow is restricted, a significant pressure difference
could develop between the upper and lower drywell regions. This could potentially
result in lower drywell region failure, even though this region has a much higher
ultimate strength than the rest of the containment (Subsection 19B.3). Using the
maximum steam generation rate and an effective area of 7.39 m2 for the drywell
connecting vents, the pressure difference between the upper and lower drywell regions
is approximately 10 MPa (1450 psid).

Even though this pressure is large, it occurs as an impulse because the steam generation
during a FCI falls off rapidly (Equation 19BB-4). Subsection 19BB.3.3 demonstrated
that the corium shield in the lower drywell could withstand pressure impulses up to 12.2
MPa (1750 psig). Therefore, the pressure impulse from steam generation is not
expected to fail to corium shield. Furthermore, the pressurization from steam
generation during a FCI conservatively ignores the shock absorbing effect of the large
gas space above the water surface in the lower drywell. A more detailed analysis would
show that the pressurization would be significantly damped, and the peak pressure
would be well within structural limits.

19BB.5.4 Summary of Overpressurization

Based on the calculations presented in this attachment, a pressure spike in the lower
drywell of 10 MPa (1450 psid) may occur during a FCI. The limiting pressurization
occurs when there is a large mass of unquenched debris which comes into sudden
contact with water. Even though the calculated pressure is large, it occurs as an impulse
because the steam generation during a FCI falls off rapidly. This pressure spike is below
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the impulse capability of the corium shield in the lower drywell (Subsection 19BB.3.3).
The corium shield will absorb a large amount of energy before failing and subjecting
the lower dyrwell wall to loading. Therefore, the pressure impulse from steam
generation is not expected to threaten containment integrity. Furthermore, the
pressurization from steam generation during a FCI conservatively ignores the shock
absorbing effect of the large gas space above the water surface in the lower drywell. A
more detailed analysis would show that the peak pressure would be significantly
damped. Therefore, FCI leading to containment failure is not a credible event.
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Table 19BB-1 Core Concrete Interaction
Addition to Debris

Tests with Water

Experiment Simulant Debris Mass (kg) Water Addition

MACE MO U0 2 - ZrO2 -Zr 130 Flooded after attack started.

MACE Ml U0 2 - ZrO2 -Zr 400 Flooded after attack started,
upper crust was not fully
molten.

MACE MlB U02 -ZrO2 -Zr 400 Flooded after attackstarted, no
crust above debris.

WETCOR A1203 -CaO 34 Water added at 1 liter/sec.

Table 19BB-2 Corium Properties
Symbol Value Description

a 7.E-6 m2ls Thermal Diffusivity of Corium

CV 480 J/kg-K Specific Heat of Corium

P 9000 kg/m3  Density of Corium

as 1.0 N/m Surface Tension of Molten Corium

h 390 W/m2-K Heat Transfer Coefficient for Corium Droplet

T1 2600 K Initial Temperature of Corium Droplet
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- Annulus vent

Initial cavity configuration

Late cavity geometry

Annular water pool

Figure 19BB-1 BETA V6.1 Configuration
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Pressurized Melt
Ejector

Water filled
Cavity

Figure 19BB-2 HIPS Experimental Configuration
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19BC IC/PCC Tube Failure due to Fission Product Plugging

I9BC.1 Introduction

During a severe accident, fission product aerosols will be released into the containment
atmosphere. These aerosols may be deposited in the IC/PCC tubes. Decay heat
generated by the deposited aerosols leads to thermal stresses in the tubes. Thermal
stresses coupled with the stresses due to containment pressurization may cause local
tube failures. Tube failure would represent a direct leakage path for the fission products
to the environment. This subsection demonstrates that aerosol deposition in the
IC/PCC tubes does not lead to tube failure.

191C.2 IC/PCC Tube Blockage Phenomena

The primary function of the PCC system is to condense steam in the containment
during a severe accident. As the containment pressurizes due to steam generation, a
natural circulation flow path is established in the PCC system. After the steam is
condensed in the PCC tubes, the condensate is returned to the GDCS tanks. The
noncondensible gases are vented to the suppression pool. The IC system is operable
during severe accidents, but after reactor system depressurization, the PCC system
carries most of the condensation load. During IC/PCC operation, fission product
aerosols are convected into the condenser tubes along with the steam. The
condensation process on the tube walls may lead to aerosol deposition at preferred sites
such as surface defects, weld joints, and pipe bends. Once the initial deposition occurs,
aerosols would continue to agglomerate at that location. This could lead to a partial
tube blockage. The partial tube blockage would increase flow resistance and cause a
decrease in the natural circulation flow of steam through the tube. The lower flow rate
of steam through the tube would lead to more deposition of aerosols and the blockage
mass would increase. It is unlikely that the aerosol accumulation would lead to complete
tube blockage because the high heat generation rates of the deposits would lead to
temperatures greater than the fission product melting points. Thus, the tube blockage
would probably have a hollow core.

There are many uncertainties regarding aerosol deposition in tubes. The primary
uncertainty is the whether the fission product aerosols that accumulate on the tube walls
during the condensation process will adhere to the tube surfaces. The aerosols may not
adhere to high alloy metal tubes with smooth surfaces. The IC units are made of Inconel
600 and the PCC units are made of SA-213 TP 304L stainless steel. The susceptibility of
these materials to aerosol deposition when exposed to aerosol-laden, low velocity
natural circulation steam flows is unknown. Also, some of the fission product aerosols
(e.g., CsI and CsOH) are soluble in water. Thus, they may be swept down the tubes with
the condensate. More knowledge about aerosol deposition in tubes during
condensation will be gained from the test program currently underway at Paul Scherrer
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0
Institute (PSI) (Reference l9BC-1). Data on aerosol accumulation in prototypical PCC
tubes during condensation will be obtained in tests tentatively scheduled for late 1993.

The deposition of fission product aerosols in the IC/PCC tubes also depends heavily on
the flow dynamics in the containment during a severe accident. A large fraction of the
aerosols will be deposited inside the DW and S/C. Circulation patterns in the drywell
will allow accumulation of the aerosols on the large, irregular containment surfaces.
Structures such as the containment walls, the lower drywell corium shield, and exposed
equipment are ideal places for aerosol deposition. This deposition process will be
further enhanced by condensation of steam on these surfaces.

19BC.3 Modeling of IC/PCC Tube Blockage

In order to estimate the possibility of an IC/PCC tube failure due to fission product
accumulation, a bounding calculation was performed using conservative assumptions.
A one dimensional, steady state heat transfer model was used for the limiting case of
deposition along the entire length of a tube. A tube blockage that extends more than 4-
5 tube diameters can be closely approximated using one dimensional heat transfer.

Uniform aerosol deposition leads to an annular deposit on the inner surface of a tube.
The thickness of the deposit grows until the inner surface temperature reaches the
fission product melting point. Thus, the annular plug will reach a steady state thickness;
and its inner surface temperature will be fixed at the fission product melting point. The
heat generation rate of the deposit is assumed to be uniform.

The thermal response of the tube due to fission product plugging is used to calculate
the thermal stresses in the tube wall. Other stresses on the tubes include the primary
membrane stress due to containment pressurization and the bending stresses due to
thermal loading of the entire PCC unit. The bending stresses are primarily generated
by differential thermal expansion in the region of the tube/headerjunction. The
maximum stresses occur where the tube temperatures are highest, which is in the upper
portion of the tube near the welded tube/headerjunction. The thermal stresses
coupled with the mechanical stresses are used to make an evaluation about the integrity
of the tubes under severe accident conditions. The design specifications of the IC/PCC
tubes which are important to this analysis are shown in Table 19BC-1.

19BC.4 Fission Product Deposit Heat Generation Rate

In order to determine the heat generation rate of the fission product deposit, the time
to onset of fuel damage is needed because the aerosols will not be released into the
containment atmosphere until fuel failure. This analysis considers two cases in which
fuel failure occurs at 30 minutes and 2.5 hours after reactor scram. These cases
correspond to decay heat levels of 1.6% and 1.0% of rated reactor power, respectively.
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The fission product deposit is assumed to be pure cesium iodide (CsI). Cesium iodide
is chosen because it is one of the most volatile fission products, and for times greater
than ten minutes after reactor scram, cesium iodide carries the largest fraction of decay
heat. Cesium iodide carries approximately 20% of the decay heat. Also, cesium iodide
is one of the most dense fission products, excluding the heavy metals. The density of the
assumed aerosol deposit will directly affect the volumetric heat generation rate;
therefore, the choice of cesium iodide (CsI) should provide a conservative upper bound
on the aerosol deposit heat generation rate.

Realistic heat generation numbers are obtained by assuming that the cesium iodide is
deposited at 60% theoretical density which is a typical number for aerosol deposition.
Also, MAAP-SBWR calculations show that only 60% of the aerosols accumulated in the
PCC are radioactive. Finally, the radiation emitted by the fission products is not all
deposited locally as heat. Some of the high energy gamma rays can escape from the tube
and deposit their energy in the water pool. This is accounted for by reducing the
volumetric heat generation rates by 30%.

The fission product plug volumetric heat generation rate is calculated by

f m f (I9BC-1)
~C51

where:

fd = 1.6% or 1.0%, to We'd o A - S trs

BA fc,1  = 0.20, Ye Ca

f = 0.60, alr^ -Q/C-ofiAeOn •

fr =0.60,

fr = 0-70, cL' G;L yvs_ ,o1w \coS

Qcore = 2000 MW,

PC31 = 4510 kg/m 3 ,

mCST = 31.2 kg based on SBWR equilibrium core.

The heat generation rate values used in this analysis are 233 MW/m 3 and 146 MW/m3
for decay power levels of 1.6% and 1.0% rated power, respectively. These values are
upper bounds on the heat generation rate and analysis based on these values will be
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conservative. Also, note that credit is not taken for the decay of the volumetric heat
source during the dynamics of the plug formation.

19BC.5 Analysis of IC/PCC Tube Blockage

19BC.5.1 Thermal Analysis

The temperature distribution through the IC/PCC tube wall is calculated for the case
of a hollow core blockage. One dimensional, steady state heat transfer is used.
Figure 19B-1 shows the geometry that is utilized in the model. The inner surface of the
plug is assumed to be insulated and the temperature is fixed at the melting point of the
fission product aerosol deposit. This temperature is chosen to be the melting point of
cesium iodide (CsI), which is 6260C (11590F). The fission product plug heat generation
rate is evaluated as described in Subsection 19BC.4. The thermal conductivity of the
metal tube is evaluated at the average wall temperature. The thermal conductivity of the
fission product plug is assumed to range from 2-10 W/mK. This assumption is justified
because the individual fission product components have poor thermal conductivity, and
the porosity of the aerosol deposit reduces the effectiveness of conduction through the
plug. The heat transfer coefficient at the outer surface of the tube is calculated from a
correlation for saturated pool boiling with the bulk water temperature fixed at 1000 C
(2120F).

The thermal analysis utilizes the following equations. The one dimensional radial
conduction equation is solved analytically for two regions. The first region is the annular
fission product plug and the second region is the tube wall. The two temperature
distributions are combined by applying the boundary conditions at the plug/tube wall
interface requiring continuity of temperature and heat flux. This yields a nonlinear
equation that determines the inner radius of the fission product plug, rp.

- f~~ f~ 2 2)
TM In (ri/rp) 4k (ri -r +q"s/h+Tf (19BC-2)

m 2k (r./ ) (r

q fp 2 2)
+ I fp (ri - rp In (r/r P)

2k 35  a3

where:

h = 1.281 (q"u) 0.75 (19BC-3)

q 5 = - (r.2 _r) (19BC-4)
2r0 ' P
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The following nomenclature is used in Equations 19BC-2 through 19BC-4:

q'fp = fission product heat generation rate,

q"s = tube surface heat flux,

kss = thermal conductivity of IC/PCC tube,

kP = thermal conductivity of plug,

rp = radius of fission product plug,

170 = tube outer radius,

r; = tube inner radius,

Tm = fission product melting temperature,

Tf = bulk water temperature,

h = pool boiling heat transfer coefficient.

The temperatures on the outer and inner surface of the condenser tube are given by

T0 = q"s/h+Tf (19BC-5)

q p2 2T= To + 2P (r2 - )In (r /rj) (19BG-6)
Ss

19BC.5.2 Stress Analysis

The temperature profiles obtained in Subsection 19BC.5.1 are used to calculate the
stress distribution in a partially plugged IC/PCC tube. The inner surface of the tube is
at a higher temperature than the outer surface of the tube. This leads to thermal stresses
in the tube which are compressive at the inner surface and tensile at the outer surface.
The surface stresses due to a logarithmic radial temperature profile through a thin-
walled tube with fixed ends are given by Equations 19BC-7 and 19BC-8
(Reference 19BC-2)

EaAT (19BC-7)
2 (1-v)
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0
Ea. T (19BC-8)

Z 2(1-v)

There are also mechanical stresses on the tube due to containment pressurization. A
typical SBWR severe accident will generate a pressure of approximately 0.48 MPa (55
psig). Both radial and circumferential stresses are generated by this pressure load. The
radial stress is small and can be neglected. The circumferential stress is given by

rAP- (19BC-9)
t

where:

AP = pressure difference across tubes,

r = tube outer radius,

t = tube thickness.

An evaluation of the structural integrity of the tubes is made based on the following
criteria. To prevent tube failure during a single cycle, severe accident loading:

* The primary stresses should be less than the yield stress of the material.

* The secondary stresses should be less than three times the yield stress of the
material.

* The stress intensity should be less than the endurance limit of the material.

In each case, the yield strength of the material should be evaluated at the maximum
tube temperature. The first criterion limits the primary stress, which is calculated from
Equation 19BC-9, and prevents tube rupture. The second criterion considers the
thermal stresses, which are calculated using Equations 19BC-7 and 19BC-8. These
stresses are allowed to exceed the yield stress due to their compressive/tensile nature.
Even at very high levels of stress, only a small fraction of the tube wall is subjected to
plastic deformation. Therefore, failure due to thermal stresses requires excessive
yielding. The third criterion takes into account the combined effect of the primary and
secondary stresses. The stress intensity is defined in Article NB-3215 Section VIII of the
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The stress differences are given by

S12 = 1 -ay2

S23 = 2 -aY3  (19BC-10)

S31 = a3 - a1
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where the stresses are the principal stress components due to combined loadings of
primary membrane, local primary membrane, primary bending, expansion, secondary,
and peak stresses. The largest of these is defined as the stress intensity, S. For design
purposes the stress intensity should be less than three times the stress intensity limit, Sm.
Since this is a beyond design event, the stress intensity is chosen to be less than the
endurance limit of the material.

19BC.6 Consequences of IC/PCC Tube Blockage

Fission product plugging of the IC/PCC tubes is modeled as discussed in
Subsections 19BC.3 and 19BC.4 using the analysis method presented in
Subsection 19BC.5. Results for the limiting case of PCC tube blockage are presented in
this subsection. The PCC tubes were chosen to be the focus of this analysis because they
are made of lower strength material than the IC tubes. The IC tubes will not fail under
severe accident conditions because they are designed to operate at reactor system
pressure and are made of Inconel 600, which has excellent high temperature strength.
Also, TRAC-G calculations have shown that the IC units are ineffective at low pressures
and may cease to operate. Therefore, appreciable aerosol deposition in the IC tubes is
unlikely.

19BC.6.1 Maximum Stresses in PCC Tubes

The consequences of a hollow core fission product blockage in a single PCC tube are
analyzed at two different reactor vessel failure times. The first case assumes fuel failure
occurs 30 minutes into the accident. This corresponds to a decay heat power level of
1.6% rated power and a fission product plug volumetric heat generation rate of 233
MW/m3. The second case assumes fuel failure occurs 2.5 hours into the accident. This
corresponds to a decay heat power level of 1% rated power and a fission product plug
volumetric heat generation rate of 146 MW//m3. The effect of uncertainty in the
thermal conductivity of the fission product deposit is also modeled.

Additional stresses are placed on the tubes near the tube/headerjunctions. The
difference between the thermal capacities of the tubes and header leads to thermal
bending stresses on the tubes. These stresses are maximum at the top junction of the
condenser units where the high temperature steam enters the system. ANSYS
calculations performed by Ansaldo (Reference 19BC-3) are used to estimate the
primary membrane and thermal bending stresses on the tubes due to fission product
plugging. Ansaldo performed these calculations for steady state condenser operation
during a severe accident at a pressure of 0.86 MPa (110 psig) and a steam temperature
of 171'C (340'F). The temperature distribution due to this steam temperature is very
similar to the calculated temperature distributions for fission product plugging of a
PCC tube. The stress intensity due to the primary membrane stress plus the bending
stress at the tube-headerjunction is 35.7 MPa (5.18 ksi). This stress intensity can be
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conservatively combined with the stress intensity due to thermal stresses alone. This can
then be used to estimate the maximum stress intensity value for a PCC tube.

The results of the analysis are summarized in Tables 19BC-2 and 19BC-3. The stresses
are evaluated at the inner surface of the PCC tube, which is the location of the
maximum tube wall temperature, hence minimum material strength.

The stresses for all cases shown in Tables 19BC-2 and 19BC-3 meet the criteria outlined
in Subsection 19BC.5.2. Therefore, this analysis predicts that the PCC tubes will not fail
due to fission product plugging during a severe accident. The stress intensity values are
less than the endurance limit of the material as defined in Appendix XIV of the ASME
Code. Thus, the PCC tubes will not fail due to fission product plugging in the region of
the tube/headerjunction. The key point in this analysis is that the primary stress due to
containment pressurization is only 5.6 MPa (0.82 ksi). There is a factor of 20 between
this stress value and the yield stress of the stainless steel. Thus the probability of tube
rupture is very low. It should also be noted that the design pressure for the PCC units is
0.86 MPa (110 psig) which is two times the postulated severe accident pressure.

19BC.7 Conclusion

Based on this analysis, the IC/PCC tubes will not fail due to fission product plugging
during a severe accident. The stress levels in the tubes are below the elevated
temperature ultimate stresses of the tube materials. The PSI test program will provide
information on aerosol deposition in the PCC tubes during condensation. This data will
be used to make more definitive judgments about the possibility of IC/PCC tube
plugging and failure.
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Table 19BC-1 IC/PCC Tube Specifications

IC Tubes PCC Tubes
Material SB 163 Inconel 600 SA-213 TP 304 L S.S.
Design Pressure IMPa(psig)] 8.62 (1250) 0.86 (110)

Design Temperature [0C ('F)] 302 (575) 171'C (340)

Outer Diameter (mm) 50.8 50.8

Inner Diameter (mm) 46.2 47.5

Wall Thickness (mm) 2.30 1.65

Mean Length (m) 1.86 1.86

Table 19BC-2 Stresses and Temperatures due to Fission
Product Plugging of a PCC Tube

q..fp = 233 MW/m 3

Fission Product Plug Thermal Conductivity

10 W/mK 2 W/mK

Plug Inner Diameter (mm) 35.4 41.8

Tube Inner Surface Temp. 1C (OF)] 238 (460) 179 (355)

Tuber Outer Surface Temp. [IC (0F)I 126 (258) 122 (251)

Mechanical Stresscd IMPa (ksi)1 5.7 (+0.82) 5.7 (+0.82)

Thermal Stressa 6 [MPa (ksi)J 283 (-41.0) 165 (-23.9)

Thermal Stress,cz [MPa (ksil) 283 (-41.0) 165 (-23.9)

Stress Intensity, S IMPa (ksi)1 319 (46.3) 201 (29.1)

Material Yield Stress [MPa (ksi)] 116 (16.8) 126 (18.3)

Ultimate Strength IMPa (ksi)] 366 (53.1 382 (55.4)

Endurance Limit [MPa (ksi)] 361 (52.4) 369 (53.5)
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Table 19BC-3 Stresses and Temperatures due to Fission
Product plugging of a PCC Tube

q f. = 146 MW/m3

Fission Product Plug Thermal Conductivity

10 W/mK 2 W/mK

Plug Inner Diameter (mm) 31.5 40.2

Tube Inner Surface Temp. [OC (OF)I 214 (417) 167 (332)
Tuber Outer Surface Temp. IC (VF)I 124 (255) 121 (249)

Mechanical Stress,c7 IMPa (ksi)J 5.7 (+0.82) 5.7 (+0.82)

Thermal Stressao IMPa (ksi)J 234 (-33.9) 139 (-20.1)

Thermal Stress,az IMPa (ksi)] 234 (-33.9) 139 (-20.1)

Stress Intensity, S IMPa (ksi)] 270 (39.1) 175 (25.3)

Material Yield Stress IMPa (ksi)] 119 (17.3) 129 (18.7)
Ultimate Strength [MPa (ksi)l 372 (54.0) 385 (55.8)
Endurance Limit IMPa (ksi)J 364 (52.8) 370 (53.6)
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Steam Aerosol Tube
Flow Deposits Wall

Figure 19BC-1 Model of Fission Product Plugging of PCC Tube
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19C External Events
This appendix to Chapter 19 consists of the following three attachments.
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19CA External Event Screening Analysis

19CA.1 Introduction

This appendix describes the screening process used to identify and select the external
events considered in the hazard analysis.

19CA.2 External Initiating Event Identification And Selection

The external events listed in Table 19CA-1 were reviewed according to Appendix A,
Chapter 1, Volume 3 of EPRI UtilityRequirements Document (Reference 19CA-1). The
following criteria were used to screen external events and identify those requiring more
detailed probabilistic assessment. This screening process eliminates external events if
one or more of the following apply.

(1) The event has a damage potential equal to or less than the events for which
the SBWR plant was designed.

(2) The event has a significantly lower mean frequency of occurrence than other
events with similar uncertainties and could not result in worse consequences
than those events.

(3) The event cannot occur close enough to the plant to affect it. This is also a
function of the magnitude of the event. Examples of such events are
landslides, volcanic eruptions, earthquake fault ruptures (seismic motion and
its effects are treated under seismic events), and explosions.

(4) The event is included in the definition of another event. For example, storm
surges and seiches are included in external flooding; the release of toxic gases
external to the plant is included in the effects of pipeline accidents, industrial
or military facility accidents, or transportation accidents.

Table l9CA-l describes the screening process and the rationale for eliminating certain
external events from further consideration (Reference l9CA-1).

19CA.3 Results

As a result of the above screening analysis, the following external events are not
eliminated and are considered in more detailed analyses:

* Internal fire (analyzed in 19CB)

a Internal flooding (analyzed in 19CC)

a Seismic events (analyzed in 19D)
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19CA.4 References

19CA-1 Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document, Volume III,
ALWR Passive Plant, Chapter 1, Appendix A, PRA Key Assumptions and
Groundrules, prepared for Electric Power Research Institute, May 1992
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Table 19CA-1 External Event Screening

Applicable
Screening

Event Criterion Remarks

Avalanche, landslide,
volcanic activity, soil shrink-
swell consolidation

Drought, low lake or river
level, high summer
temperature, river diversion

Extreme winds and
tornadoes

Forest fire

Frost

Hail

3 SBWR will not be located at a site vulnerable to these
events.

1 The ultimate heat sink for the condenser is designed
for low water level or lack of water, and for a lengthy
period of operation without external makeup. In a
worst case, a regular shutdown may be needed.
Separate cooling towers, also used for the plant
service water and passive containment cooling, are
designed to operate for more than 72 hours without
water makeup.

1 & 2 Building materials, strengths, and missile barrier
design Is such that the impact of tornadoes on the
plant will, at worst, only generate a loss of off-site
power, but with a much lower frequency. The effect
of the pressurization-depressurization on the service
water towers should be analyzed in the future when
the design is available. If the service water Is lost, the
event will be a loss of service water event (or station
blackout event) but with a lower frequency than that
evaluated and expected for internal failures. All
components of the remaining mitigating systems are
contained inside the safety envelope. The
pressurization effects through the ventilation lines
are avoided or have negligible impact by design.

1 The SBWR plant design requires that the site be
cleared and that adequate fire protection provisions
to mitigate the effects be provided.

1 Snow and ice encompass this initiator.

1 Other missiles, such as those resulting from extreme
winds, are more serious and govern.

Industrial or military facility
accidents

3 The site shall be In compliance with regulations that
require that the site be outside the radius of
influence of potential explosions due to existing
industrial or military facilities.

Lightning 1

4Hurricanes

Considered in the plant design.

Included under external flooding. Wind forces are
covered under extreme winds and tornadoes.
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Table 19CA-1 External Event Screening (Continued)

Applicable
Screening

Event Criterion Remarks

Low winter temperature

Pipeline accidents (natural
gas, etc.) and toxic gas
release

Snow and ice cover

Turbine-generated missiles

Meteorite

Release of chemicals in on-
site storage

Transportation accidents
(including aircraft, ground
transportation, and water
transportation)

External flooding (including
dam failure, coastal erosion,
high tide, high lake level,
high river stage, flooding
due to intense rainfall or
snow melt, flooding due to
ice blockage, seiche, storm
surge, tsunami, and wave
action)

Fog

Internal fire

1 Thermal stresses and embrittlement are covered by
applicable design codes and standards. Other effects
of low temperature are accommodated by specific
design requirements.

3 The site will be outside the radius of influence of
potential explosions and leaks due to existing
pipelines or major toxic gas storage areas.

1 & 4 The SBWR plant is designed for higher loadings than
those produced by snow. Also, the design will be
reviewed to assure that all necessary ventilation
paths are free of snow blockage.

1 Proper orientation of the turbine with respect to
safety-related equipment will be such that the hazard
from turbine-generated missiles will be negligible.

2 All sites have approximately the same frequency of
occurrence. This frequency Is sufficiently low that it
may be neglected.

1 The amounts of chemicals stored on site will be kept
at a level such that it will not impact plant risk.

1 & 3 The location of the SBWR plant site with respect to
airports and air traffic will result in a negligible
contribution to the risk of core damage. Plant
security and other barriers preclude any significant
contribution from other transportation accidents.

1 The site selection process will eliminate many of the
individual sources of external flooding. During the
site selection process, the maximum heights of the
listed water levels will be determined to ensure that
the safety structures are located above the projected
flood level. The SBWR structures will be located so
that the risk due to these events is negligible.

1 Fog may increase the frequency of transportation
accidents (including aircraft impacts); however,
accident data include the effects of fog.

- Analyzed in Appendix 19CB.

Internal flooding

Seismic activity

- Analyzed in Appendix 19CC.

- Analyzed in Appendix 19D. .0
19CA i External Event Screening Analysis -February 28, 1993
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19CB Probabilistic Screening Analysis for Fire-Initiated Events

19CB.1 Introduction

This appendix considers the potential for severe accidents caused by fire-initiated
events. The analytical approach generally follows the methodology of the fire-induced
vulnerability evaluation (FIVE) to address the risk associated with fires
(Reference 19CGB-). Chapter 9 of this SSAR addresses compliance with 10 CFR 50
Appendix R.

The FIVE methodology is a screening technique that uses conservative assumptions and
historical fire data bases for evaluating fire event sequences. The objective is to identify
potential plant vulnerabilities to fires that could result in the loss of safe shutdown
functions or cause core damage. The FIVE screening process identifies areas of the
plant where a fire could require the need for safe shutdown functions or administrative
controls requiring a controlled shutdown and at the same time damage safe shutdown
equipment. The FIVE report calls these areas "significant fire areas." The evaluation
determines the likelihood of initiating a fire in each significant fire area and the
probability of other alternate or redundant systems failing to provide any safe shutdown
function (s) lost as a result of the fire. A fire area does not require further evaluation if
the combined frequency of a fire and loss of alternate safe shutdown function (s) is less
than 1.OE-06 per year.

In this evaluation, a fire area has an acceptably low fire risk if the core damage frequency
(rather thanjust loss of alternate safe shutdown functions) from a fire in that area is less
than 1.OE-06 per year. Any fire areas that do not meet this criterion require more
detailed consideration.

Using the FIVE methodology, this analysis screens the SBWR plant and identifies
significant fire areas. For each of these areas, the analysis estimates the ignition
frequency and develops a corresponding event tree that depicts the bounding fire
scenarios. These event trees address potential fires in the five most vulnerable areas of
the plant, including (1) the non-divisional areas of the safety envelope, (2) the main
control room, (3 & 4) other areas outside the safety envelope containing redundant
trains of important shutdown systems, and (5) the turbine building and other buildings
and areas.

The first event tree addresses a fire in the lower portion of the safety envelope
(non-divisional area) that contains the control rod drive system, given that a turbine trip
(with bypass available) bounds the possible outcomes of this initiator.

The second event tree considers the impact of a fire in the main control room, given
that an inadvertent opening of a relief valve (IORV) bounds the possible outcomes of
this initiator. Equipment and panels in other separate fire areas (in the safety envelope)
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automatically actuate safety-related functions, and these features are undamaged by a
control room fire. This analysis conservatively takes no credit for the possibility of
remote, manual control of certain non-safety-related systems at the remote shutdown
panel (the remote shutdown panel and main control room are in separate fire areas).

The third and fourth event trees address fires in the separate areas containing
redundant trains of systems that cool the reactor during shutdown (e.g., shutdown
cooling and fuel & auxiliary pools cooling systems). A turbine trip (with bypass
available) bounds the possible outcomes of this initiator.

The fifth event tree addresses a fire in the turbine building, given that a load rejection
bounds the possible outcomes of this initiator. A load rejection includes the same
scenarios as a loss of offsite power (LOSP) with no possibility of grid recovery, and a
LOSP results in the shutdown of equipment that could be damaged by a fire in this area.

This methodology determines very conservative, bounding core damage frequencies
that are used for screening the fire areas to verify acceptably low risk due to fires. The
calculated values do not account for the mitigating effects of fire suppression systems or
associated operator actions. Therefore, the resulting core damage frequencies are not
comparable to those values determined in other sections of this document.

19CB.2 Basis of the Analysis

Phase I of this analysis uses Tables IA and 1B in Attachment 10.1 of the FIVE report
(Reference 19CB-1) and related text sections as a basis. Phase II of this analysis uses
Table 3 and Steps 1 and 2 of Table 4 in Attachment 10.2 of the FIVE report.

This analysis assumes that a postulated fire damages all equipment in the associated fire
area, and takes no credit for boundaries between fire compartments within a fire area.
The evaluation follows the FIVE methodology, except that the screening process
addresses fire areas rather than individual fire compartments within the fire areas.
Applying the screening criteria to the larger, more extensive fire areas is more
conservative (more restrictive) than applying the criteria to the individual
compartments within those areas.

19CB.3 Summary of Results

Applying the FIVE screening methodology to the SBWR plant results in identifying the
following 5 significant fire areas, which require more detailed probabilistic analyses:

1. Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional Areas

2. Main Control Room

3. Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (containing Train A equipment)
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4. Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (containing Train B equipment)

5. Other Parts of the Turbine Building and Other Buildings and Areas

The FIVE methodology screened out other areas of the plant because either they do not
contain shutdown equipment or a fire in those areas would not require the plant to shut
down.

For the significant fire areas, the FIVE methodology involves calculating fire ignition
frequencies and determining the probability that redundant or alternate shutdown
systems are unavailable. This SBWR analysis uses bounding event trees to determine the
core damage frequencies from fires in each fire area. Table 19CGB- shows the summary
of results.

The calculated core damage frequencies are less than 1.OE-6 per year for all significant
fire areas. Therefore, the SBWR plant meets the criteria in the FIVE report, and no
further analyses are necessary to demonstrate acceptable low fire risk.

19CB.4 Phase l: Fire Area Screen (Qualitative Analysis)

Phase I of the FIVE screening process (Reference 19CB-1) includes the following 6
steps:

1. Identify Plant Safe Shutdown Systems

2. Identify Fire Areas and Fire Compartments Within Fire Areas

3. Identify Table lB Safe Shutdown Equipment in Each Fire Compartment

4. Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown System Screen

5. Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation

6. Perform Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis

The Phase I methodology screens out fire areas from further evaluation if (1) there are
no Appendix R safe-shutdown components in the fire area, or (2) a postulated fire in
the fire area will not cause the plant to shut down (e.g., fire causing loss of one division
of Class 1E 125V dc electrical power).

19CB.4.1 Step 1: Identify Plant Safe Shutdown Systems

The FIVE screening process (Reference 19CB-1) addresses only the systems necessary
to maintain the plant in a safe and stable shutdown condition that were credited in the
Appendix R analysis (Appendix 9A of this SAR). As indicated in Appendix 9A, these
systems include the following:
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* Safety system logic and controls (SSLC)

* Isolation condenser system (ICS)

* Automatic depressurization system (ADS)

* Gravity-driven cooling system (GDCS)

* Passive containment cooling system (PCCS)

* 125V dc electrical power distribution system (DC) - Class IE portion

However, the SBWR probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) considers the availability of
other non-safety-related equipment (rather than just Appendix R safe shutdown
equipment as specified by the FIVE methodology). Therefore, this evaluation extends
the scope of consideration to include systems addressed in the PRA, including the
following:

* Appendix R safe shutdown equipment (as listed above)

* Control rod drive system (CRDS) - high pressure makeup function

* Standby liquid control system (SLCS)

* Fuel and auxiliary pools cooling system (F&APCS)

* Reactor water cleanup and shutdown cooling system (RWCU/SDCS)

* Instrument air system (LAS)

* Service air system (SAS)

* Reactor component cooling water system (RCCWS)

* Plant service water system (PSWS)

* 6.9kV and 480V ac electrical power distribution system (AC)

* 125V dc electrical power distribution system (DC) - Non-Class 1E portion

* Condensate and feedwater system (C&FS)

* Condensate storage and transfer system (CS&TS)

* Makeup water system (MWS)

* Circulating water system (CIRC)
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* Turbine component cooling water system (TCCWS)

* High pressure nitrogen supply system (HPNSS)

19CB.4.2 Step 2: Identify Fire Areas and Fire Compartments within Fire Areas

This analysis divides the SBWR reactor building into the following fire areas, as shown
on Figures 21.9A-1 through -20 (numbers in parentheses indicate fire area
designations):

* Containment (FlPlOO)

* Safety Envelope, A Division Quadrant (FlAl00)

* Safety Envelope, B Division Quadrant (FlB100)

* Safety Envelope, C Division Quadrant (FICIOO)

* Safety Envelope, D Division Quadrant (FID100)

* Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional Areas (FIS100)

* Main Control Room (F5N100)

In addition, other fire areas outside the safety envelope include the below-ground areas
outside the safety envelope (FIN100), above-ground areas outside the safety envelope
(F5N 10), technical support center (F6NI00), containment access area (F7NI00),
main steam tunnel (F7N110), ICS/PCCS pool (F9N100), and refueling area (F9N110).
In these areas, fire barriers separate redundant trains of important non-safety-related
systems (see Table 19CB-2). Therefore, this analysis groups these areas into two fire
areas, each containing separate, redundant trains of these systems.

To simplify the evaluation, this analysis considers the areas outside the reactor building
that contain important shutdown systems (e.g., service water pumphouse, and parts of
the turbine building and electrical/diesel generator building that house electrical
distribution equipment for these systems) to be in the same fire areas as the associated
trains in the reactor building. The remaining parts of these buildings and areas are
considered as another separate fire area. This is a conservative approach, as stated in
Section 19CB.2.

Table 19CB-2 provides a matrix displaying the important shutdown systems located in
each fire area (corresponds to Table IA in the FIVE methodology report, except that
the analysis addresses fire areas rather than fire compartments).
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19CB.4.3 Step 3: Identify Table 1B Safe Shutdown Equipment in Each Fire Compartment

Table 19CB-3 lists the important shutdown equipment expected to be affected by a fire
and the equipment expected to be available for shutdown for each fire area
(corresponds to Table 1B in the FIVE methodology report, except that the analysis
addresses fire areas rather than fire compartments).

19CB.4.4 Step 4: Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown System Screen

Step 4 consists of identifying the important shutdown systems having components that
can be affected by fires in each fire area. An "X" in the Table 19CB-2 matrix indicates a
shutdown system having components susceptible to fire damage in the associated fire
area.

Fire areas containing no important shutdown equipment susceptible to fire damage
(i.e., no indications with an "X") can be screened out. These include the primary
containment, which is filled with inert gas during plant operations to preclude the
possibility of a fire.

19CB.4.5 Step 5: Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation

Step 5 involves evaluating each fire area having important shutdown equipment
susceptible to fires and determining whether the plant would shut down if a fire
damages all shutdown components in the fire area. If a postulated fire in a particular
area can damage shutdown components, but not cause a demand for shutdown
functions in that fire area, then the fire area can be screened out. This includes the
quadrants of the safety envelope containing the four safety-related divisions, because
loss of one division results in the safety systems automatically changing from 2/4 logic
to 2/3 logic, which does not require the plant to shut down.

19CB.4.6 Step 6: Perform Fire Compartment Interaction Analysis

Step 6 involves qualitatively considering the potential for fire to spread between
compartments within a particular fire area and the consequences of such an event on
plant shutdown. This step of the FIVE methodology determines the potential for fire
spread beyond a single compartment; however, the general approach in this analysis
conservatively assumes that all compartments within a particular fire area can be
affected by a fire in that area and does not take credit for barriers between individual
compartments. This evaluation is performed on a fire area by fire area basis and,
therefore, a fire compartment interaction analysis is not necessary.

19CB.4.7 Phase I Screening Results: Significant Fire Compartments

The remaining fire areas (not screened out) are significant fire areas that require
further evaluation:
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* Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional Areas (FlSlOO)

* Main Control Room (F5N100)

* Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train A Equipment)

* Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train B Equipment)

* Other Parts of the Turbine Building and Other Buildings and Areas

19CB.5 Phase II: Fire Compartment Screen (Quantitative Analysis)

Phase II of the FIVE screening process considers all significant fire areas (those not
screened out in Phase I) and includes the following 5 steps:

(1) Determine Ignition Source Frequency

(a) Select a Location

(b) Determine a Weighting Factor for the Location (WL)

(c) Determine a Weighting Factor for Each Type of Ignition Source

(WFIS)

(d) Calculate the Fire Compartment Fire Frequency (F1)

(2) Determine Redundant/Alternate Shutdown Path Unavailability

(3) Perform Fire Hazards Analysis and Combustible Material Evaluation

(4) Evaluate Potential Fire Vulnerabilities

(5) Evaluate Potential Impact on Containment Heat Removal and Isolation

The Phase II methodology screens out fire areas from further evaluation if the
associated fire frequency determined in Step I is less than 1.OE-06 per year or if the
probability of initiating a fire and failing to restore the lost function (s) with alternate
shutdown systems (determined in Step 2) is less than 1.OE-06 per year. Steps 3 through
5 need not be performed if the significant fire areas (those not screened out in Phase I)
meet one of the above criteria.

19CB.5.1 Step 1: Ignition Source Frequency

The first step of Phase II determines the ignition frequencies for specific fire
compartments or areas. The FIVE report provides a generic data base of fire ignition
frequencies that represent average values for typical conditions in nuclear power plants.
The report also includes methods for determining weighting factors that translate the
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generic fire frequencies (for an "average" plant) to values applicable to specific areas in
a specific plant (Reference Tables 1.1 and 1.2 in Attachment 10.3 of the FIVE report).

The location weighting factor (WFL) accounts for the relative amounts of fire
compartments (or areas) in the SBWR plant compared to the generic locations
included in the FIVE data base. The ignition source weighting factor (WFLS) accounts
for the relative numbers and types of ignition sources in a specific fire compartment or
area compared to the generic numbers included in the associated location in the data
base.

The FIVE method determines the fire compartment ignition frequency for each type of
ignition source by multiplying the generic fire frequency for an ignition source present
in the compartment (from Reference Table 1.2 of FIVE report) by the above weighting
factors (WFL and WFLS). The total fire frequency for the compartment is the sum of the
results for each ignition source. Tables 19CB-4 through 19CB-8 show these calculations
for the 5 significant fire areas not screened out in Phase I.

For this SBWR analysis, not all plant equipment has been identified and, in many cases,
the fractions of total similar equipment types in a fire area are estimated using
judgement (the accuracy of the estimated fractions should be within 25 percent, as
stated in the FIVE report).

A summary of the calculated ignition frequencies follows:

Fire Area Ignition Frequency (annual)

Non-Divisional Area of Safety Envelope 0.007

Main Control Room 0.011

Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train A) 0.050

Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train B) 0.050

Other Parts of Turbine Building and Other Buildings 0.077
and Areas

The calculated ignition frequencies for all the significant fire areas exceed L.OE-06 per
year; therefore, the associated unavailability of alternate shutdown systems must be
considered in the next step. These calculated fire frequencies are used as input to the
probabilistic risk assessment models.

0
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19CB.5.2 Step 2: Redundant or Alternate Shutdown Path Unavailability

This step considers the likelihood of redundant or alternate shutdown paths being
unavailable at the same time a fire occurs in a fire area. This analysis develops event trees
that depict the possible scenarios (combinations of system failures or unavailabilities)
that could lead to core damage as a result of a fire in each significant fire area. The event
tree for each significant fire area includes a fire as the initiating event (with the
corresponding ignition frequency) and uses fault trees to determine the unavailability
of the alternate or redundant shutdown systems. This analysis modifies the relevant
fault trees and event trees described in Appendices 19AD and 19AE as necessary to
model the bounding scenarios for each fire event. For each event tree, if the sum of the
frequencies of scenarios that lead to core damage does not exceed 1.OE-6 per year, then
the associated fire area can be screened out from further evaluation (the fire area has
an acceptably low fire risk).

The first significant fire area is the lower portion of the safety envelope (non-divisional
area) that contains the control rod drive system (CRDS). If a fire occurs in this area, the
operator may initiate a plant shutdown, so a turbine trip (with bypass available) bounds
the possible outcomes of this initiator. The assumption that the plant will shut down is
conservative in this case, because a fire in this area will be suppressed or controlled in
most circumstances without damaging the CRDS. Figure 19CGB- shows the event tree
for a fire in the non-divisional area of the safety envelope. This event tree is the same as
the event tree developed in Appendix 19AD for a turbine trip (with bypass available),
except that it does not include the CRDS (because of potential fire damage).

A fire in the main control room can result in the operator shutting the plant down and
evacuating the area. Equipment for automatic actuation of shutdown systems would not
be affected by the fire, because such equipment is located in separate fire areas.
However, further operator actions would not be expected if the control room was
evacuated. The assumption that the control room will be evacuated in the event of fire
is conservative, because in most of these cases, the fire can be expected to be controlled
to prevent the need for evacuation. An inadvertent opening of a relief valve (IORV)
bounds the possible outcomes of this event because of the small possibility of an
inadvertent actuation due to an electrical short-circuit caused by the fire. Figure 19CB-2
shows the event tree for a fire in the control room. This event tree is the same as the
event tree developed in Appendix 19AD for an IORV, except that the fault tree does not
consider the possibility of operator actions (the fault trees include a house event that
eliminates operator actions: XHOSMAN =1).

Fires in other areas outside the safety envelope can damage one of two redundant trains
of important shutdown systems, including the fuel & auxiliary pools cooling system,
shutdown cooling system, and associated supporting systems. If a fire occurs in one of
these areas, the operator may shut the plant down, so a turbine trip (with bypass
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available) bounds the possible outcomes of this initiator. Figures 19CB-3 andl9CB-4
show the event trees for fires in other areas outside the safety envelope. These event
trees are the same as the event trees developed in Appendix 19AD for a turbine trip
(with bypass available), except that the fault trees for fires in the Train A area do not
include the functions of Train A equipment, and the fault trees for fires in the Train B
area do not include the functions of Train B equipment. This approach assumes that all
equipment associated with one train can be damaged by a fire; this is conservative
because the analysis does not account for fire barriers that separate such equipment
(e.g., separation of diesel generators, batteries, pumps, etc. is not taken into account).

A fire in the turbine building or other buildings and areas can damage the condensate
& feedwater system (C&FS), circulating water system, and associated supporting
systems. Afire in this area can damage the same equipment that would be de-energized
if there is a loss of off-site power (LOSP), which involves the same scenarios as those
included in the load rejection event tree (when there is no possibility of grid recovery).
Therefore, a load rejection bounds the possible outcomes of this initiator.
Figure 19CB-5 shows the event tree for a fire in the turbine building or other related
areas.

19CB.5.3 Phase II Screening Results

Table 19CB-9 summarizes the calculated core damage frequencies for each of the
initiating fire events and includes a breakdown by accident class. All postulated fire
events pass the screening criterion of 1.OE-6 per year.

The event tree figures and summary table indicate that a main control room fire is the
type of fire event with the largest contribution to core damage frequency. The
associated dominant scenarios involve control room evacuation and subsequent
random events that include loss of high pressure injection (feedwater and control rod
drive systems) and failure of either the vapor suppression function (vacuum breaker
failure) or the DPVs and condensate system.

19CB.6 Results

This subsection summarizes the results of the probabilistic assessment of fire-initiated
events, including insights gained from the analysis and a description of important fire
barriers. This analysis is a conservative screening technique that takes credit only for the
separation of important systems by fire barriers, and the results do not account for the
additional mitigation effects of fire protection and suppression systems or associated
operator actions to control fires. Therefore, there are no conclusions regarding the
importance or effectiveness of fire protection systems and associated operator actions.
Also, the resulting core damage frequencies are very conservative, bounding values that.
do not represent realistic estimates as in other sections of this document. _
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19CB.6.1 Results

The conservative probabilistic analyses indicate that the risk of core damage from fires
in each major fire area is much less than 1 .OE-6 per year, which is the screening value
specified by the FVE report (Reference 19CB-1). Therefore, the SBWR plant meets the
criteria in Reference 19CB-1, and no further analyses are necessary to demonstrate
acceptable low fire risk per the FIVE methodology.

19CB.6.2 Insights Gained From Analysis

The following insights are gained from this analysis:

(1) The SBWR design has sufficient fire barriers and separation of systems to meet
the FIVE acceptance criterion, even without taking credit for fire protection
or suppression systems and associated operator actions.

(2) Although the risk of core damage due to afire in the main control room is less
than the FIVE acceptance criterion, it is the most significant fire-related event.
However, the associated core damage frequency will be much less if the
operators prevent fire damage that would cause loss of coolant (e.g., IORV) or
if they transfer control to the remote shutdown station before such damage
could occur.

19CB.6.3 Important Design Features (Input to ITAAC)

This analysis accounts for (1) the inert gas filling the containment to prevent fires in
that area, and (2) the separation of the four safety-related divisions and other important
equipment by major fire barriers to prevent the possibility of fire damage to redundant
or backup trains or systems. Both the inert gas and fire barrier (separation) features are
important to reduce the risk of core damage due to fires. Chapter 9 presents more
detailed information, including the analyses and discussion of the effectiveness of the
fire barriers in preventing the spread of fire from one fire area to another and the inert
gas in preventing fires in containment

Other important features that prevent or mitigate fires include fire protection systems
such as fire water and sprinkler systems, fire detection and alarm systems, and smoke
removal by ventilation systems; however, this analysis is a screening technique that does
not address the importance of these other features.

19CB.6.4 Important Operator Actions (input to EPGs)

As specified in the FIVE report (Reference 19CB-I), this screening technique takes
credit for fire area boundaries being effective in controlling a fire from spreading to the
other side of a fire barrier. Per Reference 19CB-1, the operators should inspect and
maintain the fire barriers and their components (i.e., fire doors, fire dampers, and fire
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penetration seals) on a regular basis in accordance with established plant surveillance
procedures and take appropriate compensatory measures when discrepancies in the
barriers are found. 'This plant fire barrier surveillance program should be able to satisfy
the intent of the guidelines in Item II of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation."
Chapter 9 addresses important operator actions for fire protection in more detail.

Also, as indicated in Subsection 19CB.6.2, if there is a fire in the main control room, the
risk of core damage can be reduced if the operators transfer control to the remote
shutdown station before the fire damage could cause loss of coolant (e.g., IORV).
However, it should be noted that the associated risk of core damage is less than the FIVE
acceptance criterion regardless of whether or not this action is taken.

19CB.6.5 Reliability Goals (Input to RAP)

This screening technique does not account for the reliability of fire protection systems
or equipment; therefore, no special reliability goals need to be included in the
reliability assurance program (RAP) as a result of this analysis.

19CB.7 References

19CB-1 Fire-Induced Vulnerability Evaluation (FIVE), TR-100370, Final Report
Prepared by Professional Loss Control, Inc. for Electric Power Research
Institute, April 1992
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Table 19CB-1 Summary of SBWR Fire Risk Screening Analysis

Core Damage
Fire Area Frequency (Per Year)

Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional Area 1.5E-10

Main Control Room 5.5E-07

Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope 5.6E-09
(Train A Equipment)

Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope 3.9E-09
(Train B Equipment)

Other Parts of the Turbine Building and Other 1.9E-08
Buildings and Areas
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to Table 19CB-2 Shutdown System vs. Fire Area Matrix
(Table 1A of FIVE Reports)

Fire Area Important Shutdown Systems

F R C T H
S G P C S A S C r C S C C P
S I A D C R L P D I S C S & & M I C N
L C D C C D D C C C A A W W A F T W R W S

Number Description C S S S S C S S S S iS S S S C S S S C S S

F1P100 Primary Containment 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Fl1A_ Safety Envelope, A Division Quadrant 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

F1A100 Safety Envelope, B Division Quadrant 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

F1C100 Safety Envelope, C Division Quadrant 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

F1C100 Safety Envelope, 0 Division Quadrant 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

F1S100 Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional Areas X X

F5N100 Main Control Room 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

_ Other Reactor Building Areas Outside 4 X X X X X X X
Safety Envelope (Train A Equipment)

Other Reactor Building Areas Outside 4 X X X X X X X
Safety Envelope (Train B Equipment)

Other Parts of Turbine Building and XX X XXXXX
Other Buildings and Areas

Notes:
1.Equipment In the primary containment is not susceptible to fires because the primary containment is filled with inert gas during operation.
2.Loss of one of the four safety-related divisions due to a fire in a quadrant of the safety envelope will not require plant shutdown.
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3. The main control room includes equipment for manual operations and does not include automatic actuation components. which are located in l)
other separate fire areas. to

4. For the 125V dc electrical power system, the Class 1E components are separated in the quadrants of the safety envelope and the non-Class-1E
components are in other areas of the reactor building.
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Table 19CB-3 Fire Area Shutdown Equipment Detail Worksheet
(Table 1B of FIVE Report)

Fire Area Shutdown Equipment Shutdown Equipment
Number Description Impacted by Fire Available for Shutdown
F1S100 Safety Envelope, Non-Divisional CRDS All Others

Areas
F5N100 Main Control Room Control Panels for Manual Actuation of Automatic Actuation Equipment and

All System Equipment Remote Shutdown Panel
- Other Reactor Building Areas Non-Class-lE 125V DC Electrical Train B Equipment

Outside Safety Envelope (Train A System Batteries, Chargers, Panels
Equipment) and Cables, Group 'A'

F&APCS Train A
RWCU/SDCS Train A
IAS Train A
RCCWS Train A
PSWS Trains A & C
Diesel Generator A and Associated AC

Electrical Switchgear, MCCs and
Cables

HPNSS Train A
- Other Reactor Building Areas Non-Class-lE 125V DC Electrical Train A Equipment

Outside Safety Envelope (Train B System Batteries, Chargers, Panels
Equipment) and Cables, Group EBB

F&APCS Train B
RWCU/SDCS Train B
1AS Train B
RCCWS Train B
PSWS Trains B & D
Diesel Generator B and Associated AC

Electrical Switchgear, MCCs and
Cables

HPNSS Train B

1~3
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0
Table 19CB-3 Fire Area Shutdown Equipment Detail Worksheet

(Table 1B of FIVE Report) (Continued)
Fire Area Shutdown Equipment Shutdown Equipment

Number Description Impacted by Fire Available for Shutdown

_ Other Parts of Turbine Building and AC Electrical Switchgear, MCCs and All Others
Other Buildings and Areas Cables (Unit Auxiliary Switchgear and

Offsite Power Connection)
SAS
C&FS
CS&TS
MWS
CIRC

._ TCCWS
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Table 19CB-4 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Non-Divisional Area of
Safety Envelope (Table 3 of FIVE Report)

Fire Area Description

Fire Area Description: Non-Divisional Area of Safety Envelope

Fire Area Boundaries: Shown as Fire Area F1S100 on Drawings PF-M1-001 through -020

Fire Area Fire Ignition Frequency

Step 1.1 Selected Plant Location Reactor Building (BWR)
Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report)

Step 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WFL) The number of units per site and divide by the
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) number of buildings = 1/1 . 1

Step 1.3 Ignition Source Frequency (Fif)_

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Fire Area Ignition Sources (A) (B) WFLS = A/B FIVE report) Fi_ f

1. Electrical cabinets 3 100 0.03 5.0E-2 1.5E-3

2. Pumps 2 20 0.10 2.5E-2 2.5E-3

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Plant Wide Ignition Sources (A) (C) WFLs = A/C FIVE report)

1. Fire protection panels 1 50 0.02 2.4E-3 4.8E-5

2. Non-qualified cable run 1 20 0.05 6.3E-3 3.2E-4

3. Junction box/splice in non-qualified 1 20 0.05 1.6E-3 8.OE-5
cable

4. Junction box in qualified cable 1 20 0.05 1.6E-3 8.OE-5

5. Transformers 1 100 0.01 7.9E-3 7.9E-5

6. Transients 4 15 0.27 1.3E-3 3.5E-4

7. Cable fires caused by welding 1 15 0.07 5.1 E-3 3.6E-4

8. Transient fires caused by 1 15 0.07 3.1E-2 2.2E-3
welding/cutting

Step 1.4 Fire Area Fire Frequency (F1)t 7.5E-3

* Ignition Source Frequency F;, i WFL *WFLS* Ff
t Fire Area Fire Frequency: F - F. (Fif)

(A)Number of Ignition Sources In Fire Area
(B)Total Number of Ignition Sources in Selected Plant Location
(C)Total Number of Ignition Sources/Areas in Plant
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Table 19CB-5 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Main Control Room
(Table 3 of FIVE Report)

Fire Area Description

Fire Area Description: Main Control Room

Fire Area Boundaries: Shown as Fire Area F5N100 on Drawings PF-M1-001 through -020

Fire Area Fire Ignition Frequency

Step 1.1 Selected Plant Location Control Room
Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report)

Step 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WFL) The number of units per site and divide by the
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) number of buildings = 1/1 = 1

Step 1.3 Ignition Source Frequency (Fif) _

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Fire Area Ignition Sources (A) (B) WFLS = A/B FIVE report) Fif

1. Electrical cabinets NA NA 1.00 9.5E-3 9.5E-3

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Plant Wide Ignition Sources (A) (C) WFLs = A/C FIVE report)

1. Fire protection panels 1 50 0.02 2.4E-3 4.8E-5

2. Non-qualified cable run 2 20 0.10 6.3E-3 6.3E-4

3. Junction box/splice in non-qualified 2 20 0.10 1.6E-3 1.6E-4
cable

4. Junction box in qualified cable 2 20 0.10 1.6E-3 1.6E-4

5. Transformers 1 100 0.01 7.9E-3 7.9E-5

6. Ventilation subsystems 1 20 0.05 9.5E-3 4.8E-4

7. Transients 4 15 0.27 1.3E-3 3.5E-4

8. Cable fires caused by welding 0 15 0 5.1E-3 0

9. Transient fires caused by 0 15 0 3.1E-2 0
welding/cutting

Step 1.4 Fire Area Fire Frequency (Flt 1.1 E-2

* Ignition Source Frequency: FH WFL *WFLs* F
t Fire Area Fire Frequency: F1 = Z (Ff)
(A)Number of Ignition Sources in Fire Area
(B)Total Number of Ignition Sources In Selected Plant Location
(C)Total Number of Ignition Sources/Areas In Plant
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0
Table 19CB-6 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Areas

Outside Safety Envelope (Train A Equipment)
(Table 3 of FIVE Report)

Fire Area Description

Fire Area Description: Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train A Equipment)

Fire Area Boundaries: Shown as Fire Areas F1N100 and F5N1 10 on Drawings PF-M1-001 through
-020, but separated from Train B equipment areas by fire barriers

Fire Area Fire Ignition Frequency

Step 1.1 Selected Plant Location Reactor Building (BWR), Diesel Generator
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) Room, Switchgear Room, and Battery Room

Step 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WFL) Reactor Building: The number of uniits per site
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) and divide by the number of buildings = 1/1, 1

Diesel Generator Room: The number of diesels
and divide by the number of rooms per
site = 2/2 - 1
Switchgear Room: The number of units per site
and divide by the number of rooms = 1/10 = 0.10
Battery Room: The number of units per site and
divide by the number of rooms = 1/5 0.20

Step 1.3 Ignition Source Frequency (Fif)_

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Fire Area Ignition Sources (A) (B) WFLS = A/B FIVE report) Ff

Reactor Building: 1. Electrical cabinets 10 100 0.10 5.OE-2 5.OE-3

2. Pumps 6 20 0.30 2.5E-2 7.5E-3

Diesel Gen. Room:1. Diesel generators NA NA 1.00 2.6E-2 2.6E-2

2. Electrical cabinets NA NA 1.00 2.4E-3 2.4E-3

Switchgear Room:1. Electrical cabinets NA NA 1.00 1.5E-2 1.5E-3

Battery Room: 1. Batteries NA NA 1.00 3.2E-3 6.4E-4

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Plant Wide Ignition Sources (A) (C) WFLS = A/C FIVE report)

1. Fire protection panels 5 50 0.10 2.4E-3 2.4E-4

2. Non-qualified cable run 4 20 0.20 6.3E-3 1.3E-3

3. Junction box/splice in non-qualified 4 20 0.20 1.6E-3 3.2E-4
cable

4. Junction box in qualified cable 4 20 0.20 1.6E-3 3.2E-4

5. Transformers 5 100 0.05 7.9E-3 4.OE-4

6. Battery chargers 2 12 0.17 4.OE-3 6.8E-4
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Table 19CB-6 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Areas
Outside Safety Envelope (Train A Equipment)

(Table 3 of FIVE Report) (Continued)
7. Ventilation subsystems 1 20 0.05 9.5E-3 4.8E-4

8. Transients 4 15 0.27 1.3E-3 3.5E-4

9. Cable fires caused by welding 1 15 0.07 5.1E-3 3.6E-4

10. Transient fires caused by 1 15 0.07 3.1E-2 2.2E-3
welding/cutting .

Step 1.4 Fire Area Fire Frequency (F1)t 5.OE-2

* Ignition Source Frequency Fit WFL *WFLS* F
t Fire Area Fire Frequency: F, - T. (Fif)
(A)Number of Ignition Sources In Fire Area
(B)Total Number of Ignition Sources In Selected Plant Location
(C)Total Number of Ignition Sources/Areas in Plant
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Table 19CB-7 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Areas Outside
Safety Envelope (Train B Equipment)

(Table 3 of FIVE Report)
Fire Area Description

Fire Area Description: Other Areas Outside Safety Envelope (Train B Equipment)

Fire Area Boundaries: Shown as Fire Areas F1N100 and F5N110 on Drawings PF-M1-001
through -020, but separated from Train A equipment areas by fire barriers

Fire Area Fire Ignition Frequency

Step 1.1 Selected Plant Location Reactor Building (BWR), Diesel Generator
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) Room, Switchgear Room, and Battery Room

Step 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WFL) Reactor Building: The number of units per site
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) and divide by the number of buildings = 1/1 , 1

Diesel Generator Room: The number of diesels
and divide by the number of rooms per
site - 2/2 = 1
Switchgear Room: The number of units per site
and divide by the number of rooms : 1/10 , 0.10
Battery Room: The number of units per site and
divide by the number of rooms = 1/5 . 0.20

Step 1.3 Ignition Source Frequency (Fif)_

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Fire Area Ignition Sources (A) (B) WFLS = A/B FIVE report) F_ f

Reactor Building: 1. Electrical cabinets 10 100 0.10 5.OE-2 5.OE-3

2. Pumps 6 20 0.30 2.5E-2 7.5E-3

Diesel Gen. Room:1. Diesel generators NA NA 1.00 2.6E-2 2.6E-2

2. Electrical cabinets NA NA 1.00 2.4E-3 2.4E-3

Switchgear Room:1. Electrical cabinets NA NA 1.00 1.5E-2 1.5E-3
Battery Room: 1. Batteries NA NA 1.00 3.2E-3 6.4E-4

Ff
Plant Wide Ignition Sources (Table 1.2 of

(A) (C) WFLS = A/C FIVE report)

1. Fire protection panels 5 50 0.10 2.4E-3 2.4E-4

2. Non-qualifed cable run 4 20 0.20 6.3E-3 1.3E-3

3. Junction box/splice in non-qualified 4 20 0.20 1.6E-3 3.2E-4
cable

4. Junction box in qualified cable 4 20 0.20 1.6E-3 3.2E-4

5. Transformers 5 100 0.05 7.9E-3 4.0E-4

6. Battery chargers 2 12 0.17 4.OE-3 6.8E-4

0
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Table 19CB-7 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Areas Outside
Safety Envelope (Train B Equipment)
(Table 3 of FIVE Report) (Continued)

7. Ventilation subsystems 1 20 0.05 9.5E-3 4.8E-4

8. Transients 4 15 0.27 1.3E-3 3.5E-4

9. Cable fires caused by welding 1 15 0.07 5.1E-3 3.6E-4

10. Transient fires caused by 1 15 0.07 3.1E-2 2.2E-3
welding/cutting ._

Step 1.4 Fire Area Fire Frequency (F) I5.OE-2

* Ignition Source Frequency: Fi WFL *WFLS * Ff
t Fire Area Fire Frequency: F1 . I (Fjf)

(A)Number of Ignition Sources In Fire Area
(B)Total Number of Ignition Sources in Selected Plant Location
(C)Total Number of Ignition Sources/Areas In Plant
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Table 19CB-8 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Parts of Turbine
Building and Other Buildings and Areas

(Table 3 of FIVE Report)
Il

Fire Area Description

Fire Area Description: Other Parts of Turbine Building and Other Buildings and Areas

Fire Area Boundaries: Includes Areas Containing C&FS, MWS, CIRC, and Associated Electrical
Systems

Fire Area Fire Ignition Frequency

Step 1.1 Selected Plant Location Turbine Building and Transformer Yard
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report)

Step 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WFL) Turbine Building: The number of units per site
(Ref. Table 1.1 of FIVE report) and divide by the number of buildings , 1/1 . 1

Transformer Yard: The number of units per site
and divide by the number of
switchyards = 1/1 - 1

Step 1.3 Ignition Source Frequency (Fif)_

Fire Area Ignition Sources (Table 1.2 of
(A) (B) WFs = A/B FIVE report) Ff

Turbine Building:1. T/G Excitor 1 1 1 4.OE-3 4.OE-3

2. T/G Oil 1 1 1 1.3E-2 1.3E-2

3. T/G Hydrogen 1 1 1 5.5E-3 5.5E-3

4. Electrical cabinets 1 1 1 1.3E-2 1.3E-2

5. Other pumps 1 1 1 6.3E-3 6.3E-3

6. Main feedwater NA NA 1 4.OE-3 4.OE-3
pumps

7. Boiler 1 1 1 1.6E-3 1.6E-3

Transformer Yard:1. Yard transformers NA NA 1 4.0E-3 4.0E-3
(to Turbine Building)

2. Yard transformers NA NA 1 1.6E-3 1.6E-3
(LOSP)

3. Yard transformers 1 1 1 1.5E-2 1.5E-2
(Others)

Ff
(Table 1.2 of

Plant Wide Ignition Sources (A) (C) WFLS = A/C FIVE report)

1. Fire protection panels 10 50 0.20 2.4E-3 4.8E-4

2. Non-qualified cable run 5 20 0.25 6.3E-3 1.6E-3
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Table 19CB-8 Fire Area Ignition Source Data Sheet for Other Parts of Turbine
Building and Other Buildings and Areas

(Table 3 of FIVE Report) (Continued)

3. Junction box/splice in non-qualified 5 20 0.25 1.6E-3 4.OE-4
cable

4. Junction box in qualified cable 5 20 0.25 1.6E-3 4.OE-4

5. Transformers 10 100 0.10 7.9E-3 7.9E-4

6. Battery chargers 0 12 0 4.OE-3 0

7. Ventilation subsystems 4 20 0.20 9.5E-3 1.9E-3

8. Transients 10 15 0.67 1.3E-3 8.7E-4

9. Cable fires caused by welding 1 15 0.07 5.1E-3 3.6E-4

10. Transient fires caused by 1 15 0.07 3.1E-2 2.2E-3
welding/cutting .

Step 1.4 Fire Area Fire Frequency (Fl)t 7.7E-2

* Ignition Source Frequency: Fif - WFL WFLSvFf
t Fire Area Fire Frequency: F, - I (Fig)
(A)Number of Ignition Sources In Fire Area
(B)Total Number of Ignition Sources In Selected Plant Location
(C)Total Number of Ignition Sources/Areas In Plant
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Table 19CB-9 SBWR Fire Risk Screening Summary

ACCIDENT CLASS

TOTAL CDF
FIRE AREA 1A 1DE 1DL 2A(V 2CD 3BD 3BE 3BL 5E 5L (PER YR)

Non-Divisional Area of O(t) oMt) 0(t) 8.7E-10 1.1E-10 - 4.0E-11 o(t) - 1.5E-10
Safety Envelope

Main Control Room 1.7E-8 2.7E-7 8.2E-7 1.9E-7 - 6.9E-8 OMt) ot o(t) 5.5E-7

Outside Safety 0(t) 2.4E-11 1.0-9 1.1E-8 2.5E-9 - 2.1E-9 OMt) 5.6E-9
Envelope (Train A)

Outside Safety OMt) 2.4E-11 7.4E-10 6.6E-9 1.8E-9 - 1.3E-9 OMt) 3.9E-9
Envelope (Train B)

Turbine Building and 4.3E-9 0(t) 2.5E-9 4.3E-8 9.1E-9 oMt) 3.OE-9 OMt) 1.9E-8
Other Buildings & Areas

* Accident class 2A does not lead to core damage (see Subsection 19.3.6).
t Cutoff valve is 1.0E-11.
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19CC Probabilistic Flooding Analysis

19CC.1 Introduction and Summary

The SBWR has been designed to withstand the effects of postulated flooding internal to
the plant. This attachment discusses the capabilities of the SBWR to withstand internal
flooding (e.g., plant service water, circulating water, fire protection water).

The results of the SBWR internal flooding analysis are:

(1) The only buildings where internal flooding could cause a concern are the
reactor building and the turbine building. The reactor building contains
safety related equipment that is required for safe shutdown and the turbine
building contains equipment that if damaged could lead to a plant transient.
The other buildings are not connected to the reactor or turbine buildings and
flooding in those buildings will not affect any safe shutdown equipment or
cause a plant transient.

(2) Flooding in the reactor building could occur in three different locations:
inside primary containment, inside the safety envelope but outside primary
containment, or outside the safety envelope.

Flooding inside the primary containment can be mitigated by operator action
to isolate the source following an alarm indicating water in the sump. Failure
to recognize the alarm or failure of the alarm will lead to water accumulation
but no impact on plant safety because all components are designed to
function during a LOCA. The plant could be safely shutdown using normal
shutdown equipment (e.g., main condenser) or safety related equipment
(e.g., isolation condenser or gravity driven cooling system).

Flooding in the safety envelope can not cause damage to safety related
electrical equipment even if not detected and isolated by the operator.
Watertight doors on the entrance to each divisional electrical room prevents
water from entering the rooms.

Flooding in secondary containment could cause damage to some non-safety
related equipment that could be used for achieving safe shutdown (e.g.,
reactor water cleanup, reactor component cooling water). Sump alarms and
operator actions to isolate the flood source limit the risk from flooding in this
area. If both divisions of RCCW were to be damaged, the plant could be
shutdown using the safety related equipment in the safety envelope or non-
safety related equipment in the turbine building.

Probabilistic Flooding Analysis - February 28, 1993 79CC-1
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The total core damage frequency due to reactor building flooding is less than
1E-9/year.

(3) Flooding in the turbine building could lead to a plant transient due to
automatic tripping of the circulating water pumps (i.e.,loss of condenser
vacuum). This event is similar to a turbine trip without bypass as described in
the full power PRA (Attachment Q) except that feedwater and condensate are
also lost. The plant could be safely shutdown using safety related equipment
in the safety envelope and primary containment (e.g., ICs, GDCS, CRD,
PCCS).

The total core damage frequency due to floods in the turbine building is
approximately 2.OE-9/year.

(4) The estimated core damage frequency due to internal flooding is less than IE-
8/year. This low risk level is due to the relatively low frequency of flooding,
automatic features to terminate potential flood sources, watertight doors on
selected rooms, floor drains in all rooms above the first floor, and the physical
separation of equipment in the SBWR. The potentially large flooding sources
are all located outside the safety envelope and therefore cannot damage safety
related equipment. Even if redundant divisions of equipment are damaged,
other equipment will always be available that cannot be damaged by the flood
to ensure a safe plant shutdown. The flooding analysis was conservative
because the worst case flooding was assumed in all cases (i.e., double ended
shear of pipes instead of the more probable situation of a leak due to pipe
cracks).

19CC.2 Scope of Analysis

The SBWR flooding analysis covers all phases of plant operation. It addresses all
potential flooding sources and their impact on safe shutdown of the plant.

The analysis is completed in three steps. First, a listing is completed of all water sources
and the buildings they serve. Second, a listing is completed of equipment that can be
used to bring the plant to or maintain safe shutdown. Lastly, an analysis is completed of
the potential impact of flooding in buildings that house equipment that could be used
for safe shutdown or where flooding damage could result in a plant transient.

For each building meeting the above screening criteria, the ability of the plant to
achieve safe shutdown is analyzed both deterministically and probabilistically. The
deterministic analysis focuses on plant features that are designed to either prevent or
mitigate potential flooding concerns such as physical separation of buildings and
equipment, equipment mountings, ability of rooms to contain flooding sources, and
mechanisms to isolate flood sources. The intent of the deterministic analysis is to show

19CC-2 Probabilistic Flooding Analysis - February 28, 1993
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that, for all postulated flood sources, the SBWR design features can successfully achieve
safe shutdown taking into account realistic operator actions.

The probabilistic flooding analysis uses event trees to evaluate the frequency of core
damage for pipe breaks in various systems and buildings. Pipe breaks for each building
are evaluated and shown to have a negligible contribution to core damage frequency.

The results of the analysis are presented in terms of insights gained from the study and
interface requirements that came out of the study. These will be used as input for the
inspections, tests, analysis, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC); reliability assurance
program (RAP); COL applicant actions, and emergency procedures guideline
programs.

19CC.3 Screening Analysis

The SBWR is comprised of the following buildings:

a Reactor Building

* Turbine Building

* Service Building

* Auxiliary Boiler Building

* Water Treatment Building

* Radwaste Facility

* Diesel Generator Building

Of these buildings, the only one to contain safety related equipment is the reactor
building. The turbine building contains equipment such as the condensate system and
the main condenser that could be used to shutdown the plant and flooding in the
turbine building may result in a plant transient due to loss of feedwater/condensate or
the circulating water system. All SBWR buildings are physically separated so that
interbuilding flooding cannot occur. Therefore, the SBWR flooding analysis will focus
only on the reactor and turbine buildings

Probabilistic Flooding Analysis - February 28, 1993 79CC-3
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0
19CC.4 Deterministic Flood Analysis

The results of the screening analysis showed that the turbine and reactor buildings
required further analysis for potential flooding. The following assumptions were used
as part of the deterministic flooding analysis:

(1) In moderate energy piping larger than nominal one inch diameter, leakage
cracks are postulated to occur in accordance with ANSI/ANS 56.11, Design
Criteria for Protection Against the Effects of Compartment Flooding in Light
Water Reactor Plants.

(2) No credit is taken for operation of the drain sump pumps although they are
expected to operate during some of the postulated flooding events.

(3) Flooding is assumed to be isolated within 30 minutes due to operator actions.

(4) A single active failure of flood mitigating systems is assumed following the
flood.

(5) Only one pipe failure at a time is considered.

(6) Equipment damage due to spray from pipe cracks is not considered. It is
assumed that piping and equipment will be separated to the degree possible
and that spray shields will be provided as required.

(7) An adequately sized flood drainage system exists to direct water to the bottom
floor of all buildings.

19CC.4.1 Reactor Building

The reactor building contains two general types of water systems, high energy (e.g.,
feedwater) and moderate energy (e.g., plant service water). Breaks in high energy lines
will result in water being emptied into the primary containment and as previously
mentioned will not become a safety concern. Likewise, breaks in lines connected to the
IC and GDCS pools were not analyzed for flooding risk since all water would empty into
primary containment. Therefore, this analysis focused on moderate energy line breaks
in the reactor building outside primary containment. A review of the moderate energy
piping systems in the reactor building resulted in the following systems that are
potential flooding sources:

* Reactor Component Cooling Water (RCCW)

* Plant Service Water (PSW)

* Fuel and Auxiliary Pool Cooling (FAPC) 0
19CC-4 Probabilistic Flooding Analysis - February 28, 1993
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* Control Rod Drive (CRD)

* Chilling Water (CW)

* Fire Protection Water

* Condensate Storage and Transfer (CST)

For each moderate energy system listed above, the maximum system pressure and pipe
sizes were used to determine the postulated pipe break leakage rate at various locations
in the reactor building.

For all levels above the bottom floor (i.e., -6400 mm), the reactor building drainage
system is sized to accommodate the maximum postulated flood rate from any single
flood source such that no water accumulation of greater than one foot will occur and
water from a break in one safety division will not flow into a room containing equipment
from a different safety division. Thus, as all equipment used for safe shutdown will be
mounted on at least one foot pedestals, no damage will occur to equipment above the -
6400mm level and all potential flood waters will accumulate at the -6400mm level.
Evaluation of the safety impact from reactor building flooding thus reduces to
determining the potential for water damage to equipment located on the -6400mm
level.

As mentioned previously, it is conservatively assumed that the sump pumps are not
operable. In order to determine the potential flood damage in the reactor building, all
that needs to be evaluated is the water level that would be attained on the -6400mm
level. This takes into account the largest assumed pipe break given that the break will
be isolated in 30 minutes by the operator in response to control room alarms for high
sump water levels or other flooding indicators (e.g., PSW low return flow to the ultimate
heat sink).

There are two drain systems on the -6400mm level that each collect water from the
following areas:

* FAPC room 778 sq feet

* RWCU/SDC room 1388

* RCCW room 970

* Sump room 98

Probabilistic Flooding Analysis - February 28, 1993 19CC-5
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* Safety envelope pipeway areas 820
4054 sq feet*

It is assumed that 20% of the floor area is covered with equipment supports which leaves
80% of the floor area to spread the flood accumulation over (.8 X 4054 sq ft = 3243 sq
ft). The highest flood rate in the reactor building was determined to be a 284 GPM leak
in the PSW system. Assuming a 30 minute flood duration means that 8520 gallons or
1139 cubic feet of water will accumulate. This will result in a flood height of 1139 cubic
feet/ 3243 sq ft = 0.351 ft = 4.2 inches. Friction losses for water draining into the sump
room are calculated to be approximately 2.9 inches so that the maximum flood height
for Division "A" is 7.1 inches. This is below the 12 inch height of the equipment
pedestals so that no water damage will occur for the worst case deterministic flood in
the reactor building.

19CC.4.2 Turbine Building

The main flooding concern in the turbine building is a break in the circulating water
system which is an unlimited source. If a break in the circulating water system were to
occur, flood water could accumulate in the condenser pit and cause loss of the
circulating water pumps resulting in a loss of condenser vacuum and a turbine trip. The
condenser pit contains water level sensors arranged in a 2-out-or-4 logic thatwould alert
the operator in the control room of the flooding condition and trip the circulating
water pumps and close isolation valves. If the level alarms did not operate correctly, the
flood water could reach the operating floor level and spill over onto the ground outside
the turbine building. No damage to equipment in the reactor building would occur
since the buildings are not physically connected. The reactor could be safely shutdown
using equipment in the reactor building such as the isolation condensers, CRD, gravity
driven cooling system, or the reactor water cleanup system in the shutdown cooling
mode.

19CC.4.3 Floods During Shutdown

When the plant is shutdown the turbine building systems such as the circulating water
system are not in operation. From a shutdown risk perspective, the main concern is
flooding from systems inside the reactor building such as the fire water system or PSW
that could affect more than one safety division if flood barriers are open for
maintenance.

During shutdown, at least one division of safety equipment will be administratively
controlled to have all its flooding barriers intact and systems associated with this division
will not be scheduled for maintenance as long as the division is designated the intact

* This is for Division 'A', Division "B" sumps also include the corridor outside the pump rooms. Use
of the smaller area is conservative.
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division. If flooding were to occurwithin the intact division, flooding barriers for at least
one other division will be made intact before opening the barriers of the intact division
to mitigate the flood. Actions will be taken from the control room such as closing
isolation valves or tripping pumps but opening of watertight doors will not occur until
a safety division other than the flooding one has all flood barriers intact.

19CC.5 Probabilistic Flood Analysis

19CC.5.1 Introduction

Based on the results of the deterministic internal flooding analysis, a probabilistic
flooding analysis of the reactor and turbine buildings was completed. The objective of
the SBWR probabilistic internal flooding analysis is to identify and provide a
quantitative assessment of the core damage frequency due to internal flooding events.
All potential sources of flooding are considered and preventative and mitigative actions
are evaluated.

Internal floods can cause core damage by.

(1) Initiating an accident sequence which in combination with random failures of
other components results in core damage.

(2) Disabling equipment required to achieve safe shutdown.

Both types of events are evaluated as part of the flooding analysis.

19CC.52 Methodology

The internal flooding core damage frequency is determined by event tree analysis.
Information used in the deterministic flooding analysis concerning flooding prevention
and mitigation systems, building layout, and equipment locations are used to construct
the flooding event trees. Each node of the event tree represents an operator action or
automatic system response to the flood. The probability of success for each node is
sometimes dependent on the success or failure of the previous node. Therefore,
dependencies between flood mitigation actions are accounted for.

One event tree is constructed for each building where a flooding concern exists (i.e.,
reactor and turbine buildings). The first node represents the initiating event frequency.
Subsequent nodes describe mitigation actions to terminate the flood. Successful
termination of the flood requires that the source be isolated or contained and that
equipment remains free from water damage to bring the plant to safe shutdown.

The failure data for flood mitigation components and the flood initiating frequencies
were taken from the ABWR Internal Flooding PRA (ABWR SSAR Attachment 19L)
which is based on operating plant data and the Hatch internal flooding analysis. Table
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19CC-1 lists the component failure rates used in this study. Since the detail design of the
SBWR plant systems has not been completed, several assumptions on flood mitigation
features had to be made. These assumptions are documented in the study. When the
detail design has been completed, the flooding PRA should be reviewed and revised as
necessary. In general, ABWR system configurations were assumed where adequate
design details were not available.

The following assumptions were used to complete the internal flooding PRA:

(1) Flooding events in a given building were assumed to be the worst case flood
(i.e., double ended shear of the pipe). This is a conservative assumption since
most leaks will be due to cracks in pipes not complete breaks.

(2) Direct leaks from the various pools in the plant (e.g.,suppression pool,
GDCS,IC, spent fuel pool) were not considered credible. This is because the
pools are Seismic Category 1 structures that are fully lined. However, breaks
from lines connected to these pools were considered.

(3) Floor drains in each room have been adequately sized to accommodate the
maximum flood source for that room. Blockage of some drain lines can occur,
but the drain lines are assumed, in general, to function.

(4) External floods entering buildings causing internal flooding have not been
considered. The plant site is assumed to be designed for the worst case
flooding level and the grade floor will be one foot above this level.

(5) Operation of the sump pumps has been conservatively assumed to not occur.

(6) Equipment damage due to spray or dripping has not been addressed.
Electrical equipment is assumed to have adequate protection from these
events (i.e., drip covers and spray shields).

(7) All equipment is mounted on one foot pedestals.

(8) Watertight doors will not catastrophically fail due to a head of water applying
pressure in the direction opposite to the door seal seating surface (i.e., force
on the door in the same direction as opening). The seals may leak but no
severe flooding will occur.

19CC.5.3 Reactor Building

The reactor building contains safety related equipment inside the safety envelope. This
includes the transmitters and other hardware associated with the safety system logic
control system (SSLC). Outside the safety envelope are rooms containing the two 0
divisions of reactor component cooling, fuel and auxiliary pools cooling, and reactor
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water cleanup/shutdown cooling systems. These systems are not safety related and are
not required to achieve safe shutdown. Safe shutdown can be achieved through use of
the isolation condensers (ICs), passive containment cooling system (PCCS), and the
gravity driven cooling system (GDCS). Other systems outside the reactor building that
could be used for safe shutdown are feedwater and condensate. Figures 19CC-1 and
19CC-2 are schematics of the reactor building elevation and first floor plan views,
respectively.

The reactor building probabilistic flooding analysis will focus on three areas: inside
primary containment, outside primary containment within the safety envelope, and
outside the safety envelope.

19CC.5.3.1 Inside Primary Containment

Flooding inside primary containment can occur due to breaks in various lines
including: feedwater, main steam, GDCS, IC, and suppression pool (SP) equalizing
lines. The flooding aspects of inside containment line breaks are not significant because
none of the components inside containmentwill be affected by flood waters. The water
will be contained within the drywell and no safety functions will be affected. Therefore,
inside containment flooding will not be evaluated in detail as part of this study.

19CC.5.3.2 Inside the Safety Envelope

Flooding inside the safety envelope can occur primarily due to leaks in the fire water
system and the condensate supply lines to the CRD system. Other sources such as chill
water exist but would result in much smaller flooding rates and volumes than for fire
water and CST. An adequate drainage system is installed such that all leakage in rooms
higher than the first floor will result in the water being directed to the first floor.
Potential flood waters on upper floors will flow to the first floor through installed floor
drains and other openings such as grates in floors, stairwells, and around unsealed
piping penetrations. Therefore, the flooding analysis will focus on the first (i.e., -6400
mm) level. Figure 19CC-3 shows the event tree for flooding inside the safety envelope.

Following initiation of flooding, the sump level detectors will alert the control room
operator to a flooding condition in the safety envelope rooms. If the sump level alarms
do not function, the operator will receive either a high flow signal in the fire water
system or if the flooding is from a line leading to the CST, the operator could observe a
lowering of the CST level; in either case an operator would be sent to investigate. If the
operator does not recognize that flooding has begun, the water will accumulate in the
divisional area in the vicinity of the break and then slowly flow towards the other
divisional areas through the controlled doors. These doors are not watertight but will
offer significant resistance to flooding. For the worst case flood (300 000 gallons) the
water level will rise to a maximum of approximately 4 meters, but the watertight doors
on the divisional rooms will prevent damage to any safety related equipment.
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Flooding inside the safety envelope will not affect normal shutdown systems such as
reactor water cleanup/shutdown cooling (RWCU/SDC), fuel and auxiliary pool
cleaning (FAPC), or plant service water(PSW).

It is conservatively assumed that a manual plant shutdown would be completed for this
flood. In this case, the probability of core damage will be bounded by the turbine trip
with bypass event as analyzed in the SBWR full power PRA. Using this event tree, the
core damage frequency for flooding inside the safety envelope is estimated to be less
than IE-9/year.

19CC.5.3.3 Outside the Safety Envelope

Flooding can be initiated outside the safety envelope due to leaks in the reactor
component cooling water system (RCCW), PSW, FAPC, or RWCU/SDC systems. These
are called the defense-in-depth systems as they can be used to remove decay heat and
maintain the core covered if all safety related systems were to fail. Leaks in the fire water
system and accumulation of flood waters from higher floors can also occur, but these
will be of a lesser concern than the larger systems previously mentioned. The worst case
leak will be from the unlimited PSW system and so the flooding analysis for outside the
safety envelope will focus on this source. Figure 19CC-4 shows the event tree for
flooding outside the safety envelope.

A leak in the PSWwill be detected by a mismatch in measured PSW pump flow returned
to the ultimate heat sink (UHS) and the pump head curve for the pump. An alarm will
annunciate in the control room for a mismatch greater than 1000 GPM alerting the
operator to a potential flooding condition. The operator must investigate the location
of the leak to determine if a flooding condition exists. The watertight door in the room
will prevent water from entering the corridor surrounding the safety envelope.

A manual valve outside the reactor building can be closed locally by the operator to
terminate the flood if the leak is in the RCCW room. In the unlikely event that no
operator action is taken in response to the flow alarm, the flood waters would begin to
accumulate in the RCCW room and floor drains would direct the flood waters to the
divisional sump. In this case, a sump pump alarm will be actuated in the control room
and again the operator should manually isolate the flooding. If flooding were to
continue, the water could flow past the RCCW pipe penetrations on the second floor
and enter the corridor. The water would then flow down the floor drains and
accumulate in the corridor of the first floor. The watertight doors on the equipment
rooms would stop any water from entering rooms for the other division of defense-in-
depth systems.

If the operator were not to act on the high flow or sump pump alarms, flooding would
continue and it is assumed that when the water level rose to the second level in the
corridor that flood water would enter the second division of defense in depth
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equipment. A sump pump alarm for the second division would then actuate in the
control room giving the operator a third opportunity to detect the flooding. If no action
was taken, both divisions of RCCW would be lost.

Flooding can only affect the defense-in-depth core cooling systems and the safety
related systems will not be damaged. The plant could be safely shutdown using the safety
related systems, any available division of defense-in-depth core cooling systems, or non-
safety related equipment in the turbine building (e.g., condensate, main condenser).
This flooding event is bounded by the loss of reactor building component cooling water
(RCCW) event in the full power PRA. Using the loss of RCCW event tree, the core
damage frequency for this event is estimated to be less than IE-9/yr.

19CC.5.4 Turbine Building

Although the turbine building does not contain any safety related equipment, a flood
in the turbine building can lead to loss of equipment that would result in a plant
transient. Therefore, the safety implications of this flood must be considered. Flooding
in the turbine building could be caused by leaks in the feed and condensate system or
the circulatingwatersystem (CW). Floodingdue to the unlimited CWsystem is the worst
case flood for the turbine building and therefore the flooding analysis will focus on this
event. Figure 19CC-5 shows the event tree for flooding in the turbine building.

A break in the CW system will cause water to collect in the condenser pit. Water level
sensors will send an alarm to the operator and trip all CW pumps and automatically
close isolation valves for each pump. If the level sensors were to fail, the water level
would increase to grade level. At grade level, there are equipment doors that would be
expected to fail due to the water pressure and allow the water to exit the turbine
building onto the ground outside. This event is similar to a loss of turbine building
closed cooling water (TBCCW) event as analyzed in the full power PRA.

Using the loss of TBCCW event tree, the core damage frequency for this event is
estimated to be approximately 2.OE-9/yr.

19CC.6 Results and Interface Requirements

This section summarizes the results of the SBWR probabilistic flooding analysis
including insights gained from the analysis, important flooding design features,
operator actions to prevent/mitigate potential flooding, system reliability goals to
ensure validation of probabilistic core damage estimates, and the conclusions reached
on the ability of the SBWR to withstand postulated internal flooding.

19CC.6.1 Results

The results from the SBWR probabilistic risk analysis are that the total core damage
frequency for internal flooding is less than 2.OE-9/yr. The reactor building core damage
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frequency is approximately 4.OE-1 0/yr and the turbine building core damage frequency
is approximately 2.OE-9/yr.

19CC.6.2 Insights Gained From Analysis

Completion of the SBWR probabilistic flooding analysis has led to the following insights
on the flooding mitigation capability of the SBWR.

(1) The SBWR design provides significant capability to mitigate internal flooding
due to the physical layout of the plant (e.g., few water sources inside the safety
envelope of the reactor building where all safety equipment is located and
physically independent buildings that will not propagate floods between
buildings).

(2) No operator actions are required to mitigate flooding although timely
operator action can limit flood damage.

(3) All postulated floods can be mitigated without taking credit for sump pump
operation.

(4) Due to the inherent flood mitigating capabilities of the SBWR, only afew flood
specific design features must be relied upon to mitigate all postulated floods.
These features are: watertight doors on rooms in the reactor building first
floor, pump trips and valve dosure for the circulating water system, and floor
drains in all floors of the reactor building.

19CC.6.3 Important Design Features (Input to ITAAC)

Table 6-1 lists the features of the SBWR design that contribute to its capability to
withstand postulated flooding. Also included in the table are the rationale for how each
feature helps to prevent/mitigate postulated floods.

Of all the features summarized in Table 19CC-2, the following are considered the most
important

* Level sensors in the turbine building to automatically trip the circulating water
pumps and close isolation valves upon detection of a high water level in the turbine
bay.

* Flow sensors in the PSW system to detect a higher than required pump flow
condition indicative of a PSW line break. When a high flow condition is detected, a
signal is sent to the control room alerting the operator to a potential flood
condition.
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* Watertight doors on the following rooms in the reactor building first floor: RCCW,
FAPCS, RWCU/SDC, and the ECCS divisional rooms.

* Floor drains in all reactor building floors abcve the first floor.

* Equipment mounted on one foot high pedestals.

19CC.6.4 Operator Actions (Input to EPGs)

Operator actions are not required to prevent flooding from causing core damage.
Automatic features such as pump trips and valve closures in conjunction with watertight
doors are adequate to protect the core. However, timely operator action could limit the
damage to equipment following potential flooding. Specifically, operator action to
manually trip pumps, close valves, or divert water by opening doors could all limit
potential flood damage.

It is assumed that flood procedures exist and operators are well trained to respond to
flooding events. The probability of operator failure to act following a flood was
conservatively evaluated using engineering judgment. The following failure rates were
used depending on the time available for action in response to a flood:

* .1 for less than 30 minutes

* .05 for up to one hour

* .01 for greater than one hour.

19CC.6.5 Reliability Goals (Input to RAP)

The results of the SBWR probabilistic flooding analysis indicate that the following
equipment is important to reducing the risk due to internal flooding and should be
included in the SBWR reliability assurance program (RAP):

Equipment Reliability Goal

Watertight doors IE-3/demand

Sump level switches IE-3/demand

Pump trip 1E-3/demand

Isolation valve closure 4E-3/demand
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19CC.6.6 Conclusions

The conclusions from the conservative SBWR probabilistic flooding analysis is that the
core damage frequency from postulated flooding is acceptable low. The estimated core
damage from all potential flood sources is less than 2.OE-9/year.

The SBWR is inherently safe regarding internal flooding and no operator actions are
required to mitigate postulated floods although timely operator action can reduce
damage to equipment following flooding. All potential floods have been analyzed and
it has been shown that the plant can be safely shutdown with low risk to plant personnel
and the general public.
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Table 19CC-1 Component Failure Rates

Equipment Failure Rate
Watertight doors 1E-3/demand

Sump level switches 1E-3/demand

Pump trip 1E-3/demand

Isolation valve closure 4E-3/demand

Table 19CC-2 SBWR Features to Prevent/Mitigate Flooding

Feature Benefit

Physical separation of four safety divisions

Safety division rooms on first floor of reactor
building have watertight doors

Alarmed doors

Pipe chases

Room sump pump and alarms

Floor drains

Room water level sensors and system flow sensors

Fire water flow indication alarmed In the control
room

Motor control centers have NEMA Type 4
enclosures

Drip proof motors

Equipment mounted on pedestals

Flood in corridor of reactor building will not
affect all four divisions

Prevents flood waters from entering
divisional rooms from fire water or CST
breaks

Alert operator to loss of room integrity

Contains potential flooding of high pressure
systems (e.g., feedwater and main steam)

Remove water from rooms to protect
equipment and to alert operators to potential
flooding

Directs water from upper level rooms to the
first floor for removal by the sump pumps

Automatically trip pumps and close isolation
valves to terminate flooding and to alert the
operator to a flooding condition

Alerts the operator to initiation of fire water
flow and possible flood concern

Protects MCCs from damage due to water
from pipe break or fire hose flow

Protects motors from spray and falling liquids

Enhance ability of equipment to survive
potential flooding
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19D SBWR Seismic Margins Analysis

19D.1 Introduction

A seismic margins analysis has been conducted for the SBWR using a modification of
the Fragility Analysis method of Reference 19D-1 to calculate high confidence low
probability of failure (HCLPF) accelerations for important components and accident
classes. HCLPF values were calculated for components and structures using the
relationship:

HCLPF = Am*exp(-2.326*Bc) (19D-1)

where:

Am = is the median peak ground acceleration corresponding to 50%

failure probability

Bc = is the logarithmic standard deviation of the component or

structure fragility.

The resulting HCLPF acceleration corresponds essentially to the 95th percent
confidence level that at that acceleration the failure probability of a particular structure
or component is less than 0.05 (5%). HCLPFs for accident sequences were evaluated
through use of event trees, and seismic system analysis was performed with fault trees to
determine HCLPFs of essential systems.

The seismic margins analysis evaluates the capability of the plant and equipment to
withstand a large earthquake (2*SSE). In this analysis, two alternative methods were
used to evaluate the seismic accident sequences-a "convolution" method and a
"min/max" method.

In the convolution method, accident sequences are evaluated by combining input
fragility curves according to the Boolean expression for each sequence. Seismic and
random/human failure probabilities are calculated and combined (convolved) for
discrete intervals of ground acceleration, and then integrated over the range of interest.

In the min/max method, input fragilities are combined by using the lowest (minimum)
HCLPF value of a group of inputs operating in OR logic, and by using the highest
(maximum) HCLPF value of a group of inputs operating in AND logic.

Because of manual pressure relief capability in the SBWR design as an ultimate means
of containment heat removal, and because an earthquake would not prevent this
capability, failure of containment heat removal is not modeled in the seismic margins
analysis. (There are no Class II sequences in the analysis.) There are two normally open
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valves in the containment vent line; however, the seismic event would not cause open
valves to close.

19D.2 Component And Structure Fragility-Am,Be

Component and structure fragility values have been established for selected structures
and components that have been identified as potentially important to the seismic
margins analysis. The fragility values used in the analysis are shown in Table 19D-1,
together with the calculated component/structure and system HCLPFs. All Category I
structures have been given the Amvalue of 1.7g, as a conservatively low capacity. The
component fragility values are based on generic components used in operating plants
having SSEs of 0.15-0.2 g. These component fragilities are conservative for a plant
designed and built to an SSE of 0.3 g. For more information regarding the development
of these fragilities and capacities, refer to Appendix 19H of the ABWR Standard Safety
Analysis Report. Some of these component fragility values may be revised at such time
as a more detailed fragility analysis is conducted for SBWR.

191D.3 Event Tree Analysis

The event trees used in the SBWR Level 1 seismic margins analysis are shown on
Figures 19D-I through 19D-3. The individual paths through the event trees represent
the accident sequences which are input to the seismic margins analysis. There is
essentially only one seismic event tree, but it is presented on three figures representing
transfers from Figure 19D-I to Figures 19D-2 and 19D-3. The event trees show the
random failure probabilities and HCLPFs for each top event. Human error probabilities
(HEPs) are included in the random failure probabilities.

19D.3.1 Support State Event Tree

The seismic event tree of Figure 19D-I starts with the spectrum of seismic events,
considers whether or not there is a structural failure (node SI), whether or not offsite
power is lost (node LOP) and continues from there. Because of the ground rules of the
analysis and the relative values of seismic fragilities, loss of structural integrity results in
core damage, and survival of offsite power results in successful event termination. Thus,
all remaining accident sequences on Figure 19D-1 are for cases of no structural failure,
but always with loss of offsite power.

The success or failure of emergency AC power and/or service water (node PWSW), and
the emergency DC power (station batteries-node DCPW) are taken into consideration
in Figure 19D-1 to account for support system dependencies. The condition of
successful emergency AC and DC power and successful scram is indicated by the ET
transfer and is shown on Figure 19D-2. The condition of successful emergency AC and
DC power, but with failure to scram is indicated by the ATWS transfer, and is shown on
Figure 19D-3.
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The condition of failure of emergency AC power and/or service water continues on
Figure 19D-1. The next questions are whether or not there is a loss of DC power (station
batteries) and failure to scram (node SCRAM). With successful DC power and scram,
the isolation condenser (node IC) and GDCS (node GDCS) are the only available
means of water injection into the RPV since all AC power is lost. If the isolation
condenser is not available, the reactor must be depressurized (node DPRS) for use of
the GDCS. If the GDCS is used for injection, the PCCS (node WP) is needed for long-
term heat removal. At this stage of the design, no provisions have been made for the use
of firewater for emergency injection into the reactor pressure vessel. Firewater is not a
feature in this SBWR seismic analysis.

19D.3.2 LOSP with Emergency Power and Scram Event Tree

In the event tree of Figure 19D-2 (ET transfer), either the isolation condenser or CRD
water can be used for high-pressure injection. If CRD water is used for high-pressure
injection, RWCU or FAPCS must be used for long-term heat removal (node WH/WL).
If high-pressure injection systems fail, the reactor must be depressurized for
low-pressure system use (GDCS in LPCI mode-node GDCS). The PCCS is then used for
long-term decay heat removal (node WP).

19D.3.3 ATWS Event Tree

Figure 19D-3 (ATWS transfer) represents failure to scram, and requires standby liquid
control (automatic initiation from an ATWS signal-node SLC). SRVs must lift to prevent
overpressure (node SRVP), and ADS must be prevented (automatically and with
manual backup-node LADS). The isolation condenser (node IC) or CRD water (node
CRDIJ) can be used for high-pressure injection. In this ATWS analysis, if high-pressure
systems fail, core damage results. No credit is given to low-pressure injection in ATWS
events. Reactor water cleanup or fuel and auxiliary pool cooling systems can be used for
decay heat removal (node WH/WL)

19D.4 System Analysis

The fault trees used in the seismic system analysis are shown on Figures 19D4 through
19D-16. The seismic system analysis calculates the probability of seismic failure of each
of the important systems throughout the seismic ground acceleration spectrum. The
system seismic failure probabilities are then input to the event trees and combined with
random system failure probabilities and human errors. One of the important ground
rules of the seismic margins analysis is that all like components in a system always fail
together.

The reactor protection system, control rod drive system, and alternate rod insertion
system were not modeled specifically, since the failure of control rods to insert is
dominated by the seismic fragility of the fuel assemblies, control rod guide tubes, and
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0
housings. A seismic fault tree for reactivity control is shown on Figure 19D-8 including
reactor internals and hydraulic control unit.

A seismic fault tree for the standby liquid control system is shown separately on
Figure 19D-9. Failure of the standby liquid control system is dominated by failure of the
boron accumulator tank.

Since the most fragile analyzed component in the plant is the ceramic insulator in the
switchyard, loss of offsite power dominates the analysis, and the availability of

i emergency power is very important. The AC power fault tree (Figure 19D-5) is for
emergency AC power. In the loss of emergency AC power fault tree, the more fragile
components are the diesel generator, transformer, motor control center, inverter, and
circuit breaker. The DC power fault tree (Figure 19D-6) is actually two trees-one with
and one without availability of AC power. For the tree with AC power available, both the
batteries and charger must fail. The charger is the more fragile component.

Systems and equipment which require offsite power, such as the feedwater system, were
not modeled since offsite power is presumed to be not available for the core damage
sequences.

Essential service water is as important as emergency power, and its loss would have much
the same effect as the loss of emergency power. The loss-of-service-water fault tree is
shown on Figure 19D-7. The more fragile components in this system are the service
water pump, heat exchanger, and room air conditioning unit. The service water pump
house, with a HCLPF of 0.60, is included in this fault tree.

Structure failures that could contribute to seismic core damage are grouped together as
shown on Figure 191)4. In this analysis, any structure failure is conservatively presumed
to result in core damage. Although all structures have been grouped together with the
same low fragility value, the structures believed to have the lowest seismic capacity are
the reactor building and control building.

The remainder of the fault trees are for core cooling and containment cooling
(Figures 19D-10 through 19D-16). The more fragile components in these systems are
pumps and heat exchangers.
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19D.5 Accident Sequence HCLPF Analysis

Seismic fragility of a structure or component is defined as the conditional probability of
its failure as a function of peak ground acceleration. The probability model adopted for
each component fragility is the log-normal distribution. The density function for the
component fragility, f(g), can be written:

In g

fg -exp -[ I (19D-2)

where:

Am = Median capacity of the component

BC = Logarithmic standard deviation of the fragility function

g = Peak ground acceleration

The cumulative distribution of the component fragility, F(g), will then be:

F (g) | l2P e 1) (dg)[ d (19D-3)

19D.5.1 Convolution Analysis

If a system, S, (or sequence) contains two components (AB) operating in OR logic, the
failure of either component will fail the system (S = A + B), and the cumulative fragility
distribution of the system is one minus the product of their complementary cumulative
fragility distributions:

Fs(g) = 1- (1-FA(g)) * (1-FB(g)) (19D-4)

On the other hand, if two elements operate in AND logic, only the failure of both
components will fail the system (S = A * B), and the cumulative fragility distribution of
the system is the product of their cumulative fragility distributions:

Fs(g) = FA(g) * FB(g) (19D-5)
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Using the two principles above, the distribution function of each system fragility is
obtained by combining its component fragility functions based on its Boolean
expression derived from the system fault tree.

Similarly, the distribution for each accident sequence is derived from system fragility
functions by using the Boolean expression obtained from the seismic accident sequence
event trees. The fifth and fiftieth percentiles of the combined cumulative distribution
of each accident sequence are used to obtain the A. and Bc for the corresponding
sequence. Then the HCLPF of each accident sequence is obtained by using the formula
presented in the Introduction (Section 19D.1), as follows:

HCLPF = Am*exp (-2.326*Bc), (1 9D-6)

where the parameters Am and Bc are the parameters of the lognormal distribution of
the accident sequence. This value is approximately equal to the first percentile of the
combined cumulative distribution of each accident sequence.

19D.5.2 Min\Max Analysis

If a system, S, (or sequence) contains two components (AB) operating in OR logic, the
failure of either component will fail the system (S = A + B), but the cumulative fragility
distribution of the system is governed by the fragility distribution of the weakest
component. This principle is applied to the system fault trees, which generally are made
up of OR gates.

If two elements operate in AND logic, only the failure of both components will fail the
system (S = A * B), but the cumulative fragility distribution of the system is governed by
the fragility distribution of the strongest component. This principle is applied to
accident sequences, which are composed of ANDed elements.

19D.6 Results Of The Analyses

The results of the seismic margins analysis are shown on the event trees and in
Table 19D-2 in terms of HCLPF values for the accident sequences using the convolution
and min-max methods. As seen in the event trees and the table, the HCLPF values for
all accident sequences are equal to or greater than 0.60g, which is twice the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE = 0.30g).

The results of the convolution analysis in terms of accident classes are shown in Table
19D-3.

The combination of HCLPF and random failure probabilities of accident sequences are
described in Table 19D-4.
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19D.7 References
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Table 19D-1 SBWR Structures, System, And Component Fragility

MED-CP LOGSTD HCLPF I Random Failure
System I Component. (Am) I (BC) (In G) Probability

1. Plant Ess. Structures (SI) 1.7 .45 .60 0.0

-Seismic Category I Structure 1.7 .45 .60 0.0

2. Support Systems

a. AC Power (PW) 1.8 .46 .62 2.3E-1

-Diesel Generator 1.8 .46 .62

-Transformer (480 V AC) 1.8 .46 .62

-Motor Control Center 1.8 .46 .62

-Inverter 2.2 .46 .75

-Cable Tray 3.0 .60 .74

-Circuit Breaker 2.0 .50 .63

b. Service Water (SW) 1.7 .45 .60 0.1

-Pump (Motor Driven) 1.8 .46 .62

-Heat Exchanger 2.0 .45 .70

-Motor Operated Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Room Air Cond. Unit 2.0 .50 .63

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

-SW Pump House 1.7 .45 .60

-AC Ducting 3.0 .60 .74

c. DC Power (DCPW) 3.3 .46 1.13 <1.OE-3

With AC Available

-Batteries & 3.3 .46 1.13

-Battery Charger 2.2 .46 .75

With AC Failed

-Batteries 3.3 .46 1.13

-Cable Tray 3.0 .60 .74

3. Reactivity Control Sys. (SCRAM) 1.2 .35 .53 <1.OE-3

-RPV Internals 1.2 .35 .53

-Hydraulic Control Unit 2.0 .50 .63
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Table 19D-1 SBWR Structures, System, And Component Fragility (Continued)

MEDCP I LOGSTD HCLPF Random Failure
System / Component (Am) (B)1 (in G)I Probability

4. Standby Liquid Cont. Sys. (SLC) 2.1 .45 .74 4.2E-3

-SLC Accumulator Tank 2.1 .45 .74

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Squib Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

5. Gravity Driv. Cool. Sys. (GDCS) 2.0 .50 .63 <1.OE-3

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Squib Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Circuit Breaker 2.0 .50 .63

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

6. Isolation Condenser (IC) 2.0 .45 .70 <E-3,7.5E-3

-Condenser 2.0 .45 .70

-MO Valve & 3.0 .60 .74

-Nitrogen Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Discharge Valve (MO) 3.0 .60 .74

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

7. Depressurization (DPRS) 3.0 .60 .74 <1.0E-3

-Safety Relief Valve & 3.0 .60 .74

-Depressurization Valve 3.0 .60 .74

8. Passive Core Cool. Sys. (PCCS) 3.0 .60 .74 3.OE-3

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

9. CRD Injection (CRDIJ) 1.8 .46 .62 0.14, 0.45

-Pump (Motor Driven) 1.8 .46 .62

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-MO Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74
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Table 19D-1 SBWR Structures, System, And Component Fragility (Continued)

MEDLCP LOGSTD HCLPF Random Failure
System / Component (Am) (Be) (in G) Probability

10. Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) 1.8 .46 .62 0.17

-Pump (Motor Driven) 1.8 .46 .62

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-MO Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

11. Fuel & Aux. Pool Cool (FAPCS) 1.8 .46 .62 0.11

-Pump (Motor Driven) 1.8 .46 .62

-Check Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-MO Valve 3.0 .60 .74

-Piping 3.0 .60 .74

12. Inhibit ADS (lADS) 3.0 .60 .74 2.9E-3

-Safety Relief Valve 3.0 .60 .74

13. SRV Overpressure Prot.(SRVP) 3.0 .60 .74 <1.OE-3

-Safety Relief Valve 3.0 .60 .74

Note: HCLPF = Am*exp((-2.326*Bc)
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Table 19D-2 Seismic Margin for SBWR Accident Sequences

HCLPF (g)

Accident Sequence Number Convolution Min-Max

1 1.70 1.13

2 1.55 1.13

3 1.33 0.74

4 1.02 0.70

5 1.30 0.74

6 0.63 0.60

7 1.18 0.74

8 0.95 0.74

9 0.60 0.60

10 1.09 0.70

11 1.42 0.74

12 1.14 0.70

13 1.39 0.74

14 0.89 0.62

15 1.16 0.70

16 0.97 0.70

17 0.89 0.74

18 0.90 0.74

19 0.83 0.74
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Table 19D-3 Seismic Margins for SBWR Accident Classes

HCLPF (g)

Accident Class Convolution Min-Max

I-BD 1.14 0.70

I-BH 0.86 0.62

I-BL 1.42 0.74

I-C 1.20 1.13

l1-D 0.85 0.74

III-BE 1.02 0.70

III-BL 1.33 0.74

IV 0.58 0.60
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Table 19D-4 HCLPF Derivation for the SBWR Accident Sequences (Min/Max
Method)

Sequence 1: DCPW*IC-.1.13g*(0.70g+7.5E.3)

:1.13g

Sequence 2: DCPW*SCRAM - 1.13g*0.53g -

:1.13g

Sequence 3: PWSW*IC1*WP- (0.60g+2.3E-1)*0.70g*0.749-

:0.7 4g

Sequence 4: PWSW*IC1*GDCS - (0.60g+2.3E-1)*0.70g*0.63g-

:0.70g

Sequence 5: PWSW*IC1*DPRS - (0.60g+2.3E-1)*0.70g*0.74g-

: 0.74g

Sequence 6: PWSW*SCRAM - (0.60g+2.3E-1)*0.53g-

0.60g+0.53g*2.3E-1

Sequence 7: PWSW*DCPW*IC - (0.609+2.3E-1)*0.74g*(0.70g+7.5E-3)-

:0. 74g

Sequence 8: PWSW*DCPW*SCRAM - (0.60g+2.3E-1)*0.74g*0.53g

:0.7 4g

Sequence 9: SI - 0.60g

: 0.6 0g
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Table 19D-4 HCLPF Derivation for the SBWR Accident Sequences (Min/Max
Method) (Continued)

SequencelO: IC*WH*WL-0.70g*(0.62g+1.7E-1)*(0.62g+1.1E-1) -

:0.70g

Sequencell: IC*CRDIJ*WP-0.70g*(0.62g+1.4E-1)*(0.74g+3.OE-3)-

:0.74g+0.70g*3.OE-3

Sequence 12: IC*CRDIJ*GDCS -0.70g*(0.62g+1.4E-1)*0.63g-

:0.70g

Sequence 13: IC*CRDIJ*DPRS 0 O.70g*(0.62g+1.4E-1)*0.74g

:0.7 4g

Sequence 14: SCRAM*WH*WL-0.53g*(0.62g+1.7E-1)*(0.62g+1.1E-1)-

:0.53g*(0.62g+1.9E-2)

0.62g+0.53g*1.9E-2

Sequence 15: SCRAM*IC*WH*WL -40.53g*0.70g*(0.62g+1.9E-2)

0.70g

Sequence 16: SCRAM*IC*CRDIJ - 0.53g*0.70g*(0.62g+4.5E-1)

: 0.7 0g

Sequence 17: SCRAM*IADS - 0.53g*(0.74g+2.9E-3)

:0.74g+0.53g*2.9E-3

Sequence 18: SCRAM*SRVP - 0.53g*0.74g-

: 0.74g
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Table 19D-4 HCLPF Derivation for the SBWR Accident Sequences (Min/Max
Method) (Continued)

Sequence 19: SCRAM*SLC -0.53g*(0.74g+4.2E-3) -

: 0.74g+0.53g*4.2E-3
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19E Consequence Analysis

This appendix describes the consequence evaluation. Key inputs and assumptions are
described. The calculated results are compared to consequence related goals to show
that the goals are satisfied.

Ce
The MACAS Version 1.5 computer code (Reference 19E-1) was used to determine the
consequences of potential reactor accidents. The MACCS code evaluates offsite dose
and consequences for each accident category over a range of possible weather
conditions and evacuation assumptions. The MACCS code models are described in
Reference 19E-1, Volume 2. The rationale for site related input selection is presented
in Section 19E.I. This data and data from the containment performance analysis is
presented in Section 19E.2. The calculated results are compared to the goals in
Section 19E.3.

19E.1 Site Assumptions

The evaluation of the consequences of a reactor accident is closely tied to the site
parameters (e.g., weather, population, and land use). Envelope site parameters for
deterministic evaluations are provided in Chapter 2 along with the standard MACCS
input file used in this analysis. For probabilistic consequence evaluations, additional site
related assumptions were required. They are described below.

Meteorology
In the original WASH-1400 analysis (Reference 19E-3), a number of actual site
meteorologies were used. However, the original WASH-1400 meteorology data files are
not compatible with the MACCS code. For this study, the Reference 19E4
meteorological reference data set which is indicative of meteorological data
significantly worse than the average U.S. site and which, in fact, represents weather
worse than 80% of U.S. sites. Therefore the results in this study are not indicative of an
average U.S. site as was the original purpose of reference 3 but represent a pseudo-
bounding evaluation for most U.S. sites.

Population
For the SBWR consequence evaluation, the population data was taken from
Reference 19E-4 and is given in Chapter 2, Appendix 2A.

Evacuation
Many evacuation related characteristics (i.e. local roads, population demographics,
emergency services) are quite site specific. No general guidance has been given for
generic evacuation evaluations by the NRC. The evacuation parameters used in this
study are conservative assumptions in that no actual evacuations in terms of physical
movement were assumed rather sheltering as the primary mode of protection for the
public was used. The actual values used can be found in Chapter 2, Appendix 2A.
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19E.2 MACCS Input Data

The base input deck used for this analysis is found in Appendix 2A of this SSAR. Along
with base input deck ten specific cases of fission product releases were evaluated. These
ten cases were a logical grouping of the multiple events considered in Appendix 19B.
The resultant cases are shown in Tables 19E-1 and 19E-2. Each table is discussed below.

Table 19E-1 presents the primary timing and probability parameters for the MACCS
cases. For example, Case 2 represents events "mplscd" and "Iplscv" and is evaluated as a
combination of the event probabilities for both events. The probabilities are presented
in terms of frequency per year. Therefore for events "mplscd" and "lplscv", the timing
of releases of "mplscd" were used with a frequency of 8.05x10-10 + 1 .08x10-8= 1 .16x104
per year for case 2. The time to release parameter represents the time in hours from
event initiation to the time at which fission products are released to the environment.
The duration of release is the total time in hours during which fission products are
released. The actual releases in terms of puff releases are however based upon the
release curves presented in Appendix 19B and are given in Appendix 2A of Chapter 2.
Itwas also conservatively assumed that there was no warning time or evacuation and that
all releases were ground level without plume buoyancy.

Table 19E-2 presents the fission products releases as a fraction of total core inventory.

19E.3 Comparison of Results to Goals

Goals
Three major consequence related goals were established for SBWR. These goals are:

* Individual Risk Goal. The risk to an average individual in the 'vicinity" of a nuclear
power plant to prompt fatalities that might result from reactor accidents should not
exceed one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the sum of 'prompt fatality risks"
resulting from other accidents to which members of the U.S. Population are
generally exposed. As noted in the Safety Goals Policy statement, "Vicinity" is
defined as the area within one mile of the plant site boundary. "Prompt Fatality
Risks" are defined as those risks to which the average individual residing in the
vicinity of the plant is exposed to as a result of normal daily activities. Such risks are
the sum of risks which result in fatalities from such activities as driving, household
chores, occupational activities, etc. For this evaluation the sum of prompt fatality
risks was taken as the U.S. accidental death risk value of 39.1 deaths per 100,000
people per year based on Reference 19E-5.

* Societal Risk Goal. The risk to the population in the area "near" a nuclear power
plant of cancer fatalities that might result from nuclear power plant operation
should not exceed one- tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of the sum of the "cancer
fatality risks" resulting from all other causes. As noted in the Safety Goal Policy
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Statement, "near" is defined as within 10 miles of the plant. The "cancer fatality risk"
was taken as 169 deaths per 100,000 people per year based upon 1983 statistics in
Reference 19E-6.

* Radiation Dose Goal. The probability of exceeding a whole body dose of 0.25 Sievert
(25 Rem) at a distance of one-half mile from the reactor shall be less than one in a
million per reactor year.

The calculated results are compared to these goals in the following sections.

Results
The results from the internal events analysis are shown in Table 19E-3. A plot of whole
body dose at a distance of one half mile against cumulative probability is shown in
Figure 19E-1. Based on these results, the SBWR meets the established consequence
related goals.

19E.4 References

19E-1 Chanin, D.I., et al, MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System (MACCS),
NUREG/CR-4691, Feb 1990.
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Table 19E-1
Event Binning and Release Parameters for Consequence Analysis

Event Probability Time to Release Duration of Release
Name * (per year) Case # (hrs) (hrs)t

IpIsn 6.39E-08 1 8.3 116.7

mplscd 8.05E-10 2 9.2 70.7

IpIscv 1.08E-08 2 8.3 71.7

IpIsb 4.83E-11 3 8.3 116.7

hpsg 5.51 E-10 4 3.3 121.6

hpscg 4.27E-09 4 3.2 121.7

hpn 7.69E-09 4 3.2 76.7

Ipesn 6.97E-08 5 1.6 123.3

lpescd 1.63E-09 6 1.5 78.4

lpescv 1.14E-08 7 1.5 78.5

Ipeswv 2.31E-10 7 1.6 78.4

vrsn 3.92E-09 8 0.3 124.7

vrsx 1.03E-10 9 0.3 53.7

vrscv 6.27E-10 10 0.2 79.8

Warning time for all cases - none
Sensible Heat of Release for all cases = 0.0
Release Height for all cases = ground level.

* See Appendix 19B for a discussion of event sequences and definition of event
names.

t Duration of Release for total integrated release. For actual parameters used to in
terms of segmented releases, see Appendix 2A.
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9 Table 19E-2 Fission Product Cumulative Release Values for Consequence Analysis C

4 Event Noble
name Case Gas lodines Cesium Tellurium Strontium Molybdenum Lanthanum Cerium Barium Antimony :

n IpIsn 1 1.8E-03 1.3E-04 1.3E-04 1.4E-08 1.6E-06 4.5E-05 1.1E-07 7.1E-07 7.0E-06 2.7E-04
* mpiscd 2 1.0E+00 2.0E-03 6.3E-03 1.9E-02 1.9E-07 5.8E-08 9.7E-08 4.9E-07 1.4E-06 8.0E-02

IpIscv 2 1.0E+00 1.6E-03 5.6E-03 1.0E-02 1.9E-06 4.9E-05 2.8E-07 1.5E-06 7.9E-06 2.4E-02

0 IpIsb 3 1.0E+00 8.4E-01 8.7E-01 2.3E-02 9.5E-03 3.0E-01 2.5E-04 2.OE-03 6.6E-02 7.0E-01
; hpsg 4 2.3E-03 1.6E-04 8.9E-05 4.7E-07 1.3E-06 8.2E-05 3.3E-08 3.5E-07 1.1E-06 3.8E-04

% hpscg 4 1.0E-03 2.4E-05 2.0E-05 2.6E-05 1.4E-07 6.9E-06 3.4E-09 4.3E-08 1.8E-07 7.8E-05
W hpn 4 4.9E-04 9.6E-06 8.0E-06 6.8E-08 2.1E-08 1.4E-06 5.7E-10 5.4E-09 1.9E-08 1.4E-05

Ipesn 5 1.4E-03 8.7E-05 9.3E-05 1.4E-08 1.1E-06 3.8E-05 3.9E-07 1.6E-06 5.6E-06 2.6E-04

lpescd 6 8.9E-01 7.9E-02 9.5E-02 2.1E-01 1.6E-06 4.5E-05 6.4E-07 2.9E-06 7.5E-06 3.9E-01

lpescv 7 1.0E+00 6.OE-04 9.1E-04 4.6E-03 1.6E-06 4.5E-05 6.3E-07 2.9E-06 6.6E-06 1.1E-02
Ipeswv 7 1.OE+00 1.1E-04 9.3E-04 1.2E-05 1.3E-06 4.1 E-05 2.3E-07 9.0E-07 6.2E-06 5.5E-02

vrsn 8 1.2E-03 3.4E-05 3.2E-05 2.0E-08 1.1E-09 O.OE+00 3.72-09 7.7E-09 2.2E-09 2.8E-05

vrsx 9 1.0E+00 1.2E-01 1.0E-01 6.0E-04 4.7E-05 1.3E-03 2.9E-04 6.0E-04 3.1E-04 6.9E-02

vrscv 0 1.OE+00 7.4E-05 1.1E-04 1.2E-04 2.6E-07 O.OE+00 1.3E-07 6.6E-07 5.6E-07 1.OE-04

__
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Table 199E-3 Consequence Goals and Results

Goal Numerical Goal Result

Individual Risk <3.9x1 07 1.5x10-11
(0.1%)

Societal Risk <1.7x1 0-6 4.1x10-12

(<O.1 %)

Radiation Dose <10.6 4x10 9

Probability at 0.25Sievert
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19F Design Alternatives (SAMDAS)

19F.1 Introduction

19F.1.1 Background

The term "severe accident" refers to those events which are "beyond the substantial
coverage of design basis events" and includes those for which there is substantial
damage to the reactor core whether or not there are serious off-site consequences, see
Severe Accident Policy Statement, 50 Fed. Reg. 32,138,32,139 (August 8,1985). Fornew
reactor designs, such as the SBWR, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), in
satisfaction of its severe accident safety requirements, is requiring, among other things,
the evaluation of design alternatives to reduce the radiological risk from a severe
accident by preventing substantial core damage (i.e., preventing a severe accident) or
by limiting releases from the containment in the event that substantial core damage
occurs (i.e., mitigating the impacts of a severe accident).

The Commission's severe accident safety requirements for new designs are set forth in
10 CFR Part 52, §52.47(a) (1) (ii), (iv) and (v). Paragraph 52.47(a) (1) (ii) references the
Commission's Three Mile Island safety requirements in §50.34(f). Paragraph
52.47(a) (1) (iv) concerns the treatment of unresolved safety issues and generic safety
issues. Paragraph 52.47(a) (1) (v) requires the performance of a design-specific
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). The Severe Accident Policy Statement elaborates
what the Commission is requiring for new designs. The Safety Goal Policy Statement sets
goals and objectives for determining an acceptable level of radiological risk.

As part of its application for certification of the SBWVR design, GE has prepared a
Standard Safety Analysis Report (SBWR SSAR). Chapter 19 of the SBWR SSAR
demonstrates how the SBWR design meets the Commission's severe accident safety
requirements and policies. In particular, Chapter 19 includes:

* Identification of the dominant severe accident sequences and associated source
terms for the SBWR design;

X Descriptions of modifications that have been made to the SBWR design, based on
the results of the Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA), to prevent or mitigate severe
accidents and thereby reduce the risk of a severe accident;

* Bases for concluding that "all reasonable steps [have been taken] to reduce the
chances of occurrence of a severe accident involving substantial damage to the
reactor core and to mitigate the consequences of such an accident should one
occur," (Severe Accident Policy Statement (50 Fed. Reg. 32,139)); and

X Bases for concluding that the safety goals, (Safety Goals for the Operations of
Nuclear Power Plants; Policy Statement (51 Fed. Reg. 30,028 (August 21,1986)), the
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EPRI Advance Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document and SECY-90-
016), have been met.

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the consideration of
reasonable alternatives to proposed major Federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment, including alternatives to mitigate the impacts of the
proposed action. In 1989, a Federal Court of Appeals determined that NEPA required
consideration of certain design alternatives; namely, severe accident mitigation design
alternatives (SAMDAs). Limerick Ecology Action v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719 (3rd Cir. 1989).
The court indicated that "[SAMDAs] are, as the name suggests, possible plant design
modifications that are intended not to prevent an accident, but to lessen the severity of
the impact of an accident should one occur." Id. at 731. The court rejected the use of a
policy statement as an acceptable basis for closing out NEPA consideration of SAMDAs
in a licensing proceeding, because, among other things, it was not a rule making, see id.
at 739.

Subsequent to the Limerick decision, the NRC issued Supplemental Final
Environmental Impact Statements for the Limerick and Comanche Peak facilities which
considered whether there were any cost-effective SAMDAs that should be added to these
facilities ("NEPA/SAMDA FES Supplements"). On the basis of the evaluations in the
supplements (called "NEPA/SAMDA evaluations"), the NRC determined that further 0
modifications would not be cost-effective and were not necessary in order to satisfy the
mandates of NEPA.

In recognition of the Limerick decision, the Commission is requiring NEPA
consideration in Part 52 licensing of whether there are cost-effective SAMDAs which
should be added to a new reactor design to reduce severe accident risk. While this

consideration could be done later on a facility-specific basis for each combined license
application under Subpart C to Part 52, the Commission has decided that maintenance
of design standardization will be enhanced if this is done on a generic basis for each
standard design in conjunction with design certification, see SECY-91-229, "Severe
Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives for Certified Standard Designs." That is, the
Commission has decided to resolve the NEPA/SAMDA question through rule-making
at the time of certification in a so-called unitary proceeding, rather than in the context

of later licensing proceedings.

Recently, the NRC Staff expanded the concept of SAMDAs to encompass design
alternatives to prevent severe accidents, as well as mitigate them. See NUREG-1437,
"Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants,"
(Volume I, p. 5-100). By doing so, the Staff makes the set of SAMDAs considered under
NEPA the same as the set of SAMDAs considered in satisfaction of the Commission's
severe accident requirements and policies. S
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19F.1.2 Purpose

The purpose of this subsection is to provide demonstrate that all cost effective steps have
been taken to reduce the risk associated with operation of plants of SBWR design. The
basis for determining the status of severe accident closure under NEPA for the SBWR
design is also provided. The document supports a determination, which could be
codified in a manner similar to the format of the Waste Confidence Rule (10 CFR §
51.23) as proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 51. These amendments would provide
that:

* For the SBWVR design all reasonable steps have been taken to reduce the occurrence
of a severe accident involving substantial damage to the core and to mitigate the
consequences of such an accident should one occur. Additionally, all reasonable
steps were taken to reduce the radiological environmental impacts from normal
reactor operations, including expected operational occurrences, to as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA). See Chapter 12 of the SBWR SSAR.

* No further cost-effective SAMDAs to the SBWR design have been identified to
mitigate the consequences of or prevent a severe accident involving substantial
damage to the core; and,

* No further evaluation of severe accidents for the SBWR design, including SAMDAs
to the design, is required in any environmental report, environmental assessment,
environmental impact statement or other environmental analysis prepared in
connection with issuance of a combined license for a nuclear power plant
referencing a certified SBWR design.

The evaluation presented in this document is modeled after that found in the Limerick
and Comanche Peak NEPA/SAMDA Final Environmental Statement (FES)
Supplements for those facilities. Additional information concerning the radiological
risk from severe accidents for those plants is not found in the supplements, but in the
FESs for the Limerick and Comanche Peak facilities. That information with respect to
the SBWR design is presented in this document. The discussion herein of the
radiological risk from severe accidents is based on Attachment 19E of the SBWR SSAR.

19F.1.3 Attachment Overview

Subsection 19F.2 provides an overview of the radiological risks from normal operations
and severe accidents. Subsections 19F.3 through 19F.5 provide the SAMDAs analysis.
Subsection 19F.3 discusses the methodological approach to the evaluation of SAMDAs
under NEPA. Subsection 19F.4 presents the results of the cost-effectiveness evaluation
of the potential SAMDA modifications. Results and conclusion are given in Subsection
19F.6.
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19F.2 Evaluations of Radiological Risk from Nuclear Power Plants

19F.2.1 Evaluation of SAMDAs under NEPA and Limerick Ecology Action

Limerick Ecology Action stands for two propositions. First, that NEPA requires explicit
consideration of SAMDAs unless the Commission makes a finding that the severe
accidents being mitigated are remote and speculative. Second, that the Commission
may not make this finding and dispose of NEPA consideration of SAMDAs by means of
a policy statement. The purpose of evaluating SAMDAs under NEPA is to assure that all
reasonable means have been considered to mitigate the impacts of severe accidents that
are not remote and speculative. As discussed above, the Commission has indicated that
it will resolve the NEPA/SAMDA issue in the same proceeding, called a unitary
proceeding, in which it certifies a new reactor design.

The Commission's Severe Accident and Safety Goal policy statements require the
Commission to make certain findings about each new reactor design. For evolutionary
designs, of which the SBVR is one, this must be done by the Staff in conjunction with
FDA approval and by the Commission in conjunction with certification. First, the
Commission must find that an evolutionary plant meets the safety goals and objectives;
i.e., that the radiological risk from operating an evolutionary plant will be acceptable,
meaning that any further reduction in risk will not be substantial.

Second, the Commission must find that all reasonable means have been taken to reduce
severe accident risk in the evolutionary plant design. As part of the basis for making this
finding, the cost-effectiveness of risk reduction alternatives of a preventive or mitigative
nature must be evaluated.

19F.2.2 Cost/Benefit Standard for Evaluation of SAMDAs

The Limerick decision interpreted NEPA to require evaluation of SAMDAs for their risk
reduction potential. In implementing the court's decision, the NRC considered the
cost-effectiveness of each candidate SAMDA in mitigating the impact of a severe
accident, using the $1,000 per person-rem averted standard. This standard is a surrogate
for all off-site consequences.

The Commission has used this standard in the context of both safety and NEPA
analyses. For example, in the context of safety analysis, the standard has been used to
perform evaluations associated with implementation of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix I; the
Safety Goal Policy Statement; the Severe Accident Policy Statement; and § 50.34(0
requirements. In the context of environmental analysis, it has been used in the Limerick
and Comanche Peak NEPA/SAMDA FES Supplements; and in the draft Generic
Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants (NUREG-
1437). _
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As indicated above, NUREG-1437 provides the bases for the Commission's proposed
amendments to 10 CFR Part 51 concerning the environmental impacts of license
renewal, including consideration of severe accidents and SAMDAs. NUREG-1437 makes
clear that the use of this standard in the evaluation of severe accident risk reduction
alternatives, which include SAMDAs, is acceptable (see NUREG-1437, p. 5-108).
Additionally, Appendix I determinations are used to satisfy NEPA requirements with
respect to radiological impacts from normal operations

Based on these considerations, the cost/benefit ratio of $1,000 per person-rem averted
is viewed as an acceptable standard for the purposes of evaluating SAMDAs.

19F.2.3 Socio-Economic Risks for Severe Accidents

As discussed above in Subsection 19F.2.2, the Commission uses the $1,000/person-rem
averted standard as a surrogate for all off-site consequences, see SECY-89-102,
"Implementation of Safety Goal Policy." However, Environmental Impact Statements
(EIS) for nuclear power plants provide separate, general discussions of the socio-
economic risks from severe accidents. In keeping with this precedent, a general
discussion of socioeconomic risks for the SBWR design, based in large measure on the
discussion of such risks in NUREG-1437, "Draft Generic Environmental Impact
Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear Plants" is provided in the remainder of this
subsection.

The term "socioeconomic risk from a severe accident" means the probability of a severe
accident multiplied by the socioeconomic impacts of a severe accident. "Socio-
economic impacts" in turn relate to off-site costs. The off-site costs considered in
NUREG-1437 (see Vol. 1 at 5-90) are:

* evacuation costs,

* value of crops or milk, contaminated and condemned,

* costs of decontaminating property where practical,

* indirect costs due to the loss of the use of property or incomes derived therefrom
(including interdiction to prevent human injury), and

* impacts in wider regional markets and on sources of supply outside the
contaminated area.

NUREG-1437 estimated the socioeconomic risks from severe accidents. The estimates
were based on 27 FESs for nuclear power plants that contain analyses considering the
probabilities and consequences of severe accidents. For these plants, the off-site costs
were estimated to be as high as $6 billion to $8 billion dollars for severe accidents with
a probability of once in one million operating years. Higher costs were estimated for
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severe accidents with much lower probabilities. The projected costs of adverse health
effects from deaths and illnesses were estimated to average about 10-20% of off-site
mitigation costs and were not included in the $648 billion dollar estimate.

Another source of costs, which NUREG-1437 indicated could reach into the billions of
dollars, were costs associated with the termination of economic activities in a
contaminated area. This could create adverse economic impacts in wider regional
markets and sources of supplies outside the contaminated area. The predicted
conditional land contamination was estimated to be small (10 acres/year at most), see
NUREG-1437, pp. 5-90 through 5-93.

NUREG-1437 provides the bases for the Commission's proposed amendments to 10
CFR Part 51 concerning the environmental impacts of license renewal. The proposed
amendments find that the socioeconomic risks from severe accidents are predicted to
be small and the residual impacts of severe accidents so minor that detailed
consideration of mitigation alternatives is not warranted, see 56 Fed. Reg. 47,016,
47,019, 47,034-35 (September 17, 1991).

The socioeconomic risks contained in NUREG-1437 are bounding for plants of SBWR
design. First, the core damage frequency for plants of SBWR design is 1.76E-7 per year.
Thus, no accidents, and hence no off-site costs, are expected at probabilities at or
greater than once in one million years. Second, plants of SBWR design meets the safety
goals set forth by the NRC, see Subsection 19F.3.2.

19F.3 RADIOLOGICAL RISKS

19F.3.1 Radiological Risk from Normal Operations of an SBWR Plant

In addition to specifying numerical limits, Appendix I also requires an applicant to
include in the radwaste system "all items of reasonably demonstrated technology that,
when added to the system sequentially and in order of diminishing cost/benefit return
can for a favorable cost/benefit ratio, effect reductions in dose to the population
expected to be within 50 miles of the reactor". The standard to be used in making this
assessment is the cost/benefit ratio of $1,000 per person-rem averted.

The SBWR design complies with the guidance of Appendix I, as documented in
Chapter 12 of the SBWR SSAR. Consequently, further consideration of alternatives to
reduce the radiological risks from normal operation of a plant of SBWR design is not
warranted in order to satisfy NEPA. Moreover, the radiological impacts from normal
operation of an SBWR are environmentally insignificant.

Non-radiological impacts from operation of an SBWR plant include those from the
circulating system which removes heat from the reactor (e.g., cooling towers, cooling 0
lakes, etc.), intake systems for the water in the circulating systems, discharge systems for
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the water in the circulating system, biocide treatment in circulating water to prevent
fouling by organisms, chemical waste treatment and disposal, sanitary waste treatment
system, and electrical transmission facilities. Each of these systems is part of that portion
of the SBWVR design which is not being certified because it is site-specific.

It may be appropriate to consider design alternatives for non-radiological systems under
NEPA. However, the choice of alternatives will not have an effect on the portion of the
SBWR design that is being certified. Consideration of alternative designs to systems
affecting non-radiological impacts must be done on a site-specific basis. Sections 50.34a
and 50.36a of 10 CFR Part 50 require, in effect, that nuclear power reactors be designed
and operated to keep levels of radioactive materials in gaseous and liquid effluents
during normal operations, including expected operational occurrences, "as low as
reasonably achievable" (ALARA). Compliance with the guidelines in Appendix I to 10
CFR Part 50 is deemed a conclusive showing of compliance with these ALARA
requirements.

19F.3.2 Severe Accidents in Plants of SBWR Design

Chapter 19 of the SBWR SSAR, "Response to Severe Accident Policy Statement,"
establishes that the Commission's severe accident safety requirements have been met
for the SBWR design, including treatment of internal and external events,
uncertainties, performance of sensitivity studies, and support of conclusions by
appropriate deterministic analyses and the evaluations required by 10 CF`R Part
50.34(f). It also establishes that the Commission's safety goals have been met.

Specifically, the following topics were addressed in Chapter 19:

* Consideration of the contributions of internal events (Section 19.3) and external
events (section 19.5) to severe accident risks, including a seismic risk analysis based
on the application of the seismic margins methodology (Appendix 19D);

* Identification of the SBWR dominant accident sequences (Subsection 19B);

Section 19.8 of Chapter 19 addresses how the goals of the Severe Accident Policy
Statement have been met for plants of SBWR design. These goals include:

v prevention of core damage

* prevention of early containment failure for dominant accident sequences

* evaluation of the effects of hydrogen generation

x heat removal to reduce the probability of containment failure

* prevention of hydrogen deflagration and detonation, and
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* offsite dose.

Specific conclusions concerning severe accidents for plants of SBWR design based on
the Chapter 19 evaluations are as follows:

* Core Damage Frequency. The SBWR core damage frequency was determined to be
1.76E-7 per reactor year in Subsection 19A. The goal was 1E-6 per reactor year.

* Individual Risk (Prompt Fatality Risk). The prompt fatality risk to a biologically
average individual within one mile of an SBWR site boundary was determined to be
significantly less than the goal of one-tenth of one percent of the sum of prompt
fatality risks resulting from other accidents to which members of the U.S.
Population are generally exposed.

* Societal Risk (Latent Fatality Risk). The latent fatality risk to the population within
50 miles of an SBWR site boundary was determined to be significantly less than the
goal of one-tenth of one percent of the sum of the cancer fatality risks resulting from
all other causes. The numerical value of this goal is 1.7E-6 per individual per year
(or 0.17 deaths per 100,000 people per year).

* Probability of Large Off-Site Dose. The probability of exceeding a whole body dose 0
of 25 rem at a distance of one-half mile from a SBWRwas determined to be less than
IE-9 per reactor year in Subsection 19E.

19F.3.3 Dominant Severe Accidents Sequences for Plants of SBWR Design

In performing the PRA for the SBWR design, GE identified and evaluated many severe
accident sequences. For each sequence, the analysis identified an initiating event and
traced the accident's progression to its end. For sequences involving core damage,
offsite consequences were estimated. After the accident scenarios were binned
according to radiological release (source term) parameters, only seven sequences
remained.

The sequences with frequencies greater than 1 E-9 per reactor year are listed in Table
19F-1. The cumulative residual risk for each of the sequences is also given in Table 19F-
1. The complete radiological consequence analysis of the dominant sequences can be
found in Subsection 19E.

Sequences with probabilities of occurrence less than IE-9 were considered remote and
speculative. While the Commission has not yet specified a quantitative point at which it
will consider severe accident probabilities as remote and speculative, it has indicated
that a decision to consider severe accidents remote and speculative would be based
upon the accident probabilities and the accident scenarios being analyzed. See
Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, (Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station), CLI-90-07, 32 NRC 129, 132 (1990). GE believes that the severe accident
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analysis in Chapter 19 of the SBW'R SSAR provides a sufficient basis for the Commission
to find that SBWR sequences with frequencies less than 1E-9 per reactor year can be
deemed remote and speculative.

19F.3.4 Overall Conclusions from Chapter 19 of the SBWR SSAR

The specific conclusions about severe accident risk discussed in Subsection 19F.3.2
support the overall conclusion that the environmental impacts of severe accidents for
plants of SBWR design represent a low and acceptable risk to the population and to the
environment. For the SBWR design, all reasonable steps have been taken to reduce the
occurrence of a severe accident involving substantial damage to the core and to mitigate
the consequences of such an accident should one occur. No further cost-effective
modifications to the SBWR design have been identified to reduce the risk from a severe
accident involving substantial damage to the core. No further evaluation of severe
accidents for the SBWR design is required to demonstrate compliance with the
Commission's severe accident requirements or policy, SECY-90-016 or the EPRI ALWR
Utility Requirements Document.

19F.4 Cost/Benefit Evaluation

19F.4.1 SAMDA Definition Applied to Plants of SBWR Design

This subsection considers whether the SBW'R design should be modified in order to
prevent or mitigate the consequences of a severe accident in satisfaction of the NRC's
severe accident requirements in 10 CFR Parts 50 & 52 and the Severe Accident Policy
Statement. The cost/benefit evaluation of SAMDAs to plants of SBWR design uses the
expanded definition of SAMDAs-design alternatives which could prevent and/or
mitigate the consequences of a severe accident.

19F.4.2 Cost/Benefit Standard for Evaluation of SBWR SAMDAs

As discussed in Subsection 19F.2.2, the cost/benefit ratio of $1,000 per person-rem
averted is viewed by the NRC and the nuclear industry as an acceptable standard for the
purposes of evaluating SAMDAs. This standard was used as a surrogate for all off-site
costs in the cost/benefit evaluation of SAMDAs to plants of SBWR design. In order to
accurately reflect the costs associated with prevention of severe accidents, averted on-
site costs were incorporated for SAMDAs which were at least partially preventative in
nature. On-site costs resulting from a severe accident include replacement power, on-
site cleanup costs, and economic loss of the facility.

The equation used to determine the cost/benefit ratio is

R Cost of SAMDA Implementation - Adverted On-Site Costs (19F-1)
Reduction in Residual Risk
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A plant life time of 60 years was assumed to maximize the reduction in residual risk.

19F.4.3 Cost Estimates of Potential Modifications to the SBWR Design

All previous evaluations of design alternatives (e.g., the Limerick and Comanche Peak
FES Supplements, NUREG-1437, and the ABWR SSAR) have reported design
alternative costs which, at a minimum, are in the hundreds of thousands of dollars. The
high cost of design alternatives which have the potential to proved risk reduction is also
demonstrated in several state-of-the-art surveys (e.g., NUREG/CR-3908, NUREG/CR-
4025 and NUREG/CR-4920). In fact, most proposed design alternatives cost in the
millions of dollars to impliment.

This analysis will use a representative design alternative implementation cost of
$100,000 (which is below the cost of all design alternatives previously analyzed which
were expected to provide a non-negligible reductions in risk) to determine if additional
analysis needs to be performed for plants of SBWR design.

For design alternatives which can prevent core damage, adverted on-site costs will also
be considered. A conservative estimate of adverted on-site costs can be obtained by
multiplying the frequency of core damage, the number of years the plant will be
licensed to operate. and the sum of plant construction cost and cleanup costs. By
assuming a plant life of 60 years, a construction cost of $3B and cleanup costs of $3B,
the adverted on-site costs for the SBWR can be conservatively estimated to be $64,000.

19F.4.4 Benefits of Potential Modifications to the SBWR Design

The cumulative residual risk of plants of SBWR design is 0.973 person-rem per 60 year
plant life, see Table 19F-1. If a design alternative were perfect in its functioning, itwould
eliminate all residual risk. In practice, no design alternative could eliminate all risk. But,
in keeping with the scoping nature of this analysis, perfect design alternatives will be
assumed. Perfect, preventative design alternatives not only eliminate risk, but also
advert all on-site costs. Design alternatives which are mitigative do not advert on-site
costs, but were assumed to eliminate all residual risk.

19F.4.5 Cost/Benefit Comparison of SAMDAs

Using the costs described in Subsection 19F.4.3 and the benefits described in 19F.4.4,
the cost/benefit ratio for SBWR SAMDAs can be determined. In order to meet the
standard described in Subsection 19F.4.2, design alternatives which guarantee
prevention of core damage must cost less than $63,027. Conversely, design alternatives
which can only mitigate the consequences of severe accidents must cost less than $973
in order to meet the cost/benefit standard. Both of these cost limits are below the
representative design alternative cost of $100,000 and significantly less than the . 0
implementation cost determined in all previous SAMDA analyses.
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19F.4.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

SBWR design alternatives that only provide severe accident mitigation must cost less
than $973 in order to meet the cost/benefit standard of $1,000 per person-rem
adverted. The cost limitation can be raised to $64,000 if the design alternative can
prevent all core damage scenarios. These absurdly low cost limitations are a result of the
SBWVR providing adequate protection to the public and the environment. A detailed
analysis of specific design alternatives is not warranted because the cost limitations are
so low. In a detailed analysis, the cost limits would be even lower because the gross
conservertism employed in this analysis would be eliminated. Therefore, plants of the
SBWR design do not require additional SAMDA evaluation.
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Table 19F-1 Radiological Consequences of SBWR
Severe Accidents

Cummulative
Frequency Residual Risk

Case (events/reactor yr) (person-rem/60 yr)
LPLSN 6.39E-08 0.129

MPLSCD 1.16E-08 0.412

HPSG 1.25E-08 0.017

LPESN 6.97E-08 0.102

LPESCD 1.63E-09 0.202

LPESCV 1.16E-08 0.109

VRSN 3.92E-09 0.002

Total: 0.973

0
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19G Response to CP/ML Rule

19G.1 Introduction

OnJanuary 15,1982 (47FR 2286) the NRC amended IOCFR50.34 to include paragraph
(f), "Additional TMI-Related Requirements." These additional requirements were
directed to each applicant for a light-water-reactor construction permit or
manufacturing license (CP/ML) whose application was pending as of February
16,1982.

In its 'Proposed Commission Policy Statement on Severe Accidents and Related Views
on Nuclear Reactor Regulation," on April 13, 1983 (48 FR 16014), the NRC proposed
to extend its policy such that future CP applications or reactivations of CP applications
previously docketed also comply with the CP/ML rule. Finally, on August 8, 1985 the
commission issued a revision to this proposed policy statement as 'Policy Statement on
Severe Accident Regarding Future Designs and Existing Plants". This appendix reports
General Electric's responses for the SBWR Standard Plant to the CP/ML rule.

The responses demonstrate that the NRC requirements are satisfactorily fulfilled for the
SBWR design. For each item, a summary of the NRC position is given and followed by a
response. The response clarifies the issue as it pertains to the SBWR design and/or
provides a listing of applicable SSAR sections, relevant correspondence, or other
necessary documentation that may be referenced for complete clarification of our
position. Where a particular requirement is not applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant,
a statement to that effect is provided in the response.

For items that affect equipment outside the scope of the SBWR Standard Plant or utility
operations and procedures, the response indicates a COL license information
requirement that will be addressed by the COL applicant Otherwise, this appendix is
complete in that all of the 'Additional TMI-Related Requirements" approved for
implementation by the NRC as listed in IOCFR50.34(f) have been favorably addressed
where they apply to the SBWR design.

The bracketed item numbers at the end of each title correspond with the subsections in
IOCF0R5.34(f). Alphanumeric designations at the end of each "NRC Position"
statement correspond to the related action plan items in NUREG-0718 and
NUREG-0660 (provided in 1OCFR50.34(f) for information only).

Table 19G-1 is provided as a convenient cross-reference which consolidates pertinent
information associated with each of the 47 requirements. This includes the
1OCFR50.34(f) subsection, the action plan numbers, the Appendix 19G section
number, the item title, and the SSAR reference detailing resolution.
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19G.2 NRC Positions/Responses

19G.2.1 Probabilistic Risk Assessment [Item (1) (i)]

NRC Position
Perform a plant/site specific probabilistic risk assessment, the aim of which is to seek
such improvements in the reliability of core and containment heat removal systems as
are significant and practical and do not impact excessively on the plant. [II.B.8]

Response
The SBWR probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was performed and the results are
documented in Chapter 19.

19G.2.2 Auxiliary Feedwater System Evaluation [Item (1) (ii)]

NRC Position
Perform an evaluation of the proposed auxiliary feedwater system (AFWS), to include
(applicable to PWRs only) [II.E.1.1]:

* A simplified AFWS reliability analysis using event-tree and fault-tree logic
techniques.

* A design review of AFWS.

* An evaluation of AFWS flow design bases and criteria.

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type reactors.

19G.2.3 Impact of RCP Seal Damages Following Small-Break LOCA with Loss of Offsite
Power [Item (1) Oiii)]

NRC Position
Perform an evaluation of the potential for and impact of reactor coolant pump seal
damage following small-break LOCA with loss of offsite power. If damage cannot be
precluded, provide an analysis of the limiting small-break loss-of-coolant accident with
subsequent reactor coolant pump seal damage. (II.1(2(16) and II.Y(3(25)3

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.30.

19G.2.4 Report on Overall Safety Effect of PORV Isolation System [item (1) {iv)]

NRC Position
Perform an analysis of the probability of a small-break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)
caused by a stuck-open power-operated relief valve (PORV). If this probability is a
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significant contributor to the probability of small-break LOCAs from all causes, provide
a description and evaluation of the effect on small-break LOCA probability of an
automatic PORV isolation system that would operate when the reactor coolant system
pressure falls after the PORV has opened. (Applicable to PWRs only.) [I1.KS3(2)J

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type reactors.

19G.2.5 Separation of HPCS and RCIC System Initiation Levels [Item (1) (v)]

NRC Position
Perform an evaluation of the safety effectiveness of providing for separation of high
pressure coolant injection (HPCI) and reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system
initiation levels so that the RCIC system initiates at a higher water level than the HPCI
system, and of providing that both systems restart on low water level. (For plants with
high pressure core spray systems in lieu of high pressure coolant injection systems,
substitute the words, 'high pressure core spray" for 'high pressure coolant injection"
and ("HPCS" for "HPCI") (Applicable to BWRs only). [II.K.3(13)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection IA.2.22.

19G.2.6 Reduction of Challenges and Failures of Safety Relief Valves - Feasibility Study
and System Modification [Item (1) (vi)]

NRC Position
Perform a study to identify practicable system modifications that would reduce
challenges and failures of relief valves, without compromising the performance of the
valves or other systems. (Applicable to BWRs only.) [II.Y3(16)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.24.

19G.2.7 Modification of ADS Logic-Feasibility Study and Modification for Increased
Diversity of some Event Sequences [Item (1) Nvii)]

NRC Position
Perform a feasibility and risk assessment study to determine the optimum automatic
depressurization system (ADS) design modification that would eliminate the need for
manual activation to ensure adequate core cooling. (Applicable to BWRs only.)
[II.K.3(18)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.26.
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19G.2.8 Restart of Core Spray and LPCI Systems on Low Level - Design and Modification
[item (1) (viii)]

NRC Position
Perform a study of the effect on all core-cooling modes under accident conditions of
designing the core-spray and low pressure coolant injection systems to ensure that the
systems will automatically restart on loss of water level, after having been manually
stopped, if an initiation signal is still present. (Applicable to BWRs only.) [II.K3(21)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.27.

19G.2.9 Confirm Adequacy of Space Cooling Study for HPCS and RCIC [Item (1) (ix)]

NRC Position
Perform a study to determine the need for additional space cooling to ensure reliable
long-term operation of the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) and high pressure
coolant injection (HPCI) systems, following a complete loss of offsite power to the plant
for at least two (2) hours. (For plants with high pressure core spray systems in lieu of
high pressure coolant injection systems, substitute the words, 'high pressure core spray"
for "high pressure coolant injection" and 'HPCS" for 'HPCI".) (Applicable to BWRs
only.) [II.K3(24)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.29.

19G.2.10 Verify Qualification of Accumulators on ADS Valves [item (1) (x)]

NRC Position
Perform a study to ensure that the Automatic Depressurization System, valves,
accumulators, and associated equipment and instrumentation will be capable of
performing their intended functions during and following an accident situation, taking
no credit for non-safety related equipment or instrumentation, and accounting for
normal expected air (or nitrogen) leakage through valves. (Applicable to BWRs only.)
[II.K.3(28)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.31.

19G.2.11 Evaluate Depressurization with other than Full ADS [Item (1) (xi)]

NRC Position
Provide an evaluation of depressurization methods, other than by full actuation of the
automatic depressurization system, thatwould reduce the possibility of exceeding vessel
integrity limits during rapid cooldown. (Applicable to BWRs only.) [I.(3(45)]
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Response
The BWR Owners Group sponsored a program to evaluate depressurization modes
other than full actuation of the ADS. The results of this program were submitted to the
NRC in a letter report from D. B. Waters, Chairman of BWR Owners' Group, to D. G.
Eisenhut, Director (NRC), dated December 29, 1980. A summary of this evaluation
follows.

The cases analyzed in the letter report above show that, based on core cooling
considerations, no significant improvement can be achieved by a slower
depressurization rate. A significantly slower depressurization will result in increased
core uncovery times before ECCS (GDCS) injection. Furthermore, a moderate decrease
in the depressurization rate necessitates an earlier action time to initiate ADS. This
earlier actuation time necessitates a higher initiation level which would result in an
increased frequency of ADS actuation.

As a full ADS blowdown is well within the design basis of the RPV and the system is
properly designed to minimize the threat to core cooling, no change in
depressurization rate is required or appropriate.

The results of the BWR Owners Group evaluation of depressurization modes other than
full actuation of the ADS are applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant design. Therefore,
this issue is considered resolved for the SBWR

19G.2.12 Evaluation of Alternative Hydrogen Control Systems (Item (1) (xiii]

NRC Position
Perform an evaluation of alternative hydrogen control systems that would satisfy the
requirements of paragraph (f) (2) (ix) of 10CFR50.34(f). As a minimum include
consideration of a hydrogen ignition and post-accident inerting system. The evaluation
shall include:

* A comparison of costs and benefits of the alternative systems considered.

a For the selected system, analyses and test data to verify compliance with the
requirements of (f) (2) (ix) of 10CFR50.34.

* For the selected system, preliminary'design descriptions of equipment, function,
and layout.

Response
The SBWR primary containment is inerted (by the Containment Atmosphere Control
System [CACS]) and is, therefore, protected from hydrogen combustion regardless of
the amount or rate of hydrogen generation. In fact, increasing amounts of hydrogen
moves the primary containment oxygen concentration further from the flammable
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regime since the oxygen is diluted with added hydrogen. Further details of the CACS
can be found in Subsection 9.4.8.

The SBWR is also provided with hydrogen igniter assemblies (as part of the
Flammability Control System [FCS]) which mitigate the buildup of oxygen in the
containment, due to radiolysis, from creating a potentially flammable mixture.
Radiolysis is the only potential source of oxygen in the SBWR primary containment.
Further details of the FCS can be found in Subsection 6.2.5.

19G.2.13 Long-Term Training Upgrade [Item (2) Mi1]

NRC Position
Provide simulator capability that correctly models the control room and includes the
capability to simulate small-break LOCAs. (Applicable to construction permit
applicants only.) [I.A.4.2]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.1).

19G.2.14 Long-Term Program of Upgrading of Procedures [Item (2) (ii)]

NRC Position
Establish a program, to begin during construction and follow into operation, for
integrating and expanding current efforts to improve plant procedures. The scope of
the program shall include emergency procedures, reliability analyses, human factors
engineering, crisis management, operator training, and coordination with INPO and
other industry efforts. (Applicable to construction permit applicants only.) [I.C.9]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.2).

19G.2.15 Control Room Design Reviews [Item (2) (iii)]

NRC Position
Provide, for Commission review, a control room design that reflects state-of-the-art
human factor principles prior to committing to fabrication or revision of fabricated
control room panels and layouts. [I.D.1]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.2.

19G.2.16 Plant Safety Parameter Display Console (SPDS) [Item (2) (iv)]

NRC Position
Provide a plant safety parameter display console that will display to operators a
minimum set of parameters defining the safety status of the plant, capable of displaying
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a full range of important plant parameters and data trends on demand, and capable of
indicating when process limits are being approached or exceeded. [I.D.2]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.3.

19G.2.17 Safety System Status Monitoring [Item (2) (v)]

NRC Position
Provide for automatic indication of the bypassed and inoperable status of safety systems.
[I.D.3]

Response
The SBWR Standard Plant design fully complies with Regulatory Guide 1.47 (see
Subsection 7.1.2.2 and Table 7.1-1). The automatic indication of bypassed and
inoperable status of safety systems is, therefore, inherent in the design.

19G.2.18 Reactor Coolant System Vents [Item (2) (vi)]

NRC Position
Provide the capability of high point venting of noncondensable gases from the reactor
coolant system, and other systems that may be required to maintain adequate core
cooling. Systems to achieve this capability shall be capable of being operated from the
control room and their operation shall not lead to an unacceptable increase in the
probability of loss-of-coolant accident or an unacceptable challenge to containment
integrity. [II.B.1]

Response
This issue is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.5.

19G.2.19 Plant Shielding to Provide Access to Vital Areas and Protect Safety Equipment
for Post-Accident Operation [Item (2) (vii)]

NRC Position
Perform radiation and shielding design reviews of spaces around systems that may, as a
result of an accident, contain TID 14844 source term radioactive materials, and design
as necessary to permit adequate access to important areas and to protect safety
equipment from the radiation environment. [II.B.2]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.6.
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19G.2.20 Post-Accident Sampling [Item (2) (viii)I

NRC Position
Provide a capability to promptly obtain and analyze samples from the reactor coolant
system and containment that may contain TID 14844 source term radioactive materials
without radiation exposures to any individual exceeding 5 rem to the whole-body or
75 rem to the extremities. Materials to be analyzed and quantified include certain
radionuclides that are indicators of the degree of core damage (e.g., noble gases,
iodines and cesiums, and non-volatile isotopes), hydrogen in the containment
atmosphere, dissolved gases, chloride, and boron concentrations. [II.B.3]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.7.

19G.2.21 Hydrogen Control System Preliminary Design [Item (2) (ix)]

NRC Position
Provide a system for hydrogen control that can safely accommodate hydrogen
generated by the equivalent of a 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction. Preliminary
design information on the tentatively preferred system option of those being evaluated
in paragraph (1) (xii) of IOCFR50.34(f) is sufficient at the construction permit stage.
The hydrogen control system and associated systems shall provide, with reasonable
assurance, that: [II.B.81

* Uniformly distributed hydrogen concentrations in the containment do not exceed
10% during and following an accident that releases an equivalent amount of
hydrogen aswould be generated from a 100% fuel clad metal-water reaction, or that
the post-accident atmosphere will not support hydrogen combustion.

* Combustible concentrations of hydrogen will not collect in areas where unintended
combustion or detonation could cause loss of containment integrity or loss of
appropriate mitigating features.

* Equipment necessary for achieving and maintaining safe shutdown of the plant and
maintaining containment integrity will perform its safety function during and after
being exposed to the environmental conditions attendant with the release of
hydrogen generated by the equivalent of a 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction
including the environmental conditions created by activation of the hydrogen
control system.

* If the method chosen for hydrogen control is a post-accident inerting system,
inadvertent actuation of the system can be safely accommodated during plant
operation.
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Response
In response to Item (1) (xii), this requirement is met by the Containment Atmosphere
Control System (CACS) and the Flammability Control System (FCS). Refer to
Subsections 9.4.8 and 6.2.5 for detailed descriptions of the GACS and FCS, respectively.

19G.2.22 Testing Requirements [Item (2) (x)]

NRC Position
Provide a test program and associated model development and conduct tests to qualify
reactor coolant system relief and safety valves and, for PWRs, PORV block valves, for all
fluid conditions expected under operating conditions, transients and accidents.
Consideration of anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) conditions shall be
included in the test program. Actual testing under ATWS conditions need not be
carried out until subsequent phases of the test program are developed. [II.D.1]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.9.

19G.2.23 Relief and Safety Valve Position Indication [item (2) (xi)]

NRC Position
Provide direct indication of relief and safety valve position (open or closed) in the
control room. [II.D.3]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.10.

19G.2.24 Auxiliary Feedwater System Automatic Initiation and Flow Indication [item (2)
(xii)]

NRC Position
Provide automatic and manual auxiliaryfeedwater (AF'W) system initiation, and provide
auxiliary feedwater system flow indication in the control room. (Applicable to PWRs
only.) [II.E.1.2]

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWVR. It applies only to PWR-type reactors.

19G.2.25 Reliability of Power Supplies for Natural Circulation [item (2) (xiii)]

NRC Position
Provide pressurizer heater power supply and associated motive and control power
interfaces sufficient to establish and maintain natural circulation in hot standby
conditions with only onsite power available. (Applicable to PWRs only.) [II.E.3.1]
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Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type reactors.

19G.2.26 Isolation Dependability [Item (2) (xiv)j

NRC Position
Provide containment isolation systems that [II.E.4.2]

* Ensure all non-essential systems are isolated automatically by the containment
isolation system,

* For each non-essential penetration (except instrument lines) have two isolation
barriers in series,

* Do not result in reopening of the containment isolation valves on resetting of the
isolation signal,

* Utilize a containment setpoint pressure for initiating containment isolation as low
as is compatible with normal operation,

* Include automatic closing on a high radiation signal for all systems that provide a
path to the environs.

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection IA.2.14.

19G.2.27 Purging [Item (2) (xv)]

NRC Position
Provide a capability for containment purging/venting designed to minimize the
purging time consistentwith ALARA principles for occupational exposure. Provide and
demonstrate high assurance that the purge system will reliably isolate under accident
conditions. [II.E.4.4]

Response

The SBWR primary containment operates with an inert atmosphere by means of the
ContainmentAtmospheric Control System (CACS). During normal operation, all large
valves in containment ventilation lines are closed. Only small nitrogen-makeup valves
are opened during power operation. These valves have rapid closure times, which
present little opportunity for substantial releases from the primary containment in the
event of a transient requiring containment isolation.

Following shutdown, the containment atmosphere is de-inerted to allow safe personnel
access inside the primary containment. Breathable air from the reactor building HVAC
System is injected to the drywell and wetwell air space through the inerting injection
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line. The process of purging the containment with air also serves to remove any
potential activity for ALARA considerations prior to actual personnel entry into the
primary containment.

Isolation valves undergo routine inservice inspection and testing as required by ASME
Code, Section XI. The large ventilation valves will be tested regularly and after any valve
maintenance to assure that closing times are within the limits assured in the radiological
design basis. (See Subsection 19G.3.3)

19G.2.28 Design Evaluator [item (2) (xvi)]

NRC Position
Establish a design criterion for the allowable number of actuation cycles of the
emergency core cooling system and reactor protection system consistent with the
expected occurrence rates of severe over cooling events (considering both anticipated
transients and accidents). (Applicable to B&W designs only.) [II.E.5.1]

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PVVR-type (B&W
designed) reactors.

19G.2.29 Additional Accident Monitoring Instrumentation [Item (2) (xvii)]

NRC Position
Provide instrumentation to measure, record and readout in the control room: (A)
containment pressure, (B) containment water level, (C) containment hydrogen
concentration, (D) containment radiation intensity (high level), and (E) noble gas
effluents at all potential, accident release points. Provide for continuous sampling of
radioactive iodines and particulates in gaseous effluents from all potential accident
release points, and for onsite capability to analyze and measure these samples. [II.F.1]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection IA.2.15.

19G.2.30 Identification of and Recovery from Conditions Leading to Inadequate Core
Cooling [Item (2) (xviii)]

NRC Position
Provide instruments that provide in the control room an unambiguous indication of
inadequate core cooling, such as primary coolant saturation meters in PWRs, and a
suitable combination of signals from indicators of coolantlevel in the reactorvessel and
in-core thermocouples in PWRs and BWRs. [II.F.2]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection IA.2.16.
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19G.2.31 Instrumentation for Monitoring Accident Conditions (Regulatory Guide 1.97)
[Item (2) (xix)]

NRC Position
Provide instrumentation adequate for monitoring plant conditions following an
accident that includes core damage. [II.F.3]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection IA.2.17 and Section 7.5.

19G.2.32 Power Supplies for Pressurizer Relief Valves, Block Valves and Level Indication
[Item (2) (xx)]

NRC Position
Provide power supplies for pressurizer relief valves, block valves, and level indicators
such that (A) Level indicators are powered from vital buses; (B) motive and control
power connections to the emergency power sources are through devices qualified in
accordance with requirements applicable to systems important to safety, and (C)
electric power is provided from emergency power sources. (Applicable to PWRs only).
[II.G.1J

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type reactors.

19G.2.33 Describe Automatic and Manual Actions for Proper Functioning of Auxiliary Heat
Removal Systems When FW System Not Operable (Item (2) (xxi)]

NRC Position
Design auxiliary heat removal systems such that necessary automatic and manual actions
can be taken to ensure proper functioning when the main feedwater system is not
operable. (Applicable to BWRs only.) [II.K.1(22)]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection lA.2.20.

19G.2.34 Analysis of Upgrading of Integrated Control System [Item (2) (xxii)]

NRC Position
Perform a failure modes and effects analysis of the integrated control system (ICS) to
include consideration of failures and effects of input and output signals to the ICS.
(Applicable to B&W-designed plants only.) [II.K.2(9)]

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type (B&W
designed) reactors. 0
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19G.2.35 Hand-Wired Safety-Grade Anticipatory Reactor Trips [item (2) (xxiii)]

NRC Position
Provide, as part of the reactor protection system, an anticipatory reactor trip that would
be actuated on loss of main feedwater and on turbine trip. (Applicable to B&W-
designed plants only.) [II.K.2(10)]

Response
This requirement is not applicable to the SBWR. It applies only to PWR-type (B&W
designed) reactors.

19G.2.36 Central Water Level Recording [Item (2) (xxiv)]

NRC Position
Provide the capability to record reactor vessel water level in one location on recorders
that meet normal post-accident recording requirements. (Applicable to BWRs only.)
[fl.K31(23)]

Response
Although not currently in the design referenced in the SSAR for the Nuclear Boiler
System, GEwill provide the capability to record reactor vessel water level in one location
and will meet normal post-accident recording requirements, as part of the on-going
detailed design effort.

19G.2.37 Upgrade License Emergency Support Facility [tem (2) (xxv)]

NRC Position
Provide an onsite Technical Support Center, an onsite Operational Support Center,
and, for construction permit applications only, a near site Emergency Operations
Facility. [III.A.1.2]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.4).

19G.2.38 Primary Coolant Sources Outside the Containment Structure [Item (2) (xxvi)]

NRC Position
Provide for leakage control and detection in the design of systems outside containment
that contain (or might contain) TID 14844 source term radioactive materials following
an accident. Applicants shall submit a leakage control program, including an initial test
program, a schedule for retesting these systems, and the actions to be taken for
minimizing leakage from such systems. The goal is to minimize potential exposures to
workers and public, and to provide reasonable assurance that excessive leakage will not
prevent the use of systems needed in an emergency. [III.D.1.1]
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Response
This issue is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.34.

19G.2.39 In-plant Radiation Monitoring [Item (2) (xxvii)]

NRC Position
Provide for monitoring of in-plant radiation and airborne radioactivity as appropriate
for a broad range of routine and accident conditions. [III.D.3.3]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.5).

19G.2.40 Control Room Habitability [Item (2) (xxviii)]

NRC Position
Evaluate potential pathways for radioactivity and radiation that may lead to control
room habitability problems under accident conditions resulting in a TID 14844 source
term release, and make necessary design provisions to preclude such problems.
[III.D.3.4]

Response
This item addressed in Subsection 1A.2.36.

19G.2.41 Procedures for Feedback of Operating, Design and Construction Experience
[Item (3) (i)]

NRC Position
Provide administrative procedures for evaluating operating, design and construction
experience and for ensuring that applicable important industry experiences will be
provided in a timely manner to those designing and constructing the plant. (I.C.5]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.6).

19G.2.42 Expand OA List [Item (3) (ii)]

NRC Position
Ensure that the quality assurance (QA) list required by Criterion II, App. B. 1OCFR50
includes all structures, systems, and components important to safety. [I.F.1]

Response
This issue is addressed in Appendix 19H.2.1.
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19G.2.43 Develop More Detailed CA Criteria [Item (3) (iii)]

NRC Position
Establish a quality assurance (QA) program based on consideration of: (A) ensuring
independence of the organization performing checking functions from the
organization responsible for performing the functions; (B) performing quality
assurance/quality control functioning at construction sites to the maximum feasible
extent; (C) including QA personnel in the documented review of and concurrence in
quality related procedures associated with design, construction and installation;
(D) establishing criteria for determining QA programmatic requirements;
(E) establishing qualification requirements for QA and QC personnel; (F) sizing the
QA staff commensurate with its duties and responsibilities; (G) establishing procedures
for maintenance of 'as-built' documentation; and (H) providing a QA role in design
and analysis activities. [I.F.2]

Response

(A) NEDO-1 1209-04A, UGE Nuclear Energy QualityAssurance Program Description',
conforms to this requirement. See Section 1.1 on page 1-1.

(B) GE-NE services performed at the construction site are under the Owners' QA
program. GE-NE provides QA program support to the Owner as described in
NEDO-11209-04A, pages 1-3,1-7, 11-1, and 11-2.

(C) The GE-NE Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) is responsible for preparing the
top level GE-NE quality policy and instructions for issue by the Vice President and
General Manager, GE-NE. NQA is also responsible for preparing and issuing
several GE-NE quality procedures. These documents are identified on pages 2-2
and 2-3 of NEDO-11209-04A.

In addition, NQA is responsible for developing, issuing, and controlling
NEDO-1 1209-04A

The GE-NE line QA organizations are responsible for developing and
documenting a quality system in compliance with GE-NE policies, instructions
and procedures, and applicable codes, standards, and regulatory requirements.
See NEDO-1 209-04A, Section 1.3, "QA Functional Responsibilities" and
Section 2.2 for typical line QA procedure manuals.

(D) NEDO-11209-04A responds to each of the QA programmatic requirements of
I OCFR50, Appendix B, and the requirements of the regulatory guides and
industry standards identified in Table 2-1. In addition, the GE-NE QA program
conforms to the requirements of the ASME Code.
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(E) NEDO-11209-04A, Section 2.1, fourth paragraph, describes the qualification of
training of GE-NE personnel who perform activities affecting quality. See also
Section 1.4, "QA Personnel Responsibilities and Qualifications."

(F) The NRC has evaluated the GE-NE QA Program implementation for several years
and has found that the program, including sizing of the QA staff, is being
implemented satisfactorily. See NRC letters in Docket No. 99900403.

(G) NEDO-11209-04A, Section 17, describes the GE-NE commitments related to "as-
built" documentation. The GE-NE commitments are further detailed on pages
2-10, 2-11, and 2-13 thru 2-15.

(H) NQA has the following responsibilities that are documented in
NEDO-11209-04A, Section 1.3:

(1) Develop GE-NE policies and procedures related to project and services
management, engineering, manufacturing, procurement, field service and
construction QA.

(2) Conduct or participate in independent design reviews

(3) Conduct independent audits of the GE-NE design control program.

Based on the foregoing evaluation, it is demonstrated that the GE-NE QA program as
described in NEDO-1 1209-04A, and as currently accepted by the NRC, includes full
consideration of the matters identified in this item.

19G.2.44 Dedicated Containment Penetrations Equivalent to a Single 3-Foot Diameter
Opening [item (3) (iv)J

NRC Position
Provide one or more dedicated containment penetrations, equivalent in size to a single
3f oot diameter opening, in order not to preclude future installation of systems to
prevent containment failure, such as a filtered vented containment system. [II.B.8]

Response
The Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) contained in Chapter 19 takes credit for
manual operation of a valve in a ContainmentAtmospheric Control System (CACS) line
which exhausts to the plant stack. This feature facilitates any future system
enhancements which may be found necessary.
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19G.2.45 Containment Integrity [Item (3) (v)]

NRC Position
Provide preliminary design information at a level of detail consistentwith that normally
required at the construction permit stage of review sufficient to demonstrate that
[II.B.9]

(A) (1) Containment integrity will be maintained (i.e., for steel containments by
meeting the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code,
Section III, Division 1, Subarticle NE-3220, Service Level C Limits, except
that evaluation of instability is not required, considering pressure and dead
load alone. For concrete containments by meeting the requirements of the
ASME Boiler Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 2 Subarticle
CC-3720, Factored Load Category, considering pressure and dead load
alone) during an accident that releases hydrogen generated from 100%
fuel clad metal-water reaction accompanied by either hydrogen burning or
the added pressure from post-accident inerting assuming carbon dioxide is
the inerting agent. As a minimum, the specific code requirements set forth
above appropriate for each type of containment will be met for a
combination of dead load and an internal pressure of 45 psig. Modest
deviations from these criteria will be considered by the staff, if good cause
is shown by an applicant. Systems necessary to ensure containment integrity
shall also be demonstrated to perform their function under these
conditions.

(2) Subarticle NE-3220, Division 1, and subarticle CC-3720, Division 2, of
Section III of theJuly 1, 1980 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, which
are referenced in paragraphs (f) (3) (v) (A) (1) and (f) (3) (v) (B) (1) of
IOCFR50.34, were approved for incorporation by reference by the Director
of the Office of the Federal Register. A notice of any changes made to the
material incorporated by reference will be published in the Federal
Register. Copies of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code may be
purchased from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, United
Engineering Center, 345 East 47th St., New York, NY 10017. It is also
available for inspection at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Public
Document Room, 1717 H St., NWA., Washington, D.C.
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(B) (1) Containment structure loadings produced by an inadvertent full actuation
of a post-accident inerting hydrogen control system (assuming carbon
dioxide), but not including seismic or design basis accident loadings will
not produce stresses in steel containments in excess of the limits set forth in
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, Division 1,
Subarticle NE-3220, Service Level A Limits, except that evaluation of
instability is not required (for concrete containments the loadings specified
above will not produce strains in the containment liner in excess of the
limits set forth in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III,
Division 2, Subarticle CC-3720, Service Load Category.

(2) The containment has the capability to safelywithstand pressure tests at 1.10
and 1.15 times (for steel and concrete containments, respectively) the
pressure calculated to result from carbon dioxide inerting.

Response

(A) The containment design basis accident pressure is 380 kPa gauge (55 psig). The
peak pressure resulting from 100% fuel-clad metal water reaction is less than the
factored load category for the RCCV and Service Level C for the steel portion of
the containment. Refer to Chapter 19 for details. 0

(B) The SBWR design does not employ post accident inerting; thus, item (B) does
not apply.

19G.2.46 Dedicated Penetration [Item (3) (vi)]

NRC Position
For plant designs with external hydrogen recombiners, provide redundant dedicated
containment penetrations so that, assuming a single failure, the recombiner systems can
be connected to the containment atmosphere. [II.E.4.1]

Response
This item is addressed in Subsection 1A.2.13.

19G.2.47 Organization and Staffing to Oversee Design and Construction [Item (3) (vii)]

NRC Position
Provide a description of the management plant for design and construction activities,
to include: (A) the organizational and management structure singularly responsible for
direction of design and construction of the proposed plant; (B) technical resources
directed by the applicant; (C) details of the interaction of design and construction
within the applicant's organization and the manner by which the applicant will ensure
close integration of the architect engineer and the nuclear steam supply vendor,
(D) proposed procedures for handling the transition to operation; (E) the degree of
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top level management oversight and technical control to be exercised by the applicant
during design and construction, including the preparation and implementation of
procedures necessary to guide the effort. [f.J.3.1]

Response
This is a COL license information requirement (see Subsection 19G.3.7).

19G.3 COL License Information

19G.3.1 Long-Term Training Upgrade

Simulator capability that correctly models the control room and includes the capability
to simulate small-break LOCAs shall be provided. (Reference Subsection 19G.2.13.)

19G.3.2 Long-Term Program of Upgrading of Procedures

A long-term program of upgrading procedures shall be established to begin during
construction and follow into operation for integrating and expanding current efforts to
improve plant procedures. The scope of the program shall include emergency
procedures, reliability analysis, human factors engineering, crisis management,
operator training, and coordination with INPO and other industry efforts. (Reference
Subsection 19G.2.14.)

19G.3.3 Purge System Reliability

A testing program shall be provided to ensure that the large ventilation valves close
within the limits assured in the radiologic design bases. (Reference Subsection
19G.2.27.)

19G.3.4 Licensing Emergency Support Facility

An onsite technical support center, an onsite operational support center and a near site
emergency operations facility shall be provided. (Reference Subsection 19G.2.37.)

19G.3.5 In-Plant Radiation Monitoring

A monitoring of in-plant radiation and airborne radioactivity as appropriate for a broad
range of routine and accident conditions shall be provided. (Reference
Subsection 19G.2.39.)

19G.3.6 Feedback of Operating, Design and Construction Experience

Administrative procedures for evaluating design and construction experience and for
ensuring that applicable important industry experiences shall be provided in a timely
manner to those designing and constructing the SBWR standard plant. (Reference
Subsection 19G.2.41.)
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19G.3.7 Organization and Staffing to Oversee Design and Construction

A description of the management plan for design and construction activities shall be
provided. It will include (Reference Subsection 19G.2.47.):

* organizational and management structure singularly responsible for direction of
design and construction for the plant

* technical resources director by the applicant referencing the SBWR design

* details of the interaction of design and construction within the organization of the
applicant referencing the SBWR design and the associated organization by which
integration of the total project is ensured

* procedures for handling the transition to operation

* the degree of top level management oversight and technical control will be
exercised during design and construction
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Table 19G-1 SBWR - CP/ML Rule Cross Reference

CP/ML Rule Item Appendix SSAR
Section Action Plan Section Title Reference

.
_ 

_

(1) W II.B.8

(II) II.E.1.1

19G.2.1

19G.2.2

(iii)

(iv)

II.K.2(16) &
II.K.3(25)

Il.K.3(2)

(v) ll.K.3(13)

(vi) II.K.3(16)

19G.2.3

19G.2.4

19G.2.5

19G.2.6

19G.2.7

19G.2.8

19G.2.9

19G.2.10

19G.2.11

Probabilistic Risk Assessment

Auxiliary Feedwater System
Evaluation

Impact of RCP Seal Damages
Following Small-Break LOCA with
Loss of Offsite Power

Report on Overall Safety Effect on
PORV Isolation System

Separation of HPCS and RCIC
System Initiation Levels

Reduction of Challenges and
Failures of Safety Relief Valves
Feasibility Study and System
Modification

Modification of ADS Logic Feasibility
Study and Modification for Increased
Diversity of Some Event Sequences

Restart of Core Spray and LPCI
Systems on Low Level-Design and
Modification

Confirm Adequacy of Space Cooling
Study for HPCS and RCIC

Verify Qualification of Accumulators
on ADS Valves

Evaluate Depressurization with
Other than Full ADS

Evaluation of Alternative Hydrogen
Control Systems

(Vii) ll.K.3(18)

(Viii) ll.K.3(21)

App 19D

N/A
(PWR Only)

1 A.2.30

N/A
(PWR Only)

1A.2.22

1A.2.24

1A.2.26

1A.2.27

1A.2.29

1A.2.31

19G.2.11

19G.2.12

(ix) II.K.3(24)

(x ll.K.3(28)

(xi) II.K.3(45)

(xii) 19G.2.12

(2) (i) I.A.4.2

(ii) I.C.9

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

I.D.1

I.D.2

I.D.3

ll.B.1

19G.2.13

19G.2.14

19G.2.15

19G.2.16

19G.2.17

19G.2.18

Long-Term Training Upgrade

Long-Term Program of Upgrading
of Procedures

Control Room Design Reviews

Plant Safety Parameter Display
Console

Safety System Status Monitoring

Reactor Coolant System Vents

19G.3.1

19G.3.2

1A.2.2

1A.2.3

19G.2.17

1A.2.5
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Table 19G-1 SBWR - CP/ML Rule Cross Reference

CP/ML Rule Item Appendix SSAR
Section Action Plan Section Title Reference

(vii) lI.B.2 19G.2.19

(viii)

{ix)

(x)
(xi)

lI.13.3

ll.13.8

Il.D.1

Il.D.3

WI) II.E.1.2

(Xili) I.E.3.1

(xiv)

(xv)

11.E.4.2

lI.E.4.4

{xvi) II.E.5.1

(xvii) II.F.1

(xviii) II.F.2

(xix) II.F.3

(xx) II.G.1

(xxi) II.K.1(22)

(xxii) II.K.2(9)

(xxiii) II.K.2.(10)

19G.2.20

19G.2.21

19G.2.22

19G.2.23

19G.2.24

19G.2.25

19G.2.26

19G.2.27

19G.2.28

19G.2.29

19G.2.30

1 9G.2.31

19G.2.32

1 9G.2.33

1 9G.2.34

19G.2.35

Plant Shielding to Provide Access to
Vital Areas and Protect Safety
Equipment for Post-Accident
Operation

Post-Accident Sampling

Hydrogen Control System
Preliminary Design

Testing Requirements

Relief and Safety Valve Position
Indication

Auxiliary Feedwater System
Automatic Initiation and Flow
Indication

Reliability of Power Supplies for
Natural Circulation

Isolation Dependability

Purging

Design Evaluator

Additional Accident-Monitoring
Instrumentation

Identification of and Recovery from
Conditions Leading to Inadequate
Core Cooling

Instrumentation for Monitoring
Accident Conditions (Regulatory
Guide 1.97)

Power Supplies for Pressurizer Relief
Valves, Block Valves and Level
Indication

Describe Automatic and Manual
Actions for Proper Functioning of
Auxiliary Heat Removal Systems
When FW Systems not Available

Analysis of Upgrading of Integrated
Control System

Hand-Wired Safety-Grade
Anticipatory Reactor Trips

1A.2.6

1A.2.7

19G.2.21

1A.2.9

1A.2.10

N/A
(PWR Only)

N/A
(PWR Only)

1A.2.14

19G.2.27 &
19G.3.3

N/A
(B&W Only)

1A.2.15

1A.2.16

1A.2.17 &
7.5

N/A
(PWR Only)

1A.2.20

N/A
(B&W Only)

N/A
(B&W Only)
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Table 19G-1 SBWR - CP/ML Rule Cross Reference

CP/ML Rule Item Appendix SSAR
Section Action Plan Section Title Reference

(xxiv) II.K.3(23) 19G.2.36 Central Water Level Recording 19G.2.26

(xxv) IIIA.1.2 19G.2.37 Upgrade License Emergency 19G.3.4
Support Facility

(xxvi) III.D.1.1 19G.2.38 PrimaryCoolantSourcesOutsidethe 1A.2.34
Containment Structure

(xxvii) III.D.3.3 19G.2.39 In-Plant Radiation Monitoring 19G.3.5

(xxviii) Il.D.3.4 19G.2.40 Control Room Habitability 1A.2.36

(3) (i) I.C.5 19G.2.41 Procedures for Feedback of 19G.3.6
Operating, Design and Construction
Experience

(ii) I.F.1 19G.2.42 Expand GA List 19G.2.42
(iii) I.F.2 19G.2.43 Develop More Detailed OA Criteria 19G.2.43

(iv) II.B.8 19G.2.44 Dedicated Containment 19G.2.44
Penetrations, Equivalent to a Single
3-foot Diameter Opening

(v) II.B.8 19G.2.45 Containment Integrity 19G.2.45

(vi) II.E.4.1 19G.2.46 Dedicated Penetration 1A.2.13

(vii) II.J.3.1 19G.2.47 Organization and Staffing to Oversee 19G.3.7
Design and Construction
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19H Resolution of USls/GSls
19H.1 Introduction

19H.1.1 Purpose

The NRC generic licensing, TMI and new generic safety issues (GSIs) in NUREG-0933
(Referencel9H-1) and associated correspondence were reviewed and evaluated for the
SBWR design. The unresolved safety issues (USIs) for the SBWR design were identified
from the issues applicable to BWR design. The issues requiring SBWR resolution are
identified in Tablel9H-1.

This Appendix 19H provides GE's responses to these issues for the SBWR Standard
Plant.

19H.1.2 Summary

Where applicable, the Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) issue description
summary and resolution summary are included herein to maintain BWR consistency in
the SBWR design. Also repeated (where applicable) are the pertinent requirements in
the ALWR Requirements Document (Referencel9H-2). Safety issue resolutions from
the ALWR requirements are superseded by the NRC resolutions as the latter are
developed. Where applicable, the SBWR design has been compared to the NRC or
ALWR resolution requirements with the resulting evaluation leading to resolution of
the safety issues for the SBWR design.

19H.2 SBWR Resolutions to Items/Issues

19H.2.1 Expanded QA List [l.F.11

Issue Summary
The TMI Action Plan, NUREG-0660, asserted that several systems important to the
safety of TMI were not designed, fabricated, and maintained at a level equivalent to
their safety importance. NUREG-0660 attributed this condition to the lack of clarity in
NRC guidance on graded protection and the absence of assignments of relative risk to
equipment. To correct this situation, the NRC planned to develop guidance for
licensees to expand their QA list to cover the full set of equipment 'important to safety"
rather than just the subset of that equipment defined as "safety-related." Licensees
would then be required to expand their QA list accordingly.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The designer shall identify any structures, systems, or components that are not safety-
related but for which provisions beyond normal industry practice are judged to be
needed to provide desired reliability and availability. At the same time, specific
surveillance/maintenance provisions shall be identified for those structures, systems or
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components. Such provisions need not be those of 1 OCFR50 Appendix B but instead
shall be those deemed appropriate for the specific structure, system or component and
desired reliability and availability.

The NRC evaluation is that ALWRs should have a Reliability Program addressing such
items as maintenance, technical specifications, plant procedures, and physical security
of plant equipment. The primary objective of the Reliability Program would be to
ensure that the facility is operated and maintained within enveloping PRA assumptions
throughout its life. The NRC anticipates that these new requirements will effectively
subsume the I.F.1 and IL.F.5 issues and these issues can be considered resolved.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR application of quality system requirements identified in Table 3.2-1 satisfies
the ALWR resolution. In addition, a COL license information requirement is included
in Subsectionl9H.3.1 to ensure that quality system requirements will be provided
during construction and operation. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the SBWR
Standard Plant design.

19H.2.2 Water Hammer [A-1l

Issue Summary
In the period from 1971 to May 1978, there have been about one hundred incidents
involving water hammers in BWRs and PWRs. The water hammers (or steam hammers)
have involved steam generator feedrings and piping, the RHR system, ECC systems, and
containment spray, service water, feedwater and steam lines. The incidents have been
attributed to such causes as rapid condensation of steam pockets, steam-driven slugs of
water, pump startup with partially empty lines, and rapid valve motion. Most of the
damage reported has been relatively minor, involving pipe hangers and restraints;
however, there have been several incidents which have resulted in piping and valve
damage.

No water hammer incident has resulted in the release of radioactivity outside of the
plant. However, because of the continuing incidence of water hammer events, the
number of phenomena, and the potential safety significance of the systems involved,
systematic review procedures should be developed to ensure that water hammer is given
appropriate consideration in GP and OL licensing reviews and in reviews of operating
reactors. There is also a need for systematic investigations of potential water hammer
phenomena to obtain information to be used in providing guidance for the licensing
review process and developing NRC positions on water hammer for use in the SRP.
These investigations will also provide guidance and methods for understanding and
resolving water hammer problems in existing plants.
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NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved on March 15, 1984 with the publication of NUREG-0927, Rev. 1,
and the following SRP Sections: 3.9.3, Rev. 1; 3.9.4, Rev. 2; 5.4.6, Rev. 3, 5.4.7, Rev. 3;
6.3, Rev. 2; 9.2.1, Rev. 3; 9.2.2, Rev. 2; 10.3, Rev. 3; and 10.4.7, Rev. 3. The revised SRP
Sections will be used only for the review of "custom plant" CP applications and for
standard plant applications docketed after the issuance of these revised SRP Sections
(which are intended for referencing in CP applications). Thus, this USI affects all future
plants only.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with appropriate revisions of
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Sections 3.9.3, 3.9.4, 5.4.6, 5.4.7, 6.3, 9.2.1, 9.2.2, 10.3 and
10.4.7, and with NUREG-0927, Rev. 1, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in
Tables 1.9-1 and 1.9-4, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with all of
these SRP sections, and NUREG-0927, Rev. 1, respectively.

The SBWR design utilizes design features, such as keep-full system water lines, that
preclude the occurrence of water hammer incidents.

19H.2.3 Mark I Long-Term Program [A-71

Issue Summary
When the NRC staff published "Safety Evaluation Report, Mark I Containment Long-
Term Program" (NUREG-0661) inJuly 1980, four areas were identified where the
technical issues had not been fully resolved. These were: (1) specification for
condensation oscillation loads acting on the downcomers, (2) adequacy of the data base
for specifying torus wall pressures during condensation oscillations, (3) possibility of
asymmetric torus loading during condensation oscillations, and (4) effect of fluid
compressibility in the vent system on pool swell loads. The first item, downcomer
condensation oscillation loads, lacked an acceptable load definition. The remaining
three items had acceptable specifications; however, NRC requested additional
confirmatory information tojustify the adequacy of the load specifications.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved in August 1982 with the issuance of Supplement I to
NUREG-0661 and SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C. For operating BWRs, MPA D-01 was
established by DL for implementation purposes.

SBWR Resolution
Although the SBWR containment design is not classified as a Mark I containment, this
issue is still valid and applicable to the SBWR containment.

This issue is considered resolved through compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C and
NUREG-0661, Supp. 1, consistent with the NRC resolution, and compliance with
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Generic Letter (GL) 79-57. As noted in Tables 1.9-1 and 1.9-4, the SBWR Standard Plant
design is in compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C and NUREG-0661, Supp. 1,
respectively.

During a postulated LOCA, drywell-to-suppression chamber flow of gas and
steam/water mixture produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the suppression
pool (S/P) boundary. Also, SRV flow discharging into the S/P during SRV actuation
produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the pool boundary.

The containment and its internal structures are designed to withstand all S/P dynamic
loads, due to LOCA and SRV actuation events in combination with those from the
postulated seismic events. The load combinations are described and specified in
Section 3.8.

A complete description of and diagrammatic representation of these loads is provided
in Appendix 6A.

19H.2.4 Mark II Containment Pool Dynamic Loads-Long Term Program [A-8]

Issue Summary
The original design of the Mark II containment system considered only those loads
normally associated with design-basis accidents. These included pressure and
temperature loads associated with a LOCA, seismic loads, dead loads,jet impingement
loads, hydrostatic loads due to water in the suppression chamber, overload pressure test
loads, and construction loads. However, since the establishment of the original design
criteria, additional loading conditions have been identified that must be considered for
the pressure-suppression containment-system design.

In the course of performing large-scale testing of an advanced design
pressure-suppression containment (Mark III), and during inplant testing of Mark I
containments, new suppression-pool hydrodynamic loads were identified that had not
been included explicitly in the original Mark II containment-design basis. These
additional loads result from dynamic effects of drywell air and steam being rapidly
forced into the suppression pool during a postulated LOCA and from suppression-pool
response to safety/relief valve (SRV) operation, which is generally associated with plant
transient operating conditions. Because these new hydrodynamic loads had not been
considered, the NRC staff determined that a detailed reevaluation of the Mark II
containment system was required.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved in August 1981 with the issuance of NUREG-0808 and SRP
Section 6.2.1.1.C.
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SBWR Resolution
Although the SBWR containment design is not classified as a Mark II containment, this
issue is still valid and applicable to the SBWR containment.

This issue is considered resolved through compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C and
NUREG-0808, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Tables 1.9-1 and 1.94
respectively, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with both SRP
Section 6.2.1.1.C and NUREG-0808.

During a postulated LOCA, drywell-to-suppression chamber flow of gas and
steam/water mixture produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the suppression
pool (S/P) boundary. Also, SRV flow discharging into the S/P during SRV actuation
produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the pool boundary.

The containment and its internal structures are designed to withstand all S/P dynamic
loads, due to LOCA and SRV actuation events in combination with those from the
postulated seismic events. The load combinations are described and specified in
Section 3.8.

A complete description of and diagrammatic representation of these loads is provided
in Appendix 6A.

19H.2.5 ATWS [A-91

Issue Summary
The technical report on ATWS for water-cooled reactors (WASH-1270) discussed the
probability of an ATWS event as well as an appropriate safety objective for the event.
After several years of discussions with vendors and evaluations of vendor models and
analyses, the staff published in 1975 a status report on each vendor analysis. This report
included detailed guidelines on analysis models and ATWS safety objectives. This item
was originally identified in NUREG-0371 and was later determined to be a USI.

NRC Resolution
The staff s technical findings on the issue were published in Volume 4 of NUREG-0460.
The USI was resolved onJune 26, 1984 with the publication of a final rule (Federal
Register, Vol. 49, No. 124, pp. 26036-26045).

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with 1OCFR50.62. As noted in
Section 15.8, the SBWR Standard Plant design meets the requirements of 1OCFR50.62.

Analyses of ATWS events and design features for ATWS prevention and mitigation
incorporated in the SBWR Standard Plant design can be found in Section 15.8.
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19H.2.6 BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking [A-10]

Issue Summary
Inspections at several boiling water reactor (BW.R) plants in the United States that have
feedwater nozzle/sparger systems have disclosed some degree of cracking in the
feedwater nozzles of the reactor vessels. Similar cracking have occurred in BWR control
rod drive return line nozzles.

The feedwater is distributed through spargers that deliver the flow evenly to assure
properjet pump subcooling and help maintain proper core power distribution. An
essential part of the sparger is the thermal sleeve, which projects into the nozzle bore
and is intended to prevent the impingement of cold feedwater on the hot nozzle
surface. This surface is usually heated to essentially reactor water temperature by the
returning water from the steam separators and steam dryers. However, bypass leakage
past the thermal sleeves allowed relatively cold feedwater to impinge on the hot nozzles.
The feedwater, when heated during power operation by extraction steam from the main
turbine, is typically about I 000F to 200'F colder (depending on reactor design) than the
reactor water. When the feedwater heaters are not in service, as during startups and
shutdowns, the differential could be equal to or greater than 400'F. The bypass leakage
past a loose thermal sleeve caused a fluctuation (at times severe) in the metal
temperature of the feedwater nozzle and resulted in high-cycle fatigue.

NRC Resolution
This issue was resolved in November 1980 with the issuance of NUREG-0619. MPA B-25
was established by DL for implementation purposes.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with NUREG-0619, consistent
with the NRC resolution, and compliance with Generic Letter (GL) 81-11. As noted in
Table 1.9-4, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with NUREG-0619 and
GL 81-11.

19H.2.7 Snubber Operability Assurance [A-131

Issue Summary
Snubbers are utilized primarily as seismic and pipe whip restraints at nuclear power
plants. Their safety function is to operate as rigid supports for restraining the motion of
attached systems or components under rapidly applied load conditions such as
earthquakes, pipe breaks, and severe hydraulic transients.

In May 1978, the NRC and ACRS expressed concern over the substantial number of
LERs related to the malfunction of snubbers, the most frequently occurring problems
being: (1) seal leakage in hydraulic snubbers, and (2) high rejection rate during
functional testing of snubbers.
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In reviewing these LERs, the NRC noted differences in the numbers of snubbers utilized
in systems of similar configurations and questioned the methodology used for
determining the need for snubbers in any given system.

NRC Resolution
As a result of these concerns and the desire to provide a significant increase in assurance
of the health and safety of the public, snubber operability assurance was given a priority
Category A designation and included in NUREG-0371.

The solutions proposed in NUREG-0371 were as follows:

(1) Evaluation of industry practice associated with snubber qualification testing,
design and analysis procedures, selection and specification criteria, and
preservice and inservice inspection programs.

(2) Development of Technical Specifications, SRP revisions, and Regulatory
Guides to assure a high level of snubber operability.

This issue has been resolved by actions that have been taken by the NRC to provide
guidance and control on snubbers from the manufacturers to the licensees. These
actions are as follows:

(a) Revisions in 1980 to Standard Technical Specification (STS) 3/4.7.9 and
STS 3/4.7.5 for PWRs and BWRs, respectively.

(b) Revisions in 1981 to SRP, Section 3.9.3

(c) Issuance in 1981 of the Draft Regulatory Guide and Value/Impact
Statement, Task SC-708-4.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 3.9.3, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR
Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP Section 3.9.3.

The criteria for the structural and mechanical performance parameters used for
snubbers and the installation and inspection consideration for the snubbers are as
follows:

* Inspection, Testing, Repair and/or Replacement of Snubbers

The pipe support design specification requires that the snubber supplier provide,
in an installation instruction manual, complete instructions for the testing,
maintenance, and repair of the snubber, as well as inspection points and the period
of inspection.
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The pipe support design specification requires that hydraulic snubbers be equipped
with a fluid level indicator.

Supplier-provided snubber spring constants and load capacities are reconciled with
the piping system model parameters.

* Snubber Design and Testing

The snubbers are required by the pipe support design specification to be designed
in accordance with ASME Code Section III, Subsection NF.

The snubbers are tested to insure proper performance during seismic and other
reactor building vibration events, and under anticipated operational transient loads
or other mechanical loads associated with the design requirements of the plant.

* Snubber Pre-service Examination

The pre-service examination will verify the following:

- There are no visible signs of damage or impaired operability as a result of
storage, handling, or installation.

- The snubber location, orientation, position setting, and configuration are
according to design drawings and specifications.

- Snubbers are not seized, frozen orjammed.

- Adequate swing clearance is provided to allow snubber movements.

- If applicable, fluid is to the recommended level and is not to be leaking from the
snubber system.

- Structural components (e.g. pins, fasteners, etc.) are installed correctly.

If the period between the initial pre-service examination and initial system pre-
operational tests exceeds 6 months, reexamination of the first, fourth, and fifth items is
performed. Snubbers which are installed incorrectly or otherwise fail to meet the above
requirements will be prepared or replaced and re-examined in accordance with the
above criteria.

Refer to Subsection 3.9.3.7.1 for further details.
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19H.2.8 Qualification of Class 1E Safety-Related Equipment [A-241

Issue Summary
Equipment that is used to perform a necessary safety function must be capable of
maintaining functional operability under all service conditions postulated to occur
during the installed life for the time it is required to operate. This requirement, which
in embodied in General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4 and 23 of Appendix A and Sections III
and XI of Appendix B to IOCFR50, is applicable to equipment located inside as well as
outside containment. More detailed guidance related to the methods, procedures and
guidelines for demonstrating this capability has been set forth in IEEE Std. 323 and
ancillary daughter standards (e.g., IEEE Stds. 317, 334, 382, 383) and has been
endorsed with supplementary material as noted in NRC Regulatory Guides.

As part of the operating license review for each plant, the staff evaluates the applicant's
equipment qualification program by reviewing the qualification documentation on
selected safety-related equipment. The objective of this review is to provide reasonable
assurance that the equipment can perform its intended function in the most limiting
environment in which it is expected to function.

The staff review of the documentation submitted by both equipment and license
applicants indicate that some have developed generally acceptable qualification
programs. The efforts of others, as compared with the 'state of the art," need
improvements. This is due in part to the fact that the qualification requirements
contained in national standards and other guidance related to equipment qualification
have been evolutionary in nature and subject to diverse interpretation.

To promote more orderly and systematic implementation of equipment qualification
programs in industry and to provide guidance to be used by the NRC staff for use in the
ongoing licensing reviews, the staff has developed a number of positions on selected
areas of the qualification issue. These positions provide guidance on the establishment
of service conditions, methods for qualifying equipment, and other related matters.
They do not address in detail all areas of qualification, since certain areas are not yet
well understood and are the subjects of research studies conducted by the NRC and by
the industry. It is expected that these studies will lead to the development of more
detailed guidance in the future, and may require changes to these positions.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved with the publication of NUREG-0588. A new rule affecting future
plants was also issued (NUREG-0606). MPA B-60 was established by DL for
implementing the solution at operating plants.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with NUREG-0588, consistent
with the NRC resolution, and compliance with 1OCFR50.49. As noted in Table 1.94, the
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SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with NUREG-0588. The SBWR Standard
Plant design also meets the requirements of 10CFR50.49.

Section 3.11 documents the qualification methods and procedures employed to
demonstrate the capability of electrical equipment to perform their required functions
when exposed to the environmental conditions in their respective locations. Limiting
design conditions include normal operating, abnormal operating, test, accident, and
post-accident conditions.

19H.2.9 Non-Safety Loads on Class 1E Power Sources [A-25]

Issue Summary
The Class IE power sources provide the electric power for the plant systems that are
essential to reactor shutdown, containment isolation, reactor core cooling,
containment heat removal or are otherwise essential in preventing significant release of
radioactive material to the environment This item addresses the issue of whether or not
non-safety loads should also be allowed to share these sources.

If non-safety loads are allowed to be connected to the Class IE power system, it is
possible that they may cause degradation by introducing loss of redundancy or other
failure mechanisms.

Possible solutions include prohibiting the connection of non-safety loads or requiring
special precautions for cases where a non-safety load is connected to the IE source.

NRC Resolution
This issue has been addressed by Revision 2 to Regulatory Guide 1.75 which was issued
in September 1978 and includes special requirements for connection of non-safety
loads to a Class IE source. As an alternate to the Regulatory Guide requirements,
current licensing practice permits the use of periodically tested, redundant Class IE
fault-interrupting devices as an acceptable isolation device between the Class IE power
source and the connected non-Class IE load. This current practice is being formalized
as a BTP for incorporation into the SRP. Therefore, this issue has been resolved.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.75,
Rev. 2, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-2 and
Subsections 7.1.2.2, 8.1.5.2.3 and 8.3.2.2.2, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in
compliance with RG 1.75, Rev. 2.

Refer to Subsections 7.1.2.2, 8.1.5.2.3 and 8.3.2.2.2 for further details.
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19H.2.10 RHR Shutdown Requirements [A-31]

Issue Summary
The safe shutdown of a nuclear power plant following an accident not related to a
LOCA has been typically interpreted as achieving a 'hot-standby" condition (i.e., the
reactor is shut down, but system temperature and pressure are still at or near normal
operating values). Considerable emphasis has been placed on the hot-standby
condition of a power plant in the event of an accident or abnormal occurrence. A
similar emphasis has been placed on long-term cooling, which is typically achieved by
the RHR system. The RHR system starts to operate when the reactor coolant pressure
and temperature are substantially lower than their hot-standby condition values.

Even though it may generally be considered safe to maintain a reactor in a hot standby
condition for a long time, experience shows that there have been events that required
eventual cooldown and long-term cooling until the reactor coolant system was cold
enough to perform inspection and repairs. For this reason, the ability to transfer heat
from the reactor to the environment after a shutdown is an important safety function
for both PWRs and BWRs. It is essential that a power plant be able to go from hot-
standby to cold-shutdown conditions (when this is determined to be the safest course of
action) under any accident conditions.

This issue was originally identified in NUREG-0371 and was later determined to be a
USI.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved in May 1978 with the issuance of SRP Section 5.4.7. Only those
plants expected to receive operating licenses afterJanuary 1, 1979 were affected by the
resolution.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 5.4.7, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR
Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP Section 5.4.7.

The SBWR does not have the traditional RHR system. For normal shutdown and
cooldown, residual and decay heat is removed via the main condenser and the
RWCU/SDC System (refer to Subsection 5.4.8). The ICS provides cooling of the reactor
when the RCPB becomes isolated following a scram during power operations. The ICS
automatically removes residual and decay heat to limit reactor pressure within safety
limits when the reactor isolation occurs (refer to Subsection 5.4.6).
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19H.2.11 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems [A-35]

Issue Summary
GDC-17 of AppendixA to 10C0R50 requires the offsitepowersource to be available and
to have sufficient capacity and capability to assure that: (1) the fuel and reactor
boundary are maintained within specified acceptable limits, and (2) core cooling,
containment integrity, and other vital safety functions are maintained during accident
conditions.

In the past, the NRC has accepted the results of transient and steady state stability
analyses documented in the Safety Analysis Reports for license applications which
indicated that offsite power sources remained stable and met the requirements of
GDC-17. NUREG-0138, Issue 10 defined the staff's concerns relating to: (1) the
reliability of the offsite power system as the preferred emergency source;
(2) vulnerability of safety-related equipment to sustained degraded voltage;
(3) adequacy of design interfaces of offsite and onsite power sources; and (4) adequacy
of testing the onsite power sources. In addition, Issue 9 of NUREG-S0138 defined a
concern relating to a rapid rate of frequency decay of the offsite power system; a rapid
rate of frequency decay could provide an electrical braking effect on the reactor coolant
pump motors resulting in a flow coastdown in excess of that analyzed in the accident
analysis portion of the Safety Analysis Reports.

NRC Resolution
In order to resolve this item, the power systems of operating plants and those in the
licensing process are being evaluated to determine the susceptibility of safety-related
electric equipment to: (1) sustained degraded offsite power source; (2) interaction of
the offsite and onsite power sources; and (3) adequacy of existing testing requirements.

New criteria resulting from the resolution of this issue are being factored into the
licensing process by the preparation of new or revised Technical Specifications, BTPs,
and SRP sections.

Work performed by the NRC has resulted in a two-part resolution of this issue:

(1) In order to address the concern discussed in Issue 10 of NUREG-0138, new
requirements were issued to licensees in 1977 (Millstone 1 and 2 only) and in
1979 (all licensees except Humboldt Bay). Between 1977 and 1981, these
requirements were used as the interim BTP in licensing reviews. In 1981,
Appendix A to SRP 8.3.1 was revised to incorporate these requirements as BTP
PSB-1, "Adequacy of Station Electric Distribution System Voltages." Thus, all
operating licenses issued since 1977 are in compliance with the revised
Appendix A to SRP 8.3.1.
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(2) The concern defined in Issue 9 to NUREG-0138 was evaluated by the NRC and
determined to be "not a significant safety issue" in a memorandum from DSI
to DST in 1981. The issuance of this memorandum also resulted in the
resolution of Item B-70.

The issue of adequacy of offsite power systems has been resolved because of
the available technical resolution contained in the DSI evaluation and the new
requirements established with the revision to Appendix A of SRP Section
8.3.1.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 8.3.1, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR
Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP Section 8.3.1.

Refer to Subsection 8.3.1 for further details.

19H.2.12 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel [A-361

Issue Summary
In nuclear power plants, heavy loads may be handled in several plant areas. If these
loads were to drop in certain locations in the plant, they may impact spent fuel, fuel in
the core, or equipment that may be required to achieve safe shutdown and continue
decay heat removal. If sufficient spent fuel or fuel in the core were damaged and if the
fuel is highly radioactive due to its irradiation history, the potential releases of
radioactive material could result in offsite doses that exceed 1OCFR100 limits. If the load
damaged equipment associated with redundant safe shutdown paths, the capability to
achieve safe shutdown may be defeated. Additionally, if fuel is of sufficient enrichment,
the normal boron concentrations that are maintained may not be sufficient to prevent
a load drop from causing the fuel configuration to be crushed and result in criticality.

Task A-36 was established to systematically examine staff licensing criteria and the
adequacy of measures in effect at operating plants, and to recommend necessary
changes to assure the safe handling of heavy loads. The task involved review of licensee
information, evaluation of historical data, performance of accident analyses and
criticality calculations, development of guidelines for operating plants, and review of
licensing criteria.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved with the publication of NUREG-0612 and SRP Section 9.1.5.
MPAs C-10 and C-15 were established by DL for the implementation of Phases I and II,
respectively, of the resolution at operating plants.
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SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 9.1.5 and NUREG-0612, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in
Tables 1.9-1 and 1.94, the SBWVR Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP
Section 9.1.5 and NUREG-0612, respectively.

The equipment utilized in the SBWR Overhead Heavy Load Handling (OHLH)
Systems, described in Subsection 9.1.5, are designed with consideration of radioactivity
release, criticality accidents, inability to cool fuel within the reactor vessel or within the
spent fuel pool, or prevention of safe shutdown of the reactor. Descriptions of the
designs of the reactor building crane and other overhead load handling systems can be
found in Subsection 9.1.5.2.

In addition, a COL license information requirement is included (see Subsection 9.1.6)
for NRC confirmatory spent fuel rack load drop analysis, which includes consideration
of equipment maintenance procedures; equipment inspection; safe load paths and
routing plans; heavy load handling operations controls; and operator qualification,
training, and control.

19H.2.13 Determination of Safety Relief Valve Pool Dynamic Loads and Temperature
Limits [A-39]

Issue Summary
Operation of BWR primary system pressure relief valves can result in hydrodynamic
loads on the suppression pool retaining structures or those structures located within the
pool. These loads result from initial vent clearing of relief valve piping and steam
quenching due to high local pool temperatures. The item addresses GE Mark I, II, and
III containments and was originally identified in NUREG-0371 butwas later determined
to be a USI.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved with the issuance of SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C. NUREG-0763,
NUREG-0783, and NUREG-0802 were also issued for Mark I, II, and III containments,
respectively.

SBWR Resolution
Although the SBWNIR containment design is not classified as either a Mark I, II, or III
containment, this issue is applicable to the SBWR containment, since it is of the
pressure-suppression type.

This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 6.2.1.1.C. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in
compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C.
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During a postulated LOCA, drywell-to-suppression chamber flow of gas and
steam/water mixture produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the suppression
pool (S/P) boundary. Also, SRV flow discharging into the S/P during SRV actuation
produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the pool boundary.

The containment and its internal structures are designed to withstand all S/P dynamic
loads, due to LOCA and SRV actuation events in combination with those from the
postulated seismic events. The load combinations are described and specified in
Section 3.8.

A complete description of and diagrammatic representation of these loads is provided
in Appendix 6A.

19H.2.14 Seismic Design Criteria - Short Term Program [A-40]

Issue Summary
The current seismic design sequence includes many conservative factors. Certain
aspects of the sequence may not be conservative for all plant sites. At present, it is
believed that the overall sequence is adequately conservative. The objective of this
program is to investigate selected areas of the seismic design sequence to determine
their conservatism of the design sequence to determine their conservatism for all types
of sites, to investigate alternate approaches to parts of the design sequence, to quantify
the overall conservatism of the design sequence, and to modify the NRC criteria in the
Standard Review Plan (SRP) if changes are found to be justified. In this manner, this
program will provide additional assurance that the health and safety of the public is
protected, and if possible, reduce costly design conservatisms by improving current
seismic design requirements and the NRC's capability to quantitatively assess the overall
adequacy of seismic design for nuclear plants in general.

NRC Resolution
This issue was resolved by the publication of Revision 2 to SRP Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2
and 3.7.3 in August 1989.

USI A40 originated in 1977. The basic objectives were (1) to study the seismic design
criteria; (2) to quantify the conservatism associated with the criteria; and (3) to
recommend modifications to the SRP if changes are justified. Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL) completed the study and published its findings in
NUREG/CR-1161, 'Recommended Revisions to USNRC-Seismic Design Criteria",
dated May 1980. The report recommended specific changes to the SRP. The NRC staff
reviewed the report and developed some other changes that would reflect the present
state of seismic design practices. The resulting SRP changes were issued for public
comment inJune 1988, and the final SRP changes were published in August 1989.
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The major SRP changes consist of (1) clarification of development of site-specific
spectra; (2) justification for use of single synthetic time-history by power spectral density
function; (3) location and reductions of input ground motion for soil structure
interaction; and (4) design of above- ground vertical tanks. Except for item (4), these
items do not constitute any additional requirements for current licenses and
applications, and thus, no backfltting is being required for these items. However, the
revised provisions could be used for margin studies and reevaluations or individual
plant examination for external events (IPEEE).

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Revision 2 of SRP
Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2 and 3.7.3, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in
Table 1.9-1, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with Revision 2 of SRP
Sections 2.5.2, 3.7.1, 3.7.2 and 3.7.3.

19H.2.15 Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors [A-42]

Issue Summary
BWR piping weldments are susceptible to intergranular stress corrosion cracking
(IGSCC). The.three elements that, in combination, cause IGSCC are, a susceptible
(sensitized) material, a significant tensile stress, and an aggressive environment.

The staff position is that improvements in all three of these elements should be
pursued. Nevertheless, significant reduction in the probability of IGSCC can be
accomplished even by improving one or two of these three elements. From a practical
standpoint, this is more readily accomplished in the near term.

NRC Resolution
This USI was resolved in February 1981 when NUREG-0313, Revision I was issued to all
holders of BWR operating licenses or construction permits and to all applicants for
BWR operating licenses. MPA B-05 was established by DL for implementation of the
resolution at operating plants.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with NUREG-0313, Rev. 1,
consistent with the NRC resolution, and compliance with Generic Letter (GL) 88-01. As
noted in Table 1.9-4, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with both
NUREG-0313, Rev. 1 and GL 88-01.

The SBWR utilizes designs, materials and processes which will prevent IGSCG. This is
accomplished with materials resistant to IGSCC (e.g. Type 316 Nuclear Grade stainless
steel and stabilized nickel-base Alloy 600M and 182M), limits on sensitizing operations,
heat treatment after sensitizing, and elimination of crevice conditions.
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19H.2.16 Station Blackout [A-44]

Issue Summary
The total loss of ac power (that is, the loss of ac power from both the off-site and on-site
sources) is referred to as a station blackout. In the event of a station blackout, the
capability to cool the reactor core is dependent on the availability of systems that do not
require ac power and on the ability to restore off-site or on-site ac power before other
means of cooling the core are lost. The concern is that a prolonged station blackout
might result in a core damage accident.

NRC Resolution
The NRC resolution is contained in IOCFR50, Section 50.63,June 1988, "Loss of all
Alternating Current Power" and in Regulatory Guide 1.155, "Station Blackout."

WASH-1400 showed that station blackout could be an important risk contributor, and
operating experience has indicated that the reliability of ac power systems might be less
than originally anticipated. For these reasons, station blackout was designated as a USI
in 1980. A proposed rule was published for comment on March 21, 1986. A final rule,
10CFR50.63, was published onJune 21, 1988 and became effective onJuly 21, 1988.
Regulatory Guide 1.155 was issued at the same time as the rule and references an
industry guidance document, NUMARC-8700.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR does not require emergency ac power to achieve safe shutdown. Therefore,
this issue is not applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.17 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal [A-451

Issue Summary
The shutdown decay heat removal issue encompasses all methods of removing fission
product decay heat under all plant shutdown conditions. This includes decay heat
removal (DHR) under anticipated transient and normal shutdown conditions, as well
as postulated post-accident heat removal subsequent to the initial reflood stage. It
includes heat removal under "hot standby," 'hot shutdown," and 'cold shutdown"
conditions. It is concerned with the reliability of DHR systems and their support systems
under all these conditions, and their vulnerability to a variety of plausible internal and
external transients or challenges. This issue has become very complex because of its
broad, all-encompassing scope and its interrelationship with numerous other generic
issues.

Both the industry and the NRC have programs under way which address this issue for
operating plants. The major regulatory program on DHR is Unresolved Safety Issue
A-45, "Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements". The objective of the A-45
program is "to evaluate the adequacy of current licensing requirements for ensuring
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that nuclear power plants do not pose an unacceptable risk to the public as a result of
failure to remove decay heat". However, the scope of the NRC's A45 program includes
operating and near-term operating plants only.

NRC Resolution
USI A45 was resolved by SECY-88-260, 'Shutdown Decay Heat Removal Requirements
(USI A-45)," issued September 13, 1988, without imposing any new licensing
requirements other than the Individual Plant Examination (IPE), as described below.
At the same time the staff issued NUREG-1289, "Regulatory and Backfit Analysis: USI
A-45." Since all of the significant USI A45 results have been found to be highly plant-
specific, the Commission decided it was not appropriate to propose a single generic
corrective action to be applied uniformly to all plants.

The commission is implementing the Severe Accident Policy (50FR32138) and will
require all plants presently operating or under construction to undergo a systematic
examination termed the IPE. The reason for this examination is to identify any plant-
specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents. The IPE analysis intends to examine and
understand the plant emergency procedures, design, operations, maintenance, and
surveillance, in order to identify vulnerabilities. The analysis will examine both the
decay heat removal systems and those systems used for other related functions.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR capability in response to the NRC Policy Statement on Severe Accidents is
contained in Chapter 19, and encompasses the NRC requirements for resolution of
USI A45. Therefore, this issue is considered resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant
design.

19H.2.18 Safety Implications of Control Systems [A-47]

Issue Summary
This issue concerns the potential for accidents or transients being made more severe as
a result of control system failures including control and instrumentation power supply
faults. These failures or malfunctions may occur independently or as a result of an
accident or transient and would be in addition to any control system failure that may
have initiated the event. Although it is generally believed that control system failures are
not likely to result in loss of safety functions which could lead to serious events or result
in conditions that safety systems are not able to cope with, in-depth studies have not
been performed. The purpose is to define generic criteria that may be used for plant-
specific reviews.

NRC Resolution
This issue was resolved September 20, 1989, with the publication of Generic Letter
(GL) 89-19, which states:
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"The staff has concluded that all PWR plants should provide automatic steam generator
overfill protection, all BWR plants should provide automatic reactor vessel overfill
protection, and that plant procedures and technical specifications for all plants should
include provisions to verify periodically the operability of the overfill protection and to
assure that automatic overfill protection is available to mitigate main feedwater overfeed
events during reactor power operation. Also, the system design and setpoints should be
selected with the objective of minimizing inadvertent trips of the main feedwater system
during plant startup, normal operation, and protection system surveillance. The
Technical Specifications recommendations are consistent with the criteria and the risk
considerations of the Commission Interim Policy Statement on Technical Specification
Improvement. In addition, the staff recommends that all BWR recipients reassess and
modify, if needed, their operating procedures and operator training to assure that the
operators can mitigate reactor vessel overfill events that may occur via the condensate
booster pumps during reduced system pressure operation."

SBWR Resolution
The automatic reactor vessel overfill protection is a feature of the Feedwater Control
System (FWCS) described in Section 7.7.3. If the reactor water level rises to Level 8, then
equipment protective action will trip the main turbine and reduce feedwater demand
to zero. The feedwater pumps will be tripped if the water level continues to rise to
Level 9. The trip logic for the FWCS overfill protection is part of the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) Instrumentation. As noted in Table 3.3.3.3-1 of the SBWR Standard Plant
Technical Specifications (Chapter 16), surveillance requirements for the "reactor vessel
water high-high, Level 8" function of the RPS Instrumentation are:

* SR 3.3.1.1.1-Perform Channel Check (12-hour frequency)

* SR 3.3.1.1.7-Perform Channel Function Test (92-day frequency)

* SR 3.3.1.1.8-Perform Channel Calibration (refueling interval)

* SR 3.3.1.1.10-Perform Logic System Functional Test (refueling interval)

* SR 3.3.1.1.1 1-Verify the RPS Response Time is within limits (refueling interval on
a staggered test basis)

This issue is considered resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.19 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on Safety Equipment
[A-481

Issue Summary
For the unlikely event of a degraded core accident, scenarios have been postulated that
result in the release of large quantities of hydrogen to the containment Hydrogen in
significant quantity can be formed as a result of the reaction of zirconium fuel cladding
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at high temperature with steam. Experience gained from the TMI-2 accident indicates
that more design capability may be required for handling larger hydrogen releases than
was previously assumed.

NRC Resolution
This issue was resolved as stated in SECY-89-122, dated April 19,1989.

USI A48 was initiated as a result of the large amount of hydrogen generated and
burned within containment during the Three Mile Island (TMI) accident. This issue
covers hydrogen control measures for recoverable degraded core accidents for all BWRs
and those PWVRs with ice condenser containments. Extensive research in this area has
led to significant revision of the Commission's hydrogen control regulations, given in
1OCFR50.44, published December 2, 1981.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR containment is inerted and per 10CFR50.34 (f) (2) (ix) can withstand the
pressure and energy addition from 100% fuel clad metal water reaction as evaluated in
Chapter 19. Therefore, this issue is resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.20 Behavior of BWR Mark III Containments [B-10]

Issue Summary
Following a postulated LOCA, escaping steam forces the suppression pool out of the
drywell into the wet well. This action results in pool swell and loads from vent clearing,
jets, chugging, impact of water, impact from froth impingement, pool fallback,
condensation, and containment pressure.

The concern is that these loadings may damage structures and components located
within the wetwell. Although many of these structures (e.g., walkways) are by themselves
not related to safety, the various ECCS systems take suction from the wet well and,
therefore, damage in the wet well may affect the performance of the ECCS.

This is an ACRS generic concern. Evaluation and approval is required of various aspects
of the Mark III containment design which differs from the Mark I and Mark II designs.
The task involves the completion of the staff evaluation of the Mark III containment and
documentation of the method used to validate the analytical models and assumptions
needed to predict the containment pressures in the event of a LOCA.

The NRC staff reviewed GE's pool dynamic load definitions to arrive at a finalized
hydrodynamic load definition that can be utilized by Mark III containment applicants
for operating licenses. The pool dynamic loads were reviewed under USI A-39,
"Determination of Safety Relief Valve (SRV) Pool Dynamic Loads and Temperature
Limits for BWR Containment."
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NRC Resolution
This issue addresses the design adequacy and, therefore, the availability of containment,
one level of the "defense-in-depth." This item has been resolved and new requirements
were issued (SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C revision, 9/84).

SBWR Resolution
Although the SBWR containment design is not classified as a Mark III containment, this
issue is applicable to the SBWR containment, since it is of the pressure-suppression type.
However, the various core cooling systems (e.g. ICS and GDCS) do not take suction
from the suppression pool. These systems utilize dedicated pools.

This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Section 6.2.1.1.C, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the
SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP Section 6.2.1.1.C, Rev. 6.

During a postulated LOCA, dryvell-to-suppression chamber flow of gas and
steam/water mixture produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the suppression
pool (S/P) boundary. Also, SRV flow discharging into the S/P during SRV actuation
produces hydrodynamic loading conditions on the pool boundary.

The containment and its internal structures are designed to withstand all S/P dynamic
loads, due to LOCA and SRV actuation events in combination with those from the
postulated seismic events. The load combinations are described and specified in
Section 3.8.

A complete description of and diagrammatic representation of these loads is provided
in Appendix 6A.

19H.2.21 Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions [B-171

Issue Summary
This issue involves developing criteria for safety-related operator action (SROA) during
the response to or recovery from transients and accidents. The criteria would include a
determination of actions that shall be automated in lieu of operator action and the
development of a time criterion for SROA. Specifically, to be determined, is whether or
not to require an automatic switchover from the injection mode to the recirculation
mode for PWRs following a LOCA.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The ALWR design will satisfy NRC requirements concerning automation of safety-
related operator actions and operator response times. Since that part of the issue
concerning automatic realignment of ECCS is not applicable to the ALWR by design,
this issue is considered resolved for the ALWR Passive Plant.
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BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document

* Section 2.3.2.9 of Chapter 1 specifies that the passive ALWR shall permit increased
operator response time over existing LWRs. For transients and accidents analyzed
under the initiating event plus single failure LDB assumptions, no credit for
operator action shall be necessary to meet regulatory limits until at least 72 hours
following the initiating events.

* Section 2.3.3.5, and several places in Table 1.2-5 of Chapter 1 of the ALWNR
Requirements Document specify the ALWfR overall requirements for the time after
an event is initiated in which the operator must act as not less than 30 minutes, for
investment protection.

* Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 10 states the objective of the ALWVR design shall be to take
full advantage of operator capabilities, but not to challenge operator limitations.

* Section 2.2.9 of Chapter 10 states the policy for the design of the ALWR MMIS
which requires that each monitoring, control, and protection function be evaluated
as part of the design process to determine the appropriate level of automation.
Consideration is required of such factors as operator workload, system response,
operation complexity, level and duration of the operator's attention, and failure of 0
the automatic features.

* Section 3.4.3 of Chapter 10 requires that the design choice on automatic versus
manual control or monitoring is to be based on evaluations which specifically
include consideration of operator workload, operator capability, past experience
with automatic or manual controls or monitoring in similar applications, operator
vigilance and the need to keep the operator involved and knowledgeable as to the
plant status, amount and complexity of MMIS equipment (including software) and
the resulting maintenance and testing burden, the consequences of and potential
for malfunctions of the automatic equipment and for operating errors, and
regulatory requirements.

* Section 8.2.3 of Chapter 10 defines the control and monitoring strategies which
shall be used for protection and safety systems. This includes the requirement that
startup or actuation of these systems shall be automatic but with an effective manual
backup. It also requires that these systems operate automatically after actuation for
at least 20 minutes and that manual operations be limited so that essentially
continuous manning for extended periods of time, e.g., hours or days, is not
required.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR design satisfies the NRC requirements concerning automation of safety- 0
related operator actions and operator response times. The SBWR resolution is
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consistent with the ALWR resolution. For example, the SBWR design requires no
operator action earlier than 72 hours for any design basis accidents. The SBWR design
has eliminated the need for operator actions for several accidents/transients. In
addition, advanced CRTs in the control room shall be utilized for monitoring and alarm
functions for safety-related and non safety-related systems. Therefore, this issue is
resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.22 Develop Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Atmosphere Cleanup
System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units for Engineered Safety Feature
Systems and for Normal Ventilation Systems [B-361

Issue Summary
This item involves developing revisions to current guidance and staff technical positions
regarding ESF and normal ventilation system air filtration and adsorption units. This
involves developing revisions to Regulatory Guide 1.52 and BTP ETSB 11.2 to address
technical advances that have shown that some current positions are unjustifiably
conservative, some are unnecessary, and in some cases additional positions are
necessary.

NRC Resolution
Criteria developed as a result of this issue have been documented in Regulatory Guide
1.52, Rev. 2, issued in March 1978 and in Regulatory Guide 1.140, Rev. 1, issued in
October 1979. Thus, this item has been resolved.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR engineered safety features (ESFs) do not require a separate ventilation
system. The SBWR has no filter systems that perform safety-related functions following
a design basis accident (DBA). The control room is provided with self contained bottled
air to maintain a safe control room atmosphere following a DBA as discussed in
Section 6.4. Therefore, this issue, as it applies to ESFventilation system air filtration and
adsorption units, is not applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant design.

However, this issue, as it applies to normal ventilation system air filtration and
adsorption units, is applicable to SBWR and is considered resolved through compliance
with Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.140, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in
Table 1.9-2 and Subsection 14.2.3, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance
with RG 1.140.

Design details of the normal ventilation system air filtration and adsorption units for the
control room area, spent fuel pool area, radwaste area, turbine building, and reactor
building can be found in Subsections 9.4.1,9.4.2,9.4.3,9.4.4, and 9.4.6, respectively.
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19H.2.23 Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves [B-551

Issue Summary
The BWR pressure relief system is designed to prevent overpressurization of the reactor
coolant pressure boundary (RCPB) under the most severe abnormal operational
transient (closure of the main steam line isolation valves with failure of the MSIV
position switches to scram the reactor). This design function is accomplished through
the use of a plant-unique combination of safety valves (SVs), power actuated relief valves
(PARVs), and dual function safety/relief valves (SRVs). The majority of the valves in
BWARs are commonly referred to as Target Rock SRVs.

In addition to the RCPB overpressure protection design functions of the BWR pressure
relief system, a specified number of the PARVs or SRVs utilized in the pressure relief
system of each BWR facility are used in the automatic depressurization system (ADS),
which is one of the emergency core cooling systems. In the event of certain postulated
small-break LOCAs, the ADS is designed to reduce reactor coolant system pressure to
permit the low pressure emergency core spray and/or low pressure coolant injection
systems to function. The ADS performs this design function by automatically actuating
certain preselected PARVs or SRVs following receipt of specific signals from the
protection system.

Certain safety concerns resultwhen: (1) a valve fails to open properly on demand, (2) a
valve opens spuriously and then fails to properly reseat, and (3) a valve opens properly
but fails to properly reseat. The failure of a pressure relief system valve to open on
demand results in a decrease in the total available pressure-relieving capacity of the
system. Spurious openings of pressure relief system valves, or failures of valves to
properly reseat after opening, can result in inadvertent reactor coolant system
blowdown with unnecessary thermal transients on the reactor vessel and the vessel
internals, unnecessary hydrodynamic loading of the containment systems'
pressure-suppression chamber and its internal components, and potential increases in
the release of radioactivity to the environs. In addition, if the failed valve also serves as
part of the ADS, a degradation of the capability of the ADS to perform its emergency
core cooling function could result.

SBWR Resolution
SBWR SRV reliability is assured through proper design, inspection, and testing.

The SBWR overpressure protection system (i.e. SRVs) is designed to satisfy the
requirements of Section III of the ASME Code. The consequences of failure are
discussed in Subsection 15.1.4, and the results show that in the case of an inadvertent
SRV opening, the resulting transient is a mild depressurization and produces no
significant challenge to the RCPB, containment, or integrity of the fuel.
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The inspection and testing of applicable SRVs utilizes a quality assurance program
which complies with Appendix B of 1OCFR50. The SRVs are tested in accordance with
quality control procedures to detect defects and to provide operability prior to
installation. The valve manufacturer certifies that the design and performance
requirements have been met.

After installation at the plant, valve operability is verified during the preoperational test
program as discussed in Chapter 14. The external and flange seating surfaces of all SRVs
are 100% visually inspected when the valves are removed for maintenance or bench
testing during normal plant shutdowns.

19H.2.24 Allowable ECCS Equipment Outage Periods [B-61i

Issue Summary
This issue was identified in NUREG-0471 and concerns establishing surveillance test
intervals and allowable equipment outage periods, using analytically based criteria and
methods for the technical specifications. The present technical specifications allowable
equipment outage intervals and test intervals were determined primarily on a basis of
engineeringjudgment.

Studies performed show the unavailability contribution to the ECI/ECCS systems from
testing, maintenance, and allowed equipment outage time ranges from 0.3 to 0.8 of the
total unavailability. Optimization of the allowed outage period and the test and
maintenance interval can significantly reduce the equipment unavailability and in turn
reduce public risk.

Using techniques and methods currently available (e.g. 'FRANTIC" and 'FRANTIC II"
computer codes documented in NUREG-0193 and NUREG/CR-1924, respectively) and
the modeling from IREP and NREP programs, the optimum equipment test intervals
and allowable equipment downtimes can be determined. Technical specifications
would have to be modified to conform to these findings.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway.
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19H.2.25 Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor Coolant Pressure
Boundary [B-63]

Issue Summary
There are several systems connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary that have
design pressures that are considerably below the reactor coolant system operating
pressure. The NRC has required that valves forming the interface between these high
and low pressure systems have sufficient redundancy to assure that the low pressure
systems are not subjected to pressures which exceed their design limits.

Recently, there has been discussion relative to the adequacy of the isolation of low
pressure systems that are connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary. Past
reviews have concentrated on ensuring isolation of the residual heat removal system,
which is a low pressure system on almost all PWRs and BWRs. Current reviews of license
applications for new plants (CP/OL evaluations) are based on guidelines set forth in
the SRP supplemented by the staff position, "Leak Testing of Pressure Isolation Valves,"
which is documented in the proposed Revision 2 to SRP 3.9.6 issued for public
comment in 1980. These guidelines were not available during the reviews of the plants
which are currently operating. The next revision of SRP 3.9.6 will include the staff
position on leak testing pressure isolation valves.

To assess the isolation capabilities of low pressure systems, this task involves the review
of a representative operating plant for each NSSS vendor. Each low pressure system
connected to the reactor coolant pressure boundary and penetrating the containment
will be examined.

NRC Resolution
In April 1981, an order was issued to all operating reactors to comply with the
requirements of the technical resolution for Event V configurations. All other
configurations are being addressed by inservice testing SERs and are being issued as
license amendments.

This issue has been resolved and requirements have been issued.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with the latest revision of
Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 3.9.6. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR Standard
Plant design is in compliance with SRP Section 3.9.6, Rev. 2.

Subsection 7.6.1 describes high pressure/low pressure interlocks to prevent
overpressurization of low pressure systems which are connected to high pressure
systems.
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Portions of the GDCS piping are considered part of the reactor coolant boundary and
portions of the piping connect to the low pressure GDCS pools. Positive means are
provided in the system design to prevent reactor pressure from being transmitted to the
low pressure portion of the GDCS. Both mechanical means of isolation and system
interlocks'ensure that high pressure is not transmitted to the low pressure portions of
the system.

The only other high pressure/low pressure interface is the LPCI mode of the
non-safety-related Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS), which is described
in Subsection 9.1.3.2.2.

19H.2.26 Control Room Infiltration Measurements [B-661

Issue Summary
The control room area ventilation systems and control building layout and structures
are reviewed to assure that plant operators are adequately protected against the effects
of accidental releases of toxic and radioactive gases and to assure that the control room
can be maintained as the backup center from which technical center personnel can
safely operate in the case of an accident. A key parameter affecting control room
habitability under the conditions described in GDC-19 and SRP Section 6.4 is the
magnitude of control room air infiltration rates. Current estimates of these rates are
based on data relating to buildings that are substantially different than typical nuclear
power plant control room buildings. Additional experimentally measured air exchange
rates of operating reactor control rooms are needed to develop an improved data base.
This task will facilitate compliance with the following staff requirements and guidance:
(1) GCD-19 of Appendix A to lOCFR50, "Control Room," and (2) SRP Sections 6.4,
"Control Room Habitability System," and 9.4.1, "Control Room Air Ventilation
Systems."

Work performed by NRR, including experimental measurement of air exchange rates
of selected operating reactor plant control rooms, resulted in revised review procedures
and have been incorporated into Rev. 2 of SRP Section 6.4 (July 1981) and is being
applied to plants under licensing review. The review of this issue with respect to
operating plants is also being implemented in accordance with TMI Action Plan Item
III.D.3.4, "Control Room Habitability Requirements," as required by NUREG-0737.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Sections 6.4, Rev. 2 and 9.4.1. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR Standard Plant design
is in compliance with SRP Sections 6.4, Rev. 2 and 9.4.1.

Safe occupancy of the control room during abnormal conditions is provided for in the
design. Adequate shielding is provided to maintain tolerable radiation levels in the
control room in the event of a design basis accident for the duration of the accident.
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The control room ventilation system has redundant equipment and includes radiation,
toxic and smoke detectors with appropriate alarms and interlocks. If any hazards exist
at the normal control room ventilation intake, habitability is assured by the Emergency
Breathing Air System (EBAS), which upon isolation of the control room envelope,
provides a positive air purge.

In the unlikely event that the control room must be vacated and access is restricted,
instrumentation and controls are provided outside the control room which can be
utilized to initiate reactor shutdown, maintain a safe shutdown condition and achieve
subsequent cold shutdown of the reactor.

19H.2.27 Assurance of Continuous Long Term Capability of Hermetic Seals on
Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment [C-1]

Issue Summary
This item was developed because of concerns regarding the long-term capability of
hermetically-sealed instruments and equipment which must function in postaccident
environments. Certain classes of instrumentation incorporate seals. When safety-related
components within containment must function during post-LOCA accident conditions,
their operability is sensitive to the ingress of steam or water.

If the seals should become defective as a result of personnel errors in the maintenance
of such equipment, such errors could lead to the loss of effective seals and the resultant
loss of equipment operability. The establishment of a basis for confidence that sensitive
equipment has a seal during the lifetime of the plant is needed.

NRC Resolution
The NRC has undertaken a program to reevaluate the qualification of all safety-related
electrical equipment at all operating reactors. As part of this program, more definitive
criteria for environmental qualification of safety-related electrical equipment have been
developed by the staff. The Division of Operating Reactors' 'Guidelines for Evaluating
Environmental Qualification of Class IE Electrical Equipment in Operating Reactors"
(DOR Guidelines) were completed in November 1979. The Guidelines are intended as
a screening device to catch those pieces of equipment which might have qualification
problems. In addition, for reactors under licensing review, the staff has issued
NUREG-0588. The staff intends to evaluate the qualification of all electrical safety
equipment in operating plants pursuant to the Guidelines. If problems arise, the staff
shall resolve them using NUREG-0588 as a guide for theirjudgment.

On May 27,1980 the NRC issued Commission Memorandum and Order CLI-80-21
ordering that the above two documents form the requirements which licensees and
applicants must meet in order to satisfy those aspects of I OCFR50, Appendix A, GDC-4,
which relate to the environmental qualification of safety-related electrical equipment.
The order established an implementation schedule which set a goal that all safety-
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related electrical equipment in all operating plants be qualified to the DOR Guidelines
or NUREG-0588 by no later thanJune 30, 1982.

This item has been resolved. Requirements have been established and implementation
is underway.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with NRC Memorandum and
Order CLI-80-21 (dated 5/27/80) and NUREG-0588, consistent with the NRC
resolution. As noted in Tables 1.9-4 and 7.5-1 and in Section 3.11, the SBWR Standard
Plant design is in compliance with NUREG-0588.

Refer to Section 3.11 for further details on qualification of safety-related electrical
equipment.

19H.2.28 Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a LOCA [C-101

Issue Summary
This task responds to a concern of the ACRS about the effectiveness of various
containment sprays to remove airborne radioactive materials which could be present
within the containment following a LOCA. This concern has been expanded to include
the possible damage to equipment located inside containment due to an inadvertent
actuation of the sprays.

This task involves assisting the industry in writing an ANSI Standard on the design of
containment spray systems, developing a topical report on the technological bases for
spray washout models, and in managing contracts to evaluate the ability of different
spray solutions to remove the radioiodines and radioactive particulates released to
containment during a postulated LOCA.

Draft 7 of ANSI N581, "BWR and PWR Containment Spray System Design," has been
reviewed by the staff. Following resolution of the NRC comments and issuance of this
standard by ANSI, a regulatory guide endorsing this standard will be developed.

NRC Resolution
ANSI/ANS 56.5-1979, TPWR and BWR Containment Spray System Design Criteria," has
been issued and is referenced in SRP Section 6.5.2. Thus, this item has been resolved.

SBWR Resolution .
The SBWR contains both suppression chamber and upper drywell containment sprays.
Neither spray system is safety-related, and no credit is taken for removal of fission
products under design basis accident evaluations. Therefore, this issue is considered to
be not applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant design.
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19H.2.29 Interim Acceptance Criteria for Solidification Agents for Radioactive Solid
Wastes [C-17]

Issue Summary
There are no current criteria for acceptability of solidification agents. This task involves
the development of criteria for acceptability of radwaste solidification agents to
properly implement a process control program for the packaging of diverse plant wastes
for shallow land burial.

NRC Resolution
1OCFR61 was published in the Federal Register on December 27, 1982 (47FR57446)
and includes Section 61.56 which addresses waste characteristics. A BTP on waste form
has been developed under TMI Action Plan Item IV.C.1. Thus, this item has been
resolved.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with IOCFR61.56, consistentwith
the NRC resolution. As noted in Subsection 11.4.1, the SBWR Standard Plant design
meets the requirements of IOCFR61.

Refer to Subsection 11.4.1 for further details.

19H.2.30 Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports (151

Issue Summary
There is a potential for radiation embrittlement of the reactor vessel support structure
resulting from long term exposure to neutrons whose energy is equal to or greater than
1 MeV. An upward shift in nil ductility transition temperature (NDTT) related to high
fluence of low energy neutrons could result in an NDTT temperature as high as 200'F.
An earthquake could initiate a transient stress or shock that might result in rapid
fracture of the reactor vessel support structure (RVSS) and consequent movement of
the reactor vessel.

ALWR Elements of Resolution
The RVSS designs for the ALWAR fall into two categories. These are (1) a skirt for the
BWR and (2) a short air-cooled column for the PWR.

BW7R skirt type supports are located away from the core with a large volume of
intervening water and metal. Radiation embrittlement of skirt type RVSS is not
anticipated, but should be verified by analysis.

Section 5.2.7.4 of Chapter 1 requires the Plant Designer to select RVSS materials that
are resistant to brittle fracture. The Plant Designer is also to perform calculations to
demonstrate its acceptability for maximum plant life and capacity factor, and to identify
any operational constraints to avoid the potential for brittle fracture. Additionally, the
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Plant Designer shall provide access for monitoring the material temperature and for
performing modifications if required. This requirement should resolve this issue for the
ALWR passive plant.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR reactor vessel support skirt will experience a higher fluence than previous
designs. Consequently, analyses to demonstrate the structural integrity of the skirt with
consideration of radiation embrittlement are underway. The final results will be
provided to NRC upon completion.

19H.2.31 Automatic Air Header Dump on BWR Scram System [25]

Issue Summary
This issue concerns the slow loss of control air pressure in the scram system of BWRs.
Air pressure dropping at a certain rate will first allow some of the CRD scram outlet
valves to open slightly, thus filling the scram discharge volume with water but allowing
little or no control rod movement. Eventually, the rods will try to scram but the scram
will be impaired in a manner similar to what happened at Browns Ferry Unit 3 on
June 28, 1980. Meanwhile, the dropping air pressure can cause a transient (e.g., via
feedwater controller lockup) which would normally call for a scram.

NRC Resolution
Immediate action taken by the staff following the Browns Ferry event resulted in a
technical resolution of the issue. The generic safety evaluation report identified new
requirements for scram discharge volume designs. These requirements have been
approved and implemented in the forms of orders from the Division of Licensing, dated
January 9, 1981 to BWR licensees. Thus, this issue has been resolved.

SBWR Resolution
In the SBWR Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) design, described in
Section 4.6, the water which scrams the control rod discharges into the reactor vessel
and does not require a scram discharge volume, thus eliminating a potential source for
common mode scram failure. Therefore, this issue is not applicable to the SBWR
Standard Plant design.

19H.2.32 Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the BWR Scram System [40]

Issue Summary
If a break or leak exists or develops in the scram discharge volume (SDV) piping during
a reactor scram, this would result in the release of water and steam at 212'F into the
reactor building at a maximum flow rate of 550 gpm and is postulated to result in 100%
relative humidity in the reactor building. The principal means of isolating this break
would be to close the scram exhaust valves which are located on the hydraulic control
units; however, this is dependent upon the ability to reset scram, which cannot be
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absolutely ensured immediately following the scram. Therefore, a rupture of the SDV
could result in an unisolable break outside of primary containment, which is postulated
to threaten emergency core cooling equipment by flooding areas in which this
equipment is located and by causing ambient temperature and relative humidity
conditions for which this equipment is not qualified.

NRC Resolution
NUREG-0803 provides guidance to ensure pipe integrity, detection capability,
mitigation capability and qualification of the emergency equipment to the expected
environment.

SBWR Resolution
In the SBWR Fine Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD) design, described in
Section 4.6, the water which scrams the control rod discharges into the reactor vessel
and does not require an SDV, thus eliminating a potential source for common mode
scram failure. Therefore, this issue is not applicable to the SBWVR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.33 Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme Cold Weather [451

Issue Summary
On September 27,1979, OIE issued Bulletin No. 79-24 regarding frozen lines. Issuance
of the bulletin was prompted by LERs which had revealed many events involving frozen
instrument, sampling, and processing lines. All licensees and CP holders were
requested to "review their plants to determine that adequate protective measures have
been taken to assure that safety related process, instrument and sampling lines do not
freeze during extremely cold weather." The results of those reviewed were to be
reported to the Regional Director by October 31, 1979.

AEOD addressed the concerns for inoperability of instrumentation due to extreme cold
weather in a memorandum to NRR and OIE onJune 15, 1981. Highlighted in the
memorandum was the December 1980 event at Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2 in which
all four RWST instrumentation channels were lost when the level transmitters froze.
The system heat tracing circuit was de-energized because the main line fuse was
removed. This situation would have prevented the automatic change over of the ECC
from injection to recirculation mode under LOCA conditions (i.e., loss-of-safety
function). AEOD requested that OIE and NRR address the generic problem identified
in its memorandum. It was suggested that OIE issue a supplement to Bulletin 79-24 and
that NRR address the adequacy of protective measures for freezing of safety-related
instrument lines in the review of OLs.

NRC Resolution
In an August 14, 1981 memorandum to AEOD, NRR advised that a BTP on freeze
protection of safety-related instrument lines was being developed and would be
included in the appropriate SRP section following its review and approval. NRR further
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advised that OIE proposed to amend the Inspection and Enforcement Manual to
include a module which would set forth requirements for inspection of systems and
measures for protection against cold weather. This inspection module would require
that regional inspectors perform plant site visits prior to the beginning of the cold
season to verify the condition of heat tracing systems and measures taken to protect
plant equipment from cold weather conditions. An amendment to the Inspection and
Enforcement Manual (Procedure No.71714) was issued by OE onJanuary 1, 1982, thus
completing the OIE portion of the resolution of this issue. Acceptance criteria for the
design of protective measures against freezing in instrument lines of safety-related
systems were included in Draft Regulatory Guide 1.151, "Instrument Sensing Lines."
With inclusion of the criteria in the draft regulatory guide, further work on a BTP was
terminated. The draft regulatory guide was issued for comment in March 1982.
Comments have been collected and dispositioned and the regulatory guide was
published inJuly 1983. Notice of the issuance of Regulatory Guide 1.151 was published
in the Federal Register on August 8,1983. Implication of the guide is limited to all CPs
issued after September 1, 1983. As stated in the value/impact statement for the guide,
no backfitting of requirements for freeze protection and alarms is to be accomplished
other than those changes effected by IE Bulletin 79-24 (and the inspection
requirements added to the OE Inspection Manual).

Since the Regulatory Guide applies only to new CPs, the NRR portion of the resolution
of this issue will be completed by the revision of the appropriate section(s) of the SRP.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Standard Review Plan (SRP)
Sections 7.1, 7.5 and 7.7 and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.151. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the
SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with SRP Sections 7.1, 7.5 and 7.7. Also,
as noted in Table 1.9-2 and Subsection 7.1.2.2, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in
compliance with RG 1.151.

Refer to Subsection 7.1.2.2 for further details.

19H.2.34 Proposed Requirements for Improving the Reliability of Open Cycle Service
Water Systems [511

Issue Summary
This issue concerns fouling of safety-related service water systems (SWSs) by either mud,
silt, corrosion products, or aquatic bivalves leading to plant shutdowns, reduced power
operation for repairs and modifications, and degraded modes of operation in nuclear
power plants.
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NRC Resolution
In resolving the issue, the staff studied the conditions that resulted in fouling, and
compared alternative surveillance and control programs to minimize service water
system fouling. The staffs technical findings were published in NUREG/CR-5210.

The recommended solution to the issue was the implementation of a baseline fouling
program which was issued to licensees in Generic Letter No. 89-13. Thus, this issue was
resolved and requirements were established (Memo forJ. Taylor from E. Beckjord,
dated 8/10/89).

SBWR Resolution
The water systems described in Section 9.2 (e.g. Plant Service Water System, Reactor
Component Cooling Water System, Make-up Water System, Chilled Water System,
Turbine Component Cooling Water System) are non-safety-related and are not
designed to cool any safety-related heat loads. The SBWVR post-accident heat removal is
through passive means.

19H.2.35 Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related Equipment [57]

Issue Summary
Inadvertent or actual actuation of the fire protection system (FPS) can cause large
quantities of water or other fire suppressant chemicals to be released and impinge on
safety-related reactor equipment. The concern is that FPS actuation could cause adverse
interactions with safety-related equipment at operating nuclear power plants. These
interactions could cause damage or render equipment and systems inoperable when
they are needed for safe shutdown or to mitigate a postulated accident.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The ALWAR is required to resolve all concerns related to this issue. In ALWR plants, fire
protection requirements are provided for assurance of safe shutdown capability,
prevention of radioactive release to the public, personnel safety, and plant availability.
Furthermore, system improvements and additional separation requirements have been
placed on the plant design to improve system reliability and minimize the potential for
common mode failures. Based on the FPS requirements given, this issue should be
considered resolved for the ALWR Passive Plant.

BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document

* Section 1.4.2 of Chapter 9 defines the general approach to fire protection for the
ALWR plants as compliance with Standard Review Plan 9.5.1 of NUREG 0800. The
approach to preserving safe shutdown capability for postulated fires or inadvertent
actuations of the FPS that potentially threaten redundant systems in a given fire area
is to protect those systems with the appropriate combination of fire barriers, spatial
separation, fire detectors, and automatic suppression systems. In addition,
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Section 1.4.2 states that the fire hazards analysis approach to evaluating fire risk and
determining appropriate prevention, detection, and suppression methods will be
required.

* Section 3.2 of Chapter 9 specifically states that the fire protection system shall be
designed, installed, and tested in accordance with Section 9.5.1 of NUREG-0800.
This requirement also expands the required Fire Hazards Analysis to cover plant
areas containing non-safety equipment.

* Section 3.3 of Chapter 9 gives the detailed separation requirements to maintain safe
shutdown capability. This requirement references Section 2.3 of Chapter 5, which
specifies mechanical and electrical separation of redundant divisions. This was
specified so that redundant systems are not vulnerable to common mode failures
caused by accidents or fires, including the loss of all equipment within a fire area.

* Section 4.9.3 of Chapter 10, referenced in Section 3.3 of Chapter 9, describes the
requirements for shutdown control from the remote shutdown station in lieu of
alternate or dedicated shutdown systems as required in Section 9.5.1 of
NUREG-0800.

* Section 3.4.1 of Chapter 9 specifies that preaction sprinkler systems shall be used
where the undesirable consequences of leakage or inadvertent operation are high.
Preaction systems reduce the risk of inadvertent wetting of equipment due to
leakage or false activation. They also reduce the risk of accidental actuation due to
smoke clouds originating from off site.

* Section 3.4.5 of Chapter 9 provides requirements for carbon dioxide fixed flooding
systems and specifies that use shall be minimized and provided only in those areas
where there is a well defined requirement and advantage. To avoid inadvertent
discharges during seismic events, a requirement is given that seismically sensitive
system relays shall not be used.

* Section 3.4.8 of Chapter 9 gives requirements for the selection, periodic testing, and
replacement of fire detectors. It requires the specific consideration of the effects of
humidity, air velocity, temperature, air pollution, radiation, and pressure. It also
requires that the detection circuit shall be designed so that the failure, removal, or
replacement of the detector will not affect the performance of the detection loop.
This requirement should minimize inadvertent actuations during testing and/or
maintenance activities.

* Section 3.4.10 of Chapter 9 provides protection against corrosive fire agents and
states that the effect of fire protection agents on sensitive plant components shall be
considered in the design of equipment and the selection of agents.
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* Section 3.4.12 of Chapter 9 provides automatic fire suppression in the diesel
generator areas and that such systems shall be designed for operation without
affecting the diesel when it is operating. The system shall consist of a foam
sprinkling with foam hose reels and carbon dioxide hand-held extinguishers.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR Fire Protection System (FPS) described in Subsection 9.5.1 is designed in
compliance with NUREG-0800, Standard Review Plan (SRP) 9.5.1 Branch Technical
Position (BTP) CMEB 9.5-1, consistent with the ALWR requirements. Therefore, this
issue is resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.

Refer to Subsection 9.5.1 for further details.

19H.2.36 Improved Accident Monitoring 167.3.3]

Issue Summary
During the event at Ginna, several weaknesses in accident monitoring were apparent.
These include: (1) non-redundant monitoring of RCS pressure; (2) failure of the
position indication for the steam generator relief and safety valves; and (3) the limited
range of the charging pump flow indicator for monitoring charging flow during
accidents. These conditions make it more difficult to ensure correct operator action in
response to such events. Improved accident monitoring would also have improved the
NRC's ability to assess the plant status and the appropriateness of the licensee's actions
and recommendations. Regulatory Guide 1.97 was not implemented at Ginna before
theJanuary 1982 event.

NRC Resolution
The recommendation was resolved by MPA A-17 and the resolution was issued in
Supplement I to NUREG-0737 (Generic letter No. 82-33).

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with Generic Letter (GL) 82-33,
consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-4, the SBWR Standard Plant
design is in compliance with GL 82-33.

The SBWR Standard Plant is designed in accordance with Regulatory Guide 1.97,
Revision 3 (Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants to Assess
Plant and Environs Conditions During and Following an Accident). A detailed
assessment of the Regulatory Guide, including the list of instruments, is found in
Section 7.5.
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19H.2.37 Generic Implications of ATWS Events at the Salem Nuclear Plant 175]

Issue Summary
On two occasions, Salem Unit 1 failed to scram automatically due to failure of both
reactor trip breakers to open after receipt of an actuation signal. In both cases the unit
was successfully tripped by manual action. The failure of the breakers has been
attributed to excessive wear due to improper maintenance of the undervoltage relays
which receive the trip signal from the protection system and cause mechanical action to
open the breakers. Failure to scram (also commonly referred to as anticipated transient
without scram) could result in unacceptable consequences.

Discussion of Issue
NUREG-1000 reported the results of an NRC task force formed to study the overall
generic implications of the two Salem events. Subsequently, the task force outlined the
proposed actions for licensees, applicants, and the NRC staff in SECY83-248. This led
to the NRC issuing the required actions for licensees and applicants in Generic
Letter 83-28.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The requirements in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document concerning MMIS
testability, data gathering, transmission and processing, RPS redundancy and diversity,
and the selection and maintenance of the reactor trip breakers will greatly aid the
operating ALWR in meeting future requirements resulting from this issue. And,
although the total resolution of this issue is not within the scope of the ALWR
Requirements Document, the requirements resulting from this issue, including those in
the ATWS rule in 1OCFR50.62, will be met by the ALWR design. This issue is considered
resolved for the ALWR Passive Plant.

BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document
Requirements which impact operational quality assurance include:

* Section 6.1.2 of Chapter 10 defines qualityassurance requirements for the increased
software which is expected to be used in the ALWR MMIS. The MMIS Designer is
required to consider the entire software life cycle notjust the initial preparation.

Requirements which have special impact on operating criteria include:

* Section 4.6 of Chapter 10 defines requirements for plant voice communication
systems.

* Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 10 establishes the policy that operating and emergency
procedures, including alarm response procedures, will be directly displayed to
operators at the main control room work stations.
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* Section 4.1.6.4 of Chapter 10 requires that the MMIS Designer prepare operating
procedures for all work stations and to validate them using mockups and active
simulation.

* Sections 2.2.7 and 4.2 of Chapter 10 state the policy for operator staffing and define
the staffing basis to be used in the design of MMIS work stations.

* Section 5 of Chapter 10 defines the requirements for the plant data gathering,
transmission, and processing systems. These systems will provide enhanced
capability to collect and process plant data compared to existing plants as well as
provide aids for the operator to track various plant activities, such as maintenance
and testing, and help the operators in the decision-making process.

* Section 3.7 of Chapter 10 requires the MMIS to simplify and reduce the amount of
difficulty of maintenance required over the lifetime of the plant. This includes
requirements on maintenance burden, planning for replacement, and other
specific requirements aimed at simplifying the operating practices in the
maintenance area.

Requirements which impact the capability to perform post trip reviews include:

* Section 5 of Chapter 10 defines the requirements for plant data collecting including
data time tagging (5.4.1) which is essential for adequate post-trip review.

* Section 4.3.4.8 of Chapter 10 defines the requirements on maintaining the time
sequence of alarms for post-event analysis.

Requirements which impact equipment classification are addressed by the
requirements of Chapter 1 which define the configuration management system for the
ALWR plant.

Requirements which impact post-maintenance testing include:

* Section 2.2.4 of Chapter 10 states the policy that the ALWR design provide a high
degree of testability of the MMIS, particularly self-testing, and Section 3.5 of
Chapter 10 provides requirements to carry out this policy. The high degree of
testability which will be required of the MMIS will facilitate performing post-
maintenance testing. The self-test features will reduce the number of special post-
maintenance tests which are needed.

* Section 3.1.3.6.1 of Chapter 10 requires that test plans be prepared for all systems
and components and specifically requires that these plans include the tests required
to verify the operability of systems or components after maintenance.
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* Section 3.7.7.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the MMIS Designer identify the tasks
required to maintain the MMIS, including any testing required as part of the
maintenance. Section 3.7.7.2 of Chapter 10 requires these maintenance tasks be
evaluated to assure they can be accomplished.

Requirements which impact reactor trip reliability include:

* Section 3.5 of Chapter 10 which requires detailed, systematic analysis of the
reliability of the MMIS and, therefore, the reliability of reactor trip.

* Section 8.3.4.1 of Chapter 10 requires that the MMIS Designer identify problems
associated with the design, operation, maintenance, and testing of existing reactor
trip breakers. The MMIS Designer is to establish functional and design
requirements, manufacturing specifications, and a factory testing plan for the
ALWR reactor trip devices which specifically address the problems associated with
existing reactor trip breakers. A specific review of these problems should assure that
they are not repeated in the ALWR.

* Section 8.3.4.2 of Chapter 10 requires that the MMIS Designer select a reactor trip
device which is specifically designed to withstand without degradation the expected
number of operations associated with maintenance and testing, as well as actual
trips, over the life of the plant.

SBWR Resolution
The reactor protection (trip) system (RPS) design for the SBWR, described in detail in
Subsection 7.2.1 of this SSAR, fully satisfies all NRC requirements indicated in Generic
Letter 83-28 and in NUREG-1000.

The RPS designs for BWRs are substantially different from the reactor trip system design
used in Salem Unit 1. These differences were outlined in the NRC Staff Meeting on
Generic Implications of Salem Events with General Electric Company on
March 10, 1983. The basic differences between BWR designs, used at the time of the
Salem events, and the reactor trip system designs then used by PWRs, are described in
Section 3.1.2.5 (and preceding Sections 3.1.2.2 to 3.1.2.4) and Table 3.1 of
NUREG-1 000, Volume 1.

The SBWR further improves upon the BWR RPS designs used at the time of the Salem
ATWS events. The RPS is designed to provide reliable single-failure-proof capability to
automatically or manually initiate a reactor scram while maintaining protection against
unnecessary scrams resulting from single failures. The RPS remains single-failure-proof
even when one entire division of channel sensors is bypassed and/or when one of the
four automatic RPS trip logic systems is out-of-service. This is accomplished through the
combination of fail-safe equipment design, the redundant two-out-of-four sensor
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channel trip decision logic, and the redundant two-out-of-four trip systems output
scram logic arrangement utilized in the RPS design.

The RPS has built-in redundancy in its design to satisfy the reliability and availability
requirements of the system. A separate and diverse manual trip method is provided in
the form of two manual trip systems. Actuation of both manual trip systems is required
for a full reactor scram. Physical separation and electrical isolation between redundant
portions of the RPS is provided by separated process instrumentation, separated racks,
and either separated or protected panels and cabling.

The SBWR design addresses the ATWS rule of I OCFR50.62 and thus satisfies the
regulatory objectives of "defense in depth". I OCFR50.62 provides the "requirements for
reduction of risk from anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) events for light-
water cooled nuclear power plants". The SBWNR design employs separate sensors and
logic, that are independent and/or diverse from the RPS design, to monitor selected
reactor parameters for conditions that could be indicative of an ATWS event.

The SBWR design also includes a manual standby liquid control system (SLCS),with the
minimum flow capacity and boron content equivalent requirements as indicated in
IOCFR50.62, and with injection locations designed to permit its function in a reliable
manner.

Based on the above statements, this issue is considered resolved for the SB'WR Standard
Plant design.

19H.2.38 Monitoring of Fatigue Transient Limits for Reactor Coolant System [78]

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway.

19H.2.39 Control Room Habitability [83]

Issue Summary
This issue sprang from an August 18, 1982 letter from the ACRS expressing concerns
with engineered safety features (ESF) designed to maintain control room habitability.
The concerns were threefold: (1) deficiencies in maintenance and testing of the ESFs;
(2) design and installation errors, including inadvertent degradation of control room
leak-tightness; and (3) a shortage of personnel knowledgeable about HVAC systems and
nuclear air-cleaning technology.
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ALWR Resolution Summary
Because the resolution of this issue is, in general, not design related and mostly
concerns operating plant activities in maintenance, testing, installation and training, it
is beyond the scope of the ALWR Requirements Document. However, the
Requirements Document does provide requirements which, when implemented by the
ALWR operating plants, should avoid the problems addressed in this issue. Therefore,
this issue should be considered resolved for the ALWR Passive Plant.

BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document

a Section 1.2.1.3 of Chapter 5 requires that the control room complex be designed to
limit leakage from potentially radioactive external environments to the control
room complex internal environment. Control room complex design provisions
shall be provided such that the control room operators will not receive radiation
exposures in excess of that established in GDC 19 for licensing design basis events.
The control room design provisions shall be limited to the physical characteristics
of the control room (i.e., the leak rate) and/or to systems that meet the definition
of passive safety systems in Section 1.2.1.1.

a Section 6.4.5.1 of Chapter 5 requires that the main control room complex be
designed to limit leakage from potentially radioactive external environments to the
control room.

* Section 6.4.5.3 of Chapter 5 requires that the control room doors, cable
penetrations, and ventilation systems used when ac power is available be designed
to limit the intrusion of radioactive atmosphere hazardous chemicals, steam, water,
smoke or other similar materials which may exist in plant areas outside the control
room.

Most of the design requirements for the ALWR HVAC systems, including the Control
Room HVAC, are provided in Section 8 of Chapter 9. Some of the key requirements that
are applicable to this issue are as follows:

* Section 8.2.1.1.7 requires that, for all HVAC systems, instruments and instrument
taps of proper size, sufficient quantity, and proper location shall be provided to
allow initial and periodic testing of components and equipment to demonstrate
their operation within performance limits. This is to establish reliable and
repeatable testing configurations In accordance with ANSI/ANS 59.2, ANSI/ASME
N509, and ANSI/ASME N510.

* Section 8.2.1.1.14 requires that, for all HVAC systems, all the automatically
controlled equipment shall also be provided with manual control for testing and
maintenance purposes.
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* Section 8.2.2.1 requires that the control room HVAC dampers shall be provided to
isolate the control room during loss of ac power. The dampers shall be of
bubble-tight construction with fail/close type operators.

SBWR Resolution
SBWR control room habitability is addressed and described in detail in Section 6.4 of
this SSAR. The SBWR control room design features, with regards to habitability, are
similar to the features outlined in the ALWR Requirements Document.

The SBWR control room envelope 'Sealed Emergency Operating Area" (SEOA)
includes instrumentation and controls necessary for safe shutdown of the plant and is
limited to those areas requiring operator access during and after a design basis accident
(DBA). The SEOA constitutes the operation control area which can be isolated for an
extended period is such is required by the existence of a LOCA or high radiation
condition.

The control room shielding design is based upon protecting personnel from radiation
resulting from a design basis LOGA.

The control-room envelope heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (CREHVAC)
system instrumentation is designed to detect, and automatically isolate the SEOA upon
detection of, high airborne radioactivity, toxic gases, or smoke. The CREHVAC System
is designed to remove smoke or other airborne hazardous materials from the control
room or other areas of the CRE (purge mode), provided that the outside air is free of
airborne hazardous materials. The CREHVAC System can also filter recirculating air
without outside air make-up (recirculation mode).

Because of these design features, this issue is considered resolved for the SBWR
Standard Plant design.

19H.2.40 Long Range Plan for Dealing with Stress Corrosion Cracking in BWR Piping 186]

Issue Summary
In March 1982, leaks were detected in the heat-affected zones of the safe-end-to-pipe
welds in two of the 28 in. diameter recirculation loop safe ends at Nine Mile Point
Unit 1. Subsequent UT revealed extensive cracking at many weld joints in the
recirculation system. The cause of the cracking was determined to be intergranular
stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC).

Pipe cracking resulting from IGSCC can cause a LOCA which, in turn, contributes to
core-melt frequency.

Although cracking in large diameter piping had been found previously overseas, the
finding at Nine Mile Point Unit I was the first known U.S. occurrence of IGSCC in large
piping (pipe diameters > 10 in.). IE Information Notice 82-39 was issued on
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September 21, 1982 to alert all BWR licensees to the problem. The staff held meetings
with GE, EPRI, and BWR Owners to discuss the relevance of the Nine Mile Point
cracking to other BWRs. The near-term inspection of welds in large-diameter
recirculation piping was discussed at a meeting of the staff with BWR licensees on
September 27, 1982. Following this, IE Bulletin 82-03 was issued on October 14, 1982
and required the 8 BWRs that were scheduled for outages throughJanuary 31, 1983 to
perform inspections of a reasonable sample of the recirculation system welds during
their respective outages.

After cracking in large-diameter piping was observed in 5 of the first 7 plants inspected
in response to IE Bulletin 82-03, the staff issued IE Bulletin 83-02 to extend the
inspection requirements to all other BWRs. On August 1, 1983, the EDO established a
Piping Review Committee to investigate specific incidents of pipe cracking at all plants
with emphasis to be placed on IGSCC that had been reported in the recirculating
systems of BWVRs. Under the auspices of the NRC Piping Review Committee, a Task
Group on Pipe Cracking was convened to develop a long-range plan for dealing with
IGSCC.

The status and results of inspections of piping welds for IGSCC conducted at various
operating BWRs were reported to the Commission in SECY-83-267, SECY-83-267A,
SECY-83-267B, SECY-83-267C, SECY-84-9, SECY-84-9A, and SECY-84-166. The
short-term reinspection and repair criteria were issued to BWR licensees in Generic
Letter 84-11 on April 19, 1984, and were to be used in inspections subsequent to the
issuance of IE Bulletins 82-03 and 83-02. The Task Group report (NUREG-1061,
Volume 1) was drafted in April 1984 and submitted to the Commission inJuly 1984 with
SECY-84-301, the staff's long-range plan for dealing with IGSCC in BWR piping.
NUREG-1061, Volume 1 was published in August 1984.

NRC Resolution
The results of the Task Group study indicate that there are four possible solutions for
preventing IGSCC in BWRs: (1) piping replacement without hydrogen water chemistry
(HWC)-considered to be a long-term fix; (2) induction heating stress improvement
and HWC-considered to be a long-term fix; (3) augmented inspection, weld repair,
and HWC-considered to be a partial intermediate fix; and (4) augmented inspection
and weld repair without HWC-considered to be only a short-term fix.

The staff's long range plan for resolving the problem called for the following actions:
(1) issuance of NUREG-1061; (2) incorporation of the Task Group recommendations
into NUREG-0313, Revision 2; (3) preparation of a generic letter that incorporated
NUREG-0313, Revision 2, and issuance of a letter to all BWR licensees requesting their
proposals for bringing their plants into compliance with 1OCFR50.55a(g); and
(4) pursuance with the appropriate industry Code Committees changes in the areas of
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NDE personnel qualification and inspection procedures to bring ASME XI
requirements into conformance with the staff's recommendations.

InJanuary 1988, NUREG-0313, Revision 2, was published and Generic Letter 88-01 was
issued outlining the staff positions on IGSCC in BWR austenitic stainless steel piping;
MPA B-84 was established by NRR for implementation purposes. Thus, this issue was
resolved and requirements were established.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with NUREG-0313, Rev. 2 and
Generic Letter (GL) 88-01, consistent with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.94,
the SBWR Standard Plant design is in compliance with both NUREG-0313, Rev. 2 and
GL 88-01.

The SBWR utilizes designs, materials and processes which will prevent IGSCC. This is
accomplished with materials resistant to IGSCC (e.g. Type 316 Nuclear Grade stainless
steel and stabilized nickel-base Alloy 600M and 182M), limits on sensitizing operations,
heat treatment after sensitizing, and elimination of crevice conditions.

19H.2.41 Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation [87]

Issue Summary
This issue came about as a result of concerns about a postulated break in the BWR HPCI
steam supply line in some operating plants and the uncertainty regarding the
operability of the HPCI steam supply line isolation valves under those conditions. A
similar situation can occur in the RWCU system. A broader issue that evolves from this
is that of assuring that safety-related motor-operated valves (MOVs) will operate under
design basis conditions for the life of the plant.

The HPCI steam supply line on operating plants has two containment isolation valves
in series, one on the inside and one on the outside of the containment. Both are
normally open in most plants. An HPCI supply valve, located adjacent to the turbine,
and the turbine stop valve are normally closed. The RWCU also has two normally open
containment isolation valves which must remain open if the system is to function. The
operation of the valves is tested periodically without steam. Due to flow limitations at the
valve manufacturer's facilities, the opening characteristics are not tested under
operating conditions. Therefore, according to the NRC, the capability of the valves to
close when exposed to the forces created by the flow resulting from a break downstream
has not been demonstrated.

Also, these valve types have generally not been in the NSSS vendor scope of supply but
were selected by the plantA/E. This resulted in a diversity of valves and valve types from
plant to plant, consequently increasing the difficulty of demonstrating valve operating
capability.
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AL WR Resolution Summary
The requirements address the NRC concerns about safety-related MOVs under design
basis conditions. Additionally, the EPRI program to demonstrate the operations of
MOVs will be taken full advantage of to assure MOV operability. Furthermore, the
safety-related systems which normally use MOVs for isolation are not present in the
ALWR Passive Plant design. This issue should be considered resolved for the ALWR
Passive Plant.

ALWR Elements Of Resolution
Although the Passive ALWR does not have an HPCI, the potential for this problem with
MOVs in other systems has been recognized and resolved. Requirements for the Utility
Requirements Document that provide the elements of resolution for this issue are as
follows:

* Section 8.2.3.1 of Chapter 1 discusses the general requirements for selection of
components such as MOVs. This section requires consideration of the required
function of components in selecting them for specific applications.

* Sections 12.2 and 12.3 of Chapter 1 provide general requirements for valves and
valve operators, including MOVs, which are intended to avoid the problems
concerning valve reliability and performance described above.

* Section 8.3.1.12 of Chapter 3 requires that automatic isolation valves be supplied in
each line carrying RCS flow to and from the reactor water cleanup system (RWCU),
in the RWCU return line to the feedwater lines and in the line to the head spray,
and that these valves shall be in conformance with GDC 55 of 10CFR50, Appendix A.

* Section 6.2.2.1.4 of Chapter 5 requires that all containment isolation valves be
designed with the capability to close against conditions which may exist during
events requiring containment isolation (i.e., pipe break).

Furthermore, EPRI has begun a program to demonstrate the operation of MOVs. Over
the next four years, EPRI plans to test 60 of the most common MOVs under a range of
conditions. The program will develop a validated MOV performance prediction
methodology and provide information on valve design enhancements.

Finally, many systems which previously required safety-related MOVs to serve an
isolation function are not included in the ALWR Passive Plant design. However, any
MOVs which are selected for use in a safety-related isolation function will meet the
requirements outlined above.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR RWCU/SDC System has no safety-related requirements design bases other
than those for safety-related containment penetrations and isolation valves. The design
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of the containment isolation valves follows the requirements of General Design
Criterion (GDC) 55. The safety evaluation against GDC 55 is presented in Subsection
6.2.4.3.2. Since the MOVs satisfy GDC 55, this issue is considered resolved for the SBWR
Standard Plant design.

19H.2.42 Stiff Pipe Clamps [89]

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling W'ater Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway.

19H.2.43 Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation 1103]

Issue Summary
New procedures have been developed for determining the probable maximum
precipitation (PMP) for use in estimating design flood levels at certain reactor sites. The
use of these new procedures is expected to result in higher predicted flood levels than
the previously used methodologies. It is postulated that improper drainage at some
reactor sites, for the probable maximum precipitation resulting from the new
procedures, can lead to flooding that could render safety-related equipment
inoperable.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The ALWR Utility Requirements Document design parameter for maximum flood level
will be plant grade or less. The actual value determined for use in the ALWR design will
be based on ANSI/ANS 2.8, using the latest hydrometeorological data. This meets the
intent of the new procedures given in the Draft SRPs 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. Since the ALWR
design will satisfy the Draft SRPs 2.4.2 and 2.4.3, this issue should be considered resolved
for the ALWR. The NRC has recommended that the ALWR design parameter for
maximum flood level should be plant grade or less, assuming that the design level
includes static water plus wind waves.

SBWR Resolution
The maximum flood level for the SBWR design is 1 foot below grade, which is consistent
with the NRC recommendation. The developed NOAA/NWS procedures from Generic
Letter 89-22 will be used for determining PMP for a specific site. Therefore, this issue is
resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.
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19H.2.44 Interfacing Systems LOCA at BWRs [105]

Issue Summary
In all currently operating lightwater reactors, there are a number of high/low pressure
interfaces between the reactor coolant pressure boundary and connected systems. This
leads to the situation that systems in BWRs and PWRs are designed for a pressure lower
than that of the primary system. For example, the PWR primary system operates at about
2250 psig while the residual heat removal (RHR) system and related piping is designed
for an operating pressure of 600 psi or less. Isolation valves (at least two) and piping to
the primary system are designed for 2500 psig. As another example, the BWR primary
system operates at about 1000 psig while the RHR system can operate at pressures up to
500 psig. Isolation valves (at least two) and piping to the primary system are designed
for about 1250 psig. The discharge of the BWR RHR system, which also functions as a
low pressure injection system on some operating BWRs, passes through testable check
valves prior to returning to the reactor coolant system.

The concern in this issue is that system tests which require valve actuation, or valve
leakage, or multiple valve failures could result in a system pressure which exceeds the
design pressure of low pressure emergency cooling or decay heat removal systems,
causing them to fail from overpressure. For the decay heat removal system (RHR
system), the design of the high/low pressure interface is made more complex because
an actuation of isolation system (inadvertent valve closures) may cause losses of decay
heat removal capability which cause additional plant challenges.

Risk calculations on existing plants suggests there may be a need for improved
protection against the potential for overpressurization of some emergency cooling and
decay heat removal systems.

ALWR Resolution Summary
Additional protection of the high/low pressure interface of the ALWR passive plant is
provided through the selection and use of high quality isolation valves. A specific
requirement has been included for BWRs to assure that the RWCU design pressure be
at least as high as that of the RPV. Based on these requirements, this issue should be
considered resolved for the ALWR passive plant.

BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document

* Section 8.2.1.1 of Chapter 1 requires that the Plant Designer and Constructor shall
document known operations and maintenance problems specific to the ALWR
Passive Plant in a report for Utility review prior to plant commitment. Required data
sources, such as the NRC, and the minimum problem areas to be considered are
listed. Leaking valves and reliability of remotely operated valves are two of the
problem areas to be addressed.
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* Section 6.2.2.1.1 of Chapter 5 of the Requirements Document requires that
isolation provisions in lines which penetrate the containment boundary be in
accordance with ANS 56.2, Section 3.6, "Other Defined Bases," and Regulatory
Guide 1.141.

* Sections 2.2.14.1, 2.2.14.2, and 2.2.14.3 of Chapter 3 provide interfacing
requirements for all systems and subsystems connected to the reactor coolant
systems which extend outside the primary containment boundary. This includes
requirements for pressure boundary strength, evaluation for degree and quality of
isolation, and specific requirements for isolation valves.

* Section 8.2.9 of Chapter 3 requires that for BWRs, the RWCU design pressure be at
least as high as that of the RPV.

SBWR Resolution
Subsection 7.6.1 describes high pressure/low pressure interlocks to prevent
overpressurization of low pressure systems which are connected to high pressure
systems.

Portions of the GDCS piping are considered part of the reactor coolant boundary and
portions of the piping connect to the low pressure GDCS pools. A positive means is p
provided in the system design to prevent reactor pressure from being transmitted to the
low pressure portion of the GDCS. Both mechanical means of isolation and system
interlocks ensure that high pressure is not transmitted to the low pressure portions of
the system.

The only other high pressure/low pressure interface is the LPCI mode of the
non-safety-related Fuel and Auxiliary Pools Cooling System (FAPCS), which is described
in Subsection 9.1.3.2.2.

Based on system design and testing procedure evaluations from the point of view of
interfacing system LOCA and overpressurization of low pressure systems, the following
conclusions are reached:

* The low pressure portions of the system are adequately protected from high
pressure during normal plant operation.

* Interlocks on the valves are provided that allow operability testing of valves during
normal plant operation or under cold shutdown conditions.

* Isolation of the high/low pressure systems is maintained during valve testing.

* Isolation of the high/low pressure systems is maintained under the condition of an
inadvertent opening of a valve due to an electrical failure.
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* ALWR requirements imposed on SBWR for high/low pressure interface design for
systems are met.

* The system design pressures requirements imposed by ALWR are meL

The overall conclusion is that the concerns identified in GSI 105, "Interfacing System
LOCA at BWRs," for SBWR are resolved.

19H.2.45 Piping and Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas [1061

Issue Summary
Combustible gases such as H2 , propane, acetylene, and other fuel gases are used during
normal operation of nuclear power plants, as well as in plant laboratories. Most
combustible gases are used in limited quantities and for relatively short periods of time
at a nuclear plant. H2, the most prevalent combustible gas used in nuclear power plants,
is used as a coolant for electric generators in both BWRs and PWRs. It is also used in
association with the reactor water chemistry as well as in the waste gas disposal functions.
H2 is used in the volume control tank (VCT) which is usually located in the auxiliary
systems building of PWRs. It is stored as high pressure gas in storage vessels and is
supplied as process to the various systems in the auxiliary systems building through
standard piping, usually 3/4-inch in diameter. As such, the piping is field-run and its
location is plant-specific. Leaks or breaks in the H2 piping and supply system could
result in the accumulation of a combustible or explosive mixture of air and H2 within
the auxiliary systems building. Inasmuch as the auxiliary systems building is a safety-
related structure which houses most of the components of the safety-related systems of
the plant, the accumulation of combustible or explosive mixtures of gas represents a
threat to the safety of the plant by virtue of the potential disablement of safety-related
equipment in the event that the combustible gases are inadvertently ignited. H2

detectors can signal the presence and accumulation of gas, but these are not qualified
as safety-grade equipment and do not have an emergency power source. Thus, they are
not regarded as sufficient protection against the development of H2 leakage and
subsequent uncontrolled combustion or explosion.

SRP Section 9.5-1, "Fire Protection," currently addresses the safe use of combustible
gases on site so that this matter is a concern primarily for operating reactors licensed
prior to the issuance of SRP Section 9.5-1.

NRC Resolution
Large releases of combustible gas and the accumulation of combustible or explosive
mixtures in air, in the event of a piping system break or large leak, can be prevented by
the installation of excess flow check valves located close to the source of the combustible
gas. SRP Section 9.5-1, 'Fire Protection," recommends the use of excess flow check
valves. Other measures are needed to reduce the frequency of, or cause of, combustible
gas accumulation accidents from such events as valve malfunctions or leaks, connection
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or fitting leaks, operations errors, material failures, etc. Plants licensed in accordance
with the guidelines of SRP Section 9.5-1 are assumed to be not affected by this issue. For
the purpose of this analysis, the backfitting of excess flow check valves at all plants not
licensed in accordance with SRP 9.5-1 plants is assumed. Excess flow check valves are an
effective "fix' for piping system breaks, but other fixes, such as installation or upgrading
of H2 detection systems, design changes, procedural changes, etc., will be required for
other types of accidental releases.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with SRP Section 9.5-1, consistent
with the NRC resolution. As noted in Table 1.9-1, the SBWR Standard Plant design is in
compliance with SRP Section 9.5-1.

Refer to Subsection 9.5-1 for further details.

19H.2.46 Dynamic Qualification Testing of Large Bore Hydraulic Snubbers [1131

Issue Summary
Large-bore hydraulic snubbers (LlIBHSs) are active mechanical devices used to restrain
safety-related piping and equipment during seismic or other dynamic events (e.g.,
high-energy line break), yet they also allow sufficient piping and component flexibility
to accommodate system expansion and contraction due to thermal transients, such as
normal plant heatups and cooldowns. Dynamic qualification testing and periodic
functional testing are important to verify that the LBHSs are properly designed and
maintained for the life of the plant. The ALWAR plant design is expected to be fully
optimized with respect to the use of LBHSs; that is, it is expected that as few as possible
will be used and that there will be no redundancy.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a high safety priority.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway.

19H.2.47 Tendon Anchorage Failure [1181

Issue Summary
An inspection of a PWR prestressed concrete containment structure revealed that three
lower vertical tendon anchor heads were broken. The failures appear to be caused by
hydrogen stress cracking. Hydrogen is liberated by zinc in the presence of water.
Quantities of water ranging from a few ounces to about 1.5 gallons have been found in
the grease caps.
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ALWR Resolution Summary
The reference design for the BWR primary containment structure consists of a
reinforced concrete design. Since the prestressed concrete containment design is not
used in the reference plant design, no specific requirements for tendon anchorage are
contained in the ALWR Utility Requirements Document.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR primary containment structure is a reinforced concrete design. Therefore,
this GSI is not applicable to the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.48 On-Line Testability of Protection Systems [1201

Issue Summary
During its 1985 review of several plant technical specifications, the staff discovered that
the design of protection systems of some plants did not provide as complete a degree of
on-line (at-power) surveillance testing capability as other plants undergoing staff
evaluation at that time. This raised questions about the on-line testability of protection
systems and the possibility that some nuclear power plants might not provide complete
testing capability. Issue 120 was established to examine these questions. Protection
systems consist of the reactor protection system (RPS) and the engineered safety
features actuation system (ESFAS). The main concern of Issue 120, however, is the on-
line testability of the actuation subgroup (slave) relays in the ESFAS.

The requirements for at-power testability of components are included in GDC 21 of
Appendix A of 1OCFR50. RGs 1.22, "Periodic Testing of Protection System Actuation
Functions," and 1.118, "Periodic Testing of Electric Power and Protection Systems," and
IEEE 338-1977, "Criteria for the Periodic Testing of Nuclear Power Generating Station
Safety Systems," provide supplementary guidance. This guidance is intended to ensure
that protection (including logic, actuation devices, and associated actuated equipment)
will be designed to permit testing while a plant is operating at power without adversely
affecting the plant's operation.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

_ _ _ SBWR Resolution
The SBWR design utilizes microprocessors and final actuation contacts instead of slave
relays in the protection systems. The design of the protection systems permit on-line (at-
power) surveillance testing without adversely affecting the plant's operation.

The SBWR Technical Specifications in Chapter 16 provides surveillance requirements
for several RPS instrumentation functions while in Mode 1 (Power Operation), as listed
in Table 3.3.1.1-1 of Subsection 16.3.3. Surveillance of ECCS instrumentation is also
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specified in the SBWR Technical Specifications, and is applicable while in Mode 1 (refer
to Tables 3.3.4.1-1 and 3.3.4.1-2 of Subsection 16.3.3.

19H.2.49 Hydrogen Control for Large, Dry PWR Containments [121]

Issue Summary
For the unlikely event of a degraded core accident, combustible gases, principally
hydrogen, may accumulate inside the primary reactor containment as a result of:
(1) metal-water reaction involving the fuel element cladding; (2) the radiolytic
decomposition of the water in the reactor core and the containment sump; (3) the
corrosion of certain construction materials by the spray solution; and (4) any synergistic
chemical, thermal and radiolytic effects of post-accident environmental conditions on
containment protective coatings and electric cable insulation. Although the large, dry
PWR containments inherently have the capability to accommodate large quantities of
hydrogen, control measures are required to preclude a catastrophic failure of the
containment structure and to ensure satisfactory equipment performance in the
hydrogen environment.

SBWR Resolution
This GSI is applicable to PWR-type designs only. Therefore, this GSI is not applicable to
the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.50 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability [124]

Issue Summary
In 1985, operating experience as well as staff and industry studies indicated that AFW
systems continued to fail at a high rate. These studies also indicated that plants with
similar AFW system reliabilities (as calculated in accordance with the SRP guidance) did
not necessarily exhibit similar AFW system availabilities. Based on these studies and on
engineering judgment, the staff concluded that the PWR AEW system reliabilities
calculated in accordance with the SRP guidance may have represented the relative
reliability of the AFWV system hardware configurations for various plants, but did not
represent the real availability of these crucial safety systems.

SBWR Resolution
This GSI is applicable to PWR-type designs only. Therefore, this GSI is not applicable to
the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.2.51 Electrical Power Reliability [128]

Issue Summary
The minimum acceptable DC power system is comprised of two physically independent
divisions which supply DC power for control and actuation of redundant safety-related
systems. Questions have been raised concerning the position of the NRC regulatory
staff, including the application of the single failure criterion for assuring a reliable DC
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power supply. These concerns stem from the dependence on DC power of the decay
heat removal systems required for long-term heat removal. Failure of one DC division
would generally result in a reactor scram which then would require removal of decay
heat. The frequency of reported single DC division failures gives rise to the concern that
the second DC division may not be available.

Two of the specific reasons for the concern that safety-related power may be unreliable
are also addressed by this issue. One is that some operating nuclear power plants do not
have technical specifications or administrative controls governing operational
restrictions for Class IE 120 Vac vital instrument buses and associated inverters. Without
such restrictions these power sources could be out of service indefinitely and thereby
may place certain safety systems in a situation where they could not meet the single
failure criterion. The other is that the design of some plants do not provide interlocks
to prevent the inadvertent closure of the single tie breaker between the 4160 V Class IE
buses.

ALWR Resolution Summary
The ALWR design for the DC electrical power system will avoid the problems described
in this issue. The redundant equipment of the engineered safety systems will have an
emergency on-site source of DC power which is separate and independent, including
the requirement that bus tie breakers between safety divisions are prohibited. These
and other requirements will assure that the problems described in this issue are avoided
in the ALWR. This issue is considered resolved for the ALWR.

BWR Requirements with ALWR Requirements Document

* Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 5 requires that each of the redundant components of the
engineered safety systems requiring electric power is to be provided with an
appropriately independent Class IE on-site source of DC power.

* Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 5 requires that the specified safety system functions of
engineered safety systems shall be assured by providing appropriate redundancy of
components and features. The redundancy is necessary to meet the single failure
criterion, viz., the most limiting single failure in addition to those failures which, by
assumption, constitute the accident.

* Section 2.3.2 of Chapter 5 requires that the redundant components and features of
engineered safety systems shall be totally independent and separated both
mechanically and electrically except for areas in which it is physically impractical or
less safe.

v Section 3.3.1 of Chapter 5 requires the passive decay heat removal system to be
safety grade.
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* Chapter 11 contains the requirements for the ALWVR electrical power systems. These
include:

- Each division of engineered safety systems requiring electric power is to be
provided with physically separated and electrically independent batteries sized
to supply emergency power to the engineered safety system in the event of a loss
of all other power sources (Section 2.3.6);

- There shall be separation of electrical power systems to preclude interactions
that could adversely affect the functioning of the DC power systems. Specifically,
the use of bus ties between safety divisions shall be prohibited (Sections 2.3.6,
2.3.7 and 2.3.10);

- Non-safety-related loads will be placed on completely separate power supplies
from safety-related loads (Sections 2.3.9 and 2.3.1 1);

- The loss of any plant battery or DC bus concurrent with a single independent
failure in any, other system required for shutdown cooling shall not result in a
total loss of reactor cooling capability (Section 7.2.1);

- Each reactor protection and safety systems actuation channel shall normally be
powered from a dedicated Class 1 E source that is normally independent of other
DC sources (Section 7.3.2.5). This requirement does not apply to designs with
N-2 safety divisions since, in this case, N-I divisions are expected to remain
available even in the event of a failure of a battery powering simultaneously a
battery powering a reactor protection channel and a division of safety systems.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR design incorporates specific design features consistent with the ALWR
design which assure that the problems described in this issue are avoided SBWR. These
design features include:

* Two independent and physically separate off-site sources supply reliable power to
the plant auxiliary and service loads, such that any single active failure can affect
only one power source and cannot propagate to the alternate power source.

* In the event of total loss of off-site power sources, two on-site independent
non-safety-related standby diesel generators are provided to power the plant's
investment protection (PIP) non-safety-related loads (and safety-related loads
through battery chargers).

* Four independent and redundant on-site Class lE DC systems supply power for
operation of safety-related DC loads.
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* Each division of the safety-related power distribution system is provided with
physically separated and electrically independent batteries sized to supply
emergency power to the safety-related systems in the event of loss of all other power
sources.

* Any two of four on-site electrical safety-related divisions can safely shut down the
unit and maintain it in a safe shutdown condition.

* Separation criteria are established for preserving the independence of redundant
Class 1E systems and providing isolation between Class 1E and non-Class IE
equipment.

* Specified functions of engineered safety systems are met by use of redundant
divisions.

Because of these SBWR design features, this issue is considered resolved for the SBWR
Standard Plant design.

19H.2.52 Leakage Through Electrical Isolators [1421

Issue Summary
Electronic isolators are used to maintain electrical separation between safety and
non-safety-related electrical systems in nuclear power plants, preventing malfunctions
in the non-safety systems from degrading performance of safety-related circuits.
Isolators are primarily used where signals from Class-lE safety-related systems are
transmitted to non-Class lE control or display equipment.

There are a number of devices which may qualify as electrical isolators in a nuclear
power plant, including fiber optic and photo-electric couplers, transformer-modulated
isolators, current transformers, amplifiers, circuit breakers, and relays. These isolators
are designed and tested to prevent the maximum credible fault applied in the
transverse mode on the non-Class 1 E side of the isolator from degrading the
performance of the safety-related circuit (Class-lE side) below an acceptable level.

This issue was identified by the staff inJune 1987 and arose from observations made
during SPDS evaluation tests that, for electrical transients below the maximum credible
level, a relatively high level of noise could pass through certain types of isolation devices
and be transmitted to safety-related circuitry. In some cases, the amount of energy that
can pass through the isolator may be sufficient to damage or seriously degrade the
performance of Class I E components, while, in other cases, electrically-generated noise
on the circuit may cause the isolation device to give a false output.

Recent observations have shown instances in which isolation devices subjected to failure
voltages and/or currents less than maximum credible fault levels passed significant
levels of voltage or current, but the same devices performed acceptably at maximum
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credible levels. The safety system on the Class I E side of the isolation device may be
affected by the passage of small levels of electrical energy, depending upon the design
and function of the safety system.

In the event that safety systems are affected by less than maximum credible faults on the
non-Class IE side of isolators, the effects can range from degradation to failure of single
or multiple trains of safety systems resulting in failure on demand or inadvertent
operation. In one recorded incident, a voltage transient induced by a power line fault
caused a false indication that the turbine-generator output breaker had tripped,
resulting in a reactor scram.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR design has interfaces between electrical divisions for logic voting, and
between divisional and non-divisional circuits for annunciations, etc. However, these
interfaces are accomplished through a fiber-optic medium which is non-conductive and
thus providing full Class-lE isolation. No interlocking is provided, nor required, for
these interfaces.

The SBWR electrical hardware is not affected significantly by noise because of the
combination of digital transmission and fiber optics incorporated in the design.

19H.2.53 Availability of Chilled Water System and Room Cooling [1431

Issue Summary
In recent years, several nuclear power plants have experienced problems with safety
system components and control systems that were caused by a partial or total loss of
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Many of these problems
exist because of the desire to provide increased fire protection and the need to avoid
severe temperature changes in equipment control circuits. Since the Browns Ferry fire,
considerable effort has been expended to improve the fire protection of equipment
required for safe shutdown. Generally, this improvement has been made by enclosing
the affected equipment in small, isolated rooms. The result has been a significant
increase in the impact of the loss of room cooling. Plant control and safety have
improved with the introduction of electronic integrated circuits; however, these circuits
are more susceptible to damage from severe changes in temperature caused by the loss
of room cooling.

It is believed that failures of air cooling systems for areas housing key components, such
as RHR pumps, switchgear, and diesel generators, could contribute significantly to
core-melt probability in certain plants. Because corrective measures are often taken at
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the affected plants once such failures occur, the impact of these failures on the proper
functioning of air cooling systems has not been considered and plants with similar,
inherent deficiencies may not be aware of these problems.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and as of the first-quarter fiscal
year 1992 update of the GIMCS report, Issue 143 had a high safety priority.

SBWR Resolution
The SBWR Chilled Water System (CGWS), described in Subsection 9.2.7, provides chilled
water to the cooling coils of air conditioning units and other coolers in the reactor
building portion of the plant, and has no safety-related function. Failure of the CWS
does not compromise any safety-related system or component, nor does it prevent a safe
shutdown of the plant.

19H.2.54 Actions to Reduce Common Cause Failures [1451

Issue Summary
Information available on common mode failures will be collected and published in a
NUREG report which will be available to licensees.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway.

19H.2.55 Loss of Essential Service Water System in LWRs [1531

Issue Summary
This issue addresses the potential unavailability of the essential service water (ESW)
system for all LWRs except those seven multiplant sites addressed under Issue 130. The
ESW system at a nuclear power plant supplies cooling water to transfer heat from
various safety-related and non-safety-related systems and equipment to the ultimate heat
sink of the plant. It is known by different names at various types of plants. The design
and operational characteristics of the ESW system are different for PWRs and BWRs. In
addition, these characteristics may differ significantly in each of these reactor types.

Under Issue 153, the staff will examine all potential causes for ESW system
unavailability, except those that are considered to be resolved by implementing the
resolutions addressed in GL 89-13, such as biofouling, sediment, corrosion, and erosion
(Issue 51). The safety concerns of this issue include partial or complete loss of ESW
system functions resulting from common causes (such as icing of the intake structure),
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degradation of the ESW system, design deficiencies, and procedural or maintenance
errors. A complete loss of the ESW system could lead to a core-melt accident, posing a
significant risk to the public.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff and has a medium safety
priority.

SBWR Resolution
The traditional essential (or emergency) service water (ESW) system found in most
plants provides cooling water to the safety-related equipment required to safely shut
down the reactor and to mitigate the consequences of postulated accidents. The SBWR
does not have the traditional ESW system. The water systems described in Section 9.2
(e.g. Plant Service Water System, Reactor Component Cooling Water System, Make-up
Water System, Chilled Water System, Turbine Component Cooling 'Water System) are
non-safety-related and are not designed to cool any safety-related heat loads. The SBWR
post-accident heat removal is through passive means.

19H.2.56 More Realistic Source Term Assumptions [155.1]

Issue Summary
A revised accident source term will be developed to replace that given in TID-14844.
This revised accident source term shall make use of current research insights on fission
product timing, composition, magnitude, and iodine chemistry. The revised accident
source term, together with severe accident insights, shall be implemented in a revision
to 1OCFR50.

NRC Resolution
This issue has not been generically resolved by the staff.

SBWR Resolution
Resolution of this issue will be based on the agreements reached for the GE Advanced
Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) FDA. ABWR resolution is underway. The design basis
accident source term used is identified in Subsection 15.6.5.

19H.2.57 Shift Staffing [HF1.1]

Issue Summary
This issue called for a determination of the minimum appropriate shift crew staffing
composition. This determination was to be made from developed personnel projection
and allocation models and from evaluations ofjob and task analyses and PRA data.
Staffing practices of foreign and domestic utilities were surveyed to evaluate current
practices, regulations, and staffing levels considering such variables as plant size, control
room arrangement and configuration, and plant layout. The issue consists of two parts:
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(1) the Staffing Rule and (2) conforming amendments to Regulatory Guide 1.114 and
SRP Section 13.1.2.

The Staffing Rule which is officially known as "Licensed Operator Staffing at Nuclear
Power Units" was published in the Federal Register onJuly 11, 1983 (48FR31611) with
an effective date ofJanuary 1, 1984; this rule is now included in 1OCFR50.54. The
proposed conforming requirements to Regulatory Guide 1.114 and SRP Section-13.1.2
contain no requirements beyond those included in the Staffing Rule. Implementation
of these requirements will be verified by resident inspectors. No further verification will
be necessary upon issuance of the Regulatory Guide and SRP changes.

NRC Resolution
In pursuing the resolution of this high priority issue, the staff issued Revision 2 to
Regulatory Guide 1.114 in May 1989. A draft revision to SRP Section 13.1.2 was
prepared by RES and forwarded to NRR for publication. Thus, this issue was resolved
and new requirements were established.

SBWR Resolution
This issue is considered resolved through compliance with 10CFR50.54; the latest
revision to SRP Section 13.1.2; and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.114, Rev. 2, consistentwith
the NRC resolution. Compliance with 1OCFR50.54 is the responsibility of the COL
applicant. And as noted in Tables 1.9-1 and 1.9-2, compliance with SRP Section 13.1.2
and RG 1.114, Rev. 2, is also a COL applicant responsibility.

See Subsectionl9H.3.2 for COL license information requirements.

19H.2.58 Man-Machine Interface

Related Issues
Guidelines for Updating Other Procedures [HF4.4]

Local Control Stations [HF5.1]

Review Criteria for Human Factors Aspects of Advanced Controls and Instrumentation
[HF5.2]

Issue Summary
The part operators play in preventing, mitigating or increasing the severity of events at
nuclear plants has been and will continue to be of major concern. One of the keys to
assuring that nuclear plant operators take the appropriate actions is to provide nuclear
plant controls which are designed to maximize operator efficiency and minimize
operator error. Therefore, this issue concerns ensuring the adequacy of man-machine
interface in all aspects of nuclear power plant operations to assure that nuclear power
plants pose no undue risk to public health and safety. The aspects of man-machine
interface addressed by this issue are:
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* Apply human factors engineering techniques, similar to those used in control room
design reviews, to local control stations;

* Use advanced computer-based technologies to improve annunciator systems and to
cut down the number of annunciators;

* Evaluate the overall effectiveness and availability of the operational aid systems in
improving operator performance and avoiding excessive number of alarms;

* Monitor advanced control room design activities and concepts, identify resulting
changes in operatorworkload and identify performance requirements for functions
allocated to computer-driven devices, and review function/task allocation between
humans and computers. Also evaluate industry guidelines on human interface
hardware for computer-driven displays and the methods proposed by industry to
validate and display plant data.

Another key element in assuring that the operators will take appropriate actions is the
adequacy of the operating procedures. This issue addresses the adequacy of the normal
and abnormal operating procedures to support the operators, specifically the upgrade
of these classes of procedures as has been required for the emergency operating
procedures.

ALWR Resolution Summary
Much of Chapter 10 of the ALWR Utility Requirements Document concerns
improvements in the man-machine interface to reduce operator error and improve
operability, which is a stated goal of the ALWR plant design. It is part of the ALWR
overall requirements that not only will human factors be a consideration in all design
aspects of the plant design but that human factors will be under continuous analysis and
also be an on-going consideration in the operation of the ALWR plant. The plant
operating procedures will be an integral part of the design assuring consistent and high
qualityprocedureswill be available forboth normal and emergencysituations. Based on
these extensive requirements in man-machine interface design, particularly in
Chapter 10, this issue should be considered resolved for the ALWR Passive Plant.

BWR Requirements in the ALWR Requirements Document

• Section 11.1.3.1 of Chapter 1 requires that the design process for an ALWR
emphasize the human-machine interfaces and that an on-going analysis be
conducted to assure that these requirements will be met.

* Section 11.10.4 of Chapter 1 requires the Plant Designer to provide a plant
simulator/performance model which can be used as a design tool in studying
human-engineering aspects of the plant controls and control room design.
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* Section 11.11 of Chapter 1 requires the Interdisciplinary Design Review Group to
include at least one member knowledgeable in the principles of human factors.

* Section 8.2.1.2 of Chapter 1 requires human factors design principles to be
consistently applied throughout the design process for each operation work space
in the ALWR plant to reduce operation errors during all plant modes. Specific
operation related human factors requirements are given for instrumentation and
controls, control room design, control panels and cabinets, and operating area
environment

* Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 10 states that an objective of the MMIS is to take full
advantage of operator capabilities, but not to challenge operator limitations. This
includes the explicit inclusion of the human component in the man-machine
interface.

* Section 2.2.8 of Chapter 10 states the policy to apply human factor engineering
principles as a formal part of the ALWR design process. Particular emphasis will be
placed on:

- Elimination of potential sources of human error;

- Reduction in the probability of error;

- Provision for the detection and recovery from human errors.

* Section 2.2.10 of Chapter 10 states the policy to apply advanced technology to the
main control room to enhance the design compared to existing plants. It also
describes many of the features which are expected to be included in the ALWR to
improve the interface with the operators.

Other sections of Chapter 10 include specific requirements which are intended to
assure that human factors are adequately addressed in the design process. Those
sections which are especially pertinent to the five aspects of the man-machine interface
identified in 3.10.3.2 are as follows:

* Section 4 covers human factors requirements which are to be applied to all control
stations, i.e., local control stations are to meet these requirements as well as the main
control room.

* Section 4.3 covers requirements for annunciator (alarm) systems, and
Section 4.3.3.4 addresses the need to reduce the number of annunciators in an
upset.

* Sections 3.4.5 and 5.6 define the requirements for various systems to aid the
operators in carrying out their assigned tasks including the monitoring of technical
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specification limits; the status of safety systems, and plant diagnostic, maintenance,
and testing activities.

* Section 3 requires specific identification of functions and tasks and the systematic
allocation of them among the operators and automatic systems, e.g., computers.
This includes requirements to verify and validate these allocations by systematic
processes involving mockups, simulation, and human factors reviews.

* Section 4.1.5.2 requires that the MMIS Designer develop and verify human factor
practices for advanced man-machine interface technology where there is limited
published guidance.

Chapter 10 makes no distinction between the normal and abnormal operating
procedures and the emergency operating procedures, i.e., the normal and abnormal
operating procedures are required to meet the same stringent requirements as the
emergency operating procedures. Those sections of Chapter 10 which define the
specific requirements for the operating procedures are as follows:

* Section 3.1.3.5.1 requires that plant dynamic models be used to develop and
validate plant operating procedures.

* Section 3.4.2 requires the operating procedures be developed as an integral part of
the design.

* Section 3.4.2.1 requires verification and validation of procedures.

* Section 3.4.2.2 provides specific requirements for electronically displayed
procedures.

* Section 3.4.2.3 provides specific requirements for hardcopy procedures.

e Section 4.1.2 requires preliminary operating procedures be provided as part of a
control station's preliminary design.

e Section 4.1.6.4 requires operating procedures be provided as an integral part of the
documentation of each control station, requires review of these procedures as part
of the control station design, and requires their validation using mockups and active
simulation.

* Section 4.3.2.3 requires alarm response procedures be prepared by the MMIS
Designer.

SBWR Resolution
An on-going program for the design of instrumentation and control systems and man-
machine interface systems incorporates all the stated ALWR human factors engineering
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requirements. The design bases, approach, and acceptance criteria are given in
Chapter 18 of this SSAR. In addition, a COL license information requirement is
included in Sectionl9H.3.3 to ensure the establishment of an interdisciplinary design
review group and reviews for site-specific design and construction work. This issue is
considered resolved for the SBWR Standard Plant design.

19H.3 COL License Information

19H.3.1 Quality Assurance Program

COL applicants shall have a Quality Assurance Program satisfying the requirements of
Subsectionl9H.2.1, including the right to impose additional quality assurance
requirements.

19H.3.2 Shift Staffing

COL applicants shall determine the minimum appropriate shift crew staffing
composition by demonstrating compliance with IOCFR50.54; the latest revision to SRP
Section 13.1.2; and Regulatory Guide (RG) 1.114, Rev. 2, as required by
Subsection 19H.2.57.

19H.3.3 Interdisciplinary Design Reviews

COL applicants shall establish an interdisciplinary design review group and direct
reviews for site-specific design and construction work as required by
Subsection 19H.2.58.

19H.4 References

19H-1 A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues, NUREG-0933, including Supplement
7 dated March 1988.

19H-2 Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements Document, Volume III,
Passive Plant, Electric Power Research Institute, Advanced LWR Program.
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Table 191-1-1 USIs/GSls Applicable to SBWR

Item! Appendix 19H
Issue No. Title Subsection

TMI-Related Issues

I.F.1 Expanded GA List 19H.2.1

Task Action Plan Items

A-1 Water Hammer 19H.2.2

A-7 Mark I Long-Term Program 19H.2.3

A-B Mark 1M Containment Pool Dynamic Loads-Long-Term Program 19H.2.4

A-9 ATWS 19H.2.5

A-1 B BWR Feedwater Nozzle Cracking 19H.2.6

A-133 Snubber Operability Assurance 19H.2.7

A-24 Qualification of Class QE Safety Related Equipment 19H.2.8

A-25 Non-Safety Loads on Class NE Power Sources 19H.2.9

A-31 RHR Shutdown Requirements 19H.2.1S

A-35 Adequacy of Offsite Power Systems 19H.2.11

A-36 Control of Heavy Loads Near Spent Fuel 1CH.2.12

A-39 Determination of Safety Relief Valve Pool Dynamic Loads and 19H.2.13
Temperature Limits

A-40 Seismic Design Criteria-Short Term Program 19H.2.14

A-42 Pipe Cracks in Boiling Water Reactors 19H.2.15

A-44 Station Blackout 19H.2.16

A-45 Shutdown Decay Heat Removal 19H.2.17

A-47 Safety Implications of Control Systems 19H.2.18

A-48 Hydrogen Control Measures and Effects of Hydrogen Burns on 19H.2.19
Safety Equipment

B-1 Behavior of BWR Mark Ill Containments 19H.2.20

B-17 Criteria for Safety-Related Operator Actions 19H.2.21

B-36 Develop Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for 19H.2.22
Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Filtration and Adsorption Units
for Engineered Safety Feature Systems and for Normal
Ventilation Systems

B-55 Improved Reliability of Target Rock Safety Relief Valves 19H.2.23

B-61 Allowable ECCS Equipment Outage Periods 19H.2.24

B-63 Isolation of Low Pressure Systems Connected to the Reactor 19H.2.25
Coolant Pressure Boundary
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Table 19H-1 USIs/GSis Applicable to SBWR (Continued)

Item/ Appendix 19H
Issue No. Title Subsection

B-66 Control Room Infiltration Measurements 19H.2.26

C-1 Assurance of Continuous Long Term Capability of Hermetic 19H.2.27
Seals on Instrumentation and Electrical Equipment

C-10 Effective Operation of Containment Sprays in a LOCA 19H.2.28

C-17 Interim Acceptance Criteria for Solidification Agents for 19H.2.29
Radioactive Solid Wastes

New Generic Issues

15 Radiation Effects on Reactor Vessel Supports 19H.2.30

25 Automatic Air Header Dump on BWR Scram System 19H.2.31

40 Safety Concerns Associated with Pipe Breaks in the BWR Scram 19H.2.32
System

45 Inoperability of Instrumentation Due to Extreme Cold Weather 19H.2.33

51 Proposed Requirements for Improving the Reliability of Open 19H.2.34
Cycle Service Water Systems

57 Effects of Fire Protection System Actuation on Safety-Related 19H.2.35
Equipment

67.3.3 Improved Accident Monitoring 19H.2.36

75 Generic Implications of ATWS Events at the Salem Nuclear Plant 19H.2.37

78 Monitoring of Fatigue Transient Limits for Reactor Coolant 19H.2.38
System

83 Control Room Habitability 19H.2.39

86 Long Range Plan for Dealing with Stress Corrosion Cracking in 19H.2.40
BWR Piping

87 Failure of HPCI Steam Line Without Isolation 19H.2.41

89 Stiff Pipe Clamps 19H.2.42

103 Design for Probable Maximum Precipitation 19H.2.43

105 Interfacing Systems LOCA at BWRs 19H.2.44

106 Piping and Use of Highly Combustible Gases in Vital Areas 19H.2.45

113 Dynamic Qualification Testing of Large Bore Hydraulic Snubbers 19H.2.46

118 Tendon Anchorage Failure 19H.2.47

120 On-Line Testability of Protection Systems 19H.2.48

121 Hydrogen Control for Large, Dry PWR Containments 19H.2.49

124 Auxiliary Feedwater System Reliability 19H.2.50

128 Electrical Power Reliability 19H.2.51
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Table 19H-1 USIs/GSIs Applicable to SBWR (Continued)

Item/ Appendix 19H
Issue No. Title Subsection

142 Leakage Though Electrical Isolators 19H.2.52

143 Availability of Chilled Water System and Room Cooling 19H.2.53

145 Actions to Reduce Common Cause Failures 19H.2.54

153 Loss of Essential Service Water System in LWRs 19H.2.55

155.1 More Realistic Source Term Assumptions 19H.2.56

Human Factors Issues

HF1.1 Shift Staffing 19H.2.57

HF4.4 Guidelines for Updating Other Procedures 19H.2.58

HF5.1 Local Control Stations 19H.2.58

HF5.2 Review Criteria for Human Factors Aspects of Advanced 19H.2.58
Controls and Instrumentation
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